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IfOTES
Up

to the date of his last despatches Dr. Bliss

old wall, whicli he

found

was

had followed for about 1,000

still

feet.

tracing the line of the

His third report

will be

at p. 9.

Letters from Dr. Bliss and Herr von Schick report that the iron-bound door
Neby Daud, which had remained open against the wall for a number of
years, haying been recently blown down during a severe storm, there was disof

closed on one of the stones behind it an inscription which seems not to have
been before noticed. It is in Latin, and, according to Dr. Bliss's report, is a
votive tablet to Jupiter on behalf of the welfare and greatness of the Emperor
Trajan and the Roman people, erected by the Third Legion, which takes us
back to the interval between the destruction by Titus and the founding of ^lia

may have been entirely
opened and shut, which may account for its
being unnoticed. It is built into the modern wall about 15 feet above the
ground. Roman inscriptions are very rare in Jerusalem and this discovery is
Capitolina.

covered

It

was

jJ-iitly

when the door was

covered with plaster and
last

therefore of exceptional interest.

A

squeeze of the inscription

is

expected to

arrive shortly.

Amongst Herr von

one in reference to Bethzur.
name, one on
Herr von Schick adopts this
opinion, and puts in a claim for Et Tor on the Mount of Olives to be regarded
as the Bethzur near the Holv City.

Many

Schick's various notes

is

have thought that there must have been
the way to Hebron, and one near Jerusalem.

tioo places of this

In ^N'ovember Herr von Schick rejjorted that the fountain of Siloam had
been dry for several weeks, and tlie people had to bring water from Bir Ayub to
water the gardens with, also that during the last two or three years the water

A
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much less than in former times. The natives
was taken away from the spring with the Siloam inscription. , Q,tlae^'s,f^y', tJjii^t the diminution maybe owing to the many new houses
built on the higher ground north and west of the city, which have cisterns for
collecting the rain water, and that the increased cultivation of gardens and
planting of trees has to do with it. But Herr von Schick thinks that if these
were the causes Bir Ayub would also have suffered, which is not the case.
of the spring has in general been

thirk

:£hai.

thelflassiiig

—

Herr von Schick continues: "I was told that a few years ago some Jews
were bathing in the Virgin's Fountain, when a quarrel arose with the Fellaliin
and a Jew was injured by a stone, in consequence of which some of the Siloam
people were imprisoned for a time, and, when they were released, an order was
given that in future no one, whether Jew or Fellah, should be allowed to bathe
there, so that the Fellaliin might have no further quarrels with Jews. In order
But one day
to enforce this rule a black man was placed there as watchman.
there was no more water, and the Fellahin charged the black man with taking it

away by witchcraft, to which the man replied that if they would pay him £40
he would bring the water again.
" If this story be true, which I cannot know, then the black man may have
opened some other channel for the water, not known hitherto. As Bir Ayub has
much water it may be that it goes there now. Is there still anywhere an
unknown channel ? "
Dr. Chaplin states that some years ago it was a common custom for Jews,
and especially Jewesses, to go to the Virgin's Fountain to bathe, under the
belief that there was some special virtue in its waters.
They called the
place "Godl's Mikveh " = Gedaliah's bath, but what particular Gedaliah was
referred to they seemed not to know.

We publish in this number the
tions collected in the

first jjortion

of the Greek and other inscrip-

Hauran by the Rev. W. Ewing, and

also part of his

personal narrative of his journey. It is proposed to publish the whole in the
course of the year, so that all may be contained in the annual volume for
1895.

Referring to the serpent-like figure in Baron Ustinoff's collection, described
Herr von Schick in the Quarterly Statement for 1893,

and figured by

the Rev. J. E. Hanauer writes that he has discovered that the object
was found at Lydda, and thinks that it may be connected with the popular
ideas which have been current for so many centuries respecting the dragon
slain by St. George, the patron Saint of Lydda
and of England. Mi-. Hanauer
refers to the fact that St. George is greatly revered by the Moliammcdans,
who identify him with El Khtldr, the evergreen Nebi, a holy man of ancient
times, who, having been permitted to drink of the fountain of perpetual
youth, can never die, but appears from time to time as the messenger of
retributive Providence, to succour the godly, to jDunish the wicked, and to
annihilate monster (di-agon) forms of evil.
p. 297,

—

—

—
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Mr. Haiiauer also reports that a deep vault or pit was recently discovered
under the flooring of tlie little mosque in the house of Simon the Tanner,
It seemed to be about thirty feet deep.
at Jaffa.

A
it

correspondent

may have

the following, from the " Daily News," thinking

sends

with the Holy Land
The question has been raised

interest for students of things connected

" Is the Jews'-harp a musical instrument

the United States, for
of import duty

corruption of

'

.

.

if

it

be only a toy,

The name

.

jaws-harp.'

?

it

:

in

will be liable to another rate

of the instrument

is,

of course,

an absui'd

"

It is pretty certain that this instrument has no special connection with
Jews or the ancient country of the Jews, but the derivation suggested seems
less probable than that from Jeu-harpe = toy-harp.
In some old authors we
have jeti-trompe, which seems to have meant the same thing.

A correspondent from
built

Jaflla

reports that an iron bridge has recently been

by the Government over the

road crosses the stream

befoi'e its

Wady Musrura

The Rev. Theodore E. Dowling, Honorary
Association, repoi'ts

that

where the Nablus

just

junction with the Aujeh.

a course of

Seci'etary

lectures will

be

of

the Jerusalem

delivered in

Christ

Church Lecture Room, Jerusalem, under the auspices of the Association,
during the ajjproaching travelling season. Subject to any necessary alterations, the programme is as follows
:

—

—

;
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The following have kindly consented
taries

to

act

Honorary Local Secre-

as

:

The Rev. C. £. Eanken, St. Ronans, Malvern.
Hem-y Clark, Esq., Prospect House, Trent Street, Stockton-on-Tees.
J. T. Atkinson, Esq.,

Dr.

Hayesthorpe, Holgate Hill, York.

McEwau, Prestonpans, N.B.

Mr. Walter Besant's summary of the work of the Fund from its commencement has been brought up to date by the author, and will be published shortly
under the title, " Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land." Applications for
copies may now be sent in to Mr. Armstrong.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised
of the Fimd.

A

Map

of Palestine

circular giving full particulars about

is

on view at

it

will be sent

tlie

office

on appli-

cation to the Secretary.

Subscribers

to the

Palestine Pil&rims' Text Society who have not

sent in their application for cases for binding the translations issued by the
Society, are

reminded that these are now ready, and that the whole

issues

—

have been ai-ranged in chronological order, so as to
Nos. 1 to 26 (up to date)
make 10 volumes of equal size.

—

Index to the Quarterly Statement. A new edition of the Index to the
Quarterly Statements lias been compiled. It embraces the years 1869 (the
Contents
Names of the
first issue of the journal) to the end of 1892.
and
List of the Illustrations
Autliors and of tlie Papers contributed by them
Price to
This Index will be found extremely useful.
General Index.
:

—

;

;

subscribers to the

Fund,

non-subscribers, 2s. and

in paper cover, If. Qd., in cloth, 2s. Qd., post free

?>s.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

The Committee

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
See list of Books, July Quarterly Statement^
Palestine and other Bible Lands.

of the

1893.

It

may

be well to mention that plans and photograplis alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and

preserved in the

offices of

elsewhere cannot

the Fund, where they

all

may

be published, but

all

are

be seen by subscribers.

The first volume of the "Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Major Conder,
accompanied by a map of the jjorlion of country surveyed, special plans,
and upwards of 350 drawings of ruins, tombs, dolmens, stone circles, inscriptions, &c.
Subscribers to the " Survey of Western Palestine " are privileged
is

.

NOTES AND NEWS,
to have the volumes for seven guineas.

names

are received, to twelve guineas.

5

The price will be raised, after 250
The Committee are pledged never to
the sum of seven guineas.
K. P. Watt

let any copies he subscribed for tinder
and Son, Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C., are the Sole Agents.
The attention of intending subscribers is directed to the announcement in the
last page of this number.
Mr. H. Chichester Hart's " Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
Arabah," which forms the second volume, can be had separately.

M. Clermont-Granneau's work, "Archaeological Researches in Palestine," will
The first portion of it is already translated and in

form the third volume.
the press.

The maps and books now contained in the Society's publications comprise
an amount of information on Palestine, and on the researches conducted in
the country, which can be found in no other publications. It must never be
forgotten that no single traveller, however well equipped by previous knowledge,
can compete with a scientific body of explorers, insti'ucted in the periods
required, and provided with all the instruments necessary for carrying out
work.

f.heir

Old and

TTie

mile).

See

list

of Publications.

Testament Map of Palestine (scale t of an inch to a
both sides of the Jordan, and extends from Baalbek in the

New

— Embraces

north to Kadesh Barnea in the south. All the modern names are in black
over these are printed in red the Old Testament and Apocrypha names. The
New Testament, Josephus, and Talmudic names are in blue, and the tribal

;

tinted in

possessions are
It

date.

is

colours, giving clearly all the identifications

the most comprehensive

map

up

to

that has been published, and will be

invaluable to universities, colleges, schools, &c.
It

published in 20 sheets, with paper cover

is

Fund, 23*.;

price to subscribers to the
can be had mounted on cloth, rollers, and
The size is 8 feet by 6 feet. The cost of moimting

to the public, £2.

varnished for hanging.
is

extra {see

Maps)

In addition to the

Map

;

It

the 12 sheets

map, the Committee have issued as a separate
Nos. 5-7, 9-11, 13-15, 20-22), which include the whole

20-slieet

(viz.,

Mount Hermon, and the districts beyond Jordan a8
See key-map to the sheets.
The price of this map, in 12 sheets, in paper cover, to subscribers to the
Fund, 12*. Qd. to the public, £1 1*.

of Palestine as far north as
far as they are surveyed.

;

The
61

map, mounted on cloth and

roller for hanging,

is

4i feet by

feet.

Any
Fund,

To

size of this

single sheet of the

\s. 6d.

map can

be had separately, price, to subscribers of the

Mounted on

the public 2s. and

cloth to fold in the pocket suitable for travelling, 2*.
2s. 6d.

Single copies of these

maps

in sheets, with cover, can be sent

by post

to all

foreign countries at an extra charge of 1?.

A

copy of names and places in the Old and New Testament, loith their
identifications and full references, can be had by subscribers with either
of these maps at the reduced price of 2s. Qd.

modern
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Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday School Unions within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they

will henceforth be treated as subscribers

chase the books and

maps (by

and be allowed

to pur-

application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The income of the Society, from September 22nd to December 24th, 1894,
was from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,
The expenditure during the
£642 12s. Od. from all sources £874 8*. 8f?.
same period was £706 3*. Qd. On December 24th the balance in the Bank
was £316 \s. lid.

—

—

;

Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
casts,

and

slides

Office of the

can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

Fund :—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," 1*. each.
Cases for binding the Quarterly Statement, in green or chocolate.
Cases

for

binding

" Abila,"

" Pella,"

and

"

'Ajlun "

Is.

each.

one volume,

in

Is. each.

Casts of the Tablet, front and back, with a Cuneiform Inscription found
in

May, 1892,

at

a depth of 35

at

Tell

el

feet.

Hesy,
It

by F.

J.

belongs to the

Bliss,

Explorer

general

to

diplomatic

the

Fund,

correspon-

dence carried on between Amenhotep III and IV and their agents in various
Price 2s. Qd. the pair.
Palestinian towns.
Casts of the Ancient Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,
price 2s. Qd. each.

Casts of an Inscribed Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Professor
Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price Is. each.
Lantci'u slides of the Eaised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In

order to

Committee

make up complete

will be very glad to receive

of the Quarterly Statement the
any of the back numbers.

sets

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other
by oiScers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

theories advanced

them.

Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.
to

all

who

are entitled to receive

give rise occasionally to omissions.

Great care is taken to forwai-d each number
it, but changes of address and other causes

—— —

—

—

—
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The authorised

lecturers for the Society are

The Rev. Thomas

Benenden, Staplehurst,

Hillside,

;

(1)

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.

(2)

Bible Scenes in the Light of

Modern

Science.

(4)

The Survey of Eastern Palestine.
In the Track of the Israelites from Egypt

(5)

The Jordan Talley,

(.3)

(6)

(7)
(8)

N.B.

F.R.G-.S.,

Harrison,

His subjects are as follows

Kent.

7

the

Bead

Sea,

and

to

Canaan.

the Cities of the Plain.

—

The Recovery of Jerusalem (Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.
Archceological Illustrations of the Bible.
Sunday School Teachers).

(Specially adapted for

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Rev.

J. R.

slides.

Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Inchture, N.B.

His

subjects are as follows:

(2)

The Work of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
The Survey of Palestine.

(3)

The City of Jerusalem.

(1)

(4) Eastern Palestine.
(5) Calvary and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

The Rev.

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.
(1)

South

:

Explorations in Judea.

(2)

Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.

(3)

In Bible Lands

(4)

The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(5)

Problems of Palestine.

The Rev. Charles

a Narrative of Personal Experiences.

;

Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., St. Lawrence, Ramsgate.

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(2)

Stories in Stone

(3)

Undergrotind Jerusalem

;

slides).

His subjects are as follows

(All
:

in Palestine.

or,

New
;

Light on the Old Testament.

or,

With

Explorer

the

in 1894.

Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of

Modern Research

(.5)

B.

The Story of Joseph ;
The Story of Moses ;
Land.

(6)

c.

The Story of Joshua

(7)

D.

(8)

E.

(4) A.

;

:

or,

Life in Ancient Egypt.

or,

Through

or,

the Desert to the

Promised

The Buried City of Lachish.

The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

—

—
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Theodore

Professor

F.

Wright,

Ph.D.,

Cambridge,

G-eneral Secretary of the Palestine Exploration

His subjects are as follows

States.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Honorary

for the United

:

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine 'Exploration.

The Eev. L.

Gr.

A. Eoberts, 67, George Street, Hamilton, Ontario.

subjects are as follows

His

:

(2)

Work in and around the Soly
Work outside the Soly City.

(3)

Popular Lecture upon the General Mesults obtained by the Fund.

(1)

Application
24,

Mass.,

Fund

Hanover

for

Sqiiare,

Lectures

may be

W., or sent

to the

City.

addressed to the Secretary,
address of the Lecturers.

either

—

THIRD REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By

F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

return of these crisp December days recalls to me vividly the
corresponding season of last year when I was also in Jerusalem. But
with what a difference
Then I was full of anxiety about the granting
Then I wandered over the
of the permit, which seemed a far-off thing.

The

!

wondering what secrets they might conand stone, speculating as to the hidden
line of wall.
Now, for seven months, the permit has been in my hands.
Now I walk over the same fields happy in the fact that their dim
promises have been fulfilled
glad to say " Here runs the wall for over
1,000 feet, here is a paved street, here are towers, here the long-lost Gate

fields to the

tain,

south of the

city,

and examined every

seai-}:)

;

:

;

of the Essenes."

My last report

was largely concerned

in describing the great outer

may once have been
though no traces of masonry remain. 1 also announced that a true
wall had been discovered, beginning at the fosse which separates it from
the work of Maudslay, and running at first south-east generally parallel
to the outer scarp.
We had traced this wall for about 150 feet to its
turn at Tower I. I gave the reasons for inferring that a gate occurred
in the wall at a distance of 105 feet from the fosse, together with a
general description of the masonry.
The present autumn season has been entirely taken u]) with tracing
the continuation of this wall to the east, and with work about the
gate.
I warned the readers of the October Statement to take my
arguments in regard to the outer scarp as tentative.
I am now of
the opinion that there was never any wall directly upon that scarp, but
that it acted as an outer defence to the wall found to the east of it.
This
view is made the more probable by the fact that we picked up the outer
scarp again between Tower II and Tower III, 25 feet outside the wall,
and running directly parallel to it for a distance of more than 50 feet.
The gi'adual process which led to the discovery of the various periods
of the gate was a most interesting and delicate operation.
It is always
scarp of defence, upon which I argued that a wall

built,

my

if jwssible, along the steps of discovery,
not only the perplexity but the delight
when matters, at first obscure, become flooded with light. However, to
make the matter clearer, I will say at once that this gate is proved to
represent certainly three, and perhaps foiir, distinct periods, as shown by
the different super-imjaosed door-sills.
In the sections, a a represents
the upper sill, h b the rough filling below it, and c c, d d, and e e,

preference to lead the i-eader,

so that he

may

share with

me

—

the

sills

My

—

—
—

below.
first hojje for

finding a gate

we found coming down from

was given by the paved road which

the north-east, having a sewer under

it.

/
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we followed in galleries, until we at last reached a block of good
masonry at the stone / in section CD. Here we were puzzled to find our
work in the gallery blocked by great blocks of stone, not very thick.
We then had no idea that these were to prove to be the various sills of
the gate (seen of course from the inside) together with their respective
paved roads leading to them, super-imposed, of course, upon the pavement which we had been following for so long. It is fortunate that
traces of these upper roads had disapjoeared a few feet beyond the gate,
else our task in tracing the lowest pavement would have been difficult
This

indeed.

On

discovei'ing the block of masonry,

substantial house at this
difficult,

point.

we opened up from
AB.

we supjwsed

The work

in

it

to be part of a

the gallery becoming

above, making, finally, the large cutting

represented in section

As related in my last report, we went down till we reached the rock,
but found no traces of the pavement beyond the masonry. The place
does not seem to me important, and we left it for a time. Later, I
decided to give it another chance, and the wall running to the fosse was
found. The matter was still far from clear, for the space between g and
g' was filled up with masonry, which seemed to be continuous with the
wall.
However, whereas the course continuing north-west beyond g
consisted of well-squared stones, with fine jointing, between g g' the
work was coarse, with badly-foi-med joints, and included a stone with a
rounded face, certainly not in situ, and doubtless once belonging to a
pilaster.
More careful observation of the line a a, the top edge of
which projected a trifle beyond the stone g, and beyond the rough work
on to (/', revealed the fact that the edges of the stones under the rough
work were polished with that irregular peculiar smoothness produced
only by the wear of feet, while the part under the stone g had not this

—

—

The conviction thus flashed ujDon ns that we had here a blockedup gatewa3^ This theory at once explained the fine masonry found at /,
at right angles with the course g, which must be the inside of the gate.
Until we saw that the course g did not continue to g% this finely faced
masoniy, apparentl}' a chance section across the wall, was a puzzle.
And now that this point was clear, one difficult question remained Why
was the sill at a 45 inches higher than the pavement below/
The theory that steps had led up to the gate was entertained and
dismissed.
We then made a more careful clearance outside the gate, and
found the lines of slabs c c, d d, and e e, whose edges all showed
Measurements
polish from wear, suggesting that all were door-sills.
showed that it was the lowest one that belonged to the period of the
pavement. However, further investigation seemed imperative, and we
began by removing the rough stones which blocked the upper sill between
g and g', finding that sill in perfect preservation. There were the sockets
in each corner, and the holes in the middle where the bolts of this double
gate had been fastened down. It was interesting to note that at the
angle where the gate had turned above the socket the stone was eaten
polish.

:

—

—

—

€=4

o

4

^
G
V
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away in a series of furrows, A recent storm has thrown down the gate
Nehj Dafid (Zion Gate), and here at the angle the same furrowing

of

be ol)served. A mere glance at the over-lappiug iron sheets with
which the door is plated reveals the cause of this peculiar attrition in the
Zion Gateway, and suggests the natural explanation for the same

may

phenomenon observed

in our ancient gate.
This upper sill is composed of three large slabs of fine hard white
limestone with tinges of red. A glance at section CD will show that the
surface is of two levels, that part inside the door being 4 inches lower
than the part outside, leaving a support against which the closed door
should rest. On section CD may be observed two stones beyond the

stone g, with a groove 6 inches high and 4 inches deep, running along the
them in the line / i'. These stones are much worn, the groove
being clear only in the second. Before the discovery of the gate I had

top of

supposed them to be later filling in. The tape measure settled the matter
differently.
The width of the u])per gate is on the outside 8 feet on the
inside 9 feet 10 inches.
Each door, then, would be 4 feet 11 inches wide,
from ? to ^' is just this distance; when the door stood oj^en it rested
against these stones
the door had evidently a sti'ong iron bar nailed
across it, and the groove was made to accommodate the bar, so that the
door could open directly against the wall.
The middle stone of the three that forms this upper sill is not quite in
line with the other two.
It is noticeable that this upper gate stood
immediately in the line of the wall, being a mere opening that must have
been without striking architectural features. The sill is only 10 feet
;

;

under the surface of the ground.
The width of the lowest gate, 8 feet 10 inches, could be measured on
the outside between the two flanking stones e' and e" which project
6 inches from the line of wall, and 18 inches from the line of the sill e e,
one stone of which forms the roof of the sewer. We thus were certain of
two periods, the highest and the lowest, and the claims of the lines of
slabs c~c and d d remained to be considered.
It seemed at first
impossible to examine thehi without removing the upper sill, which I was
very loath to do. However, we proceeded cautiously to remove some of
the rough filling (consisting of small stones and very hard mortar)
between a a (the upper sill) and c c, making a hole in the centre of it
without disturbing the upper sill. No marks were found in the slabs of
that line. We then p)'oceeded carefully to remove the slabs inside the
gate which seemed to belong to the various super-imposed paved roads,
and succeeded in finding the door socket marked 2. If this belongs to the
sill d—-d, then the part inside the door is on a level with the part outside
the door, and not 4 or 5 inches lower, as in the case of the highest and

—

—

—

lowest

sills.

—

If

it

belongs to the

sill

c—c, then the

would be 8 inches higher, than the part
diff'erence.

by wear

I prefer to assign it to

at the

inside,

jjart

which

is

outside the door

rather a too great

d~d. Both d—d and c—c are polished
we did not find a socket to

outside edge, and though

certainly prove a fourth period, yet I think there were four.

We

assume.
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then, this socket to belong to

d— d, bnt we did not

find its fellow at the

other corner, and as there are no bolt marks in the centre of the slab,

it is

width was the same as that
of the lowest gate, as the projecting stones e' and e" belong to both
We had, as I have stated, inferred the lowest gate from the sill
periods.
cc between the flanking stones e' and e", but happily the last link in the
chain of evidence w\as furnished by Herr Sandel, a German architect, who,
while caking measurements for the plans, discovered in the last stone of
the pavement the socket marked 3, which belongs to this lowest gate. Its
fellow in the other corner was, of course, buried by the slab containing
socket 2. Thus, thanks to the fact that the sills were of different widths,
we were able to study the four periods without removing any one of the
sills.
I know of no more interesting example of a place where four distinct
periods may be studied in the short perpendicular distance of 4 feet.
The discovery has a most important bearing on the history of the
south wall, for it shows that it ran along this line for a great length of
time.
The masonry, however, employed auring these four periods was
the same.
Stone /, with its fellows, above the first pavement, is quite of
the same style with stone g and the wall going north, though stone g
itself was, of course, placed in its present position when the upper door
sill was built.
Stone h, with the rest of the course, though not so well

possible that this gate

had a single door.

Its

—

is often the case in a hollow course, has the
comb-pick dressing found in the work above. However, under this
course there is another course of quite different work, which occurs all
along the line, and three courses of which are found at Tower I. I take
this to belong to an older period than is indicated by the lowest door-sill,
which, of course, we cannot assume represented the first occmrence of a

dressed at the edges, as

gate at this point.

The general position, and the fact that a sewer runs under the gate,
emptying itself twenty yards away, point to an identification with the
Dung Gate of Nehemiah. It is also probably the Gate of the Essenes of
Josephus, which should be looked for near the south-west angle of the
wall, one gate being only 32 feet distant from the turn to the east at
Tower I.
The finding

of a gate at this point explains the line taken

G

M

by the

runs in general parallel to the wall,
has the perpendicular height of
forming a steep defence, which at
21 feet.
Here the top of the scarp lies hardly more than 10 feet out

outer scarp.

From

to

it

M

M

it turns at right angles as far as the i)oint O,
At
evidently in order to form a large open space in front of the gate. The
meaning of the platform O, P, E, S, U, W, projecting north-west, is
and P is
not quite clear. The fall at tlie top of the scarp between
18A feet, while the level of the base remai}is the same, the scarp at P
(before the turn) being only 2 feet high at pi;^sent, but there are plain

from the wall.

M

was quarried away, presumably in later times, when
the wall was considered a sufficient defence. After the turn at P there is
It has been suggested
an abrupt fall in tlie base of the scarp of 8 feet

signs that the top
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W, was the base of a barbican, but in
the road to point north, which direction has
the steep contours against it, as well as inherent probability. I think
that the platform O, P, E, S, U,
this case

there

we should expect

may have been here an outside watch-tower
I'oad.
Another suggestion may

the Bethlehem
scarp in

its

at one time to

be made

:

present condition was fashioned for defence, yet

followed the general line of an earlier quarry

command

althouo-h the
it

may have

though that

it is not
simply a (juarry I hope I proved conclusively in my last report.
The road from the gate probably crossed the Valley of Hinnom at

the point where the present path from

lowing the path up the

;

Bab Neby Daiid

crosses

it,

fol-

beyond and joining the road from Bab elKhalil further on. Yusif, while following the wall from the gate to
Tower I, noticed that the soil on a level with the lowest course was hard
and pressed together, and he suggested that the ancient path jjassed that
way. He is a close observer and fertile in suggestions, a tendency I
encoui^age, for among his many theories some turn out to be of real value.
hill

He

spends his spare time either in reading Nehemiah or in wandering
over the fields studying exposed scarps and the contour of the land,
planning for the work, ahead.
are fortunate in having a man who, besides being trustworthy

We

work and very popular with the labourers whom he keeps under
firm control, takes also an enthusiastic interest in the topographical
questions of the excavations.

in his

As I hope that some of the many readers of these lines may visit
Jerusalem in the near future, I will say for their benefit that the cuttmoabove the gate is left open. In front of the gate the space is filled up
to the level of the upper sill, but the interior is exposed to the level
of
the first pavement, so that the various sills, sockets, width of the wall
&c., &c., may be seen. The tunnel going north has also been left
oi^en for
a distance of 70 feet, revealing the wall.

and Tower

From
I

The tunnel between the gate
not even indicated in the plan.
have built a stairway to the upper sill, a fact which

I is closed, and,

the surface

we

by the way,

is

mention to prevent any possible theorising.
In writing of the wall I shall first describe

its direction with any
and then the character of the masonry. At the date
of my last report we had traced it from the fosse to Tower
I.
This
latter consists of two distinct kinds of masonry, their faces
built on

especial features,

difterent Hues.

The

surface of the ground above descends in a sharp
at the south-west corner was hardly a

terrace, so that the top course

and the fellah who leases the field told me that he liad
with his plough without knowing what it was. From
the south-east corner of this tower we traced the wall east, following
the
rock for 32 feet, where a small, irregular buttress occurred.
At" this
point we expected a break, for in the direct line beyond there
is a trench
several yards long, from which the proi)rietors have in
recent times taken
stone, having destroyed the traces of the wall here.
So about 90 feet
beyond the break we made another cutting, and came across the wall

foot underground,

often struck

it
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out. This was proved to be the face of Towei' II, for after 27 feet
took a turn for 9h feet at right angles back again to the old line which
From the break the destruction had continued to
there continued.
Tower II, and had included its west side. At the south-west corner
Y, and described in my last report,
the rock-hewn aqueduct seen at
entered the tower. For a distance of 22 feet it is so high that a man can
stand upright. On the slabs of the roof we found the Fund's bench-

9i feet
it"

X—

was a singular illustraWarren, coming down
the aqueduct from the north-east, had stood directly under this tower,
and left his mark in the cellarage, as it were thousands have walked in
the lield above the tower, while all were unconscious of its existence.
Hereafter, when I see any especial feature of height or workmanship in
I, too, passed under
a channel I shall want to open down from above.
one wall, yea, even at the gate, weeks before I discovered it, at the point
where the sewer passes under it, and here the sewer was lined with three
large beautiful blocks on each side, which Yusif warned me at the time
must point to some especial building above, but I hardly thought of these
So I
ao-ain until they were once more seen when we found the gate.
And here comes in a hapj^y
cannot crow over my respected predecessor
accident. Warren certainly traced the aqueduct down to this point.' For
not only have we his bench-mark, but he describes the place where a
man can .stand upright; however, probably owing to some oversight, it

mark done

in lamp-black,

and the

initials J. B.

tion of the chances of excavation.

It

Sir Charles

;

I

laid down on the maps only in the field beyond, stopping
Now when I found the sewer to the north, I first
the road.
an aqueduct, and cleared it out to the east simply in order to
pursued it
it joined Warrens aqueduct in the next field.
is

We

suddenly at
took it for
see whether
to the road

struck some 50 feet north of the expected point, and its base
was considerably higher than even the surface of the ground where the
aqueduct was known to lie. Hence the identity of the two was impos-

which

it

But in the meantime the paving at the side had been seen at so
points that the paved street was first inferred, then proved, and
then it was an easy matter to follow it back to the wall at the gate. I
doubtless should have found the wall sooner or later, but the key which
actually fitted the lock was furnished by the draughtsman, who years ago

sible.

many

down the aqueduct beyond the road
plan the aqueduct seen by us at
Y with
the part seen at the tower, bringing the line through the point where a
stone-lined air-hole was pointed out to me by the proprietor, who told
me that they found it and proved it to be dry some years ago when water
was still conducted to the city by the low level aqueduct. I followed the
in a

I

London

office

neglected to lay

have connected on

!

X—

my

This appears to be the aqueduct which was traced by Lien tenant, now
Major-General, Sir Charles Warren for 700 feet, and was found to be crossed
See "Recovery of
and used at cither end by the present low-level aqueduct.
Letter
Jerusalem," p. 233. Letter No. IV, p. 15, of 2ad September, 1867
and Jerusalem volume (" Survey of
No. VIII, ]). 20, of 2nd October, 1867
-

;

;

Western Palestine

"), p.

376.— [Ed.]
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aqueduct from the point where it passes under the tower for 66 feet
where it got very low and narrow besides, the measurements from this
point doubtless lie somewhere in the archives of the Fund.
I draw on
;

my

jjlan

a line connecting

it

witli the part

already laid

down on

maps

the

beyond the road.
This aqueduct seems to be older than the main masonry of the tower.
resting on the rock to the east of the aqueduct does not
enter into the argument. But the fact that stone
is higher by a few
inches than the rest of its course seems to be due to the aqueduct
it is
easier to suppose that the whole course, including stone A, was built in
its present position to accommodate the already existing aqueduct than

The lowest course

A

;

A

that the masonry existed before the aqueduct and that stone
was then
would have disturbed the whole superstructure ; it would

raised, for this

have been easier to have cut
—

it

away

at the bottom.
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the face of Tower II, was another scarp facing north, makhig a ditch iu
Whether this was intended for a fosse or was mere
front of the wall.
(jiiarrying did not appear.

Twenty-six feet beyond Tower II the low level aqueduct enters the
Whatever may be the date of the
above its base.
present masonry, this aqueduct is later, for the wall was broken to effect
At this jioint the breadth of the wall
its entrance, and then repaired.
was found to be 8 feet.
The wall was traced almost the whole distance between Tower II and
Tower III, by tunnels worked from either end. The base of the wall

wall, several feet

drops 21 feet between the two towers. Tower III has six coui-ses of
masonry still preserved, the top being not 3 feet under the surface,
its existence was entirely unsuspected by the proprietor.
Beyond the tower we followed the wall to a point under the further
end of the road. As we did not come to terms with the proprietor of
the field beyond, we worked thei^e only one day, but saw the wall at two
We thus
points, distant from the tower 56 and 112 feet respectively.
As the west side of Tower II was
fell short of the inferred tower.
destroyed, I was' obliged to estimate its distance from Tower I at
I took this figure as an estimate in making my trench for
112 feet.
Tower III as a matter of fact, its corner was found 7 feet beyond.
But on one day of work in the field beyond, we were much hurried,
and in trenching for the next tower, I took the first estimate of 112 feet
and not the proved distance of 119 feet. Of course we were lucky in

though

;

getting on the wall 112 feet, but I never pass over the spot without a
vain regret, and meditations on Naboth's vineyard. As the faces of the

towers are not the same (Tower I being 34^ feet. Tower II probably
29^ feet, and Tower III 26 feet), the distances between them may also
differ.
I hope the way will open for us to return to this field, when we
may not oidy find the tower, but determine whether a wall branched off
to Burj-el-Kebrit in the line laid down on the maj) of Marina Sanuto.
From Tower I to the second point where the wall was seen in this
91".
Accordingly, having come
field, it follows the same line exactly

—

arrangement with the fellah who owns a cauliflower field
bevond, we opened up again in the same line, finding the wall somewhat
to the south (hardly 10 feet) and followed it foi' 124 feet in a genei-ally
19 feet, 114°
south-east direction, with a slight variation of direction
57 feet, 107° 32 feet, 103A"
16^ feet, 112^°. As the upper masomy
had entirely disappeared, only very rough foundation work remaining, it
is possible that part of the line, u]i to the last turning, may have been
At the point where the first bend occurs there is a
straight above.
28 feet beyond this corner, the foundations of
slight re-entering angle
the wall a))pear on a scarp (set back 1 foot) 64 feet high, which continues
In this field the top of
for 30 feet, and then turns away from the wall.
the rock is from 10 to 14 feet Ijelow the surface. Although we have
worked for almost seven montlis, we have been very fortunate in the soil,
which has been mainly good brown earth, excellent for tunnelling. How-

to a friendly

:

;

;

;

—

;
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a bad example of the loose shingle which so
It occurred in the tunnel near the

often troubled Sir Charles Warren.

beginning of the Held, pouring down like water into our boxes, and
leaving such a cavernous space beyond, that when the tunnel was
cleared out I could stand upright and then not be able to touch the
top Avith my uplifted arm. In the hope that the shingle did not continue far, we abandoned this hole and opened u]3 from above, beyond,
where, fortunately, it came to an end.
The turn to the direction 112^° was a lucky one, for it took the wall
immediately down into a lower field, whereas if it had kept on in the line
1085° i*- would have passed across an intermediate field belonging to another
owner. Thus were we saved another negotiation. Sixteen-and-one-half
feet beyond the turn the clue was suddenly lost, even the foundation
work giving out, so we opened up in the field below, 105 feet beyond in
the same line, and luckily struck just upon the juncture of the wall with
a tower. The wall here, with the east face of the tower, is built upon a
scarp 6| feet high, which is accordingly cut at right angles. The top of
the rock is 17 feet below the surface. We traced the wall as far as the

cemetery— distance, 26 feet
tower is preserved, and that

direction, 111°.

Only

this east face of the
impossible to be sure of
its depth, though certain indications decided me to take it at 17^ feet.
As the rock on which it rests continues scarped in the same line for 9 feet
more, it may be that 26i feet was the depth of the tower. At any rate,
;

so badly that

it is

distinctly deeper than the other tower.
The scarp does not turn at
right angles to form the scarped base of the tower's front face, but the
it is

is cut away at an acute angle back into what must have been the
foundation of the tower
in other words, the rock had been quarried
away. But when ? Before the tower was built or after it was destroyed
The latter is more probable, as I wish to believe, though there was
nothing to settle the question definitely, the tooling being the same under
the masonry and in the irregular part. If before, then the well-cut angle
in the rock at the junction of wall and scarp was a happy accident in the

rock

;

.?

quarry taken advantage of by the builders, and the bulk of the tower
was built across an irregular base if after, then the scarp was originally
;

intended for the base of the wall and tower.
To the west of Tower IV the ground has recently been pillaged for
stones so that the exact line could not be recovered, but as the angle of
tower and wall is in line with the bit last seen in the cauhflower-field
above,

it is probable that that line was preserved.
However, on my
plan I have indicated a diff'erent line suggested by very slight remains of
building for a distance of 23 feet. One of the disadvantages of writing
a report while the work is in jirogress is that certain tentative conclusions

have to be re-considered. My plan was sent off to England last post, and
I now think that this line of 23 feet is a trace of later
building, for not
only is there no reason for a change of direction, but this line
would
destroy

tlie

proportions of the west side of the tower.

The interruption caused by the

large

Jewish cemetery

is

an annoying
•

B
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The wall is now under the
will not prove a serious one.
surface contour 2299, or 130 feet lower than the base of Burj el Kebrit,
wliich, if the wall took a bend up the west side of the Tyropa'on valley,
would naturally be in the line. In other words, the turn should have

but I hope

occurred higher up. All the archaeologists who have visited the spot
agree with me that it is going to include the Pool of Siloam. Josephus
appears to imply that Siloam was excluded, but that is against all
common sense. Such a theory would destroy the raisoii cTHre of the
The Virgin's Fountain was outside the city ; what
Siloam Tunnel.

would have been the use

of this difficult

and expensive work

if it

merely

resulted in bringing the water from one jioint outside the wall to another
point outside the wall? One wall is now pointing iu just the right

the

direction to include

The

position of

and a transverse trench across the

j^ool,

produced beyond the cemetery
a big one, but unavoidable.

Tower IV

will, I

falls

hope, reveal

25 feet short of

it

its

again.

line

The leap

is

expected position

on the basis of calculation given by the distances between tlie known
towers and the length of face of Tower III. According to this calculashould really be the seventh tower. The fourth we fell just short
the fifth should have occurred a few yards before
the point where we picked up the line again, and the sixth should be
looked for on that line.
As a matter of fact we found no sign of it, the foundation masonry
being found continuous at the point where the tower should project,

tion
of,

it

as described above

;

though curiously enough the scarp on which the wall is built up to this
As will be shown later.
point turns out and away from the wall.
Tower IV is of a distinctly different style of masoniy from Tower III,
and we have pointed out that its width is greater than that of the other
towers these facts, with the fact of the absence of the expected tower
iu the field above, point to the idea that the work now in situ up to
Tower III may belong to a later construction which, though following
the old line for some distance, branched off towards Burj el Kebrit,
jjei-haps in the field where our work was interrupted, while the older
line ran down to Siloam.
The value of this suggestion we shall hope to
;

settle

one

way

The tracing

or the other .some future day.

shown the danger of inferring the line
modern terrace, no matter how steep.
diagonally four terraces, two of them exceedingly high

of this wall has

of a buried wall along the line of a

We

have crossed

and

steep.

total length of the wall followed from the fosse to the cemetery
measured along the line between the towers and the faces of the towers
is 1,050 feet.
We have shown that various interruptions occurred, but
the sum of the lengtlis of the wall actually seen is over 50 per cent, of
the whole line. M uch of the work was underground, but parts are still
left exposed
one corner of Tower I, part of Tower II, and three sides
of Tower III, besides the gate and the wall to the north of it, as

The

—

luentioaed above.
11 [)

again.

I fear, howevei-, that in time these will get covered

—
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"We must now returu and describe the masonry belonging to different
parts of the wall.

I recognise five distinct styles

:

(1)

linbble foundation.

(2)

Roughly-dressed stones.
Smooth-faced stones.
Drafted stones with flat centres.
-Drafted stones with projecting bosses.

(3)
(4)

(5)

—

Rubble Foundation. This occurred at many points along the line
rock, to a height of about 3 feet.
It consisted of rough stones
of various sizes, built usually without any regard to courses.
In the
1 25 feet of wall traced in the cauliflower patch beyond
the great break
we found nothing but this rubble in situ ; here it was sometimes 5 or
6 feet high, and in places was built in rough courses, though the stones
showed no signs of tooling. Usually, however, the work was irregular,
small stones occurring near immense rough blocks.
In places the rubble
had been j^lastered over.
(1)

upon the

—

Roughly -dressed Stones. These were noticed as following a lower
below the finer work and generally above the rubble, at many
points between the fosse and Tower III.
A few feet south-east of the
gate the upper work disappears and only the rough course remains,
slightly in advance of the upper line, till we get to Tower I.
Here three
(2)

course,

•courses

of this

work

are in

situ,

their heights being 1 foot 8 inches,

and 1 foot 4-5 inches respectively. They are set back,
one from the othei', but the lines are not exact 32 feet beyond the east
angle with the wall an irregular butti-ess of this masonry occurs. The
.stones in the tower are much weathered
some of them have signs of a
draft they seem to have been originally dressed with a tool having an
end 2 to 3 centimetres broad, producing a long stroke, but here and
there signs of the comb-pick are visible. The joints are coarse, as the
stones are not well squared, and are filled with the rudest lime, whether
1

foot 4-5 inches,

;

:

;

at the time of building or in reparation

Tower II

it

is

impossible to say.

At

on the rock.
These are the characteristic stones of the
(3) Smooth-faced Stones.
wall from a point 34 feet south-east of the fosse to the point 112 feet
beyond Tower III. They belong to the i)eriods of the four door-sills, as
this style occurs

—

shown

in the discussion of the gate.
North of the gate the base of the
wall rises rapidly, and the heights of several courses could be measured
:

2 feet, 2 feet 1-25 inch, 2 feet 1-25 inch, 1 foot 11-6 inches, 1 foot 1-4 inch,
and 10-2 inches. The latter is a plinth course, built in the rougher masonry

below, as shown in the drawing, " Wall north of Gate." The longest
stone occurs in the breadth of the opening for the gate it is 6 feet long.
The average length is about 3 feet.
This masonry north of the gate ajjpears to be all one, but a few feet
beyond the gate signs of a reparation became visible. This reparation
;

consists in the use of a fine

mortar

to

repair a broken corner, where a false joint

fill

is

up the irregular

joints

and

there indicated in the mortar.

B 2
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whether mortar had been originally used, although^
broken at one point, mortar was certainly seen on the

I could not decide

where the

v\'all

is

Before the reparation begins the joints are not so
by the comb-pick, which has at
At the present
ditferent points seven, eight, and nine teeth to the inch.
day the comb-pick is used, the number of teeth to the inch varying in

inside of one stone.
fine.

The

stones are all well dressed

different tools.

Between the gate and Tower I the wall was much ruined, and thismasonry appeared only for a few feet in one course. It was seen
again at the east junction of the tower and the wall, and again at
Tower II, from which it was traced almost without interruption to
Tower III. At Tower II the faces of some of the stones were covered
with plaster, which was notched in the manner of the plaster on the

style of

my

I have seen this
occurred built on
Courses
the rough stones and projecting 7 inches from the wall above.
above were measured at 1 foot 8 inches, 2 feet 1 inch, and 1 foot 9 inches
drawing is given of the wall ( immediately) west of Tower III.
in height.
The courses,
Hei'e are two plinth courses, each projecting 5 inches.

tower north of the fosse described in

in Byz;intine work.

Beyond Tower II a

last report.

jilinth course

A

beginning with the upper plinth, measure
1

foot 1(3-4 inches,

and

1

foot 5-6 inches.

1

foot 2 inches,

1

Of the dressing

foot 10 inches,.
I will speak

presently.

The west face of Tower III is also drawn. The four courses above
the plinth measure 1 foot 10*4 inches, 1 foot 8'4 inches, 1 foot 7 inches,
The work is plainly one, but various styles of
and 1 foot 8 inches.
dressing occur. Nos. 5, 11, and 21 have the ordinary comb-pick dressing,,
which may be slightly observed on the bosses of stone 1(5. The tool
used on No. 7, though somewhat different, has also teeth 6, with the
Sand 4 are indefinite, owing to weathering.
bosses of 1, is roughly flaked
But all the rest of the twenty-one stones have clearly the marks of what
He thus describes it " This
Dr. Petrie calls the " long-stroke picking."
the
is done with an edge or point without showing any breadth of cvit
strokes are somewhat curved and in groups of parallel cuts." According
to him this was used earlier in Palestine than the comb-picking, which he
On No. 16 we have the twothinks was introduced by the Greeks.
The drafts have the long- stroke picking, and
styles on the same stone.
the projecting faces (or bosses), though at first roughly flaked, are
;

;

:

;

re-touched with the comb-pick.
The wall west of Tower III shows the two styles with the comb-pick in
the predominance. Thus we have the two styles ajipearing not only in
the same course but in the same stone. The wall here has also been
repaired with plaster, but there is no evidence that mortar was used
originally.

In general, the masonry described under

this

heading

is^

Haram of the time of the
down and, therefore, later than

similar to the stones in the south wall of the
insertion of Hadrian's inscription upside

Smooth stones, comb-picked, also were found fallen outside of
the wall in the cauliflower patch and outside of the wall beyond Tower IV,
his time.

ce
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Flat Centres.

toith

—These

centres cau hardly be

called bosses as they project scarcely one-eighth of

there
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At Tower i
The later
broken away abruptly

an

inch.

a superstructure in the old work, described vinder

is

(2).

tower was evidently the shorter of the two. It is
beyond the corner, but its face is built on a different line from that of the
lower, and if this upper line were projected it would fall outside the lower

JTpjoer
line.
The superstructure consists of three courses in situ, the two upper
being drafted and the lowest plain. The plain course and the drafts of
the upper courses are dressed with the comb-pick, which seems deeper

may

than in the masonry noticed before, but this
difference in the individual

workmen.

The upper

1

courses measure

plain course

is

of the

The centres

foot 8 inches

same time

and

1

be due only to a
are roughly flaked.

foot 11 inches.

of building as the others

and

The

differs in

style from the other work, as just mentioned, only in the dejith of picking.
These drafted stones have their exact counterparts in many stones built
into the modern wall, especially near Bab Neby DaAd, perhaps taken
from the old line. In the comparatively modern blocking-up of the
Golden Gate there are [similar stones.
They differ from the drafted
stones (with double boss), described under (3), only in the dressing of the
drafts.
In both cases the drafts are very wide.
(5)

Drafted Stones with

masonry

at

Tower IV and

Projecting

—

This is the style of
on to the Jewish cemetery.

Bosses.

in the wall going

They

differ from anything described above.
The stones are square.
Four courses with bosses rest on a plain course. Three of the bossed
courses are respectively 1 foot 9-5 inches, 2 feet, and 1 foot 8 inches in

The longest stone is only 3 feet long. The drafts are of irregular
widths, ranging from 2 inches to 6 inches. The maximum projection of
any boss is 9 inches. The drafts are comb-picked. The wall is covered
with a fine, smooth plaster which does not include the bosses, which
height.

project

from

stones are not

it,

giving a curious

effect.

unHke the drafted masonry

This
of the

probably later.
tower beyond the

is

The
fosse,

described in the July Quarterly, except that the latter are not combpicked as to their drafts. Similar masonry may be observed in the
" so-called Tower of Antonia," north side of the Via Dolorosa, in the
Mahkamy (Council House) near Wilson's Arch, and in many other places
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Though the wall

here built on the
been cut exactly
to accommodate the stones, irregularities in the scarp being rectified by
the insertion of small stones.
Now that we have discussed (in tiresome but necessary detail) the
First. Do these five styles
five styles of masonry, two questions arise.
whei'e old stones are re-used.

scarp, the latter (except in one or

two

is

places) has not

represent different periods ? Second. Can any of the styles be dated ?
In answering the first question, I woiild call attention to the roughlydressed course of stones which so often occurred between the rubble and

the fine work above. Rough foundation work would be expected, but
not of two styles. Moreover, at Tower I these stones are represented by
three courses above the rubble and under the good masonry which occurs
The rubble and the rough courses may belong to the
in a different line.
same period, but the rough coiirses and the superstructure are evidently

between the superstructure of
smooth work is so little that a difference of
period need not be inferred. Accordingly, I think that ujj to and
the first rejiresented by the
including Tower III we have two periods
the
roughly dressed stones, before the time of the lowest door-sill
second represented by all the upper work this second period being of
of different periods.

Tower

I

and the

The

difference

rest of the

:

;

—

long duration as

it

included three re-buildings of the gateway, as

shown

above.
I know that this view does not take into account the differences of
dressing in the west face of Tower II, but I think that a plan will show
that it is all of a piece. The long stroke- picking may be older than the
comb-picking, Init the former evidently continued to be used after the

came in.
The description

latter

I have just given of Tower IV makes it clear that
here we have a third period. Evidently the work is very different from
the smooth masonry, and it differs from the rough-dressed courses in
the clearness of the drafts, the projection of the bosses, and the
However, I shall not quarrel with those who
reo-ularity of the courses.
would relegate it to the general period earlier than the smooth work,

I have already said that the smooth
to my own view.
represent a later line which, perhaps, branched off to Biirj

though I keep
\vork

may

Kebrit,
In considering the second question, " Can any of the styles be
dated ? " I would call attention to the fact that none of the stones have
Th
especial characteristics, and that no ornamentation was found.

61

masonry is all small. Smoothly-dressed stones have been used in all
The natural method is to make the length longer than the
Rough bosses occur everywhere, from the huge substructure
height.
of the Temple to the wall of the house outside this hotel window, which'
was built the other day. I just stepped out on my balcony and found'
ages.

that tliree kinds of the comb-pick have been used on the wall of theAnd this style Avas in use long before theroom in which I write.

Christian era.
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cannot infer that l)ecause the masonry is small it is necesFrom the huge blocks of the Haram substructure
and of the Tower of David it is assumed that the Jewisli city wall
should consist of the same blocks. But these were especial points where
grander work might be expected. Even those who take the masonry
in the Russian Church, east of the Holy Sepulchre, for part of the second

Again

I

sarily not Jewish.

wall,

must have belonged to a tower in that wall. To be
by Dr. Merrill under this very room,
the huge blocks, but this line was near the main gate of the

admit that

it

sure, the line of wall discovered

consists of

at other points may have consisted of smaller masonry.
thus forced to admit that in the appearance of the stones there
is httle either for or against their antiquity.
But there are other considerations.
There is other proof that this wall is in the old Jewish line.
Josephus gives, as the reason for the single line of wall at the south, the
fact of the steepness of the valley.
In other words, the wall occupied
the extreme southern position possible, which is just the position of our
city.

I

The wall

am

Had

Josephus been silent I would still have identitied our line
Jewish Kings, and of Herod, for in their various epochs
the city attained its maximum growth in the south, and if Hadrian's
Wall occupied a different line, this would have been inside rather than
outside of their line, contracting not enlarging the city.
From the
extensive Roman remains found by the Augustinians and myself ovitside
the modern wall, I am inclined to believe that Hadrian's Wall ran on

wall.

with that

of the

line, as far at least as the inferred tower.
Indeed, I am led by
Marina Sanuto's Ma]) to believe that the Crusader's Wall also extended
to this point, and if the smooth stones fountl fallen outside the wall in
the cauliflower patch, and outside the wail beyond Tower IV, were once
part of the wall, then it may be that Hadrian's Wall ran as far as the

the old

cemetery.

There

is

thus an immense range for the answering of our second

question, with wide limits at

any points between which these

A

styles of

masonry, so uncharacteristic, may be placed.
reasonable supposition
seems to be that the smooth masonry represents the Roman and later
periods, and the roughly dressed course with the work at Tower IV,
Perhaps further along the line we may hit upon someearlier woi-k.
thing undoubtedly Jewish, for that Jewish the line is I have no doubt.
In describing one wall I have assumed that it started at the fosse,
but a glance at the plan (October Quarteiiy) will show that it is in a
direct continuation of Maudslay's line of scarp from the tower at the
school to the tower outside the burial ground.
The interruption of the
fosse going north- east is due either to an inner wall or, as I believe, an
inner forti-ess. Between the two just-mentioned towers, Conder {Statement, 1875, \x 81) found the indications that prove an intermediate
tower. The distance between the first and second is 160 feet, between
the second and third is 162 feet. Now the distance between this last
tower and our Tower I is 165 feet, or jiraetically the same as the other
distances.
The distance between Towers I-II and Towers II-III is
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only 119 feet. Tower IV has been shown to differ from Towers I-III
Measurein masonry, but it resembles the tower outside the cemetery.
ments taken, however, on from Tower 1 towards Tower IV, on the basis
of 160 feet as the distance between supposed older towers, and of 40 feet
as the breadth of such towers, do not bring it in the right place.
In closing, I may give a brief survey of our fortunes during this
autumn season. After closing my last report I took a few days' holiday
on Scopus, in the charming villa of my friend, Mr. Gray Hill, of Birken-

who can enjoy the glorious panorama from his Eastern home only
during a brief spring season. On one side stretches Jerusalem, the old
and the new. On the other side, far below, the plain of the Jordan, the
densely blue Dead Sea, and the incomparable Mountains of Moab. It is
the grandest view in the vicinity. But the place is a terrible one for
winds. On Sunday, September 17th, it blew a hurricane. Our camp was
also in an exposed spot, so I sent down my servant to visit the tents. He
returned with a tale of destruction that I at once supposed to be
head,

exaggerated. I found, however, the next day that considerable damage to
the tents had been done, and he took the opportunity furnished by
moving the camp to a sheltered spot further along the line of wall that
we were tracing, to put the oamp in repair.
This new camping ground was on the edge of a cauliflower field. An
interesting chapter could be written on the difi"erence between the market
I speak
price of vegetables and other crops and their arch;eological price.

my

time excavated in the midst of barley,
soil for each has become
apparent, Amorite remains being favourable to barley, while beans seem
Cauliflower is unprej udicial and universal in
to thrive on Greek debris.
of the excavator is a grand training
profession
The
tastes.
historical
its
At the end of
for many occupations besides that of a market gardener.

with

feeling, for

beans,

lentils,

I have in

and

cauliflower.

The appropriate

our work here I shall be fitted for a successful career as a land agent in
Jerusalem. Even in these few months I have learned the boundaries
between the lands of diff"erent proprietors over a large area. Where one
finds a valuable cistern, and at once has two angry men down upon him,
each claiming the cistern because part of it extends under his land, the
When one
line of demarcation becomes indelibly fixed in the memory.
man gives you carte-hlanche to dig away in a certain field, and then
another man turns up to object, the fact of joint proprietorship, with the
actual proportions of ownership, becomes clear.

We

In general our difticulties with landowners have been small.
parted great friends with the Sheikhs of Neby DaM, who were much
pleased with the condition in which we left their land, and who invited
Yusif to a friendly meal at the close of the work in their lands.
The health of the party has been, on the whole, excellent, though I
found myself much fatigued in November, and took a few days in
return the camp had been moved again to the point
of Jerusalem, in the lands of the Augustinians,
whose Superior, the Pore Germer-Durand, thus became our kind host.

Beyrout.

On my

marked L on the Plan

—
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and the tents suffered no damage during a rain of
the work by the
weather since the great wind. The view is charming, and at the tents
J spend all my days, though I now consider it more j^rudent to sleep in
town. "We have hired a couple of rooms near Silwan for storing the
plant.
During the storm the gates of Bab Neby Dafid were blown down,
and on the place against which the east door has stood open for so many
years an inscription was found on a stone built into the wall. After all.
Fortune is the great discoverer. Every inch of the modern wall has been
examined for inscrijitions, and here, just behind the door, this insci'iption
has been waiting for the storm.
How many antiquaries have passed a
couple of feet away from it
It reads
spot

is

sheltered,

three days, which formed the only interruption to

:

!

O M SARAPIDI
PROSALVTEETVICTORIA
IMP NERVAETRAIAN CAESARIS
OPTV^MEAUG GERMANICIDACICvt
PARTHICIETPOPULIROMANI
A'EXILL LEG Ill CYR FECIT.
(l)OVI

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It was partly covered with plaster, and while we were cleaning it the
Pere Germer-Durand jjassed along, and was the first to make it out. I
shaU have photographs and squeezes taken. It is an interesting addition
to the very few Jerusalem Eoman inscrijjtions.
It is a votive tablet to
Jove in behalf of the welfare and victory of the Emperor Trajan and the
Eoman peojjle, erected by the Third Legion. It is interesting to learn
that this legion, as well as the tenth, was here between the time of Titus
and Hadrian.
His Excellency Ibrahim Pasha and the Government show a continued
interest in the work.
Our Commissioner, Ibrahim Effendi el Khaldi,
continues devoted both to our interests and the interests of the Imperial
Museum. It is pleasant to see his real enthusiasm in the archaeological
questions we are trying to settle. I am in correspondence with His
Excellency Hamdy Bey, the General Director of the Imperial Museum
at Constantinople. He has shown a desire to aid our work in every way
and he is kind enough to ask me to give my opinion, from time to time,
on reported discoveries in Bethlehem, e^c. He has asked me to superintend a small excavation he desires to have made on the Mount of Olives,
which I hope to undertake this week. We have every reason to be

grateful for this friendly condition of things.

December

I2ih, 1894.
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O^ THE "FIRST WALL" OF ANCIENT
JERUSALEM AND THE PRESENT EXCAVATIONS.

I^OTE

By

A

the Rev. Canon J. N. Dalton, C.M.G.

SHORT note, with qiiotations from Sir Charles Warren and Sir Charles
on the southern portion of the " First Wall " of Josephus, which

"Wilson,

Dr. Bliss

is

now

trachig,

or uninteresting.

We

may jjerhaps not be deemed altogether
now uncovering the midmost portion

are

useless
of this

its eastern and
and the subsequent ones to the wall generally.
1. As to the south-eastern end of this wall, where it joins the Haram
Wall, in the Jerusalem volume of the " Survey of Western Palestine," in
the chapter on the Excavations on Ophel, at p. 228, we read, " There is
good reason to suppose that the Sanctuary wall and the Ophel wall were
not built at the same time. Sir C. Warren believes that the Sanctuary
wall is shown to be the older of the two." At pj?. 230 and 231, "The

wall

;

tlie first

quotations that follow refer respectively to

to its western ends,

cut stones in the wall (exclusive of the large drafted stones iised in the
top course and in the outlying tower) resemble in character the Roman

masonry of the second century, a.d., or even later. The rough rubble
and the rocky scarps may perhaps represent the older part of the rampart, and may be referred with considerable confidence to the time of
" Sir C. Warren was of opinion that the stones in the
Nehemiah."
Ophel Wall were not
situ, but that they had been re-used," i). 230.
2. As to the south-western end of this wall, on Sion, in the same volume,
at p. 393, we find, " The rock scarp of Jerusalem was here excavated by
Mr. Maudslay, in 1874-5 " and as an index that the work was of the
same date and similar plan to that at the eastern end on the Ophel, it
is noted, at p. 394, that here, too, was an outlying tower, and " in fiont
of it a flat platform of rock 20 to 25 feet broad."
"The Ophel wall
appears possibly to have been built up in two or more stej^s " (or terraces),
" with a pathway at the foot of each. The same arrangement is also

m

;

noticeable in the case of the rock scarp in the Protestant Cemetery,"
at its western end,

on Sion,

i.e.,

p. 229.

We

should therefore expect to find similar scarps, outlying towers
in the midmost portion of the wall, whose two ends thus
resemble each other. The scarjj, and also the portions of such a tower,

and platforms

have been already foiind by Dr. Bliss, and are figured in the Quarterly/
Statement for October, 1894, p. 250. The curious outlying scarp further
south, at the extreme south-western corner of the Avail, would appear also

though the
have been the foundation for another outlying tower
topmost portion of this rock scarjs or 2)latform has apparently been cut
to

;

away

at a later date, to furnish stones for the construction of later walls.

It will

be of vital

im]).irtaiice

to learn

what

furtlier scarp or

rock

"FIEST

wall" of AXCIENT JERUSALEM.
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cuttings reveal tbemselves in the further tracing of the wall eastwards

from

this point.

3.

part

In the second edition of " Smith's Dictionai-y of the Bible," vol. i,
the article on Jerusalem is written by Sir Charles Wilson. Oppo-

ii,

1646 he inserts a plan of the city to illustrate the topography of
Josephus. In this plan the southern or midmost portion of the '* First
Wall" is shown, not as following the contour of the hill, or turning northward (as is usually represented in most plans) so as to join the modern
wall again on Sion, but as striking away eastwards sti^aight down the
site to p.

slope to Siloani, just as the wall Dr. Bliss

is

tracing

is

found to be doing.

The Dung place or Bethso is placed pretty much where Dr. Bliss has
found what he calls the Dung gate, and another gate further eastward, between Bethso and Siloam, that of the Essenes, is shown " at the
southern end of the long street which, commencing at the Damascus
Gate, runs southward almost in a straight line through the midst of
Jerusalem. This sti'eet, a continuation of the great road from the north,
must always (writes Sir Charles Wilson) have been one of the principal
thoroughfares of Jerusalem, and it is possible that the name of the sect
of the Essenes has
'

old,'

which the

rov Alaava, or
'

been confounded with the Hebrew word Yeshanah,

LXX

in

Nehem. iii, 6, give as a projier name (ttjv ivvkriv
The gate of the Essenes would thus be

TrvKr]v ^laaavai).

the old gate,' or

'

'

the gate of the old wall.'

'

"

P. 1645.

In the wall now being traced by Dr. Bliss there
at the end of such direct line, neither apparently

is

aj^parently no gate

was there

in the Empress
But it is of the first importance to be assured that the scarp
and rock foundations both north and south of that wall hereabouts have

Eudocia's wall.

been thoroughly examined by the present excavators, and it is much to l)e
desired that we had more both of the outer and inner scarp traced for the
portion of the wall already uncovered.
4.

Turning now

to the series of the translations published

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society,

bv

Sir Charles

Wilson

therein,

by the

and the topographical notes furnished

we

find the following entries resardinff

— " The walls

of ^lia probably followed
nearly the same lines as those of the present day " (Bordeaux Pilgrim,
Hence the southern slopes of Sion lay outside the city walls in
p. 59).
the time of Hadrian, after the old city had been razed
though Eomau
villas belonging to the colonists of ^lia Capitolina may possibly have

these southern slopes of Sion

:

;

occupied the ground
since the tessellated pavements of such villas built
even amid the foundations of the old walls have lately been discovered in
the present excavations, which fact would appear to show that they d<3
not belong to houses of an Herodian date.
" When the city \vas re-built by Hadrian, Sion was not enclosed by
the walls, and it apparently lay outside them in the fourth century {see
;

Bordeaux Pilgrim, p. 23 and Jerome, in Michceam, iii, 9-12). The date
it was
brought within the compass of the city walls, as
mentioned in the text {i.e., about 440 a.d.), is uncertain." (The Epitome
;

at which

of S. Eucherius, note

'

on

p. 8.)
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wall" of ancient Jerusalem.

5. The Enipi-ess Eudocia re-built the walls of the city 438 to 454 a.d.
was a period of great building activity, and there seems little doubt
but that the wall now being traced by Dr. Bliss is Byzantine work, a
reconstruction by that Empress generally on the foundation of the older
"First Wall" of Josephus,
But besides not using the scarp of the
outlying towers both at the south-eastern and south-western ends of this

It

wall,

we know

from the

that in one imjjortant particular her builders de^dated

The

line of that old wall.

" First

Wall

" of

Josephus excluded
it within the
city.
Hence when the present excavations approach Siloam it will Ije
still more necessary to distinguish the scarp and foundations in the rock
of the old wall and its towers from the remains of the Byzantine wall we
the Pool of Siloam from the city.

are

now
6.

Eudocia's wall included

followinfj.

" It

may perhaps be inferred
386) the old wall on Sion was

that at the time of Paula's

a heap of ruins, and had not
been re-built." (Sir Charles Wilson Introduction to Paula, p. iv.) But
Eucherius (a.d. 440) after the Empress Eudocia's wall had been convisit (a.d.

still

—

p. 8, "

The most frequented gates of the city are three in
{i.e., the modern Jaffa Gate), another on the east
(the present St. Stephen's Gate), and the third on the north of the city"
{i.e., the present Damascus Gate).
No mention is made of one on the
south.
Though "the two streets running respectively south from the
Damascus Gate and east from the Jaffa Gate which divide Jerusalem into

structed notices,

number, one on the west

four parts, evidently follow the lines of ancient streets."
Pilgrim Introduction, p. x.)
Significantly enough the

(Bordeaux
Byzantine
apparently

—

wall of the Eoipress Eudocia ran without one there, as
evident from Dr. Bliss's tracings.

"Antoninus Martyr,"
present day

{i.e.,

560-570

p. 21,

writes

:

"The

is

fountain of Siloa

a.d.) within the walls of the city

;

is

at the

because the

Empress Eudocia herself added these walls to the city." For about 400
years after this date the great church on Sion (now outside the modern
walls on the south side of the city) is always noticed by the pilgrims as
being "in the middle of the city," because the greater part of the
Byzantine city covered these southern slopes of Sion within the Empress's
wall.
7. But after 1000 a.d. this Byzantine wall seems to have been destroyed.
Abbot Daniel, 1106 a.d., says "In the present day Mount Sion is out:

side the walls of the city, to the south of Jerusalem," ji. 36.
Theoderich,
1172 A.D., says
Siloam " was once within the city, but is now far outside
:

much in this direction as it has
gained in the parts near the Holy Sepulchre," p. 34. " Mount Sion, which
stands to the southward, being for the most part without the city walls,"
-p. 36.
In the old French description of the city of Jerusalem, written
1187 A.D., at p. 2, Ave read "When Jesus Christ Avas on the earth the
city of Jerusalem was on Mount Sion {i e., within the
First Wall of
Josephus), but it is no longer there." Only a church (the great Abbey
it

;

for the city has lost almost twice as

:

'

Church

of

Mount

Sion)

is

there " outside the walls of the city,"

'

p. 3.

EEPORTS FROM HEER BAURATH VON SCHICK.
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,

were thus inside the " First Wall

" of

Josephiis, outside those of Hadrian, inside those of Eudocia, for about 500

which period they have been outside the walls again for about
another 800 years.
9. From the foregoing considerations the practical conclusion would
appear to result that it is of paramount importance not to be content

years, since

with merely tracing the Byzantine wall, but that we should use every
endeavour, during the present excavations of the southern wall, to follow
most carefully both the inner and the outer rock scarjis of the ancient
rampart, whether we individually are inclined to believe them to date
from " Phoenician," Davidic, Solomonic, post Exilian, or Herodian times.

REPORTS FROM HERR BAURATH YOX SCHICK.
1.

Muristan.

— In

digging foundations for the new jjiers
down towards the east, as one of the

that the rock shelves

it

was found

ivestern shafts

9 metres deep from the flooring of the church, which is several feet
lower than the street outside, and the eastern shafts 11 metres. It was

is

had been once a quarry heie. On an average the
church is 2,438 feet, whereas 70 feet to the northeast it is about 2,477 feet, and cropping out from the ground, the difference
being, therefore, 39 feet, proving also from this side the existence of a rock
platform, which I mentioned in (Quarterly Statement^ 1890, p. 20, as
" Akra," and described as forming a kind of rocky knoll, with pei-pendicular sides.i As nearly all the cisterns had to be cleared and repaired
for gathering as much water as possible the channels to them had also to
be made, and by this tomhs were found, or i-ather re-found, in the
" cloister."
These were detected many years ago, so that in Sir Charles
Warren's plan the word " tombs " is inserted in the northern and eastern
cloister.
But I had not myself seen them at the time, and, as far as I
know, they have not been described in any record, so I think it to be my
duty to describe them now. The tombs are built of masonry, one close
to the other, lying across the cloister.
One of them on the eastern side
was thoroughly cleared out, and afterwai'ds the bones put back again.
The skeleton was found undisturbed it was that of a tall man, the head
lying in the east 8 inches higher than the feet. The bottom of the tomb
is throughout a regular
slope.
It is covered with slabs of stones
5 to 6 inches thick, and forms a long sunken grave 2 feet deep.
One gets
the impression they were economising with the place, putting as many
tombs as possible into the cloister ground. The grave is only 20 inches
wide, and if all are so, which is really very probable, then 30 graves woukl
clearly seen that there

level of the rock at this

;

^

Similar to the present Skull Hill outside the town, on^y not so large in

extent.

EEPOllTS

so

FROM HERR BAURATH

VOiY SCHICK.

be found in one side of the cloister. In the western cloister similar tombs
were found, but have not yet been cleared out, and, as everywhere on all
sides of the cloister it sounds hollow, there is little doubt that all round
there are such graves, in number jn'obably about 80.

and Fosteni in the Old Wall— In the Quarterly/ Statement,
a plan of the City of Jerusalem, in which with red
inserted
1889,
ink are introduced many of the results of excavation, and north of the
present city wall, west of the Damascus gate, the line of the old wall,
2.

.1

Stair

p. 63, is

marked D, forms towards the west a large projecting angle like the present
and the notes in the text explain this on
wall, only situated further out
The ground of this angle outside the wall came recently into the
p. 63.
;

possession of the Latin Convent, " St. Salvador," situated there inside the
The Convent intend to make a large cistern in the hollowed out
wall.
part of the newly acquired ground, and are removing the accumulation of
earth and debris in front of the rock scarp, which proves to be there

finding in the debris and earth many large hewn, and even
1(5 feet high
some bevelled, stones, and near the outer (northern) corner in the old wall
and scarp a flight of steps going from west to east, very likely d(>wn to
the bottom of the trench, if it may be called so, for it has no counter wall
or scarp. The stair stones are now removed, and are about 3 feet long.
On the top of the steps was still in. situ a threshold with the holes in which
once the pins or hinges of the door were turning. The lintel also was
found in the debris so we see there was here once a postern about 3 feet
wide, and 5^ to 6 feet high, leading to a flight of steps going down to the
By this postern one was able
foot of the wall, or rather of the rock scarp.
to go outside the town, although it was not a regular gateway.
;

;

3.

An

Addition

to

the

Report on the Becenthj-found Mosaic outside

—

Damascus Oate. As I went once more there I saw a stone with plaster
on its surface, and in it engi-aved by a sharp-pointed tool some figures and
writings—the latter damaged and no more fully legible. I made a copy
of them, which I enclose here. I found that a short distance north of the
mosaic, and close to the (northern) roal, there are other rock-hewn tombs,
but not emi^tied, so I could not see the inside of them. All these tombs
seem to me a proof that the ancient city nevei- extended so far north, and
that this neighbourhood has always been outside the walls.
4. Tombs, or Remainder of Third Wall?— ^h\ce 1841, when Robinson
opened a controversy respecting the lines, not only of the " first " and
" second " walls, but of the " third " also, many visitors have tried to fi-ud
out the place itself, the traces of the latter indicated on his map, but
with various and conflicting results. I myself also, when coming five
years later to Jerus;ilem, examined carefully what Robinson had said, but
found that only ])art of the remains which he mentions with " hewn
stones " had been really once a strong wall, all the others being merely
heaps of earth of no great height. In order to know whether masonry
was under these, excavations were required which for a long time were
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not made,' ami so the question was not decided.
Sir Charles Wilson commissioned

me

31

About 28 years ago

to look carefully

on the ground for

other remains which might indicate a continuation of the line of the wall.
Robinson's last-mentioned remains," where his line abruptly ends, were

about 225 feet east of the road going from the north-west corner of tlie
city to the large ash heap (the so-called Nablus road).
About 15 years
ago a house was built in the neighbourhood, and these stones were
removed and used for it, so that at present one may look in vain for these
It was a wall of about 7 feet thick.
traces of old walls.
l\uther east
from this place there is a cistern, and near to it some large stones,^ not
exactly in one line, so that if they once belonged to the city wall the
latter must have formed liere a kind of corner, as shown in the plan.
About 550 feet east of it, and beyond the main road to Nablus ami
Damascus, is a kind of square-shaped pool, marked " 1 " in plan, sunk into
the level ground. The north side of this pool consists of very large and
well-hewn stones, with " bevels " round about, so that they may be
considered as Jewish, and would also somewhat agree with what Josephus
says of the stones of Agrippa's third wall.^ Hence many brought these
stones as proof that the third w\all had its course here. Robinson and
many others have not observed them. These stones are quite different
from those of which Dr. Robinson sj^eaks, but similar to those in the
Temple wall, in measure as high as the highest found in Jerusalem, but
not so long as several in the Temple wall. Their face is towards the city,
whereas if they belonged to the city wall their face would be on the other

and further, as I have by digging not found any traces
and west of them, I am convinced they have not belonged to a city
wall, but to some monument.
It is rather remarkable that I could not
find in any book any notice of these stones.'

or outer side

;

east

About 20 years ago

made excavations there (as already mentioned)
on either side, but immediately westward I found
the rock, and in it rock-hewn tombs also in searching the north side of
the wall I came soon to the rock, and ascertained that the thickness of
the wall is 14 feet. I intended to dig also on the east, but then the
]n'oprietor of the ground hindered me.
It seems that thei^e is no continuation eastwards. Thinking the matter over and over again, I came to the
conclusion that it was not a wall in the general meaning, but simply a
tomb monument, and this " pool," if we may call it so, simply the court
.sunk into the ground, like that at the " tombs of the kings," only much
smaller.
In the immediate neighbourhood there are more similar tanks,
as may be seen on the plan. Once a stair went down into them, and in
I

to find out continuation

;

'

=*

*

'"Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem,"

my accompanying
on my plan.

" 2 " in

" 3 "
Josephus, " Bell. J.,"

p. 72,

and

PI.

XXVI, 2.— Ed.]

plan.

v, 4, 2.

[TLey were examined and excavated by Sir Charles Wilson, and described
the " Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem," p. 72, and PI. XX YI, 1.— En.]
'
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Marked
Marked
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one of the side walls was the small entrance to the tombs. Afterwards,
in the Mohammedan time, these sunken courts were converted into pools

masonry of small stones and then
masonry were taken away again I am sure that behind
it would be found iu each of these pools an opening to rock-cut tombs,
and very likely found old relics. About 300 feet north of these stonesstood a short marble pillar (at " 4 "), which is shown in the Ordnance
Survey Plan, where always I thought something might be found underneath. Recent excavations made by the proprietor showed that there too
are rock-cut tombs, and such are also in the place of the Dominican
Brethren, and west of it. So thus we see that in this comparatively level
ground are in all directions ancient rock-cut tombs, which speaks against
for water, the sides being covered with

cemented.

If this

the idea that the city once extended to here.
With regard to the large stones, which are only four in number, and
make a wall 30 feet long, I think that ovei- them were some layers more,

forming a monument. I think, further, that if the j^ool in which trees
are now standing, which proves that there is a good layer of earth, were
cleared out, and the cement masonry taken away, the entrance to rock-cut
tombs would apj^ear under this wall and north of it, as there I foixnd the
rock near the surface of the ground.
Jews are now residing in the neighbourhood, and cast their rubbish
into this pool, so that in a few years it will be filled up and disappear.
I mention all this in the hope that excavations may be made.
The
proprietors would probably give permission.

—

Having heard that some
5. Recent Discoveries on the Mount of Olives.
excavations were being made on the Mount of Olives, I went there and
visited several places. First I went to the place of the recently-discovered
mosaic Jiooring with an inscription. It is situated on the southern slope
of the middle top of the mountain, on the road to Bethany, which goes
over the top of the mountain, passing between the village Et Tor and
the place of the Paternoster. Going eastward some 500 feet, one comes
It is about where on the Ordnance Survey jjlan -^^^^^ the
to the place.
number 2553 stands. Compai-e also my plan and description of the
mountain in Quarterli/ Statement, 1889, p. 174, where I have pointed out
that the central part of the Mount of Olives has three distinct tops, which
I show also in the enclosed plan of the locality marked 1, 2, 3.
Here as well as in the village itself the people are erecting new houses,
and have built seven rooms on this spot. When digging the foundation
they found old masonry and mosaic floorings. The layer of earth from
it consists of an accumulation of earth,
6 feet to 10 feet deep isvei\y hard
rubbish, pieces of pottery, small stones, &c., which have in the
;

course of centuries become like rock, so that when the people work down
and remove detached pieces the rest remains standing like walls. On
going down to see the present state of things where they have worked
By closer
here and there, it looks rather strange and like a ruined city.
examination one can soon decide between this debris and the real walls,

;
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which are standing everywhere from 1 to 5 (or even 6) feet high. Eooms,
were discovered, which 1 will now describe.
There is first an extensive flooring 32 feet long and most probably
19 feet wide, all of white mosaic, with no coloured cubes, and very well
preserved. The walls round about are 3 feet thick, and on an average of
the same height. The stones are squared but small, and placed in good
mortar. The northern wall I could not see, as earth is still lying on it
but the proprietor pointed out to me the situation, asAe had seen it, when
courts, cisterns, pools, &c.,

JVtir

Houses

Road

to

BfUhany

Scale
fZE-T

IQOQ.

lOOO FEET.
I

.

I

.

I

.

I

.

t
I

new house there. On the southern wall are two piers, and
very likely there may be similar ones on the northern side.
Probably
they were intended to bear long wooden beams. In the south and east
walls are openings or doorways.
If formerly roofed it was a nice large
hall, or when not roofed a fine open court or area.
Of windows I could

building the

see nothing, as the walls are not high

chamber

is

a smaller room, situated a

enough
little

for that.

lower,

East of this

and with a similar
c
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mosaic flooring, the little cubes being all white. In front of both inns ;i
very well made water-channel. Further east is another room or couit, of

which the soutliern wall is missing, and the pavement is like the others.
In its north wall is an opening or door leading to a flight of steps, and in
the eastern wall is a shallow, door-like recess, with a round hole going
through the wall, as if a cock had once been fixed there for letting out the
water from the adjoining cistern. For east of this place is a small but
very nicely-built hir or cistern, with a sqiiare mouth in its vaulted roof,
which is rather flat and made of hewn stones. On the top of this cistern
there is round-about a low parapet wall, and also round the mouth so
that even this upj^er part might have been tilled with water to a height
<»f 10 inches or a foot.
North of this cistern is a little pool or nmsfai
(i.e., a filtering place for the water coming down the hill-side), and on its
eastern side is a pool of much larger size (121 feet long by 7^ feet wide),
which has an outlet or channel in its south-western corner. This channel,
as I suppose, was once connected with that mentioned above, but this
is not certain.
East and south of this pool and the cistern are still layers
Proceeding still further towards the east I
of earth like thick walls.
came to more mtei'estnig remams.

—

Pattern of Mosaic on Mount of Olives.

A very nice mosaic pavement made with cubes of difterent colours,
which I made a drawing, and at the same time procured a photograph
showing the inscription. This pavement is 15 feet 2 inches long and

of

13 feet 10 inches wide, surrounded by a low wall abojt 15 inches thick,
without indication of a former door.
The western part of the north
wall, which is still about 6 feet high, is plastered and formed into a kind
of door-like recess.
In the southern part of the pavement is a Greek
inscription,' so placed that anyone wishing to read it must stand on the
mosaic pavement itself with his face towards the south.
I supi)0se that under the ])avement are some tombs of celebrated, or
'

See

Dr. A.

S.

p.

86,

Murray.

wliero

tlic

inscription
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reproduced, with translation

by
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meu, but an opening to them I could not find. Very
under the broad stone bench (in part No. 2), although when

clej-ical,

it is

one of the tliree large stone slabs there was removed by the proprietoi',
no opening appeared. Very likely the passage is filled with earth, in
order to conceal it. Or may the opening be in the plastered recess in the
north wall ? No one can tell before the plaster is removed.
If this place was once roofed this can only have been done with wood,
as the walls would never have sustained a vault.
Very likely it was not
roofed in, or only partly, which certainly was the ca,se with place No. 2,
on the west of the place of the pavement. Between the two is a stone
bench, and near to this, the basement of a marble pillar still in situ. The
flooring of this place (No. 2) consists also of mosaic, in white, black,

and

red marble cubes, in a pattern shown in No. 2 on Plate II.
In front of this ante-room with its pillar, is another mosaic flooring
in a pattern shown under No. 3.
It is not made of small cubes but of
pieces of marbles, shaped so as to foi-m the pattern.
As I could see only
a small part of this flooring, the rest being covered with earth, I cannot
tell whether the pattern is repeated again and again throughout the whole

pavement
It

is

or only a few times in the middle of the i-oom or court.
quite clear that these buildings, pavements, tombs, and inscription

have to be assigned to the earlier Chrisfian period, and that in the
Crusading time they were already lying waste and covered with earth, as
no pilgrim in any of the many ages speaks of theui. Even Felix Fabri,
more than 400 years ago, Avho mentioned everything, and who passed
here, does not mention them.
In his "Pilgrimage" he describes, i)i
Vol. II, Part I, p. 78,' seq., just this road from Bethany to Jerusalem at
" On this road," on which
full length, and says, amongst other things
the Lord .Jesus went on Palm Sunday, "we found scattered about
many small pieces of squartjd and polished marble of divers colours,
and a friar led us out of the modern road to a place where we
found a field all paved with polished marble of divers colours," which
he thought was the old road paved in this manner throughout its
whole length by St. Helena. He does not say ;mything of buildings,
and one might think he may have seen those now recently discovered.
But that this is not the case is clear from his having come to Bethphage
and further on to the Mount of Olives ajter he had seen such
a paved field. Now in the neighbourhood of Bethphage there are several
places where mosaic jiavements are found, especially north of it, where
there was once a large village or town, and very likely the friar brought
the pilgrims to this site, as it is some distance from the road. That this
was the case seems to be shown by the further words " From hence we
went forward and come to the ]Aa.ce where once stood the village of
jjriests, Bethphage
climbed up the ascent of the Mount of
Olives and came to a region up which there is a steep ascent of nine
:

:

^ According
Text Society.

to the English translation issued

by the Palestine Pilgrims'

c2
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This place is still recognisable, and about 700 feet east of the
Felix goes ou to say: "When we had
place of the new-found mosaic.
gone higher up from this place the tops of the towers of the Holy City
began to show themselves." So he must have passed the very place, but
does not mention the mosaics, which proves that at that time the remains

steps."

were not only underground but unknown.
As this inscription is in Greek, and as those found by the Eussians
higher up on the top of the mountain are Armenian, it appears that the
Armenians had in the early Christian time some of their many possessions
in the Holy Land, on the top of the Mount of Olives, whilst the Greeks

had theirs on the slope.
When I had ended my investigations I wished to see the tomb of the
so they brought me into the new
late Russian Archimandrite Antonin
foundations,
as I have reported in Quarterh/
on
old
(built
Russian church
Statement, 1889, p. 176) and in its northern apse said, "Here, under
;

A

monument
pavement lies the body of the late Archimandrite."
with an inscription will be put there later. Outside, north of the church,
in the yard of a small convent, I saw another new tomb which has already
Of the high tower and the Russian place in general, I
a monument.
have spoken at some length in one of my former reports, so I may go on
this

to another subject.

Sajad, or the viri Galilcn Ihll {see Plan C on
Quarterly Statement, 1889, p. 176, I explained that the
northern top of the central part of the Mount of Olives is called so, and
belongs to the Greek Bishop Epiphanias.

New House on Karm Es

Plate I).— In

about ten days ago, when looking over to the Mount of Olives,
my astonishment, a new house on the northern top or Karm
Es Sajad, near where I always hoped something will one day be found.
So I went there in oi'der to see and hear what had been found when the
foundations for the new house were laid. There is an elevated platform

Now

I observed, to

and in the middle of it a cistern, inserted also in the Ordnance
Survey plan xoho'^i where the word " cistern " is put to it. At the west
end of this platform the new house has been built, not upon but in front
It is two stories high, and through the windows one has a splendid
of it.
view of the Holy City. The wall of the platform was on three sides laid
bare and a trench digged, but although some old masonry was found it was

of large size,

of no importance, being simply the remains of small houses.

No

large or

was found, except a few hewn stones all the others are
unshaped and small. Yet a few tombs sunk into the rock were found.
As some writers and the pilgrims say that there was once on the Mount
some putting it on the southern top, some on this,
of Olives a fortress
I had the hope that in this platform will one day be recogthe nortliern
nised the old fortress or castle, which is now not the case, and we must
The workmen and also the Bishop said some
look for some other site.
more interesting things may be found east of the platform, as no digging
But I think the " castle " will not be
lias been done there until now.
found, as it would be too far back, Felix Fabri, over 400 years ago,
costly stone

;

—

—
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same as now (Vol. I,
many think there was

at the time the

He

says that

here a village called Galilee, " And it is a place suitable for a castle, and
indeed there seem to have been some buildings there once moreover,
;

upon the top

of

it

there

is

a cistern, and the whole place

— In Joshua xv, 58,

is

delightful."

mentioned as one of the royal cities
and Gedor. These three
cities still retain their names after more tlian 3,000 years.
Bethzur was
fortified by Kehoboam (2 Chron. xi, 7), and after the captivity people of
Bethzur worked at the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem (Neh. iii, 16).
In the Maccabean struggles Bethzur is repeatedly mentioned as a
strong i^osition of the Jews, and the boundary castle towards Idumea.
In modern times the site is known, and v/as always known, even in the
Middle Ages, and in the " Memoirs of the Palestine Exploration," vol. iii
pp. 311 and 324, its present condition is fully described, so that I have,
6.

Bethzur.

is

of that time, Bethzur, in connection with Halhul

as the result of my own visit to the place, nothing to add, except that I
found the site so insignificant. I had expected extensive ruins of such an
important place, but what exists to-day is comparatively rather modern.
So I became convinced that the Bethzur of the time of the Maccabees
occupied not only the hill on which the tower now stands, where the
citadel may have been, but extended eastward, and stood partly on the
high ground towards Nebi Jonas and the village of Halhul, so that the
many springs, especially the cojjious ed Dhirweh, were inside of the
fortifications, and that these fortifications shut up entirely the road to
Jerusalem for those coming from the south, upon which circumstance
rested the importance of the fortress.
Owing to the many valleys goingout from this height it was not easy for a military force to go round it,
as the Jews coidd eff'ectually hinder it. In so far the history of Bethzur
is clear.

Bat in 2 Maccabees xi, 5, it is said that Lysias (the Commander of
the Syrian troops) " came to Judea, and drew near to Bethzui-a, which
was a strong town, but distant from Jerusalem about 5 furlongs, and
he laid sore siege unto it." Observing this, Judas, with a number of
Jews, went out of Jerusalem (v. 6 11), "marched forwards in theiiarmour, having an helper fiom Heaven
and giving a charge upon
their enemies like lions, they slew 11,000 (footmen) and 1,600 horsemen,
and put all the other to flight," and Lysias fled away. Now in 1 Mace,
iv, 29, seq., we are told of a similar attack and siege of a Bethzur, situated
(near Hebron) on the boundaries of Idumea, so both places are generally
taken as one and the same, and the statement of Bethzur lying 5 furlongs
distant from Jerusalem is regarded as a textual error.
Schwarz
says (p. 78), one should read 15 miles and not 5.
But the 5 mentioned
are not miles but furlongs, and hence 15 has no value, the more so as
the Onomasticon gives 20 miles from Jerusalem to Bethzur. According

—

.

.

.

•

'

" Das Heihgc Land."

Frankfort-on-Main, 1S52.
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to the
is

"Memoir

of the

Palestine Exploration

in reality 14 £n;iiish miles

Fund Survey "

(p. 312),

it

— or 112 furlongs.

To me it seems there were at that time tivo Bethzurs, one in the
neighbourhood of Jerusalem where Judas smote 11,000 men and 1,600
horsemen and another near Hebron, where Judas fought the next
battle with Lysias one year later (1 Mace, iv, 34), in which were slain
of the host of Lysias 5,000 men, and no horsemen at all
and after which

—

—

—

Lysias returned to Antioch, and the Jews cleansed the Temijle. But how
could there have been two 1 It was so with many other cities in the

country

;

for instance, Bethlehem,' Bethania,^

Gilgal,'"*

Mizpeh,* Eamah,'^

Gibeahs, so it may well have
been that there Avere also two Bethzurs, the one near Jerusalem, the
other not far from Hebron.
Now, at what place is this Bethzur near Jerusalem to be looked for ?
Ataroth," and

many

A question on

others, besides the

which

many

have often meditated.
el Atikeh is borne by the ruins of a village
situated on a hill in the Wady en Nar (or lower Kidron Valley below
Bir Eyftb), I thought this might have been the place. But it is not a
tit place for a castle, and is too much below the Holy City, and also too
far distant (between 8 and 9 furlongs), so I doubted the matter, and
thought that Abu Tor (Hill of Evil Council) might be the place, a very
fit one for a castle and for the protection of Jerusalem.
But it is sitvxated
too near, only 2 furlongs from the ancient city.
A friend of mine
thought it might be the hill further soutb, where in the large map the
word " Arab " stands, and which is marked " ES,s el Mukabbir "—the
meaning of which is, " hill-top of a jiroud man " but it may also be
derived from the Maccabeans. Here are cisterns and slight ruins, but
the place is too far from the town, about 12 furlongs.
As " 'Ain edh Dhirweh," near the Bethzur i» the neighbourhood of
Hebron was, in the early Christian times, considered to be the " water " in
which the Eunuch was baptised by Philip (Acts viii, 36-39), and as this site
was later transferred to 'Ain-Hanniyeh (south-west), in the Valley of Koses
(Wady el Werd), so Bethzur was also brought there. Some pilgrims
a|)parently saw it in the Khirbet el Yehfid at Bittir, some nearer to the
Ain. According to Brocardus, Bethzur was in the thirteenth century
considered to be at Katamon, near Jerusalem, in the large map entered
as " Kasr el Bramia."
But this place is also too far from the city.
North of the city we cannot look for Bethzur, as there was Scopus, and
the heights there are also too far from the city, so we have, nolens volens,
to look for it in the east, and there is the Mount of Olives, which,
according to Josephus (" Antiq." xx, 8, 6), is 5 furlougs from the city,

As

the

I

name Betsur

;

'

-

Judges

John

18

•'

Josliiia T,

^

Joshua
Joshua

''

"

7

xvii,

xi,

10

Joshua

;

xix, 15.

28 (R.V.).
2 Kings ii, 2.

Jolin

;

;

i,

xviii,

26

;

1 Siim. xxii, 3.

xviii,

2.'5

;

Joshua

Josliua xvi. 7

;

xix, 20.

N'nnihcps xxxii,

3.

—
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2, 3) had a place on it where formerly soldiers had their
and Titus ordered the Tenth Legion to pitch their tents
(i
furlongs from the town. So I come to the conclusion that the Bethzur
near Jerusalem was situated on the Mount of Olives, and on its middle
This idea is further
top, where now the village Kefr et Tor stands.
su|)ported by the following considerations

and

(" Bel." V,

(juarters,

:

(1) The distance from Jerusalem exactly agrees with 2 Maccabees xi, 5,
namely, 5 furlongs {cf. Joseph., loq. cit.).
(2) According to Professor 1). Schlatter, " Jason of Cyrene Restored,"
Mu7iich, 1891, p. 25, the present name, "Kefr et Tor," is the exact
Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew Bethzur.'
(3) («) Some tower or village was always on the Mount of Olives, as is
proved by its having been a Bama, or high place, as stated in
2 Samuel xv, 32, wliere David used to pray, and at such a place
there were always houses.
(Ii) It is not likely that such a conspicuous and important place should
be left unoccupied, the more so as it was
{() In the district of Bethphage, or the hallowed ground, where the

Jewish guests might lodge, cook, and
itself, if they could not

the Holy City
So our Lord

left

the City in

eat, as if it

were part of

room in the City.
the evening, and sj^ent the night
all find

with his disciples on the Mount of Olives, as there were there
houses, huts, and other lodgings (Luke xxi, 37).
The top of this mountain was the first beacon station, giving
notice by fire to the country, that the New Moon had begun.
Such a beacon station had always houses and other buildings.

{cJ)

Akra, the Temple, and Bethzur, are repeatedly put together as the
Holy City, for instance, 1 Mace, vi, 26, and

(4)

three strong places of the
xiv, 7.

"When Jonathan made peace with Alexander, we read, 1 Mace, x,
" Jonathan began to build and repair the City. And he commanded
the workmen to build the walls of Mount Zion round about with square
stones for fortification. Then the strangers, that were in the fortresses
wliich Bacchides had built, fled away
insomuch as every one left his
place and went into his own country.
Only at Bcthmra certain of those
that had forsaken the law and the commandments remained still for it
was their place of refuge." As the Akra in Jerusalem had still a Syrian
(5)

10-14

:

;

:

1
"Antiq." xii, 4, 11. Hyrcanus called his palace near Hebron "Tor,"
which is equivalent to the Hebrew " Tzur."
[The Arabic equi-valenfc of ~I1^', a rock, is ,»<>£!, Siir; but the top of tlie

Mount

of Olives

Many

is

called

by the Arabs ..U I

et

places in Palestine are so called; see Index
Western Palestine." Jehel et Tor, or Tur, is

Mount

Gerizini,

Tor, wliich means a mount.

and
also

Mount Tabor, and Mount Sinai.— Ed.]

Name
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some degree safe on the Mount of Olives, which
would not have been the case in the Bethzur near Hebron.
(6) The great victory of the Maccabees over Lysias is much more
plausible if he had the strong Holy City at his back when attacking Lysias
on the Mount of Olives, and the retreat of the enemy was much more
difficult from there than from the Bethzur near Hebron, where they
could flee in every direction, but here only towards the east, i.e., towards
garrison, so they felt in

the wilderness.

After Christ rose false Messiahs, amongst them an Egyptian, of
read (Joseph. " Antiq." xx, 8, 6) he " advised the people to go
alonff with him to the Mount of Olives, and said that he would show
them from hence, how at his command the walls of Jerusalem would fall
(7)

whom we

:

So he made use apparently of the castle of Bethzur still standing
but the Roman Governor Felix hearing this, came against them
with a great number of horsemen and footmen from Jerusalem, and
attacked them, killing 400 and taking 200 alive. But their leader escaped,
so I think that on this occasion the castle was destroyed by Felix, and
the place lost its importance, or x'ather gave place to another veneration
of the spot, namely, by the Cliristians, and the building of the Church of
the Ascension.
But the name Bethzur was still preserved in the village
or cluster of smaller buildings hanging round the old wall, and the new
down."
there

;

buildings.
also be mentioned, that when Titus brought the Roman
Jerusalem, he divided it, and put the Tenth Legion on this
important place on Mount Olivet, at once recognising its importance in
the siefire, and in makino' the wall of circumvallation it was made use of
(8) It

army

may

Ijefore

(Joseph. " Bel."

It is also remarkable, that the besieged Jews
break thi-ough here (Joseph. " Bel." vi, 2, 8).
In conclusion, I wish to say, that at the present village there are
many rock-hewn cisterns, not only in the houses, but outside them,
especially on the west side towards Jerusalem, and also on the northern
side.
These cisterns were of course once inside the fortification, and so
the castle, if it was a square, may have measured about 600 feet on each
Wherever one digs in the fields round the present buildings hewn
side.

tried one

day

v, 12, 2).

to

Htoues are found.
7.

Montefioreli.

—The estate

called

by

this

name, lying just across the

valley immediately west of Jerusalem, has long been occupied

in

its

southern portion by a number of Jewisii houses and a windmill, now
disused.
Recently, the northern portion has been laid out for the erection
of new dwellings for Jews, one part being for Sephardim, and called Beth

Yehudith, the other for Ashkeuazim, called Beth Nathan. Roads (streets)
run througli the pro]>erty, and the houses are built resting
again.st one another in rows.
An old building which existed there is to
be turned into a synagogue.
liave been
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GREEK AND OTHER INSCRIPTIONS COLLECTED
THE HAURAN.
By

the Rev.

IN

W. Ewtng.

Edited hy A. G. Wrioht, Esq., of Aberdeen, and A. Souter, Esq., M.A.,
of Cams College, Cambridge.

The

following inscriptions were copied in the Hauran by the Eev. W.
Ewing, of Tiberias, and AV. R. Paton, Esq., undertook to edit them.
Mr. Paton, however, on going abroad had to relinquish the work, and
his readings, notes, &c., have been incorporated with much advantage by
The few occasions where his name is quoted form no
the editors.
criterion of the amount which he had done.
The editors desire to thank Prof. W. M. Ramsay for constant advice
and assistance, as also Mr. Geo. Middletoji, Lecturer in Latin in
Aberdeen University, for revising the proof-sheets.
In continuation of the present collection, an attempt has been made to
determine the boundaries of the provinces, Roman and Byzantine, in the
district where the inscriptions were found.
(See p. 67, et seq.)
The translations of some of the Arabic inscriptions are due to
Mr. Thatcher, of Mansfield College, Oxford, and Prof. Margoliouth, of

Oxford.

'
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GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

1.

Oil a lintel over a door leading into a cattle slied at Tsil.

_-f;>^

r' l

M^

x^

I

!

I

-

'

!«._.--

ct\'

,

I

j:_

-r

hiru

-^^rT*^*^

r

"
i

~~-^

.

Kv/>ft,
riji'

'
!

"^'.8"

Oco'^ o jiiovo'^ o

o?.

aiici'i-

(pvka^oi'

i^'^ocoi'

Ttji'

i'aoc[oi'

KvffcfBtov.

Wadd,, 2046, 2662«, 2696.

Cf.

IX

III

_

The words (f)vXa^ov ttjv 'iaroBop, &c., are taken from Psalm cxxi, v. 8.
For a description of Tsil, see G. Schumacher's Across the Jordan,
222
The town always belonged to the jirovince of Syria.
fi'.

No.

2.

Broken

pillar

on base at Tsil.

No

inscription.

Im

^

The

<N

stone was freshly turned up from the middle of the street.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

3. Over door of house
near Mosque, at Tsil.

No.

4.

lu court of house,
at T»iL.

^^.

on^i^^(U^

WMACmiWHC
ir'N?KOI'C'H€

cl^ 6{eo'i)
O

T

vTrep (Twrrjpta^
Tubv

o

K\vi>io)v

noro'7

OVpaVtO^ ~0\l>\ I'twr

ice

Ce<T\_7r\oT\_WjV

(T-

viKij'i

K.Ol'fTT

....

These a])parently are two parts of the same stone, but owing to their
bad condition the restoration is uncertain. The names of the Emperors
cannot be deciphered, so that

it is

impossible to fix the date of the inscrip-

Probably Constantine followed tcoi' SeaTrorwv
the plural shows
there must have been two Emperors reigning at the time, so that the date

tion.

;

a late one.
" The one God, the Lord the only and heavenly, guard thy temple till
."
the end .... for the safety and victory of our masters Constantine.
is

.

No.

5.

In wall of Sheikh's house.

.

Sahm el Jaulax.

U.AAOOOimhoM
'Apj^eKuLo

p.

I)/

Kocduor^-.

for description of Sahm el Jaulan, see Schumacher, Across the Jordan,
It appears to have always been in the province of Syria.

91

ft'.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.

No. 6. On lintel uver doorway in deep
Saiim el Jaulan.

.

.

.

.

fl

cellar,

adjoining Sheikh's house.

TTdlxPlj^'

>j

IjjlKIV.

The era used here is in all probability that of Damascus, which begins
with the year 312 B.C. The 902ud year would thus be 590 A.D., which is
the date of the in.scription.
It is remarkable to find the Seleucid era
employed so far south of Damascus, and its use is conclusive proof that
Sahm el Jaulan was connected with Damascus, and not with the province
Arabia.
There can hardly be any doubt that this place is the ;i-At'/xn
VavXdvrjs of Georgius Cyprius.
In the centre of the stone a cross is inscribed.

No.

7.

At head

of grave in

'Ad wan

dug up some

;

five years ago.

Quchiuo

'i

C7{wi'')

/(I

Fur a descri|)tion of 'A<lwan, see Schumacher, Across the -lordan,
J>.

119.

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

Over doorway north end

8.

Mosque.

of

A

Upocd) o (y/\ H
I

A<;,£Yi

^^wYiA/u

Pon
N A

TO
Kl

El'TpOTTlOV

/

Jasem.

o

Y

Pom

Ko

fi\^ai)TVjiio}' i

c/id/iior?

TCI/)

'Al'ipOI'/hOll.

^Ijl'KII f

A

cross is inscribed on eacli side of tlie stone, which
the right hand side, if not on the left also.

Mr. Paton conjectures in

"By

offering

of

Elias,

1.

3 Tvpowiai. for

son

of

is

incomplete ou

Trpovolai.

Eufcropios

.... by

the

care

Andronikos(?) the chapel of the martyr."

No.

9.

South end of old Mosque.

H<i

\^

Xf

6A£ Hf ohm^CAN

TiH^AH LX)
^ N H N KC 4) y A
-J

I

K(«V")^

Jasem.

'I(»/o-o)w

rCpOMT
Al N Ai;;

<

^
^

T hN

Y

I

uC

i

t'

X{piffT)e, e\ci](Toi- -affar Tijr

^jCVCUV TIC Te/JOVTl'oV.
(ifuji\

The
"

Kvpic, (pvXa^oi'

last line of the inscription is

a\_VTov'i~\.

almost obliterated.

Lord Jesus Christ have mercy on
Amen. Lord ijuard them."

all

tlie

family of Gerontios

of

GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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Xti. 10.

Ill

court of

lioiise

near old Mosque.

Jasem.

KYPJOCM oyBoNoCo/VANTTPJlPU'To

(fyO

f TArjcoMKAIABViAPi^CHNOW'^lf^HNl
?

'

:

[^

'O

K/4

1

TOY

t^':i

)

o;i

e Y c N Ti^ c K/^

Ki'<i>iov

-('(-/(^/iiaros)

f(ou

o

Bo'/'ov

Ko'^»^9

tocn j c^A

TTrt/'TO'.-

cipi^vcvcaOai

Ka'c

i

/\

{^

a,>

to

[fc6'f o] v

yfuln'

tV

e[]/]/J>yi')y

O/ri

i^(r(pa\i<ruTO.

Published from a better copy

and

\

\aff:rp6yTaTos) 7rpw7o(^ii)

Aov^ up^a^

Ar«/

TOi's cioccvoi'rav

/lYU

I

nA NT0(e>pHN £vjg^eceA' Het4:^>>cA

in

Archdolog. Epigraph. Mittlml. aas

Revue Arch(k>logique, 1884, vol. iv. p. 264.
Bonus was dux Arabi;e at the end of the 4th century (see Wadd.,
He liad apparently cleared the neighbouring desert of Avild
2293a).
beasts and robbers.
"My Lord Bonus, most noble Comes of the first order, and Dux ruling
us in jjeace, established the peace of the travellers and the nation for
In Rev. Arch., M.($X) is read for pov in the first line. Wadever."'
Oesterreich^ 1884, p. 181,

dington reads, in 2293a, fVj

in

4>X.

BoVoj, so that this reading is

the correct one.

Over doorway

No.

11.

The

stone

is

of Sheikh's house.
very mutilated.

£KAiC€N.

P

J

•

IS

the

monogram

of Christ.

Jasem.

probably
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.

No

12.

Ornamentation on stone over do(jrway at

Umm

el

'Osij.

^*5'^T'"v^y^

Part of oinaiuental design which had jnobably formed the lintel of a
It consists of a row of similarly formed heads separated and

iloor.

.surrounded by a geometrical pattern.

No.

13.

In stone heap near

Umm

el

'Osij.

0]acof((Jov

'Aji-

-CtlKnu(11)011 (.'')

"Thaddaios son

No.

14.

of

Abdalouaros

In stone heap near

Umm

el

(.'')

— yeazs of

age."

"Osij.

Mu[eOe]ou
GT(aij')

" Abdelathos the son of

Matheos

....

— years of

ao-e."

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

15.

In stoue heap near

Umm

A

el

'Osij.

r«\-

" The huntsman Gal-

No.

No.

16.

In Graveyard at 'Akrabah.

17.

null

^^

k
God

Ben Omar.

have mercy upon him.

This was built by
Salamah son
(?)
of

Omar, on

whom

God have mercy.

No.

18.

Over court doorway near Sheikh's house, said

copied 30 years ago, and to liave recorded the
had built the house. 'Akrabah.

fact that

iWNBPlATOHRAKAIZiAl

See No.
"

19.

Naamon began

(it)

Heraklidas finished

(it)."

to

have been

King David

GREEK INSCEIPTIONS.
No.

19.

Ill

roof of adjoiuing house, upside down.

49

'AKRABAH(Wadd.,

24136).

eTOYClHBAa^€lP(,An

CMAAeixAQorenoi
HeANTAB>'PUyM At:
N B W P? o N Jgg^ e K T
^uJNlAloN6YC6ii>llACm

Kvpiov 'Aovce2co-

-iTTTru

-9

MttXc/^a^oy

-ijrrnv

-a

(TVf.1

Koaj-iov

-ov

(3w/iioi>

-iou

iciwu

-UKci

cttoi-

tu OvpwjLiaTiccu

--

eK Tet'trc/^Gtns'

ii>-

All li.vpnf

111 Waddiugton's copy (after that of Wetzsteiii) the date is uucertain.
Kirchoff conjectured IH, and the later reading of the stone confirms this.

The

Agrippa II, the 18th year of which
This date, together with that on No. 30, establishes the
political position of 'Akrabali.
The fact of its dating by Agrippa shows
that it must have belonged to the province of Syria as formed in 63 b.c.,
and by the use of the Seleucid era (see No. 30) at a late date, it cannot
have been in the part of Syria united to Arabia about 297 a.d. See Pt. II.
iusciiption belongs to the reign of

was G7

A.D.

" In the 18th year of the reign of our Lord,

King Agrippa, Aoudeidos
made for Zeus the Lord the doors and their
at liis own expense, from feelings of piety."

the son of Maleichathos

ornaments and the altar

Nos. 20 and

21.

In Sheikh's Medafeh.

'"Akrabah.

^Aocq
-coae-a-jap-

'I

Ja'ai'/y9

CTWP

(TO V

(?)

fc.

GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

22.

Ou

tlie

broken Sarcophagus

end of a

the

at

fountain.

'Akrabati.

BICCOYC

^ZHC2.H
NHV

[/ii']7yff(?[7/]

who

"May Gapsara, daughter of Sebisses,
be remembered."'

Ko.

23.

In wall of house.

^-^-

'Akrabaii.
1.

,|PpcoM/^NOCOJOEr£u)J

4

UpyfeT^ArAACNY

The

24.

By

.

'jrcpt(pfiiL'i'

.

5.

l^oi'^Ta'

0.

[.

.

{'Tt'

f()V/fk-

ijcXt'oio.
II

-Jot' jiu'-rptov

«XAo9

[j

«7X((Oj'

7.

only parts— the ends of the lines

No.

ofT[/Jo(o (or 'Pay(«i'o*?)

/(«)'

4.

must have been

inscription

Ippw

2,
3.

Att^.iKeoN/eAi/^iNfi

lived forty-eight years,

in

hexameter

verse, of

/'[/o'i'J.

II

which we have

—preserved.

doorstep in same courtyard.

'Akrabah.

^OiAAViooVAHiYABHe

i

/T£3€

';

WH/JH/iTOtrT/Vj

vC€4)eiAHC

I'Cc APEt^r/V

TG Zci's fc0c/X7y<T[cJ

4.

A

UTOV

f).
<;.

7.

This and the previous in3crii)tion
reading

is

hopeless.

may

be

jxarts of

the same, but the

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

25.

In wall.

"^

Akrahah.

7

-

[^Kvptc,

iii'uTraucroi'

Toj'
j^

[

No.

26.

51

Over house

dooi'.

rui'j

j

FiVrrrpnj

rocXov
Vc^^tt'^pytoi'

tiov

.

afu'ji'

GEEEK IXSCEirXIONS.
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Xo.

28.

In old dvke near threshin"-

'Akrabah.

floor.

/ToYTOhVANACIC
f60fl>erreAAEIM^T0NH0N

This must have formed part of a metrical inscription dedicating a
temple or church.

Xo.

29.

"Akrabah.

In wall.

fKHHTM
+KHNTON
COYKYr (?) €W
KHt/ ....
This inscription

is

undecipherable.

Xo. 30. Over doorway.

'Akrabah.
TJ

H TO yc ^n;

KOY* -^
J

^^

6

I

^loYo

I

K
.^

K--

t/TOVV

P

J
KOV

-f-'

9'

^( _

"Ai.i7re-

V'Por'(Ao?
700

7(1

\/v <I>Xa-

X
of

\tO'

llj.ll,

tc-

The 812th year

»

poY0 ocpVT*^^ V9.
HAT NO 4 TAP A A

p/\MPe

Mr

Damascus corresponds

V

TTU

to 500 a.d.

(c/.

Xo.

(I-

E TT-

G).

The

use of this date shows that 'Akrabah remained in Syria after 297 a.d. (see
Xo. 19, note). For the exi^lanation of the signs
F seeXo. 26, note.

X

4-

is

the

monogram

"In the

the architect.

and

is

repeated twice

if

not thrice.

year of Damascus. Ampelis, the son of Flavins, wa.s
lUifus, the son of Magnus, v.'as the mason. The stones are

812tli

from Eutime."

of Christ,

M

GREEK

5$

INSCltlPTIONS.

No, 31. On a heavy stone at the end of a Sheikh's tomb in tlie graveyard beside the Kasar, a building which resembles the Palmyrian tombs.
'Akrabah.

^^^o^^^Jof Atz(t'*KiT/\o)9iA()CVfAtevNoi
^>H.(»T0P/MP©/MfNOlCINYntPtAT0NHOaOtM10l>^
'I'lOMCYNnPNIThylXoxiKKM-rit Kt ft N ui
TTWlNW^origoxiAA/iHIPAMiaAPrtNEeAHC
I

g
^

i

"WK

VTe^N/>(-nuNoE4
•*•>

oZ

ce 7cJ

ip'opcrji'

BaL;YjC'''c^'/'?

[NjnH/Jft'vos

f(t)/^<[«]/(ci/o§ ^e

c(e)//t«To

[a:]o«

\^^/i}p^oi' (?)

TlavXivij

o'

m€ T£ H T"
^

oiJuojiia

^a'o?(r<

TTcinnij

ffrj'

u^oiC

ept/3ic\(tKa

/cat

t«'

(/)0t^iciwi(Tii'

oi'}'of.ia

E iz

///'

ot

veovai

^wpov

Ka\oi' aCovaiv

(^I'Xoi-

ijOcXe Ouftov

inrcpTcnov i]Ce Octpoi'

cWo^^^ic

k(u viei Kcrin?

KXtjir^/a^icao <yeue9\)j's

K-vXtttov cd Ncifiu'Po'i nei^woi(T(^i^ /Herein.
"

The inhabitants

and they that dwell in the fertile country of
Naamou and his fair name. When he had
built for the living that which his heart desired, he built for the dead
also a lofty and splendid circle (?) for himself, his wise wife, and his
dear son. Paulina was her name, and she was of the race of Cleio-amidas.
of

.

.

.

Bachesethe sing the valour of

May

Cylptus, son of

No.

32.

Naamon, be among those that

live for ever."

In the city wall, south-west, near the ground.

'Akrabaii.

^ilOr-:^
'-.c^J-.iSJil^Sj.i-ii.^^^^^^^

I
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No.

33.

At Kefr Suems.

c—i Tou €v\al3{effruT0i<)
.

.

px.

cKTiaOi]

-TO

''.\f(ou

majiXoi'

(f)Ofi

.

.

h(ic

dWaylov, usually uXKayfj. For (ttu^Xop, cf. Wadd., 2161.
of the most reverend Amos, ruler of
(?), the stable
and the stage was built." The o-ra^Xoi/ koI dWayrj were apparently an inn
by the wayside where a change of horses was or could be matle.

dWdyiv,

i.e.

"In the time

No.

34.

.

M«[^f-

OS'

Maximus, son

Xo.

35.

.

At Kefr Shems.

ftoo

"

.

of

Maximus, a knight,

i\_7r-

(lived) thirty -three yeai"?.

At Kefr Shems.

[v]

'{)ai'o[r']

a,\(o)xov
LTtVU

" Adoiis, wife of Hosios, eighty years of age

GREEK INSCRirilOXS.
No.

36.

oo

At Kefr Shems.

tT-

0,]

eXeii-

u)v

9

" Agatlie died, nine years of age, in the year

Xo.

37.

Es Saxaiiein

= Aere.

r-

AAlOtVAlNOCAAe
/\4aC£noiHCATO
tTAejcAroYA^Pl

MaOciov

Af.iepo'i

Ovaiuo'i uce-

Kill

X0O9
V
«

eTroiijfjai^i')

j3w/.L0i'
•

^

-n-

Qcoa \i<^

r

09 CK TWI/ (ClWV
t'-(oi'9)

BeKc'iTOO

'Arpi-

The date is the 10th year of Hadrian's reign, 126 a.d.
Tliere is
another inscription given by Waddington of the year 190 a.d., which also
dates by the reigning Emperor. Also No. 46 dates by the reign of
Agrippa. This shows that Es Sanamein, the ancient Aere, must have
been in the province of Syria from its formation till at least 295 a.d.
Although we have no date later than that year, Aere was apparently iu
Arabia, being called Hierapolis {i.e. "Eppa ndXt?) in tlie Notitiie. For the
identification of Es Sanamein with Aere, see Wadd., 2413/.
"Ameros, the son of Matheios, and Onainos his brother, made the
altar of the god Zeus at their own expense, in tlie 10th year of the reign
of Hadrian Caesar."

GREEK IXSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

38.

(

Cf.

our No.

Es Saxameix, a

39.)

HT0rfT6(C/\P€

^t.

repetition of No.

3'.>.

,

AN€9HKeN
OvAuTCfia TOV vlou

(IVToT) T?y

TV-

Ul'tOljKCl'

No. 39. (Waddingtoii, 2413 g.)
This inscription, together witli No. 40, and also a fragment broken off
a .similar inscri])tion, are all on the front of the temple over the old doorway. Es Sanamein.

_I<J)|/lU»NAloCI<YNA

^[ Toy tovm opp^x

ry
/cL^jJ«0"«S AojLll'O)'

oTAYTiyTHTy
XHT0YCT€CCA

lepdofiai is

the

exami)le of the

not recognise

No.

40.

common word

iise

in this sense.

of Updo) for the middle.

Ov^/UTC/XI

TO I'

OV

dl'TOl'

T))

"^ij

Toi's'

/jfts

Xufnrarij-

I

do not

t'l-

Tl'-

Teffffa-

know any

it.

In wall,

other

Liddell and Scott's Lex. does

left corner, front (exactly 39).

Es Sanamkin.

(])lACONAloCKYNAroY|
TOYKof PoYf^PAC AC
AOf(NAWeYCATfePAToY
YK^rAVToy^HTYX H
ToYC T€f C A p/\(tK A K n '^
AHCj'OpOYceK'TMOM/Aj

IVNAN^eHJCeN

GREEK INSCEIPTIOXS.
No.

41.

57

Es Saxamkix.

In wall of court.

kT«NSfT/v\!^R.T|N»ETNbWNI

[NlAjNJlVKAkfJtMOET

M

.... as miles legionis Cyreiiaicae
niortuus? missus'? in expedjitione in regione
(or regionem

M

[cura Ius]tini et Maitini, et

gejrmano

[fratri

The Legio III Cyreuaica was

No.

42.

In wall.

karissinio et

stationed in Syria.

Es Sanamein.

[v]«e' "E\(,\)//)'«v

No

43.

In cattle court.

No.

44.

In Sheikh's house.

Nonni

Es Sanaiieix.

Es Saxameix.

'
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Xo. 45.

By way

No.

In

4(5.

side.

Es Sanameix.

Slieikli's house.

Es Saxameix.

leToYCAZ ToYKAlAg/j
l!BAci4^«y(ArpinrTAKY

/OlolKoAOMHCAK
ANCYNKtlKA^oKKA

,

^PlOUKAlTA8YP'*>MA

</to«'s.

.\^'

70('

(ijijSo'jaTo'i

.

m'j'

i'cii,:aci'oiv

V((J

\/3' j3afTi\Jicv

•J'/\(t'[i'os'

ical

/i((J

oij

\cov-ai>i'ofi

'A-jpi'—Tra
iv'ot

(.'')

icvi}(\_oi>j

oiKocojiitjfTav [tj^i' (?i»J/K/i/

vat tw Ovptcfiara ca'ijrrm/

has been fnlly discnssed by Prof. G. A. Smith in the
This copy is a little more complete than
his.
Kvpiov was written in full
only two letters at most are missing
before
a^Soyiiios, which seems to have been part of a Syrian name put
Tliis inscription

Critical Bevicic, January, 1892.

;

.

.

Greek form, perhaps Maj3l3oya'ios.^
For the bearing of the date o)i the

into

[)rovince see

No. 37.

111 an impublished inscription of Cappadocia, which will soon be published
by V. Yorke, Kiug's College, Cambridge, the name ^lay^ojfi') occurs iu the
dative.
Prof. Ramsay had suggested 'Ma^^oyaloi; as the mutilated name,
but it is, in all jirobability, Ma/xpoyioi;. Tlie name is a most interesting
one.
Mambug, or Mabug, is tlio Syrian name of Hierapolis (now Mambitch),
near tlio Euphrates, in North Syria; and also the name or title of the goddess.
From it comes tlie name for "cotton" in many Oriental languages (Turkish
"Pambuk").--A. G. W.
'
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cross.

Es Saxameix.

No. 47«. In niche in Temple.

(Wadd.,

i'413/i.)

ofoC\
eTTT/\/<iN,:..^(A

NOCA>

'T^^(Vr/)ieANCVNTH<<?N

" Theodotus, the Heptakinethian, sou of Hector, along

and children, adorned with gold the statue

of Tvxn, along

with his wife
with the niche,

for his native place."

Nu. 476. Projecting from wall

Line

in

Temple.

Es Sanamein,

l]ponov [rov 'Sf^aarov

1.

eiriT

„

2.

TO

,,

3.

ayvws

„

4.

cr^avra

KOlV()[u^

€TriT[po7T(vTeiixrjs

[koL

X'V"'
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48.

In wall of court.

El

IN

THE HAUltAX,

Busir.

Tin's inscription is quite undecipheraljle.

{To he continued.)

A JOURNEY
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THE HAURAN.

W. Ewixg.

Monday, August 15tli, 1892, under a broiling sun,
from Safed, with two attendants, viz., Mohammed el Khudra,
a man of some reputation in that mountain city, who was supremely
satisfied as to his own abilities to act as guide, philosopher, and friend
and Abdullah, a youthful mukary, who bestowed all my goods for the
journey on a rather lean-looking kedls/i, planting himself on the top of
all, and sang, swore, and whistled the day in and the day out again
a
the afternoon of

I set out

;

:

liapp}-hearted lad, but, withal, in mortal dread of Chirkas (Circassian),

Bedawy, and Druze, and when in their neighbourhood, ever trembling
day that never came. Heading eastward, winding along through

for the

the groves of ancient olives that shade the northern steeps,
castle hill

behind

us, lying like a

mighty mastitf

we

left

the

in rej^ose, clear cut in

white against the dark jmrple of the Jermuk range beyond. Passing
between the two beautifully-rounded grassy hills that gviard the Damascus
road, just where it reaches its greatest height, we plunged down the swift
and narrow descent, with high precipitous clitt's on either hand, into the
flat lands of the Upper Jordan valley.
Eed-legged partridges, like their
more sober cousins at home, always nearest when the gun is furthest,
literally swarmed over the grey crags to the right
impenetrable hedges
of prickly ]>ear fenced the tortuous a])proaches to the village on the
left, while women and dirty chihlren made believe to wash, puddling
in the little stream that gurgled down the glen.
In pleasing contrast
with the monotonous brown of the surrounding country, the gardens,
fruit trees, and young jjlantations of Ja'uneh, the Jewish colony, seemed
to fall like a spreading cascade of emerald from the rocky side of Jebel
;

Kan'an.

Hot and shelterless are the broad stretches in the Crhor, maiked here
and there by the dark brown i-oofs of the Arabian " houses of hair," and
i.>y the groups of white
Hecks, that mark tlie presence of the shepherd
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cliarge.
Just over the brown knolls to northwai'd we
beyond
catch glimpses of sunlight sparkling on the " Waters of Merom"
the long marshland, haunt of buffalo and boar, and alive with water

and his gentle

;

both great and small, rise the sombre heights of the Jauhui,
culminating in the gleaming shoulders of the mighty Hermon.
Riding in the burning sun, few things help better to beguile the time
than the tales in which the Arab soul delights, and in the relating of
which he excels. I have often been amused and interested to see with
what eagerness a crowd of Arabs will gather to hear a story for the
Iiundredth time, told by a master of the art. Men get a reputation for
telling one story well, even as among ourselves the fame of a great singer
fowl,

manner

which he sings one song. I asked
tongue at once responded, with not
for was it not just here that
one, but many, all racy of the soil we trod
a Christian mukary returning from Damascus, overpowered with fatigue,
had lain down to rest on this soft bank under the shady thorns, and in
the gloom of swift-falling night, had fallen a prey to the devouring
hyena ? And not much further on, had he not himself only just escajied
with his life from the jaws of bear, boar, or he knew not what thing of
is

often chiefly due to the

Mohammed

for a tale,

and the

in

readj^

;

horror, in the darkness, all owing to the agility of the fine horse he rode ?
These are but the kernels of his tales Avrought out with all the wealth
:

of Oriental fancy, they lasted long.

Long strings of camels, returning from Acre, whither they had carried
the golden riches of the Hauran, with drowsy riders rocking on their
backs, swung contemptuously past on their way to the fords, some distance
south of the Jisr Bendt Fa'hlb.
It was after sunset when we reached the bridge.
Fed by liis mighty
spi'ings the Jordan maintains a steady flow even at this advanced season ;

dark breadths of moving waters pass between the piers and under the
round in foam-capped eddies, then break off" in swift descent,
between evergreen banks of waving oleander. In the hush of night the
river's i-ush fills all the valley with a pleasant sound.
"We turned northward towards a makhdda or ford, between thebridore
and Lake IIMeh, where, near some Arab tents where we intended to
Here my guide's local knowledge
sleep, we hoped to effect a crossing.
was invaluable. Coming opjjosite a rounded hill to the left we bore down
upon the river, across the intervening meadow. The night was cloudless, and from the moonless sky the stars streamed down their fullest
splendour. The deej^ water here flowed softly, tall, spectral weeds waving
gently in the night breeze. JVIohammed pulled uj) on the river's brink
and called " 'Isa, 'Isa," in a voice hardly above a whisper. Immediately
on the opposite bank, in the dim light, a shadowy form appeared, and the
owner of a voice peculiarly soft for a Bedawy, agreed to meet us at the
makhdda and conduct us safely over. As we rode onward Mohammed
explained tbat '7sa, the chief of the local Arabs, was sharik, or partner
of his own, who often came to Safed on business, and who would be sure
Just below a slight fall the river widens
to stretch a point to help us.
arches, swirl
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into a broad pool, a bush}' peninsula

Above the

into the middle.

from the other

side reaching well

we could

see the top of the

reeds beyond,

a guard was set

but the servant of the Sultan
was asleep
Well up to the waist in the dark water, 'Isa's dusky figure
approached to meet us.
The bridles were removed from the horses'
mouths having tied up my saddle bags as high as jjossible, and instructed
me to sit tailor-wise on the top of the saddle, 'Isa grasped the halter,
After many windings, avoiding
and led my steed into tlie water.
treacherous holes in the river's bed, the flood sometimes threatening to
carry us off bodily, at last he conducted us safely to the further bank.
While waiting for my companions, the soldier, roused from slumber,
shivering in the night air, accosted me with a few trembling oaths. My
dress puzzled him finally he became exceedingly deferential, supposing
me to be a Basha. In this delusion he was assiduously encouraged by
and forthwith we took our way to the
the ingenuous Mohammed
encampment of 'Isa only a few straggling tents on a bare knoll, about a.
soldier's tent, for here

;

!

;

;

;

—

hundred yards from the river.
The women, disturbed at midnight, got up with great good nature,
collected sti'aw and dry sticks for a fire, whose leaping flame soon shed
a comfortable radiance over the faces of sheep and oxen that lay wonthis, with the coarse
deringly around. ]\Iilk was brought and warmed
bread of the Beduw and honey, made a meal by no means to be despised.
In mid-stream 'Abdullah's kedlsh had fallen, giving the poor fellow an
involuntary bath at a most inconvenient hour. As he had no change of
but by dint of using the
apparel, his case was all the more piteous
fire in a thoroughly original fashion, he was in a fairly presentable case
when the hour for riding arrived. Accustomed to all kinds of hardship
these sturdy men of the road make light of troubles that would overwhelm us. One thing grieved him the sugar had got wet, and not all
the care he lavished on it could jorevent it from crumbling and melting
;

;

—

before his eyes.

The horses were tethered beside

us.

Stretching a cloak on the ground,

imder the silent stars. The last thing I
remember was the firelight on the features of an eager crov/d, to whom
Mohammed was retailing the news of the world, with evident relish of
I lay

his

down

own

to

rest awhile,

eloquence.

Before daybreak we were astir again.
As we climbed the hills to eastward in the growing light of the
morning, a magnificent view was obtained of Lake Hlileh and its picturesque surroundings. As we rose higher the inequalities of the plain

seemed to be flattened out, and Arab tent and thi-eshing floor were clearly
Close by the mouth of the river the red-tile roofs of the new
seen.
Jewish colony stood boldly out amidst incipient gardens and orchards.
The lake itself lay like a sheet of silver, sending off between emerald
banks, the shining thread of the Jordan. Over the marshes in the valley
northward hung thick masses of whitish vapour, through openings in
which we could see the green of the reeds, and patches of gleaming water.

;
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serried heights of the Avestern mountains, stretching northward to
the darker peaks of Lebanon antl southwai-d to the brow overlooking
the Sea of GaUlee, smiled softly to the sunrise, while the snow that
still lay in the furrows that plough the sides of Great Hermon, responded

The

to the sun with flashing light, hardly less brilliant than his own.

In the swift dawn of the Eastern day we were already far along the
path which follows closely the line of the old Eoman road, leading from
the bridge, by

way

extinct volcanoes,

of Kuneiteruli

the Jaulan

and

hills,

>S'a'

sa\ to

rising

in

Damascus
front

;

;

the series of

the undulating-

by many a deep winding wady, and winter watercourse
reaching to the borders of Gilead over the western rim of this plateau
the mighty hollow of the (Jhor, the blue waters of Galilee reposing in
plateau, torn

;

calm beauty between the opposing heights westward rose the mountains
of Zebulon and Naphtali, passing southward into the gentle hiUs around
Tabor, Little Hermon, and Gilboa, and beyond the great
Xazareth
:

;

plain of Esdraelon, the highlands of Samaria.

From some
interest.

reach,

The

rolling uplands of

seemed to be

the desert, of

was one of great
the Jaulan, as far as the eye could
alive with camels.
These ]3atient ships of

of the higher points the scene presented

all

litei'ally

sorts

and

sizes,

great and small, young and old, huge

shaggy patriarchs, moving with unspeakable
gambolling calves, swarmed on every hand.
a regiment has taken shelter from the heat of
a battalion crowds among the sweet grass
hustling and jostling each other like a

mob

dignity,

and

light, sportive,

Here, in this deep hollow,
the advancing sun yonder,
that surrounds the spring,
at the door of a theatre
;

wherever pasture, however meagre, was to be found, the brown hills wei'e
dotted with their yellow forms. Tall columns of blue smoke, rising
gracefully in the quiet morning, marked the encami^meuts of their
masters. The burning suns had long since destroyed the scanty vegetation
of the desert.
These herds of camels form almost the entire wealth of
the wandering 'Arab. To the.se uplands, cool and breezy compared with
the vast solitudes of sand, where " much grass " is still to be found in
the deeper valleys, they are fain to come with the growing heat of
summer. Thus it has been from time immemorial thus it seems likely to
be for many a year to come. This annual overflow of the tides of barbarism
from the far East sets dead against the efforts of incipient civilisation,
indicated by an occasional patch of maize or field of wheat amid surrounding desolation. I asked M'hy no attenii:)t was made by the Government to put an end to it. The explanation was that the Beduw pay to
the Government an annual tax of one mejedie per head of camel. This
;

tribute, punctually delivered, represents a considerable portion of the

revenue of the country
so there is a very natural unwillingness to
interfere with it.
Reaching a slight eminence we found the valley before us filled witli
the dark spreading tents of the children of the East. 'Abdullah visibly
quailed at the sight of this great portable city, with crowds of uncannylooking inhabitants moving about in its temporary streets.
Eiding
;

:
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we passed tliroiigh their midst, meeting with nothing
and courtly Arab salutations at their hands, coupled witii
Eough enough
iuvitatious to turn aside and spend the day with them.
as to exterior they certainly were, but a kindliness showed through their
genial offers of hospitality, the sincerity of which no stranger could

f<n-ward, however,

hut

civility

mistake.

We

A

we reached

the tumble-down village of McCarah.
by the wayside, from under the ruins of an
Here we were tempted to rest. My morning ablutions

pressed on until

coijious fountain springs

old building.

were an object

who

of

absorbing interest to the motley grouj) of villagers

A

swiftly gathered to scrutinise the travellers.

frugal

breakfast

which the tatterdemalions readily brought us,
thorouo-hly refreshed us. While we were engaged with this, we found
the poor people were absolutely bubbling over with news, and greatly
of

bread and

milk,

rejoiced to tind fresh ears to listen to their story.

The Turks have given a home

numbers of freesome years ago
One of their
in order to live under a Mohammedan government.
strongest settlements in these parts is at Kuneiterali, on the Damascus
Bringing with them
road, about fifteen miles from Jisr Dendt Fa'k/tb.
habits of industry, and some knowledge of agriculture, they soon
changed the aspect of the country around their new home. They build

spirited Circassians

who

in this district to

their native mountains

left

plant hedges, make roads, prepare watercourses for irrigation
with wheeled vehicles, and improved implements of husbandry, they
speedily secure returns from the soil, amazing to the ancient ignorant
and indolent inhabitants. But unless the results of their labours were
secured to them by some means against the troops of marauders that
<1 vices,

too, might grow heartless and give up the hopeless
The ordinary Fellah trembles at the approach of the Arab,

prowl around, they,
struggle.

hath he would gladly give to the wild man of the
sake.
He has little reason to labour hard simply
But the Circassian knows nothing of trembling,
to feed the robber.
whoever approaches. They are trained to arms from their youth. Their

and

all

that he

desert for sweet

life's

and every man of
weapons ai-e vastly sui)erior to those of the Arab
them is a dead shot with the rifle. They have established for themselves
a reputation for pei'fect fearlessness determined courage in conflict, and
;

;

relentless

severity in

exacting vengeance

when

injured.

Men

think

twice before attacking them. Even the Bedawy, from of old the terror of
these lands, is learning to acknowledge the prowess of the Circassian,
and to bend his proud spirit in the presence of his superior.

Some
\ll>/,

little

time before our

visit,

the Arabs of the great tribe of

coming westward, had chosen

privileges in the matter

of

to

over the whole

pasture,

Wald

assert their ancient riglits
of

these

and

wide-

They resented the intrusion of the Circassians,
the cultivated fields represented
they regarded os interloj)ers
To mark their sense of the
so much land simi)ly stolen from them.
injustice thus done them, they took two of the Circassians, whom they

stretching domains.

whom

;

;
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unprotected, and stained with their life-blood the
which they and their fellows had appropriated. Tiiere the lex
The Circassians were at once on the alert, and
talionis is in full force.
on the very nii^dit before our arrival six of the Arabs had paid with
surprised alone and

soil

This, the villagers
their lives for the cruel folly of their tribesmen.
the
assured us, had fired the wrath of the Bednw almost to frenzy
country was practically in a state of war, which rendered it extremely
;

unsafe for travellers.

Notwithstanding friendly remonstrances, we remounted and rode on
we pursued our course in a south-easterly direction. Passing
many enormous herds of camels, we saw, in the head of a broad valley,
the largest Arab encampment I have ever seen. It was a veritable city
of goats' hair
and the hum of its busy life reached us in the distance.
In the open spaces before the tents women were churning butter,
swinging energetically the milk-filled skin between the legs of the tripod;
others were making flour, grinding the wheat between two circular stones,
the upper of which was turned by means of a wooden handle inserted
near the edge, the grain being put in through an aperture in the centre
others, again, were transforming the flour into great sheets of bread
while the music of mortar and pestle might be heard from some shady
tent, where the coffee-loving Sheikh would provide a cup of the coveted
beverage for his friends.
Certain green-coloured tents, of the shapes commonly used by travellers,
stimulated a natural curiosity. They turned out to be the " shops " of
merchants from Damascus, who make it their business to supply the
Ai\ab with such luxuries as they can tempt him to purchai^e. Coffee and
tobacco, which is used almost exclusively in the form of cigarettes, have
now become really a necessity. Tea is a luxury pretty well beyond their
;

turning soon,

;

;

reach
a pocket-mirror, however indifferent the glass, is a treasure.
These merchants take payment in kind, the Arabs not being over flush of
cash samn, or clarified butter, is the chief article of commerce. Troops
of donkeys, with great sweating skins of samn on their backs, may be
seen constantly during this season, heading towards the cities, where the
merchants realise a splendid profit. This can hardly be grudged to men
who, going forth unprotected into the wilderness, trusting themselves
absolutely in the hands of the barbarians, certainly put their possession
of courage beyond all question.
As we continued our journey Mohammed entertained me with the
story of an adventure which befell him here in his youthful days. He
was then Kawass to the French Consul in Safed, and rode his beautiful
grey mare. The Arabs have always a keen eye for a good horse.
Suddenly he was set upon by five horsemen, and but for the almost
supernatural performances of that magnificent grey he must inevitably
have perished.
I am disposed to think there was some truth in this
story, for it contained fewer oaths than usual, and concluded with one of
the most fervent el hamdulillalts I ever heard him utter.
It was approaching mid-day when the hill of Er Ruzaniyeh hove in
E
;

;
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which cover its summit looking very black in the
To the east lay a large encampment, the tents being
double row running from noi'tli to south. The dwelling of

sight, the black ruins

joerpendicular rays.

ranged in a
the Sheikh was sufficiently indicated by its size, covering about four times
Among the Arabs a man's
as much ground as those of his subordinates.
dignity is frequently expressed by the number of 'A iranud, literally
" columns," but in reality wooden jioles, required to support his
i."

jt.jlJl

--

— " house of hair."

^^

One

object in having a larger tent

provide accommodation for strangers, whom
to see passing his tent-door.

is

to

the hospitable soul of the

Arab can hardly endure

known

as

men

" house "

his

jL-cJl

.J^^

— "of much ashes" —the
index

affording a fair

to

the

extent

They

love to be

heap of ashes by
of

owner's

the

hospitality.

The encampment was one of Turkomt^n Arabs, presided over by the
good Sheikh Mustapha, a man of portly presence and genial manner.
With great heartiness he bade us welcome under his roof, adding the

^o — "my

usual formula in addressing me, cJ^Iaj

house

is

yours."

We

found that in a like liberal sjiirit he had just assured a number of
mukaiies that his house was theirs, and in truly oriental fashion they had
taken possession, stretching themselves under his spreading cloth of hair
during the great heat of the day. They cheerfully made room for the
new comers, and after some eight hours in the saddle we were glad enough
to rest awhile, especially as the generous Mustapha at once provided us
with delicious fresh milk. Just before di'opping off for an hour's sleep,
I heard my veracious attendant, Mohammed, beginning a tale of his
master's greatness and dignity, which grew to enormous proportions

we had travelled far, in the telling of which, especially as it
developed in his skilful hands, he seemed to find a keen delight. I
remonstrated, but in vain. My business was to see the country, going
whei-e I would
but all minor matters of management must be left to
before

;

him.

I

had

to learn to

which clave

to

me

return to civilisation

when

answer

!

A

man of most consequence in
"

on

dignity

peculiar clearing of the throat, a direct

— "O my master, the Baik — forthwith
find invariably

— " Baik," a

i^jj

but deserted me on our
By and bye, having heard it a few times, I knew

the tale was coming.

address to the

to the title

in the wilds of barbarism,

my

return a

The mnkaries were hearty

new

the company, (jJ^joJ^ jCjkJw;
I

made my
manner of

discreetly

deference in the

bound

\j

escape, to
all

!

and they willingly
agi'eed to carry thither letters for my friends.
These written and
despatched, we listened to the entreaties of Sheikh Mustapha, and
resolved to spend the night with him.
I wandered among the houses on
the hill, finding many fragments, bits of carved stones, broken columns
and old lintels, but no inscriptions to tell of their past. These fragments
fellows,

for Safed,

—
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are built into the walls of the
shelters for the cattle

;

modern

huts,

G7

which are used siraply as
wholesomeness of

their masters prefer the open

the tent.

Crownintr the hill which bounded onr vision eastward stood Er
Rmnsanhjeh. Following Mustapha's dii'ections we set out to spend the
afternoon among the ruins there. These have been fully described in
Mr. Schumacher's book on the Jaulan. While we were yet in the midst
of the stony waste we were agreeably surprised to meet two Safed
acquaintances who had come hither to do business among the Arabs.
They rode with us to the base of the hill, then turned southward to a few
])Oor looking tents, the occupants of which were to sell them samn.
On oar return we saw the spot where a poor Bedawy had lost his life,
a few tatters of his garments, torn in the struggle, still lying about.
That same night, not far from the same place, a Circassian bullet laid
another wanderer low. Descending into Wady Ghadir en Nulias near by
a spring we found a huge dolmen, the top stone measured roughly
8 feet by 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 3 inches. The Beduw call these rude
monuments of the dim past sometimes Knhitr el AwwaUn the graves <>f
the ancient inhabitants sometimes KuhAr Beni Israll the graves of the
children of Israel, to whom, through all the desert, is attributed great
personal strength and irresistible prowess in wai\

—

;

{To
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AND ARABIA.

A. G. Wright, Esq.

Formation of the Provinces of Syria and Arabia.

I.

It was in the summer of 64 B.C. that Pompey completed his victorious
Eastern campaign by entering Syria, and at once annexing it as a Roman
province.'
The district over which he established the authority of Rome
extended, roughly speaking, from the Upper Euphrates and the Gulf of
Issus to Egypt and the Arabian desert, but its exact boundaries are
uncertain this is due to the fact that after dethroning Antiochus, the last
of the Seleucid monarchs, Pompey parcelled out the land so that it was
in part merged in large city districts and in ])art left in the hands of
native rulers, subject to Rome, whose continual embroilments caused
;

uncertainty of the exact line of frontier.

The Syrian nationality and language extended only as far south as
Damascus to the east and south-east of that city were the Ai-abs, to the
south the Jews, while the west was occupied by the Phoenicians. In the
;

'

Pint., Pouip.,

39

;

App., Syria, 49,70.

E 2

—

—

—
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and Judaean States, however, there was a large number of
Greek towns which had been founded as a rule under the Seleucid dynasty.
Syrian, Phoenician,

A

political difference existed in the province in addition to this national

had been for a considerable time under the
dominion of the Ptolemies, while the northern part was under that of the
Seleucids.
It is to this difference of empire that the twofold division of

one, since the southern part

the province of Syria

is

The year 152

due.

b.c.

was followed by the
up of the

protracted wars of the Seleucids, which resulted in the breaking

whole territory. For the Maccabpeans not only recovered their freedom,
but also obtained a number of CVjele Syrian towns, and in many j)laces the
larger cities established their independence, while smaller dynasties sprung
lip in all quarters.

It was according to these divisions of the country into districts depending on large towns situated in them, that Pompey organised the new
])rovince.

The following

are

either from direct authority, or
])roviDcial era

:

—

known

to have been among these towns,
from their use of the year 64 B.C. as the

In Upper Syria
Antiochia.
Seleucia in Pieria.

Apaniea.
Laodicea.
Cyrrus.
Hieropolis.

Bercea (modern Alep).

Epiphania (modem Hemath).
Balanea.

Aradus.

On

the Phoenician coast
Trijoolis.i

Byblus.
Sidon.

Tyrus.
Dora.

On

the Samarian and Philistine coast

Turris Stratonis (Ceesarea).
Jopj)e.

Jamneia.
Azotus
Ascalon.

Antliedon.

Gaza.
Rapliia.
'

Elded by Dionjsius.

——

—
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In Coele Syria
Laodicea ad Libanum.

In the Decapolis

Hippos

(or ^ntiocliia

ad Hippuni).

Gadara.
Abila Leucas.
Diura.

Kanata.
Scythopolis.
Pella.

Gerasa (or Antiocliia on the Chrysoroas).
Philadelphia
District of

Damascus.

century before Christ this district was ruled from Petra,
the seat of an Arabian (Nabattean) dynasty, to whom the people of
Damascus had voluntarily submitted through dread of Ptolemaeus of
Chalcis.
Six monarchs of this family reigned over the district of
Damascus, in the following order

In the

last

:

(2)

Harethath (Aretas Philhellen), 95-50 b.c.»
Maliku (Malchus or Malichus), 50-28 B.C.

(3)

Obodas, 30-7

(4)

Harethath Philodemus (Aretas
Maliku (Malchus), 40-75 A.D.*
Dabel (Zabelus), 75-106 a.d.

(1)

(5)

(6)

B.C.

II), 7 B.C.-40 a.d.-

These kings, however, were merely nominal rulers, being subject and
tributary to Rome.
In the year 106 a.d., when the province of Arabia
Patrsea was formed, Damascus was placed under direct Roman authority,
and was united to the pro\'ince of Syria.
District of Judcea.

Judaea formed part of the province of Syria as organized by Pompey
in 63 B.C.
The Maccabtean dynasty, under whose dominion it had been,
ended in the person of Aristobulus, whom Pompeius brought to Rome
after the capture of Jerusalem, and exhibited in his triumph.
Hyrcanus,
the brother of this monarchy was left in Judsea as dpxiepevi kcu iOvnpxqs, a
position which combined both sacerdotal and judicial powers, and which
was afterwards confirmed by Csesar.
The organisation of Judasa was
fashioned on a plan similar to that of the whole province of Syria.* In
^

'
^

Came

into possession of

(See Joseph., Bell. Jud.,
•

Damascus

iu 85 B.C.

His daughter was married to the tetrarch Herodes Antipas.
Son of the former. He foiight iu the army of Vespasian against the Jews.
See p. 68.

3, 4, 2.)
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the year 40 B.C. an attempt was made to restore the fallen monarchy.
Antigonus, the last of the royal house, and son of the dethroned Aristobulus, in (iompany with the Parthians, whose aid he had obtained, made

overthrow Hyrcanns and place himself on the throne. At
proved successful, but in 39 B.C. Ventidius drove the
Parthians from Judaea and in the following year Sosius, the legatus of
Antonius, recaptured the whole district and put Antigonus to death. On
the death of Hyrcanus, Antonius and Octavian entrusted the kingdom to
the Idumoean Herodes, surnamed the Great, and a legion was quartered
The soldiers took the oath both to Ciesar
for his support in Jerusalem.
Herodes was responsible to Pome for the
as general and to tJie king.

an attempt

to

first his efforts

His position
of the tribute and the disposition of the auxiliaries.
was, in reality, that of a procurator (cVtVpoTros) of the Emperor with the

payment
title of

king.

Herodes died in 4 B.C., leaving five sons, among three of whom the
kingdom was apportioned. None of them, however, assumed the title of
king.
(a) Ai'chelaus, with the title of (dvcipxrjs, held the chief division,
namely, Judaea and the frontier districts in the north and south,
An exception was made in the case of the Greek
Samaria and Idumeea.
towns Gaza, Gadara, and Hippos, which were hereafter merged in the
pi-ovince of Syria.
In the year 6 a.d. Archelaus was dethroned by
Augustus on his brother's accusation, and banished to Vienna. His
territory was taken over by the Emperor's legatus in Syria, Publius
Sulpicius Quirinius, and was henceforward directly administered by a
procurator cum jure gladii, wlio was subordinate to the governor of Syria,
and bound to render him military assistance when required. From 6 a.d.
till

41 A.D. the following procui-atores held office

2.

Coponius, 6 a.d.
M. Ambivius, 10 a.d.

3.

Annius

1.

4.

5.
6.
7.

:

Pvifus, 13 a.d.
Valerius Gratus, 15 A.D.-26 a.d.

Pontius Pilatus, 26 A.D.-35 a.d.
Marcellus, 35 a.d.
Maryllus, 38 A.D.-41 a.d.

(/3) The north-east district, including Trachonitis, Auranitis, Batana;a,
Gaulonitisand the Itunei,was given to Philippus with the title of rerpupxv^This territory formed the poorest stretch of land in the whole district.

The town

of Caesarea

Paneas was built by this

ruler,

and dates from the

year 3 B.C. (eros r^s TroXewj).
After his death, in 34 a.d., his empire was incorporated in the province
of Syria.

which, according to Josephus, contained 204 towns, and
Herodes Antipas, who ruled as rtrpdpxrjs from 4 b.c. till
39 A.D., and was banished in the last year of Caligula's reign to
Luguduniim.
(y) Galilsea

Persea, fell to
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Herod the

years later these three districts were reunited.

Great, besides the three sons ah-eady mentioned, left other two

:

Antipater

The son of Aristobulus, Herodes Agrippa, or as he is
officially named, M. Julius Agrippa, became acquainted with Caligula at
Rome, and obtained from him in the year 37 a.d. the tetrarchy of PhilipThis was followed by his acquisition of the tetrarchy of Herodes
pus.
Antipas in 39 a.d,, and finally, through favour of the Emperor Claudius, of
Judtea and Samaria in 41 a.d. His brother Herodes obtained the kingdom
In this way the whole empire of Herodes the Great was
of Cbalcis.
again administered by a single ruler. Agrippa was succeeded on his
death, in 44 a.d., by his son Herodes Agrip2)a II, also called Marcus
Agrippa who, owing to his extreme youth, was not invested with his
father's tetrarchy,' but in 49 a.d. received the district of Chalcis which
his uncle had had.
Then four years later he received from Claudius the
tetrarchy of Philippus with the title of king, and finally in 55 a.d. obtained,

and

Aristolniliis.

from Nero, Tiberias and Taricheae in Galilaea, and Julias in Peraea.
Agrippa II fought on the side of Pome in the Jewish war, receiving a
wound at Gamala. Coins of his reign are found dating as far as 95 a.d.,
but his death took place in the year 100 a.d. He was the last king of
Jewish race.
Arabia.

In the year 105 a.d., Trajan, in the person of Cornelius Palma,^ the
governor of Syria, brought under the sway of Rome the tract of land
extending east of Palestine to the Red Sea, and including the towns of
The district thus annexed
Bostra in the north, and Petra in the south.^
formed the province of Arabia in which, after that time, a provincial era
was common, the first year of which began with the 22nd March,
106 A.D."
In the time of Hadrian, the town of Petra, the old residence of the
Nabataean monarchs,^ from which the country," and later the province,^
took the name of Arabia Petnea, had the title 'Abpiavh Hirpa firjrpoTro^is
but afterwards Bostra alone was the residence of thf
on its coins
governor of the province, and the headquarters of the legio III Cyrenaica.*
;

'

Hence the double date found on

ours,

No.

46, Gr. Smith, " Critical

Keview,"

January, 1892.
2

(Die. Cass., G8, 14.)

^

(Ammian

quoque

14,

8,

13, huic [Palaestinae]

Arabia est conserta
Hsec
oppida quoedam ingentes Bostram at Gerasani atque

civitates liabet inter

Philadelpbiam).
*

Usually expressed as stoq

*

(See

*

(>'/

'

p.'

Trig sTrapx'*'*?;

see ours Nos. 60, 66, V9, 85, Sec.

69).

'A()a$ia

t)

tv

'n.irp<f

{'Apa^ia Uerpaia;

;

Dioscorides,

Ptolem.,

5,

17

;

De Mat. Med.,
>}

1,

91.)

Kara. Ttjv Tlirpai' 'Apafiia;

Agatb.

Geog., 2, 6.)
8

ride Wadd., 1927, 1933, 1942, 1944, 1945,

162, &c.

&c.,

and

ours, Nos. 110, 131,

;;
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This town must have received
since

it

many

other marks of favour from Trajan
under Severus it was a Roman

called itself via Tpaiavlj Boorpa

:

and under Philippus had even the rank of a metropolis.^
In addition to these towns must he mentioned Adraa (el Dera'ah) and
and
Philippopolis,- the latter of which Philippus Arabs raised between 247
249 A.D. to the status of a town,^ and also made a Roman colony.
The province was under the control of a Legatus August! pro Prtetore
colony,

and an im])erial procurator.* About the year 295 a.d.
in the shape of the districts of Auranitis, Batanea,
addition
an
received
it
and Trachonitis, and, probably, at the same time, two towns of the

of prastorian rank,*

Decapolis, Gerasa and Philadelphia.^

century Arabia was divided into two parts, Bostra being
the northern division, and Petra that of the southern,
which took the name of Paloestiua Salutaris, or Palajstina Tertia.'
warm discussion, however, has arisen as to the date of the division,
owing to the fact that the Verona list* mentions the new province as

In the

fifth

the capital of

A

Arabia Augusta Libanensis.-' Kuhn argues that this must be treated as
from
a later interi)olation, and i)laces the se]3aration of Pahestina Tertia
of the fourth or the first years of the fifth
(Jzwalina, on the other hand, considers that wlien the districts
Arabia, the northern
of Auranitis, Batanea, and Trachonitis were added to
title of Arabia
part, with Bostra as capital, received the distinguishing
Petra was the
which
of
part,
southern
the
while
Libanensis,
Augusta

Arabia

iu the last years

century.'"

when
head, was still called simply Arabia. Then after the fourth century,
Augusta
Arbia
name
the
Palasstiua,
of
title
the
took
part
the southern
Vide V/' add., 1907, notes.
Aur. Vict., Caes., 28.

1

2

In thin period falls the troc irp'orov Tjyt,' iroA-fwc ride Wadd., 2072.
of the governors we know of ruled Arabia as consules designati

•'

;

'

Most

;

of.

Wiidd., 1944, 1945, 1950.
5
J'ide Wadd., 1794.
6 Ammiau, 14, 8, 13, quoted above.
Gerasa belonged during the reigns of
Trajan and Antoninus Pius to tlie province of Syria {vide Wadd., 1722)
the inscription
Pliilailelphia had on its coins even under Alexander Severus
^^^^ PtoUmy places both

<|>IAAAEA<3)EnN

KOIAHC CYPIAC

For discussion of this question see pp. 76, 77.
and Procop de Aedif., 5, 8. The Not. Dign. Or., p. 9,
mentions under the fifteen Dioceses of the West, one Arabia and tJiree
Pala-stina Secunda.
Palffistinffi, namely, Palffistina, Pala;stina Salutaris, and
" per primam
Also in an ordinance of the year 409 a.d. (Cod. Theotl., 7, 4, 30),

towns
7

in Syria, 5, 15, 23.

Cf. Hieroel., p. 721,

secundam ac tertiam Palffistinam."
8 The
words of the Verona

list

are.

" Arabia

item

Arabia

Augusta

Libanensis."
9

(The preceding historical sketch

is

adapted from Marquardt's " Eouiische

Berlin, 1881.)
;
also pp. 700, 701, " Neuen Jahrb.

Staats-verwaltung," Vol. I^
i»

Kuhn,

Berlin, 1877.

p.

715

;

f.

Philol.

u.

Padag.

—

^
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Libanensis became superfluous, and the northern part was simply called
Arabia.'

Bormann considers that the words " item Arabia " are an interpolation,
and that besides the province of Augusta Libanensis, which lie identifies
with Phoenice Libani, there was only one province of Arabia.''
Marquartlt at first (followed by Nijldeke), punctuating as Bormann,
considered tliat there were three provinces, viz., two provinces of Arabia
and the province of Augusta Libanensis, which he also identified with
Phoenice Libani.' But later, Marquardt seeing that there was no support
for this view from any other source, gave it up, and adopted the view of
Kuhn.*
considers " item Arabia

Von Rhoden
scribe, or "

"

Augusta Libanensis

" a meaningless addition of the
a later interpolation.

Mommsen recognized in the words two provinces, one province of
Arabia, and one province of Arabia Augusta LiV)anensis, which he took
to be not only the province which had Bostra as it capital, bvit also
" Phoenice Libaui,"

which was formed in the year 400 a.d.^
Ohnesorge holds that when the provinces of the East were reorganized
by Diocletian, and the addition made to Arabia about 295 A.D., the newly
added part, and in fact the whole exst and north-east district, was called
like the rest, Arabia, but afterwards, owing to its personal connection with
the Emperor, received the title Arabia Augusta Libanensis. Under Constantiue it was called PaUestina Salutaris, and later, on the division of
Syria Palaestina, it had the title Palaestina Tertia.^

The Boundary Lines of Syria and Arabia.

II.

As

has been already explained in the historical sketch of these two
two periods

provinces, their boundary lines were quite difi'erent during the

106 a.d.

—295

A.D.,

and from 295

From

a.d. onwards.^

lOtJ a.d. till

the boundary line of Syria and Arabia was that which
Cornelius Palma, the legatus of Trajan, annexed the

Arabia in 106

p.

a.d.

•

"Ueber das

'

"

27

De

Verzeiclinis

Sjrise Provincise

new

province of

in 295 a.d.^ the districts of Auranitis

der

Eom. Prov

Romanse partibus

von. J. 297;"

;"

Diss. luaug.

and

Wesel, 1881,

;

Perlin, 1SC5,

ff.

^

ilarquardt,

*

Idem,

'"

But when

295 A.D.

was formed when

I-,

I, p.

268.

p. 434.

De Palajstina et Arabia," Inaug. Diss. Berlin, 1885.
" Verzeichnis der Rom. Prov., Aufgesetzt
297;" Abhandl. d. K.

"

;

"

um

Akad.

d. Wiss., Berlin, 1862.
'

" Die Roraische Provinz-liste

*

See

von 297," Tail I

;

Dinsburg, 1889.

p. 72.

^ This date can be fixed only approximately, but 295 A.D. or 297 A.D.
probably correct. See, however, \,. 77.
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Ganlanitis were taken from the province of Syria and incorporated in that
boundary line must have been correspondingly altered.

of Arabia, the

Except in the case of a very few places which we know from other sources,'
have been in one or the other province at a certain time, there is no
means of fixing these two lines except by consideration of the inscriptions
found throughout the districts.
These inscriptions give us a clue by the use of different methods of
dating the year in which they were inscribed. We find that places which
were in Syria dated by the current year of the rulintr emperor's reign,
while places in Arabia used the provincial era, viz., 106 a.d., or, as it is

to

commonly

new
(312

called, the era of Bostra, since

province.
B.C.),

To the north the

was used, but only two

Bostra was the capital of the

era of Damascus, or the Seleucid era

under conwhich a town

inscrijjtions in the district

sideration have their dales so reckoned. ^

The province

to

belonged at any time may thus be ascertained, provided the inscriptions
found in it cover a sufficient period to furnish proper evidence.
Thus a place which was in the province of Syria from its foundation
till the year 295 a.d. can be known by its inscriptions dating by the
If the dates thus reckoned
reigning emperors during that period.
extend past 295 a.d., then such a place cannot have been transferred to
the province of Arabia when the addition was made to it in 295 a.d., but
must have still remained in Syria. If, on the other hand, the date is
reckoned by the year of the reigning emperor until 295 a.d., and afterwards by the era of Bostra, we may conclude that the town was in Syria
Lastly, if a town dates
till 295 A.D., and was then transferred to Arabia.
its inscriptions botli before and after 295 a.d. by the era of Bostra, it must
have been in Arabia from the formation of that province in 106 a.d.
onwards.

Now if all the towns in the district had inscriptions bearing dates
which covered a long enough period to allow of their being judged by the
above considerations, the task of finding the two boundary lines would be
a comparatively easy one. But, unfortunately, this is not the case. While
very many of the inscriptions have no date at all upon them, others which
have dates belong only to such years as allow us to fix the position of
the town during a particular period, and not during the whole time under
consideration.

From an examination of the inscriptions of Waddington in this district,
together with those published here, the towns which yield inscriptions
bearing dates

may be

thus classified

'

Among such

-

These are Sahm

:

sec p. 76, and Dionysias.
Jaulan (No. 6) and 'Akrabah (No. 30).

plsices arc Pliilippopolis
el

;

.
.
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(a)

75

Those which use the provincial era from 106

a.d. onwai-ds.

Dates,

Name.

a.d.

139, 295, 355, 389, 538.

Qreye

Sahwet

el

Kliudr

171, 344, 305.

Ajoun

.

272, 289, 263, 340, 309.

Salkhad

..

252, 497, 322, 345, 351, 369, 377, 392, 601.

'Orman ..
Melah es Sarrar
Adraa
Turra
Kanaka
.

152, 341, 358, 419, 251.
164, 315, 411, 466, 644.

See Wadd., 2070

e.

See Wadd., 2070^.
253.

These must have been in the province Arabia from

O) Those which
Name.

its

formation.

use the provincial era only after 295 a.d.
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(y)

Those which date the year by reigning Emperor

jS'ame.

till

295 a.d.

SYRIA AND AIJABIA.

Kimawat has

i

I

been suggested as a possible site, but
'Orman, east of Salkhad, was
site of Philippnpolis, an inscription having been found there on a monument erected by a
smith of

also

same objection.
proposed by Burckhardt as the
to the

is liable

BovXfvrijc ^tXiTTTrovTToXecof.

The geographical

position of

'Orman

with the course of the boundary lines, but Waddington
objects to the identification on the grounds (1) that the inscription quoted, though found at 'Orman, may have come from some
other place, as an exactly similar one was found by him at
Schaqra (2) that the ruins at 'Ormftn are those of only a small
town, while those at Shukhba are very extensive.
Amra.
An inscription (Wadd. No. 2081) found at this place
sheds some light on the date of the addition of the districts of
Trachonitis, Auranitis, &c., to Arabia by Diocletian. Waddington
fits

in

;

2.

writes thus of

it:

— "The

important, inasmuch as

date of the inscription (295 a.d.) is
the oldest example of the use of the

it is

met with in the southern part of the
This district did not form part of the Nabataean
kingdom nor of the first province of Arabia but in the great
alteration of the province which took place in the time of
Diocletian, Batanaea and Trachonitis were detached from the
ancient province of Syria, and annexed to the new province of
Arabia, which retained Bostra as its capital, but lost Petra and
all the southern portion of the old Nabataean kingdom.
The
use of the era of Bostra at Amra in this inscription shows that
the change had already taken place in 295 a.d." This places the
date of the change earlier than 295 a.d. or 297 A.D., the generally
accepted dates.
Nemara.
As no inscription from this place has any date, it is
difficult to determine whether it lay in the ancient as well as in
the new province of Arabia.
Hebran. As the inscriptions here date indiscriminately by the
year of the reigning Emperor or by the provincial era, the town
must have lain on or near the border line of the old province of
Arabia.
El Afineh. One inscription mentions Cornelius Palma, and must
be of the date 104-108 a.d. The town apparentlj' was near the
border of the old province of Arabia.
Akrabah dates in 67 a.d. by reigning Emperor, and in 500 a.d.
by the Seleucid era. Hence we may conclude that it was not
included in the new province of Arabia.
Sahm el Jaulan dates in 590 a.d. by the Seleucid era, so that it was
probably not incorporated in Arabia in 295 a.d.
Tsil.
Only one inscription (Nos. 3 and 4) has a date, which is by
the reigning Emperor: the Emperor's name cannot be determined
with certainty, but is probably Constantiue. Tsil does not appear
to have been in Arabia after 295 a.d.
era of Bostra which I have

Hauran.

;

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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9.

10.

Bostra was of course always in Arabia from its foi-matiou in
106 A.D. onwards.
This place is in all probability to be
Aere (= Ea Sanamein).
identified with Hierapolis {i.e./Eppa UoXis) in the Notitiae (see
Wadd., No. 241.3 f. Also ours, No. 158 A, where the inhabitants
If this is the case, it must have been
are called 'Aipljo-ioi).
taken into Arabia on the reorganisation of that province by
Diocletian, though lying somewhat to the north of what seems
the natural boundary line. The map of the district shows what
appears to be a lake and watercourse near the town, and surmisi)ig
that its proximity to a source of water in an otherwise arid
district

might have

as to this point.

justified its inclusion, 1 consulted

He

writes

:

— " What appears

Mr. Ewing

in the

map

as a

and the watercourse was quite dry when I visited the place in August, two
years ago. From the hill-side above Kefr Shems I followed the
line of an old aqueduct, which Jiad evidently carried water from
some point in the north-west to Es Sanamein. With the exception of Sheikh Sa'ad, where there is a copious spring, the whole
district must always have been what it is now, almost entirely
dependent on cisterns for water supply. Es Sanamein, with its
aqueduct, and the stream which still flowi the greater part of the
year in the watercourse, coming down from the heights under
Great Hermon, must have been I'ich in water com))ared with
other places and on this account might well have been included
in the province, even if somewhat removed from the direct line."
Jasem has an inscription (ours, No. 10) to Bonus dux Arabiae,
who was governor of the province at the end of the 4th century,
hence it is possible that this town may have been included also
lake at Es Sanamein

is

in reality but a marsh,

;

11.

in the

new province

We may now
]

(laces
(a)

(/3)

of Arabia.

draw our conclusions

according to the

lists in

as to the position of the various

which they are

The towns in this list must have been
Arabia from 106 a.d. onwards.
The towns in this list must have been
after 295 a.d.,

but we cannot

tell

classified

:

—

in the original province of

in the province of Arabia
from their inscriptions whether

they belonged to the province of Syria or to the original province

Arabia before that date,
towns in this list must have been in the province of Syria
until 295 a.u., but we cannot tell from their inscriptions whether
they remained after that date in Syria or were incorporated in
Arabia when it was extended in 295 a.d.
The tfjwiis in this list must have been in Syria until 295 a.d., and
of

(y) Tlie

(S)

(«)

then been incorj^orated in Arabia.
This class has to be considered in detail as above.
We see then that classes («) and (S) can be placed in their

—
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two different periods with the greatest certainty,
and (y), while for one period their position is
certain must, for the othei' period, be allotted to the two provinces
accordins; to the general run of the boundary line at the time as
gatheied from classes (a) and (8). An endeavour has been made
in accordance with these principles to fix the boundaries of the
two periods, for the result of which the map facing p. 60 must be
examined. The original boundary line, i.e.j that which held from
106 A.D. to 298 A.D., is indicated by the dark line, while that which
existed from 295 a.d. onwards is shown by the dotted line.
])rovinces at the

but

classes

The following

(/3)

is

a classified

])anying inscriptions only

:

list

of the dates

found on the accom-

80
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The following is a list of the towns through which Mr. Ewing passed,
and from which he obtained the inscriptions. They are in the order of
of
his journey, the same order having been observed in the arrangement
the inscriptions

:

fnmi whicli come Nos.

Tsil

Sahm

el

Jaulan

'Adwan

....

....

Jilsem

....

....

1-4.
tin^l

•">

„

„

„

,,

v

)>

<J-

^*

8-11.

,1

?7

u

....

„

,,

„

12-15,

....

„

„

„

16-32.

KefrShens

....

„

„

„

33-36.

Es Sanamein

....

,,

,,

,-,

El Busir

....

„

„

„

48.

Khabab

....

„

„

„

49-59,

V

„

„

,,

,,

67--71.

„

„

„

72 and 73.

„

„

„

74-79.

„

,.

.-,

„

,,

Umm

el

Osij

'Akrabah

Sfir

Lubbein
Jerain

Damet

el

'Alyah

Deir Bama
llarran
'Ahry

....

„

37 -47b,

60-66.

79a and
80-8
»/.

79b.

88-109.

n

1'

))

„

„

„

110-116.

„

-

„

117-126.

„

„

„

127-132.

„

.,

„

133 and 134a

Sia-

„

„

135-144.

,

EI Kufr
Hebran

„

„

„

145-153.

„

„

„

154-158.

'Orman

„

„

„

159-172.

Busrali

„

„

„

173-181.

Nejran

Kimet

el

Luhf

Murduk
Kanawat

IVr'au
El Manarah
El Loja

....

....

....

Shnkhba
Setfuvicli

....

„

„

„

,,

,,

,,

„

„

„

,,

„

,i

„

,,

),

175-182.
183.

184.
18o.

186.

The remarks as to the condition or present ])Osition of some of (he
stones on which were the inscriptions arc also derived from information
supplied

l)y

Mr. Ewing.

—
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HEBREW INSCRIPTION FROM NEAR THE ASH-HEAPS
AT JERUSALEM.
An

Hebrew inscription, said to have been found on a marble slab
tomb near the ash-heaps north of Jernsalem, having been submitted to M. Clermont-Ganneau, he has kindly sent the following note
old

in a

respecting

it

:

>

>

(.<ic;

This

XT\^

is

an epitaph terminating with the well-known fonnula, HtZ^Qj
n"l2 i*^ ^^^'^ incorrectly written n^2-

(line 4), " rest his soul "

The name

;

of the deceased (line 1) is written

no known counterpart

Hebrew

in

onomastics.

11D3,

-f^^^^o'j

I suspect

which has

it is

the

riDV' Joseph, wiitten ba^ckwards. This palseogTaphical oddity
certain cryptographic customs mentioned in the Talmud,
I do not quite
^2,) "

know what

to

make

words that

of the

name

recalls

follow, ^^ni*^

Aharon." The last letter but one in line 2 is of an unusual
shape and is very doubtful the second letter in line 3 might be a kaph^
and the daleths, of course, may just as likely as not be resches.
^*5ii

of

;

The doubtful words

1.

{Joseph) son of

2.

Aharnn

4.

Rest his soul.

in lines 2

......

and 3 denote perhaps the

title,

function,

or origin of the deceased.

ST.

CUTHBERT^S CROSS,

By AuBRKY Stewart,
I

Esq.,

HAVE been reading Major Conder's paper

for July, 1894,

and

about a Maltese

find,

ci-oss.

on

p, 205,

M,A,

in the Quarterly Statement

that be falls into

tlic

common

error

THE SWASTICA.

84

have looked at the Assyrian King in

I

that what he wears on his necklace

Cross
71,

;

no connection with Malta.

is

tlie

Museum, and

British

what heralds

call

a

St.

see

Cuthbert's

I enclose sketch.

MORNINGTON RoAD, N.W.

Sr. CtJTHBEET's Cross.

Cross Pattee.

Maltese Cross

THE SWASTICA.
By William
The

Simpsot, Esq., M.R.A.S.

Gammadion and the Fylfot, has received
two Quarterly Statements. From this symbol
being often classed as a cross, Herr Schick having done so, it may be as
well to give the latest knowledge that has appeared upon it. Professor
Wright states that numbers of tliem were found in excavating the
and that no explanation of its
Hopewell Mound, in Ohio, U.S.A.
connection with those found at Troy can as yet be offered by Americans.
The finding of the Swastica in America gives a very wide geographical
s])ace that is included by the prol)lem connected with it, but it
Swastica,

known

some notice in the

also as the

last

;

is wider still, for the Swastica is fimnd over most of the habitable
world almost literally "from China to Peru"; and it can be traced
back to a very early period. The latest idea formed regarding the
Swastica is, that it may be a form of the old wheel symbolism, and that
it represents the solar movement, or perhaps in a wider sense the whole
The Dharmachakra, or Buddhist
celestial movement of the stars.
wheel, of which the so-called " Praying-wheel " of the Lamas of Tibet
is only a variant, can now be shown to have represented the solar motion.
It did not originate with the Buddhists, they borrowed it from the
Brahmins, and it can be traced back in the Biahminical system to the
Veda, where it is called " the wheel of the sun." I have lately collected
a large amount of evidence on this subject, being engaged writing ujjon
it, and the numerous passages from old Brahminical authorities leave no
doubt on the matter. The late Mr. Ed. Thomas, who has done so
niucli for Indian numismatics, was the first to point out in the
"Numismatic Clironicle,'' 1880, vol. xxii, ]ip. 18-48, that on some coins
the wheel with spokes was replaced by the Swastica. He also showed

—
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that ill some of the Andhra gold coins the place of the figure of the
and farther, that in the devices of
sun was taken by the Swastica
the 24 Jaina Tirthankaras, in one of them, where the sun is absent,
there is a Swastica. This is in India. To this has to be added a
discovery by Professor Percy Gardner, who has found that some of
the coins of Messembria, the city of Midday, in Greece, have the name of
;

the town in this form

MEZifi;

the word which means day,
the Swastica.

or

i'l

which

when

it

will be seen that the part of

the sun shines,

These details will be found in a

is

represented by

letter published in the

Greece.

by Professor Max Miiller,
meaning of the symbol in
This evidence may be "decisive" for India and Greece, but it

does not

make

" Athenteum," of

who

August

affirms that

raises a strong

"

it

is

20th, 1892, written
decisive " as to the

us quite certain about other parts of the world still it
presumption that its meaning is likely to be somewhat
;

similar wherever the symbol
It

is

now assumed

found.

is

that the Triskelion, or Three Legs of the Isle of

Man, is only a variant of the Swastica. The Triskelion, it has been
shown by Mr. John Newton (see "Athenteum," 10th September, 1892),
was brought from Sicily and taken to the Isle of Man by Alexander III
There are many variants besides this in which
of Scotland, in 1266.
and they may all be classed as
the legs, or limbs, differ in number
whorls, and were possibly all more or less forms intended originally to
;

express circular motion.
treated here and

many

As

the subject

illustrations

is

too

extensive

to

be fully

would be necessary, to those wishing

for further details, I would recommend a work just published, entitled
" The Migration of Symbols," by the Count Goblet DAlviella, with an

introduction by Sir George Birdwood. The frontispiece of the book is
a representation of Apollo, from a vase in the Kunsthisiorisches Museum,

Vienna and on the middle of Apollo's breast there is a large and
prominent Swastica in this we have another instance going far to show
of

;

;

While accepting these new interpretations of the
symbol, I am still inclined to the notion that the Swastica may at the
same time have been looked upon in some cases as a cross. That is a
pre-Christian cross, which now finds acceptance by some authorities as
representing the four cardinal points. The importance of the cardinal
points in i)rimitive symbolism appears to me to have been very great,
and has not as yet been fully realised. This also is too large a
All I can stata is, that the wheel in
matter to deal with here.
its solar significance.

—

India was connected with the title of a Ckakravartin from chakra, a
wheel the title meaning a supreme ruler, or universal monarch, who
ruled the four quarters of the world, and on his coronation he had to

—

drive his chariot, or wheel, to the four cardinal points,
conquest of them. Evidence for other ceremonies of the
Europe can be produced. From instances such as these
to assume that the Swastica, as a cross, represented the

over which the solar power by

its

revolving motion carried

to signify his

same kind
I

am

in

inclined

four quarters
its influence.

—
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GREEK MOSAIC IXSCRIPTION FROM MOUNT OF
OLIVES.
With

translation

by A.

S.

Murray,

Esq.,

LL.D.

r
The Greek

inscription on the

more recently found mosaic reads

:

YHEP ANAnAYLE.LUC EYCEBIDY PPEEBYTS
BEDADCIDY AlAKf: EYFENIDY EAHIAinY
EY<1>PATA AfABDNIKDY TLUN

MDNAZDNTUN.
'YTTff) ni'aTrai'frr

ii)^

FiVaej3iov 7ri>ctTf3uT(^ef)ov^

irieooooiov CiiuKi^ovou)
KllfpfKITfl,

FiVf^/ei'/oi',

^Ayadoi'/KOV

'EX7r/r/(W',

Tfl'J'

Mufu'^oi'Tivr.

" For the re))ose of tlie Presl)yter Enseliiiis, tlie Deacon Thoodosins,
and the Anchorites Eugenius, Elpidiiis, Eiiphratas, Agatlioiiicus."
Tlie Anchorites, or Monazontes, are mentioned in an inscrijjtion,
C.

I.

Gr., 8,607.
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NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATEMENT."
1*.
277. The story of Abu Zeiil is connected with the Jordan Vulley.
The " disli of Aim Zeid and tlie legend of his feast are noticed in the
" Memoirs of the Survey of Eastern Palestine," vol, i, as I collected the
''

legend from the Arabs in 1881.
P. 288.

The Jewish

travellers in Palestine did not cease to arrive after

the time of Benjamin of Tudela (IIGO

a.d.). Isaac Chelo (about 1330) and
others visited the holy places in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Their works, and a valuable essay on the Khozars (who had Jewish kings)
will be found in Carraoly's " Iteneraires," which should be read in connection with the paper here published.
Eabbi Benjamin (whose work was used in prepai'ing the n)emoi)s) is

wrong not only about Carmel but also about Eamali (which he places at
Eamleh) and about Shiloh, which he places at Neby Samwil.
The
Capernaum which he mentions is not that of the Gospels but the Cajier-

naum

of Geoifrey de Vinsauf,

Kefr L<hn.

Kakon

writer, as

Gath

is

(

on the sea shore south of Haifa, now called
is another glaring error of this

KaliXn) for Keilah

at Ctesarea.
G. R. G.

QuARTERiiY Statement, April, 1895.]

THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
NOTES AND NEWS.
The

Executive Committee hare appointed Mr. Archibald Campbell Dickie,

A.R.I.B.A., to go out to Jerusalem and assist Dr. Bliss in the work of excavation,

and

drawing plans,

in

sections, &c.

Mr. Dickie

left

London on March

15.

Dr. Bliss's fourth rej)ort of the Jerusalem excavations, published in this
number, shows that tbe wall has been traced for a considerable distance further
It is hoped to receive very soon intelligence
since the report given in Januaiy.
of the direction which the wall takes south of the Jewish Cemetery, where it
had already been picked up when Dr. Bliss's last letters were dispatched.

Dr. Bliss's description of the remains of a church on the Mount of Olives,
which he has examined and excavated at the request of His Excellency Hamdy
Bey, is of much interest. There seems to have been a conventual establishment
there, and it was a portion of this that Herr von Scliick saw and described in
the Quarterly Statement for January last.

The
as

the

what Dr. Bliss regards
church was dedicated, is

discovery, under the place of the high altar, of

reliquary

of

the

Saint

to

whom

the

remarkable.

.

/

Besides his reports printed in the present number, Herr Baufath von Schick

has forwarded an essay on the Church of the Ascension, with plans and
restorations.

Herr von Schick reports that further excavations at Jacob's Well have been
made, but are at present stopped owing to some question as to the right to the
property. The church has been found to have had three apses.

Among
is

other minor notes, Herr von Scliick reports

said to have been

finished that carriages

tliat

a find of gold coins

made at Beisan, and that the road to Jericho is so far
can now go down and even proceed as far as the bank of

the Jordan.

G

—

—
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The Golden Gate has been surrounded inside the Haram by a wall, and
"
no longer allowed to enter it. The rubbish in " Solomon's Stables
Area,
which
Haram
by
has been brought up and spread out on the surface of the
Tisitors are

means the

level at the south-easteru part has

been raised some three

feet.

From the Journal of the German Palestine Society we learn that it is proposed to establish a number of stations for meteorological observations throughout
one of the first class at Jerusalem, and others at Gaza, Sarona,
tlie country
Bethlehem, Nablus, and other places where reliable observers are in residence.
;

There is no reason to doubt that the observations conducted for many years
under the auspices of the Palestine Exploration Fund at Jerusalem may fairly
be taken to represent the meteorology of the Hill Country of South Palestine,
and those at Sarona that of the Western Plain. The observations now being
made for the Fimd by Dr. Torrance at Tiberias are accumulating vsiluable
information respecting the climate of the shore of the Sea of Galilee.

The following have kindly consented
taries

to

act

Honorary Local Secre-

as

:

Adam Smith, D.D., 22, Sardinia Terrace, Glasgow.
Blythswood Square, Glasgow, Hon. Local Treasurer.
Rev. Charles Druitt, The Vicarage, Charmouth, Dorset.

Rev. Professor George

James Glen,

Esq., 12,

Mr. Walter Besant's stimmary of the work of the Fund from its commencement has been brought up to date by the author and published under the title,
Applications for coj^ies may be
"Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land."
sent in to Mr. Armstrong.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine is on view at the office
Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will be sent on appli-

of the

caticHi to the Secretary.

Supporters of the Fund will be gratified to learn that this valuable work
has met with great appreciation in nearly every quarter of the globe, and from
many learned societies. Copies have been ordered and supplied for the Royal

Geographical Society; tlie Science and Art Museum and Trinity College,
Dublin; the Free Kirk College, Glasgow; Queen's College, Cambridge;
Mansfield College, Oxford and for subscribers in Russia, the Netherlands, the
;

United States of America, Australia, Japan, and China, besides Manchester,
Ediiiburgli, Aberdeen, and otlier cities of our own country.
The following are some of the opinions which have been expressed by
competent authorities respecting the value of this Map
:

"

A

Raised

Map

of Palestine must prove of the greatest interest to

have visited or intend to

visit

the country, affording, as

d'oiseau of all the physical features.
fully present to tliose

who have had

familiar routes they have traversed,

Mr. Armstrong's

it

all

who

does a picture au vol

interesting

work

will faith-

the advantage of touring in Palestine the old

and

will give to those

who have yet

to

enjoy

—

— —

—

NOTfiS
eucli a

journey a clear idea of

The educational use
The Times.

to

which

AND NEWS.

tlic sort
tlie

map
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of eounti'v tliej
will be

put

may

expect to

"Tliere are the seas, the lakes, the mountains, and valleys,
distinct that one cau travel over the

see.

.

.

.

will be very considerable."-^

ground and

visit

all

so perfect

and

the cities aud towns.

With the Bible in hand the holy sites can be inspected, the historical events of
the narration can be followed, the movements of the various tribes can be traced,
the operations of war can be grasped and easily understood. With this Raised

Map

him

a Moltke coidd sit and plan a campaign as if it were a chess
Daily News.
" By the aid of such a Raised Map the untravelled student may picture the
sceuerj' of Palestine, under the allusions to its topography, and see where the
roads of the country must run he can follow the tracks of rival armies upon
its battle-fields and understand better the conditions attaching to rival sites."
Manchester Guardian.
" It is certainly a most interesting and valuable MajD, and in no other way,
short of a personal visit, coiild one obtain so correct an idea of the contour of
the Holy Land."
Cambridge Tribune, U.S.A.
" I wish another copy of your Raised Map. I am greatly pleased with it, I
4o not think I would like to teach the Old Testament without it." Professor
George Adam Smith, Free Church College, Glasgow.
" It came through in excellent order aud has been pronounced the best
thing of the kind that we have ever seen,"
The Very Rev. Dean Hoffman,
The General Theological Seminary, New York.
"All the professors and students expressed the most complete satisfaction
and admired the correctness and fine execution which more than answered their
expectation. They anticipate great practical and scientific usefulness."
Hav.
M. LE Bachelet, Biblioth, St. Heliers, Jei-sey.
"It is exceedingly effective and instructive; it has already excited great
interest and evidently conveyed a vivid impression of the physical character of
the country to many who were quite ignorant on that subject before.
I expect
to find its value constantly more apparent as points of Biblical geography arise
in the course of instruction.
I feel sure it is a most important addition to the
apparatus for Bible instruction." Rev. Arthue Brooks, Rectory of the

before

problem."

;

—

—

—

Incarnation, New York.
" The copy of your new Raised

Map of Palestine was delivered yesterday and
put up in my Form Room next to the Plan of Jerusalem. I am
very much pleased with it, and I beg to congratulate you on the completion of
I

have had

it

Such a map makes the study of the geography of the Holy
ever, and impresses the main features of the
country more deeply on (he memory." The Rev. G. Style, Giggleswick School,
so great a work.

Land more

interesting than

—

Yorkshire.
" I need not say that I am well pleased with the Map, and I must congratulate you upon the patience and skill which you have displayed in constructing
it."— Charles Bailey, Congregational Church School, Manchester.
" The Map arrived safely.
I am very much pleased with the Raised Map

and its colouring
you seem to have taken great pains with
Students and Sunday School Teachers will come and study it."
Philosophical Society, Leeds.
;

it.

I

hope Bible

— W. H. Rindee,
G 2

—
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" I had the case opened and found the Map quite safe
it is a splendid piece
C. G-oodteab,
of work and has given great satisfaction to the Committee."
Secretary and Librarian, Lancashire College.
" You have conferred au invaluable boon on all Scripture Students by your
;

—

iasue of the Raised

Map.

I shall not rest

till

I have one for

my

School."— The

W. Allen, Shrewsbury.
"The Map is a beautiful piece

Very Eev.

S.

historian, the geographer,

of work and equally valuable to the
and the geologist."— Captain F. W. Hutton, Curator,

Museum, Christchurch, New Zealand.
" The Map arrived all safe
and has given great
who has seen it." The Eev. Douglas Ferrieb,
.

.

.

—

satisfaction to everyone

Church Manse,

Free

Bothwell, N.B.
" The Map has come quite perfect and is much admired.
You have erected
monument for yourself that will long endure." Rev. Thomas M. B.

—

a

Patterson, Hamilton, N.B.
Subscribers to the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society who have not
sent in their application for cases for binding the translations issued by the
Society, are reminded that these are now ready, and that the whole issues

—

Nos. 1 to 26 (up to date) have been arranged in chronological order, so as to
make 10 volumes of equal size.

—A

new

edition of the Index to the
embraces the years 1869 (the
Contents
Names of the
first issue of the journal) to the end of 1892.
Authors and of tlie Papers contributed by them ; List of the Illustrations and
Price to
This Index will be found extremely useful.
Q-eneral Index.

Index to the Quarterly Statement.

Quarterlij Statements has been

compiled.

It

:

—

;

subscribers to the

Fund,

in paper cover, Is. 6d., in cloth, 2*. 6d., post free

j

non-subscribers, 2*. and 3*.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

The Committee

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
See list of Books, July Quarter!// Statement^
Palestine and other Bible Lands.

of the

1893.

It

may be

well to mention that plans

reports from Jerusalem and

and photographs alluded

elsewhere cannot

preserved in the oflSces of the Fund, where they

all

may

to in

be published, but

all

the
are

be seen by subscribers.

The first volume of the " Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Major Conder,
accompanied by a map of the jiortion of country surveyed, special plans,
and upwards of 350 drawings of ruins, tombs, dolmens, stone circles, inscripSubscribers to the " Survey of Western Palestine" are privileged
tions, &c.
The price will be raised, after 250
to have the volumes for seven guineas.
is

names are receiTod, to twelve guineas.

The Committee are pledged

never to

NOTES AND NEWS.
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let any copies he subscribed for under the sum of seven guineas.
A. P. Watt
and Son, Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C, are tlie Sole Agents.
The attention of intending subscribers is directed to tbe announcement in the

page of this number.
Mr. H. Chichester Hart's " Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
Arabah," which forms the second volume, can be had separately.
M. Clermont-Ganneau's work, "Archaeological Researches in Palestine," will
form the third volume. The first portion of it is already translated and in

last

the press.

The maps and books now contained in the Society's publications comprise
an amount of information on Palestine, and on the researches conducted in
the country, which can be found in no other publications. It must never be
forgotten that no single traveller, however well equipped by previous knowledge,
can compete with a scientific body of explorers, instructed in the periods
required, and provided with all the instruments necessary for caiTying out
their work.

See

list

of Publications.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday School Unions within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Simday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced pi-ice.

The income
was

— from

December 27th to March 23rd, 1895,
and donations, including Local Societies,
£879 1*. 3d.
The expenditure dm-ing the

of the Society, from

annual

subscriptions

—

£654 5*. 6d. from all sources
same period was £742 11*. 3d.
was £453 10*. Od.
;

On March

25th the

balance in the

Bank

Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
«asts,

and

slides

Office of the

can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

Fund :—

Oases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," Is. each.
Cases for binding the Quarterly Statement, in green or chocolate, 1*. each,
Cases for binding " Abila," " Pella," and " 'Ajlun " in one volume.
Is. each.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell
at a depth
It

belongs

of 35
to

the

feet, in

el Hesy,
Explorer to the Fund.
diplomatic correspondence carried on between

May, 1892, by Dr.

general

Amenhotep III and IV and

Bliss,

their agents in various Palestinian towns.

Price

2s. Qd. each.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr.

ChajDlin

from

Samai-ia,

iprice 2s. Qd. each.

Casts of an Inscribed Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Pi'ofessor
Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price Is. each.
Lantern slides of the Raised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.
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TREASUREE'S STATEMENT.
to the work of the Fund during the year
an increase of £204 2*. Od. over the amount

The Subscriptions and Donations
1894 amounted

to

£1,778 16*.

Od.,

received in 1893.

From

Lectures there

is

an increase of £110.

the various publications brought in £731 8s.

The
9c?.,

sale of books,

as

against

maps, and

£832

16*.

3d.

expended on their production, to which should be added the postage. The
amount spent on Exploration is £1,050.
The Quarter
Statement, wnich is issued free to annual subscribers of
10*. 6d. and upwards, cost for printing and illustrations over £450.
1^1/

Assets.
Balance

m Bank.

Liabilities.

£

d.

377

3

£
Printing,

Stock of Publications on
hand. Surveying Instruments,

Show

d.

Lithographing,

and Current Expenses

567 13

6

Exploration.

Cases,

Fui-niture.

In addition there
valuable

is

library

the

and

the unique collection of
antiques, models, &c.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly/ Statement the
Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other
by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt
theories advanced

them.

Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.
to all

who

are entitled to receive

is taken to forward each number
but changes of address and other causes

Great care
it,

give rise occasionally to omissions.

The authorised lecturers

for the Society are

The Eev. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S.,
Kent.

His subjects are as follows

;

Hillside,

Benenden, Staplehurst,

——

—

—

—
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(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

Research and Discovert/ 'in the Holy Land.
Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

The Survey of Eastern Palestine.
In the Track of the Israelites frotn 'Egypt to Canaan.
The Jordan Valley, the Bead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem {Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hehrew Conquest of Palestine.
(Specially adapted for
ArchcEological Illustrations of the Bible.

—

Sunday School Teachers).
N.B.

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Rev.

J. R.

svibjects will

The Rev.
(1)

New

Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Inchture, N.B.
be announced in July.

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.

slides.

South

:

Explorations

in Jtidea.

Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
(4) The Reconsirttction of Jerusalem.
(5) Problems of Palestine,
(2)

The Rev. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., St. Lawrence, Ramsgate.
His subjects are as follows
slides).

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(2)

Stories in Stone

(3)

(All
:

in Palestine.

Neiv Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or. With the Explorer in 1894.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research
or,

;

:

(4) A.
(5) B.

(6)

c.

(7)

D.

(8) E.

The Story of Joseph ; or, Life in Ancient Egypt.
The Story of Moses ; or. Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., Cambridge, Mass., Honorary
General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund for the United
His subjects are as follows
States.

Professor

:

(1)

(2)
(3)

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

The Rev. L. G. A. Roberts,
subjects are as foUows

George

Street,

Hamilton, Ontario.

His

(2)

Work in and around the Holy
Work outside the Holy City.

(3)

Popular Lecture upon the General Results obtained by the Fund.

(1)

Application
24,

67,

:

for

Lectures

may

Hanover Square, W., or sent

be

City.

either

addressed to

the

to the address of tlie Lecturers.

Secretary,

1)7

FOURTH REPORT ON

THP]

EXCAVATIONS AT

JERUSALEM.
By

F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

my last brought
and we closed the excavations for
Between those dates the rain
and storms were so severe that the actual number of working days was
only eight. But fortunately these eight days were full of interest and
The

present report must be necessarily a short one as

up the account

work to December
the winter on December 31st.
of the

12th,

resulted in discoveries of ini])ortance.

My

with the annoying fact, that the wall, traced up
had entered the great Jewish Cemetery
which extends along the slopes to the south of Jerusalem. A break in
tlie tracing of the Avail was unavoidable, but how long that break was to
be it was impossible to tell, as the cemetery occupies the critical ground
to the west of Siloam, at any point of which the wall might turn to the
north-east to make the bend around the Pool to its north, a course which
many archaeologists believe in, thus interpreting Josephus' statement that
the first wall at the Gate of the Essenes " turned and advanced with a
southern aspect above the Fountain of Siloam, where it again inclined,
facing the east." The maximum break, thus, might be 700 feet, as a
glance at the map will show, and the minimum about 275 feet, according
last report closed

to that time for over 1,000 feet,

might take. I knew that by making a trench
outside the cemetery to the east at right angles to the direction of the
wall as it enters the cemetery, we must eventually strike it again, unless,
to the direction the wall

indeed, the wall happened to be entirely ruined at that point.
But such
a trench would have to be 450 feet long and might pass through the lands
of a dozen difterent proprietors, all of whom must be arranged with.

Accordingly I decided to work on the first and simplest assumption,
namely, that the wall did not change its direction, but came out of the
cemetery on the same line in which it entered. This line was almost on
the line of the minimum distance across the cemetery. So I made a
trench across the desired spot, in the field below the high terrace, which
is the south limit of the cemetery, 350 feet beyond the spot where the
wall was last seen at its entrance. I also placed another gang of labourers
some 150 feet to the east, where a scarp was visible forming an angle
which I thought might be the base of a tower. Our first gang deepened
their trench to the rock and then extended it 30 feet further north to the
limit of the cemetery terrace.
And immediately under this terrace
masonry was found emerging from the cemetery
So far, so good, but of
course the masonry might be anything. Continuation of the work, however, put the matter beyond all doubt.
It was our old wall again, with
almost exactly the same characteristics it had when last seen above. I
!

had

felt

sure of meeting the wall again, but to see

it

at the exact point
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where it entered the cemetery and to find it at the exact point where it
emerged therefrom was beyond my highest hopes. A slight change in
direction had occurred at some point in the cemetery, which accounts for
our finding the wall about 30 feet north of the line. When entering it
pointed south, 71h° east when emerging it pointed south, SGh" east.
traced it for 14 feet and then temporarily closed up the trench, as the end
There it lies, ready for me to trace it further
of the season had come.
I was thus able to take my
before this report shall have gone to press.
holiday with a quiet mind, which I would not have had if I felt that the

We

;

still hiding from me somewhere under that extent of graves.
The wall here is not built directly on a scarp. The rock slopes down
irregularly, and between it and the lower course of the wall, rubble, built
with mud, has been placed. Four courses are still preserved. The lowest

wall was

is

irregular in base

;

the other three, beginning from the bottom, measure

1 foot 7i inches, and 1 foot
These are about the same height as the courses of the wall
when last seen above, which measure 1 foot 8 inches, 2 feet, and 1 foot
9^ inches. The wall is here 9 feet thick. At the gate it is 9 feet, and
beyond Tower II, 8 feet there it was not measured at the base, where it
may be 9 feet. The stones, like those above, have irregular, projecting
No mortar was
bosses, and comb-picked drafts of irregular width.
observed. The only difference between the masonry here and that of the
work above is that the courses are slightly set back one from the other,
whereas the face of the wall above is perpendicular, the stones here are
not as square as the others, and they have not been at a later time

in height respectively 1 foot 10| inches,

Hi

inches.

;

But

repaired with the surface plaster which covers the drafts above.

general the appearance

is

the same and the differences only such as

in

may

be observed in different parts of any modern wall. To my statement of
the identity of the wall I am glad to add the valued testimony of the
learned Dominican Fathers, who paid me a visit before I closed up, and

who

follow every step of the

While
course

is

it is

work with deep

a great relief to have picked

not quite clear.
is

the wall again,

Some bend must come

pointing along a line which
fortunately, there

interest.

u})

falls

no masonry.

to the north-east of the point to

soon, for

outside of a steep

scarj),

The Pool of Siloam
which we have traced

is

its

it is

further

at present

on which, un-

now

considerably

the wall.

I believe

that the wall crosses the southern limit of the Old Pool and then runs up

Ophel

Against this militates the natural interBut I cannot get over my argument
tliat the raison d'etre oi the Siloam Tunnel was to bring water from a point
outside the city to a point within the city. Josephus gives a general, not
a scientific, description of the appearance of the wall. " Above " does not
necessarily mean " to the north." One looking down from the heights of
the " U])per City " on to a wall which crossed along the southern end
of the Old Pool and then ran uj) the steep crest of Oi)hel, might easily
have described it as " advancing east above the Fountain of Siloam, where
it again inclined to the north," especially if what we call the Old Pool was
to join

Warren's wall.

pretation of the words of Josephus.
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then called by the name of Siloam. However, it is a comfort to feel that
my business is not to follow theories, but to follow the wall.
One thing seems sure, and that is, that my wall is to join that of
Warren, on Ophel. I think that time might be saved next season b}'
picking up his wall, if possible, beyond the point where he found the interruption and work south to join the work, which will still be pursued

on

my

wall.

was much interested in Canon Dalton's notes on my work in the
January Statement. As his views were based only on my first and second
reports, it would not be fair to discuss them, now that moi'e material is
before him which might lead him to modify them. For example, the
difference between the main masonry of the wall before and after
Tower IV the latter, with all the work east, being more Jewish in a])I

;

noteworthy. I am not yet piepared to agree with the dictum
held by many, that Hadrian's wall followed the line of the present wall.
I think that the upper masonry of my wall, up to a jjoint between Towers
pearance,

is

III and IV, may be the work of either Hadrian or Eudocia on older
foundations represented by the lower rough course (or courses at Tower I)

and the rubble such as is found in Warren's Ophel wall. I hope to settle
later whether Hadrian's wall (if it be his) branched off or not to Burj el
Kebrit. The masonry at Tower IV and beyond may have been older work
repaired by Eudocia, whose re-building is at these points destroyed.
I
agree with Canon Dalton that all scarps possible should be studied, but
those not in connection with actual walls should be regarded with
certain degree of scepticism.
For example, the steep west slope of the
" Upper City " shows a series of scarps on the various terraces, any one
.

of which resembles the scarp for a wall, but all of which could not have
been such wall-bases.
I concluded my report on December 12th with the remark that I hojjed
that week, at the request of Hamdy Bey, to superintend a small excava-

tion in the

Mount of Olives.
men at work

Accordingly, for five or six days I had a
The work might well be called the
cream of excavating. Usually, before anything valuable can be found,
the excavator has to accomplish the long and weary task of removing the
overlying debris. In this case almost all this tedious work had Ijeen
small gang of

there.

done before, and it was left to me only to carry out the hints which were
given by what had already been uncovered.
On pp. 32-36 of the
January Statement, Herr Schick shows how, in digging for foundations for
new houses on the slope some 500 feet to the south of the Eussian Tower,
the owners of the land discovered various chambers, mosaics, and cisterns.

His plan represents the condition of things in September. I visited the
mosaic inscription and secured a photograph, also in September, but
I did not take particular note of the other remains.
Comparing his plan
with the state of the place as I found it on December 14th, I find that a
few changes had taken place, as the owners had somewhat increased their
Excavating, with the result that some new things had been uncovered and
some of the former chambers had been buried again, probably by the
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iiewly

removed

witli his.

To

I can

debris.

make

this clearei-

by comparing

my

the north of his chamber, at the west of the Bir, he

plan

marks

I also
of steps, this had been buried again when I made my plan.
trace of the small pool north of the " Btr," nor did I observe the
large pool to the east of the " Bir," though I have taken the liberty of
House," which I did not
plan, as well as the "
adding this to

a flight
saw no

New

my

Further excavations had shown that the chamber with the
inscription extended further towards the north, the wall which he
naturally took for its north limit being only a thin partition in the middle
To the west of this chamber he marks another mosaic
of the chamber.
" No. 2." On my plan this is seen to belong to the north aisle of the
When I began work, this had already been uncovered west from
church.
what Herr Schick calls the " broad stone bench " (above the " tombs " in my
plan) for a distance of some 45 feet, together with the wall to the north
between it and the "Bir" pool, &c., which, according to my measurements, come somewhat north of the place they occupy in Herr Schick's
measure.

])lan.

Such, then, was the condition of things when I began my work. My
primary object was to find the tombs of the men who, according to the
inscription {see January Quarterly, p. 86) were buried near the spot.
At the same time I determined to follow out the suggestions given by
I had not then seen Herr Schick on the
the partly excavated walls.
matter, but it seemed probable to me, as it did to him, that they were to
be found under the " broad stone bench." We removed one layer of slabs,
only to find another layer below. But these turned out to be the covers
The one to the south had, I think, been opened before.
of two tombs.
It was dug in the clay and
It was 5 feet 11 inches long and 2 feet broad.
The tomb to the north had never
lined with slabs which were plastered.
been opened. It was of the same width, but longer, being 6 feet 5 inches.
In the south-west corner was a vase of glass, slightly broken at the
Remains of two
top, owing, probably, to the falling of the plaster.
skeletons were found. These were very much decayed, but two spinal
The heads
vertebrae were found, and jjortions of the finger bones, &c.

were evidently to the west. From the narrownes's of the tomb it looks as
the bodies had been first buried elsewhere and removed here as skeletons.
The proprietors told us that other tombs had been found under what
would have been the south aisle of the church.
On the morning that I began work, however, it had not been guessed,
either by others or myself, that we were on the site of a large church.
The place was puzzling the inscription suggested a mortuary chapel, but
But before noon a meaning for the
-wliy sliould it face to the south ?
And it turned out, with a few
•whole thing suddenly flashed upon me.
I based my plan of searcli for this
modifications, to be the true meaning.
if

:

(2) the long
(1) the chambei- with the inscrii)tion
mosaic to the west of it, with its thick wall to the north (3) the base of
the column, still in situ, with two similar bases found lying near, but not
.in situ ; and (4) tlie indications, which are described by Herr Schick, of a

-church on four facts

;

:

;

d

2
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different sort of pavement, in coloured marbles, to the south of the columnbase.

With my mind's eye

chamber as the north
column as one
and nave, and the marble pavement, which was
I

saw the

inscription

transept, the long mosaic as the north aisle, the base of the
of a series dividing aisle
]

foot higher than the aisle-mosaic, as the floor of the chancel.
With this plan in view, T had now definite spots to place my diggers.

we found the end of the long mosaic with the door in the west
with steps leading down into the aisle, and curiously enough a tomb
We then found a line of slabs 2 feet 3 inches wide
just outside the door.
between aisle and the probable nave, upon which the column base rested,
In trenching for the apse we found the
.and inferred the other columns.
east wall of the church, and soon the foundation stones of the north part
We also cleared the marble pavement and found
of the apse appeared.
We thus
that the pattern followed the circular line of the apse.
First

wall,

But I was
recovered the central east and west axis of the church.
anxious to recover the south wall, for though the plan of the church was
now clear I wished for the satisfaction of seeing all the walls that were
The church, however, was badly situated for the preservation of its
left.
south part. Built on the side of the hill, the debris in which it was buried
formed a slope above it. Above the north end of the inscription chamber
the debris must be over 15 feet deep, while over the floor of the nave it is
only 9 feet, and over the place for the south aisle it is barely 2 feet. In
fact the Bethany road probably once ran through the south aisle itself.
Moreover, I think it possible that if any indications here remained they

were unwittingly destroyed by the previous excavations. However that
be, our trenches failed to reveal any traces of the south part of the
church. In my plan the unbroken lines indicate the parts actually seen,
and the dotted lines the parts inferred.
In general it may be seen by a look at the plan that we have here a
church in the midst of a conventual establishment. I do not need to add

may

anything to Herr Schick's clear description of the buildings to the north.
From my plan it will be seen that there was building to the east as well,
with a white mosaic. As my time was limited I did not pursue the work
At this end any further. At the north of this mosaic with wall may be
..seen

water channels for the roof drainage.

Its inside length, west and
and inscription chamber from west wall
The rectangular distance from the
to east wall, is 72 feet 4^ inches.
north wall to the central east and west axis, as determined by the apse
.jind marble pattern, is 21 feet 7 inclies, giving 43 feet 2 inches as the
whole width. Ilie aisles are 9 feet 10 inches broad, the lines of slabs for
the columns 2 feet 3 inclies, leaving 19 feet 5 inches as the width of the
nave. The east and west walls are only 3 feet thick, but the north wall
appears to be thicker, though this was difficult to determine owing to the
chambers built against it. The walls appeared to me to be of very rude
construction, much nuid and mortar having been used with the stones
and the whole plastered over. I was struck on seeing similar walls
I shall

east,

now

give details of the church.

measured along the

aisle
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around the Byzantine mosaic near the Damascus Gate by the fact that
such a beautiful piece of work should be enclosed by so rude walls. At
the Mount <>f Olives I felt the same wonder.
In tlie inscription chamber the thin partition is built over the
patterned mosaic. The thickness, which I have exaggerated on my plan,
Hence it could not have reached to the roof.
is in reality only 4 inches.
It was apparently once lined with marble shibs. A similar thin partitiini
also separated this chamber from the north aisle.
This was probably the
My reason for not inferring a chamber of equal
sacristy of the church.
depth at the south is found in the slope of the hill which does not allow
space for it. As said above, I first supposed this to be a transept, but my
finding the east wall and the apse so far in disproved the idea.

The mosaic of the north aisle has a pattern, within a border, evidently
meant to represent j^eacocks' feathers. Like the mosaic of the last-mentioned chamber, it is made of small cubes of stone red, black, and white.
It extends for 2 feet 3 inches under the " stone bench."
The tombs may
be seen to extend partly under the mosaic. Owing to the great amount

—

of accumulation above them, these mosaics have been perfectly preserved.
The line of slabs between aisle and nave is also completely in situ. I

photograph of one of tlie column bases. The proprietors had excavated most of the aisle but left the earth lying above the nave, as a
valuable olive tree stands there.
I made a cutting to find what the jjave-

.send a

ment of the nave might be, but at that point it was gone.
The chancel pavement is about 1 foot higher than the aisle and on a
level with the sacristy.
The pattern drawn by Herr Schick occurs in the
line of squares to the west.
The line which I have drawn to indicate the
termination of the elevated chancel, about half way between the two
was suggested by the remains of a stej). This pavement was laid
in marble of red, yellow, green, and white. I send the facsimile in colours
of all that remained, measured and i)ainted by Mr. Sandel.
matrix of

pillars,

A

potsherds had been laid in the native clay and the pavement placed on
that. The cleaning of the pavement was a delicate operation, as the pieces
were very loose, many of them missing, and it was necessary to employ
iniich care lest the pattern be lost.
Part of it I cleaned with my small
])enknife
From the painting it will be seen that the central large circle
!

in the second line

is filled

in irregularly with bits of wliite marble.

Mr.
might have been in this circle some picture
or Christian symbol destroyed by the Sanxcens, wlio then rudely lilled up

.Sandel suggested tliat there

the place.

Just about in the centre of the apse-circle we made a most interesting
On my plan it is represented by a rectangle. It was a cutting
in the clay, lined with marble slabs, the slab to the east having an ojjening, against which another slab rested, forming a sort of door.
Its west
.slab lay on tlie north-and-south diameter of the apse-circle, and its centre
was only 1 inch south of the east-and-west diameter of the circle. Hence
discovery.

it occupies a position under the pUice of the high altar.
It was covered
with slabs of limestone. In other words, it ajjpeared as a sunken marble

104
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box with a limestone covering.
The inside measurements of the box
were 1 foot 2"5 inches east and west, 1 foot 875 inches north and south
and 1 foot 75 inch deep. Part of its interior was occujaied by a square
stone 3"75 inches high. The other part was raised to the same height by
.several small slabs.
Resting on this tiny platform were the two objects
which I photographed, placing them on the base of one of the columns

wliich

divided

aisle

placed

parallel

to

vessel of

At

high.

35

s(jft

the top

limestone.

it is

The

inches.

and nave.

is

No.

bottom

tlie

a

(]) is

It has a square to]) aiid bottom,

5'8 inches square, at the

sides are one-half
It

Tliey were not in

the sides of the box.

centre,

])lain

and sloping

5"2 inches.

It

is

nor

vase or
sides.

5'2 inches

an inch thick and the dejjth inside is
No. (2) is difficult to

quite without ornamentation.
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but the best idea can be gathered of

it
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from the photograph.
do not think that

It has a resemblance to a tiny base of a pillar, but I

what it is. It is 7"7 inches high and its base is 4 inches square. It
was found placed on its side, with the line of its top parallel to one side
The vase was found standing
of the vase which it almost touched.
is

squarely on

its base.

which covered this sunken " box " were found broken in, but
concluded that this was due to the weight of accumulation and not to
For, notwithstanding their unsymmetrical position relative to
violation.
the "box," the objects had evidently been placed as we found them.

The

slabs

I

Owing

to the breaking in of its cover, the "

box " was filled with earth,
There was nothing in it besides.
The position of the "box" directly under the place for the high altar,
marks it as the reliquary of the saint to whom the church was dedicated.
The vase may once have contained some small bones, or a clot of blood.
The opening at the east end, which has a slab laid against it, is 8'5 inches
high, and as the vase is only 5'2 inches high, it is quite possible that there
was some means for getting at the opening from the floor of the church,
so that on feast days the precious relic could have been taken out for

and the vase as

well.

exhibition to the people.
proprietors showed me a dooi' sill, with sockets, holes for bolts,
measuring 6 feet 10 inches on the inside which they said they found
in situ. The place they pointed out came in the south wall of the church.
The chambers to the north are from A\ to 6 feet higher in level than the
aisle of the church, and the mosaic outside to the east is 5 feet lower than
the aisle. I should mention that both the inscription chamber and the
chamber near the " New House " have circular depressions in the mosaic
at one corner, 1 foot 6 inches across, meant to collect the water while the
mosaics were being washed. This feature occurred in the mosaic near the

The

&c.,

Damascus Gate.
From the form of the church, the character of the letters in the
inscription, the manner of mosaic, and the material of the walls, I
conclude that

we have

here a conventual establishment of early Byzantine

times, perhaps the fifth or sixth century.

Herr Schick gives good reasons
was ruined and buried at the time of the
pilgrimage of Felix Fabri. At any rate it is an interesting discoA'ei-y.
The place was so far from my field of work at the wall that I doubt if I
should have made the discovery had it not been for the suggestion of
Hamdy Bey, to whose interest, thus, we owe the recovery of the church.
This enthusiastic Director-General of the Imperial Museum shows a
constant readiness to assist us in every way, and personally I feel most
for supposing that the place

grateful to him.

Our work on the Mount of Olives was a pleasant change, and it was
agreeable to have so good results in so short a time. The proprietors
received us cordially. Here, as elsewhere, I felt the value of the presence
Ibrahim Effendi, ovir Commissioner. His ancient family is well known
about Jerusalem, and the proprietors received him as an honoured patron.

of

H
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interest iu the progress of the woi-k, and kept serving
not only to us but to our workmen. The last two or three days we
were working both here and near Siloam, so my hands were quite full.
But the glorious air and views quite compensated me for the additional

They took greut
coffee

fatigues.

On January 3rd I closed the works and ran down to Cairo. "We had
much time by rain that it seemed best to call a halt. As my trip
gave me some interesting archaeological experiences, I may be pardoned if
lost so

some of these before closing this report.
One day was rich in reminiscence. Finding that Dr. Petrie was too
away for a visit, I thought that the next best thing to seeing him

I refer to

far

would be to see the spot whei'e he had taught me so much. So one day
with a friend I took train for Wasta, and soon I found myself once more
crossing the valley of the Nile with my eyes fixed on my favourite
Pyramid the Pyramid of Meydfxni that had presided over my beginnings
We arrived about noon, and at once climbing the
in the art of digging.
slope of debris that buries the lower part of the Pyramid, we took our
lunch.
It was the perfection of days, and brought out to perfection the
simple elements that make the eternal beauty of an Egyptian landscape.
On the one hand, the yellow desert, sparkling with myriads of tiny black
psbble? on the other, the brilliant green valley, dotted with mud villages,
rising like islets from the verdure, warmed by the sun to a rich, chocolate
T)rown then, beyond this, the Nile with its white sails then, another
strip of green, suddenly ending, as it begins, with the yellow desert.
From this high point of vantage I reviewed all my experiences of four
years before. Here, just below, I had seen Petrie mark out a trench on a
and what was
])erfectly flat surface and set a man at work to find a wall
the indication ? Simply that his keen eye had observed that the tiny

—

—

—

;

;

;

desert pebbles ceased here in a long, straight line parallel to the

Pyramid

In three hours we returned, and the wall about the Pyramid had
Then I looked into the great cutting he had begun before
l^een found
] left, in search for a Temple at the east side, and remembered the skill
with which he removed the great stones which were lodged in the debris.
Beyond I could see the place where he had followed the mud-brick walls
Still further away to the south lay the Koman
of the buried Mustapas.
camp where he had given me my first lessons in the history of pottery.
And there was a pleasant satisfaction which I know Dr. Petrie will share
with me in my being able to recall how each lesson had borne distinct
Within a month after leaving him I was sorting pottery and
fruit.
tracing buried brick walls at Tell el Hesy. At Jerusalem I too have
been guided to observe slight surface indications, with the result of finding
the long-lost wall. Even the great cutting, with its dangerous stones,
was parcelled in my Jerusalem work, when I cleared out the fosse full of
great stones fallen from the tower.
Then we visited the tomb of Ka-Hotep, where I had studied Petrie'a
book on Tell el Hesy. Here I was shocked to find the damage the
Ijeautiful painted bas-reliefs had suffered during the last four years.

side.

!
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I called

and

I

it is

one of the most beautiful tombs in Egypt.

the attention of Brugsch Bey, the director of the

am
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Later

museum,

pleased to say that he promised to have a door put to

to

it,

it.

Brugsch Bey kindly gave me a letter to M. de Morgan, and another
day with tlie same friend I piiid him a visit at the Pyramids of Dashftr.
He received us cordially, showed us his plans, ami I was most struck by
He sent a man to show us
his enthusiasm and clear, scientific methods.
He has at present 300 men at work, and is
through all the excavations.
making his way into the heart of two pyramids. It was interesting to
note the place where the famous jewels had been found. 1 confess that
two conditions of his work filled me with envy he directly represents
the Government, and his work lies where there are no landowners.
What
a privilege to work where archaeology can be purely archasological, and
where a cabbage crop and a cauliflower field do not complicate the
matter. Then, too, he works in the blessed Wilderness
but this
l)rivilege I had for two happy years, and I hope it will be my lot again to
lead the desert life.
My mind, that day, was full of comparisons.
Excavating near a city is necessarily attended with great difficulties, but
we are fortunate that in our present mission these have been minimised.
Another contrast between digging in Egypt and digging in Syria
was brought out vividly by a visit to the museum. The dry climate and
the preserving sand have filled those great halls with their treasures.

—

;

The regiments

about ten inches high, of jiainted wood, each
he were carved fi'om life, bearing in tlieir hands
the spears of battle, the colours as fresh as the day, thousands of years
ago, when they were painted
could the like of these, which were recently
found in a tomb of Assiout, ever be found in a Syrian tomb ? Our
worthy chainuan, Mr. Glaisher, will point to his meteorological tables for
an answer. It is not lost time, when we are despondent about the lack of
of soldiers,

soldier as individual as

if

—

finds in Syria, to indulge in these reflections.

may have been
At 'Heiwan

far richer than

The Syrian

civilisation

we can ever know.

I saw something that had a direct bearing on my Jerusalem
In wandering over the hills at the back of this desert health-resort,
I came upon some men at work in a large limestone quarry.
This was
situated in a small ravine the stone had been cut away at either side,
leaving two perpendicular, tool-marked cliffs facing each other. I was
looking down frani above, and struck by the likeness to my ow^n " Outer
Scarp," I descended for a more careful examination.
In my report in
the Statement for October, 1894, p. 248, I gave several reasons to disprove
that my scarp was a quarry. The 'Heiwan Quarry showed my reasons to
be invalid. Here were the same unbroken lines, but much longer even
here were the same smooth faces, worked with the long chisel marks, and
standing to even a greater height. The w^ork of the men showed the
l)rocess by which the " scarp " was being deepened before my eyes.
A
small groove was made along the base of the scarp, this was deepened for
a couple of feet and widened for a few inches then the mass of rock thus
separated was cut up and taken off. The scarp preserved its unbroken

work.

;

;

;

H
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slightly

rounded

F,

I,

K,

On

only it was a couple of feet deeper than before,
same short turnings which occur in my scarp, at

face,

I even noticed the
&c.

p.

13 of the Statement for January, 1895, I made another remark
" Another suggestion may be made
although
I said

about the scarp.

:

:

present condition was fashioned for defence, yet it may
have followed the general line of an earlier quarry." I am now prepared
Although the scarp was clearly used for
to alter that remark, and say

the scarp in

its

:

a defence outside the wall, it evidently follows the line of a quarry. The
question is merely one of priority. Was it an old quarry whose steep
sides and convenient lines were taken advantage of as an outer defence
when the wall was bailt % Or was it the quarry from which the stones
of the original wall were cut, worked with the design of leaving an
outer defence, generally parallel to the wall, and leaving a platform
outside the gate ?
" inner scarp," that uncovered

The

design in

working, as

its

built

it

by Maudslay, shows more evident

has the two tower bases, the one on which

and the other which

the school

is

cemetery.

But whatever the

I

uncovered just outside the
was produced by the

intention, the scarp

rock being quarried away. It is merely a question of Tweedledum and
Tweedledee. In the fosse which belongs to this inner woik I have
pointed out the blocks of rock which remain in the unfinished work,
just as they

February

might remain in an unfinished quarry.
I8tk, 1895.

REPORTS FROM HERR BAURATH VON SCHICK.
1.

Muristan.

— The old church on the Muristan had no proper foundations,
whereas the Church of

Anne, founded on rock, which
In the place where
the old entrance stood, in the northern wall, with a round arch over it,
with figures of the twelve months, tombs were found, their bottoms only
about 8 feet under the surface of the road on the north, or about 4 feet
under the surface of the flooring of the former church. These tombs
are, of course. Christian, although no cross or anything of the kind was
found they are built into tlie rubbish with small stones, and covered
with flat stones. The bones are still there, and one skeleton measured
In number they are half a dozeji, but there
2 metres or 65 feet long.
may be more not yet discovered. The aichitect, Mr. Groth, agrees with
me that befoie the later church was built there had been already one
there before, built in an easier way, and covered with a wooden roof and
tiles, the walls of which they had to strengthen at the time when the
church was arched. To the new strengthening parts they made foundations 5 to 6 feet deeper than the foiniei- ones, but not deep enough to
give the building stability. It is hoped that in a few months the founda-

hence

was

its

decay

;

built at nearly the

:

same time,

is

St.

still

standing.

—
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work of the church now being erected (or restored) will be finished,
having occupied Ij years' time, and involved an immense expenditure of

tion

money.

—

2.
Excavations inside the New Gate. Inside the town, at its northwestern corner, just inside the New Gate, was till recently a void piece
One of the
of ground,' the greater part belonging to the Greek Convent.
Greek monks is now, with consent of the Convent, building there along
the road a row of shops, and behind them some other apartments, maga-

and over these rooms to be let for lodgings.
digging for foundations they found several walls, running chiefiy
from north-west towards south-east, but of no special interest. But in a
line with the present city wall, behind the School Brethren, and running

zines, stables, cisterns, &c.,

When

from west to east, was found a much stronger wall 8 feet thick, consisting
of large but not well-dressed stones, resting ou a pavement, which consisted of large and thick flag-stones fitted together very exactly, so that
one became convinced that it was rather ancient and older than the wall
mentioned. It is about 8 feet ixnder the present surface, and vmder it
the rock was found, and in some places the flag-stones were missing, and
the rock cut there to a smooth level with the pavement. I got the
impression this pavement had been once the flooring of a somewhat laige
court which was surrounded by buildings. About 45 feet more north, or
nearer to the gate, another still stronger wall was found. The southern
wall stood on the pavement, but the northern seemed to be at the end (jf
it
but I could not decide this properly on account of the rubbish. There
were also found a few carved stones once belonging either to capitals on
square piers or pilasters, or perhaps forming a kind of cornice in a st-mewhat grander building.
Such stones nvAy be seen used again on the
inside of the present city wall
west of the spot I speak of, and near the
south side of the mosque standing there in the very corner of the modern
wall.
Hence, when the present city wall was built in 1542 by Sultan
Soliman, the said building had been already destroyed.
I send a drawing of a fragment of a tile with a lettered stamp on it.
In itself it has no great value, but it may help to decide other questions.
;

—

—

The new Jewish colonies are extend3. An old Pool west of the City.
ing along the Jafla road and west of the city out to the valley in which
the Convent of the Cross is situated. I had, in connection with these
measure and divide into shares several pieces of ground south
downwards towards the Convent of the Cross,
and observed a little way down the valley a level piece of ground, which
I found to have been once a round pool, encircled for two-thirds of its
extent by rocks, of considerable height towards the hillside, and walled up
towards the valley below with very ancient, but now greatly dilapidated,
masonry of square stones. The average diameter of this pool is nearly
400 feet, the thickness of the layer of earth on its bottom unknown, but
colonies, to

of the Jaftaroad, extending

^

See Ord. Survev Plan

ttg'uuj

^°<i

Quarterly Statement, 1889,

p. 62.
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I ordeie

1

a

man

make

to

a shaft in the centre, in order to ascertain the

depth and the condition of the bottom, whether cemented or not. In
the rock towards the north-west is a cleft, as if it had been once the
source of a spring, but now dry. On the eastern height, not far from the
pool, is a ruin and a cave, or rather a simken court in the rock, and on
one of its sides is an opening like that of a Jewish rock-cut tomb. People
told me that some time ago sarcophagi were found in it, and removed.
On the western height is a cistern, and further down another one,
and also a ruin. The people have no proper name for the place, but
simply the " Hosseini's Pool." Hosseini is the name of a noble
family in Jerusalem, so this name is rather a modern one. I am wondering that we have not any notice of this pool, either in the Bible or in
call it

profane writings.

Rechonwg of time among the Armenians.— It is perhaps not generally
that the Armenians have their own peculiar mode of reckoning
They count from the date of the first Armenian, who, they say,
dates.
Also they use a second
lived in the time of Shem, 4,386 years ago.
reckoning, starting from the year 551 a.d. I became acquainted with
this by noting on an inscribed slab the dates 1834 and 1283, which I
thought indicated that the stone was put into its present position in the
year 1834, and was then 551 years old. But the Secretary of the Convent
4.

known

me this is not so, but the date 1283 indicates that according to
the Armenian reckoning which corresponds to 1834 a.d.'

told

The Armenian Cross.— With reference to Major Conders objection
opinion that the Jerusalem Cross came from the Armenians
{Quarterly Statement, 1894, p. 206), the Secretary said to me, "Whatever
5.

to the

others

may have

know

had, I

that always, in

Armenian Cross had one beam longer than the
have it also, is no proof that we had it not."

all

the centuries, the

others.

That the Latins

REPORTS FROM GALILEE.
By

Dr. G. Schumacher.

excavations on ancient sites carried on by native explorers with the
object of finding articles of value, extended not only over the district
between the seashore and the Jordan, but also over Jolan and 'Ajlun
during a period of more than two years the Turkish Government placed

The

;

1

In

tlie

jcar 351 A.D. a certain Andreas, of Bvzantiiun, drew up an EasterTowards the end of that period it was found to deviate

table for 200 years.

considerably from the astrononiienl indications, and a new adjustment had to
This was done in 551 a.d., and ever since then the Armenians have

be made.

reckoned from that jcar.
1831, p.

439.— [Ed.]

See Idelcr, " Lehrbuch der Chronologic," Berlin,
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to these proceedings, especially as the diggers confined themthe opening of old tombs and the anti(|uities they found there,
such as ancient glass ware, earthenware lamps and tear bottles, jars,
coins Roman aud mediaeval, bracelets and other ornaments of comparaBut as " I'appetit vient en mangeant," the explorers
tively little value.

no obstacle
selves

to.

commenced a regular trade with European and native antiquarians.
Their operations extended, especially along the brow of Mount Carmel
between Haifa and Caesarea, which is honeycombed with ancient I'ock
liewu tombs, excavations were made on a large scale, and small boatt
anchored along the coast to smuggle away the results. At length the
Governors have been instructed to stop these excavations entirely.
Regarding the tombs opened, their plans differ very little from each
other an entrance, with semi-circular top, of 2| to 3 feet in height and
1 foot 8 inches to 2 feet wide, generally closed by a slab of limestone, led
to a square room of 10 to 15 feet each way and about 6 feet in height
in each of the three perpendicular walls opposite to and adjoining the
entrance we find loculi and kokim pierced into the soft rock. Amongst
the fifty-four tombs opened on the site of Teu'ameh, near Tell es Samak,
the greater number contained but two loculi under arcosolia in each wall
others only one, and isome three.
In a few instances the entrance, instead of being on the side of a
rock cliff, was formed by a shaft leading from the flat surface of the rock
local

:

;

;

vertically 4 feet or more down to the door of the sepulchral room.
In such cases no stone door was discoverable, the shaft having been
closed on tlie surface {see sketch).
The shaft showed a square section of
about 3 feet each way.

Tctni

;

n
i
1

:<o
I

A^:^
(.___•_ rf_

i-S'

Section of Eock-Cut Tomb.

On

the eastern slope of Tell es Samak, a

marble door,

engraved on
at Tell es
1.

2"

X

1'

10" and 3 inches thick

Any number

its front.

Samak, a proof

Glass

round piece
consider

2'

it

Ware.

closed with a

having a cross

^f^

^

marble fragments were excavatfl

of wealth.

interesting article brought to me is a
with Aramaic characters on its sides. I
been a weight, and enclose a wax impression of the

The most

of green
to luu'e

of

;

tomb was

glass,
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letters.

One end

by a thin

was broken, and the piece htted on again

of the glass

solution of gum-aralnc

the original weight considerably

;

;

this j^rocedure will not

the

gum may

have affected

just rebalance the weight

few very small glass chips missing. The glass is supposed to have
been found in a tomb near Eas en Nakftra, 8 miles north of Acre, near
it has diameters of 3| inches and 3f inches, not being
the sea-coast
precisely round, and an equal thickness of ^ of an inch English, its
the two flat sides bear on the obverse the
periphery is rounded off
following characters (A of sketch), and on the reverse (B of sketch), the
of the

;

;

other lines on the reverse seem to have been produced in preparing the
glass.
In compai"ing these characters with Professor Euting's "Tabula
Scripturse Aramaicee,"

and with Levy's excellent book on Jewish

the obverse seems to represent the

Hebrew

letters

^,

1,

coins,'

and ^, and on the

reverse there seems to stand the letter y.

The exact weight

of this glass

grains (taking the English

is

pound

275'20 grammes, or 3,492'29 English

at 453,592

grammes

=

5,760 grains

;

According to Levy (op. cit.,
between 14"33 grammes
]). 156), the weight of a shekel of Simon varies
our weight bein^
as a maximum and 13'46 grammes as a minimum
27520 grammes, represents therefore the twenty-fold of a shekel of
13 "76 grammes, or four of the Syrian (or Hittite) " Netzegs," of 5 shekels,
described by Professor Flinders Petrie, in " An ancient Hebrew weight
from Samaria," Quarterly Statement, 1890, pp. 267, 268 but our Netzeg
would be equal to 873 grains instead of 627, the weight determined by

gramme

1

therefore equalling 12"69 grains).

;

;

Professor Petrie.

To judge from the
on

its

look and the characteristic silver skins appearing

glass
surface this ancient &*

must be

o-enuine.

2. Several fragments of other ancient glass of a dark -green colour
They contain inscriptions and stamps iu
have been shown to me.
they also
Arabic and Cufic characters, most of them illegible to me
represent weights of an early Arabian period, but being fragmentary
;

cannot determine them.

]

I

inclose

impressions of the inscriptions,

which partly seem to recite Koranic sentences, pai'tly represent stamps
of some high official. They are noted as found near K'aktin, in the plain
west of NS,blus.
1

Dv.

M. A. Levy,

" Geschichtc der Jiidischcn Miinzen," 18G2, pp. 13G, 137.
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inclose the sketch of

an interesting

stone idol, 7g inches long, which w;is found by the German colonists in
ploughing laud near the village Ydzilr, situated a few miles east of Jalia

—

on the Jerusalem road. The idol —for this it must have been shows a
ram's head and horns and sort of a tail, but no feet nor any other limb
it is made of a
the work, although very primitive, is not without skill
;

;

bluish-grey hard limestone, weighs 1,082 grammes, or 2"38

lbs.,

and

is

doubtless genuine.
4.

Seals.

— I inclose

which I read

:

an impression of a hfematite ancient Arab
ben 'Alad
(hu),"

" billah muzatiar

or 'Allan

[^L
its

I
:

or]

A^

^^

I

>li,<=

is interesting.
The dots are omitted on
doubtful about the reading of the last word, but I
" Through (the mercy of) God, muzaffar (the victorious) Son of

which, for
the seal.
interpret

seal

}

ancient characters,

am

^Aldd (the severe), it is he " (or he is it). According to Weil, " Geschichte
dev islamitischen Volker," p. 423, the Muzafferides were in the fourteentli
centur}' (1380) tlie princes of the Persian Irak and Chuzistan.
Whether
this seal had an}" connection with that family can hardly be answered.
A second impression also I transmit, an impression of Greek characters
engraved on a copper ring, which was found in the Hauran, near Kelr
Haiib.
:

Ail V

46
—

5. Tant'Arah.
It will probably interest your readers to learn that
"el burj," the so-called " tower" of TantCirah, situate about a mile noitli
of the present village on the rock precipice bordering the ancient site and
sea, collapsed oti the 15th of January, nothing remaining of this important

landmark, so familar to

all

acquainted with the neighbourhood of Ctesarea,
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but a heap

of cMiris

aud foiindation walls. ( Vide my report
and Memoirs S.W.P., Vol. II, p. 7.)

in Quarterly

Statement, 1887, p. 84,

—

In sinking trial pits for the railway company last
6. Beisan.
December, the Italian workmen struck an underground channel, cut into
the soft rock on the iiorthern baiik of the Jalud river, opposite Beisan.
The channel or cistern was plastered, 5 to 6 feet high, and 3 to 5 feet
wide, and had a total length of more than 100 feet. It leads around a
slope, and had an outlet towards the hill plateau, Tell el Mastabeh, above
it.
The top of the cistern was round. No antiquities were foufid.

Below the ruins of the ancient bridge, Jisr el Maktua', opposite Tell el
Husn, near Beisan, the Mudir of the imperial farms has constructed a new
handsome stone bridge at the crossing of the liigh road leading from the
The bridge has two spans of 16 feet 6 inches
Jisr el Mujami'a to Beisan.
The town of
each, leaving sufficient waterway for the Jallid river.
Beisan, since being created the head place of the Sultan's farms in the
Jordan Valley, is rapidly growing paved streets, a suk or market ]3lace,
;

large khan have been built, and I
twenty magazines for storage of grain
and an inn ("locanda"), to meet the requirements of native tourists, have
already been sanctioned by his Majesty. The extensive garden adjoining
the Mudir's residence contains hundreds of poplar trees and rare

barracks,

am

Government mansions, and a

told tliat the construction of

specimens of oranges and other Syrian fruit trees. The sanitary conditions of Beisan have not much improved, but the large plantations of
Eucalypti will doubtless lead to a reduction of the fevers now prevailing.
About twenty yards to the south of Khan el Ahmar (Beisan) I have

been able to trace the columns of a large basilica or temple. The main
axis runs due east and west, the eastern end is not tiaceable, hence no
two
apse discoverable, but the western abutment shows five aisles, viz.
on the north of 13 feet 3 inches width each, a central nave of 26 feet
prostrate
6 inches, and two southern aisles of 13 feet 3 inches width
columns and corinthian capihxls are scattered about the place, and to
:

;

judge from the mouldings and other ornaments built into the walls of

Khan

el

Ahmar,

this building, erected in

the thirteenth century,

must

have been built of the materials of the basilica or temple.

BETH-DEJAN.
By

P. J.

Baldensperger, Esq.

notes about this larg3 village may be of interest to readers of
the Quarterly Statement. They were collected on the spot, and some
.supplementary notes added.
The modern name Beth-dejan is evidently derived from the ancient
village or town of Daghoon, situated about a mile and a half west of the

Some

a
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BETH-DEJAN.

way to the modern settle uient of Eishon I'Zion,
founded in 1881 by Russian-Jewish refugees. The modern village may
have been peopled some 150 years ago. Daghoon was inhabited by
Moslems, whilst Beth-dejan, whicli then had another name, was inhabited
by Christians, probably of the Greek Church. The Christians were
industrious, making baskets and mats, whilst the Moslems chiefly lived
by robbery, having a good situation for that j^wi'P*^**^) between the high
roads between Jafia and Jerusalem and Jaffa and Gaza. In consequence
of their vagabond life snails infested their gardens and lands, whilst
the lands of their Christian neighbours were thriving, but the Christians
had to strive hard against their oppressors. One day, probably during the
governorship of Jezzar Pasha, two men met at the limits of the lands
present village on the

—

slight elevation

— called Abu Sweda,

now marked by

Ij^j

^^

»jl,

the place of the

plum

tree,

Nubk tree, called also Sidr. The men had to settle a
and the Christian being stronger killed the Moslem, in
consequence of which the Moslems fell on their Christian neighbours
unawares, killed and dispersed the men, excepting such as turned Moslems,
and kept the women for themselves. They then abandoned their village,
Daghoon, to the snails, and settled in Beth-dejan, to which jjlace they
gave this name.
The churches were tuined into mosques, and the
industries changed hands
the modern mosque of Sidua Sa'ad el-Ansar,
a

frontier dispute,

;

,L3J^'i

iXst-o

u Jlx^,

Some very

is

very probably a corru]3tion of Nas&ra=iChristians.

found in Beth-dejan, and are probably
I have collected these notes in Bethdejan, the inhabitants, as well as those of Deir-Abban, pretend to know
nothing about the story.
The population of Beth-dejan may amount to 2,500 souls, there being
fair faces are still

of crusading descent.

Although

500 paying men-z.e., paying the

tax— j^Ar. 'Adad, "numbering."

The

about half a mile east of the Jerusalem carriage road,
and west of the railway.
It is about five miles from Jaffa.
The
inhabitants are very industrious, occupied chiefly in making mats and
village is situated

baskets for carrying earth and stones. They own camels for carrying
loads from Jaffa to Jerusalem, cultivate the lands, and work at buildings,
&c., in Jaffa or on the railway works.
The women flock every day to
Jaffa,

and on Wednesdays

chickens, eggs, and milk.

to

Ramleh—to

the market held there, with

They have a very bad

reputation, see Quarterli/

Statement, October, 1893, p. 309.
The Jewish colony of Rishon I'Zion also affords the Dejanites plenty
of work, in planting vineyards and as domestic servants.
Tlie lands of the village

do not

all

belong to the villagers.

sequence of the introduction of legal Government deeds

— introduced early

in the seventies of this century,

— Koshan,

many

to escape the trifling tax for tlie legalisation of deeds,

given to the Effendis of Jaffa, so that

many

In con^.\jlS

of the villagers,

had

villagers have

their lands

now no land

—
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work the lands of the Effendis and share tlie produce.
all, but
About one-third of the lands belong to the Effendis, one-third to private

at

and one-third to the villagers in general. This refers only to
The olive trees and enclosed gardens are private
property, and extend in a broad line westward away over the Jerusalem
road, towards a watch tower built for protection in the time when

villagers,

the arable lands.

Mustapha Abu Ghosh reigned e?i maitre over almost all Judea. An olive
tree here, near the road, is shown where General Buonaparte sat, in 1798,
overlooking his army encamped in the groves.
The village is situated on a hill, or rather on the slopes. The vestigec
of a castle crowned the top of the hill, but it is now almost covered by
Below the Kala'a is a closed cavern. T was not admitted, for
houses.
fear of " stirring the spirit," for, of course, the cavern

ijt^j^, and contains a treasure, like every such
not even talk about

him and

fatal to

The
houses

village

it,

The owner would

fearing lest the intrusion of a stranger might prove

his family

has

haunted, marsude,

is

place.

five

— examples of which are plenty
Jawame,

*_,<^^,
>

!

of «.^lr?-, or prayer-

pi.

:

East, Sidna Sa'ad el Ans§,r

,1-^'^^

Jame

el

Sheikh Marzuk

West, Jamu Ahl

el

Ghad u

In centre,

L->

•

'«

"«

Sa'ad

<^'^

^J^^^

...

liJ^-v-.-

%-^<^s>'

.

.

,

'^:^*-=

waSe'ed
North, Jamu
East,

in

Muhamet

the

el

cemetery,
'

J

-^*~--

Zawani

J

J^^

f*^

Jk^..5j,c

•*-,<[>-

^^"^^

^j^.jj^

Sheikh

,

.-.

^^-^^-s^

Ethman

-^r*^

Besides these five prayer-houses, the centre one of which is mostly
used for ordinary prayers, a grave of a Sheikh was discovered a few years
ago beside the road. The owner of the field had a dream someone
threatened to choke him. He awoke, and when he saw it was a dream
third time he was
slept again.
He dreamed again, but did not heed.
threatened, and then asked, " Who are you " So his visitor revealed
himself as Sheikh Imhamad, the son of Sidna Sa'ad el Ans^r, and bade
him dig in such a place, and he would find the grave. On the morrow he
:

A

'I

took several witnesses, and on digging discovered the grave, which is now
honoured, and lias a lamp lit at it every evening. There is at present
only a stone to mark the grave, but it will by-and-bye become a real
Jamc. The villagers have water from a byara, or Persian wheel-well.
To the north-west of the village i.s a largo swamp during winter and

when summer comes
The inhabitants sometimes fall sick

spring, where the animals of the village drink, but
this

swamp

en masse.

causes malarial fever.

BETH-DEJAX.
Every portion

of land,

village in general, has a

and

whether belonging
an undulation

name

;

so on, suggesting the denomination.
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to private pers(»ns or to the
of land, slope, hill,

lowland

The following names mav prove

showing how they are chosen from the nature of the
the form, the situation, and so forth.
North, and extending to Yasdr, we find them thus

interesting, as

:

Ilmatabel
Il-Shurt;ui

soil

—

1-U^^
U".

Seasoning

^lir/Jl

The

jilace.

conditions.

C^

Il-'Eran

Sanura

u.,i.xn
V
i I* Am:

The habituated
naked
(Sunara)

Sanura

is

(?)

or the

(?).

a fishing hook.
a cat or a Prince.

is

Sabatt6

Wickerwoik

Karasin

The vetches

Il-Jazeier

The

Comassie

The arched.

Bistan

Garden.

basket.

(?)

islands.

Space between two ribs —

"Werba

or span.

Im'hete

The

Ilmutawasit

The centraL

Ilwasata

BarMi

The

walled.

centre ones.

Reeds.

Il-tkeiek

The earthenware fragments.

Ish-Shamiat

The northern

Abu

The barley-bread

'1

Karadeesh

ones.

place.

Teioun

A

Il-Hanawieh

The congratulating

Abu

Father of Solomon (also a
nickname for the fox).

Sliman

plant " Golden rod."
place.

—
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Towards the
Bast

Abu

east

Shkeef

A^Li

Shlul-el-Tut

»;1

l::,^^^:

J*i-i>

The

field of

C:jIjW1

The

inns.

l::J^j^\

El-Khanat

The marsh

of the cavern.

mulberries.

Runjasie

Place of Narcissus.

Abu

The place

'1

'Ejoul

El-Hashasli

jj^l>l.oJ'

El-Za'zura

Jl

Abu-r-Eus

i

The man who

me

told

these

t,A

!^

iw.

of calves.

Tlie intemperate (smoker).

The hawthorn

The

names says that

tree.

place of heads.

in this place, called "

])l;ice

of heads," a sarcophagus with two heads was formerly seen, but is now
buried, as it hindered the ploughing. The place is about midway between

the Jatfa road and Safurieh, beside the road leading from the main road
to the village.

Towards the west

:

The

place of sickles

Eas-el-H6d

The

i;pper part of the pit.

Bassa-esh-Sharkie

The

eastern marsh.

tU-lKH

El-Kalashie

Ashabeer

-JjLi)

Mawakrich

aa.'

El-Thnanie

1

»^

lijOytll

The spanned.
The

place

of

holes

LiJ

The doubled.
The western marsh

The

Agha

killing-place

of

Airlia.

Dannane
BirketHadj Ehmad
Suttfthh

cOIjl)

a.4j^^ ^S=>-

l::^

(of

quadrupeds).

ilxjlJu^n

Bassa-el-Gharbich

Muktal-'Ali

^

(?).

.j

Zji^

Humming

place.

Haj Ehmad's

pool.

Plain surface or roofs.

KhameisS

The

Mesh'alie

Torch place.

fifth party.

Ali

—

—
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Towards the south

Abu

1]9

:

The plum

Swt'cle

Abu Hattab

f

Bissar

Jr-W^JO

Frewat

tree place.

The wood.
Piles

(?).

Fui's.

^^>-:J

Wad

Sa'doun's valley.

Sa'douii

The

Teirc

flying (a lofty tree ou

a

Mitba'a

ijtjS~<,

Hikr 'Eed

Juc:

Wad-e-Sharki

J -i" M

_C^

Tawalek

*

'

n

hill).

The Hyena's

cave.

'Eed's field.
'^^s eastern vale.

;jl,l,

The

divorced.

IsA
J

'^^^^

increased.

Kalimbe
Zeide

South-west

•

:

Dahret-el-Hassa

The pebble

Dahret-el-'Asfoura

The sparrow's

Joit-el-Baloot

The oak

Mitrada

The charging

Abu-el-Sakan

j^x*J'

y

Shakhloub Saleh'

hill.

hill.

depression.

The ashy

place.

place or

hill.

Saleh's overthrow.

Many of these names are modern, many belonging to the site of some
wood, building, or wall, long ago disappeai'ed. A very few have names
dating probably very far back, so that the very name is incomprehensible
the Congratulating place, for example, must have been where the villagers
and their next neighbours usually met on festivals of some kind. The
;

Wood, of course, once has been,
Kalimbe seem strange names.

so

the

Oak

depression.

Bissar and

—

— —
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE CITY OF DAVID—
ZION AND MILLO.
By Samuel Bergheim,
It

I believe,

is,

that

generally accepted by

all

Esq.
interested

in

this subject

:—
Jebns, the Jerusalem at the time of David, consisted of two

1.

parts
{a)
(6)

:

—

The stronghold which was not inhabited by the Israelites
The other division, where some Israelites (Benjamites) dwelt
;

together with the original inhabitants

— the Jebusites.

That the stronghold was taken by David, and became the City of
David, and called Zion.
That Zion and the City of David are one and the same place.
That Millo was in and formed part of the City of David or Zion.

2.

3.
4.

The main question then is
Where was this stronghold, and,
:

called Zion

So

therefore,

where the City

of

David

1

many arguments and views have been put

by weighty reasons both
almost presumptuous for

scientific

me

and

forward, some supported

historical, that it

to start a fresh theory.

But

would seem

I would, as an

—

and basing my convictions on certain facts
venture to ask for a small space in the Quarterly Statement to explain my

old resident at Jerusalem

views.

Neither names of places nor customs have undergone much, if any,
This is a well accepted fact, and I therefore need not occupy
space to prove it.
change.

We
1.

2.
3.

I.

are distinctly told

:

That the City of David was the stronghold, and called Zion.
That this Zion was the highest of all the hills of or in Jerusalem.
That Zion was called the upper city.

—The north-west corner of Jerusalem contains the foundations of

an

Map

as

ancient

fort,

Kala'at

al Jalful,

castle, or tow^er,

and

shown on the Ordnance Survey

name

rendered there "Goliath's Castle."
The translation of "al Jalftd" as Goliath is absolutely erroneous.
JalM does not mean Goliath, nor can the two names bear the same
this

is

construction.
Jaiftd

means

Kala'at al JalAd
alone, al Jalftd

The

strong, mighty, impregnable, aTid should be so translated.

— the

castle of the strong

— the stronghold.

f|uarter or street

round

— the

this Kala'at al

impregnable castle
JalAd

is

called

— or

Harat

al
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—the

street or quarter

of

the

people
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or inhabitants of

the

stronghold, or, literally, the (jiiarter or street of "the strongholders."

The
fosse

strougliold

has been

had a fosse (Heb. tzinnor) on its west side. This
{see Plan of North-west Corner, Quarterly

identified

Statement., 1892, p. 18).

—

The City of David, Zion, occupied two hills or rather two knolls on
one hill one on which the stronghold was situate being higher than the
other on which the rest of the city was built. That part of the city which
occupied the higher hill was called the upper city, the other, occupying
the lower, was called the lower city. The upper part round the Harat
al Jawaldeh is still called El Hara el Foka
the upper street or quarter,
in contra-distinction to the lower part now occupied by the Church of
the Sepulchre, the Muristan, the Coi^tic Convent, &c., and still called
El Hara e' Tahta the lower street or quarter.
The hill of Zion is described as the highest of the hills of Jerusalem.
The upper knoll on which al JalAd stands is 2,580 feet above the level
of the Mediterranean Sea, and is actually the highest point in the city.

—

—

—

One

side of the hill

western side of the

is

described as scarped or precipitous.

The

soutli-

below al Jalud is still called "El Wa'riyeh" {see
Ordnance Survey Map), which means the scarped, rocky, oi precipitous,
and the declivity is certainly very great even now, over 50 feet in a
stretch of less than 500 feet, and the level of the ground at present is
over 100 feet above the site of the original street,
Zion is described as occupying the north and also the north- \vest
portion of the city.
Al JalM answers to this description.
The lower knoll of Zion was levelled or reduced in height
during
O
O the
Hasmonean period. This lower knoll, at the foot of which is the present
Church of the Sepulchre, is still called Khot el Khankeh. Moslem
hill

tradition of recent times ascribes the

and

name

Khan, who is supposed
been called Khankeh.

Sultans, a Valido

to

to a mother of one of the
have endowed a college there,

it has since
This exi)lanation is not of sufficient value to require attention, but it
is remarkable that the word Khankieh means a knoll or prominence that
has been cut down, lowered, or levelled. Khot el Khankieh, i.e., " the
site of the place or prominence that was levelled."

David built a wall round Zion enclosing Millo, which formed the
lower portion of Zion, and was afterwards called the lower city, but at
the same time formed part of the city itself, that is of Zion the City of
David.
This wall was frequently repaired and strengthened by successive
kings of Judah. It had on its north-west end a gate called Gennath,
leading to the upper market place, and to the descent to Silla.
This gate is placed by most writers on the topography of Jerusalem

(amongst them such well-known authorities as Major Conder and
Mr. Schick), and I think quite correctly, near the present Jaffii Gate.
It led to the gardens and also to the stairs leading up to or down from
the City of David to Silla, or vice versa.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE CITY OF DAVID.
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worth noting that the street leading straight down fronr
called Sueket 'Allon— the street of the ascent, and
that it is remarkably steep. The word 'Allon is not an Arabic one, but is
a transformation or corruption of the Hebrew, Waaloth, or 'aloth, ascent
It is a fact

this point

—

is

still

stall s.

This street of 'Allon, starting at Gate Gennath at a level of 2,528 feet,
down in a straight line to the edge of the hill above the Tyropeou
Valley to a level of 2,450 feet, and then across the valley (formerly,
no doubt, over a causeway or viaduct— Wilson's Arch) to Bab el
goes

Silsileh.

The name of this gate of the Temple or Haram enclosure has been
wrongly translated. Silsileh does mean a chain, but only so because a
chain resembles running water in its continuity. The right translation
should be —fountain running water a water conduit.
This water conduit does exist, even to the present day, under this gate,,
as shown in the Ordnance map, and the word Silla is evidently from the
more ancient one, sehl flow, flowing. M'Silla seems to be Ma Silla,
the water of the flowing the water conduit.

—

—

—
—
Joash was slain at Millo, in or near the stairway 'Aloth or 'Alon—
leading to Silla M'silla — the water conduit.
— Millo. To strengthen Millo a second wall was built inside the
II.

City of David.
Between the two walls Hezekiah made a pool called by Josephus
Amygdalon, " of the stronghold." This inner pool was fed or supplied by
a pool which he made outside the City of David by a conduit, which
entered the city at the west side}
The present pool, called the Upper of Gihon and Ma Milla in Arabic,,
is connected by a conduit with the pool between the two walls, and, in
fact, is its source of

supply.

This water conduit is shown on the Ordnance Survey Maj). Ma
Milla is supposed by some to derive its name from an early Christian
The
saint of the name of Mamilla, who built a church near the ijlace.
words are, however, so thoroughly local that this is not worth a second
thought. The saint probably built a church near the pool, and took her
name from the locality. Ma Milla should, I think, be correctly translated
a into
transposition of "
as the
"

<)

"

"Water of or for
common one.

Milla," or Millo, the

"

being a

That the stronghold (" house of the mighty "), the sepulchres of David
and some of his successors, aud the pool that was made (Hezekiah's), were
contiguous, is clearly shown in Nchemiah ch. iii, v. IG.
The walls of Jerusalem were rebuilt in Nehemiali's time in sections or
apportioned parts, one following the otlier ("after him builded," "from,"
" to "), and the pari that Neheniiah, the son of Azbuk, undertook to build, and
did build, enclosed the stronghold (house of the mighty men), tlie pool that.,
'

was made, and

tlic

sepidchres of David.
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OF DAVID.

CITY

This outer pool, then, was made to supply the one made by Hezekiah
The latter being situate in Millo, the appellation given
to the former Avould be quite natural.
Birket Ma Milla. i.e., the pool of
the water for Millo.
There should, therefore, be no difficulty in
recognising the present Birket Hamani al Batrak as occupying part of
inside the walls.

Millo.
It was near this conduit connecting the two pools, that the Assyrian
Eabshakeh stood and talked to the men on the wall, near the Fuller's

Field.

Taking these facts into consideration, there seems to me little room
doubt that the City of David, viz., Zion, including Millo, occupied

left for

the north-west portion of the City of Jerusalem.

The

first wall,

I believe, started at al Jahid, then

the scarped side opposite the so-called

Tower

on to the end of

of David, or Hippicus, near

the present Jaffa Gate, and then in a straight line down the 'Alon to the
south-east corner of the Muristan, and then onwards in a straicht line to
the present

Damascus Gate, and then round,

present north wall to

along, or just outside the

al JalCid.

Recent excavations show the remains of such a wall, near al JaKid,
marked C on jilan illustrating recent discoveries, near the top of 'Alon,
marked B on plan, in the Khan el Zeit below the Church of the
Sepulchre and the Coptic Convent, marked F, and outside the present
north wall above the Damascus Gate, marked D.
The second wall to strengthen Millo was inside the first wall, see
Conder's

Map

July, 1893,

of

Ancient Jerusalem

;

also Schick's {Quarterly Statement,

p. 191).

The tombs of David and Solomon, as well as of the Kings of
Judah buried with them, would necessarily be within the first wall
enclosing the City of David.
The ancient Jewish tombs now enclosed
within the present Church of the Se]nilclire (and within the first wall as
indicated) off"er in every way the required features
and little, if any,
room can be left for doubt that they are the veiy sepulchres of David,
and some of his fuccessors. This view is, I am gratified to find, held by
Major Conder.
The theory, then, as to the tomb of Christ being within the present
;

Chui cli of the Sepulchre, becomes untenable.*

^

See Plan of Jerusalem to illustrate recent discoveries, published by the

Palestine Exploration Fiind.

I
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THE JULIAN INSCRIPTION IN THE METROPOLITAN

MUSEUM OF
By

At

ART,

NEW

YORK.

Wright, Ph.D.

the Eev. Professor T. F.

the meeting of the American Oriental Society, lield

March 29-31,

1894, Professor Isaac H. Hall, Curator of the Metropolitan Museum, gave
an account of a small bronze object which lie likened to the head-end of a

tenpenuy cut

Upon

nail.

equestrian soldier.
passes through

it.

the larger end

The length

An

of the object

is
is

a figure resembling an
3 "7 centimeters.
hole

having one line each, and the other two having two
Hall read thus
1.

AriOC

2.

lOYAIANU)

of the sides

Professor

lines each.

AOVAOYC

TtO

h.

OVTU)<t>OPOHTI

h.

two

KYPIOC

3a.

4a.

A

inscription covers the four sides,

OKATOIKU)N€NBOH0IA
TCO YH'iCTtO BOH0I

Professor Hall put this into modern type and sepai-ated the words
thus
Ayios Kvpios
IvXidua tw 8ov\ou
6 KaroiKSiv
irov raJ (fioporjri
:

—

\

\

|

\

He

spoke of the difficulty in the word
<})opo7]Ti, suggesting tliat it probably means " supporter " or " f urtherer,"
and saying that he took ra vylriaTco as a dative of manner or degree.
A possible translation was this " Holy Lord, who dwellest in help,
help most loftily Julianus the supporter of thy servant."
In closing his note Dr. Hall said, " For what ]iurpose the object was
made or used, or what more nearly was the purport of the inscription, I
cannot determine."
UjDon reading this note in the proceedings of the Society, I noticed
with much interest that the inscription apparently contained a quotation
from the Ninety-first Psalm, which begins in the Greek, 'O kutoikcov iv
^orjdfia rod v^'icttov.
Psalm 90-1 in LXX, our 91st.
I knew that a tomb near the Damascus gate of Jerusalem bears the
ev3oT}dLa

I

TO) v\jri(TTa ^orjdt.

:

inscription

O KATOIKS eN BO TOY YY
which must be read as acjuotation of that verse. See Qiiartcrli/ Statement,
Palestine Fun<l, 1890, pp. 1")8 and 306.
And see the inscription, No. 2G~2,
of Waddington.
This seemed to give a clue to a part of the inscri])tion.
Tbe inaccuracy of all sucli iuscrijjtions is remarked upon by every
writer as due to the fact that Hebrews used a language, in writing which
they had little facility.
As to the difficult word (f)opor]Ti, T believe that it ma)'' be regarded as in
the same construction as the linal (ioi]6i. That word we must, of course.
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JULIAN INSCRIPTION.
by

reiuler

" help," imperative. This

No

tions.

doubt

it is

is

the

commonest word

in

such inscrip-

a reference to a phrase found in Psalms Ixxix,

9,

Waddingtou's collection of
In
and elsewhere.
Syrian inscriptions 1 have noted in forms of petition ^orjdrjTco, fiot)6(i,

cix,

26,

cxix,

86,

ISoridav, ^ofiBuiv, (^orjdos, 8(i>i]6i, 8or]6r)aoi, fio-qOoi, epor'jdrjaev, ^ode'aas, ^orjBrjarj,
IBofidatu, (3u)Tjd, ldoT]6a>,

Why
is

and

so

on

in

many

other places.

word in translating Psalm xci, 1,
and thus the word occurs twice here without

the Seventy introduced this

not plain, but they did

so,

design.

The simplest rendering
(f)op€a>

in 2 Aor. imi).,

Julian, thy servant

;

of the

="be

whole

favourable"

:

make

to

is

cpoporjTi eciuivalent to

— " Holy Lord, be favourable to

tliou that dwellest in the secret place of

the

Most

High, give him aid."'
If we modify the translation in order to make use of tw in 36, we
" Holy Lord, to Julian who
must follow Dr. Hall more closely and say
has been favourable to thy servants, give aid thou that dwellest in the
secret place of the Most High."
As to the use of the object it is undoubtedly an amulet, to be worn
upon the neck suspended by a cord through the hole.
People also wear a blue bead suspended from the neck to defend them
from the Evil Eye. Seals were often so hung, and are so worn to-day.
See Kopp's Falceograp/ta Critica on Amulets.
If we seek to go any nearer to this Julian we must think first of the
emperor, commonly called the Apostate. It is a striking fact that Julian
should have so favoured the Jews that they might well pray for him. To
him, upon his ascending the throne and renouncing the Christianity of
his uncle, Constautine, the Jewish religion appealed as a national cidt,
abounding in sacrifices such as he delighted in. When he learned that it
could not be restored unless the temple wei'e rebuilt, he gave orders that
this be done, and in a letter to the nation he expressed pity for their
:

—

;

condemned their opjiressors, praised their constancy, declared
himself their gracious protector, and expressed the hope that, after his
return from the Persian war, he might come to Jerusalem and worship the
misfortunes,

Almighty God. Sec Gibbon, Milman, Neander, Graetz.
This letter was received with delight, and crowds gathered to rebuild
At the same time they persecuted the Christians, called by
the temple.
Julian "the Galileans." Julian was almost worshipped, and could his
request, " Address your fervent prayers for my empire to the Almighty
Creator of the universe," have gone urdreeded
The temple was not rebuilt. The purpose of the Jews was thwarted
by portentous events. Julian never returned from the Persian war. He
reigned less than two years, and died in 363. But for some months at
least he was undoubtedly an object of Jewish prayer. Is this equestrian
soldier the em])eror ?
Is the mark of which Professor Hall speaks as
resembling a lion some legion -emblem of dragon, or wolf, or boar
But " Julian," as may be seen from the inscriptions already collected,
was a common name in Palestine and Syria. On two graves near Beyrout
'I

>.
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Bozrah, over Jordan, a Christian bishop of that
the same jalace there is an inscription to the
honour of a cavalry officer of that name. Another Julian was governor
of Syria under Antoninus Pius, and he miglit be thought of as possibly
our man. There was, however, a commander of cavalry at Palmyra by
Finally, there is a monument near Antioch to a Julian of the
this name.
the name is found. At
name was famous. At

eighth legion.

Had this inscription been found npon a tomb we should be obliged to
exclude all Julians but the one resident near that place. As it is the case
of an amulet, and as the cost of it would put it out of the reach of
common people, I am inclined to think that we are in possession of a
relic of the time of the Emperor Julian and of the temporary enthusiasm
which was roused among the Jews over the promised

restt>ration of their

temple.

Cambrtdoe, Mass., U.S.A.

THE MOSAIC WITH ARMENIAN" INSCRIPTION PROM
NEAR THE DAMASCUS GATE, JERUSALEM.
By A.

S.

Murray,

Esq.,

LL.D.

The

mosaic recently found at Jerusalem and published in the Qitcrterly
(1894, pp. 258-259), does not seem to me Byzantine, as
In the drawing of the birds I
I>r. Bliss is inclined to sui)j)Ose (p. 261).
do not find vhe degradation of forms so charactei'istic of Byzantine art.
On the contrary, there is much that reminds me of a late classical spirit,
such as we expect in the period between Constantine and Justinian
(a.d. 321
The general design of a great plant or tree growing out
56U).
of a vase recalls a mosaic from Carthage now in the British Museum,
which can hardly be later than the early ])art of the Gth century, while
again, the birds enclosed among the branches remind one in a measure
of the early Christian sarcophagi. The domed building within one of
^Statement

—

the spaces suggests the Church of the Holy Se])ulchre, and is not unlike
the rejn-esentation of it given on coins of a king of Jerusalem in the
1

2th century, though

mosaic.

It

is

its

outline

is

far

more

classic

and refined on the

true that the habit of enclosing animal forms within circles

formed by foliage was very frequent in Byzantine work, but equally
it had been there derived from late classic times when drawing was far
purer, and more like that of the new mosaic. The difiiculty at present
is to reconcile tliis view of an early date with the Armenian inscription,
which forms apparently an original part of the mosaic.

With reference to this ditficuky, a distinguished Armenian scholar,
the Rev. S. Baronian, of Manchester, has, in a very courteous letter to
myself, discussed the various possibilities.
He points out that the

MOSAIC WITH ARMENIAN INSCRIPTION.
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Armenian ali)liabet was invented early in the 5tli century (about 406 A.D.).
and that paUeograpliically tlie present inscription would, from the
simplicity and grace of the characters, suggest a comparatively early
stage in the history of that alphabet.

Next, referring to another mosaic,
with fragmentary Armenian inscriptions, found at Jerusalem in 1871,
and also decorated with figures of birds and grapes, Mr. Baronian
observes that in this instance the inscription indicates the tomb of
Schouschanic, mother of Artavan. He proceeds " Schouschanic (which
means a little lily ') was a name used and known in our history during
the 5th century. More important, however, is the name of Artavan.
In general, the manner of designating a person in such inscriptions was
to add the names of the parents
here the opposite method of adding the
name of the son shows that the latter must have been a well known per.sonage in the East, and that, in fact, it must have been he who had erected
the tomb. From these considerations I venture to accept as very
probable the opinion of the Bp. Astouadzatour Ter-yohannesiantz, who,
in his Chronological History of Jerusalem,' more especially that of the
Armenian convent of St. .James in that city (Ed. '.Jerusalem,' 1890,
2 vols., in Armenian), says that this Artavan was the Artabanes of
Procopius ('Vand.,'iv, 28), and Jornandes ('Success.' 149, 3), the slayer
of Gouthar in Africa (a.d. 546), foi- which act he received from Justinian
the governorship of Africa, where he officiated for some time. This
Artabanes is described by Procopius ('Persian Wars,' ii, 3) as an
:

'

;

'

Armenian, and a son of John the Arsacide." So that the ago of Justinian
would suit the inscription, and as that age was famous for its mosaic
work, as Mr. Baronian remarks, we might be prepared to accept that
date for the mosaic.

Should, however, the style of the mosaic point to an earlier period,
Mr. Baronian suggests that this view might find some support in the
name of " Esvaghan," which occurs on another Jerusalem mosaic
discovered some years ago, if Bp. Astouadzatour is right in claiming this
" Esvaghan " as identical with the king of that uame mentioned among
others by the historian Moses of Chorene (" Hist.," iii, 54), where he
states that Mesrob, the inventor of the Armenian characters, had gone
on a visit to that king at his request, and had invented a special alphabet
for the nation.
That would go to show that the Armenian inscriptions
on the Jerusalem mosaics may very well be nearly contemporary with
the first introduction of the alphabet. Mr. Baronian quite allows that
there are certain difficulties with this name of Esvaghan as it occurs in
the mosaic. But these difficulties, I gather from his letter, would be
surmounted if we could positively, on the strength of the workmanship,
assign the mosaics, as I

am

at present inclined to do, to about the time

of Justinian, or a little l)efore that.

The word
Mr. Baronian,

for
is

:

word
" For

translation

of

the inscription as given

memory and salvation— of

whose names knows Lord."

all

by

the Armenians

—
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FROM NEAR TRIPOLI FOR-

rjREEK INSCRIPTION

WARDED BY

DR. HARRIS.

With Explanation by A.
€Tovs

S.

Murray, LL.D.

rj^v' firivos 'Att'K'Xciiov

Kovpas

C<

K(u ^AvTL-yova Ovydrrjp

>)

iyevvl]CT}
Arjfxr]-

TpLov rov K(u EvTi\ov rapeixoTTuAov
p.r]Tpiis

TTji

^Ayd6r] ^cdKpdrovs'

yovdi dvfOriKav
eTTj 6'

^ijaaaav

Tov

^p.v

TQV

.

.

ol T^^v-

pv7]prjs X"P'-^

pernXKa^aa-av 8u\
.

'ATreXXt/iov

e

6avnT0 ...

month Apelbeos 27th day, was born Kouras,
Antigona, daughtei- of Deraetrios, called also Eutichog, a
dealer in salt fish, and of her mother Agathe, daughter of Socrates. Her
parents have erected this to her memory, she having lived 9 years, and
."
liaving died in the year 447 (the month) Apellreos 5th day
The year 438 of the Syrian or Saleucid era, which began in 312 b.c,
" In the year 438, the

called

also

.

.

.

The girl whose epitaph this is,
The last line of the inscription had
referred to her death, possibly in some way expressive of the grief it had
caused, but only a few letters remain. The name Eutichos, or Eutiches,
would be about 126

a.d. in

our reckoning.

lived, the inscription says, nine years.

a late form of Eutychos, or Eutyches. Instead of the accusative in
grammatical construction reiiuired the dative, but sucli slips
were quite common in those days as was also the fonuula with which
koX or tov kui, which I have translated
a second name was introduced
" called also." In some instances we find the full formula 6 KoKovpevoi.

is

line 0, the

;

17

ST.

By

CUTHBERT'S CROSS.
Eev. J. T. Fowler, F.S.A.

in Durham we do not know the cross with a round in the centi'e
represented as " St. Cuthbert's " in the Quarterly Hlatmient for January,

Hkrk
18f»5.

By
1.

the above term

A

we understand two

ditierent tilings

close representation of the pectoral cross
St.

Cuthbert

in 1827.

:

found on the body of

GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM NEAR

TRIPOLI.

lj!9

o

<
A
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O
o

LATIX INSCRIPTION IN THE
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2.

A

WALL OF NEBY BAUD.

ci'oss formee quadrate, that is, with the four arms somewhat
expanded from the centre to the ends, and with a square in the
centre, as in the arms granted to the University of Durham at
the time of its foundation. This cross is derived from one on
the ancient seal of the Prior and Convent, which is not niucli

nnlike the actual pectoral cross in general form.

Bishop Hatfield's Hall,

Durham.

LATIN INSCRIPTION IN THE WALL OF NEBY DAUD,
JERUSALEM.
{•Januanj " Quarterh/ Statement,'' p.

-25.)

(j)OVI O(PTUMO) m(aXI\Io) SARAPIDI

pro salute et victoria
imp(eratoris) nervae trajini caesaris
oPTUMi aug(usti) germanici dacici
PARTHICI ET POPULI ROMANI
VEXILL(aRIUS) LEG. Ill CYr(eNAICAE) FECIT.

To Jupiter

Sarapis, Best

of the Emjjeror Trajan

and

and Greatest,
of the

the Third Legion (Cyrenaica) has

for the safety

Roman

made

and the victory

people, a standard bearer of

this.

A.

S.

M.

—
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GREEK AND OTHER INSCRIPTIONS COLLECTED
THE HAURAN.
By

the Eev.

IN

W. Ewixg.

Edited by A. G. AVright, Esq., of Aberdeen, and A. Souter, Esq., M.A.,
of Cuius College, Cambridge.

{Continued from p-

No.

Over door

49.

fiO.)

of Cliurch, in process of building, 1892

(Wadd., 2513).

Khabab.

MaX^^u'

iccti

'^lOfHo

Kin 'AcpKlUW THKUOt^'

eKTijaev to

OijTrui-

;

jitvij/n?-

^ci'c.

oj)ii^,

01'.

(uihi'o^'

/>ou fiv^iot'

Ttirre tcfuiicu-

ro^ov

a\_VT'\oi

This copy appears to be better than Waddington's.
The difterences in reading are: line 1 Vupiioi-\
line 2—'2i8po}
line 7

vv-)(i.ov

I

Wadd.

J

" Hairmos, the son of Sithros, with

Malchus and Sithros and Hadrian,
seest, stranger
why art thou
They fashioned a secret abode for a happy eternity."
astonished
Kliabab is identified by Waddiugton (No. 2512) as the ancient 'A/St^a

his

children,

built

the

tomb.

Thou

;

'I

Uf. No. 56).
The inscription entls with

No.

50.

Over door

in native liouse

oiKo£iOM.HceTcoet<M

6KTWU /Aitoiv^
" Maleichathos,
exjiense."

tlie

two liexameter

lines.

(Wadd., 2515).

Khabab.

oikofojiiijac Tiv 0ei?'
tA."

TWi' iCllOl'

son of Chaamos, built (this) for the god at his

own

—
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

51.

In court of Sheikh's house.

Khabab.

On

capital

Zrtc^[o9j Td<To[y eTT^oijffev

Below

:

(1) AniXof 'AvuifKov

Te^^i^/y-j^?

(2) fnnjffOrj

" Zaedos, the son of Tasos,
of

made

this to the

god Adad

;

Aielos the son

Annelus was the craftsman.
May he be remembered."

No.

52.

Khabab.

In wall uf cellar (Wadd., 2514).

V n AT AC
I

\ 7raT<«9
^l(>IC\)ITI<ll>Ut>

M(i^tf.U(ii>oi'

AVFoVpoCA|y lAOVBoV
TO TO VXloNC^ lA-l'CCN £

.Aiy^.

TO

TO

TO

'^

/y

/lYU

^p/3(affTa>i')

Oi'/jov 'Aovi'coii fiot'(\cuTij^)

To<'_i^(e)roi'

L7roi'lj(T<

t^

eiCi'tvi/

I'

303 A.n., making it probable that Khabab was in Syria
That it was always in the province is seen from this date
and those of 56 and 59. See Pt. II.
Tvxftov is a temple of the goddess Tvxt) (Fortune), who was held in

The date

is

after 295 a.d.

high honoui' in the jnovince.

133

GKEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

5:3.

Over window

in house,

brought

Khabab.

front Zehirel;.

r~

C

3

<*

ATf/Tcl^cr] A-ei''[aJ era

No.

54.

In

brought from Keratah.

street,

L^ji

4-LK\..\.jxJ

The second and
((/.

No. 81)

No.

55.

;

third

words

Khabab.

b^^

S2eni to be read

JUr

,.'

'"Ibn Taliui

the last word seems to contain the element cd!(^) "God."

Over door

of house.

Khabab.

crAYTo\
6NT0JU.

[^(-'/I'T/irJt/'

f(i')jfn:7oi'

TO

"

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

(= Wadd.,

Brouirht from Zebtreh

56.

Khabab.

2512).

Vn€PCUJTHPIAtKAia)W
OYAlAMoNACToVKYPloVAYTO
KpATOpoC/w^ceOYHPoYA N T
NIN/oYMICa'p^BPTTANI KO YT
>\TYX€AOI>^oAejUHCANAPIC

^0

HldOIKAMA^^'JPHWofolATAOt
K|oyABIE.t8Nttiy^t^iABACCt?C vng-' A

oc

r(a/[(oi'a^

toc Kvpiov Aino"Eeoulj/jou 'Arric-

KpaTO/wi M{d)/i(i<:ov)

B/inai'ikoi' t-

K«<0"rt/30S

I't'i'ov

n Tt'Xfc" oiKoco/iiijaai^

nvol kot
hi'oi'

'In;Y0'/"/'''"

TO

The date of this inscription
The stone reads PAABINOY

From

r'

is

^A/)t(T"''

''""^

kdi Baffffos-.

'A/3il3ijuu.'i'

'^eoui'ifior

jt

vr;/

^'^"'~
i'7r[«Tj/i'/v
jS

[BJf/A/:?n'0('

213 a.d. (see No.

in tlie last line

name

this inscription the ancient

52).

by mistake.

Khabab

of

is

found,

viz.,

and ^lax<piprivoi as two Arab
tribes, who were vassals of the inhabitants of Khabab.
" For the safety and everlasting ])reservation of the Lord tlie Emperor
Marcus Severus Antoninus Ci^sar Britannicus the Arisenoi, and
lachphirenoi, the dependents of the Abibenes and Bassos built the
temjjles of Tuche in the consulshiji of Severus for the fourth time, and

'A^t/Sa.

Waddington regards the

^Apia-rjuoi

Balbinus for the second time."

No.

57.

In an arch

in Priest's

house

;

from Zeblreli.

Khabai?.

JLloNT^oY
C-n£?YA \C

lAeANATO.

r

•ifcTtoNtAPej^

IPAONONT*^

On'\l>fTt

libi'

oi'Toii(?) <'7r(G)< oiiCtv

(To/jO

....

i>(toi'

.

.

u0du(no9

dinoii'

k-ii\ijv

ANACcpoi^ ^

r:
,

F

HC HC
H

H',l£

The

inscription

is

very incomplete.

GEEKK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

Over door

58.
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Khabab.

in house.

Ka

Ma^ijiio^-

TLaiu/xov

/\oUnihloCKoACK
For the omission of the
No.

59.

On south end

of olKo86fioi,

new Church from

.

The date
No.

GO.

is

KACAPoC

ton

Wadd,, 2397.

Khabab.

Ko-

9

fiocov

Ko(/)(T3£/J09

fl

-"ti

ir

cf.

Zebeir.

6T0y9

'

(if

j c"*

lirst syllable

of

I

i\_7n'^i.ie\\~\ci'a

l

See No. 52.

181 a.d.

In wall of Jami' (•.^l^^).

SuR.

jrAeHTVXH
HoKoflof*. AToro/ K oye n ire

-

AKoHAjAroPACAlANoYCYMftKOY
K:ATlC*iNr4MAo^JVinPlClCoY4'l

AOK A AoJ Yf^AI Xopt oY/^ A r N oY
Moj KHTf»NTHCHHTPoK(UH A C
trOYC A|A KO C CI ACTtJYf Ko CT»V
'

I

I]

o\i)Kocofia Tou oI'kov e7rne\(ejer6ij

Aiavov

fia 'A^fopu^
/l-o[JJ

'IffoLi/J

cfvvc(^i)Kov

'AvVlfKoV Kul

Tlf)l'(TKOl>

^l>t\oKa\ou Kai Zopeov M.u'jvov
BtOlKrjTWV 7tJ9
t-0l»9

TTpWTOV

From

fltJTpOKlV/ilta'i

eiKOfTTOr

?)UlK0(T(Tiaa70U
T/y?

fcV«/JT^6<a9

the dates in Nos. 61 and 65,

of Syria until the year 295 a.d.

it is

From

seen that SCir was in the province

which dates in the
221st year of the province (i.e., Arabia), 326 a.d., and from No. 66, which
dates in the same way, it is clear that Sl\r must have been included in the
<listrict of Syria,

this inscription,

which was annexed to the province

of

Arabia about the

year 295 a.d.

For

(TvvdiKOi; see

"With good

Wadd., 1176, and

fortune

I

for

The building

see Wadd., 2414.
was completed by the

yLT^TpoKcafxia,

of the house

Syndic Agores son of Aianos, and Isos the son of Annelos, and Priscus
the son of Philokalos, and Zoreos the son of Magnus, goveiiiors of the
village district in the 221st year of the province."

Ought we

to read Aiayopas iu line 3

I

1

GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

61.

In Kasr esh Shemuli.

SuR.

fv"

€T6VC/f<^AVPHMoYANToNlN
OVC(B-«AvRpNTo|fo»NoHo| koao
A^ ACA /V MeTATtcWepHC KeNfNTH/
Koecy mAaAeiM»oV£«t>€cTty TO?

NriOvXTi^P^j^TjANOVAWCOVKA
t(jNi«v<q6WflW(0VMAiiMt>vicAl

A

CAAMoV/^lgoy

tVof?

le

M.

^cji{ji(noT')

jneja

Avfi)j\i'ov 'Ai'rovivov

^avpwi' to koivov olkocofiaffui'

Twv Gpi^aKevovTwi'

Otic Ma\ci-\(^aOoi) eipea-nvTici'

r(rt/oy) ^\ov\i\oi>) (y^rpevTtai'ov
/ifl[il

MaXe^p^^a^^oy M«(''o/jo?

"^e/iiTrpivi'ioii

\\cpi(ti'oo

Aoaov

*:«<

^.u^ijuov

tent

WaXiifiov 'A/Bei'^ov

The date is 161 a.d. (see No. 60). This inscni:)tiou gives us the
name of Sllr, viz., Saura. Maleichathus is a very common name
the district, but Waddington has no example of an inscriiition to a god

ancient
in

Maleicathou (for the termination cf. Avfiov). See, however, his No. 2367.
Should we understand Avaov as gen. of Avarjs = 'irjaovs ? For this

form see Forc.-De-Vit's Onomasticon.
''
In the 15th year of M. Aurelius Antoninus Augustus, the community
along with the worshi^jpers of the god Maleichathou, built (the
Saura,
of
The overseers of the woik were C. Julius Terentianus Ausus
teni])le ?).

and

Maleichathus Maior and

Sempronius

Hadriauus

Aslanius Abeibus."

No

62.

In street.

SuR.

o ^'/§^^^^>TFrs;I«]

\
Iove[i]

Hammo[ni] M. Aur. Theodor[us] a

quaest(i)onar(i)is leg(ionis) III Cyr(enaciae)

Maximus and

—

GREEK INSCEIPTIONS.
No.

In threshing

63.

floor.
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Sqr.

.

.

aee

.

.

.

-rtj/l

lOjTTU-

-I'TWI'

No.

In cellar of house.

6'4.

Sup.

NoMENoCE"rHAE^Ii.tmC^kE'TE<^AN^C AJfliT
N BA L\AE A'ivn^YToNTtM YTHCAt f NE K |^ ;^^

^

To^Tu;WAE.^u;M/>^tAA•lP£A^'t/\«^loPAYlOY
KAlET|olliC4MENAY''oy^MHMHNENnpori^fN^liL

Left side

:-

\^Z^WU Kul

(fijiOVWt/

Eight side
\(t?j)€

Centre

TTcipocna

:

Ma/j/c6X\o9 SrtXou

A.vp{!]\io<i)
>'l{^e)v6iLievo^

\

tTij

iirl

^evif}

7rf)a'''jiiiaTevTij(^<s)

kg

e^eC^dui^^ ria

rov /SacriXea TaixapavTov TeAei^T/ytro?
TO
Knl

7niL'f.in

e'yw

Mff/3A:e/\Xoj]>^

cTronjfTfiftcu

ninoii

(^i'j)ve[ ^flica

6j^a'ceX0o9 avroD

inn'i/iDji'

t{jii)'7rpoff6ei'

T[/y]s av\tJ9

?}/([a']//

Zav Kul (ppovuv, which is here entirely inapplicable, seems to be used
without any idea of the meaning.
enoii'iCraiiev may possibly be for eVoiT/o-a/xjjj/, e^fcfydvrjs is for e^alcpvr]^.
" Living, and in his right mind."
" Hail, passer-by."

" Aurelius Marcellus, son of Salos, after being a steward for
30 years

abroad, died suddenly by the doing of (or ''for")
Marcellus, his cousin, brought

tomb

before our courtyard."

home

the body, and

King Gamarautos.
we (or "I") made

I,

his

GKEEK INSCHIPTIOKS.
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No.

65.

Over door

Sur.

in house.

r
HP6j;&AYMOYCTPATonE:aAP^HCANTIinnEU)N
KoAUJNE/TONKAi^TfJ^TJaiTtONKAICTRftTHrHCAC^
RAClAElrfErAAtWirPfnnAKYPl{iArPinnAtYiO[tnolHC£N-LK

^HptvSa \^A]i'fiov cTTpaTOTrecapxijf^ai'Ti
K.o\tvi'eniv}'

BaaiKe7

Kal (rrpcntwrivi'

jLie^/dXic

'X^ipiTrira

kcii

Kvpt'ui

iTTTrewi'

cnparij'yijaa^

'^ypiTnra? vio^

eTToi'tjaeu

(eVe/)

k'

The date

is 69 a.d. (see No. 60).
(The troops here described as Coloneitae may have been from Ptolemais.

W.

R. Paton.)

No.

66.

->-

Over door

in Eastern

Mosque.

Ar»oC AiOMTli)Y

SuR.

^P/<J<t>EniTHClBlWA>

iTAUTHZTHaVAP
•V'(AlBoCeYToA>« lOY

^4-yiprH^iAceAPAxe

"A'yio^ A<o'i'T<o[_9]
(3oi'jO(^c)l

TVj.ijio'i

IJIilWV

KU'/il)f

^jJ-roXjiiiov

(c)7/ja'0(»/)

X'pi 'HX/«s

€Trl

T)j^

tji'

h-c

Ba/j«^t'[[<t)v.

6 in line 5 is doubtful, but the year 564 a.d. corresponds to the 12th
year of an indiction (see No. 60).
" Saint Liontius helj) our village."
"The tomb of Eutolmios."

"Written

in the 12th indiction in the 459th year of the province

the hand of Elias, son of Barach."

by

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

In wall of old Mosque

67.

(= Wadd.,

139
Lubbein.

2457).

noKYNoarrPArNAc

AIAI.I

B£PWIKIANoCVA\A/

BCPNIKIA Nf

Hf&PoCHPolSoV

VPoKAi O

M OC-

/\PZ\oCoN|T/AAICN

TO

Vpaiva'i

KVi'oi'

Ma^tjuo9

.

.

.

.

Be^j^fAr/aj/fosJ
-a-x^ov

'Ea/iieov

'Ei(re(^ov)

"Afiepo9 'A

N<^/30S 'HfJoSoV

.

n/9oVXo|^sJ

.

.

.

ApSo9 OvnaXi'ou
This

No.

is

a

of the citizens of the

list

Arch

6^.

of old house

(

town

of

Agraena

Wadd., 2457a;

(Djrein).

Lubbein.

TO KOLVOV

KWfJLll'i

K'^paivri'i

6noiHc£Ne.

eTToirjaev
eTTifieXia

rTnovr,A4)AA
,'

<Pi\i-

-TTTTov Ta(/)d\o(v)

MiTiBtPMovA

Kai Tifiepi'ov

.

,

.

Waddington's conjecture li^epiov 'Ay[pi7r]7ra seems from the " ductus
litterarum " to be wrong, but it is impossible to tell what the words are.
" The community of the village of Agraena made (this).
was superintended by Philippus Gaphalus and Tiberius."

No.

69.

Over old doorway (= Wadd.,

6TbVC
A Af

('••'.''*

:\^

1

N

The work

Lubbein.

2456).

B'CVPIoj/ KA\CI\PD(
•'

i V TO K VN

N

/J

rPA

I

fyj

H c 6 faj~

;

I

KAIA80VN0V
CTofv

tji

Kvpiou K.ataapo'i

AXe^^^jdvcyjoju TO Kvvov
-Tfaev

dew

Al'/juov

€1(^0.")

'A'-'/pai'i^r]^

iiro-

FIXaTwi/os

Kin 'A/iovi'ov

The date

is 233 a.d.
This inscription and No. 70 show that Lubbein
formed part of the province of Syria till 295 a.d. at least. It was
probably incorporated in Arabia after that date.

k2
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No.

70.

TQ

(= Wadd.,

Over old doorway.

|c|

Lubbein.

2455).

3|NoNiArP/\lNHCe no|IH(C NetOAv^>AvAtAAVPj^

i^

tT009 ta

iePO-TfAM€C0N

K-vpi'ov

TO Koivov

[M. a ("'/>.]

— e/ij

'A[j'7a'j/6/j/ov

cTToujaev 6{e)w At'fiav cia Avp.

W^/pai')')j^

nXaTWuo's jSapliupov

ical

'Aj^ovvov ^aipavo{i))

lepOTafiewv

The first line is restored after Wetzstein's
The date is 157 a.d. See No. 69.

copy.

AvpLov is the usual form.

No. 71. On the side of an old sarcophagus which at some time has
been used as a lintel. Lubbein.

Z<4lNTAK£eANoNTAE

T*'/v»A

-^-i^^ T

——
t/il

rioi'

Iri'ioi'

Kof/noVot'
i^^ivvTU

"

At

his

own

72.

In

Oavovra

son,

Kcti

C7npe\ta

ov

erei/na

private expense (this)

Comodus, the elder
No.

/it

re

7rpoi'o\_i'ja

7rpo'~icv(i<ntpov vlou

was designed and carried out by
alive and dead."

who honoured him both

i^rivate house.

Jerain.

'

EiKTW-

pos 'Ao\_
ov TcKJ)tiXov

Jerain seems to be Agraena.

-*

See No. G7

.

-

GREEK INSCEIPTIONS.
No.

Tu

73.

(

'ourtvavd.

aJ:''''"' l^

141

Jekain.

|;''

STAMtl

....

00

TOWS'

'/«!'

rrt0r/\os' 'Aiicjjov €7ro)j(r€i' T[)yJ 'At«/>7)/t^9

n"££-vr

I!

Lines

iS^o.

and

1

74

2

may

(= Wadd.,

l?e

Ai/Jrwii)?

2457).

[f ]tous-

Damet

el 'Aliak.

TTc^^T^co^
H£!CrHNo|KoZ\«>/{riN

f

7' ri^/^rj/cf!/]

j-jd'ijOor

r

ij

(

'/''

I

i

I

'J

/.))

«v
'b^

o

To/3ei'i)!KOCo/iU]v,

v/yi/

iciov oth:ocojLi)jaci>'

fioOeaa^

jioijOf'iffij

A;(e)

^TO

oiKodo/niji'
"'^V'''

e[s] to('9

7a/toy[s-

[l''(vr/>(((^/yJ

The

spelling sliows that the dedicator of the stone

of (Jreek
"

own

God

;

is

one,

expense.

marriage."

was almost ignorant

deus 6 jdorjSav.

who

May

heljsed Tobeias in the l»uilding

the helper in the

which he built at his

building help him also in his

Gadrathe appears to be the name

of Tol)eias' wife.

»

GKEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No. 75 (Wadd.,

Damet

:^452).

el 'Aliah.

AVPoYpAUKoYA^H
WNToMfiHHAKAlTH
NAYAHNlcAiroNtNON
rA^AlcoNkAi?^INA€
4>VTHC€NKAlTo»(V/o|C
HCrA'nAPtOUyKeN KA

Avp.

wu TO

OwrtyS/y-

Oi'/jai'<(o)?

Xov ef oiKyejiwv

ttovTi]-

Kill

^iinj/iia

V avXljl' KUl 70}' CI'OV-

ra \aKov kui \_(TJVKWua
<pl<r)JfT£U

Kdl

To7<,-

fieraTrapeSwKev

Waddington takes the top
misplaced, and reads for uvb

Km
line as

being the

the hopeless

.

.

last

one of the inscription

tveXSe.

The

spelling levb,

found for Ivb (indiction) so that the inscription may be read as
stands without change.
" In the 5th indiction, by the care of Masachne, his wife. Aurelius

however,
it

i

i-

vloi9

is

Ouranius, the son of Ouabelos, at his

own

expense, erected the

monument

and the court, and the cistern in the court, and planted the lig orchard,
and transferred it to his sons, and ..."
"Waddington remarks that this inscription was found on the same wall
There has been a fig orchard in the courtyard and
as the last inscription.
a cistern (Xokos). These are numerous in Damet el 'Aliah, and necessary
owing to its distance from any watercoui'se.
No.

76.

(Wadd., 2453).

Damet el

'Aliah.

O/ttftyJOVj

TO TTp-

oTTvXov aveOrjKev,

'
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

77.

Damet el

Over old doorway.

-aJJ J^J

i>w

'Aliah.

c^cLuUi ^-'^f

^

'<fy^*j5*0^/-.—' i_J-P-^-'—

There

is

no God but

The Mohammedan
lower line

is

Moliammed

Goil.

confession of

cr^- 1\

78.

the AjDOstle of God.

modem

in

faitli

older perhaps.

" In the

No.

is

name

of

^W\

God

Damet el

In wall of house.

*->M.j

the merciful."

'Aliah.

X^inov 7rpc[^al3vTepov

?

ci-

IjTtJKCV

cv QrjaTc\_i'\p^a

KoKw^ cv

a/Lie/ii7nu)<!

VeTTieiKt'a

Kni

VCOKl/Ul'^ft

JU

I'jSl'^^

wu eKTiaef

e-

Kai

characters.

The

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

Damet el

In wall of house.

79.

'Aliah.

^s'sAn re c /oNJV

"AB^o9 Aai'ov

l3ioic\^w\vTrJ9

hat "Ojuepos- "Ekotov

70V

f/ffflaJ'Te?
ci>

eTTieiKia

onka ai

kctl

KaraaKev-

i'[f/]oi'

cvcokta

Af(\[(t's,

.

ku'i

ajuefXTnwi-

.

CK Twv Icaov eKJt\_aav
fivtj^arof

el

X "[/"''

BLOKoi\vTr]s, an armed iwliceman.
The use of the provincial era shows that Damet
The date is 432 a.d.
It had originally been in Syria.
'Aliah was in Arabia after 295 a.d.
" Addos the son of Danos, the iwlice officer, and Homeros, the son of

Skotos, havino- furnished the temple, well and faultlessly, fairly and
built at their private expense for the sake of a memorial in the

rit^fhtly

.

.

.

327th year

(of the province)."

No. 79a. In wall of house.

Deir Dama..

r7ArPAeoco£AOYA^o\iepevr

:)|K/oAo/:<

'

GREEK
No. 79b. In wall of house.

145

IiNSCKIPTIONS.

]Jkiii

Dama.
'

^JuA\-^T^?oa)^H

.

The

mscrijition

is

very

81.

Over door of

rof'Xov

.

.

.

iii<(iiu))lete.

Harran.

No. 80. In old wall.

No.

.

.

old church

(Wadd., 2464).

Harran.

r

TrAnKiuJAN-WSlN^JATJ'f

|_'

A J (Tcf/)

(^

\o

>-

0(i/\«/>^'(o)'.'

TOO

It'll

Mi'ljaOi'c

'llLUll'I'Ol'

I'

o

r^/pcnlras!

'J

'

T rc V

J

ru N H( ei(orP4+AC +

a^yj

« ,\ c';( o /

tK-iail'

TO

Jtld/l-^

//'f ((/iTMl'/'O'')

(/

I

/>IOI')

ToT'

iTOCV

cf'/'.

.

The date is 5G8 a.d.
The other inscriptions from this j^lace,
Nos. 81, 84, 85, are all after 295 a.d., and date by the provincial era.
Waddington gives one of 209 a.d. dating by the reigning emperor.
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in the province of Syria

Hence Harran must have been

till

295

a.d.,

and

thereafter in the province of Arabia.
" Asarelos, the son of Talemos, the head of the tribe, founded this

memorial of the martyrdom of St. John in the first indiction of the
463rd year of the ])rovince. May he that inscribed it be remembered."
For the Arabic, see Halevy, Melanges, where this inscription is discussed.

No.

82.

Harran.

In side of native divan (Wadd., 2465).

|Ae\01HAT€|KvTU-/

Y17 port/ft

Pol

^^

deNTl

YI<«^TAcTAtXP£^c
YXOH£N«;N<^n.o/»'N

P

T

A/'yito?

oito

avij/J

afytov tocc

cf iriwv

TTovivi'

7r/)o7rdfjoi0ci'

/ni'ijfid

Kill

Trpcfrliinefjo'f

offiwi'

rei/irtT

P

T

cciiintc

Kaf.i(nici>

oihou Qeov

uvtou Kmacnas; ^/jciaTOo douXos:-

Oi'Xttiv OtKoBojUOV.

Waddington's copy gives the letters outside the panel as AQ Tpaivi] voi.
reads in 9-10 Xpia-Tov SoOXo?, avfjv, and gives up the rest us hopeless.
We transcribe according to this reading, and translate " paying the price
But, following metre alone and disregarding engraver's
of 100 drachma-."
errors, and words inserted, like olcp (cj). No. 112), contrary to metre, we

He

:

may

read

Avpos

uvTjp ayios Tu8e p.vripa ibe'ipar

eavTw

TTOVCov i^ Ihloiv Kii^ oaicov KapilTUiV

Qfov npoTTapoi8( irpeiTiivTfpos uvtov KaTacrrds
Xpeiarov 8ov\oavvr]i' evxoptvwv

o'lKov

The lengthening

effect of

accent in

ttoixov

and

irpta^iiTtpos is note-

worthy.

"Aumos, a holy man, built this tomb for himself out of his own
earnings and pious labours, in front of the house of God, the elder of
which he was, discharging the service of Christ, according to a vow.
.

Ulpius was the architect."
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No.

83.

This

No.

Ill

wall.

Harran.

iusci'iptioii is <iuite

84.

On

uudecipherable.

side of street, near

Church (Wadd.,

2463).

Harrax.

TTPoMorOPfnoV/\Y/v\OVK€0 A A P A

N»]BACoYMi/\MfcFCYoYA6HA

«>V

KAlANAMOYHAPKIANby^lol V H
ru^NCYC AeceHroJcoiNON Ti ^
AoXioNHVA/AeroKCC^BTHC €

aj/T^

cv^apKniu^

kui

/ni'ijjii)]',-

7rpovo\ia) Toj}eTrov Al'/iiov kc 'O^apa

'A^i'^dffov

Kcti

'Ajiiepov

Ovctl3)'j\ou

Kai ^Avdfiov MapKcavoti ctoiKyriiw,

The date

is

ereXeaOn to koivov Trar-

397 a.d.

See No. 81.

See No. 85.

In line
stein,

who

3,

Waddington reads

reads as above.

He

OvXTVLavov,

has

bnt thi^ copy contirms Wetz-

ANNHAOY

a*^

first

word

of the

Nos. 84-5 prove that the year 292 of Bostra began 1 Sept.,
397, and therefore year 1 began 22 March, 106 a.d., about which time the
Kubitschek (in Pauly's
hrst governor must have entered on olMce.
Real-Encycl. s.v. Aera) declines to accept this result, and holds to

third

line.

March

22, 125, as the beginning.

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
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No.

85.

Over

built iip doov (Wadd., 2462).

/A

Harran.

NTi n^XKn^jliCfcYXA PI c tMC

_HJ

T1AN/^0)<iON£ToYCC?3THCgo<:n^

KC
/iff/

fti'i'i/idj^-,

Trpui'o/ti

M(/\/_\'[(/]C^('

r/0//i//Ta'/',

TTdl^COX^Ol',

Art

€7c\c'(T0t]

M(xf//(o<»
'A/(e'/jo/»

[

'07c(,'ff
A.-fc

npi(Th:uu

TO C)j^lH^O(riOI'

ITOUV a^li'

T/y9

Bo(7|_tJ/J )/-

The date is 397 a.d. See No. 81.
"In great gratitude and remembrance by the

care of

Maximus Ogezos,

and Maleichathus and Amerus, and Priscus, the managers, tlie public
hostel was completed in the 292nd year of Bostra, in the 10th (and 11th,
No. 84) indiction."

No.

86.

In Sheikh's house.

Harran.

<'/\iAf-^^HT'^rT^-#i

= 87, line

1.

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

Harran.

87. In iuiier court of Sheikh's hou.se.

Btp

UiM U»NKAHUTa/NrA>
^ef^T^vc^ifu>

149

ffOai

«!/

KafiaTwi',

/"yf'e Ji''[|«J

0a/)cr|^?

c

MH H P
:?5.^-'/

e^jlBi'toi'

i

r o V

ra-

eV ra'Cc

Tip

^()/y/^(,|^<a'.

Ov(t\epte ovcl'i «0a'[i'«To]s

ce 719 (lUTnryidffffijj

?

rw^Let

This and No. 115 are examples of tombstones fixing fines for violation.
They appear to be rare in this district. The part to the right is unintelligible.

" Meor (= Maior) built it from his own eai-nings, ordering that no
one bnt himself is to be laid in this tomb. Courage, Valerius, no one is
immortal. If any one acts contrary to this rule he shall give to the
treasury 3 ounces of gold."

No.

88.

Over door.

'Ahry.

I'OV

Offcnv
iiKev

TIus

is

possibly the other half of

Wadd

6cw

Ai'/iio»

-ov

duc\_0_jt]h:ei'

2441, which would then read

GKEEK INSCKIPTIONS.
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'Ahry.

No. 89. In wall.

ETOV'CFA/lPI/l

C

The date
No.

90.

is

Til

See No. 93.

121 a.d.

'Ahry.

wall.

MAPE
A0HI
APEI

This inscriptioii

No.

91.

In wall.

is

.

undecipherable.

'Ahry.

rfV^flANAC?'

HnOAlEPoYTA

CENEHA

92.

In old wall

(

erchu

-V

= Wadd.,

''A/ioo[s

2447).

'Ahry

Alo[atce'A.oy ?

0[t/ios] 'Oacfi-

Of

Tit

i^KT^iaev ta[<ijT)J

l-CENEAnHM

No.

M.oaiepoi'

-ij

^

o|[/A."OCo'J^t/yrrGi'

/n[_i'i']/iuj-

GREEK
No.

93.

Very rouo-h

;

stone,

and hidden in wall

cTOf

-

s-

.

.

.

= Wadd., 2439).

'Ahry.

.

Kai'aapo'} K[/\].

.']dOov 0(y)X(/'ys)

Waddington's restoration 6ea
copy has distinctly

176 A.D. and 192 a.d.

—

—

--

.

7^

avJTOhpdrvpov Kofi6co\^u

'Ai'Twi'ei'i'ov ic^vpi'ov

that 'Ahry

(

vp/oVfrAir/\porKA<'/^6/c/
^^

this

151

INSCllU'TIONS.

P€

From

must have been

in line

this

becomes

3

0€. The

for his

and Nos.

in Syria

Ilpci<T\^h:-

'Offan';/i'(t'[)'

till

6c

A'ery

doubtful, as

date must be between

89, 94, 104, 105, 109, it is seen

295 a.d.

Afterwards

it

w^as-

probably incorporated in Arabia.

No.

94.

In arch of shed

(= Wadd.,

2437).

'Ahry.

CTOVC

MToV
kEAA

E o
NAEBA<9

(/;»

''Etoiis'

eii'ov

'Ai>r\_w]i'-

['/j

'^i^fiyia-Toii

" Avi'rfk\_os'\

KcWgoN(ic/3dO-

fiuvov T[of)J

ov IK yrw^v
\_ai'e0ijii:cji>

ISi'ivf

evae-

{^ei'a9 x^'P'")

The date is 140 a.d. See No. 33. The stone is now broken in two,
and a good deal mutilated, but was perfect when seen by Waddington.
It was recently broken up by masons from Schweir.
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No.

95.

'Ahry.

In old wall.

oHO
I'M M H
f

Ao Y

lis.

I

Small piece

of larger inscripti<jii.

No.

old wall.

96.

^L

Ill

vl_aJ

t

It

is

quite nudecipheiable.

'Ahry.

1

tS.11^

H

^_^_^_,

L^^-

,

<t

House

of

oil Avlidiii

Durais, dimin. of dars (name for the

(oi',

perimps, "

No.

last

1)7.

word

is

young

(

= Wad

1.,

2448).

")

Uiiini

of certain animals), occurs

illegible (to us).

fn old wall

by

(4od have raercy.''

in a proveib.

The

Ijuilt

"Ahry.

r«0dXuu

K,

v

o

GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

98.

Near gateway (='Wadd.,

153

'Ahry.

2445).

oyeTPA^JocAerrm
ATTo o

n T/O IV o C^fe^
/CAlov7l4)/|CAi€AHC/

ovejpavo^
*

»

UTTO

Kai

OiiX(7!-/rt)

v^i

s

This copy gives

The name

\ey(^iu)vo<i^

7' [r«XX(A/y>.'J

/

'

UTTTlOfO^
'l^acraieXij

ov-

eTTo uj era

eirolrja-av,

Waddingtou's

enoirjaev.

of tlie legio III Gallica appears to

have been erased from

this inscription, as in several other instances.

" Ulpius Alexander, a veteran of the legio III Gallica, formerly an
and Ulpia Phasaiele, his wife, erected this."

optio,

—

Optio is explained, Faid. ex Fest., p. 184, thus
" a person whom a
centurion or decurion selects for himself to manage his private affairs, so
:

as to admit of his being able to devote himself to his military duties."
Phaseele, a name in Wadd., 1928.

No.

99.

On

court wall

(=Wadd.,

2440).

'Ahry.

NNoc
yPhNcO

PI

i

yYlaX^iuvptp'o^

Ogenes

name of an ancient divinity, whom the ancient mytholowith Oceanus.
" Hadrianus of Palymyra dedicates
this to Ogenes."'
is

the

gists identified

L
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No. 100. On

bit of old

column.

Z)'jjva'i>
jLiera

'Ahry.

jidaiv

7tji'

twv cpwrapiwv

CK TWV icitvv

"[Zenou] out of his private purse made the base of the statues of
Zeus with the small Eros-figures."

No. 101. In house.

A sculptured

No. 102. In

head,

'Ahry.

much

defaced.

floor of house.

No

inscription.

'Ahry.

Character unknown.

155

GEEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
'Ahry.

floor of house.

No. 103. In

Uncertain.

'Ahrt.

No, 104. Over lower door of Medafeli (=Wad(l., 2438).

"6T0VCY^'eP£tt)THPlACl(^AlNfelK*AYTo(^PA'?*oP0C^fA

AYPHM«VANT-^^j^Vf£g'/»PHeNlAKoVnAPOIK-OVN\ H
7"OVY"nATlKoV6<J)£ST&;rocri!H;/>jwi<fe
Ov/

^

"EtOI'9 [t*!,

T/AAAfr

{'~fcY>

ii

c

M

"'

:
\
f~K/\ "/l^No(•oy£TP/\wot/ltPlTH^Poc

(TWTtjpl'a^

Kdl

l'CtK\_)j'f\

!

aVTOKpuTOpO? M.

AvpriXt'ov 'AvT^^wvei^uou '^eji{ua70u^ 'ApjiieviaKOu TlapOiKOo Mij-

SiKov fier^iatov cVt \^Ao\viciov Kao-c/ot' Ttd \afnrpo7a-

rou i'TTmiKOo, e^earimo'} T. AvpijXtov K.vpiva\tov
[Xeyi^iivvo^W
(ivc^/etpev 7r]v

The

7 TaWiKtj's, T. KX. Ma^/i^o? ovejpavo^ 'Acpnrjvo^,
ttvXijv ck twu lOiivv airo OcjiieXtov jLie^^^pi tg\oi'9

date, given in

Waddington's copy,

No. 105. In court of house.

is

155 a.d.

See No. 93.

'Ahry.

IVoe k-ofAoAu:icit <Yi

'

*'"

KiS
C70V9

The date

is

,

176-192

,

nvToicp/no'jpo'i

a.d.

Ho/uocov fcvpiov

i

See No. 93.
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No. 106. Beside door.

No. 107. In

Built by

floor.

(?)

'Ahry.

'Ahry.

Homeid

No. 108, In arch.

iXSClillTIOXS.

ibu Muslim.

God have mercy ujwn him.

'Aiiry.

ill

Built l»y

Amet

have mercy upon

el-Wuhid, daughter of

her.

Ab

1

cl-Kai'ini.

May God

15>i

(aiEEK IXSCi;ilTl().\S.
No. 109. In raised letters in roof of house.

'Ahry.

ETOyrAKYPlOYAYTOKPATOP

trotis;

KVfUou aVTOKparupo'?

(t

Moaibpou

Tlie date

96 a.d.

is

1

....

Ig~

oiKoro/itijcci'

See No. 93.

x 12" X 12". On side between the
an ox
on the opposite are three ox
heads with liorns. The stone was brought from Kanawat, and in 1890
was in possession of the Sheikh of 'Ahry. Is this the burial pla.ce of
109a. Stone at 'AnHv.

About

16"

lines of inscription is the effigy of

Jephtha

?

^^^

read in Judges

;

corresponds letter for letter with

xii., 7,

"and was buried

in 'Ahry of

^"y,^.

Gilead"

Ought we

to

1

T"

'vxTV

upper
rim.

y^

^IZ.

I~wer

^^>d.3 ^^^^A^V^-^

rim.

'^A
.

.

OS-

\e'/{iLci>o\)

CTTOtrfJffCl'

TO

7'

K<'[/<(/y;'f.'V/v;yS')

jii'\_iif(<.7oi>

Waddington gives an inscription from tliis place of the date 5G3 a.d.,
reckoned by the provincial era, showing that it was incorporated in
Arabia after 295 a.d.
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(= Wadcl,

No. 111. Over door of bouse.

A

«

n

o {^

1/

A H CA^A

/V

Nejran.

2427.)

i

H /s

IoWO/Ko/lo/L<HN676\|tuCAN
npoNv/^ANApoNiKov/»rpi n

TllCTUiNi

Oi «~o

wv

0i;\/y9

^Ictj'nji'-

evlo-

evTVX^i<TOi'-£^

^oj>

oiKOCo/aip' bTcXiwaai'

Trpovva 'Ai'Cpoi'ihou 'A^/i>i~-

fVTV)(L(TOVTes is for evTvx^c<i'''''es.

"Tliey of the tribe of

Manieues, liaving fared prosperously, comthe forethought of Aiidronicus

tlie

pleted a splendid building through

Agrippa and Carus Mosamamos."

No. 112.

(= Wadd.,

Over door in
Nejran.

street,

with musket ball embedded in

it.

24.32).

rONflf NfONOITVMSoT'/A'^NHPWPKToCfehfel
TJPUJNO£APTICnHCYltuNcc4'|A*ro\ Bloc Tt0cvoeHreH0NocE>cr^i''S%i>^iAPi*ocKA/TtAeeNoc
Av^MCTdiporiAPc'ieet NtvA^iNoitt;4nA ^^ co m'
ofI^oT/^NAlc/vt^n'^ ino/-< o/i'ovo a n/i toio

'Vijiwvuv o/)-ic7nis^ dIici'ov, (jiiXvi o\f3i6s: TC,
II

«<>•

TToO' vyycynoVos' jieve(pihtai>ifi'<

hinu

I'Oi'os||

trrXcTO

^OM/^Arl^tt'Jl',

Af'\/((/T/OV,

a'i'-d

lOfXXO
I

ni'Xijv re
oTriro-r'

TrpuTTuiioiOc

av aiaa

ci'd'Ccw

i'\0ij(T(u

o(«'

c/tt'

r/Waw.

ofiouou Ocwi'itoio^
||

ofjyfKt

vcKVv

t'

avcpctraii'

a'li

iCwoimr

ii'ii'n.
||

The

inscription

i.s

metrical, being in hexameter verse.

This seems a more faithful copy than Waddington's.
w/jtCTT-of

His conjecture

in line 1 is confirmed.

" Dalmatius, an excellent man, the eloquent grandson of Tirou beoved and hai>py, -who oice was the beneficiarius of the governor of the

gi;ekk iNSciMriio^'S.

159

province of Phoenicia, built this new tomb for himself, opposite his
l)efore the court, wherein to sleep alone apart from all others,
whenever the fate of death the leveller comes and till his body is among
them that live for aye."

house and

Beneficiarii were such soldiers as, by favour of their commanders,
were exempt from menial offices (such as intrenching, water carrying,
foraging, &c.).
They were often i)romoted by their officers and were
sometimes in attendance on them.

No. 113. Near Sheikh's house.

(= Wadd.,

TANti HAOC C T
ATPHeTCOlHO V

ypiMOAlfc
Pot/00 ?

6Ta'(|/)

'Vafi'ijXo^

Arpij 6Tw(j')

vol

This

is

KC

iij'

Nejran.

^^

f

€r(wi>)

2434.)

I

,

Ke'
.

,

.

Moote'/j^oyJ

'

a more complete copy than Waddingtou's.

No. 114. In

cellar.

QJ

No

I

(= Wadd.,

2428.)

Nejran.

l<C>A(P>tHC/^lv/\/q<\W[IINI-

n/MPl^(J0OE(Jdi'iPAK/\Q\
'Erovi

.

.

K\^ofi6cov 'A»'TwJi'r[]/-

vou
oiKoBofitjaai'
I'OI

i

Maveifn-

TTdTfXKlO 0CIC 'HpaKXcT.

For the name Maveimjvoi, cf. No. 111. Commodus took the
Hercules, and is here worshipped under that name.

name
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Nejran.

No. 115. Tu wall of shed.

S.elMWf40tt<o&o^H
^1/r^- fiHUHOiAPiNreKNuiti

pActrpA«ft«;^Mei<>NTiNAH.e
|

.

.

h'pOU L

f

J
.

A(V\/«';'o('

jin)

M«<

[_r</j(jvj

e^ov Tiva ficTa

6a{\>ii)-T6v

(U'i'fc,

/iTfu

TOV9 xuijaKilipa^

t)i'iji»]f.iei'wi'

Tov

.

Xai'i'i'uv

(n<p)]0i<i

rTp](T(T«[/)]<t'J'

.

OIKUtdftljl^fTCl'

c]|^ clcilCI'

t^jpfiyjrci'

.

.

^^

See No. 87.
"... son of Eudorus (0

•

•

o-o/j[oj']

7i]i'

J.IUV

riaxi-'^Kt

<wfyi rafu'tci

•

Ijnilt

7r{c)i'\^Tiii^oai(i

the tomb at his

ciji'tiiiui

own expense

for

Aulianos and
remembrance, having lost his four children, Lannios
Maior who were mercilessly kille<l in the camp. He cut these letters.
No one is allowed after my death to open the tomb. (If anyone does so)
.

.

.

he shall give 2500 denarii to the treasury."
This sense of (^oo-o-otoi/ (fiom fussa) occurs often in Theoplianes.

No. 116. In wall of Medafeh.

Nejran.

^oY/\^ MoYAnoi

tJuu

''A/Jfiut>

(To he

M(>\_(ii'( /)u<;

coitfiin"; J.^

?

—

A JOURNEY IX THE HAURAX.
By Eev. W. Ewixg.
{Cuiitiaued

from page

67.)

Sheikh had pi-e2)aied a sumptuous repast, according to his light.s,
we were permitted to add from our own store a little rice,
which, carefully cooked, and served up either with boiling samn or with
uiilk aud sugar, was greatly relished by the swarthy men to whom it was
an unusual treat. The sun was gone, and as darkness spread over the
ujjlands the air grew chill.
After supper a great circle was formed round
Tilt'

aud to

the

tliis

The conversation with the

tire.

upon the

^y^J^i turned directly

Being themselves Turkomans, not related by blood to either of
Wuld 'Aly and the Ruwalhj^ their
\ iews may be taken as fairly imjiartial.
In matters of politeness they
were disposed to give the Wuld 'Aly the first place; these also were the
wealthier, and more enlightened, making some slight advance towards the
beginnings of civilisation. They are strict in the performance of religious
duties, but their word is hardly to be relied on, unless they swear the
Arabs.

the great divisions of the 'Anazy, th^

The

ijt'mln.

Riiwallij,

on the other hand, were declared to be

— "like wild beasts," void of
all religious ideas,

but in the matter
necessary to

all

Jl.»i5-«

^^-.\'<

refinement, for the most part innocent of

only one here and another there knowing how to i)ray
an oath they may be absolutely trusted it is not
;

of

;

demand the yemln from them.

In the obedience of children
most exemplary of all. As long as
parent and child live, the authority of the former lasts the honour paid
Ijy the son to his mother is one of the brighter features of the shady life
of the desert.
Of the generosity and hospitality displayed to strangers by
to their parents also they are the

:

both divisions

Our

alike, the

Turkomans spoke

entertainers shared the ordinary

A

in terms of highest praise.

Mohammedan

drawn on the cover

prejudice against

box of vestas
There could be no doubt, so they said, that to make
a representation of a man, or any other created being, was eminently
jiictures of all kinds.

figure

of a

started the subject.

tiagitious

mean

;

the

prophet—

Mohammed— the

„vJ01

en

Nahy,hy whom

the

Moslems always

and surely that was
an attempt to
imitate the work of God inevitable failure resulted in a caricature, which
was an evident mockery of the Most High. If, however, the pictui'e were
mutilated— drawing a knife across the part representing the neck so
that it no longer presented a complete image, but only parts, then it was
permitted to " the faithful to enjoy whatever beauties it might be found

enough for

all

prophet had forliidden

reasonable men.

But

further,

it

it,

was

clearly

;

—

'

to illustrate

!

—
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Wahaby, the gloomy
I sounded them as to their opinion of the
Protestant of Ishlm in distant Yemen. They spoke of his splendid zeal
on behalf of the pure religion ; but even while they sipped the bitter
liquid so grateful to the Arab palate, and whiflFed their cigarettes, that
on which they bestowed the most genuine admiration was his rule
How powerfuU}absolutely prohibiting the use of coffee and tobacco
a serious exhibition of selfasceticism makes ajipeal to such men
!

:

mortification for

sake of the religion,

how

profoundly

it

moves these

sternly nurtured sons of the great wilderness.

Damascus has caused a flutter
The coming of the Circassians
was a small affair compared with what is threatened by the advent of the
iron horse, which is to fill with sounds of life and industry the vast fertile
solitudes, whose shrill scream is to waken the echoes in many a valle}'
where silence has reigned for centuries. Just what the railway is only
a few of them have some dim apprehension luit all have a hazy notion
that it means the final expulsion of the 'Arab from their ancestral wilds

The proposed railway from the

of anxiety in

many of

coast to

the tents of Ishmael.

;

;

either this or they will huve to break with the long tradition of their
2)eople, and in simple self-preservation turn to more settled ways.
Against either alternative the Arab soul rises in I'evolt, and no one need
wonder if in their deliberate judgment the introduction of the railway

spells "i-uin to the country."

The feeling of insecurity on account of the Circassian and Arab feud
was very strong. No one would on any errand go abroad after nightfall,
and just as little during the day as possible. Sheikh Mustapha enjoyed
the coveted honour of being a
council at Kuneiterah.

But

member

for

of the ^uj.!^^

mejlis, or district

months he had not ventured

to attend a

meeting, as that meant riding through the unquiet ])arts, and, like a wise
man, he set a higher value on his life than on the honour of voting for

measures which would be carried out whether he supported them or not.
Our hosts assured us that recently some very fine sculptures had been
unearthed at El Yehudlyeh, by men hunting for treasure, a particularly
Their
beautiful one they took to be a representation of an angel.
sincerity was so far guaranteed by the willingness of some to conduct us
thither but Arab ideas of what may interest Europeans are usually so
wide of the mark that I thought it better to go our own way.
After a liglit breakfast of coffee and milk, we set out, accompanied by
One of them
two mukaries who had arrived late tln^ previous day.
hailed from Judeideh, the prosperous village overlooking Merj 'AyiVn,
where the American missionaries in Sidon have their summer quarters.
The other was from Jehcl ed Dvuze. They had great skins of kitntn or
" tar," which they hawked among the Beduw for the jiurpose of doctoring the camels. Their way lay almost due south, so we had soon to part
company with them but long after Ave had lost sight of them we could
hear tlie song of these hajjjjy-hearted fellows, borne by the morning
breeze far over wady and rocky hill.
;

;

——
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o

halt was made at El
on the top of an isolated
almost entirely surrounded by a tolerably good wall.

Passing several scattered dolmens, our

first

Khviiliniyeh, a series of well-built cattle shelters,

The summit

hill.

Many
It

is

evidences of

ancient state

its

must have been a

position of

lie

among

the s\irrounding ruins.

considerable strength in the days of

antique war.

What seemed
It

is

like the top of

an old gate

pillar lay in

an open square.

18 inches in diameter at the base, and measures 21 inches from

A

fragment of marble column I found near by, 18 inches
Among the great rush of ruins on the
slope to the north-west I found a flat stone, with a deep, narrow, circular
groove cut into the face of it, and a straight escape towards one side.
The circular groove is 14 inches in diameter. The approach to the ruins
At
is up a steep and winding path on the southern slope of the hill.
the base there were reaches of luxuriant verdure, where sheep and cattle
were grazing,, even at this late season.
Soon after leaving El Khushnhieh, we met a troop of Beduw riding
on camels. They got their eyes on the baggage carried by the Ked/s/t,
and most difficult it was to persuade them that we were not hawking
grapes. They looked as if they would have liked to see for themselves,
and, until they were finally convinced, 'Abdullah was in a state of considerable agitation.
To the dry throats from the desert, the grape
presents irresistible attractions, and the rough-and-ready sons of war,
accustomed to take what they want, and ask leave, if at all, afterwards,
are not too nice about the means used to secure it.
Tell el Talco/a, a double-headed hill, with a few spreading trees on
the top, lay to our right. Ascending, we found an extensive grave\'ard
on the summit. It is evidently felt that a stone with an inscription on
it will serve equally well for any grave.
Occasionally we find an ancient
stone grimly frowning over a newly-made grave again, difi'erent j^arts
of the same stone, each part preserving a bit of the original inscription,
are distributed imioartially over several tombs. On many of the stones
base to

ajiex.

in length, 9 inches in diameter.

;

were the a»^., v:usi%m
These

;

five occurred often

e

sing.

w«

,

icasm

— brandmarks

of

the Arabs.

:

liuMnvww*'

Under one

towards the eastern extremity of the
It may once have been covered,
Heaps of bricks are strewn around.
is simply walled-in.
jilough lay inside near the tomb, doubtless having been brought for

summit,
but now

is

the

of the great trees,
u-ely,

or saint's tomb.

A

safety.

Continuing south-eastward we passed A'ythi
of the charcoal burner

el

not as in the map, A^yiHn

FaJihdm,

i.e.,

springs

Fahm,

i.e.,

springs

el
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Here we met an aged Beduwy, who directed us to Tdl
Many of the houses I
El Furj is the ruin covering the tell.
examined were of solid masonry, ,«ome of them tolerably complete, but
desolate no-A-, the abode of owl and bat, and the haunt of night-prowlers

of charcoal

!

Furj.

but not a single inscription, nor even a
rewarded my industry.
We came back to the road in time to meet a long caravan of Arabs,
who were moving steadily westward with all their belongings. Tents
were bestowed on the camels' backs, and on the top of these the women
and children, while the men walked alongside or rode on stately in front.
Mohammed was a little before me when I came up I found that he
had proposed marriage to one of the women, and had been accepted on
They were now shouting arrangements for the coming
the spot

of all kinds.

I searched long,

bit of respectable carvmg,

;

!

/uj.i, marriage, across the ever-increasing

amid a burst

space

and

between them;

of hilarious laughter they parted, never, probably, to

meet

again.

The
el Faras rose to the left of our way.
covered with scattered fragments of the lava belched forth of
old from the fiercely burning, palpitating heart of the hill, now cold
Eeaching the summit by a series of zigzags and windings,
and still.
you find the appearance that of an enormous, but beautifully moulded
cup, with a slight lean to the north-west, the hollow of the crater going
The

o-round

graceful cone of Tell

is

down into the centre of the mountain. Riding round the ruin, we
observed traces of ancient building, and sjieculate that perhaps in ancient
days the deep hollow may have served as a cistern. To the north-west
lies a succession of lower eminences, opening savage, black, rocky jaws

far

in

an eternal grimace against the sky.

contrast, suggesting the thought

:

the

How

beautiful the tell

is

by

but these grim,
of these regions do

tell for loveliness,

How

the wild men
mouths for solid business.
love to bury their dear ones on the top of some hill, where the fresh
It may be some
winds of heaven, unfettered, may visit their graves

cruel

!

reminiscence of the holiness attaching in olden times to these " high
Even here, at this height and distance, we found a number of
places."
tombs, most on the south-eastern rim of the crater. Children, guarding
the goats that grazed around, played among the stones, and warned us
specially against desecrating the ively—& tomb rather larger than the rest,
with a low, drystone wall around it.
The summit commands a view of great extent and interest. Unhappily,
a light haze eastward obscured great part of the Hauran, but the heights
of

the Mountain

of

Bashan

rose

clearly beyond.

To

the west the

the
country lay exposed in panoramic completeness and distinctness
long, jagged edge of the plateau, the deep depression of the Ghur, with
the Sea of Galilee in breadths of flashing blue, the uplands and plains of
Galilee and Samaria, in full extent, from tlie slopes that overlook the
So
Jordan eastward, even to the dark bulk of Carmel by the sea.
beautifully distinct was everything that I was tempted to try a sketch.
;

"
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Winding down the steep descent, we were surprised to see a company
of about a dozen half naked, fierce-looking fellows rushing towards us
with huge clubs in their hands. We rode steadily forward to meet them,
wondering what could have exciled them so. As we np]n-oached they
grew calmer. Inquiring into the matter, they told us, rather breathlessly,
that wliile they were working at their corn they left the goats on the hill
in charge of two boys.
One had come running to tell them that several
horsemen were seen on the heights.
What could horsemen want there ?
Goats, of course. They at once shouldered their clubs and rushed forth
to do battle with the supposed robbers.
They went away perfectly
satisiied as to our honourable intentions as regarded the goats, but why
men should toil up the mountain in the heat of the day for the mere fun
" These Franjies,
of the thing, they could by no means understand.
however, are, no doubt, as Ullali made them," and with this pious reflection
they wiped the i)erspiration from their swarthy faces and stalked quietly

empty waste.
Jokhadar lay down

off across the

Tell

to our right,

with the

Khan

at its foot.

Here passed the ancient road from Gilead and the south towards
Damascus.
Several Arab encampments dotted the landscape.
The
village belongs to

Mecca pilgrimage.

Mohammed Sa'id Pasha,
He owns much land

for

many

years chief of the

in the district,

many

fertile

acres in the Ghor, immediately north of the Sea of Galilee, yielding him
rich returns.
found the brother of the Pasha superintending

We

threshing operations in a comfortable tent pitched on the edge of the
threshing floor. Many were the signs of industry here, asses, horses, and
oxen in pairs, being driven round and round on the shining gold of the
wheat, while clouds of chaff floated in the breeze from the implements of
the winnowers. This threshing is a long business, furnishing employment for many weeks to the villagers.
So it has been from time

immemorial, and they dream not of
sionary once remarked to an elderly

grain growing within sight of
of

days,

and winnowed

reply, I'xJW

year

too.

•J.J

hi}

.l,*jtl'

,-i

Arab that

in his country all the

them could be threshed
Ali)tl^

A mis-

ever being otherwise.

its

<dlj,

in

a

couple

was the Sheikh's amazed

"Whatever do you do

the rest of the

!

The Aga came
take no refusal.

forth, pressed

me

to turn aside to his tent,

A

and would

youth from Judeideh, near Merj A'yfm, we found
acting as his secretary. These enterprising youths go far during these
months, and are of great service to the illiterates in the east.
Such
another I remember meeting years before, away to the south of Busrah.
He was spending some months with the Beduw, who, professing to
despise the art of the " quill driver," are yet glad enough to have business
transactions recorded in black and white
so, during the season for numbering and arranging the flocks, the clever youths from Judeideh render
valuable assistance. The Aga had the inevitable coffee produced, and
while I rested on the floor of the tent, we gave each other as much infor:
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mation about our personal antecedents and connections as we deemed
expedient. He was specially proud of his brother, the great Haj Pasha.
It did not seem as if he would ever tire telling of his prowess, his skill,
and his exploits in the desert. His voice and mien were described
as those of a lion, and to those the Aga naively ascribed much
For 31 yeai's he had
of his success in the conduct of the pilgrimage.
held the honourable office, and in that time many and varied had been
not unfrequently he had proved a knowledge of the
his experiences
The drifting sands
desert path superior to that of the Arab guides.
obscure the track, and only accurate acquaintance with certain general
It is essential to the preserfeatures could save from utter destruction.
vation of the pilgrimage to reach at intervals the great water tanks constructed along the way. To miss one of these would mean simply the
extinction of the Haj. With great animation the Aga told of the guides
the Pasha, thoroughly roused,
once having been completely bafHed
ordered them to the rear, and riding in front himself, conducted the
On another
great straggling company safely to the tank at nightfall.
:

;

some 200 men, each riding a strong mule, contrary to the Pasha's
main body of the pilgrimage in search of water, which
they believed to be in the neighbourhood. By and bye they were missed ;
the procession was halted, and, at the head of a company of camel riders,
the Pasha went forth to seek them. After a long and weary search, he
Men and mules had perished
at last came upon the wreck of the 200.
together in the burning sand. One man only, who had got his head into
the shelter of a little sandbank, was still alive, but unconscious. Such

occasion

orders, left the

are some of the perils of the pilgrimage ; but, of course, many of the
pilgrims die by the way from sheer exhaustion. The iron frame of the
great Pasha has at last given way, and for some years he has been
practically an invalid

command
youngest

of

the

in tlie

Haj by

man who

city of

He is succeeded in
Damascus.
'Abd er Eahman Pasha, the

his grandson,

has ever attained that rank.

interest what I proposed to do and where
He declared that the country was unsafe and
intended going.
He ordered his horse to be
volunteered to ride with me himself
brought and saddled, and only with difficulty was he restrained from
carrying out his i)urpose. I thought of spending the night with Arabs

The Aga learned with great

I

!

who were encamped at no great distance, and knew that our reception
among them would be all the more hearty if we arrived unattended.
Taking a grateful farewell of the kindly Aga, we turned a little to
northward, and in about half-an-hour reached the Arab tents on a grassy
and copious spring. Several very beautiful mares
were grazing near by. The large encampment was very quiet the tent
of the principal Sheikh, where we dismounted, was deserted but for the
We took
presence of a single negro slave, singularly tall and black.
possession of the tent, and calmly looked on while the slave built a fire
in tlie little hollow by the opening, roasted and pounded the beans, and
knoll beside a cool

;

proceeded to

make

coffee for his master's guests.

Before his task was
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finished, the
lounjjinfr

Sheyukh began

around

hospitable feeling.

and soon
news, but
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we had

a goodly crowd
brimmine; over with
They were a company of the Rimally. They were

us,

all

to gatlier,

eafjer

for

men, for the most jmrt, of fine physique, tall and well-knit, witli no
tendency to obesity. Their features could hardly be described as well
favoured, while their complexion M^as very dark, in some cases almost
rivalling that of the slave.
The Sheikhs were richly clad in brightly
coloured, rustling silk
they wore swords with jewelled hilts and
revolvers with highly ornamented handles. We had fallen among the
aristocracy of the 'Arab, closely related to the Sultan el Barr himself.
Here we were treated to a different view of the great Haj Pasha.
The Arabs, through whose (Uras the pilgrimage passes, have an arrangement with the Government, whereby they receive large sums as toll
money. The Pasha is paymaster, and he is thus able to visit upon the
Arabs any irregularities of which they may be guilty. These men of the
desert have also a wholesome respect for the guard wliich is under the
Pasha's command. His influence is therefore felt and acknowledged
along the whole line of march. But robbers, Arabs or others, do not
therefore Slieijulch er Ruwally love not the Pasha.
love to be restrained
They have, however, no objection to accept what he may offer, and
many of the weapons which it surprised one to find in the desert were
gifts from the Pasha's hand.
I was speedily on very good terms with them, and received a pressing
invitation to join them when they began their eastward movement a
;

;

They would take me into their own charge, and if I
or two later.
would be content with their homely fare, I should see all their cUra from
the uplands of the Jaulan even unto Hayil, the city of Ibn Rashtd. Of
this Arabian potentate they spoke with great respect.
Hayil shelters
him and his people only during jjart of the year. In the season he betakes
him to the tents, rides to GJmzzu at the head of his light camel corps, and
holds all the 'Arab far and near in awe of his prowess. With no little
jiride they told me that the principal Sheikh of their tribe, as a special
mark of favour, had received 200 horses from this desert ruler.
As the shadows grew longer and darker, and the fire lit up the
swarthy faces with a warm glow, the talk, becoming general, soon drifted
in these the wonderful and the supernatural were
into the telling of tales
liberally mingled, but for the most pai't the stories were unfit for polite
ears.
The humour of the 'Ai'ab is very broad, and oft-times very grim.
As supper time drew on it was evidently a matter of deep concern to
these worthy men how " the Baik " should be entertained.
At last they
solved the problem to their own entire satisfaction.
My two attendants
were to go to an adjoining tent, where all the rank and file of the tribe
would gather and do justice to one huge dish, while the first born of the
Sheikh was told off to minister to my necessities. To have witnessed and
shared in the general mess would have pleased me best, but the general
opinion was that it would not be showing due respect to " the Baik " to
invite him to mingle with the rabble.
I was therefore kept in solitary

month

;
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state in the

youth,

who

Slieiklily house, assiduously

assured

me

that

it

was

if

waited upon by the stalwart

Ars-I. (k^.ii^

—

all

one slaughtering

—by which I

suppose he meant me to understand that nothing was lost
by not going to where the slaughtered sheep lay cooked whole. I heard
the sounds of boisterous enjoyment from the " house " of feasting, and
directly my courtly miuistrant presented himself, bearing a copper dish
with my share of the repast. It consisted of a sheet of coarse bread
which covered the bottom of the dish, over which lay a solid covering of

^^j j (Dhablhah). It was almost swimming
clarified
butter
samn
but the air of the wilds confers an appetite
in
which makes light of these things. A little water was poured over my
liands.
The youth planted himself over against me, rolled up his sleeves,
and together we proceeded to business. He kneaded the bread into
small pieces, selected the tenderest bits of the dhahlhah, laying them
carefully to my hand, and certain it is that I made an excellent meal.

the choicest portions of the

—

It

—

shows one how

forks,

little

spoons, plates, &c.

all are such things as knives,
draught of fresh milk hardly 5'et cooled

necessary after

A

concluded a repast fit for a prince.
After supper the mejlis again assembled, and well into the night we
sat around the fire, both hearing and asking each other questions.
Among other things, I learned that the hair of the roof of the tent where
we were lodged was made in Judeideh. The women of this tribe spin
the goats' hair and weave cloth only for the walls of the tents. The more
skilled workers of the Lebanon village are entrusted with the work for
the roofs, as these have to stand the worst strain of the storm, and turn
One
the rains which may chance to fall in the circle of their wanderings.
by one the drowsy listeners rose and j^assed like gliding shadows through
the dimness to their separate shelters, and silence stole again over the
encampment. At last but one remained, a long-winded youth whose
monotonous voice pouring into Mohammed's ears a tale to him of surpassing and wondrous interest, served me as a lullaby, and the next I
remember was the light of morning brightening over the earth.
The ride to TsU was comparatively vxneventful.
The country is
Great breadths covered with the black debris of ancient
uninteresting.
volcanic catastrophes, and wide stretches of dark

brown

earth,

studded

here and there with tufts of withered thistles, whose shining surfaces,
leflecting the light, seemed to create a white haze in many a hollow.
We j)assed through an extensive field of dolmens. On one of the largest
I found some marks {see next page) rudely engraved, which doubtless
once meant something to somebody.
The Rukkad we crossed just above the bridge, among oleanders of
At either end of the bridge is a bit of
gi'eat height and luxuriance.
solid Roman i)avement, appareiitly little the worse for its centuries of

exposure, but

it

is

soon lost amid the surrounding wilderness.

Under

the ruined arches of the bridge are abundance of beautiful ferns.

Another reach of

ica'r

(rocky ground) passed, the horses' feet plunged
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little stream.
Here we met a genial
and punishing a huge bunch of grapes which he
With generous hand he distributed to the
carried in a leathern wallet.
thirsty men whom God had sent across his path, and as we ate our eyes
were lightened and we rode forward refreshed. Near by the stream
were the bases of ancient walls, with great hewn blocks that might well
have supported some mighty structure in the far past. Circular tiodden
patches, surrounded by low turf walls, with charred stones set for the
fires, marked the site of the military training cariip, which a few months
earlier had been the scene of bustling activity, now the abode of the
lizard and the snake.

pleasantly into the waters of a

Beduwy, riding an

ass,

Maeks on a

Dolmen-.

or as some of the villagers called

it, with a distinct aspirate after
very slightly above the level of the surrounding
country. There is a gentle decline southward towards Sakem el Jauiun,
and a corresponding depression, speedily rising again to the hills northward. South-west of the village is the threshing floor, and beyond this
extensive and very prolific vineyards.
Following the example of the
Cii'cassians, the vineyards have been carefully surrounded by strong and
high drystone dykes.
The black towers rise higher still, where the
owners lodge to guard their fruit against midnight marauder and
prowling jackal.
few fig tiees, with their covir of broad green leaves,
here break the monotony of the landscape.

Tsil^

the Ts

— Tshil —

is

A

Tsil

is

not a clean village

most flourishing

;

the

of its institutions.

tkij'.^

-mizhalaJi

Manv

('"

dunghill")

of tlie houses are

—

is

the

more than
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half buried beneath accumulated rubbish.

In two or three generations,

at the pi'eseut rate of progress, there ought to be a fine assortment of

underground dvvelUngs

Haur^n

in Tsil.

But

in these respects

The inhabitants are

village.

all

it is

quite a typical

Moslems, but iL»sL^^

— the

—

time of ignorance is in no real sense i^assed for them. It is simple
nonsense, however, to speak of them (see Murray's guide) as having "a
liad name for thieving propensities." They are just like their neighbours
it would be extremely difficult to distinguish degrees of better and worse
among them. They are certainly very hospitable, and kindly according
;

to their abilities.

Dar

esh Sheikh lies close to the threshing floor.

The courtyard

is

wide and the dwelling narrow, but the old man's heart was more in
As the sun was very hot,
]iroportion with the yard than with the house.
I was glad to get inside, to acccnnplish some necessary reading and
writing.
Tiie Iferlafeh—gnest chamber— had a floor of mud with a
hollow in the centre for winter fires, walls plastered with mud, and roof
of branches laid on strong cross beams, and covered with mud.
We
found a disagreeable looking Beduwy stretched at full length along one
side, while his mare champed and neighed in the scanty shadow of the
He did not even rise to salute us on our entry, which
court^'ard wall.
proved him a churl. It transpired that he had lent the Sheikh a small
sum of money at a ruinoxia rate of interest. This had tided our host
over a time of distress, and now it was all repaid save a balance of a few
piastres, which he calculated would be cleared shortly by the grain on
the thi'eshing

floor.

But

it

did not suit the

Bedawy

to accept assurances.

upon the good Sheikh periodically to demand
payment. On these occasions he quartered himself and his mare upon
his debtoi-, secured for himself the best that was going in the way of food,
and generally assumed the airs of lord of the place. Sheikh 'Abdullah
did not relish his creditor's company, but with no open quarrel he did
not feel that he could order him forth his time, however, was coming.
'Abdullah was despatched to the vineyard for grapes and shortly
returned with great tempting bunches of beautiful fruit, for which he
had paid at the rate of something less than a halfpenny per pound. This
was reckoned a good price, and from the buyer's point of view there was
After dinner there were numerous and obliginglittle reason to grumble.
guides ready to sltow me everything of interest about the place. The
jinti([uities have been pretty fully described by Mr. Schumacher, but the
Here I found Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the
inscriptions had escaped him.
list.
One or two others I heard of but cannot be certain that they were
inscriptions.
Often when the natives take you to what they call a
" written rdoue," you find only a new illustration of their ignorance. It
requires time, tact, and patience projjerly to examine these i)laces. On a
.stone in one of the arches of the mosque I noticed two rows of seven

His

])lan

was

to descend

;

little

M

over that at the top corner to
This suggested thoughts of the ancient "cresset stones,"

cup-like hollows, with the letter

the right.

—

—
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examples of which are preserved in the
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museum

at York.
But the
and similar stones found in

probabilities are that in former times this

oooo olo
o o o o o
other ruins were used for the

game

called

by the Arabs ^UJIa^

—Mankalah

— an

account of which will be found in Lane's " Modern Egyptians." I
found it played in Damet el 'Alyah by the Druzes, with the holes made in
a piece of thick plank. The following figure, roughly drawn, I also found

on the lower part of another arch

:

Towards evening the news spread that Sheikh 'Abdullah had guests,
and the neighbours came in to help him entertain them. Several Arabs,
with scant clothing and scantier manners, formed part of the company,
and the conversation soon became general. The following snatches may
Speaking with one about
be found interesting to different readers.
eZ

Xe;a, he said Ljud?, Lc

never set foot upon
to

me

—Anl

he explained LJLjIj Lc

;

i.e.,

sing, of the personal

I

am

pronoun ana

at first

—U —
1

Hebrew

these districts pronounce both
is

—that

I asked first for witnesses.

without witnesses

corresponding exactly to the

to the stranger

^-^Jt)

is,

"I

Another, in the course of an argument, appealed

it."

to support his statement.

mashallil,

,

^

is

J

Lc.

•

The

t

first

here pronounced distinctly ant,

Beduw and

''^i-^.

and

^^-^^

\\h

v

like

extremely confusing.

Fellahin alike in

our hard

g.

u_>, again,

is

The

effect

invariably

pronounced ch, as in change, at the beginning of words
but in the
middle, and especially at the end, it often receives its proper k sound.
These are phrases in common use, with the explanations which they gave
;

me

:

m2

—

,
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or "at your

time,"

leisure."

"Laok

"give

to me," or

me your

attention."
" Truth."

"

Hurry

^T
or " haste you."

"

!

me -what you
" your desire."

lcss*-w^

^

or

want," or

"Tell

^^Oj

=
1.

Burkhah =

=

Tala' 'Aleiya.

2.

Irr'

3.

Sij

4.

Inshur

5.

Wash'aldmak
-,17
Washtaghy

„
6.

= Sidk, properly
,

cJ^.^Jl 7

aiib

'Ala mahalak.

!

,

=: Imshi or
,

1
r

,

.

Sidk.

-iS^
Ista'jil.
*

,,

Allamni

,

.

,

^

,

shii betrid.

J

7. Akhark billali or bullah.
This is shouted after one who refuses to
hear or to obey instructions. I asked the meaning of the phrase when I
heard one crying it out at the pitch of his voice to another some distance

away and
Ullah

'ala

The

received for answer, i^jj

J,^ ^111 k.5>J

zaharo — " He sets Ullah upon his back

Huwa

»i).

bihut

"
!

were both frequent and
they considered themselves bound by the oaths they
used thus lightly and got heartily laughed at, as I anticipated. " But," I
said, "you do swear an oath by which you hold yourselves bound, called
oatlis that interlarded the conversation

I asked

forcible.

j_^,j^jJ^

if

(^l^— Half

They showed a

Yemln, 'the

el

oath '—do

faithful

you not?"

but at last
"the
faithful oath of the 'Arab."
Drawing a circle in the court where we
were reclining, he took a broken bit of a dry stem of grass between
his hands and standing in the middle of the circle, with great solemnity
he repeated the following
sti-ange unwillingness to discuss the point

one stepped forward to give

me

the formula for Vcmtn

el

;

'Arab

—

:

_>il^U

,J»\j

,.,.'1

m)UaL;

k:>-, L>».V.z^l
jj!_j^

Wahaydt
"

By

the

w.

c»^.W

Ujb

J'
a!

wa er-rubb el ma'bfid, wakhat Suleiman
wa el-kS,dhib ma lahu maultld.

lifidha el'ud

life

of

Solomon the sou

this

ibn Diiud,

stem and the Loixl the adored, and the line of
and he who lies may none be born to him."

of David,

—
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Suleimfin

is,

penalty

is

so gx-ievous to the

childless

man

which the person stands
some way symbolises truth. No

of course, the circle within

and possibly as the unbroken

The
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line, in

Arab

soul as the absence or loss of posterity.

regards himself as under a

mark

of divine displeasure.

His death means the extinction of his line, and the disappointment of the
dearest hopes. Hardly will an 'Arab break this oath, even if his life be
in jeopardy.

The

sin,

however, of betraying an

infidel,

_ii

— kefr—

is

compared with breaking the yemln to a Moslem and only with
extreme difiiculty can they ever be brought to swear the yemin to a
foreigner.
It was said that the yemhi of the Drazes is peculiarly
beautiful and awe-inspiring, but I could never persuade a Druze even
The Druzes told me that they often used yemtn el
to repeat it to me.
as, for
'Arab, their own yemln being reserved for very special cases
example, when one is accused of murder and wishes to swear to his
innocence, then only yemln ed Druze will be accepted.
On a part of the courtyard raised somewhat above the rest we enjoyed
supper d la 'Arab, a huge trencher of steaming rice, over which rich
melted samn had been poured, was the chief dish but there was also
freshly-baked bread, leban, and honey. The most casual observer could
not have failed to observe how liberally the Sheikh's Bedawy creditor
assisted himself.
Supper over I retired a bit from the company, drew
my wraps around me, and lay down under the beautiful canopy of
light

;

;

;

But alas, the attentions of certain peculiarly active
by the prevailing conditions, were so assiduously

cloudless Syrian sky.
insects,

fostered

unremitting that sleep fled far from weary eyes. I decided that the
appai'atus I had brought for such emergencies should henceforth be
employed. This good resolution seemed to bring some immediata relief
and just ere " the star " arose I dropped off into dreamless slumber.
The most delightful hour of all the day in the Orient is that just before
the sun, bright and burning, springs like a strong man fi-om his couch
the dewdrops sparkle upon leaf and stone, the
darkened by its gentle touch, the flocks move softly
outwards following their rough but kindly shepherds, and the hot
temples are fanned by the fresh cool breezes from the dewy uplands.
White mists roll down the valleys, encircling the black heights whose
summits rise above like islands in a sea of foam. So comes the day of
power, " in holy beauties from the womb of the morning." Over a frugal
and wholesome breakfast of coarse freshly-baked bread, leben, and grapes,
we discussed such weighty matters as work, laziness the besetting sin of
the 'Arab and Fellahy alike and the tenure of land. On this last subject
there was widespread disturbance among the villages of the Hauran, for
an order had been issued to register all land in the names of the present
In the changing conditions
possessors that proper titles might be given.
of the country this was likely to prove a real advantage to the people

rejoicing to run his race

brown earth

;

is

—

—

;

but their suspicious minds detected in the
tion "

— only a new instrument for extortion

i_^ •Isj

tatwib,

and oppression.

" registra-

Opposition

—

—
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scheme was bitter and detei-mined, especially among the inhabitants
I suppose not fewer than 8,000 or 10,000 soldiers
were drafted into the Hauran to overawe the population and secure the

to the

of Jehel ed Druze.

Discontent manifested itself in peculiar
carrying out of the order.
Bands of Fellahln and Druzes for once made common cause,
fashion.
and not feeling themselves strong enough to meet the Government troops,
and having a vivid recollection of the punishment administered to the

daring Druzes two years before, they contented themselves with preying
upon the traveller and the itinerant merchant, making the roads unsafe.
From this point eastward I heard of some dozen robberies and murders
committed during the time of our wanderings. Doubtless there were
exaggerations, but most of the accounts I believe to have been authentic.
Southward from Tsil, about an hour and a quarter's riding, lies
Saheni el J avian {see Schumacher, "Across the Jordan"). The village
This did not escape
is surrounded by great tracts of very fertile land.
the eagle eye of Mohammed Sa'id Pasha. He had bought the village
and lands for a ridiculously small sum, and forthwith sold them again at
a phenomenal profit to the Jewish company which proposed to plant
Difficulties, however, had arisen, as before the
colonies in these regions.
legal formalities for conveying the purchase to the Pasha were completed,
the people learned the bargain he had made with the Jews, and repenting

According to their
their transaction with him, i-efused to go forward.
tale, things were hanging in this unsatisfactory position when I visited
but the influence of the Pasha would probably be sufficient to
bring them to his own mind in the end. It did seem strange to hear the

them

;

names

—Jews—and of Eothschild, whom
Reiselyehtd— " Chief of the Jews," on the

of the J«^j

J.-^l^ U^-^-'

»

yeJiM

they called

lips

of thes

rude men, wandering in the streets of the ruined city which some would
identify with Golan, the ancient refuge whither the distant forefathers
of the yehitd were accustomed to flee for succour, what time their hands
were unwittingly stained in brother's blood the avenger with glittering
sahem " arrow " pressing hard i;pon their trembling footsteps.
The Sheikh, a friend of Mohammed's, was unfortunately absent but
As we sat
his son Tunas hospitably entertained us in his father's stead.
conversing with him in the diivdii, he turned to a box which stood near
by, and, removing the cover, drew out a huge spotted serpent, which he
fondled affectionately, and suffered to wriggle about the place in a
fashion which did not in the least add to the comfort of liis guests
;

—

—

;

!

IjuI^U

^

^

fA:

w_-^JJj,

-J-

he

explained

shariht

min

esh

Sheikh — "I

have

drunk from the Sheikh." There are men who prepare certain concoctions
and profess that whoever partakes of them is rendered impei'vious to
the poison of snakes. They charge a small sum from those who ai'e
privileged to taste the charmed draught, and so eke out a precarious
livelihood.
I have met a good many lads who had thus " drunk from the
Sheikh " and who were very free in their handling of reptiles. Once at
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Tell Hdm, a boy who had come with xis in the boat suddenly dived into
a hole among the ruins, and sjoeedily emerged in triumph with a long
serpent writhing in his grasp. He allowed it to bite him, drawing blood
freely.
I observed immediately afterwaids in the boat, that when the
other rowers were perfectly cool, he broke out into a j^rofuse perspiration.
I asked him if all serpents were alike to him, and he said they were.
I
reminded him of a short, thick black rascal that infests the vineyards ami
drystone dykes, and asked if he would grip him. "With one of his big^'est
oaths he cursed the father and grandfather of that snake, and declared
that he would not approach him.
When this fellow bites, you have only
about half an hour, and that half an hour of agony, to take farewell of
your friends. The truth is that most of the serpents are quite innocuous,
and may be handled with impunity.
These lads know the really
dangerous kinds, and avoid them. But it always makes one creep to
see the nasty things wriggling and twisting round human limbs.
Yunas
tinally caught his pet, and thrust him again into his prison box, amused
at the relief his disappearance brought to us.
In a wall in front of the public reception room, or meddfeh, I found
inscription No. 5, and in a cellar not easily reached, over against the
richly sculptured chamber described by Schumacher, I found No. 6.
The
mosque, extensive remains of ancient baths which have been uncovered
,

beside the threshing
the Pasha," a

floor,

and

l..i,lAl^

modern structure

c:^A.'

Beit

el

of old materials^

turn, but yielded nothing of special interest.

A

Bdsha—^' Honse of

were

examined in
now deep
and one who had
all

certain lintel,

underground, was said to have an inscription on it,
seen it undertook to dig it up. When at last it appeared in the face of
day, it presented only a bit of very common sculpture, and the disgusted

workman threw down

his pick, despairing of the backsheesh he had been
but he seemed to think better of the FranJ^, when his good
intentions were rewarded
Yunas, meantime, had prepared for us a
frugal and acceptable repast while we sat enjoying it a poor ragged
consumptive, Shehady ez-zandl by name, came in trembling eagerness to
asiv for something that might cure his hacking cough.
I could only give
him a note introducing him to the good doctor in Safed, whose services
would be at his disposal if he were able to reach that upland city. What

promised

;

!

;

a magnificent field for philanthropic

work these

villages

and camps

present.

Riding westward, we presently came upon the deep Wachj 'AUdn,
which here cuts the plain in two. How delightful was the plash and
gui'gle of the living water rushing over its rocky bed in the fierce heat
of that Sj'rian day
High on the western bank we descried the grey
ruins of Beit Alkur, whither we were now bending our steps.
We crossed
the wady further to the north, and then carefully clambered up the steep
and slippery rocks to the ancient city on the heights.
Beit Akkar occujjies a position of great strength, standing on the
tongue or triangle between two valleys, just above their confluence
!
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the deeper of the two,

On

its sides

hero descending

is also one of
extreme difficulty while to the north the apjaroaehes from the plain of
What a scene of ruin and
old were guarded by enormous fortifications.

in sheer precipitous

cliffs.

the other side the ascent

;

We could trace the line of the
desolation the place presents to-day
by the clearly marked depressions, and where a higher tumulus
!

streets

weather-worn stone met the eye, we might hazard the guess that there
had stood some public building. A few underground arches still stand
For the most part
entire, supporting the superincumbent mass of ruins.
the houses must have been erected without mortar. Dressed stones, bits
but not a
of ancient columns and capitals are strewn here and there
single inscription rewarded a most painstaking search.
Xot without feelings of sadness we turned us from the blasted height,
and going down with anxious care over the smooth rocks where the iron
of

;

hoofs of the horses slipped threateningly at every step, we reached again
the bottom of the wady, just above a lofty fall. How tempting that
Here part of
clear sj^arkling water was to thirsty, perspiring travellers
!

the stream

two

is

mills ere

and made

led captive into a channel of masonry,

reaches the basin below

it

;

to turn

the rest of the w^aters whirl

foaming over the cataract with wide-reaching alarm. Swinging down
with the help of oleander bushes, which here abound, and dry roots, I
made my way to the "edge of the pool below. I stood on a rock, just
ready to plunge into the refreshing

tide,

when

lo

!

a great serpent,

speckled back, triangxdar head, and constricted neck, came twisting down
Grasping
the stream almost to my unprotected feet. It was sickening
a stone, I hurled it at the reptile, but apprehending danger, he made
!

and disappeared under a huge boulder. Such things
but it was impossible to resist
the attractions of that clear, fl ishing pool. Happilv, the serpent and his
friends seemed to take warning from the danger he had escaped, and I
saw no more of them. Mohammed and 'Abdullah sat the while in the
higher reaches, under the shade of the leafy oleander, in converse deep
with certain Beduw, who w^ere most eager to know whence we came,
whither we journeyed, and what our business was. If they believed
one-half of what these worthies told them they could be in no doubt as
to our quality and dignity.
Tsil we could see from the elevation of the ruins, and before coming
down had settled the direction we should ride. The ground was for the
most part bare and brown, with volcanic stones liberally bestrewn. But
the barrenness was ])leasantly interrupted here and there by great
.stretches of waving Dlnirra, a kind of maize with enormous stem and
huge bushy head. Of this grain the villagers in the Hauran make much
of tlieir bread
whei-ein they are greatly commiserated by those who
can afford the more aristocratic nutriment of wheat. The liorses tore at
the green blades and bushy heads with tremendous eagerness. It is the
privilege of tie traveller, at which the owners of the crops never complain, to allow his horse to snatch mouthfuls as it goes of whatever grows
swiftly for the shore

tend to modify the pleasures of bathing

;

;
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by tlie wny. As the Arabs do not feed tlieir horses at luidday, the
refreshment this aflfords is often considerable.
Preparations for tlie evening meal were in full swing when we reached
the village. This is the great meal of the day. Breakfast is of little or
no account to these people. Often they will go long journeys without
touching food, in the certain hope of doing well at the journey's end.

The sound

of threshing in

the

,SJJ

^

"

— Deidar— was

hushed, the grain

•

set.
The flocks came slowly homeward through
groups gathered in the doorways and courtyards, for no
supper would be eaten under the shadow of a I'oof that warm night.
Sunset filled all the west with glorious colour, the paler east reflecting its
radiant hues, while the light swiftly faded from out the dome of blue.
All seemed to be settling down in peacefulness over the villnge, when in
a moment the scene was changed. "We had gathered together on tlie
slightly raised ])latform in the Sheikh's courtyard, and a huge trencher of
rice was brought and set in our midst.
This, with bunches of luscious
gi'apes, formed the chief jiart of our evening fare.
Our friend, the
Beduwy creditor, who had lounged about in the shade all day, sleeping
for hours at once, and waking up occasionally to shout gruff salutations
to passers by, came forward, thrust himself into the midst of the circle,
and began to do ample justice to the rice. Just then the good Sheikh
came in, fire flashing from his dark eyes, his lips set in angry determination.
He suff"ered fi'om a chronic hoarseness that almost deprived him
of voice
what was left him was pitched in a very high key. He
addressed the Bedawy as chclh ibn chelb " dog, the son of a dog "
directly he ventured the opinion that he was not only chclb, but chefr and
A'AanzIr— " intidel and pig "—as well
Then the music fast and furiously
rose and fell on the night air, the shrill treble of the irate Sheikh's
accusations and scornful epithets, and the deep bass of the Beduwy's
res])onding blasjihtmies.
As the clangour floated over the city, the usual
Oriental crowd soon collected at the gateway, and heard the sta'-catoed

banked

up,

and watches

the quiet air

;

;

—

;

!

crescendo in which the ill-mannered creditor was ordered forth into the
darkress, which now fell thick o'er all the uplands. 'Abdullah's wrath
against this rough son of the desert had been rising for some time
but
that which led to the final outburst was what no man of spirit could
tolerate.
Late in the afternoon, down by the d_) ke that surrounds the
;

B-ddar, where

tlie

village clothes are stretched in the sun to dry, as the

Sheikh was proceeding

to the great heap of grain to fetch provender for
the Beduwy's horse, the latter openly insulted and derided him before

women

Hot words then passed, but the hour of
'Abdullah's wrath no cooler, and now he determined
to be quit of this everlasting annoyance.
The Bedawy, in high dudgeon,

the

nursing had

of the village.

made

threw down the burning twig with which he would have lit his j)ipe,
dashed his saddle upon his surprised mare, making a running commentary
of oaths upon 'Abdullah's fiery eloquence.
Then came 'Abdullah's wife,
the graceful and gentle sheikhah, trying to cast oil on the troubled waters.
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She could not bear to think even of her husband's traducer going out
moving among the dim shadows, the jackals had
already filled with their wild music. But these fierce natures when
her mediation was treated with lofty disdain.
stirred are very fierce
With a parting curse shot back from the gateway, the Bedawy plunged
into the wastes M^hich,

;

into the darkness.

'Abdullah's shrill reproaches followed

him

until the

sound of his mare's footsteps died away. With his passion somewhat
wrought off, the Slieikh then turned to entertain his remaining guests.
He was highly complimented by all upon the courage he had shown.
After a few spasmodic bursts at the mean chelb ibn chelb, whom he had
driven forth, the admiration of his friends seemed greatly to mollify him,
and he sat down in jjeace to eat his frugal supper.
After the usual turn of tale-telling gradually the company of villagers
thinned, and one by one those who remained dropped off to sleep just
Remembering last night's experience, I resolved to run
where they lay.
no risks, and so got my " shoe " in order. In anticipation of circumstances such as these I had pre])ared a strong canvas bag nearly in the
shape of a shoe, with muslin sewn round the mouth, which might be

and fastened up to a nail or other convenient projecInto the bottom of this I slipped a mattress, and such
wraps as were necessary. By keeping the mouth firmly fastened these
were preserved from invasion by "the enemy" during the day; and

drawn

in at the top,

tion overhead.

with a little careful management when niglit fell I was able to step in
without company, and bid defiance to the foe till morning.
A pleasant forenoon gallop brought us to 'Adwan, a Fellaliy village
resting on a small elevation, which, however, commands a very wide
view northward, eastward, and southward. Iler-e we proposed spending
the succeeding day, Sunday. I did not quite realise what staying here
meant, but in any case it might have been difficult to make a better of
it.
Sheikh Khalll gave us a very hearty welcome to his humble dwelling.
A somewhat short, thickset man, with ruddy cheeks and sandy wliiskers,
he came bustling in from the Beidar when he heard of the visitors. Both
in appearance

and habits he presented a contrast

to the usual Fellaliy

a rule they are swarthy, with a tendency to spareness, and
showing no undue appetite for work. Khalll is an industrious man,
making the best of somewhat evil circumstances. 'Adwan cannot boast

type.

As

but the small grapes grown here are very
While the Sheikh busied himself preparing for our entertainment, I made casual inquiries about the village
and villagers. The mizbalah is here, as in other villages, the most thriving
concern.
On one side the houses are entirely hidden behind a huge
All manner of refuse and rubbish has been thrown there
dunghill.
for ages, and now it is hardly an exaggeration to say it is bigger than the
Close by the base of tliis great heap I found inscription
village itself
In these circumstances I will be easily understood when I say
No. 7.
the atmosphere is not pure. A jocular youth in the hotel at Jericho once
pronounced the ancient city of j)alms to be now the /'''«6/v7t'— manufactory
such

prolific

vineyards as

Tstl,

palatable, especially in hot days.

!
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mosquitoes, and such-like for the whole of Syria.

Jericho about

its

worst,

and am sure the lad had never

I

have seen
'Adw4n.

visited

The

flies seem to be millions of myriads strong.
Goinij over certain jjarts
they rise like a dark cloud around you at every step. They are about the
only creatures that have any strength. The villagei's are a very sickly lot.
They are old, withered men before they are fifty. When a child is born it is
not really expected to live. When one reaches the age of eleven or twelve
it is regarded as hardly less than a miracle.
But the fevered, weakl}' condition of all is fully explained when the water supply of the place is seen.
It would be
The fountain rises a little to the north-east of the village.
very easy to make a convenient reservoir, pi'otecting from pollution the
water to be used for domestic purposes. Abortive attempts to do this
have evidently been made from time to time but anything like thorough
work is not to be expected here. The spring is fairly copious, but the
;

water at once collects in a muddy pool. Hither come the cattle to drink,
ti'ampliiig all round and through it
hither come the pious Moslems to
wash prior to prayer and hither come the women with their jai's to
carry home the needed supplies.
Consider these mighty odoriferous
mounds, the swarming flies, this pool of filthy water, and one can wonder
no more that men are sickly, women feeble, and that they regard it as a
special interposition of Providence on their behalf when their children
survive the perils of infancy for these humble peasants have all the
passionate longings of the Orient, to see a great posterity.
Not far to the north were seVeral clumps of trees above the green
foliage the red tile roofs of El Merkez rose pleasantly.
This is the seat of
the governor of the Haurau. The position is both civil and military,
but his functions are prevailingly military.
soldier of some distinction
is always chosen for the post.
The Turks have never felt perfectly sure
of their hold upon this district. It is difiicult to maintain any satisfactory
authority over the nomadic tribes that roam over its length and breadth.
The common peasantry might not cause much trouble but the freespirited Druzes must also be reckoned with, and in their wild mountains
and rocky fastnesses of El Lejd, they are foemen by no means to be
despised.
The nearest approach to ti-anquillity was attained under the
regime of the brave and chivalrous Memdtih Pasha. He was a soldier
;

;

—

;

A

;

by those on whom his hand lay
Memdilh by name " the praised one," he is MemclAh also in
fact, and his fame will linger long in the towns and villages, and among
the far-spreading encampments of Hauran.
Of El Merhez and the Monastery of Job now Turkish barracks and
Government offices of Sheikh Sci'ad and JSfcm-a, Mr. Schumacher has given
an excellent account (" Across the Jordan"). Here there is a post and
telegraph office
but the ofiicials are so absorbed in Government business

who was

respected and admired even

—

heaviest.

—

—

;

that the traveller
is

sent

off"

may consider himself extremely fortunate

in anything less than three days after

waiting for a reply, you might almost go and fetch
time.

El Merkez consists of two straggling

it

streets,

if

his telegram

given

it is

in.

As

to

yourself in the

running at right
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To the south of that running east and west is
the so-called " Monastery of Job."
Entering by an old gateway, the

angles to each other.

Round

rooms
South of this enclosure,
reached by a small door in the wall, is the sanctuary, where the patriarch
of Uz and his son lie buried.
His wife's tomb is shown on the side of
the street in a little grass and weed-covered plot. The tombs in the
sanctuary are now scrupulously guarded from profanation, fenced ofT by
a railing, and covered with green cloth. The floor in front of them is
used largely by the faithful in the garrison for prayer. Just before the
door, under the shadow of a great tree, is a fountain for ablutions.
The
water is brought some distance in pipes, and is the same as that M^hich

post

office is to

the

left.

ancient and modern, occupied

by

a large courtyard is a series of
soldiers.

supplies the village.

The great man himself, who sat under a canopy at the side of the
company with his officers, coitlially returned my salutation.

covirtyard in

Meantime,

Mohammed had

been charming himself retailing the story of
few inquisitive soldiei's who had gathered
about him. Doctors Post and Porter, of Beyrout, must have been somewhere in the neighbourhood at this time, in quest of botanical specimens.
Their scientific interest did not commend itself to the favour of the
powers that be, and they were unhappily stopped a little to the south
and sent back to Damascus. This we did not learn until our return, and
considering the end of their enterprise it is perhaps as well that we did
not meet. No objection was made to our progress, nor was I asked any
his master's greatness to a

inconvenient questions.

Eiding along by the vineyards that stretch between EI Merkez and
we entered the latter village and rode up to the sanctuary,
where the great attraction is Sakhrct Ayyilh. The sanctuary is built of
basalt
the roof, which is of solid slabs of the same material, is su^iporled
by a double row of square pillars. On one of the arches is carved a cross,
telling of Christian possession
but originally no doubt it was a heathen
temple. In the floor stands the big rock of which Mr. Schumacher has
given such a full description.
It is a monument of hoar antiquity
the
hieroglyphic inscription on it jiroves it to date at least from the time
of Rameses II.
The sanctuary and stone are greatly revered by the

Sheikh Sa'ad,

;

;

;

villagers.

The place is named after Slieikh Sa'ad, the leader who brought hither
the company of Soudanese, whose descendants now form almost its sole
occupants.
Here only in Syria do you find a village community entirel}'

The Sheikh,

black.

of course, has duly

found his position in the Arab

Valhalla, and fairly divides the local honoiu-s with the ancient patriarch.

The

village

is

mound

built on a rocky

mound, and on the south-eastern shoulder

white dome, for
towards El Merkez,
a beautiful fountain bursts from tlie rock, and over its waters is built
what is now known as Hammdm Ayyith, " the bath of Job." It stands
open, and is used indiscriminately by all.
As the stream escapes, and

of the

many

stands the sanctuary,

miles on every side.

At

visilile,

with

the bottom of the

hill,

its
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away through the gardens and orchards, spreading beauty and
along its banks, what a contrast the scene presents to the dreary

fertility

deserts of the Soudan.

Considering

this,

why

one can partly unden^itand

these dark-skinned folks should offer hardly less than Divine honours to
the man who led their fathers out of the waterless wastes of the far
south, to

what must have seemed

settle in

to the

eyes of the desert

dwellers a veiy paradise.

Wherever you find anything like a shop, be it hut or tent, among
peasantry or Arabs, there you will find either tartaric or citric acid, or both.
lansom is charged for a very small quantity, and it is carried very carefully tied up in a corner of the dress or kufiyeh.
bit is taken by times,
and sucked for a moment, then carefully restored to its quarters. They

A

A

it greatly, believing that its astringent properties exercise a wholesome
and beneficent influence on the whole system.
Here we provided
ourselves with a stock, which proved of great service in our wanderings.
We returned through El Merkez to 'Ad wan, and after refreshment, and

prize

down in the quiet of evening to
only half an hour distant to the south-east. I rode
round the base, and then round the top. At intervals along the steep
sides there is an outcrop of very ancient ruins, particularly on the
northern slope. It is impossible to make anything of these at present,
such rest as the

flies

Tdl

It

'Asliterah.

permitted, I rode

is

but, doubtless, excavation
is

shaped almost

would bring much

like a horseshoe,

depression in the midst.

A

The top
a considerable

of interest to light.

open to the north,

witli

great cluster of sheepfokls,

ancient building stones, crowns the north-western ruin.

built

of the

The massive

approach and gateway, with watch toweis or guard houses, now a huge
heap of blackened ruins, lies to west of the hill, not to east, as
Dr. Merrill gives it. Everything about the hill betokens that in lioir
antiquity it was a place of importance and great strength. The liorseshoe shape alone is very suggestive of Karnaim, "the two horns"
but
it will hardly do to rest identification on such slender evidence.
Lying
there in the calm evening, the sun low in the west, casting long shadows
eastward, it was impossible not to dream of what rich spoils of ancient
lore may lie deep hidden in the hill's dark heart, waiting but the spade
of the excavator, to enhance beyond all thought the history of the Orient.
From fountains rising to the north-east, streams of delightful, cool, clear,
sparkling water sweep round the base, through reedy meadows. AVhat a
chance for the inhabitants of 'Adwan if they weie only awake to their
own interests
But, of course, if they came hither, they would bring
their dirty indolent habits with them
and these flashing pools would
soon emulate the muddy hole whence they now draw their supplies.
The change from the sweet, fresh, free hill top, with far-reachinovision of the ancient land in the midst of which it stands, back to the
confined, stuffy, insect-infested Medafeh, was not a very pleasant one.
Khaltl's bustling activity was the one refreshing element in the place.
There is an unwritten law in these villages which ordains that the
expenses of the Medafeh shall fall as equally as possible upon the who!e
;

!

:
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each shall contribute towards the entertainment
matter for individual arrangement. The Sheikh
represents the community, and in their name proffers welcome and cheer.
The entire population of the village, work being over for the day,
gathered at sunset round the Sheikh's dwelling. The men occupied the
courtyard in front of the Medafeh, the women and children wandering
about without the enclosure, craning their necks for a glimpse of the

community.
of

strangers

how

Just
is

a

The house in summer is of use really only as a shelter from the
soon as he has lost his power, and the shadows creep up the
valleys and across the plains, all come forth to revel in the cool of
mighty trencher of hurghal,
evening. Supper was served in the yard.
prepared wheat, with samn, was placed in the midst the very best the
We were told off in relays, strangers first, of course,
village had to offer.
and squatting around the dish, with bread and fingers attacked the

visitors.

smi.

As

A

—

steaming mass. It speedily vanished before this vigorous and repeated
onslaught, but not until all had eaten, and had concluded, each touching
The
his brow with shining fingers, with satisfied el hamdii lillahs.
departure of light was almost coincident with the removal of the utensils.
Pipes and cigarettes were produced all round, and as the darkness
thickened the smoke mingling therewith increased the obscurity, until a
man's position could be determined only by the glowing point of burning

The large company of Fellahln
most business-like manner to their evening's enjoyment. Their relations with the Government, the Registration question,
the cholera, and its probable effect on the sale of their grain, did not
detain them long and, before the first pipe was smoked, their beloved
pastime was in full swing, and tales were told fit to make each particular
I thought to interest them
hair wriggle up with nervous excitement.
with descriptions of our western wonders, the telephone, the phonograph,
the railway, of which they had the most hazy ideas, ocean steamers, the
implements of war, our mighty cities with their rushing industries. They
tolerated what must have seemed to them my interminable loquacity,
with what grace they could, as courtesy to the stranger required. For
what interest did the things whereof I spake possess compared with the
supernatural agencies which hemmed in their own lives in these remote
Did I know anything of enchantments ? was their eager
solitudes
Certainly they ouly half believed my denial, and none would
question.
have wondered beyond measure if mounds and village had all disappeared before the morning. They told me of a ruin which lay somewhere to the north-west, with huge scattered columns, and dark underground windings where tradition had it that vast treasure lay concealed.
There was no doubt about the ruin, for many present had seen it as
But there came one over-curious foreigner, who walked over the
boys.
and from that day to this
place and |)uri)Osed to return and excavate
the ruin hath not been visible to any human eye. Many a weary hour
has been s]jent wandering in the neighbourhood, and every foot of the

tobacco, or the gurgle of his nargileh.
settled

down

in the

;

!

:
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soil where once it stood has been carefully explored iu vain.
Thus do the
guardian spirits of the place i^reserve it from the hand of the spoiler
Khalil stirred up the embers of a dying tire, casting a ruddy glowover the swarthy faces in the darkness, and to the merry music of
mortar and pestle, water was boiled for coffee. Mohammed produced tea
from our stores, and some tasted the beverage of the Franjies for the first
time.
It would not be easy to displace the coffee, but if only price
])ermitted, the " cwp that cheers," &c., would soon make a good second
among these people. This, however, was only by-play the serious
Inisiuess of the evening went forward apace.
Did I know Wady en Ndr
*'
V^alley of JFire " ?
It was a deep vale not far distant, and a noted resort
oi the Jin
"fairies."
The sides, as in most of the Jaulan valleys, are
very steejj and difficult of ascent. If you stray along the top of the left
bank, and look carefully, you will see, about midway up the opposite side,
a small doorway, with doorposts and lintel of stone. It stands open and
if the sun is in the right direction, his rays striking within, you may
catch, in the cave beyond, the glitter of red gold.
No man can guess the
wealth there stored but, alas for the poverty-stricken Ilawarny, it is
effectually guarded.
You go down into the valley, and there the
difficulties begin
for while the doorway is easily seen from the opposite
bank it is next to impossible to tell here where to climb. Then the dry
earth rushes beneath your feet, and it would be almost as easv to climb
a soft snow wreath. Finally, if you do discover and reach the door, only
at your peril may you approach
for from the atmosphere there is
distilled "a ghastly dew," which drip, drip, drips from the lintel on to
the earth below, and these strange dew-drojis are possessed of marvellous
and awful power. If one falls on a piece of wood it is torn into fibres,
if on stone or iron it is shivered into fragments, if upon any part of
a man the Irishman's " smithereens " are nothing to what he would
become
What wonder if the courage of men oozes out of their fincertips as they confront this mysterious door
So would they have me
!

;

—

—

;

;

!

;

;

I

!

from the opjiosing bank when light favours, these hungry
men gloat upon the shine of the precious metal, which they may never
believe, that

handle

!

storj- which concerned Umm el Jamdl^ an ancient city
whose blackened walls may be seen away on the plain to the south-east,
from the minaret of the great Mosque in Bozrah. In a cavern under this
city the prophet Mohammed of sacred memory had concealed many
things of unspeakable preciousness. Fearing the coming of the infidel,
he had placed a guard in the cavern, before which every man who had
ever attempted to enter had gone powerless or fallen down in a ht. It
consists of 40 giant negroes, an enormous camel, and a snake whose vast
sinewy folds remind one most of " that sea-beast, Leviathan, whom
God, of all his works, created hugest, that swim the ocean stream."
At the sound of an approaching footstep they all spring up from
apparent torpor, and with a mighty shout and terriiic threatenino'
aspect, raise barriers of dread which the boldest never yet hath passed.

Then came a
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These long centuries of watching in the darksome cave have not wearied
them, nor hath the age-long fast in any degree impaired their natural
force.
is kept alive by occasional
Only a few months before my visit, a workman,
digging for a foundation in Bozrah, came upon a jar full of old silver and
Several who were workiufr near him heard of his find, and
golden coins.
gathering round him, a promise of silence was exacted from each, and the
treasure trove was divided among them. But there were too many to keep
By and bye the Government got wind of the affair, and all
a secret.
suspected of connection with it were promptly arrested. The erewhile
fortunate men were soon detected, and, as the price of freedom, had to
disgorge their share of the treasure. One man, however, stoutly maintained his innocence of the whole concern, and he was still being afforded

Belief in these stores of hidden treasure

discoveries of coin.

leisure to revise his declaration in one of his Imperial Majesty's prisons.

This was all decidedly discouraging. Yet every man of these folk trusts
that one day he will stumble across concealed wealth, which will make
him independent of work during the rest of his natural life.
very long-winded fellow now took up his parable, and retailed to
the company, who listened with breathless eagerness, a tale, which was,
simply an Arabic variant on the old Greek story of the fair but faithless
The variations were
Helen and the beautiful but unworthy Paris.
I gathered myself quietly into my
eminently to the Arabian taste.

A

" shoe "
the sound of the tale-teller's voice, in its monotonous half-chant,
acted as a lullaby, and soon I was far away in the land of dreams, where
the supernatural is ever at home.
;

{To he continued.)

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL^ OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1887.
By James Glaisher, F.RS.

The numbers

in column
barometer in each month

1 of this

table

show

tlie",highest reading of the

appear in the winter, and
the lowest in the summer months. The maximum for the year, 27'709
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is
inches, is in February.
;

of these tlie highest

shown the minimum for the year, 26"978 inches, is in January. The
range of readings in the year was 0'731 inch. The numbers in the 3rd
column show the range of readhigs in e-'ch month, the smallest, 0"12!) inch,
and the largest, 0'7;30 inch, is in January. The numbers in
is in July
the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of the atmosphere, tlie
and the lowest, 27'248 inches, in
highest, 27478 inches, is in October
August. Tlie mean pressure for the year was 27"381 inches. At Sarona
the mean pressure for the year was 29"822 inches.
;

;

;
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of the air in eacli month is shown in cohmin 5.
was 102° on August 21st on this da_\- at Sarona
The first day in the year the
temperature was 91°.
tlie maximum
tenijierature I'eached 90" was on May 9th, and tliere were 7 other days in
in June there were 9
it reached or exceeded 90^
tliis month when
in September, 9 days
in August 18 days
days in July 15 (hxys
and in October 14 days. Therefore the temperature reached or exceeded
90" on 73 days in the year.
At Sarona the temperature reached or

The highest temperature

Tlie liighest in the year

;

;

;

;

;

;

exceeded 90' on 25 days in the year the highest at Sarona, viz., 100°,
on this day at Jerusalem the maximum
took place on October 29th
temperature was 89° the first day the temperature reached 90° was on
;

;

;

April 10th.
in column 6 show the lowest temperature of the air in
the lowest in the year was 27°"0 on the 23rd, 26th, and 27th

The numbers
each month

;

January the temperature was below 40° in January on 28 nights in
February it was below 40° on 17 nights in March on 11 nights in May
on 2 nights in November on 1 night and in December on 25 nights.
Therefore the temperature was below 40° on 84 nights in the year. The
yearly range of temperature was 75° '0. At Sarona the temperature was
below 40° on only 15 nights in the year the lowest in the year, 32°'5, took
The yearly range of temperature at Sarona was
place on January 28th.
of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

67°-5.

The range

of temperature in each

month

is

shown

in

column

and

7,

At Sarona
these 'numbers vary from 35° in January to 55°'5 in May.
the range of temperature in each month varied from 27° in July to 54° in
April.

The mean of all the highest Ijy day, of the lowest by night, and of the
average daily ranges of temperature are shown in columns 8, 9, and 10
i-espectively. Of the high day temperature the lowest, 50° '5, is in January,

At Sarona of the high day temperature
and the highest, 88°"5, in August.
Of the low night temperature, the coldest, 34°"5, is in January, and

and the highest,

91°'9, in

the lowest, 63°"4,

was

August.

in January,

At

Sarona, of the low night temperature, the
and the warmest, 69°*1, in August.
The average daily range of temperature is shown in column 10 the
smallest range, 14°'9, is in February, and the largest range, 30°'l, is in
At Sarona, of the average daily range of temperature, the
August.
smallest, 18°*5, was in January, and the largest, 25°"1, was in April.
In column 11 the mean temperature of the air in each montli is shown,
as found from observations of the maximum and minimum thermometers
only.
The month of the lowest temperature is January, 42°'5, and the
month of the highest, August, 76°*8. The mean temperature for the year

the warmest, 62°, in July.

was

coldest, 44°'0,

in February,

;

is 62''3.

At

Sarona, of the

mean temperature,

the

month

of the lowest

and that of the highest, August, 78" '8 the mean
temperature for the year at Sarona was 66°'5.
The numbers in columns 12 and 13 are the monthly means of a dry
and wet-built thermometer taken daily at 9 a.m., ancl in column 14 the

was January,

54°"],

;
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mean monthly temperature f)f tlie dew point, or tliat temperature jit
which dew would have been deposited, is shown the elastic force of
vapour is shown in column 15. In column IG the water present in a cubic
;

foot of air in

August

January and Februar}^

as large

is as small as 2| grains, and in
In colunni 17 the additional weight

as 7'6 grains.

required for saturation

is

shown.

The numbers

month

column 18 show the

in

degree of humidity, saturation being considered 100

the smallest

;

number

39 in May, and the largest, 77, indicating
the wettest month in December. The weight of a cubic foot of air under
its pressure, temperature and humidity at 9 a.m. is shown in column 19.
The most prevalent wind in January was S.W., and the least prevalent
indicating the driest

was

is

In February the most j^revalent was

and the least was S. In
E., and the least was
In Aj^ril the most prevalent was S.E., and the least was N. In May
S.
the most jirevalent was N.W., and the least was S. In June the most
prevalent was N.W., and the least were E. and S.E. In July the most
prevalent wind was N.W., and the least were E. and its compounds. In
August and September the most prevalent were W. and N.W., and the
least were E. and compounds of E.
In October the most prevalent were
N.E., W., and N.W., and the least was S.
In November the most
prevalent was N.W., and the least was E. In December the most
prevalent winds were N.E., S.W., and N.W., and the least prevalent wind
was N. The most prevalent wind for the year was N.W., which occurred
on 108 times during the year, of which 19 w^ere in July, 17 in June, and
12 in August, and the least prevalent wintl for the year was S., which
occurred on only 12 times during the year, of which 5 w^ei'e in April, and
2 in both November and December.
At Sarona the most prevalent wind
for the year was S.W., which occurred on 97 different days, and the least
prevalent wind was E., which occurred on only 12 times during the year.
The mean amount of cloud is shown in column 28 the month with the
smallest amount is June, 0"8, and that with the largest amount, April,
5*9.
Of the cumulus, or fine weather cloud, there were only 7 instances in
the year. Of the nimbus, or rain cloud, there were 30 instances in the
year, of which 8 were in .January, 6 in February, and 5 in both March
and December, and only 2 from May to October. Of the cirrus there
were 9 instances of the cirro stratus, 31 instances of the stratus, 3
instances
of the cirro cumuhis, 68 instances, of which 12 were in
Fel)ruary, and 10 in January
of the cumulus sti'atus there were 45
instances, and 172 instances of cloudless skies, of which 29 we)"e in
August, 20 in July, and 23 in June. At Sarona there were 104 instances
of cloiidless skies, of which 17 were in October, 14 in May, and 13 in
S.

E.,

March the most prevalent winds were N.W. and

;

;

;

;

;

Septcnilter.

The

mouth

in the year was 12'4o inches in
on the 23rd, 2'10 inches on the 22nd,
and 2'09 inches on the Ifjlli. The next largest fall for the month was
((•72 inches in December, of which 3"34 inches fell on (he 15th.
No rain
fell from May 2nd till the 15th of Novendjer, making a ])eriod of 196

largest fall of rain for the

.January, of which 2'88 inches

fell

—
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The fall of rain for the year was 29"81
on 46 days during the year. At Sarona the largest fall
for the mouth in the year was 5'74 inches in January.
No rain fell at
Sarona from May ihid till November 14th, with the exception of
September 12th, on which day 0"08 inch fell, so making periods of 132
and 63 consecutive days respectively without rain. The fall of rain for
the year at Sarona was 17 "06 inches, which fell on 43 days during the
consecutive days without rain.
inches,

which

fell

year.

NOTE ON THE HEMATITE WEIGHT FROM SAMARIA.
By Ebenezer
Perhaps the

greatest

charm

Davis, Esq.

of archroological study lies in the fact that

fresh subjects of interest are constantly being found even in the

most

unpromising lines of research, and in the discussion arising therefrom.
What to the uninitiated would appear to be only a few illegible and
unmeaning scratches on a piece of brick or stone, will in the hands of the
cognoscenti prove to be matter of the greatest importance for the ami^lification of language, science, and history.
Take, for instance, the little
spindle-shaped object now known as the " hjematite weight from
Samaria." Here we tind a piece of stone inscribed with a few ancient
characters giving rise to a prolonged and animated discussion between
half a dozen scholars, each of whom has something new and important to
say about it.
The stone was found to have au inscription then arose questions as
to the character and language in which the inscrii^tion was written, and
lastly, its meaning, on which point much difference of opinion has arisen.
Having given considerable attention to this short text, I wish to say
that it appears to me to be an undoubtedly genuine inscription in the
North Semitic language and character, belonging possibly to as early a
period as the 9th century B.C., if one may be allowed to judge from the

—

similarity of

the script to that

of

other Palestinian texts of

known

date.

There are eight letters on the weight, three of which are twice
and all in the same style of writing, which is that of the
Moabite stone and other epigraphs of a very early period. Indeed, some
of the letters of this text resemble the types found on the fragments of
the Baal Lebanon bcjwl, which are considered by good authorities to
exhibit the earliest known forms of the Phoenician alphabet. Comparing
the characters on the inscribed bead from Jerusalem with those of the
weight, we find on the former a resemblance to the style of writing of the
Siloam inscription, more especially in the zig-zag fonu of the Tsade, and
the short curve at the bottom of the upright stroke of the Nun. I have
endeavoured to show the palteographic affinities of these two short texts
repeated,

in the following table

:
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Comparatiie Stuchj of

the

Eight Characters on the Weight brought by

Dr. Chaplin
" Weight" Types.

Beth

^

3

Baal Lcbn.

Moabitc.

5^:^

^3

Gimel

-]

--

Lamed

/

^

Nuu

Eesli

Shin

y^'i

A

<1

^

/^

^^f

^5
17

^^

6 (f

;;;

:7j7

11

1

W iV

VV

Three Characters on

Siloam.

O

O

Q ^

''\

'^

-17

T

Ain

from Samaria.

the

Jerusalem Bead compared with their

equivalents in the Siloam Inscription.

Jiuad

A \AyS ^

luttei'6

"1

Siloam Letters

These comparisons
to the weight,

The

if

will, I think, justify

not to the " bead

inscriptions on these

"

two

;

L^

y

us in ascribing a very early date

I believe

them both

considerable difficulty, and appear to have occasioned

My

knowledge

to

be very

old.

objects, although very short, jn-esent

much

discussion.

no more than I have l)een able
to glean from Iho OctolxM- Quarterly Statement.
"What has been said as to
of the dispute

amounts

to
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the identity of the roots 3^3 and ^^"i is nothing new, as may be seen by
lexicon.
referrino- to Gesenius, or Fuerst, or any other good Hebrew
The Kaloi these verbs is hypothetical, not being found in any portion of

The same may be

the sacred Avritings.

said of the cognate root

^^i"*-

make certain, and lu
derived from any
noun
A
up
set
finnl;;.
/li.p/uf. to establish, determine,
the
of these roots may, therefore, be very reasonably assumed to have

Hie general idea

of all these verbs

is to set,

put, to

sense of a fixed, firm, established thing, i.e., a standard, either of weight
The noun ^i^^^ from the cognate root ^tj^) '^^ ^^^^^ "^ ^^^

or measure.

sense of a thing

set

up, a pillar (Gen. xix, 26).

would be interesting to determine whether or not this weight is
definitely related to the gerah, shekel, maneh, and talent— Hebrew
It

known value.
division of the larger metrical units into four parts appears to
have been customary among the ancient Hebrews, as we find in 2 Kings
" And there was a great famine in Samaria
and behold they
vi, 25
besieged it, until an asses head was sold for fourscore pieces of silver,
weights of

The

:

:

and the fourth part

of a cab lprT"i^l'^1 o^ dove's

dung

for five pieces

of silver."

yy^, the formula of the " weight." Perhaps
learned contributors to the Quarterly Statement,
being well up in ancient metrology, may consider this matter worthy of
attention, and so may be able to give us some valuable information on
This

is

some one

similar to

;i>^2

many

of the

this very interesting question.

The word "^"^ " of " a].pears to have occasioned much difference of
opinion between the late Professor Kobertson Smith, Dr. Sayce, and
others, Professor Smith refusing to accept Dr. Sayce's rendering of it.
This is generally considered to be a late word. As used in Eabbinical
Hebrew, it is a particle denoting the genitive case, and as such its use is
more frequent than in the earlier Hebrew literature. This is certainly
true, but I see no reason on that account to sHpi:)Ose that it did not exist
The Ifabbinic dialect has preserved
ill the earlier form of the language.
elements of the Israelitish tongue which have doubtless descended from
the popular colloquial idiom of very early times. The persistence of
Major Conder once
is very remarkable.
informed me that he recognised the dialect of the Tell Amarna letters, as

ancient tongues in the East

still

surviving

in

the

speech of the peasantry in many districts in
which they never occur in the

Palestine, worils being used in senses in

I do not think that we know enough of Hebrew from
extant literature to be able to pronounce authoritatively as to the
exact origin and date of dialectical forms in the language, since we cannot
reproduce it in its entirety at any one period. There is certainly very
great difficulty in seeing how a word can be "late" which is found

Biblical writings.
its

written in characters of an alphabet, the peculiar foi-ms of which warrant
If ^1^) ^''^^^h'
us in attributing to it an antiquity of nearly 3,000 years.
occurs on the htematite weight, it must be rash any longer to pronounce
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it

a late word.

cfiteria.

be

If it

Either

so,

no reliance can be placed on palfeographic
Biblical criticism must be at fault, it

]>alceograi3liy or

being imjjossible that both can be right.

^'^

is

stated by Gesenius, and those

who

follow him, to be a com-

l)ound of ^ti*t«^, vjliich, with the prefix n, to, and so marking the genitive,
Fuerst (Lexicon, sub voce) says decidedly, "without a preposition it is

used only in modern Hebrew and Phoenician." He certainly overlooked
one place in which the word occurs uncompounded Sol. song iii, 7

—

:

" Behold his bed, even Solomon's."

H^^J^U? 711? IJltOQ p|2n~"Gresenius
also makes the same assertion.
It may be noticed that the shortening
This, if not the
of 'n'C^i^ to 1^ occurs in the Book of Judges (vi, 17).
oldest

book of the Old Testament, certainly contains some

foims of Israelitish speech,

'n'j^

occurs in

a

of the oldest

compound form

in various

books of the Jewish Canon, biit I cannot hnd a trace of its first origin,
other than the shortening of ^';^i^ to ^. According to Cocceius,

7;^=';^+7, which
recent evidence,

is

The difhculty, in view of
what period in the history of the
"^Xy"^ was first used by good writers.
fix the authorship and date of Hebrew

no doubt the truth.

is

to determine at

language the shortened form of
To say the least, it seems risky to

writings by the use, or non-use, of grammatical forms, the precise age of
which has not been ascertained. This kind of criticism imparts to

modern

Biblical teaching so

much

of rashness

and inconclusiveness, that

intelligent students of the Bible regard with distrust very much of
outcome of the so-called " critical method," and even refuse to

many

the
acquiesce in any scientific treatment of the Bible, because in the hands
of

some the thing has been carried much

too far.

view of lecent discoveries in Palestine, it would seem that tlie
conclusions arrived at by some scholars as to the late introduction of the
art of writing into that country, must undergo considerable modification
We know very little with certainty as to the
in the interest of truth.
Ill

precise date at

we may

which Palestinian jjeoples first acquired this art, alth(HigIi
assume from ascertained facts that the Beni Israel

i'easonal)ly

had a well developed aljjhabet as early as 1000
It

maybe

l)eculiar to

clearly seen that certain localities

themselves

;

B.C.

had

definite grajohic

forms

as for instance, those of the Jerusalem alphabet,

which may be recovered from the Siloam inscription, and the .Jerusalem
In proof of this, the hmg and curved strokes of many of the
letters of this ali)habet may be compared with the shortened and angular
forms of the letters on the Baal Lebanon bowl, and with the closely

" bead."

related script of the " weight."

These few remarks are offered with a desire that they may throw a
more light on Dr. Chaplin's valunble "find," a resuim of the whole
discussion as to which, by some competent authority, could not fail to be
both interesting and valuable.
little

Southampton, October

30t/i,

1894.

—
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The

particle S'j^

need liardly be considered late, since )^ for "^tL*i»5
Deljorah (Judges v, 7), and in Judges vi, 17, vii, 12,
viii, 26, 2 Kings vi, 11, as well as on the Moabite stone
but I fail to see
any reason for the conclusion that these letters on the Samaritan weight
refer to this jmi tide.
On one side it has ^"^22 5^3,"^'*^^' "quarter of the
occui's in the 8ong' of

;

standard," and on the other ~)';^

mean only "quarter

of that for."

^DD^ which would

thus be

made

to

Dr. Eobertson Smith arrives at the

it means "quarter shekel"
and I may i)erha]:)s be
allowed to say that I published the same suggestion in the Quarterlij
Statement long before this discussion arose.
The weight, it ajjpears, is nearly 40 grains (39"2), which is an eighth
not a quarter of the old Hebrew shekel of 320 grains. But in the

conclusion that

;

—

Mishnah

my

ijajjer on " Jews under Eome ") the Galilean shekel
appears to have been half that used at Jerusalem.
The weight is of great archaeological interest, but seems to me to have
no bearing at all on the critical (juestion which has been involved in the
{see

(Controversy.

C. E. C.

THE ASSYRIAN'S IN

SYRIA.

The earliest notice of Assyrians in Syria yet known dates from 1150 B.C.,
when Assur-risisi reached Beirftt, and left his monument at the Dog
Eiver.
Mr. T. G. Pinches, of the British Museum, has, however, just
published a record of the reign of Assur Uballid (about 1400 b.c.) which
earlier Assyrian invasion of S>yria (" Journal Eoyal Asiatic

shows a yet

Society," October, 1894, jip. 807-833).
It begins with the settlement of a
boundary between Assyria and Babylon. The son of a daughter of the
Assyrian King, who was married to the King of Babylon, Iteing on the
throne, attacked Phoenicia no doubt by his grandfather's order.
The
tablet relates how the Canites afterwards killed him, and how Assur
Uballid revenged him (which was already known) by a terrible attack
on the Canites in Babylon, when blood flowed "like the sea," and the
writer says, " We overcame his forces, we were mighty against them
the
army divided the spoil of the foe, and gathered much." "They came
back prosperous." Kurigabzu II, son of Burnaburias, was set on the
throne of Babylon, " and all who held their peace and gave service " were

—

;

(left

I)
The rest of the text refers to the conquest of Elam by
Nivari, at a later period, and to the accession of Assur Nazir

quiet

Eimmon

who appears to have imprisoned his own father and
usurping the throne.
The jmssage as to Phcenicia appears to contain certain difficulties in
translating, which, however, do not affect the general sense, which gives
Pal about 885 b.c,

slain him,
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new and valuable episode in Assyrian and Syrian history. We gather
from Jiidges iii, 10, that an early Assyrian invasion of Palestine occurred
after the death of Joshua, about 1400 B.C., and this may l»e connected
with the record now found. It seems to have preceded the conquest of
Galilee by Eameses II (probably in the time of Jabur II of Hazor and
Sisem), and it thus tells us what happened after the close of the Tell el
a

Amarna

correspondence, although that correspondence includes a letter of

Most

Assui' Uballid.

of

the Babylonian letters, however, come from

Burnaburias, and are thus earlier than Kurigabzu
early allusions to Assyrian cajitivity (in

32-44, for instance) this information

is

Num.

:

SU-ti-i

vltu

8

BAS-e INA IR-su-nu
AL Bi ra-a-vtu INA Ki-rih
cii-ub-bw

"

b.c.)

—

e-rib

AjV

Sa7}i-si

Is-piir-ma

MAT 8AR-SAR

EXNU

n-his-sir

RU

ip-ti-e-ma

A-na mas-sar-ntu
n se sib

9

Levit. xxvi,

rab-ba-a-tam

AA^ Sam-si adi

7

si-it

;

most important, showing that we

need not look to the later age of Tiglath Pileser III (732
The passage referring to Phoenicia runs as follows
6 gu-ma-ri

In considering

II.

xxiv, 22

du-un-nu-7iu

ina

nise

libsi-naa

biir-ris

All the hosts of the peoples 7, from sunrise to sunset he sent
angry at their wastings ?) 8, the city Bin'mtu (or Bin'itu), near the
land of the Westerns (or Amorites) he besieged (having dug a trench
he took it 9 (they had made a sti-ong defence ?) The people in its
midst he caused to dwell (afar '!)." The passages queried are dilFerently
rendered by Mr. Pinches, but do not perhaps affect the general sense.
Mr. Pinches supposes Birdtiij to mean only the " fortresses" of Phoenicia,
but perhaps Beirllt is intended. It is often noticed in the Tell el Amania
Incidentally (p. 828) Mr. Pinches mentions the word
letters as Birntu.
Camar for " house," which has been thought to be a Hittite word, though
6.

;

(Ijeing

;

'?)

:

;

this

is

doul)tful.

It

is

interesting to note

that the

word occurs

in

For "Ijeing angry at their wastings" we might, perhaps,
Akkadian.
read " There was no master against their wastings." Mr. Pinches reads
''till there wns none fi'om their goings."
c. R.

c;.

—

Quarterly Statement, July, 1895.]

THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
N'OTES

AND

N"EWS.

During tlie winter months, when excavation becomes difficult or impossible at
Jerusalem, Dr. Bliss received the sanction of the committee to undertake a
journey to the land of Moab, including the examination of Medeba, Kerab,
and other places of historical interest beyond the Dead Sea. Dr. Bliss had the
special advantage of a letter of recommendation from his Excellency Hamdy
Bey, the well-known Director of the Museum of Constantinople.
He was
received most cordially by the Governor of Kerak,

permission to measure and

make

After a journey of very great
is

Among
viously

fidlest

he got back to Jerusalem on April 2ntt,
The report of his journey, with illustrapublished in the present number.

and resumed the work
tions,

and was afforded the

plans of buildings, to copy inscriptions, &c-

To the

made by Dr.

other discoveries

unknown Roman

interesting

town

intei-est

of excavation.

fort

Bliss in this region

is

and a walled town with towers and

that of a pregates, like the

of Mashetta.

great regret of the Committee, Dr. Bliss

was seized with illness soon
and has had to be removed to Beyrout for change.
The latest account received from Dr. Post, under date June 13th, is that he was
then still feeble and required " entire rest for a month or so." In consequence
of this, the report of the excavations has been written by Mr. Dickie, who also
will carry on the work until Dr. Bliss's return.

after his return to Jerusalem,

The discovery of an ancient gateway at the south-eastern corner of the wall
which Dr. Bliss has been tracing is of very great interest, suggesting, as it does,
important questions with reference to the extent of the city in this direction at
different periods of its history.

Major-Greneral Sir Charles Wilson has favoured us with the following
valuable note on this subject

:

" It is too early to write with

interesting wall

any degree of certainty on the age
and gateway which have been discovered by Dr. Bliss.

of the

That

—

—
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throw
wall certainly enclosed Siloam, and the following statements seem to
Josephus distinctly says (' Wars/ V, 9, § 4) that Siloam
light on the subject.
The fountain of Siloa
outside the walls. Antoninus (570 A.B.) writes

was

:

'

day within the walls of the city, because the Empress Eudocia
We have thus two definite statements
herself added these walls to the city.'
the tune
one, by a contemporary writer, that Siloam was outside the walls at
fountain was
of the great siege; the other, by a Western pilgrim, that the
brought within the walls by Eudocia, who was at Jerusalem between 438-454.
Eudocia's object was probably to protect the Church of Siloam, which, if not
Theodosius
built by the Empress, could only have been recently erected.
(530 A.D.) mentions that the pool of Siloam was within the walls in his day
and the restoration of the walls by Eudocia is alluded to by Evagrius in his

is

at the present

;

'

Ecclesiastical History

"

'

(i,

22).

wall and gateway discovered by Dr. Bliss are exactly in the position
in which we should expect to find the wall and gateway of Eudocia, and the
character of the masonry seems to indicate that both have been largely built

The

with stones from older buildings. Other details equally point to a date not
than the fifth century. The sjjade has, however, so often proved historical
notices to be wrong, that we must wait for the result of the further excavations
earlier

which Dr.

Bliss

excavations will,

has

it is

been

instructed to

Those
before theorising.
whether the wall described by

make

believed, settle the question

Josephus followed the line of that discovered by Dr. Bliss, or, as I think, kept
to a higher level and crossed the Tyropoeon Valley above the Pool of Siloam.
In any case, the discoveries are of deep interest, and we must all hope that
Dr. Bliss will soon be restored to health and be able to continue the great work

upon which he

is

engaged."

Herr von Schick has sent an account of the little-known but very interesting
Armenian Convent of the Olive Tree at Jerusalem, together with plan of its.
church, which are published in the present number.

He is still following closely the work going on in the Muristan, and has
The southern wall of the great
supplied some further notes respecting it.
cistern under the new Greek building north of the Muristan turns out, not
to be of rock, as had been supposed, but of masonry, which could hardly, in
Herr von Schick's opinion, have supported the old wall

The Eev. Theodore E. Dowling

of the city.

reports that tourists at Jerusalem hotel*

Within tlie last few years Jews
are beset with sellers of Palestinian coins.
at Jaffa, Hebron, Nablus, and Cairo, liave reproduced the following coins,
specimens of which are in
1.

2.

my

possession

:

Shekel (silver) of Simon Maccabteus, "Year 3." In 1883 I was shown
by different persons in Jerusalem two false half-shekels, but I am
unable to remember whether they were of " Year 1," or " 2," or " 3,"'
or "4."

Helmcted with cheek-pieces

(obv.) of

Herod

I (copper;

tion).

This coin

is

re-issued, both thick

and

thin.

Greek

inscrip-

;
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tlie Second Revolt under Simon Bar-cochab.
Sold uublushingly in the Jewish Bazaars at Jerusalem as genuine.
Large copper coins (Palm-tree and Vine-leaf) of Simon Bar-cochab.

Several small silver coins of

Obverse and reverse of different coins are sometimes attached

The

these clumsily-designed forgeries.

original lettering

is

in

carelessly

re-produced.
5.

A

plate full of the usual specimens of small Jewish copper coins was
offered to me as a present at Nablus, in July, 1893.
One and all were
false.

The Rev.

They were brought from

Cairo.

E. Hanauer (of Jaffa) has suggested that a paragrapli be added
on their guard against other forged " Antiques,"
such as earthenware lamps, which are made wholesale at Nablus, from ancient
moulds, and modern imitations of them.
Caution is also needed in the purchase of large stone seals (generally black)
J.

to put travellers in Palestine

Samaritan or Phoenician letters the inscription

bearing in

Of

servant of Jehovah."

a late United States Consul in

Metal

plates,

characters

:

" David, King,

them was purchased by
Jerusalem, and thought by him to be genuine.
of

with Phoenician, Hebrew, or Arabic inscriptions in ancient
cut out of hard limestone, are also offered for sale, but

little idols,

;

are generally false.
as

One

these several exist.

It

may happen

that counterfeit "tear-bottles" are not

yet manufactured, but suspicions

larger pieces of glass.

have been

In the Nazareth

district

x'oused on inspecting many
Jews have been lately realising

fancy prices for ancient glass sold in the United States of America.

in

TouEiSTS are cordially invited
Jeeusalem Association

the

opposite the

Tower

of David.

to visit the

Room

Loan

of the

Hours

Collection of "Antiques "

Palestine Exploration

8 ti 12, and 2 to

:

6.

Fund,

Maps

of

and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.
Necessary information will be gladly given by the Rev. Theodore E. Dowling,
Son. Sec.
Palestine

Owing

Annual Jerusalem Association Lecture
number of the Quarterly Statement, was

to a variety of causes the

Course, as announced in the January

altered.
Nine Lectures were delivered.
On April 9th Dr. Bliss
(having just returned from Kerak) lectured on "Moab in March, 1895."
A few residents in Jerusalem have kindly interested themselves in the Loaa
Collection of "Antiques," in the room rented by the Jerusalem Association,
opposite the Tower of David. Before the next tourist season it is hoped that

slightly

this collection will be considerably enlarged.

Mons. Arseniew has presented

to the Association specimens of Phcenician

pottery.

Dr. Bliss loaned some stones from Hei-od's Palace, Jericho.

Mr. Herbert Clark's two

glass

cases

Roman, and one
cylinders

;

Hebrew peal from
Greek, Roman, and Hebrew

stone chisels

;

tear bottles,

contain

Silw-tii)

coins

j

seals

(Phoenician,

Greek,

and Babylonian
bronze spear arrow heads

;

Assyrian

and a mirror.
O 2

—

—
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The Kev. Theodore E. Cowling's
fills

selection of

Jewish and Palestinian coins

a large glass case.

The Rev.

J.

E. Hanauer's flying fox

is

conspicuous.

Mr. C. A. Hornstein exhibits birds and ancient lamps.
Mr. David Jamal loans a black stone head, brought by him from one of the
numerous tombs scattered round about Gadara.
Mr. G. R. Lees' photographs adorn the walls, and Dr. Wheeler's Torah was
made use of in his Lectures on " The Jews of Jerusalem," and " Jewish Life
in Palestine."

The Rev.

J. E.

Hanauer

writes that he

had been

told

by Jewish

colonists

at Kustineh that the Synagogue of R. Gam'liel the younger (a grandson of
St. Paul's celebrated teacher)

when

itinerating in Philistia,

had recently been discovered at Yebna, and that,
he visited the place, which is an old underground

vault on the southern slope of the

tell,

now used

as a stable.

It

is

being visited

by many Jews.

The Committee have
the Library of the

Fund

to

acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

:

" Etudes d'Archeologie Orientale," par Ch. Clermont-G-anr.eau.
Tome
premier deuxieme partie. From the Author.
"Dictionary of the Bible," 2nd ed., Vol. I, Parts 1 and 2. John Murray.

—

From

the Publisher.

With reference to Mr. Murray's generous gift of the second edition
of " Smith's Dictionary of the Bible," in two volumes, containing letters
to J, the Rev. Canon Dalton, C.M.G., writes

A

:

In these valuable volumes a large proportion of the articles have been
entu-ely re-written, by writers recognised as specialists in their res^^ective
departments, and on a much more extensive scale tlian before, inasmuch as
they deal with subjects on which rscent research and criticism have thrown the
strongest light, and concerning which the opinions of the best Biblical scholars
have undergone the most noted change since the Dictionary was first published
32 years ago. For instance, the articles on Assyria and Babylonia have been
re-written by Mr. Pinches, of the Department of Assyrian Antiquities in the
British Museum those on Egypt by the eminent Egyptologist, M. Naville ; and
those on Natural History by Canon Tristram. The Geographical articles by
;

Sir George

Exploration

Grove, which were written several years before the Palestine
its work in the Holy Land, and justly considered

Fund began

one of the most valuable portions of the original edition^ have been revised, at
Sir Charles Wilson has
his request, by Sir Charles Wilson and by Major Conder.
also re-written the article on the topography of Jerusalem, which now occupies
no less than 79 double-columned pages, in lieu of the former article by the late
Professor Fergusson. He has also added separate maps of the Tribes, and of
other countries, with fresh illustrations of the sites of places, constructed in
large measure from the surveys and drawings of the Palestine Exploration
Fund. Indeed few articles of any importance have been reprinted in these

two volumes without material

alterations.

For example, the

article

on the

—

—

;
;;
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" Acts of

tlie Apostles," re-written by the lamented Bishop Lightfoot, occupies
18 pages, compared with a page and a half in the former edition that on the
"Gospel of St. John," re-written by Archdeacon Watkins, of Durham, fills
25 pages, compared with tliree in the former edition that on the " Epistle to
the Galatians," re-written by Dr. Salmon, Provost of Trinity College, Dublin,
comprises 14 pages, compared with a page and a half in the former edition
the "Epistle to the Hebrews," re-written by Dr. Westcott, the present Bishop
of Durham, fills 11 pages, compared with five in the former edition
the article
on "Deuteronomy," re-written by Professor Driver, occupies 22 pages, compared with five in the former edition
the article on the " Apocrypha,"
re-written by Professor Rylc, of Cambridge, fills 37 pages, compared with four
in the former edition
to the article on the " Gospels," by the late Arclibishop
Thomson, a supplement by Professor Sanday, containing 26 pages, has been
added. These instances, to which many others might be added, will serve to
show the pains and labour bestowed on the re-issue of a work absolutely indis pensable to all Biblical students. The new first volume exceeds the old by
more than 550 pages.
;

;

;

;

;

The following have kindly consented
taries

to

act

Honorary Local Secre-

as

:

James Yates, Esq., Chief Librarian, Leeds.
The Rev. Charles Druitt, The Vicarage, Whitechurch, Charmouth, Dorset.
The Eev. C. C. Waller, B.A., Diocesan Theological College, Montreal;
and Douglas MacFarlane, Esq., 85, Churchill Ave, Westmount, Montreal
in place of the Rev. Commander Roberts, who has returned to England.

Walter Besant's summary of the work of the Fund from its commencebeen brought up to date by the author and published under the title,
"Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land."
Applications for copies may be
sent in to Mr. Armstrong.
Sir

ment

lias

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine
Fund. A circular giving full particulars about

is

of the

it

on view at the oflice
on appli-

will be sent

cation to the Secretary.

Supporters of the Fiind will be gratified to learn that this valuable work
has met with great appreciation in nearly every quarter of the globe, and from
many learned societies. Copies have been ordered and supplied for the Royal

Geographical Society; the Science and Art Museum and Trinity College,
Dublin
the Free Kirk College, Glasgow
Queen's College, Cambridge
Mansfield College, Oxford and for subscribers in Russia, the Netherlands, the
;

;

;

United States of America, Australia, Japan, and China, besides Manchester,
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and other cities of our own country.
The following are some of the opinions which have been expressed by
competent authorities respecting the value of this Map
:

"

A

Raised

Map

of Palestine

have Tisited or intend

must prove of the greatest

interest to all

to visit the country, affording, as it does

who

a picture an vol

—

— ——

—
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d'oiseau of all the physical features.

Mr. Armstrong's interesting work will faith-

the advantage of touring in Palestine the old
familiar routes they have traversed, and will give to those who have yet to enjoy
such a journey a clear idea of the sort of country they may expect to see.
The educational use to which the map will be put will be very considerable."
fully present to those

who have had

.

.

.

The Times.
"There are the

seas, the hikes, the mountains, and valleys, all so perfect and
one can travel over the ground and visit the cities and towns.
With the Bible in hand the holy sites can be inspected, the historical events of
the narration can be followed, the movements of the various tribes can be traced,
the operations of war can be grasped and easily understood. With this Eaised
Map before him a Moltke could sit and plan a campaign as if it were a chess

distinct that

problem." Daily News.
" By the aid of such a Raised Map the untravelled student may picture the
scenery of Palestine, under the allusions to its topography, and see where the
roads of the country must run he can follow the tracks of rival armies upon
to rival sites."
its battle-fields and understand better the conditions attaching
;

Manchester Guardian.
" It is certainly a most interesting and valuable Map, and in no other way,
short of a personal visit, could one obtain so correct an idea of the contour of
Camhridge Tribune, U.S.A.
the Holy Land."
" The Relief Map of Palestine is the most accurate that has yet been pubIt is based on the surveys made by Major Conder and
lished of that country.
Colonel Sir H, Kitchener for the Palestine Exploration Fund, and has been
most carefully constructed by Mr. George Armstrong, who was himself employed

on the survey. The relief enables the student to grasp at once the peculiar
geographical and topographical features of the Holy Land and to understand
the influence of those features on the history of the country and on the various
campaigns from the conquest by Joshua to the expedition of Napoleon." Sir
C. W. Wilson, Major-General, R.E.
" Mr. Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine is the only correct representaIt is
tion of the natural features of the country that has been published.
scientifically accurate, and gives a better idea of the country than any flat
map. It will be of great value to schools and to all scholai-s." C. R. Condek,

—

—

Major, R.E.
" I wish another copy of your Eaised Map. I am greatly pleased with it, I
do not think I would like to teacli the Old Testament without it." Professor
Gboege Adam Smith, Free Church College, Glasgow.
" It came through in excellent order and has been pronounced the best

—

—

thing of the kind that we have ever soon." The Very Rev. Dean Hoffman,
The General Theological Seminary, New York.
"All tlie pi'ofessors and students exjiressed the most complete satisfaction

and admired the correctness and

fine

execution wliich more than answered their

They anticipate great practical and
M. LE Bachelet, Biblioth, St. Hcliers, Jersey.

expectation.

scientific usefulness."

Hav.

am well pleased with the Map, and I must conyou upon the patience and skill wliich you have displayed in constructing
it."— Charles Bailey, Congregational Church School, Manchester.
" I need not say that I

gratulate

"

and

The Map
its

arrived safely.

colouring

;

I

am

very

much

pleased with the Raised

you seem to have taken great pains

witli

it.

I

Map

hope Bible

—
;
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Students and Sunday School Teachers will come and study

it."

— W.

II.

Rindeb,

Philosophical Society, Leeds.
" I

had the case opened and found the

Map

quite safe

;

it is

of work and has given great satisfaction to the Committee."

a splendid piece

— C.

Goodteab,

Secretary and Librarian, Lancashire College.
"

You

have conferred au invaluable boon on all Scripture Students by your
Map. I shall not rest till I have one for my School." The
Very Rev. S. W. Allen, Shrewsbury.
" The Map is a beautiful piece of work and equally valuable to the
Captain F. W. Htjtton, Curator,
historian, the geographer, and the geologist."

—

issue of the Raised

—

Museum, Christchurch, New Zealand.
" The Map arrived all safe
and has given great satisfaction to everyone
who has seen it." The Rev. Douglas Ferbieb, Free Church Manse,
.

.

.

—

Bothwell, N.B.
" The Map lias come quite perfect and

a monument for yourself that
Pattebson, Hamilton, N.B.
Subscribers to the

will

is

much

admired.

long endure."

—Rev.

You have erected
Thomas M. B.

Palestine Pilgeims' Text Society who have not

sent in their application for cases for binding the translations issued by the

reminded that these are now ready, and that the whole issues
Nos. 1 to 26 (up to date) have been arranged in chronological order, so as to
make 10 volumes of equal size.
Society, are

—

—

Index to the Quarterly Statement. A new edition of the Index to the
Quarterly Statements has been compiled. It embraces the years 1869 (the
Names of the
Contents
first issue of the journal) to the end of 1892.
Authors and of tlie Papers contributed by them List of the Illustrations ; and
Price to
This Index will be found extremely useful.
General Index.
:

—

;

subscribers to the

Fund,

in

paper cover,

1?. Gd.,

in cloth, 2s. Qd., post free

non-subscribers, 2*. and 3*.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

The Committee

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which ah-eady contains many works of great value relating to
Palestine and other Bible Lands.
See list of Books, July Quarterly Statement,

of the

1893.

It

may be

well to mention that plans

and photographs alluded

to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be pubHshed, but all are

preserved in the

offices of

the Fund, where they

may

be seen by subscribers.

The first volume of the " Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Major Conder,
accompanied by a map of the portion of country surveyed, special plans,
and upwards of 350 drawings of ruins, tombs, dolmens, stone circles, inscripis
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tions, &c.

Subscribers to the " Survey of Western Palestine " are privileged

The price -will be raised, after 250
names are received, to twelve guineas. The Committee are pledged never to
A. P. Watt
let any copies he subscribed for under the sum of seven guineas.
and Son, Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C., are the Sole Agents.
The attention of intending subscribers is directed to the announcement in the
last page of this number.
Mr. H. Chichester Hart's " Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
Arabah," -which forms the second volume, can be had separately.

to have the volumes for seven guineas.

M. Clermont-Granneau's work, " Archaeological Researches in Palestine," will
The first portion of it is already translated and in

form the third volume.
the press.

The maps and books now contained

in the Society's publications comprise
on Palestine, and on the researches conducted in
the country, which can be found in no other publications. It must never be
forgotten that no single traveller, however well equipped by previous knowledge,
can compete with a scientific body of explorers, instructed in the periods
required, and provided with all the instruments necessary for carrying out

an amount

of information

their work.

See

list

of Publications.

In the year 1880 M. Clermont- Granneau published, in 19 parts, the fii'st
portion of a volume of " Oriental Archaeological Studies," and is now about to
complete the volume by the issue of the remaining parts. The prospectus of
this valuable work will be found in our advertisement pages.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday School Unions within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to purchase the books and

maps (by

application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

—

The income of the Society, from March 2oth to June 21st, 1895, was from
annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies, £224 145. 6d. ;
The expenditure during the same period
from all sources £419 14«. 2d.
was £517. On June 21sc the balance in the Bank was £356 4*. 2d.

—

Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
and slides can be had by application to the Assistant Secretai-y at the

casts,

Office of the

Fund :—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," 1*. each.
Cases for binding the Quarterly Statement, in green or chocolate. Is. each.
Cases for binding " Abila," "Pclla," and '"Ajlun" in one volume,
Is. each.
el Hesy,
Explorer to the Fund.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell
at a depth

of 35

feet, in

May,

1

892,

by Dr.

Bliss,

— —
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correspondence carried

on

bet-ween

agents in various Palestinian towns.

Price

2s. 6d. each.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,

price 2s. 6d. each.

Casts of an Inscribed

Weight or Bead from

Palestine,

forwarded by Professor

Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price 1*. each.
Lantern slides of the Eaised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In

order to

Committee

make up complete

will be very glad to receive

of the Quarterlti Statement the
any of the back numbers.

sets

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other
by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Cominittee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt
theories advanced

them.

Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.
to all

who

are entitled to receive

Great care is taken to forward each number
it, but changes of addi'ess and other causes

give rise occasionally to omissions.

The authorised lectui-ers

for the Society are

The Eev. Thomas Harrison,
Kent.
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

F.R.Gr.S.,

His subjects are as follows

Hillside,

Benenden, Staplehurst,

;

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.
Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

The Sttrvei/ of l^lastem Palestine.
In the Track of the Israelites from lEgypt to Canaan.
The Jordan Valley, the Lead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem {Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.
ArchcEological Illustrations of the Bible.
(Specially adapted for

—

Sunday School Teachers).

N.B.

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Rev.

J. R.

slides.

Macpherson, B.D., Kiunaird Manse, Inchture, N.B.

subjects are as follows

His

:—

(4)

Excavations in Jerusalem, 1868-70, 1894^5.
a Mound of Buried Cities ; toith Comparative Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.
Recent Discoveries in Palestine Lachish and Jerusalem.
Exploration in Judea.

(5)

Galilee

(1)

(2) Lachish,

(3)

—

and Samaria.

—

—

—

—

—
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our Lord.
(6) Palestine in the Footsteps of
the Wanderings.
(7) Mount Sinai and the Desert of
(8)

Palestine

—

its

People, its Customs, and its Ruins.

(Lecture for

Children.)

All illustrated with specially prepared lime-liglit lantern views.

The Eev. James Smith, B.D.,

St.

George' s-in-the-West Parish, Aberdeen.

His subjects are as follows
(1) The Palestine Exploration Fund.
:

A

Pilgrimage to Palestine.
Ancient and Modern.
(4) The Temple Area, as it noiv is.
(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
(6) A Visit to Bethlehem a7id Hebron.
(2)

(3) Jerusalem

—

(7) Jericho, Jordan,

The Rev.

and

the

Dead

Sea.

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.

South

:

Explorations in Judea.
Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(1)

(2)

(5)

Problems of Palestine.

The Rev. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.E.G.S., St. Lawrence, Ramsgate.
His subjects are as follows
slides).

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(All
:

in Palestine.

New Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Explorer in 1894.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research
Story of Joseph ; or. Life in Ancient Egypt.
The
(4) A.
Promised
(5) B. The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the

(2)

Stories in Stone

;

or,

(3)

:

(6)

C.

(7)

D.

(8) E.

Land.
The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,
Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
His subjects are as follows
for the United States.

Professor

:

(1) The Building of Jerusalem.
(2) The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
Palestine Exploration.
(3) The Progress of the

24,

Application for Lectures may be either addressed to the Secretary,
Hanover Square, W., or sent to the address of the Lecturers.
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NARRATIVE OF AN P]XPEDITION TO MOAB AND
GILEAD IN MARCH, 1895.
By Frederick Jones

Bliss, Ph.D.

In December, 1893, the Sublime Porte established the Mutassariflik or
sub-province of Ma'an, with a Governor resident at Kerak, under the
Wali of Syria, whose headquarters are Damascus. This territory was
formerly under the practical control of various Arab tribes, including
the quasi-Bedawin, the Mujely of Kerak. How all travellers, from
M. de Saulcy and Canon Tristram down to the most recent times, have
been compelled either by prudence or by force to pay immense bakhsheesh to wild rulers of the land, is too plain a matter of history to be
dwelt on here. The entry of the Turks to Kerak has changed all this.
Hearing that the country had been rendered safe, and inferring that
travellers would consequently begin to pour in, I felt that the Palestine
Exploration Fund should be the first to take advantage of the new
condition of things. The Committee having authorised me to make a
short expedition to Moab, I consulted with our Commissioner, Ibrahim
Eflfendi, and together we were fortunate in interesting Hamdy Bey,
who kindly requested me to report to the Imperial Museum anything
of interest that might be discovered.
The expedition thus took an
otficial character, which was of great service, as I hope these pages will
show. The season also was favourable, for I had experienced the storms
of March in Jerusalem, and knew how difficult would be continuous
excavation. Curiously enough, almost no rain fell here this year in
Januai-y and February, and it is the rain of March, which poured down
during our absence, that revived the hopes of the people for the summer's
water supply. The rain did not prove a serious obstacle to our expedition, for the longest detention was at Madeba, where there was plenty of
work to do.
It is not my purpose to narrate in full the adventures of the joui-ney,
which would fill a volume, but to dwell only on what was real discovery,
touching lightly on places and things described before.
On Wednesday, March 7th, at about noon, Ibrahim Effendi and I left
Jerusalem for Jericho, accompanied by my foreman Yusif, or Abu Selim,
as we generally call him, to distinguish him from Little Yusif, the cook.
The latter had gone on ahead with our three tents, which we found
pitched by 'Ain es Sultan. We also took two of our Avorkmen from
Silwan, whom we found very handy in exhuming buried stones with
inscriptions.
The presence of Ibrahim Efi"endi relieved us from the
annoyance of a so-called guard from the sheikhs of Abu Deis who still
impose themselves on all travellers to Jericho and the Jordan. I renewed
my conviction that systematic excavations at Tell es Sultan would result
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in valuable finds, resting

my

eyes with longing upon the bit of old

mud-

built wall revealed in a hole scooped out at the base of the Tell.

My

visits to Jericho

had always been for some
Dead Sea

to ride to the

had never found time

and I
So the next day we

special mission,

!

followed the throng of tourists along the well-beaten track.

Map

-UiLe.

Arriving at

to Illfsteate Dr. Bliss's Journey in Moab.

of route

SCALE
2

S

*

i

10 Miles

10

_i

the shore, I was amused to recall the Eev. Haskett Smith's description
He likens it to Brighton beach,

of the place during the tourist season.

and indeed

it

only lacks a weighing-machine and the Salvation

complete the presentment.
bathing, parties gallojjing in

English

children

from Mar Saba

—

gathering
it

Army

shells,

to

men

was an incongruous
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on this usually desolate shore. We lunched by the Jordan.
Here no one was bathing, for an American had been drowned shortly
Later his body was recovered by an officer who was exploring
before.
the river in a boat further down.
picture

From Mar Yuhanna we attempted
bridge, but found this very difficult,

to strike across country to the

owing

to the deep ravines.

Crossing

by the bridge, and proceeding by the Madeba road, we found our camp
pitched near Tell Rameh by the water that flows from 'Ain Hesban. T
was interested in the remains of a fort on the edge of the plain, about a
mile to the east of the Tell. From the base of the foot hills, the land
down towards the west, and then a hill slopes up smoothly
but somewhat steeply to a flat summit, which soon comes to a distinct
edge with a sharp fall to the plain of about 120 feet. Upon this natural

slopes gently

fortification I traced the signs of

a building, some 70 yards in length, not

Like much of the
rectangular, but following the contour of the hill.
building about Jericho, all was ruined but one course of stone imbedded

ground plan.
Soon after striking camp we passed one of the Arab stone circles
described by Conder, and noticed within it a plough, jars, and other
These are thus placed " to the account of
objects left there on deposit.
Khalil," or Abraham, and are perfectly safe till their owners return for
them. As we rode up the hills the clouds began to gather, and after a
chilly lunch in a cave above the road, the rain began to pour down.
Nebo was hid from view, and thus the hoped-for ascent was placed out
On arriving at the top of the long climb from the
of the question.
Jordan Valley, we entered on the green plateau stretching before us to
Fortunately our camja had
the east, veiled in the driving mist and rain.
been pitched at Madeba before the tents had got wet. The afternoon
was passed profitably in studying the valuable article on Madeba,
in the soil, leaving the real

published in the number for October, 1892, of the " Eevue Biblique," by
the Rev. P^re Sejourne. He gives a sketch map of the town, indicating
the ancient buildings and other monuments that have been brought to
His article
light by the inhabitants in digging for foimdations of houses.
contains such full notices of the history of Madeba from the earliest
biblical times to its disappearance from history, which he thinks may be
to the destructive march of Chosroes early in the seventh century,
that I need only to refer the reader to his pages, written with a literary
charm that rivals their accurate scholarship.

due

I have spoken of inhabitants, for after a desolation of over 13 centuries

this

Christians

1880 by a colony of
Hence Madeba is for the

ancient site was again occupied in

— Greek

and Latin

—from

Kerak.

present a precious place for the arch£eologist. Changes go on so rapidly
that constant visits are necessary. Thus some ruins seen by the Pdre

Sejourne have disappeared while not only have others been brought to
light, but more complete excavations in some places which he described
have necessitated alterations of his plans, which, I am sure, no one will
;

welcome more than

himself.
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Madeba

occupies one of the low eminences which rise here and there

from the vast undulating

raj)idly,

plain.

In

its

centre the ground rises

more

forming a natural acropolis some 200 yards square, now occupied'
is more than probable that this height was
acropolis, and the discovery of thick walls at

by the Latin Mission. It
once crowned by an actual
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one point on the slope seems a confirmation.
The whole town is barely
Gates were seen by the Pere Sejoiirne at the

a quarter-mile square.

north and east. The eastern one I did not observe of the northern one
only the face of the flanking tower remained at the time of my first visit,
and when I returned ten days after, T found that destruction had even
;
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then been at work. Gates, of course, imply walls, and on his plan the
Pere Sejourne traces their probable course, suggested by the contours,
and by large stones at various points. At the south-west of the town,
and placed by him outside the wall is the large pool, with solid walls, so
often described

by

travellers.

about the town, one finds an extraordinary mingling of
the ancient and the modern, of the grand and of the squalid. The
meanest house has a beautifully carved lintel or door post built in the
In front of
rudest wall may be found a graceful Corinthian capital.
One
stone.
slabs
of
with
fine
paved
courts
are
houses
dark
dirty,
chamber, which is shared alike by the owners and their chickens and
In the hope
goats, is floored with the mosaic shown in the photograph.
of bakhsheesh, which we met, they scoured the pavement, revealing all

On wandering

;

the beautiful colours— the fruit trees, lions, gazelles, birds, and otlier

animals with the central human head. In many cases all 3'ou can see of
a house is the front wall and the flat roof which terminates in the surrounding ground. The happy owner in chance digging had hit upon a
buried wall the face of this he cleared, and also a space in front, with a
path descending from the I'oad level. He then would fiud that this was
the front wall of a buried house, and then would need only to clear out

—

the debris inside, put on a roof, and leave the three other walls still
buried on the outside. He has thus a truly subterranean dwelling.
Everything ancient is put to use. Of the four churches shown on the
plan, Nos. 1 and 3 are each covered by two or more houses ; No. 2 is to
serve as the foundation of the new Seraya, or Government House and
;

to be kept for its original ecclesiastical designation, for I
rejoiced to report that the Greeks are to restore it, or rather rebuild

No. 4 alone

am
it

is

on the old

The

lines.

smallest,

churches

is

No.

3.

and at the same time the most interesting of these
Its singular shape, and its faulty orientation, suggest

rrgg
Scoic rmfrrri

^

-

It looks more like a pagan
it was not originally built for a church.
The body
full proof.
temple. But that it was used as a church there is
with a
feet,
of
32
diameter
inside
an
having
of this building is a rotunda,

that
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long arm, terminating in an apse, circular within, and of an octagonal
form without. The entire inside length is about 71 feet. As one house
occupies the rotunda part, and another the eastern arm, measurements
to an inch were difficult, but the above figure is correct to within a few

you must give
measuring in Madeba is difficult
you are coming to plan and photogi-aph, humour
them into promising to scrub the floor and clear up the litter, and then
submit perforce to their presence and comments, while you dive into dark
corners and make your plan.
The circular body of the church is covered with a tesselated mosaic.
In the middle is a circular border, 6 feet 2 inches across, containing a
Greek inscription. All my photograjihs of this failed, so I copy it from
Pere Sejourne
inches.

Indeed,

all

:

notice to the family that

:

n

APe€N

I

KHNMAPIHNeeO
MHTOPAKAION6TI K
T€N Tn RAMBACIAHAee
OYMONONYI€A MOYN8
A€PKOMENOCKAeAP€Y
€NNOONKAICAPKAKAI€
PrAOOCKAGAPAIC

6YXAICAYTON

SNAAON

...

from his French, with a few small alterations due to notes
"Revue Biblique " for Aj^ril, 1895, in which the text is
the addition at the end of the word

I translate

on p. 271 of
emended by

the

€YPHC

:

God, and upon Him
whom she brought forth, Christ the Sovereign King, only Son of the
only God, be thou pure in mind, and flesh, and deeds, in order that
thou mayest, by thy pure prayers, find God Himself merciful."
" In gazing

A second

upon the Virgin Mary, Mother

of

mosaic inscription of seven lines occurs in the part between
arm the commencement of all the lines is covered

the rotunda and the

;

In restoring and translating this, the
Pere Sejourne has thrown light on the age of the church.
" The very beautiful mosaic work of this sanctuary, and of the holy
house of the altogether pure Sovereign Mother of God (has been made)

by the wall

of the actual house.

by the care and the zeal of this town of Madeba for the salvation and
the reward of the well-doers, dead and (living) of this sanctuary. Amen,
Lord
It was accomplished by the aid of God, in the month of
This Seleucidan year would
February of the year 674, indiction 5."
!

p
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correspond to 3G2 a.d. For the learned father's notes on the date and
At the right, on
on the inscription, I refer the reader to his article.
entering the church, he copied a third inscription of one line
:

AriAMAPIA BOH0I MHNATIIA
translates: "Holy Mary, help Menas IV." This, he thinks, refers
some Bishop, or other illustrious man, buried in the church.

He
to

It

is

noticeable that the

first inscrijjtion refers,

not to the erection

of the church, but to the laying of the mosaic, so that

think that the building

may have

originally

we may

been pagan.

still

While

I

:".]

r-|

bi

TNSI
mrnfin

was attempting

to

picturesque scene.

photograph, the interior of the room presented a
In a dark corner, two women, clad in the blue

costume of the Bedawln, which the Christians of this district all wear,
were seated on the floor by a rude tripod of sticks, from which was
suspended a goat-skin full of milk, which they were shaking backward
and forward to make butter. Standing by was a pretty child dressed in
red, witli a red handkerchief on her head, and a pearl cross on her hair,
Men and
tightly grasping an orange and some sugar we had given her.
boys stood about, watching me at the camera, and anxious to give advice
Tliey were all very good natured,
as to how the work should be done.

and we parted excellent

friends.
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The ori<;iiial walls of tlie cliurcli stand to a heifjht of 9 feet at least,
and the two modern houses follow the same lines. The only point that
is not clear is the western end of the church.
Here modern walls have
been built. However, I give the ancient columns and walls as I found
them. Perhaps there was some sort of an atrium.
The recovery of the plan of Church No. 1 was a much more complicated affair. The blackened walls on the plan indicate the parts actually
And 'difficult was the task of seeing them
seen.
This ruin played
hide and seek with us while we made our bewildered way through three
rooms and an out-house of one man's dwelling, two rooms of another's,
walked over the roof of a third man who was away and whose neighl)Ours would not let us have the key, .and finally found the west front in
the open air
I

!

The
was the best preserved, giving the line of apse, the
altarium, the exact width of nave and south aisle, the position of columns
between them, the south-east corner, and a good part of the eastern and
southern walls.
The breadth of the church (outside measurement) is
thus shown to be 72 feet exactly. The length is 125 feet, correct to a
few inches. The nave is 29 feet broad, having exactly twice the breadth
of the aisles.
The bases for the columns rest on a line of slabs, 3 feet
broad and about 3 inches high, forming a division between aisle and
nave.
The pavement of the aisle is of small tesserre.
The altarinm
proper is raised h\ inches above the nave, and is paved with marble slabs
about 18 inches square this pavement is also found in the part of the
I was, however, able to collect the data for an accurate plan.

south-east part

;

church immediately below, forming a black and white diagonal pattern
around a circle, extending 10 feet 8 inches westwards from the altar iuni
and terminating near the western wall of the house which covers the
eastern part of the church.

The owner declared that the western part
we could not get into, was paved with

of the nave, included in the house

which there were steps down from the marble pavement. If
then it would indicate that the marble pavement formed part
This suggests the beginnings of the later development of
of the choir.
church planning.
This view is supported by the line of wall found
running parallel to the much ruined west front, as we may consider the
former to be a part of the narthex.
The Pere Sejourne calls this the Cathedral of Madeba, and remarks
on the remains of columns, capitals, architraves, &c., all in the Corinthian
style, built in the rude houses round about.
He tells me he noticed the
eastern wall as I have drawn it, but thinks it later than the original church,
hence in his plan he suggests the three apses.
The recovery of the ground plan of Church No. 2 was accomplished

tesserse, to

this

is so,

just in time.

During the Dominican

father's visit

it

had not been

cleared out sufficiently to prove it a church, and he sets it down as a
temple.
little later and it would have been buried under the new

A

Government house. The whole
The form is an ordinary one.

is

ruined down to a height of 3 or 4 feet.
The church has been excavated from
V 2
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within, and the exterior of the walls does not always appear, but the
finding of the south-east chamber and of both the interior and exterior
In the
lines of the apse was enough to prove the plan that I give.
southern line of column bases only three were found standing. In the

northern line we have eight, indicated in black, but there were originally
nine the seventh is missing, and the eighth has evidently been slightly
the dotted lines on the plan show its original position as well
shifted
The style is Corinthian, as may be gathered
as the place for the seventh.
from the photograph. It is not properly orientated.
;

;

Church No. 4 is built upon vaults, so that whereas the interior of
the church is ruined down to a foot the outer walls remain to a conThese are built of small
siderable height, sometimes 12 or 15 feet.
The column bases are massive.
stones, with drafts and rough bosses.

Si

9

m

1

m
m

a

"^

rf<^ I
-

i"

^'

V--

and, notwithstanding that they occur at irregular intervals, are in situ.
The outside measureIt has a narthex, and chambers to the south-west.
ments, excluding the narthex, are 83 feet 6 inches in length by 55 feet
inches in breadth.

No. 1 is to
It is curious to find four churches in so small a town.
the south of the acropfilis, Nos. 2 and 3 are to its north-east, near
It is now two months since I measured
totrether, and No. 4 to the north.
them, and in the meantime I know not what other remains may have
been found in this treasure-house of Madeba.
In tliis interesting place we were kei)t l)y tlie rain till Tuesday,
March 12th. That morning we marched to Ma'aln or Baal Meon. This
is like so many of the sites of the district, a mass of indefinite ruins on
a hill, with many vaults visible. It is a place wliere you may stay an
in the former time you can see all that the surface has
liour or a month
;
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is the minimum demanded by the spade.
Having neither the time nor the authority for a month's digging, we
marched on after our hour was over, taking a pretty path vid Libb, a
similar ruin, to the regiilar road from Madeba. About 2 miles north of
the Wady Waly, we observed some columns on the hill to the left of our
road. Riding up we found that they belonged to the " Menhir," marked

to show, while the latter period

on the

map

Roman

as directly on the

the top, are standing, and
are weathered, but

many

show signs

others

Three columns, broken at
about partly imbedded. All

road.
lie

They

of inscriptions.

are monoliths, cut

form of columns on a perfectly plain square base, whose side is
only one inch more than the diameter of the columnar part. I directed
the men to dig up the smaller part of an imbedded column which was
fractured.
As it rolled over, we were pleased to recognise a good Latin
inscription.
It was late, and we determined to return the next day, dig
np the other part, clean, and copy. We rode in to our deliciously-placed
camp. After the mud of Madeba, how grateful to find a clean, dry, hard
tlooring for our tents, with sparse grass.
They were pitched in the "Wady
Waly, with a circle of gently rounded hills about, staidly green. Near
by flowed the oleander-bordered brook, smoothly and quietly as far
as the ruined bridge, where it suddenly plunged down a gash in the
wonderfully worn and furrowed limestone to a pool below. The rocks
are so smooth and white and slippery.
A charming spot.
Returning early the next morning to the " Menhir," we found plenty
to do.
The wind was bitterly cold. We dug up first the fractured
column and found it to be a Roman milestone with the inscription complete.
The beginnings of most of the lines were weathered, but all was made
out and squeezes were taken. It reads :—
in the

•

IMPCAESAULSEPTl

MIVSSEVERVSPiVSl'ER

TINAXAVG ARABICVSA
DIABEXICVSPARTHICVS
MAXIMVSPPPONTIFEX
MAXIMVSTRIBVNPOTEST
VIIIIMPXICOSIIIPROCOS

ET
IMPCAESMAVRELI
VSANTONVSAVG
PER
•MARIVMPERPETVVMLEG
AVGPRPR
XI
lA

The number
The question is
Ma'atn

is

is "il,
:

11

according to both the Latin and Greek numerals.

Roman

not follow a

Roman

Madeba is too far, but
In coming from Ma'aln we did

miles from where

just the right distance away.

road, biit one

may

'!

exist in a

somewhat

different line.
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"We set up the stone and photographed it. We dug up another bit of a
column, and found the lower part of another milestone inscrii^tion :—

PONT

(?)

TEIBPCOSIPPP

PER
FLAVIVMIVLI

ANVMLEGAVG
PRPR

A

third stone had independent inscriptions on two sides, but too
defaced to read. One of the standing columns appeared to contain the
names of Constantine and his sons. Thus we had six or seven inscripOfficers placed the name of their respective Emperors on
tions here.
The question is whether a new column was erected each
milestones.

whether the so-called "Menhir" represents an older construction
upon the columns of which the inscriptions were carved. I incline to the
time, or

latter view.

were at work the Bedawin came up and attempted to
was amusing to note how they were quelled by our genial
We
Effendi, who for the moment effectively assumed his official air.
returned for another delightful night at Wady Waly. The next day we
marched to Dhiban, approaching this spot, where were enacted the exciting
scenes relative to the Moabite Stone, with some thrill. The ruins have
the same disappointing appearance as those of Ma'aln and Libb. The
Dhiban occupies two hills, the western one being protected
site is better.
by two deep valleys. It was a large place. The ruins are in general not
characterised by ornamentation and there is little classic work. This
is an encouraging fact for the excavator whose aim is to get as soon as
The sheikhs of the Hamideh were
possible to the old Moabite levols.
very civil and anxious to show us all the " torn stones," which is their
phrase covering inscriptions and ornamentation. They led us down to
the bed of the Wady, and pointed out part of the oil-})ress discovered by
Tristram's party. They also declared that in a certain cave there was
something or other which we could not get an idea of, and as I have been
led on so many wild-goose chases by indefinite descriptions of caves we
decided to ride on to 'Araier without hunting for the cave a proceeding
we regretted the next day, as the reader will see. Before remounting, howWhile

bluster

;

M'e

it

—

ever,

It is evidently a part of a
u]) a most interesting fragment.
with a human figure carved upon it in high relief. Only the trunk

we dug

pilaster

and the right hip remain. This pointed hip suggests figures of a wellknown Phwuiciau female type {see Cut III in my "Mound of Many Cities"),
but the absence of breasts rules out this idea. Mr. Dickie, after a study
shows that it probably represents a man standing with
his weight thrown on his right leg, which would cause the right hip to
protrude, and would explain the lack of symmetry between the two sides
The fragment is 13 inches high, which would give about
of the body.
of the photograph,

3 feet for the complete

figure.

It is of a

warm

reddish stone.

We

did
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not bring it to Jerusalem, but I left it where I can find it again. It is a
constant source of regret to me that Mr. Dickie did not arrive in Jerusalem
till a day or two before I returned from the trip, on which his assistance

would have been invaluable.
Notwithstanding the preparation given him by the detailed descriptions of former explorers, every traveller across these green plains must
experience a thrilling moment of surprise on coming suddenly to the top
of the almost perpendicular cliffs that bound the magnificent canon of
the Mojib or Anion. We struck this view at 'Araier, which I place on
my map somewhat east of the point it usually occupies. It crowns one
of the natural buttresses that round out from the cliffs, and affords a
Here we came
capital bird's-eye view of the upper waters of the Arnon.
upon a Christian from the Southern Lebanon, a sort of wandering
merchant among the Arabs, who knew the country like a book. We also
had an excellent guide from Madeba. They were thus two capital independent witnesses. Directly below, one sees the Mojib, formed by the
junction of three deep wadies, one coming from the east, and two from
the south
these two latter first join together and then unite with the
For the eastern
eastern branch, a couple of miles above the bridge.
branch I recovered the name S'aideh, for the south-eastern, or main
;

southern branch, the

name Lejjfui, and
name Balu'a. I

for the south-western, or smaller

maps give the
main southern branch. However, I was delighted to
that the names
find later, on consulting Tristram's " Land of Moab,"
given him by Sheikh Zadam (which I prefer to write Zottam) corresponded
southern branch, the

name

noticed that the

S'aideh to the

'

to those I recovered for the three branches.

Tlie only difference is that

branch he was given the name Mkharrhas, whereas mine
was Lejjtin. Well, a few days later I encamped at the Springs of
JjejjUn, and found that a couple of miles down the valley there were the
My witnesses named the valley from the upper
Springs of Makherus
The agreement between the testimony
springs, Zottam from the lower.
gathered by Canon Tristram 23 years ago and my witnesses is complete,
for the central

!

and we can unhesitatingly apply the name S'aideh to the eastern branch,
LejjAn or Makherus to the central, and Balu'a to the small southern one.
The memory of this view from 'Araier was of great service later on when
journeying north-east from Kerak I passed across these wadies.
I am sorry to say that by taking the route from Dhiban to the river
by 'Araier where the ruins are not extensive, though the place must

—

—

we missed copying a Roman
milestone in the regular road. One of the Dominicans, passing later,
took it for granted that I had copied it, as he knew I had copied several.
The descent from 'Araier, which at first is along the face of the clitts,
was accomplished without difiiculty, though it is almost impossible to

always have been important as a look-out

We
Further down, the road becomes easier.
remain in the saddle.
observed a stone circle of massive work, and near by the field was dotted
'

*SVe p.

131, footnote.

—
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Our guide said it was the site of a
We saw
marked the place where a man fell
The rocks here are covered with the Arab tribe
similar places later on.
marks which we found so i)lentifully at Mashetta. Our camp was by
It seemed odd
the stream. The warmth of the air was very grateful.
to be camping so securely in a spot so much dreaded, and rightly, by
witli dozens of little
battle,

and each

former

travellers.

heaps of stones.

hea])

!

The next morning, March

15th,

we

;)ccom])lished the difficult climb

The real
This is fully 2,200 feet.
up the south wall of the canon.
When we had
difficulty is to get up the last two or three hundred feet.
arrived at the top, Abu Selim declared that he would not feel easy until
It seemed
he had seen the loaded mules at the top of the ascent.
impossible that they could accomplish the feat without slipping and rolling
back down the precipitous slope. While we watched their brave and
successful attempt to climb the cliffs, I felt that had the Children of
Israel ever come this way, with their women, and children, and baggage,
we should have found some notice of it, not only in the history of their
march, but in the Psalms which praise God for their miraculous
To transport a vast multitude down and up this gorge
deliveries.'
would have been a serious affixir in times of peace, but think how imposThe route
sible while they were passing through a hostile country
!

but I think that the following points show
clearly that they did not pass through the centre of the Land of Moab
(1) They evidently passed to the east of Edom (Numbers xx, 21).
(2) At Ije-Abarim they were to the east of Moab (Numbers xxi, 11).
(3) They got to the other side of Arnon without complications with
of the Israelites is uncertain,

:

the Moabites.
" brooks of Arnon," which well might
(4) Reference is made (v, 4) to the
mean the upper wadies near the present Haj Road where they are shallow.
Thus being beyond the northern limit of Moab, with the awful chasm
between them and their enemies, they turned next and camped at DibonGad (Numbers xxiii, 45), the modern Dhiban, achieving a grand victory
over Sihon, King of the Amorites. It is interesting to note that at the

present day the Mojib

is

the limit between the lands of the Keraki and

those of the Hamideh.

We

lunched on the top of Jebel Shihan, a gently-rounded hill, which
and can be seen from our present camp,
We observed an enclosure, about
south of the walls of Jerusalem.
150 yards square, at the end I recognised the apse of a small church,
though Tristram took it for a temple. We saw two large vaulted Roman

serves as an excellent landmark,

cisterns.

Part

the slope was a Roman milestone with defaced
read the letters mpxii. From Shihan we rode rapidly

way up

inscription

;

I

Numbers xxi, 14, 15, certainly points to especial marks of God's favour in
this district, but tlic " brooks of Anion " and " the stream of the brooks that
'

go

down

to the valley of Ar," &c., suggest the

upper wadies.
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Kerak, having time merely for a glance at Beit el Kiihn (also
Kasr Rabba), and at Rabba, which have been described so often

called

before.

On
whose

We

the

way we were

father, Zottam,

at last

came

to

impregnable, loomed

joined by a yonng sheikh of the Beni Siikhr,
had been such a faithful guide to Canon Tristram.
the end of the monotonous plain
Kerak, the
;

before

us with the

Wady

ez Zayatin between.

Plunging down from the town along the opposite slope came a fearless
horseman, who met us in the valley.
This was Mr. Forder, of the
Church Missionary Society, who from the beginning to the end of our
stay was most cordial in every kind of assistance.
Our tents were
pitched in the garden of the Greek Convent, to whose head I had a
letter from the Patriarch of Jerusalem.
He gave us a cordial welcome,
an<l recognised in Ibrahim Effendi an old friend.
Fi-om the earliest
days the noble Moslem family of the Chaldi have been patrons of the
Greek Convent. In recognition of the official character of the expedition
on our tents appeared the Turkish flag.
Soon after our arrival the
Governor sent down an officer, saying he would receive us in the evening
and begging to know what he could do for our comfort. What a contrast to the former style of reception at Kerak
We were welcomed by
the Turkish Governor, the English Missionary, and the Greek Abbot
our predecessors had the Mujeli for their hosts, and their method of
entertainment was to keep their guests under close guard, and to demand
a ransom for their release. Everyone knows that the Mujeli are a tribe
of spurious Arabs, having none of the virtues of the race whose name
they borrow, who it is said came from Hebron, and until recently have
lorded it over the Land of Moab.
The form Mujeli is the plural, the
singular is Mujelli. Their day, however, seems to be over, and they are
at present camping near Kasr Rabba.
After dinner we waited on the Governor in the spacious new Seraya
built in front of the castle.
His Excellency Hussein Helmy Bey Effendi
is a man about 40 years of age, with a keen eye and most intelligent face.
For years he was General Secretary at Damascus. He is well fitted for
the difficult post of Governor of Kerak
acute of mind, fearless, and
scrupulously honest, he is respected and feared by all. Moreover, he is
well read in history. He read Ibrahim Effendi's letter from Hamdy Bey,
and at once entered with enthusiasm into the spirit of our mission,
promising every assistance. He is keen on the antiquities of his district,
and had twice visited Petra, and seemed anxious to have us go.
Ordinarily a special permit is required. However, my mission did not
include Petra.
But it was very tantalising to be so near this wonderful,
and usually so inaccessible, spot, with every facility ottered for visiting it.
Later, his Excellency called at our tents, and showed great interest in
making out the squeezes of various Arabic inscriptions of the place.
When we dined with him Sunday evening, we found that he had looked
up the historical references in his Arabic library.
Although Kerak has been so well described by Canon Tristram, I may
!

;

:
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be allowed to give my own impressions of this almost impregnable place.
It is situated on a triangular hill, almost entirely surrounded by deep
valleys which naturally cut it off from the higher encircling hills, except
at its south-east corner, where an artificial trench across the two valleys,
The
which at this point are close together, completes the isolation.
general trend of the triangle from base to aj^ex is W.N.W. Nothing is
more difficult in this country than to recover the names of wadies, as
they often have two or more however, I give them as they were given
to me, though they differ from Tristram's book.
The base of the triangle
is formed by the Wady ez Zayatin (separated from the Wady Kerak
by the neck of land which afterwards spreads out to form the triangle)
descending rapidly to the Wady Jowwad, which, forming the right or
northern arm of the triangle, joins the "Wady Kerak at the apex the
Wady Kerak thus forms the left or southern arm. The town occupies
the comparatively fiat top of the hill at its south-eastern end thus it is
not a perfect triangle, but has a bend in the wall along its right arm,
where it swings across the hill to meet the left arm above the Wady
Kerak, leaving the north-western and longer half of the hill, narrowing
to its apex, outside the town.
The northern and southern wadies are,
accoi'ding to Tristram, from 1,000 to 1,350 feet deep, while the Wady ez
;

;

;

Zayatin, under the castle,

is

much

shallower.

The ancient wall surrounding the town
traced all along the line.

In places

is

in ruins, but

it

can be

stands for a considerable height.

it

Besides the great castle at the south-east, there are four towers. These
latter all date from Crusading times, and are in distinct contrast to the
main part of the wall. The towers are built of hard yellow limestone
cut in the usual style of the Crusaders the wall is built of flint and
;

sandstone

and thin

the stones themselves are not large, but are peculiarly long

;

;

the courses are often not continuous.

Between the towers

there are small turrets, some of Crusading woi-k and others of the style
of the

we

main

wall.

This latter style also occurs at the great castle here
much larger many, but not all,
;

also find the long thin stones, only

are drafted.

where

The

style of

boss

is

;

peculiar, especially at the

more than a

quoins,

with a long square set back,
ending in a rough mass. It is thus a unique combination of rough boss
and smooth boss, giving the corners an extraordinary effect. From the
point of view of defence, as well as of architecture, these projecting
bosses, u]) which anyone could climb, seem an extremely stupid arrangement. The building is very bad while the courses are preserved the
wall has no smooth face, the stones })roject irregularly, and no attention
has been paid to vertical bonding. Whei'e the joints are particularly
The arrow holes may not
large, they have been pinned up with chips.
have been a ])art of the original scheme, but may have been pierced later.
The wall, especially above the Wady ez Zayatin, has a long raking base.
That tills masonry antedates Crusading times is pi'oved by its
position
it is found in the north wall facing the city, in the eastern
wall, and also in a wall ruiuiing north and south through the interior of
often projects for

it

:

;

foot,
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and west walls are of a totally different
marks of Crusading work. The inference is
was narrower in width than the present one,

jiresent soiith

masonry which has

the

all

that the original castle

the Crusaders not only re-built the
occupying the crest of the hill
southern end, but added to the width by erecting a new wall further
down on the southern sloj^e, not, however, destroying the old west wall,
which still stands on the higher level, but now is within the castle,
;

dividing

it

two

into

parts.

To what period we

are to ascribe the more

impossible to say without further examination. It is
lietweeu the Eomans and the Crusaders it is
not Crusading work
the Eomans certainly never built in this
difficult to find a builder for it

ancient part

it

is

;

;

and hence by a process of elimination we are brought to
Can it be Moabite ? I will leave it to others
consider the question
more learned than myself to answer the question.
rough manner

;

:

We

spent

Monday

afternoon,

March

18th, in visiting the interior of

So complicated
and plan it properly.
the form of a trapezium

the castle, with a most intelligent officer for our guide.
is its

structure,

it

wovUd require days

I can only give a general description.

to understand
It

is

in

some 250 yards long, the south end being much shorter than the north.
In the time of the Crusaders the castle proper was at the south end.
Here it is isolated from the hill beyond by a broad trench cut across the
neck Tristram says that a wall of native rock had been left at each end,
thus forming a gigantic cistern, but at the time of my visit only one was
Between this scarped ditch and the castle there is a huge pool.
left.
;

wall there is an Arabic inscription, extending almost its
This south castle contains a large, lofty hall. The chapel,
so well described by Tristram, is in about the centre of the main fortress.
And how to describe this fortress ? As one wandered along the series

High up on the
whole length.

of parallel vaults and galleries, story upon story, dimly lighted by shafts
through the vaults, past the rows of beds of the respectful Turkish
soldiers, who, being off duty, were engaged in different domestic pursuits,
I was able to notice, however, that the
the mind was bewildered.
vaults under the western or Crusading addition were larger and more
In this part there was also a large hall.
solidly built than the others.
The work of clearing out the vaults is, I believe, still to go on.
Tristram speaks of large reservoirs, but I understood from the officer
that none had been found. Opening from the Crusading part above the
Wady Kerak there is a very lofty and narrow gate. The main entrance
is now, as formerly, towards the city, from which the castle is isolated by

another ditch.
To return to the town.

In former times it was approached only by
One near the north-west, or Bihar's
four galleries, cut in the rock.
Tower, is still used, and has an arched gateway at its outer opening,
which is 9 feet 3 inches broad. The gallery itself is much broader, and
twists inwards for about 70 yards, but its original length was about
125 yards, its inner part having been destroyed. I need to add nothing
to

Tristram's

description

of

Bihar's Tower.

Abu

Selim copied the
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The northern tunnel is now partially blocked up, and
inscription.
appears simply as a long cave. At the north-east there are three more
tunnels, one of

which

is

closed.

The town contains few monuments.
well-preserved

Roman

Near the

castle

In the centre of the town

bath.

mosque, once a church, as attested by the chalices

still

we
is

visited a

the ruined

left

on either

This we copied, as well as one
side of the inserted Arabic inscription.
I have sent home a squeeze of the
on a long stone, lying near by.
latter

;

if

my memory

me

serves

right, it relates to tlie re-building of

Kerak, and of the remitting of taxes
There are also Arabic inscriptions on two of the other
The town contains four old pools, two of great size. Ancient
towei-s.
Were
cisterns are most numerous, sometimes three occur in one house.

the

mosque by the inhabitants

of

in consequence.

they dug by the order of King Mesha ? But this opens up the question
of karcha, and of the Moabite Stone and its original position, which I
cannot enter upon now. Only about half the area of the ancient town is
now covered by houses, so excavation in Kerak would be possible.
As we sat on the lofty top of Bihar's Tower, Mr. Forder told me that
along the ridge outside the town there is a hermit's cave in the face of the
Within is a small chapel,
rock.
It must be approached by rope-ladders.
a recess for bed, a furnace, and a cistern with channels from without to

In the Wady ez Zayattn, beyond the castle, we
cliff drainage.
a tunnel piercing the mountain, with another tunnel running
directly below in the same line, the two connected at intervals by airWhat these lead to I was unable to ascertain. In the Wady
holes.
Kerak are three good springs the highest called 'Ain el Franj, connected
the third is 'Ain
with 'Ain es Sufsaf below the town by an aqueduct

catch the
visited

;

;

Jara, after the junction of Wady Kerak with Wady Jowwad. The
weather during our stay was veiy cold and cloudy, and I did not get the
view of Jerusalem and Bethlehem that a fine day affords.
The population of Kerak is varying, as the inhabitants own both

houses and tents, thus leading sometimes a nomadic, sometimes a town
During harvest time the town is comparatively empty, when
existence.
they become real Bedawln. The Keraki are estimated at between eight
and ten thousand, but this includes those who never live in the town.

The Christians number a few hundreds. There are scattered shops,
The houses are built with the
difficult to find, but no regular market.
In one
debris of former ages, often leaving causeways for the streets.
canning
are
people
The
inscriptions.
of the houses we copied some Greek

and mean looking— an appearance justifying their reputation.
We were four nights in Kerak, leaving at eleven on Monday, the 19th.
The Governor kindly gave us an escort of two horsemen, more for guiding
than ])rotecting us, as both knew the district. One lad, whose family
came from Damascus, had been brought u{) in a castle on the Haj road
We
close by, and, as a cavalry soldier, had scoured the whole country.
had
were entering upon an unexplored region, for preceding travellers
ahvaya, I believe, marched north to Dhiban, and then struck

off east to
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My plan was to march nortli-east to Umui er l-tesus, to
what I could about the upper wadies of the Anion. Our road
ran at first somewhat south-east and then north-east, till we came to the
springs of LejjAn.
I took bearings at various points on the route, and
was able to fix the position of the springs at a point about 10 miles northThe water bubbles out from the bottom of a wady, and
east of Kerak.
has a good taste, but is somewhat warm. Our guides said that it ran
into the Mojib, giving its name to the Wady LejjAn, or central wady as
seen from Araier. On my asking for the Wady el Balu'a, old Khali), of
Madeba, whom we still kept with us, pointed off to the north-west, which
placed it where it had been pointed out to us before. From Shihan the
ruin of Balua had been shown us in the same line, undoubtedly taking
its name from the wady.
Around the springs, for some distance, the
er Resas.

find out

Lejjun.
land

is

well cultivated.

The brook

flows for a half mile east, and then

Wady ed Debbeh,
which our guides said crossed the Haj road " a day's journey below
Kutraneh." Hence I was able to fix its general position. They also
vouched for the Springs of Makherus, a couple of miles down the wady
from LejjAn, but I had not time to visit these. Indeed, I was always in
a strait betwixt two on this journey
on the one hand was the desire to
do everything thoroughly, on the other, my buried wall in Jerusalem was
joins the great

wady coming from

the south, called the

;

calling

We

me

back.

had travelled slowly, stopping for lunch on the way, and did
not arrive at Lejjfm till four.
Mr. Forder had never visited the place,
so though we were told that there were ruins we were not prepared to
discover a genuine Roman town.
But we had no time for expressions of
surprise, for there was none too much daylight left for me to make a
plan of the place.
Moreover it had begun to rain.
However, I am
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able to furnish au approximate restoration that does not claim to be
accurate to the foot. Tlie town is rectangular, about 670 feet north and

by 850 east and west. The town wall is built of small smooth
and is over 8 feet thick.
It has gates on the four sides.
The
gate-posts are of massive stones.
The southern gate is triple, the central
south,

stones,

opening being 11 feet wide. Besides the four corner towers there are
towers along the walls between, six on both north and south, and four
on both east and west.
These intermediate towers are hollow
they
;

—

:
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thin slabs of stone,

such as were used in the Hauran for roofing, occurred. The buildings
inside the town are very much ruined, and seem to have been built
The whole suggests a Eoman military
roughly and without mortar.
town, with strong outside walls and towers, and barracks built
symmetrically but roughly within for the soldiers and their families.
On the hill to the west of the springs I saw a ruin which I had no
time to visit. Some weeks later my friend, Mr. H. W. Price (who has
assisted Dr. Petrie in Egypt this last winter), during a trip in Moab,
His guide took him to this ruin on the
visited LejjAn at my request.
Mr. Price supposed that
bill, and was afraid to go down into the plain.
this higher ruin was the one I had asked him to visit, and made a
sketch plan of the place for comparison with mine, but it turns out he
discovered the fortress.
It is a building much in the style of Kusr Bsher {see plan of latter),
with one entrance, corner towers, but having also an intermediate tower
on two sides. It measures 50 or 60 yards square.
There is a resemblance between the wall of the military town of
Outside the town there are
Lejjtin and the outer wall of Mashetta.
other ruins that seem to be important, but the sun set before I could
examine them, and early the next morning I was obliged to ride on.
First we crossed tbe Wady ed Debbeh, which here is broad and shallow,
and rode north-east over a rocky country, broken by wadies, to the

R'jum Eishan, or heaps of Rishan. One of these, at least, is the ruin
of a square watch tower, of which we saw many scattered all over the
From this point I took an angle back to LejjAn, as the heaps
district.
stand on a slight ridge commanding a good view. A half mile beyond
we crossed the Wady es Sultan, which is the last of the southern feeders
Arnon, running into the Wady Lejjdn. It is not deep at this
Then we rode for about 7 miles over an undulating plain, tempting one to a canter, which I injudiciously attempted, for the treacherous
ground is honeycombed with rat-holes, and just before we reached
another watch tower my horse went down and I was lamed. So I confess
that I did not experience the supposed joy of the discoverer a moment
afterwards when on crossing a swelling of the ground, the stately and
finely-preserved Roman fort of Kusr Bsher stood out solitary on the
Being in great pain my one idea was to get off the
featureless plain.
horse, and as he scrambled over the fallen stones that impede the
entrance to the fort, I barely noticed a long Latin inscription on
the lintel of the gate. However, lunch is the traveller's best j^anacea.
My interest in the place revived wonderfully, and I began to hobble
around, taking measurements and photographs. The insci'iption was out
of reach, and as we were uncertain just where to find our camp, we

of the
point.

decided to leave

it

for another visit.

oft', nearly due north.
They
were at the bottom of the Wady es S'aideh, the main east feeder of the
Arnon, across whose main wadies we had thus ridden in one day.

The

tents proved to be only 5 or 6 miles
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It is a couple of
about.
is very picturesque, with fine cliflfs all
visit.
miles above the springs which, unfortunately, I had no time to
which
I was
map,
the
over
hour
interesting
an
had
I
That evening

TJie spot

able to correct from

my

The

observations.

position for
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my fort— Kusr
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Bsher— ascertained by bearings taken at various points all the way from
Kerak, I had been able to check, by a direct bearing on to that helpful
landmark, Jebel Shihan. My two guides were jealous of each other, and
examination by
I was able to keep them good-natured during a stiff
natives are
These
proceeding.
legal
as
a
treating it in a jocose way

—
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like children, if you press tijem too far they are liable to
Their testimony was taken independently, so there was no
collusion.
On the way, Said, the soldier, said that Wady es Sultan
flowed through Kutraneh, on the Haj road.
In the evening I asked
Khalil, the Madebite, who had travelled with the mules, for the names
of the wadies we had crossed.
When he mentioned Wady es Sultan, I
casually enquired where it came from.
"East, east, beyond the Haj

something
invent.

And

at

what point does

distance from

it,

I

road."

"

"

suppose?"

" Some
" At Kutraneh."
it cross ? "
No, wullah, through the very centre."

Hence the line of this wady was fairly well fixed.
That night we had a splendid camp fire, lighting up the picturesque
rocks.
The next morning I sent Abu Selim to the fort with men to
build up a rude wall across the gateway, that the inscription might be
reached, and rode myself with Said, the soldier, to see what the other
Kusr Bsher is like. For the Arabs use the plural, Ksllr Bsher, to
indicate the large fort and another building 1^ miles W.N.W.
Heading
towards this, we crossed several small gullies, the beginnings of wadies
that run north-west to the

Wady

This building turned out
is the
largest one I noticed.
It measures 74 feet by 58 feet at the base.
The
walls have a distinct batter. They are 4 feet 6 inches in thickness, and
are built of roughly squared stones, the largest being 7 feet. The base
seemed to be solid (or possibly the tower was built on vaults), for the door
is some 15 feet above the ground.
There were no signs of steps.
Just before arriving at the fort we noticed a great open pool, or tank,
similar to the one at Madeba.
The men had built a fine temporary wall,
and Abu Selim had already beaten in the squeeze
two men were
standing on the wall beside him, keeping the papers in place till they
should dry sufficiently to be taken off and laid in the sun. The stone
was a very difficult one to squeeze, as its surface was rough and gritty.
Fearing that the squeeze would not render the worn incisions, I determined to study the stone thoroughly. So I stood for 3J hours on the
wall in the bitter wind, constantly wetting the inscription, and eagerly
waiting for the sun to flash out from between the driving clouds. I
recovered a large part of it, but the squeeze proved to be a more valuable
witness than myself, for on my submitting it to the distinguished
epigraphist of Jerusalem, the Pere Germer-Durand, he made out the
to be one of the

es S'aideh.

many watch towers

scattered over the district, but

;

whole

inscription.

The following

is

his reading

:

OPTIMISMAXIMISQVEPRINCIPIBVSNOSTRISCAIOAVRELIO
VALERIOAIOCLETIANOPIOFELICIINVICTOAVGVSTOET
MARCOAVRELIOVALERIOMAXIMIANOPIOFELICIINVICTOAVGVSTOET
FLAVIOVALERIOCONSTANTIOETGALERIOVALERIOMAXIMIANO
NOBILISSIMISCAESARIBVSCASTRAETEORVMMOENIAFOSSAMENTIS
AVRELIVSASCLEPTATESPRAESESPROVINCIAEARABIAE
PERFICICVRAVIT.

Q

—
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This is late Latin, as showa by the barbarous word fossamentis.
a free translation

I give

:

" In honour of our most excellent and great chieftains, Caius Aurelius
Valerius Diocletian Pius Felix Invictus Augustus, and Marcus Aurelius
Valerius Maximianus Pius Felix Invictus Augustus, and Flavius Valerius
Constantius and Galerius Valei'ius Maximianus, the most noble Caesar,
Aurelius Asclepiates, Prceaes of the Province of Arabia, has undertaken
to complete this Fort

and

its

walls with

ditcli(>s."

The inscription is surrounded with a border, upon which et, the last
two letters of the third line, and tis, the last three letters of the fifth line,
run

;

unfortunately, they do not appear in the squeeze, as

Abu

Selim

naturally supposed that the whole inscription was included in the border.
The
It is interesting to notice that there is not a single abbreviation.

names

of the

Emperors date the building

at the very beginning of the

fourth century.
It

is

a pity I could not read the inscription on the spot, for then I

would have searched for the ditches, of which, however, I remember no
Perhaps the word refers to the large pool, as well as to the
signs.
smaller cistern directly before the gate.
As may be seen from the illustration, the exterior of the building

preserved almost to the top, but the small towers on the side of
is a large breach in one of the
corner towers. The fort is almost square, and measures (including the
is

the gate have fallen down, and there

towers) 172 feet 6 inches along the front by 189 feet at the side.

The

masonry of the outside wall shows drafted stones in its lower courses,
but higher up the stones are smaller and wider, and the joints primed
lip with chips.
Small openings occur high up. There are two small
windows above the main gate, the lintel of which is saved by a relieving
iivch. and rests upon two pilaster capitals.
The interior is more in ruins. There is a large open court, with
twenty-seven rooms, exclusive of the towers, opening oif it, six on the
front and seven on each of the other sides. Above these rooms there is
a second storey. Owing to my accident, I was not able to climb the
towers, but Abu Selim reports that they are in three or four storeys, with
a stair in the corner the lower storeys consist of one chamber each, and
the upper of two or more.
That evening I had an exceedingly bad quarter of an hour. In
Kerak I had changed ])Iates in the dark, and I now discovered to my
I was
horror that I had been exposing the back side of the plates
strongly tempted to go back to Kusr Bsher, but time was too pressing.
However, I was relieved in .Jerusalem to find tliat the plates developed
all right, only in the interests of true science I must confess that in the
wall of the Kerak Castle and in tiie photograph of Kusr Bshfir, right
and left have changed places. Such ai-e the vicissitudes of travel.
The next day, Maich 22nd, we rode to Umm er Resas, and thus were
once again on the beaten track. Here we saw nothing to add to
;

!
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position on

my

map, but

I believe

it

is

east,

I

have not
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altei'ed its

rather than nortli-east of

Dhiban. Our next point was Mashetta, wliich we wished to reach via
but it was necessary to return to Dhiban as we Iiad heard further

.Ziza,

Arabs had spoken. While
Lebanon Christian we had met at 'Araier,
length on this cave and promised vis an inscription.

particulars in regard to the cave of which the

ou Shihan a partner
held fojth at

of the

Accordingly we rode from
.and at once were

shown

Umm

er Resas, in a high wind, to Dhiban,

to the desired

Maghara Abu Nathi, which

Q2

is

"
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We entered by
directly on the right of the regular road from Madeba.
a sloping passage, 40 feet long, and found ourselves in a natural cave,,
irregular in shape, about 30 feet in length and 11 feet in breadth.
Within there was an irregular shaft to the surface of the gi'ound at the
hill, a section of vy^hich shows 8 feet of soil and 7 feet of rock.
This shaft, as well as the passage by which we entered, seems due to a
breaking into the cave by the Arabs. Opening from the cave are several
natural projecting bays, one of which had been artificially squared, and
contains a sarcophagus, measuring inside 6 feet 10 inches by 2 feet
5 inches, with walls 4 inches thick. The roof of the cave has been projjped
To the right of the
up with rude pillars built of older fragments.
entrance a well-built arch extends diagonally to the sarcophagus-niche
at about right angles to the entrance is a passage lined with well-jointed
stones, leading to a chamber lined with beautiful masonry, having the
well known shallow draft made by simply smoothing the margins of the
Along
stones, w^hile the centres are finely dressed by the comb-pick.

top of the

;.

the wall runs a moulding, of which I give a di^awing,' evidently some
distance below the roof.
This chamber was blocked up by stones. On

going without I found that the hill sweeps around in a half circle to a
point opposite the inner wall of the chamber, and so close to it that I
infer that it was originally out on the slope, and is buried in its own
debris.
We thus have an external tomb-chamber, leading into the cave,

which was the real burial-place. We were much disappointed to lind no
inscription, but it was interesting to have discovered some Romanremains at Dhiban, for Eoman the chamber appears to be.

The

local sheikhs paid us a friendly call,

bringing a sheep, barley,,

and milk, for which they absolutely refused pay. They showed us a
Greek inscription and promised to report any discovery to the Governor

Kerak this they will do, for they desire his favour. After dinner
we held a grand Council. I desired to camp by the nearest water to
Mashetta. The winter had been very di-y, and Ziza was reported water-

at

;

leaving Kerak, Said, the soldier, described a certain castle on
of Mashetta, called Deb'aa, which I take to be the
Plenty of water and flour. " Barley 1
Kula'at el Belka of the ma}).

On

less.

the

Haj road south

" Barley 1 " he said, " enough to feed an army of horses," He
I asked.
painted the place with such glowing colours that I had visions of a
billiard table.
The next day he was doubtful about the flour. Later
the barley became problematic. Finally the water showed signs of evapora-

and declared there was no water
was that I decided to go to Madeba, though
very reluctant to leave the route by Wady Themed, and attend to our
commissariat de])artnient. The decision was fortunate. We arrived at
Madeba Saturday tlie 23rd. The next day a violent storm set in, one
tent was damaged by the wind, and we were glad enough to avail ourtion.

Then

his rival Khali! stepped in

there this year.

The

u})shot

selves of the kindly-proferred hospitality of the Latin Convent.

'

This drawing

is

not published, but

is

preserved at the

office

The-

of the Fund.
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the priest in charge placed practically the whole

establishment at our service. How the rain beat down for two days
el 'Amad,
But Tuesday there was a break, and we set off for
!

Umm

from which to visit Mashetta
el 'Amad, and finding it
favourable for a camp, we rode on to Maslietta, arriving in an hour and

having fixed upon
as often

as

it

for our headquarters

was necessary.

Passing

Umm

.three-quarters.

—
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First, however, we crossed the Haj road, and a wonderful sight it is.
Fancy over one hundred and fifty paths, made by the tread of the camels,
side by side, sometimes jiarallel, and sometimes running into each other,
and you will get some idea of the Haj road. Desolate it was, but one's
imagination easily peopled it with the motley procession of thousands and
thousands moving once a year gladly towards the south, and once a year
sadly towards the north.
For many fall by the way, and many perish
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Interesting it is to remember that every year the sons
Ishnmel repeat the journeyings of their cousins, the sons of Israel.
After a hurried glance at the rich magnificence of the sculpture on
the southern fagade and a general examination of the place, I began on

by plague.

of

my

As it differs only in some details and
carefully-measured plan.
from the one in Tristram's book I do not need to repeat the

])roportions

general description.

After a few measurements I began to see that the place had not been
on the east side th&
For example
with perfect .symmetry.
distance between the south-east tower and the bastion to the right is
laid out

:

r

f

±.

^

iliiL.

between the north-east tower and
which should be the same, is 63 feet 9 inches
the distance between the intermediate bastions themselves have a maximum
()1

feet 9 inches, while the distance

the bastion on the

left,

;

variation of 5 inches.

On

Tristram's plan the tower behind the Inner Palace at

west corner

is

shown

to be hollow.

I also observed this feature,

which he marks, and which

though

I

had not his

I did

2>lan

its

north-

with me, but

not see the curious projection

I take the liberty of

adding to

my

plan.

He,

liowever, does not place this bastion directly at the back of the palace,

but gives an opening on to the courtyard
palace.

;

on

my

plan

it

opens on to the
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At my request Mr. Price examined carefully all the bastions with
reference to their solidity, and he reports that the other two bastions at
the back of the palace are hollow, also the one at the left of the west
octagonal bastion, and probably the corresponding one on the east. I
easily recognised with other travellers that the outside facade was never
finished, indeed, the lack of fallen stones and of debris show that there
remains in situ about all that ever was built.
Entering the gate, we find the enclosure divided into three parallelograms. Only the central or largest one contains buildings. As Tristram

(/'Vo)/t

a photugrapk bj Mist Miniors.}

Entbance Gate of Mashetta.
is divided into three sections.
The first, nearest the
a court, surrounded on thi'ee sides by chambers, and
having two large door-openings, and massive piers in the four corners.
All has been simply blocked out, the walls to all appearance never

points out, this
gate, contains

having been

cai-ried

more than a

The measurements show
without. The second section is
debris.

foot

above ground.

the same lack of

There

symmetry

is

almost no

as observed

open, and the third contains the Inner
Palace, which consists of brick walls resting on three courses of stone.

An
There

how the Inner Palace was lighted.
not a single window from without, and inside there are only a

interesting question arises as to
is
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Canon Tristram describes
few small round openings over the doors.
explicitly the dome over the chamber b, which has the apsidal recesses.
but at the time of my visit no trace had been left of this. I agree with
him that the large hall A was never covered, for there is no sign of
vaulting, nor is there sufficient fallen brickwork to account for its
But I go still farther, cc, dd, and ee, are now open no
destruction.
signs of vaulting remain, and they are not choked with fallen brick.
DD must have been open in order to have lighted the other chambers
and I believe that cc and ee were open as well, otherwise the chambers
;

;

(From a

Phoiorjrapli by

Miss Myaors.)

Inner Palace of Mashetta.
oflf

DD

would have received practically no light from
asked Mr. Price to look into the matter, and he agrees with my

their extreme corners
I

observations and conclusions.

We spent a

second day at Mashetta, arriving at 8.30 a.m., and leaving
completed my plan, and photographed, and Abu Selim
took squeezes I will not say of the inscriptions, but of the graffiti,
which are scrawled on every available stone both inside and outside the
enclosure.
Of original inscriptions, really belonging to the building,

at 5.30 p.m.

I

—

there are none.
possibly

These

are

grofftti

some that are Nabataean

;

of

tliree

(2) Arabic,

kinds.

and

(3)

(1) Cufic,

Arab

with

tribe-marks.
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We took

18 squeezes, including

everywhere in the

district.

all

varieties.

The Arab

ascribed to the Haj pilgrims.
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The Arabic ones may be

icesem or tribe-marks, are found

Here, at Mashetta, some are quite recent-

must have been carved within

a few months
Among these are certain
forms that bear an accidental resemblance to Greek letters. The com-

—
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among the recent scrawling, and the
found with other wesem at 'Amman.
word about the name of the jalace. It may be written Umra Shetta
The latter pronunciation I
or Mashetta, but certainly not Mashita.
never heard once. The day of our second visit was the great feast at
the close of Ramadan.
We were very late in returning to
el
'Amad, and the camp fire in the distance was a cheering beacon. It was
a disappointment to have no time to turn aside for a visit to Ziza and
Kustul, so near, and yet so far when we considered our limited time.
On arriving at camp we found an especial dinner for the day, with
flowers on the table, while the muleteers were enjoying the extra treat
of a sheep.
Canon Tristram will be interested to learn that his old
friend and guide, Zottam, is buried at
el 'Amad.
With the work at Mashetta I felt that the main objects of our trip
had been accomplished. Our route back to Jerusalem lay by 'Amman
and Salt. At 'Amman we were again detained by a violent storm. We
camped near the theatre, that magnificent and almost complete Roman
monument. 'Amman has much changed since the Circassians came in
1880. They now number 10,000 souls.
Their houses are built of old
materials as well as of mud brick. The town has a neat, thrifty appearance.
Every room has its chimney every house its porch or balcony.
The yards are nicely swept. The people have a free and independent air.
At first the destruction of the monuments, consequent on the establishment of this colony, was great the Basilica has disappeared, and one
apse of the interesting Thermae but the Mukhtar told me that they
now have oixlers to leave the ruins alone. Fortunately they appear not
to have touched the theatre.
We spent Sunday, March 30th, at Salt, and on Monday turned our
faces directly towards Jerusalem. And how to describe the ride down
the beautiful Wady Sha'ib ? Were we in sterile Syria or in some valley
of Switzerland ?
Wooded hills, the rushing stream, the green glades
how delightful it all was
And then the flowers not solid patches of
one colour, such as I have seen in the Lebanon, but each square yard at
the side of the road seemed a natural nosegay red and blue and purple
and pink and yellow, all growing together and embedded in delicious
bination

older.

tt

It

t

is

tt

occurs often, both

also

A

Umm

Umm

;

;

;

—

!

—

green.

But

this

was too beautiful

to

last.

vegetation grew scantier, and the heat greater.

Ghor

As we descended
When we reached

the
the

became almost unbearable, and the ride into Jericho was like a
throbbing nightmare. Never was I gladder to reach camp.
On Tuesday, April 2nd, we arrived safe in Jerusalem, and I found
Mr. Dickie awaiting my return. The task of writing this report while
it

my

excavations have been going on has been a hard one, hence its defects
perhaps be j^ardoued. I have sent a brief rej^ort with plans and
photographs to his Excellency Hamdy Bey, who has expressed himself
much pleased with the results of the trip, and asks me to keep him au
cotirant with all my work, as well as to write him of future trips.
I
will

cannot close this

rejjort

without testifying to the

gi'cat assistance

rendered
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on the trip by Ibrahim EfFendi, who seemed never to mind hard-

ship and fatigue, provided the mission could be accomplished.

Jerusalem,

May

21sit,

1895.

FIFTH REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By Archibald

C. Dickie,

A.R.I.B.A.

with much regret that I find the duty of writing this report has
upon me, in consequence of Dr. Bliss's unfortunate illness. Just
after sending off his report on the expedition to Moab, his health began
to break down, from the eflFects of over anxiety and work, combined with
the unusually excessive heat we have experienced here for some weeks,
culminating in extreme nervous pi'ostration. This necessitated his removal
from the camp to the Grand New Hotel, where he was for a week under
tlie care of Dr. Wheeler.
I am glad to say he is now much better, and
has left for Beyrout, where the doctor has ordered him to take complete
It

is

fallen

rest for a time.

This report ought to have been written a week ago, but, on account
was unable to give any

of the before-mentioned difficulties, Dr. Bliss

attention to

it.

I do not intend to go into a complete report of the excavations, but

only to give a running description of the
as Dr. Bliss will enter into

As

more minute

work

since its

commencement,

details later on.

remembered, the wall at the end of last season was left at
it emerges from the Jewish Cemetery.
Consequently, on
April 15th, the work of Season 1895 was commenced at this point, the
wall being picked up where previously seen, and followed for a distance of
30 feet, where it stepped up on to a rising scarp, and was unfortunately
lost.
From this point, the digging was transferred to a point about 90
yards to the south-east. Dr. Bliss's reasons for digging here were First,
the wall, where last seen, running as it did up against a scarp which
rose gradually up to the surface of the ground, leading on to the natural
rock— which was almost all exposed gave little hope of it ever being seen
again, until it came to a point where the debris had accumulated to some
degree above the top of the rock. Secondly, the contour of the rock
followed the swing of the wall and scarp where seen, and at several places,
had been stepped out to form beds for the stones. A trench, B, was dug,
cutting in a line at right angles to the contour, but nothing was found
unless a bed of lime on a rock bottom 3 feet below the surface at the point
where the inferred dotted line cuts the trench.
To exhaust the
will be

the point where

:

—

possibilities of the wall

being further to the north, taking the direction of
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where shown, at
the higher contour of the rock, three shafts were sunk
them, the long
between
driven
were
tunnels
connecting
C, CS C^ and
tunnel, thus
trench already spoken of Ijeing connected with Shaft C by a

making a complete

section of the hill

between the rock contours.

Nothing

At Shaft C^ a piece of wall was
however, was found.
to be some rude construction,
proved
examination,
on
which,
discovered
disclosed a rock scarp which must have
Shaft
probably a dwelling.
different
also been used for one side of a house, the rock being recessed at
satisfactory,

C

along the face, and plastered over, similar to the other interiors of
rock-cut dwellings discovered at other points within a short radius.
Realising the difficulty of finding the wall at this point, from the fact

lilaces

that there was such a very slight depth of debris above the rock, which
information
in a great many places was completely exposed, also from the
rocks had
these
of
top
the
on
soil
the
that
Fellahin
the
gathered from
from time to time been cleaned oflf and stones removed. Dr. Bliss
transferred the scene of operations down towards the south, in line with
the Pool of Siloam, where his theory led him to hope the corner of the
In the event of his being successful in finding the
wall was to be found.

wall here, he intended working back in the direction of the cemetery,
this seeming to be the most practicable way of proving the connection.
Here the ground had also been very much cut up by the Fellahin, for the
purpose of getting at and removing the immense quantity of stones that

be found there the very fact of which furnished a strong clue to
the probable position of the wall. At the part of the hill which seemed to
have been least disturbed a shaft was sunk at D, and a tunnel driven in a
By the end of the first
line at right angles to the supposed line of wall.
day, this tunnel had run on to the wall, which on being cleaned off showed

were

to

;

itself to be of exactly the same character as the piece of wall last seen
where it emerges from the Jewish Cemetery. The similarity was at once
most striking, the same rough square stones, with wide vertical and horizontal joints, irregular drafted margins and rough projecting bosses. This
was so far very satisfactory, and nothing remained but to follow the line
which was now given us. After clearing the debris down to the rock
foimdation, three courses were exposed, the rock being 18 feet below the
This tunnel was then driven eastwards, along the
surface of the ground.
hill
face of the wall, and another one opened from the opposite face of the
Before long the second gang of
in line with the last-mentioned tunnel.

men had come upon

a line of

stones, sliowing

unmistakable signs of

and wear by foot traffic. This line of stones was followed along the
just
face, until what jn-oved to be the ingoing wall of a gate was reached—
at the corner— and almost at the same moment the first gang arrived at this
point. The tunnels were connected here, and the debris cleared out down
to the rock, showing six courses of si)leiidid strong masonry similar to
that already described, the courses varying in height from 24| inches to
polish

is
19| inches, the largest stone being 3 feet 5^ inches long the rock base
irregular and falls rai)idly towards the corner, being 16 feet below the surTliis at once strengthened the first impression, that this
face at this point.
;
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line of

stones— showing

so emphatic evidence of foot

series of steps, leading- to a gate

Gate was at once
cutting

m
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and

tlie

wear—was one of a
probability of finding the Fountain

raised, excitement and hope increasing
every hour asthe direction of the ingoing wall-step
after step was exposed,
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until the left

the

rio-ht,

jamb

was reached, and on bearing a little towards
its appearance. This was the first authentic
the gate, and confirmed the theory founded on

of the gate

the upper

sill

made

proof of the existence of

The question now
the position and appearance of the tell-tale step.
became, how to continue the excavation so as to show the gate as
completely as possible and also to get at the most important parts,
without disturbing the construction. Accordingly a tunnel was driven
in a direction parallel with the steps, and in line with the inside face of
the jamb, to discover if the inner sills were in situ. This was successfully accomplished and our efforts were rewarded by the discovery of the
upper inner

sill,

almost complete, showing the centre bolt sockets and

the seat for the left gate post a connection was then made between this
and the ingoing tunnel. Most careful digging and close supervision had
now to be observed, as the most delicate part of the work had yet to
come, the greatest care being taken that no stone was removed unless
;

absolutely necessary, and not even then until its position and measureSmall sub-tunnels were made, sills
ments had been carefully noted.

undercut, joints cleaned out and every part exposed, unless where it was
practically impossible on account of the overhead mass of dclms, the
At F, a wall was
support of which required careful engineering.
discovered, of large roughly squared masonry, running to G, where all
traces of it were, however, lost, and after cutting in various directions,
led by false clues and barren theories, the hope of tracing its further
development was abandoned and the chances of finding an inner gate
were given up. However, in spite of this, it is difliicult to withdraw the
theory that there may have been a second gate, which has been so
•completely destroyed as to remove all traces. There are four courses
of this wall standing, varying in height from 18 inches to 25 inches
and the lengths of the stones vary from ISj inches to 3 feet 10 inches. A
few margin and boss stones are seen, but, in general, the dressing is
.«mooth without margins, the chisel pick being the tool used, the vertical
and horizontal joints are irregular and wide.
The gate was hidden under the slo])e of the hill, at such an angle
that the debris above its right side was so slight that this part was
completely removed, not even the stones of the sills remain at this end.

the plan and sketch it may be seen that the gate as now standing
from the line of the wall, the ingoing angle being
(> feet
This ingoing wall was covered with phister except on
sli.fditly obtuse.

From
is

set

back

the projecting bosses, and on knocking tliis off" we found two styles of
to B the work is the same as in the main wall from
From
B to C, there is a rough filling in as shown on the side elevation of the
masoni-y.

A

—

This proves that at some earlier period, the gate
and hence the stone D
would be one of the lowest stones of this jamb, the rest having of course
been removed. This idea is favoured by the fact that in the part of the
wall AB, the stone of the second course is broken oft", showing that it was
There are other indications of this first
bonded into the first jamb.
gate (Section AB).

jamb was further

out, the angle occurring at B,
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which existed before the second ;iiid third j)eriods the second
being shown at G, G, and the third period sills at E, E. Two
distinct series of steps were found, all well polished, one set above the
(front elevation), leads directly to
other.
The upper set, indicated by
the sill G, G, the lower set I (part of which are rock) would thus lead
to an earlier and lower sill corresponding to the first period indicated
The upper step of Series I,
by the masonry at BC (Section AB).
which is rock cut, would thus become the sill of the gate, the jamb of
which, as was before argued, is shown by Stone D.
There were no

^leriod,

period

;

sill

H

—

^}!i\3i

gla

^cefio n

q; l>.-

upper third period sills, E, E, the road at this time
having been raised up to reach the sill as shown at K. This road is
easily traced in the section of the cutting, as it is very hard, and is of
a darker colour than the dehrifs, showing that when the third period
gate had been designed, the steps had been left, and merely covered up,
and the road made above them. The second gate had a wdder jamb
than the third, as is proved by the fact that the stone L belonging to this
jamb is cut out for the insertion of the upper sill. The sill of the second
steps leading to the

period abuts against this stone L, and the socket in the inner

sill

pi'ojects

jamb, confirming the idea that the jamb
at that time must have projected as far as the point where the lower sill
G abuts upon the stone L, which is the only stone remaining of the second

beyond the

line of the present
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The third period jamb is of course the present existing one^
on the genei^l
the masonry of which closely resembles the wall F
The
plan, the dressing and building being of the same character.
period jamb.

G

examination of the sockets in the upper inner

sill

shows that the gate

must have been on two leaves, socket No. 2 being the centre of the jgate,
and the bolt hole of the overlapping leaf, the small side sockets 1 and 3
being for extra bolts placed farther in on the leaves {see plan). Socket
No. 4 I think must have been probably in use at the time of the second
period gate, of course in a different position, as in its present position it
is useless because it leaves no room for the thickness of the gate, being
The sockets below the jamb are of course
close up to the outer sill.
seats for the gate post, the second period one being

-

shown by dotted

^-^M

Taking socket No. 2 as the centre of the gate, this woiild give an
opening of 9 feet 6 inches wide over all.
Meanwhile the work had been actively and successfully carried on at
other places, and the south-east wall had been followed for 90 feet in the
and I, in
Shafts had been sunk at
direction of the south-west corner.
At shaft
botli of which fragments of tlie wall had been discovered.
three courses of masonry were found, the rock bottom being 15 feet
below the surface, the stones showing the same character as those at the
Shaft I also showed a similar piece of masonry, five courses high,
gate.
Connecting tunnels were
followinti: a rock base 17 feet from the surface.
made between these shafts, but unfortunately here most of the stones
Ivad been removed, only the lower foundation courses of rough rubble ou
rock remaining. Another shaft was sunk at J, where we were again
successful in finding the wall two courses high, extending a distance of
lines.

H

H
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28 feet back iu the direction of the pool. The masonry of this part is of
much inferior character to the other specimens mentioned, there, however, being a few stones with the same characteristic margins and bosses,

a

—I^lan^

L

I

I

I

li
? ^

I

JAIMQ

s
5

V,A>N

^iffliiP:'

^'
:

t

VV/Al-L-

which

I

have before described.

Following in the opposite direction for

7 feet 6 inches a similar result was obtained.

a tower was come to and disclosed

5 cxlic n

itself to

At

this point, the side of

the extent of two courses

CT>,.

of roughly-squared large stones set on a rock scarp, out of which the
beds for the stones had been cut. This did not at first look particularly

hopeful, chiefly from the fact that neither of the courses
into the wall,

which ran straight on behind the

stones.

was bonded
However, on
R
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following this clue, the building became more reassuring, the stones now
much larger, better set and woi-ked, and altogether of a better class
than any I have before described. Great difficulty was experienced in

beinf

driving this tunnel, on account of the huge fallen stones which blocked
the way. These stones had become firmly wedged together, and in some
cases the workmen had to resort to quarrying before they could be

One of them I measured, and found it to be 6 feet 6 inches
removed
lone and 23 inches high, well worked on bed and joints, having drafted
margins and rough bosses. The rock liere falls rajsidly and is stepped
out to form the seats for the stones. The corner being reached, the
tunnel was then pushed along the face of the tower, the same superior
On sinking down to the foundation,
class of masonry still continuing.
it was found that for 13 feet from the corner, the rock dipped 6 feet,
.

displaying a magnificent piece of wall, at this point ten courses high,
measuring over all 13 feet.

This part is particularly interesting, in so far as it shows two distinct
masonry. The dip of the rock is filled in with six courses of
finely-jointed stones, frotn 10 inches to 10| inches high, the longest stone
being 5 feet 8 inches, each course having a back set of from ^ inch to
The dressing is ordinary chisel pick dressing, with drafted
I inch.
margin in some cases, and the vertical and horizontal joints are worked
close and true. Above this, rising from the main base line of the rock, the
Four
stones are of difterent proportions and of more varied character.
classes of

courses of this masonry are standing, varying from 20 inches to 23j inches
high, the length of the stones varying from 11 inches to 6 feet 5 inches ;
chisel-picked stones and margined and rough bossed stones being placed
indiscriminately. The same accuracy in the jointing and setting is also
•observed in these upper courses, although the general appearance is
On examination, it seems quite
similar to the other parts of the wall.

certain that the shallow courses have been inserted into the dip of the
rock after the tower was built, and as the rock rises rapidly towards the
inside of the wall, this part would form a sort of facing to the rock, the

reduced height of the courses may also be accounted for in this way.
Beyond this, along the face of the tower, the rock again rises, and the
wall was lost sight of, but was again picked up in the same line, within
10 feet of the corner. Here 10 courses 13 feet high wall are still standing,
the upper two courses being similar to the upper courses of the last desciibed part. Below this the stones are of a very i-ough character, being
unhewn and very roughly squared and of massive proportions turning the
;

corner and following on, the same characteristics continue until the wall
This scarp was
abuts up against a scarp 12 feet high, and is again lost.
followed in its irregular form to where connection was made with a
tunnel from a shaft, whicli had been sunk at K, following a wall founda-

K

This does not, however, appear to
to L.
have been connected with the tower, as, in the first place, it does not
correspond in direction, and from its position is likely to have been the
right ingoing wall of the first jieriod gate, but must certainly have been
tion of good masonry from
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removed before either tlie second or third period gates were built, as its
position woukl render these gates impracticable. Following the argument,
the tower is certainly a later addition, possibly of the time of the two late
period gates, and may have been cut back at some point above the scarp,
giving the desired proportion to suit the widths of these gates.
The drain had by this time been opened, but I will finish

on the wall which was being followed in the direction of
before commencing my description of this most interesting
This wall I have dealt with from the point D, where
was sunk, down to the corner of the gate, and I will now

up

the

hill in

my

notes

the cemetery,
discovery.

the

first

follow

it

shaft

back

the direction of the cemetery.

M

a tunnel was bored in from the face of the hill, and within
At a point
a few feet of the outside, a plastered wall of rough rubble was come to which
on examination proved of no importance, and was consequently cut through,
the real wall being reached 4 feet beyond this. A connection was then
made between this and the first shaft, and a tunnel was pushed upwards,
following the wall which continued four courses high of the same
character as when first seen. At a point 57 feet from the corner of
the gate, the wall rises up on a rock scarp, 8 feet high, which strikes
here a connection was made with
out at an angle from the wall
the tunnel coming in the opposite direction from a shaft sunk at N.
Beyond this scarp the wall is very much broken, but sufficient of it
remains to show its direction and at the shaft it stands 4 courses high,
Beyond this it entirely
the rock being 13 feet below the surface.
disappears, the direction being still shown, however, by a rock scarp which
was followed for 15 feet, but as the soil now became loose and dangerous
it was deemed advisable to sink another shaft, at O, beyond this, in the
Here, however, the same difficulty
liopeof picking up the lost wall again.
was experienced the rock was reached 13 feet below the surface, but no
tunnels were driven to right and left, with no more
stones were found
and thus it remains up to the present moment. The
satisfactory result
very loose and disturbed nature of the debris, together with the absence
of any fallen stones, both tend to diminish the chances of any remains of
but, in spite of this, Dr. Bliss is
the wall being found near this point
;

;

:

;

;

;

hopeful of again picking it up.
At P the first opening in search of the drain was made, and within
3 feet of the surface it was found, the debris at this point being very
slight.
After clearing this out to the bottom, the line was followed for
a distance of 15 feet, at which point the first cover was found
these
covers continuing intact for a distance of 86 feet. The drain was entirely
silted up and within a few inches of the soffit, the section of the deposit
still

;

showing a mass of rich black soil with thin layers of washed sand at a
few inches apart near the top. The work of removing this soil was an easy
task, and very soon a distance of 112 feet had been cleared out, the line
being followed until it turned in an easy curve following the direction of
the valley. The walls of the drain are partly of rock and partly of stone,
^nd unless in places where the rock is cut out to form the bottom, there is
R 2
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only a rough

through.

filling in of stones,

The heights vary from

probably to allow the sewage to

filter

7 feet 9 inches to 5 feet 10 inches,

and

Walls ai-e built of rough
the widths from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet.
squared stones, pointed in mortar, no regularity of courses being observed,
and the stones being of massive proportions. At intervals along the drain,

where shown on the general plan, there are four branch inlets measuring
2 feet 10 inches, 10 inches, 11 inches, and 12 inches wide respectively at
various heights from the bottom of the main drain. The covers are of
large stones roughly squared, having good solid bearings of 15 inchesto 20 inches, these stones averaging 14 inches high and 22 inches broad.

On examining the covers a very interesting discovery was made of
what proved to be two surface water inlets from the street above.
These inlets are formed in stones set above the covers, by cutting a slit
through 1^ inches wide and 11 inches long, the underside being bevelled off.
They remain quite perfect, and are in situ, showing the ancient's idea of

Key Plan
what we now know

in the technique of

nineteenth century

sanitary

Beyond the point where this section
of the drain was cleared out, another shaft was sunk, and the drain
followed for a distance of 100 feet, where the same characteristics are
noticeable no covers were, however, found in this section, and no branch
inlets.
Going back to the first shaft, we then pushed down in the direcNo covers were found, and as
tion of the ffate for a distance of 72 feet.
the drain a])proaclies towards the gate it widens out to 3 feet 7 inches, and

science

the

as

street

gully.

;

almost entirely rock-cut, the bottom falling rapidly until at the point Q,
Here it seems todij)
it is now being excavated, it is 13 feet deep.
down and get through below a rock-cut and partly concrete tank, which
has a rock-cut channel outlet to the drain, but until it is properly
cleared out, it is difiicult to form a theory as to whether this may be a

is

where

However, a week will
catch pit, or mei-ely a sinking to suit the levels.
decide that point. Outside the wall at L, where shown, the outlet of the
drain was discovered, and we are at jjresent following encouraging clues

—
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in the direction of the dotted lines

on plan, in the hope of findiuo- a
a series of settling ponds as a fitting termination to such a
scientifically constructed system of drainage.
cesspool,, or

Scarp
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A

and B
Specimens
and also support the arguments brought forward.
are from the two points where the wall enters and emerges from the
Jewish Cemetery, which were excavated at the end of last season.

Specimen D is
Specimen C is from the wall at the corner of the gate.
from the tower and bears the same character as the last, except that the
stones are much larger, and the hewing and setting is of a superior
Specimen E is from the nearest point to the pool at
class of work.

Wm
'^.i^^^^yh^^
SCALt
'

_^€cnop.

.

.°

.1

.2

3 FEET

.

Spzx^iw eryat E
present excavated, and shows a return to the style of masonry found
at

A, B, and

C.

(See

key plan.)

objects discovered consist of potteiy (mostly Jewish), glass, coins,
and an iron buckle, but these I will leave for Dr. Bliss to deal with.
Since its commencement, the work has gone on uninterruptedly until

The

"Wednesday, 29th May, when it was stopped on account of Dr. Bliss's
The
illness, and was not again commenced until the following week.
Koorban Bairam holidays were held in that week, so that in any case
operations would have been suspended for a few days.
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The largest number of men employed at one time was 25, they are all
from within an area of a few hundred yards of the pool, the majority
having been employed in the work last season. They are a most efficient
manner, vmder the able
lot, and go about the work in a workmanlike
management of Yusif, whose intelligence and interest in the work, together
with his untiring attention to duty, was a matter, I must admit, of

me on my first initiation into the mysteries of excavations.
the kindness of the Augustinians, our camp was pitched on their
property, in a charming position overlooking the Valley of Hinnom and
the Hill of Ophel, with the Mount of Olives as an immediate background,
the picture being flanked by the walls of the Haram area on the left, and

surprise to

By

on the right by the ragged village of Siloam, scattered irregularly over
the face of the hill, each little square block, with its tiny dome, rising
from the solid rock in a rude simplicity, producing a peculiarly natural
and charming effect. Towards the middle of May, the heat, however,
became so oppressive as to be almost unbearable, our surroundings
shutting us off from the wind in every direction. This continued for three
weeks, the temperature in the tents for three days being at 96° F. It was
at this time that Dr. Bliss's illness reached its climax, which necessitated
removal from camp, but it is to be hoped that ere long he will be

his

back in Jerusalem, with a fresh store of health,

fit

for the completion of

the season.

The relations with the owners have been most harmonious,
owing to the presence of Ibrahim Effendi, whose judgment and
such matters are of

much

value.

During the season we had numerous
siastical orders

chiefly
tact iu

visitors at the works, the eccle-

being strongly represented.
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newly dis1. The Muristan.—lw the year 1889 I rejwrted on a large
covered cistern, near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and immediately
report was published in the Quarterly Statement,
north of the Muristan.
Afterwards I sent sections, &c., of this
plan.
with
a
illustrated
Ill,
p.
remarkable building, which were also published in the same volume,
At that time I could not possibly say whether the southern wall
210.

My

p.

was rock or masonry, as the old cement covered it still.
had an idea it might be a rock scarp, and then the second wall might
have stood on it. But recently I became convinced that it is not a
rock scarp, but consists of masonry. It came out in this way :—
In the rebuilding of the former church at the Muristan, just opposite
this cistern and south of the road there, the foundation work is even now,
of the cistern
I

after sixteen months' labour, not yet completed. The southern wall of the
church goes only from G to 10 feet down into the ground, and has to be
provided with new foundations. The architect wishes to preserve the old
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but notwithstanding,

I fear he will
on the other sides on which
sides the new building is brought up about 4 feet above the surface— all
of it new and fine masonry.
The deepest point where the rock was
found is in the north-east of the church, 16^ metres, or about 52 feet,
below the surface. The architect told me that he found the rock in high

wall,

is

it bit

finally be obliged to take

it

bit,

—

like those

off,

new masonry for walls or piers stands, in some parts,
4 to 5 feet higher on the rock than in other jjarts. When they made the
diggings for the foundations of the northern wall of the church, notwithstanding much propping with strong timber, it was feared the mass of
steps, so that the

fall down and smash the supports,
along the northern line of the road. Even
the new Greek building standing over the large cistern had become
cracked, so that they became afraid lest it also might become injured or
fall, which certainly would have been the case if the road had actually
given way. The work was therefore carried on very quickly, and the
whole trench filled with new masonry, all the propping being left unmoved
and buried. The danger was then ovei', and no further cracking took
place.
This state of things i^roves that the southern wall of the great
cistern under the Greek building is not rock, but masonry
otherwise it
could not have given way. This foundation for the church is said to

which the road runs, might

debris, over

as the ground had broken

all

;

require about 135,000 cubic feet of new masonry, all underground.
Although the old entrance on the north side will be built up again with
the old stones, the new church will have also an entrance in its centre on
the west side, in the new road there running from north to south into
David's street. A few steps will lead up to the threshold of the church
gate.
The cloisters in the court of the former convent are now restored

—

2.

Church at Deir

Women,

ez Zeitxiny.

—This

situated east of the large

is an Armenian
Convent for
Armenian Convent of St. James, and

about 300 feet north of Bab Nebi Daud. In the Ordnance Survey Plan,
is marked as " Convent of the Olive Tree."
As there is no
entrance from the south, and in the east are other houses, and in the
west the large convent, a narrow lane leads to it on the north only, so
travellers very seldom come to it, unless they make special enquiries for
it.
Hence, in itinerary books it is seldom mentioned. Baedeker says
" Near it (the great Armenian Convent) is the Deir es Zeitun or
Armenian Nunnery, with thirty inmates, which is said to occupy the
site of the
house of Annas,' the father-in-law of Caiaphas."
In the
Quarterly Statement^ 1889, p. 9, Dr. Chaplin says " The house of Annas
appears to be now included in the precincts of the Armenian Convent,
and is probably part of the nunnery and girls' school known as Deir ez
Zeituny."
Eobinson mentions the place, but does not describe it. The
fullest account of it I found in Tobler " Top. Jerusalem," I., p. 364, et stq.
(Berlin, 1853). Recently I have examined the place, and found a convent
of various and irregular buildings, large and small, and of no special
scale 2^^oo, it

:

'

:

:
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In its centre is a rather nice church of some interest, and
connected with it sevei'al sites. It is believed, as already said, to occupy
the house of Annas, the father-in-law of the high priest Caiaphas. Tradition says that when Jesus had been arrested at Gethsamane by the
servants of the high priest, the}- brought him first to this place, which
was the house of Annas, and bound him to an olive tree standing in the
courtyard, and from hence he was taken to the house of Caiaphas further
interest.

which is now outside the wall. As I found the church
some interest I made a plan, which I enclose. It is inside 27 feet wide
and 36 feet long, without the apse, divided by four piers into three parts,
a nave and two narrow aisles, which end in the east in regular apses, the
south, the site of

of

middle one much larger than the side ones. At the first glance one is
struck by the very narrow side aisles, 4 feet 2 inches, whereas the nave
is more than three times as wide, viz., 13 feet 8 inches.
The reason for
introducing the piers seems to have been that the building might have
the basilica form, and that windows might be made in the central higher
part, as round about the lower part were other buildings, and hence noplace for making windows.
In the walls standing on the arches connecting the piers one with the other, are on each side three windows, sothe central part or nave has full light, whereas the aisles are somewhat
dark, and still more so the rooms attached to the church on the north and
south.
On the south side there are three apartments used as vestry, &c.,
the eastern of which is closed up by a large apse similar to that of the
nave, but, like it, without any window, having a little side chamber east
of the small southern apse. At the middle of the northern side there is
a recess with an altar, which is called the " Prison of Christ " (like that
at Nebi Daud).
And east of this recess is, in the open air, the " olive
tree," now renewed by branches sprung up from the remains of the old
tree or its roots.
To this tree, according to tradition, Jesus was bound
when he received from the high priest servant the stroke on his cheek
It is now surrounded on two sides with a modern wall having many
windows, so that visitors can see the tree through them. On the othertwo sides it is 25i'otected by the church walls, where there is at the
outer corner a stone (Jewish dressed) with a cleft somewhat resembling
the open mouth of a man, or rather of an animal, which was opened
when our Lord was here ill-treated, and uttered some praise to the
Lord and rebuke to the evildoers. One can put his hand in the cleft.
Perhaps I may here mention that the Greeks have also such a stone on
one of their convents north of the Khankeh (No. 23 of the OrdnanceSurvey Plan i^ify-i^), which has this form, and which also cried out when
the disciples were silent.
In this church, as in nearly all Armenian churches, the walls are
covered inside with white and blue glazed tiles, giving a very clean and'
nice ajjpearance.
The entrance is on the west side, and before it is a
rather large atrium or vestibule 17 feet wide and 51 feet long, and arched,
without the piers, having formerly in the west three openings, each
12i feet wide, but now walled up and furnished with windows in the
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the floor of this porch is a large cistern, the month of
centre, near the south end, where there is now the
general entrance to the vestibule and to the church. The church, with
its surrounding buildings, stands nearly free, only towards the south-east

Under

centres.

which

is

in

the

In the north-western corner of the
it is connected with the convent.
courts and passages going round the church is the entrance to the wholeconvent and church a lane outside leading to this gate and at the

—

north-eastern

corner

is

;

a gate

leading to a vaulted tunnel going in a

Chuech of the Convent of the Olive Teee.
RTH.
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north and north-eastern direction, 60 feet long and 20 feet wide, having
only a few sky-holes on the top of the arching, and no other windows^
and hence a very dark place.
Under it also there is a cistern. The
people told me that when the Mohammedans drove away the Franciscans
from the " Church of Zion," or Nebi Daud, a few of their brethren took
refuge in this tunnel until they could go out again with some safety.
In the fifteenth century Felix Fabri' paid a visit to this convent and
to the church, which at that time was dedicated to the Holv Angels..
1

« Pal. Pilgrim's
Text Society's Trans.,"

I,

314.
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Armenian monks then dwelt in the place, but 200 years later it was
To Fabri the olive
inhabited by nuns, or rather widows, as it is now.
tree was shown and the place w^iere our Lord was buflfetted (John xviii, 22).
Bernardino Amico, a.d. 1596, gives a plan of this church, which shows
that at that time it was just as now. Marino Sanuto's plan is the first
showing the Domus Annae, but puts it erroneously east of the Church of
the Sepulchre, whereas it is south of it. The Ijuilding of this church
seems to me to be Byzantine, not Crusading.

Jerusalem,
April

\(ith,

1895.

ON APHEK
By
It

is

Eev. George

SHARON.

IN

Adam

Smith, D.D., LL.D.

pretty generally agreed to accept the

LXX

reading of Joshua

This Sharon Aphek
seems to be implied, as Wellhausen has pointed out (" Composition of the
Hexateuch," p. 254) in the addition which Lucian's recension of the
Greek text makes to 2 Kings xiii, 22 " And Hazael took the Philistine
xii,

18

:

" Tlie

King

Aphek

of

in Sharon, one."

:

out of his hand from the Western Sea unto Aphek," a description which
would seem to imply that Aphek lay close up to the foot of the hills on
the east border of Sharon. Further, Wellhausen ("History," Eng. Ed.,
39) and Eobertson Smith (" Old Test, on the Jewish Church ") have
argued, I think, successfully, for the identification of this Aphek in
Sharon with the Aphek from which the Philistines attacked Israel at

Eben-Ezer

(1

Sam.

and with the Aphek at which they mustered

iv)

marclied to the Battle of Gilboa (1 Sam. xxix, 1, which ought
In my " Hist.
to follow on to xxviii, 1-2, leaving xxviii, 3-25, till later).
Geography of the Holy Land " I have suggested that the Sharon Aphek
may be Kakon, at which Napoleon was attacked by Arabs from the

when they

mountains

of Samaria,

pass into Samaria.

and which

A

careful

lies

opposite the opening of the chief
the modern place-

examination of

Sharon has not enabled me to discover, either at Kakon or
name Aphek. But in the list of towns in PalesMaspero takes it for the
tine taken by Tliothmes III, No. 66 is Aj)aqn.
Aphekah of Judah (Josliua xv, 53), and the Rev, Mr. Tomkins also
But
assigns it '"'Records of the Past," Second Series, v, 48) to Judah.
W. Max MLiller (" Asien v. Europa nac!^ altiigyptischen Denkmiilern,"
p.
161) gives good reasons for supposing that iu these lists of
Tliothmes III we have no towns south of Ajalon. However that may
be, Ai)U(pi belongs to a group of towns which are divided between South
Sharon— 62 Jopjja, 64 Lydda, 65 Ono and North Sharon— 67 Suqa,
probal)ly the modern Shuweikeh, 14 miles south-east fi'om Ctesarea, and

names

in

elsewhere, a trace of the

:
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68 Ihnia or Yhm, " where tlie king held a council of war as to which
route he should take over Carmel " (Max Miiller, p. 160). That is to say,
lay on the extreme north of Sharon as Joppa, Lydda, and Ono did

Yhm

Apukn and Suqa must have

lain between, and if
Shuweikeh (Tomkins identifies it with the
Judfean Shuweikeh), then Apuqn must have lain near by Sharon. But
this is another link added to the evidence for an Ajjhek in Sharon, an
important military point and the only link still wanting to complete the
argument is some modern trace of the name. W. Max Miiller (160)
admits that Apuqn is an Aphek, but is unable to suggest which Aphek.
He adds in a note that the final " n " might be amended to " i."
Among the sites in Northern Shai'on, which might be the ancient
Aphek, are, besides Kakon (mentioned above) Baka el Gharbtyeh, a
village on the plain, with wells and springs to the west and north of it,
and with the main road passing through it and Jett, " evidently an
ancient site " on a high mound at the edge of the plain, beside the main
road, near the junction of the latter with the road to Shechem, and about
2i miles from the road through 'Atttl to the great ])lain.

on the extreme south.

Suqa

be,

as

is

probable,

;

;

THE STOPPAGE OF THE RIVER JORDAN IN
By

Lieut. -Colonel C.

A.D. 1267.

M. Watson, C.M.G., R.E.

Monsieur Clermont-Ganneau, to whom the Palestine Exploration
Fund owes so much with regard to the investigation of the antiquities of
the Holy Land, has recently devoted considerable attention to the examination of a passage in the writings of a little-known Arab historian of the
fourteenth century, wherein

is

given an account of a stoppage in the flow

waters of Jordan, bearing a remarkable likeness to the miraculous
arrest of the river at the time of the passage of the Israelites under
of the

Joshua.

Monsieur Ganneau has been so good as to place his notes at my
and believing that they will prove of interest to the readers of

disposal,

the Quarterly Statement, I propose to give a resiime' of his observations

on this interesting question.
Those who have studied the history of the wars between the Christians
and Mohammedans in the Holy Land will remember the tierce struggle
which took place after the last crusade, a struggle that ended in the complete defeat of the Christians and their expulsion, so far as any power
was concerned, from the land of Palestine. One of the greatest leaders
on the side of the Mohammedans was the Sultan Beybars I of Egypt,
who, during his reign from 1260 to 1277, conducted many successful campaigns in Syria, and proved a worthy successor of the great Salah
ed Din, better known as Saladin, the foe of Richard I of England.
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JOKDAN.

It was during one of the campaigns of Beybars that the event took place
<to which Monsieur Ganneau has drawn attention) in the year 1266,

MAP

or

THE

JORDAN

TO ILLUSTRATE THE ACCOUNT OF THE STOPPAGE
OF THE RIVER IN A. D. 1267.
.^
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the Sultcan, written by the Arab chronicler, Nowairi, a copy of whose
work is preserved in the National Library in Paris.

Having said

so

much by way

of preface, I will

now epitomise Monsieur

Ganneaii's notes upon the subject.

A question which has always been discussed with much interest by
commentators on the Book of Joshua, is the passage of the Hebrews,
dry shod, across the Jordan, and anything that can throw light upon the
miraculous stoppage of the river in its onward flow to the Dead Sea
must naturally call for serious attention. According to the Biblical
account of the entry of the children of Israel into the Promised Land,
After the death of Moses in the land
what took place was as follows
of Moab, Joshua took command of the Israelites, and, by command of
Jehovah, prepared to lead the host across Jordan into the plains of Jericho.
The river was at the time in full flood (" for Jordan overfloweth all his
banks all the time of harvest," Joshua iii, 15), thus adding to the wonderful nature of the event.
At the command of Joshua, as directed by God,
the priests, carrying the ark, advanced into the rivei-, which, when their
feet touched it, divided to give them passage, the water below flowing
towards the Dead Sea, while the water above rose in a heaj) a great way
All Israel then marched
ofi", at Adam, the city that is beside Zarethan.
over past the ark, the bearers of which stood in the empty bed of Jordan
until all had gone over safely.
The passage completed, the bearers of the
ark also followed Joshua then caused twelve stones to be taken from
the bed of the river to be set up to commemoi'ate the passage, and also set
up twelve stones in the midst of the river at the place where the bearers
:

—

;

of the ark stood.

Numerous explanations have been given of the Biblical story. Some
have tried to reduce it to less marvellous proj^ortions, and have suggested
that there may have been a fortunate diminution in the amount of water
in the Jordan at the time of the passage. Josephus, in his " Antiquities
of the Jews," apparently tried to diminish the mii'aculous nature of the
event, perhaps to make the story more easy of acceptance by Roman and

Greek readers

of his history

;

while some modern critics have gone so far

as to suggest that the crossing may^have been

eff'ected by means of an
But the Biblical account is perfectly clear that the Jordan
flood and overflowing its banks, a time when, as can still be

ordinary ford.

was in full
ascertained from an examination of the river,

all

the fords are impassable.

It cannot be questioned but that the author of the book of Joshua

speaks of an absolute stoppage of the river at the time of its full height,
and to explain how this could have occurred it has been suggested that
the waters were obstructed by some physical obstacle, and that the
miracle consisted in this obstruction having taken place at the actual
moment when the Israelites had to cross the Jordan. But, hitherto, this
idea has been purely hypothetical, based on facts known to have happened
with regard to other rivers, but not known ever to have taken place in
If, however, it can be shown that such a
stoppage has actually occurred, within historic times, in the case of the

the course of the Jordan.

—
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Jordan

itself,

the conjecture would naturally assume a high degree of
it is just such a stoppage which is described in the

And

probability.

writings of the

Arab

historian, Nowairi, as

having been observed in the

thirteenth century of oiu* present era.

The chronicler relates that in the year of the Hegira, 664, corresponding to A.D. 1266, the Sultan Beybars caused a bridge to be built across
Jordan to facilitate the strategic movements of his army. The Arabic
text of the passage in the manuscript i-uns as follows
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Some of the words in the Arabic MSS. of Nowairi are rather obscure,
consequence of the absence of diacritical points or apparent mistakes
in writing, and in the above copy of it the readings of these, as proposed
by Monsieur Ganneau, are given in brackets after the words which are
thus doubtful. The translation of the story runs thus
in

:

" Constmction of the Bridge of Damieh.

" In the

month

of

Jumad

the First, in the year 664, the Sultan issued

orders for the building of a bridge over the River Jordan.

It

is

a river

which flows through the low-lying valley of Syria, which is called the
The bridge is in the neighbouihood of Damieh, between it
Sharieh.
and Kurawa, and there happened in connection with it a wonderful
The Sultan charged the
thing, the like of which was never heard of.
Emir Jamal ed Din ibn Nahar with the erection of the bridge, and commanded it to be made with five arches. Ofticials were assembled for the
purpose, and amongst them the Emir Bfidr ed Din Mohammed ibn Eahal,
the Governor of Nablus. They obtained supplies, collected workmen, and
erected the bridge as commanded by the Sultan. AVhen it was comjileted
and the j^eople were dispersed, part of the piers gave way. The Sultan
was greatly vexed and blamed the builders, and sent them back to repair
the damage. They found the task very difficult, owing to the rise of the
But in the night preceding
waters and the strength of the current.
the dawn of the 17th of the month Rabi the First of the year 666
(8th December, a.d. 1267), the water of the river ceased to flow, so that
none remained in its bed. The peojale hurried and kindled numerous
fires and cressets, and seized the opportunity ofl"ered by the occurrence.
They remedied the defects in the piers and strengthened them, and
They then
effected repairs which would otherwise have been impossible.
despatched mounted men to ascertain the nature of the event that had
The riders urged their horses and found that a lofty mound
occurred.
(Kabar) which overlooked the river on the west had fallen into it and
dammed it up. A " Kabar " resembles a hill, but is not actually a hill,
The water was held
for water will (piickly disintegrate it like into mud.
S
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itself over the valley above the dam.
The messengers
returned with this explanation, and the water was arrested from midnight
nntil the fourth hour of the day.
Then the water prevailed upon the
dam and broke it up. The water flowed down in a body equal in depth
to the length of a lance, but made no impression upon the building owing
The water carried away the apparatus used in
to the strength given it.

up, and had spread

the work of repairs.

"The occurrence
bridge

is in

one of the most wonderful of events, and the

is

existence to this day."

'

This is the story related by Nowairi, and, considering what a striking
resemblance it bears to the occurrence chronicled in the Book of Joshua,
it appears strange that no one, from Quatremere downwards, seems to
have thought of comparing them with one another. Nowairi's account
bears the evidence of truth on the face of it.
It is not at all likely that
he had in his mind the miracle related in the Bible, of which he probably
had never heard, nor does he claim any miraculous character for the
occurrence, which he might perhaps have felt inclined to do, as the stoppage of the Jordan rescued the Sultan from a very awkward difficulty.
In fact, for Nowairi the event was simply matter of history, a very
•exti-aordinary circumstance, but not outside the bounds of natural phenomena.
And the explanation he gives is fully corroborated by the
configuration of the valley of the Jordan as

it

exists at the present time.

In order clearly to understand the narrative,
place, to fix,

if

])ossible,

it is necessary, in the first
the position of the two localities referred to by

Nowairi, and to ascertain the site of the bridge built by order of the
The historian says that the bridge was situated between

Sultan Beybars.

Damieh and a second locality, the name of which is not clear in the Arabic
MSS. In fact, Quatremere appears to have regarded the latter word as
Damieh is found without difficulty, as on the east bank of
illegible.

Wady Zerka joins the latter, there still
Damieh, where are the remains of an ancient
town, which is, without doubt, the Damieh referred to by Nowairi. The
other place named by him is not so easy to find, and it is not stated clearly
whether it was on the same bank as Damieh or at the further end of the
bridge on the west bank of the river, but it is probable the latter is
intended, as it is not likely that the historian wiwhed to indicate that the
bridge was between two places on the same bank. And on the west bank,
just opposite Damieh, there is a locality which bears the name of Karawa,

.Jordan, near the spot Avhere the
•exists

a

mound

called Tell

a name that at present

But

is

rather applied to a district than to a fixed

Middle Ages, according to the testimony of the Arab
geogra})her Yakut, there was formerly on the banks of the Jordan a
market town named Karawa, which was in the centre of a district whei'e
point.

in the

The above English trausktion was kindly made by Mr. H. C. Kay, and is
French translation made by Monsieur Ganneau.

practically identical with the

Mr. Kay lias pointed out that anotlier ti-anslation of the passaj^e in French
given in Quartrcniere's " Ilistoirc des Sultans Mauduks," vol. ii, p. 26.

is
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the sugar cane was largely cultivated. It was probably the same as the
ancient town Corea, which is mentioned by .Josephus in the account of
Vespasian's march to Jerusalem, as being one day's journey distant from

The Arabic name

Jericho.'
this

word with the word

that

it is

is

in the

written

i_5^^ Js

and \^\y

manuscript of Nowairi,

only necessary to add the points of the letter

form of the word Karawa as

it is

Comparing

.

it

j

will

be seen

to obtain the

written once in Yakut, and as

it is also

written at the present day. An examination of the ground leads to the
same conclusion, as near the place where the Wady Zerka joins the bed
of the Jordan, there is now an important ford on the road of communication between Nablus, west of the river, and the ancient city of Salt to
the east of Jordan. At a short distance above this ford are the remains
of an old bridge, which have been regarded by some as Roman, while
others have considered it to have been built by the Arabs or the Christian
There appears, however, to be little doubt that this was the
crusaders.

very bridge erected in a.d. 1266 by command of the Sultan Beybars, in
connection with which occuired the remarkable phenomenon described by
Nowairi. It is much to be desired that some explorer would make a more
minute examination of the remains of the bridge, and possibly some
inscription might be found similar to that upon the bridge built by the
same Sultan Beybars at Lydda, or at least one of the lions passant, the
badge of the Sultan, usually sculptured on buildings erected by his orders.

Now let
stoppjige

of

us turn to the physical character of the
the river which recalls so

forcibly

phenomenon

of the

the Bible narrative

According to the statement in Nowairi, the damming up of the Jordan
took place at a time when it was in full flood, just as at the time of the
passage of the Israelites it was also in full flood. But these were not at
the same period of the year. In the Arab story the date of the event
was the 8th December, a time of year when the winter rains had commenced and caused the Jordan and its tributaries to swell. In the
account in the Book of Joshua, the stoppage took place in the time of
harvest, which, in this region,

where a

tropical temperature prevails,

is

month of April or even in March, when the melting of the snows
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon also causes a swelling of the Jordan. It

in the

of

is clear, therefore, that on both occasions, although not at the same
time of year, the Jordan must have been, as stated, in full flood, and
To understand it, it is
therefore the same physical cause would act.
necessary to consider the nature of the Jordan valley, which has a very
unique character. Eising at the foot of the snowy Hernion, the Jordan
descends rapidly to the lake now called Huleh, anciently known as the
Waters of Merom, the surface of which is about 7 feet above the
Thence it descends rapidly for a distance
level of the Mediterranean.
of 11 miles to the Sea of Galilee, 682 feet below sea level, leaving which
it falls deeper and deeper in its course of 80 miles to the Dead Sea, and

'

Josephus' "

Wars

of the Jews,"

Hook IV, chapter

viii.

s 2
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is there no less than 1,290 feet below the level of the
depression without parallel elsewhere on the surface of
remarkable fissure in the earth's surface, possibly due
in prehistoric times, may, in past ages, have formed a

'

Mediterranean, a
the globe. This
to volcanic action

long and narrow

disappeared, leaving only the lakes of Huleh
and Galilee and the Dead Sea, and the traces of its existence in the
gypseous marla strongly impregnated with salt, of which the bed of the
inland sea, which has

now

River Jordan is composed. In this thick deposit of marl the river has
gradually hollowed out its present bed, whereon it deposits, year by year,
a stratum of yellowish alluvium, quite distinct from the marl deposits
The bed of the river, properly so
forming the bed of the ancient sea.
called, is practically a narrow winding trench, the line of which frequently
alters in consequence of

the friable nature of the

soil.

In a

district

and from 15 to 20 miles south of the Sea of Galilee, the
river passes through what might be described as a gorge between steep
banks of marl, sometimes nearly perpendicular, which, on the right or
These marly banks are frequently
left bank, exceed 150 feet in height.
undermined by the water and fall in, making it dangerous to approach
east of Beisan,

the river in times of flood.

Having regard to the geological formation described above, it is easy
understand what happened in the time of Beybars, as related by the
Arab historian. The Kabar, or hill of marl, undermined by the action

to

of the river,

had

fallen into it

the water for a certain time.

and completely obstructed the passage

of

The water thus dammed up accunudated

for some hours, until, by its weight, it overcame the marl obstruction
and swept it away. The point indicated above, east of Beisan, and about
25 miles above Damieh, is just the place where such an accident would
l)e most likely to occur.
The narrative in the Book of Joshua states that the damming of the
Jordan in the case of the passage of the Israelites took place at a point
a long distance above the city called Adam, which there can be little
The Arabs frequently suppress the
doubt was the same as Damieh.
initial vowel in the ancient names of Hebrew places, which will explain
llie change in the spelling of this name.
It is interesting to observe that it was a considerable distance above
the same place, where the landslip occurred, which Nowairi has described
And it is at the same part of the course of the river
in his history.
where landslii)s occur at the present day, one of which might, if on a
sufficiently large scale, again dam up the Jordan and let it run oif into
Indeed it may,
the Dead Sea, leaving the bed dry for a certain time.
and possibly has happened at other times, and not have been recorded,
in consequence of not being connected with an important event, such as

the passage of the Israelites or the building of the bridge of Beybars.
In order to illustrate Monsieur Ganneau's very interesting remarks,
I

have appended a small

are

are

marked the various
jirovided

with

map

places

the

of the course of the Jordan,

which have been mentioned.

excellent

maps

of

Palestine

upon which
Headers who

issued

by the
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Palestine Exploration Fund, will be able to examine the question

more

satisfactorily.

There

another

is

point

which

appears

me worth

to

noticing-.

3 miles south of Beisan, and the same
distance west of the Jordan, has been identified as the site of the ancient
Zarethan, and it is in the vicinity of the marl gorge through which the
Tell es Sarem, a

mound about

If this identification is correct

river flows.

Monsieur Ganneau.

third chapter of Joshua

read

above were

dammed up

is

beside

"

:

would add

it

force to the conclusions of

still

greater

If the passage in the

The waters which came down from

Zarethan, that

is

far above

the city

Adam," the place thus described would correspond exactly with the
place where the temporary dam was formed in the time of the Sultan
Beybars.

It

is

for

Hebrew

scholars to consider

whether the verse might

be thus translated.

THE SEPULCHRES OF DAVID ON OPHEL.
By

Eev.

W.

F. Birch.

Perseverance is irresistible, while swiftness is not often accompanied
by accuracy. Careful research in Palestine, begun by Eobinson, has at
brought us near to the discovery of the sepulchres of David. Many
be extremely disappointed if the present excavation work at
Jerusalem does not end the dispute as to the correct site of the City of
David, by the actiial discovery of the long-lost tomb of David.
As soon as Dr. Bliss turns the southern extremity of Ophel and
begins to follow the wall of Jerusalem northward towards the Virgin's

last

will

Fount, he will have two most important points to settle. On his right
will be Schick's aqueduct {Quarterly Statement, 1889, p. 35
1891, p. 18) to be traced to Gihon (Virgin's Fount), and on the way to it

hand there

;

he ought to alight on the old pool (Is. xxii, 11), which possibly may
On his left
be the perplexing "pool that was made" (Neh. iii, 16).
hand, before reaching this pool, he will pass "over against" (i.e., if
the rock was bare, in sight of) the sepulchres of David (Neh. iii, 16). It
is much to be desired that ample funds should be at once forthcoming, to
enable Dr. Bliss to make a successful dash at the magnificent catacombs
He must, in due course, certainly
of Israel's greatest and wisest king.
All that
pass in front of them, and not improbably very near to them.
The present
is practicable ought to be done to find this grand treasure.
golden opportunity of making such a splendid discovery must not be lost
for the want of a few hundred pounds, as such a good chance may not
occur again for years.
Let me therefore earnestly appeal for aid to the Palestine Exploration
Fund, that it may this year gain a glorious victory in its topographical

campaign. The contest raging when I entered the lists 18 years ago, has
been long, as well as keenly and obstinately maintained, on the one side

:

:
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The
tradition and numbers, on the other by patient investigation.
small body of the Ophelites, like David's three mighty men after the fall
of Zion, makes little account of the numerical superiority of its
opponents. Our constant watchword is " No peace with error."
by

We

:

on sound consistent Biblical evidence, and are as thoroughly convinced that Ophel is the site of the Eoyal Sepulchres, as we should be if
amid its labyrinthine recesses we had already actually gazed on David's
empty locuhts and threaded the maze to Solomon's costly rock-hewn house
where he lies in glory or had examined Asa's sarcophagus, " which was
iilled with sweet odours .... prepared by the apothecaries' art," and
explored the sepulchral chambers of venerable Jehoiada, pater patrice, or
It remains for
of Jehoshaphat and other honoured kings of Judah.
rely

;

Dr. Bliss to find and describe these monuments of ancient Jerusalem.
Money,
The desired discovery seems to me practicable enough.
however, is necessary for carrying on the excavations. Surely a Bible-

reading land will not grudge it while, further, the valuable experience
gained by Dr. Bliss in his past work well qualifies him to turn the right
stone and discover the entrance to the right tomb.
Meanwhile, if need be, let me encourage to this task our exj^lorer of
;

happy name, and try to win some interested waverers' money for the
work, by showing that Mi-. Samuel Bergheim's proposed (April Quarterly
Statement, p.

120) stronghold of

Zion at the north-western part of

Jerusalem is only a castle in the air, and by pointing out once more that
the trustworthy evidence for the site of the City and Sepulchres of
David cannot possibly admit of any other site than one on Ophel
See Quarterlij Statement, 1885, pp. 100, 208 1886, pp. 26,
(so called).
1894, 282, &c.
1893, pp. 70, 324
1890, p. 200
152 1888, p. 42
Lest any should despise the Ophelites because they are few, let me
add that we are a growing party. Indeed, since 1879 some notable
recruits have dared to join us, coming over Jordan in the first month.
;

we have

Besides,

(1) Sir

"

The

;

;

;

;

excellent testimonials even from opponents,

Charles

Warren

e.g.

—

in 1871 (" Jerusalem Eecovered," p. 303) said

principal difficulty I find

is,

that in the

Book

of

:

Nehemiah the

City of David, the House of David, and the Sepulchres of David, all
appear to be on the south-eastern side of the hill of Ophel, near the
Virgin's Fount."

Professor Eobertson Smith ("Jerusalem," "Encycl. Brit") observed
view places the City of David on the southern part of the
Temple Hill, and this opinion is not only confirmed by the oldest post(2)

"A third

Biblical traditions, but

of the

To

the only view that does justice to the language

pass over favourable remarks from Thrupji, Lewin, Fergusson, and

Major Conder,
(3)

is

Old Testament."

He

passage,

I

come

to Sir C!harles Wilson.

says {Quarterlij Statement, 1893,

when taken with the

p.

325) on Neli.

iii,

16

:

"This

context, seems in itself quite sufficient to

set at rest the question of the ))Ositiou (on

of the sepulchres of the kings, and,

Ophel) of the City of David,

constMiuently of Zion

;

all

which

THE CITY OF DAVID.
could not be mentioned after Siloah,

if

2 Go

where modern tradition

})laceil

has located them."
With such splendid certificates in black and white, why should we
Ophelites hide our heads, as if we were detected imposters ? We know
that we speak sober truth, and do not wish opponents to be silent, as the
more they say {e.g., Mr. Bergheim's fresh theory) the worse their case is

Therefore I say, Give

seen to be.

graphicum

!

Excavate

!

and the Bellum Topo-

will end.

" Hsec certamina tanta

Pulveris exigui jactu compressa quiescent."

THE CITY OF DAVID.
ZiON

NOT

By
As

AT
Eev,

"Goliath's

W.

F. Birch,

I invited {Quarterly Statement, 1883,

on Ophel,"

let

me

point out

Castle."

p.

151) any one to upset " Zion
" fresh theory "

how Mr. Samuel Bergheim's

utterly fails.

It ought to be premised that in the controversy about Old-Testament

Jerusalem, the
quantity.

One

quality of the evidence
verse of the Bible

is

is

of

more value than the

better than a page of Josephus or a

tome of Jerome.
Mr. Bergheim accepts on p. 120 (above) the A, B, C, of Jerusalem
topography by admitting that the three terms Zion, the City of David,
and the stronghold, are equivalent. That they are such is clear from
the Bible (1894, p. 282), and ought to be cheerfully admitted, but is often
ignored.

which the most reliable evidence assigns even but one
terms ought to be the right site.
I have pointed out repeatedly (1) that in the Bible Ophel (so called)
is refen-ed to as the site of the City of David, of the House of David,
and
of the Sepulchres of David, which were in the City of David
Maccabees,
(2) that the Akra of Josephus, which was the Akra of the
which was the City of David of the Bible, is consistently placed on

The

locality to

of these three

;

Ophel.

Mr. Bergheim makes no attempt to meet these practical demonstraHe could not wisely do so, I know well that the Ophel position
impregnable, and that the attempt would be useless.
Error, however, has as many lives as a cat, and must be met as often

tions.
is

as it reappears.
I have therefore to

show that what Mr. Bergheim

alleges in support

theory that Zion was at the north-west portion of Jerusalem,
and more precisely at Goliath's Castle, carries no weight at all, or at least
not enough to prove his case.
of his fresh
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settle the question, then as the south(1) If existing names are to
west hill has been called Zion for the last 15 centuries, there is no place
whatever for discussion. Names, however, do not settle the question.

Mr. Bergheim says

(2)

" (2)

That

this

:

"

We

are distinctly told

Zion was the highest of

all

the

:—
hills of

or in Jeru-

salem.
"

(3)

He
The

That Zion was called the Upper City."
adds that his

conclusion, then,

site

is

actually

would seem

the highest point in the city.

to be that his site must be Zion.

I venture
not, however, stated luho dvitinctly asserts (2) and (3).
Bible,
neither
the
that
and
misapprehension
some
is
here
that
to say
nor Josephus, nor anyone whose testimony is worth anything, makes any
such distinct statement.
He says that the
I presume Josephus has been misunderstood.
Upper City (the south-west hill) was higher than the Lower City, but

It

is

;

Mr. Bei-gheim

is

pleading for the north-west

hill,

a different place

altogether, so that this statement of Josephus does not help Goliath's

Castle to be Zion.

Again, if Josephus, who never uses the term Zion, means (as I
understand him) that the (fjpoipiov, so called by David, on the southwest hill, was the " stronghold," and if the statement were true (which
was Zion and not the
it is not), it would then be the south-west hill that
north-west hill at all. Thus neither (2) nor (3) affords any support for
the " Goliath's Castle " site, which has nothing to do with the south-west
hill referred to by Josephus in both cases.
Further, it is stated (p. 121) that Zion is described as occupying the

The authority is not
city.
named by Mr. Bergheim, and is unknown to me. I suspect that here
The north side in Psalm xlviii, 2, hardly bears out
also is some mistake.
north and also north-west portion of the

this interpretation {(^uarterhj Statement, 1888, p. 44).

It has already been shown (1886, p. 26) that the Maccabsean Akra
was on Ophel, and not near the Church of the Sepulchre, so that to place
the Sepulchres of David at that church is simply a freak of fancy and
not according to any sound evidence.
A footnote on p. 122 rightly observes that the account of Nehemiah's
Wall is orderly, and that the House of the Mighty, the Sepulchres of
David, and the pool that was made were comparatively contiguous. It
portion
is utterly imi)ossible, however, to fit them in near the north-west
were
They
so.
do
to
attempt
no
makes
Bergheim
Mr.
and
Jerusalem,
of

towards the south-east.
I welcome the deep interest thus manifested by Mr. Bergheim in the
It is no fault of his if an incorrect site
position of the City of David.
cannot bear investigation, and if a north-west site shares the fate that
has befallen other wrong sites and must befall every site except the true
all

one on Ophel

(so called).
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GREEK AND OTHER INSCRIPTIONS COLI.ECTED
THE HAURAN.
By
Edited

A.

!>//

Wright,

(t.

m

W. Ewing.

Rev.

and A. Souter,

Esq., of Aberdeen,

Esq.,

M.A.,

of Cains College, Cambridge.

{Continued from p. 160.)

No. 117. This stone is just over the lintel of the "Kasr." The lintel
part of a sarcophagus said by the Sheikh of the village to hav(»
once contained treasun;. (= Wadd., 2419.) Rimet el Luhf.
itself is

AYT"y)ICNT£lce£<:ci9)AHTAAoX

(xit

noiWCt N

^HoNTT/^oYrHiK/^itneNHiit^tPcf^oNeiH
ec0AHcetvCTPAT/HCNVNdoyfleftS>r€imrA c^ o
OYT(i;kAlHe'^'tHlT^o^«VN KpoNoNaAPA»'CZl
4c i. A/ HKNTHPA^KeNT AC€ Y flA M ° ^'AC T<K NWC AN
I

KeXeo'Tcn'os' ttivvto^

cci/iimo

jlic

tiinic

Kui TeKseaai (piXij

I'ljor

Yl\oi>T)j'i

cfrOXij^-

OvTw

Kai

eTTCinjij

vK (TTpaTii]^,

Kci)

Ce^cifOji'

/Lieive/ULt

Nt/i'

voXvv

-p]pd(rKOVT(i<f,

tic?,'

"^wpw

evi

aXo-^io eiroinffev,

t'

Ueptrec/ioi'ciij,
c'

oi'CGj/[oj9

')(ji6vov

'

rdc^o^'

ei/iit

\jEi\

h'

upa Kb

0?,

evdaifiova^., TCKVioaaurcfg

" Celestinus the jirudent built

me on

this spot

;

for himself, his

made me, a temple to Plutus and dread
Persephone
they are of a noble band. But now I am the tomb of
no one. So may I long remain. Yet if it must e'en be, let me receive
them when they grow old, full of years and happiness, and leaving their
children and his dear spouse he
;

offspring

on the earth."

Waddington gives the following note the words e'o-0X^? eV arpari^s
perhaps indicate that Celestinus was a Christian. This epitajjh is similar
to that in the Anthologia Palatina, VII, 228, which runs
:

:

Ai'T/i'
^

Kdi

oinw

h(ti

trai

mil'

r

reKccrrm 'ivraiki re

SvCpoTuoi'.

(

oi'TTw

iicii>(ti/[(i

r/

ovcei'd

TToXvi'

ri'fi/3oi>
eifii

^pot'oi'.

LCcif.iei'

racpo^'
ei

c'

upa

cu eiioi toi'v irpoTcpovi Trporcpovi

K(u.

Set
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GREEK INSCEIPTIONS.

No. 118. This stone

is

uow

the keystone of an arch over a doorway.

RlMET EL LUHF.

o

r

The inscription is on an incomplete shield shaped stone,
being separated by the arms of a cross.

No. 119. In garden.

n

(^ Wadd.,

:i421.)

tlie

letters

Rimet el Luhf.

.-

z^~

5"

(u.'^

L
— WTTd-pOv

No. 120. In

cellar.

ftlKOtOHO^- VKTllaUTO

v= Wadd.,

2418.)

Ei'met el Luhf.

rov

c7?-(tiij(T(i>

r)ji'

Oupica

Waddington reads Moe'Xe/xoy, which is probably right, cj). MoaUpoi.
Moslenujs apparently belonged to Sia (2a'a), a village near
Canatha,
(see ours from this place, 3') ft'.).
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No. 121. In

No
in

;i

garden in the

inscription.

armour holding a

represent a

Roman

village.

A large ornamental
shield carved on
soldier.

Rimet el

Luiif.

stone with the figure of a

The

it.

The upper part

man

figure seems intended to
of the stone on

which was

the head could not be seen.

No. 122. In letters very deeply cut, over old door.
Rimet el Luhf.
I. L., iii, 123.)

(=:

Wadd., 2424,

and C.

V£yiULIU;ANV2,

Iulius2[C]an-

didus vetera-

nus exfdup-

•^^LuAlAPuN

/^

l(icario) Val(eriae) droni(e(lariorum).

J

I

Julius C/'andidus veteran, formerly

soldier

on douLle

i)ay

of

the

Valerian camel-corps (understand alae).

No. 123.

On

^AMePoYToYTA
)A/\OYii[iYeo

(

Rimet el

side of street.

kOAOMH

MaXci'x^uOov

(p^

'Afiepov Tou Ta(p-

/

MNH

>LATocef/€KA

;::

Ldiif.

aXou

(9

>

/HUTO'i

^

Letters in relief 2i inches in length.

le[_pjeii^-

fl'CKa

o'l-
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Rimet el Luhf.

No. 124. Beside Medafeh.

X
'Y'yia

No. 125. Over window on

roof.

Rimet el Luhf.

^^^^^^^^3

No. ]26. In

floor of Medfifeh.

Ropvrfi Qaifiov

Rimet el Luhf.

A wheel with four spokes, and the A on one side, the O on the other.
See No. 26. On the right we have the monogram of Jesus Christ, XpiicTTos).

No. 127. (=Wadd., 2391.)

Murduk.

]s^

TG

(T(tO(pl)(C)'.

fic^'^japov

....

II

II

ai/^nTTdV/ia fic/ifTTOV

ycwTT^oi'nfv

IhNlhC
Fragment

^€3of a metrical inscription.

....

II

GKEEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

1

Murduk.

In floor of shed,

28.

209

NoYT«>YKAioreA€AoyKtr^

cKTijamo Ma<^p/o^ 'A'^/piTrmI'ov

TOO KUi 'O'ye^eXoi'

iice\(pwi'
CTTOIjjfTCU'

e^

/iCTrt

eiciicv Ka^iciTivi'

TOt'TO VfJWOl'

Something iw missing at the
stone liiis Krit^uTO)!' and i7pajcoor.
begiuuiug where tlie stone has been broken, perhaps
Xavddvei.
"Life passes impercejjtibly away (?). The possessor was Magnus,
sou of Agrippinus, who was also called Ogedelos, along with his brothers ;
thev with their own labour erected this monument."
.

No.

.

Murduk.

In Sheikh's Medafeh.

l:i!t.

.

ii

oYKtoehiurJKcicoS

'

'^/fiafl/UdTtKOi-

OVK eOeXivu
oi

A on

the

is

missing.

left.

This

is

r

'

'

yUtf^al^? KCtt

Kei(T6a\^i

^piOTov

Tiie stone has been

other part

T6

')(^u>pls'

awTrip\_n

7ra~ptrov re

(pi'Xici'

broken in half on the light hand side, and the
On the right was probably Q. corresjjonding to tlie
apparently two elegiac distichs.

Murduk.

No. 130. In floor of court.

leYH £
ocATe

Fragment

tc

f^jeveaOai

of a larger stone.

Nothing can be made

of

it.

,
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Murduk.

No. 131. In old building.

2.

11.

^

i-<r

[r]o>7;[ff]G [eX'Si')]/

MuRDUK.

No. 132. In old building.

IiAACCTKACQ
TOCYICJOCY/OC

Xflffo-

fos a-

"6c/\MYHCK/\
yth<:1m/\aoc
Two

No.

inscriptions on

9

aX\o»^.

2

same

Over door

133.

*"

wT/y*

stone.

of

That on the

Medafeh.

Sheikh's

not complete.

left is

(= Wadd.,

2330.)

Kanawat.

'

I,

I

<^

YTl€Pf«.THPIACAYToi(P4TFAlWoy©.
A4piAN0KM/C-te6-ToYKVF<ovAlA€>
PoYHoiNioYfUiAHH^YccAfteAToYrAYToy

i

f^roP/\HoKoYKIloCM.oVAntoY4i\inxttt:oY

'\V("/»

fTW7iji>i'(iy

'Ai^/ndi'ov
'

\aovardi'oi<

ft

pov, Monn'oi'
Qaijiiot'

Kanawat
till

295

is

kv/)iou,

to?'

2«/<(«toi'

Vcivtoi',

V
,

But

Bara-

Qin'juov

X\f(/</<<'o('v,

a^lopavoixovvTu^

Syria

i:r/i(f((TTor»)

'()(T(iic\ot>,

\(>iiii>i',

T i)di\ji\i'ov

Aj''-ov/j(((7o/>os)

Kr((W(r//JOv)

iroi'y

'

ij

M. Ov\~i(H' fhiXnnriKoo

It formed part of the province of
the ancient Canatha.
then was incorporated in Arabia. The date of the

A.D., :ni<l
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104-105 ad. The names preceding the word trovs have
There is no otlier mention of an dyopavojxos (aedilis) in the;
inscriptions of the Hauran.
inscription

is

been erased.

No. 134.

Raised letters in front of

ol<l

temple.

(= Wadd.,

Kan A WAT

:/CTa;6kt6o

N

T<t(o9) 'Al'TlOX^O^
(piXort/irjala^-

fievo^

An

fie-

'YJ^O'TW

t/L

ifiijwi'

uven-

TU.1l'

See No. 133.

No. 134a.

On doorway

of Serai at

Kanawat.

(= Wadd

,

2362

ATHfAAHCMeNDC
\

KWC
VTroari TaKJiz

which

th

kar ijy\<i ijrrjj.ei'o^ ct~ofTTo\tKos! iiuou 06k,cs;

is

VTroTCTdKrat o K(ntj~/\(nauevo's aTromuXtKov yfiwu 6u:K0<i,

2.340.)
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Nos. 135-136. (Wadd., 2365.)

Much damage

Sia'.

recently to sculpture and inscriptions on this picturesque

(STTi

ou

(3(tcn\Lwi- jLic^/aXov
Toi>

eK (iacriKews

\opi"f((ii'oi>

'A(/)apct'9

'

A'^/l^piTTTra

has been done
hill.

(ptXoKd^iaapo^ cvtrijiuvv

(/)i\opu</[i(ii-

jiie<^/d\\ov 'A^/atTTTraJ (f)i\oKtiifT<iiiov cvacjiou<^'

ci7re^\ev6epo<f /caJj

'AypiTTTrav luov

ku^i

cjii-

ai'c'9tj\_icjai'.

between 37 a.d. and 44 a.d. Sia' is close by Canatha, a
it, and like it was in Syria till 295 a.d. (cf. above
and Wadd.), and thereafter in Arabia. The ancient name was 2e/u (see

The date

little to

Xo. 120).

is

the south of

This inscription

is

important as giving the complete

titles of

the two Agrippas.

No. 137. (Wadd., 2369.)

Sia'.

MaXci'xdOo^-

The stone contains only this one word, having been broken
Waddington saw it, who reads
:

MaXct'x^aOo'f (^Mo)onpoi'

Nos. 138-139. (Wadd., 2368.)

Sia'.

MaXci'^aOus- Ai'[rrJo(» rar
l"or foiin

Avaov, see No. 61, note.

Moan poi'.

since

GREEK INSCRirTlONS.
No. 140. Si a'.

e-TOY(0

The

inscription

No. 141.

No

Sia'.

inscription.

No. 142.

Sia'.

is

much

mutilated and quite indecipherable.
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front and back).
Nos. 145-146. Scul])ture of head (from
Kufr.
but now in the hou.se of the Sheikh. El

Found

in

.rarden,

No. 147.

On

El Kufh.

street.

/r

/oi

j;

i

No.

148.

In

(= Wadd.,

MedMeh.

2294.)

El KuFR.

hiM/^tiMocTiPdne

C6

£KTIJ
i\Io

Mptw
0-61'

to e7ro\e'/i[<-]

Md^ifio'i Trpore{KTWf)) t-

Tuifi')
ffci'

The date

is

ti/

(7'

''^

i*

a\aOoi'

t'KT[_i-

(e)T(c)« vo// (?)

is

lfc(cKTiivi'0<!)

reckoned by the provincial era. The
by the era of Bustra, being all after 295 a.d.

not certain, but

date of Nos. 150, 151, 153,

«'

is
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No. 149 shows that El Kufr was originally iu Syria, but it was incorporated in Arabia after 295 a.d.
The word dXadov or craXadov is found also iu Wadd., No. 2358, but ia
inexplicable.

No.

49.

1

House wall in street. El Kufr. Same as No.

185:

Wadd., 2071.

AVt-o Kf/vropciKAi
HANTHJN6*NVMI

rreroyc love Y/i h
AinoKpaTopffi K«/o-[n/j(T( M.
'Ai'rwi'eifit.'

(I'

.

ijpov 7rpF(Tft(^evTou^
YleTOVffi'ou

Av/)>jXt'-'\

k\_(u

26/3(rt(TT0ts) TOtV

.

koJ

K.Vf)l'o\_{^-

ewl WcipTt'oV Ov-']

2c/3(f(fTTdr)

tii'[^rif7Tp(^(iTi'j'yov)

e(pe(TrwTO'i^

Evci'jfio\^i'

The name of Connuodus, who reigned along with Marcus Aurelius
from 176-180 a.d., has been erased from the inscription. He was one of
the emperors who were " damnati memoriae." Martins Varus governed
Syria from 175 to 178.

No. 150. In wall.

EKTt'jffOl
fcV

6 oiKo{<-)

/i(?y)i'(t)

El Kufr.

T[o]r/

'EcTrrcju/Bpt'ov

[(^COyJ

oi»To(s)

;\;/Jo(j'ofs)

6.'

('tTTO

OsfieXlOV

ii'{ctkTtu<i'os:)

l'tov^ X[/c'

Wadd., 2028.

The date is 720 a.d. See No. 148.
dated inscription in Waddington is of the date 665 a.d.
(No. 1997).
These Christian inscriptions of a later date than the
Mohammedan conquest come all from the Eastern j^art of the province
near the desert.
" The house of God was built from the foundation in the
month of
Cf.

The

latest

September

in the

4th indiction in the 615th year of the province."

t2
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No

151.

El Kufr.

In wall of house.

CBOVP/10YBB6I.
ro) ^4• o
K o
oa&/vinhmi on
I

TATinHCTYN

npo N On|^

E

iAPoYKAIfeoVP

CM^

KETY
Av/j(i]\io^)

Iciwv

M/«\6[\o]v Hovpcov

c6/xr]ffe\^v

t|^

tJo /iiin]^7ou

TToovoin

[_'A^jTrt7r7r/ys-

KO<i

hd't

B"[/j/3]n/>o('

COl'

KUl

M[_{i\\ffXOl' TCKI'WV

aVTOv

/i/3

o'lk-o-

A:a[^(rtjT£<.'j'

\_e^\v

^tv

''jvvcK(ii

Boi'f)-

ctf-ie

The date is 350 a.d. See No. 148. For the letters (9/3 winch sometimes follow names in Syrian inscriptions, no .satisfactory explanation has
been

oflf'ered.

No. 152. Over doorway.

El Kufr.

-tOlNOOHKHj

LLKCTTFoY

Vl)^ 'AT(tOV<<

CK tTTTOV-

" The wine cellar of the holy monastery of Ataos, built under the
supervision of the

Abbot

Iledylos."

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

153.

El Kufr.

In cattle shed.

I

27^

XAPjTlTHCAriACZ.60OTFTPAA
TA9 H M^ AlATiAp^ N A

6T£ 8 HC A N

MAPnT£6opri)rrHA£ruRATHaBArHN

ereOijcrai'

ra 6)}/ue\ia too

reiopyiov

/u.ap\jTvj{/)ov
.

.

.

€To(i's)

0/tf

The reading
652 A.D.

c(T[p^a]T(

fi{)j)i>6^

of

rrj

)y)

efco^^ov

a[]'y(/ot')J

SevTcpa

in.

fc/3c(o/tacos')

T/y?

'A7r^p^(tXiov) xfK^''o^^')

''

rn
ivhiKriwvo^

Kdjti/iapoKov

ca:

the last two lines

is

veiy doubtful.

The date

i.s

See No. 148.

"By
were laid

the grace of the holy and life-giving Trinity the foundations
(of the church) of the martyr George, holy and glorious, on the

Monday

following (his festival), the

day

last

iudiction, in the year 547 of the province,

(=Wadd.,

No. 154. In roof waterspout.

April, in

of

the

10th

by Cambarocus."

Hebran.

2286a.)

?A7 op oC AN TCO\/"

-^^J
'

M)/\YKoYPr
/cNiAiM;NAiNr

NC,TOVC/e
'Yirep

(Tu>Trfpi'a%-

AvTOK\^pdTopo9 'Avtw-

veivov 'SiCJiaaTou Oc^w AvKOvpfyw
0\VCTpai'0^ UTTO-

XuOel^ euTcifitv^
drjKev tvaejieia^

We

t/t

Tjil'i'

X"'/-"!'''

Iciwv uveCTOfv

i6'

have restored this after Waddingtou.

The date is 156 a.d. The indiscriminate use of the provincial era or
the year of the reigning emperors by which to reckon the date, which is
seen in the inscriptions of this place, shows that until 295 A.D. it miist
have been on or near the border line of the original provinces of Syria
and Arabia. After 295 a.d., when Arabia was extended towards tlie
north, the addition of the districts of the Hauran and Jauldn placed it

^
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wf 11 within the bounds

of

Arabia

(see

Waddington on the

inscriptions

of this town).

The

stone

is

now

used as a waterspout.

(= Wadd.,

No. 155. Over door.

2288.)

Hebran.

%lQ^NAQNKVP|OYAlQC€KONiHCAi
To(r)

No. 156. In roof of

I'aoi'

Kvfjioi'

A/09

tKoi'irjcra

Hebran.

cellar.

ceioYYT]ATC(f)e CTCOTOO
T<'/^^r€4>ANoY TOY
TO

.

.

.

(2)t('0«J'OI'

to/"'

No. 157. Over doorway of cattle shed.

Hebkan.

k

—

^ hcyf^
G. Iul[ius

Jilliis

No. 158. Broken

vetr

lintel in yard.

Hebran.

^Yce(^/AC6NeKewAYroYi

'i>7rt:f)

ffWTTipia'^

Kai{ffaf)o>i)
eiiacfilas-

M(ip{Kov) A

'AXc^dfCpov

evcKCtf

ainou

i'/j[//Xi'oy

^oi/1/j.ov

at

'APTWfCivov

OREEK
No. 158a. Over dooiway

VTref) atOT>]iii'nv Kot vtiK/jy

of

Atprfffi'ioi'

TO

Kdi

Tv^^^ftioi'

KTi'crr)j<i

Es Sanametn.

Temple.

rou Ki'pior A
Vcp/iavo^

fvac^(^oT)<i)einv'x^ouv 'loi'X/ov

279

INSCKll'TluNB.

tot aijKov

Wa/ld., 2413f.

iiT()KfK'n\^opov

'S,(ft(^fH77oi')

(ncaToi'Tai^-^)]^

cnrn rfjv

vvepr^fi^-rrfs

dTriyixiC^fj^

(Ttn>cre\cafv

uriii

aCpl^ilepwaci' croi'v iv.

—

Augustus Pius
of our Lord the Emperor
patron and founder of the Airesians, completed the burial place in accordance with the deed, and consecrated the
temple of Trxv in the year Ifci, i.e., a.d. 192. The names of Commodu.s
For the safety and victory

Felix, Julius

and

Germanus— the

of the legion III Gallica

have been erased.

No. 159. In Sheikh's Medfifeh,

(= Wadd.,

'Orman.

2018.)

evTVXiA)c
VTTario^ ^lapKi-

ANOVZUAJTaCToY
K5I-N
nATPOCToMstti

^

-nl'OV

j\

^U)l>70V

TTinpo^ TO

TOO

ixvtii.il{o)v

UlAI(i)NCKT/CeN
The date is 341 a.d. As the inscriptions of 'Orman date both before
and after 295 a.d. by the era of Bostra, it must always have been in
For other
Arabia after the formation of that province in 106 a.d.
'examples of inscriptions of 'Orman dating thus, see Nos. 162, 163, 164,

Wadd., 2016, 2018, 2019.

No. 160. In Sheikh's MedMeh.

(= Wadd.,

2021.)

'Orman.

*Avaio^ To-^6
-OtV

atifxa

t-

KU^U-

-Toiatv eT-

There is a copy of this inscription in Kaibel, Epig. Or., No. 457.
forms a hexameter verse.
" Anaios fa-shioned this monument by his own labour."

It
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(= Wadd.,

No. 161. In Sheikh's Medafeh.

TIC e

e,

2020.)

'Orman.

M

A/l/\0YToZl6

eTyou9 ff^s

ApaKoi'Oefi-

Ti{o)<f

aWov
atj/iia

The date

No.

162.

is

7o8e
eo7<i

ercv^ei'

See No. 159.

401 a.d.

In Sheikh's Medafeh.

I

(= Wadd.,

'Orman.

2017.)

MNHHHCtlMtkAi;iO
y^^uz-witc eA<^ V
ANAPtONoTAHCoVTo
KAoCK/*loYAAe M

TAT

TOC KAtlTN H T O V
tr/\er£ONoc/^N(

ON«Al iftT-/oY<*WNo'^^

Mi'ij^iij^

cii'eKa TTOTC

roKao'i K(n

()('f(\( /'tov

(cafft'yi'i'yTot'

ovoi^tmi ^\ov\iai'0'i
.

.

.

u'l'fiari

ToV^* iheifimo rv/njioi' irci

f>efore tlic last line cf>me the letters Ta>r)afu>

Tw

ryd/o) aifiari

The date

is

^ e^

tSio)!/ KafitiToiv,

245 a.d.

seeing the

See No. 159.

{To

be continued.)

fij^i

= Wadd.,
man

is

a

cuT/ao-w,

sol<lier.

perhaps

—

)
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A JOURNEY IN THE HAURAN.
By

of the

The

W. Ewing.

Contin ued from page

(

The advent

Rev.

the

life.

84.

Sunday brought no change

were driven
from the pool with the great water jars
the sounds of threshing came from the
foot of ox and ass, were busy upon the
of village

1

cattle

winnower the grain

foith

;

in the ordinary routine

women came

the

;

Beidar, where the tribulum, the

wheat, while from the shovel of

rose to fall in a golden heap at his feet,

light breeze carried clouds of chaff

gliding

poised gracefully on their heads

and yellow dust

and the

far over the fields.

As

the morning advanced a troop of soldiers, heavily booted and spui'red,
with clanking swords and rattling muskets, came swinging into the courtyard.
They formed the escort of a proud overbearing Sham// a moneylender from Damascus. He carried a light whip in his hand, and stalked
about with an air of great self-importance and general proprietor-ship.
He wore a white turban of multitudinous folds a long great-coat of
European cut hung loosely over his striped cotton ghiimhdz, and the feet
of his white baggy pantaloons were gathered into the legs of a huge jmir
of riding boots.
Round the waist, under the great-coat, he wore a belt,
from which swung a dangerous-looking revolver in a leather case. The

—

;

two outstanding features of this man wei-e his religiousness and his
Most punctilious in the performance of his devotions, I saw
him once actually stop in the middle of his prayers to curse an offending
villager
The variety of his oaths, and the facility with which he
brought them to bear on every subject, I have never seen equalled even
among the voluble Arabs. His brow was a. perpetual threat, and his lips
seemed ever set for blasphemy. The officer in command of the trooj) was
a courteous well-favoured young man one of the number was a Kurdy
—a Kurdish horseman, and the others were of the ordinary ragged
loutish tyj)e of Turkish soldier's, who look so raw and fight so desperately.
The Kurdy appeared to receive more respect among them than their
ofHcer.
His people are well known for brave men, but withal have a
somewhat evil rejjutation for cruelty. No one williirgly oftends a Kurdy,
and no better guard can be taken by travellers wishirrg to explore the
country to the east of the Jordan. This man was full of tales illustrating
his own prowess and daring, to which Ihe others listeired with a jocular
appreciation of his grim humour, which served only to make more obvious
the depth of their admiration. As the result of grave misdemeanours
which had reached the ears of Government a price had been set on the
head of a Beduwy chief in Mount Gilead. The regular soldiery had long
profanity.

!

;

At last this fellow got together a group
and started an intrigue with some women of the tribe
an excessively dangerous ])roceeding. Through thenr the where-

struggled in vain to secure him.
of his kinsmen,
itself

A JOUENEY IN THE HAURAN.
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abouti^ of the

the

Sheikh was discovered. Choosing a cloudy moonless night,
There they donned Beduwy
in a quiet wady.

women met them

garments, hiding their own among the bushes, and, following the directions
of the simple Bedawhjdt, they soon reached the tent where the unsuspecting chief lay sleeping. By the dim light of a smouldering fire they
marked out their victim. Suddenly springing into the midst they hewed
head, and dashed out again before his amazed companions could
what had happened. Too late the women saw what a dreadful
game they had been playing, and filled all the mountain with their cries.
Swiftly returning to the valley they threw off their disguise resuming
their own garments they made their way to the Government, triumphantly
off his

realise

;

cai-rying the grinning horror in their hands.

There they claimed and

received the price of blood.

This motley company added to our own quite overcrowded the narrow
They ordered about the villagers like a set of slaves, and had
whatever they desired brought to them at once. It was a great relief
when they went forth to transact the business on which they had come,
leaving us once more in quiet possession. My Arabic Testament was
brought into requisition, and the Epistle to the Romans perused with

quarters.

more than common interest and profit. Later in the day, Mohammed
and T escaped from the place and rode down again to Tell 'Ashterah in
A plunge in
this peaceful place we spent an ideal Sunday afternoon.
the cool stream was a fit preparation for the night, and helped to brace
Of course we were careful to
one for the sufferings that should follow
have what water we used carried from these sjnings. Mohammed's
anxious, nervous eagerness to get back to the village as the sun approached
the western horizon was a sad commentary upon the conditions prevailing
in these regions, where man's chief dread is the approach of his brother
man in the darkness. It is a fear shared by the domestic animals the
horse you ride and the beasts of burden all sensibly quicken their pace as
it approaches nightfall.
As the thick gloom that baffles the keenest eye
creeps over the mountains and tills the air, the belated traveller is
oppx-essed with a sense of utter helplessness, and exposure to all manner
while the townsman peers cautiously beyond the circle illumined
of evil
by his lamp, and thanks heaven that he is not abroad in the darkness.
The cooler hour before the sun has set is beloved by all but you must
be an Oriental to realise the full charm lent by that promise to the city
of our hopes, "There shall be no night there."
The boisterous conduct of the soldiers, and their rude overbearing
;

!

:

:

:

treatment of the peasants, made &upper a less enjoyable meal than usual.
They had come hither to protect and assist the Shamy in collecting his
debts.
At no time, but especially then, in the disturbed state of the
country, would the money-lender venture forth among his debtors alone,
fie is not a welcome visitor, and these uncultured folks have an awkward
The escort asked
way of relieving themselves of disagreeable company
!

always granted by the Government for a consideration. It is quite
a good time for the soldiers, who are complete masters of the situation
for

is

;

"

A JOURNEY
their lightest wish

law

is

;
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Ii\

and the peasantry know that to

resist

would

only be to bring worse trouble on their heads. One wonders that, aware
but
as they are of the consequences, these men are not afraid to borrow
the truth is, that every village in the Haurdu is overwhelmed with debt.
The improvident Fellahy cannot apparently look a single day ahead. A
few gold pieces in his hand, their glittering sheen obscures all the future
Such inquiries as I was able to make elicited the fact that
for him.
while much of the debt incurred is for seed in unfavourable years, the
most of it is taken on for far different purposes. There is an inborn
One of the most obvious
love of display in the soul of the oriental.
:

tokens of grandeur is the possession of a fairly numerous harim. But
marriage is an expensive business for, not to speak of the feast that
must be provided for the neighbourhood, there are the dresses and the
and few men would consider them<lowry of the bride to be provided
selves properly married if they did not make an impression of prodigal
This is the opportunity of the wily money-lender; the
liberality.
necessary cash is forthcoming, at a ruinous rate of interest but who
thinks of interest at such a time ? When the festivities are over the
;

:

;

a heartless ineffectual attempt for a

man may make
obligation

:

but,

by and bye, he

settles

down

little to

meet

his

to forget it as far as possible,

The interest is collected
less purpose of ever paying it.
Immediately the threshing is in full swing, the creditor swoops
down with his minions, and carries off what he is pleased to consider
right, the peasant, as a rule, grimly acquiescing, and longing only to see
the back of his oppressor, Khalll, our host, was under a debt of some
twenty or thirty piastres not more, I think, than five shillings but it
with no hope and

in kind.

—

—

did not seem to occur to him to pay it off, while his creditor appropriated at
Khalil's brother
least that value of wheat by way of interest on the loan
was in worse case he is more of a marx-ying man, has greater expenHe mooned around these
diture, and therefore is much deeper in debt.
1

;

days with a very

listless air,

well disappearing.

I asked

had he when he borrowed

money?

the

myself."
i.^}j,

"

\

~^\

Marry 1 "

while his share of the harvest was pretty
his affairs how many wives

him concerning
last

\^

?

•'

Only one."

Jiatta

I asked, "

(tjawazni;

how many more

;

And why
"That

I

did he borrow

might marry

wives did you marry

thalathah, " Three," he replied, with the greatest composure.

family expenses, and

\

Between

his responsibilities to the Sluimy,

the addition to his
he had landed himself in perfectly hopeless obligations, and was doomed
to spend the rest of his days vainly endeavouring to satisfy the rapacity
of his erewhile
It

accommodator.

must not be supposed that the fabulous sums named

as passing

from the hands of the bridegroom to those of the bride's parents on
occasions of betrothal and marriage, represent anything like real values.
Hard cash is not often given more commonly the gift takes the form of
;

cattle or other goods, dress or jewellery

;

a perfectly preposterous price
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put upon these things, and the sum swiftly runs up to imposing

is

In

Mount

Gilead, calculations are

^^"^
U-*n^ ^^

c::.-od2r^

^'^^

made

Aatoi^ "

figures.

in this connection in " bags."

How many

bags did you pay

1

" is

The kts or bag is reckoned
But payment is not made in gold
generally it is made in cattle. An ox worth about £5 is valued at £40.
A few of these, with a camel or two estimated on the same scale, soon
represent a very handsome heap of bags
This same custom prevailing among the Jews in Palestine often
If the wife divorces her husband, she has no
leads to awkward results.
claim upon him under the Jewish law^, but if the husband put away his

a

common

question addressed to a bridegroom.

to contain

so

many

gold pieces.

;

!

wife, save for obviously sufficient cause, he has to

make good

to her the

the estimated amount is
usually a long way beyond the sum total of all the man's earthly possessions, some security is thus afforded the woman against frivolous and
arbitrary dismissal. As this is often the only security she has, the

whole estimated amount of the dowry.

As

custom, stupid in its conception and purpose, having regard simply to
display, yet comes to serve a valuable end.
The Shdmy did us some real service by indicatiiig places worth
visitinff.
In the course of his wanderings he had seen most of the
country, and in several ruins had observed inscriptions. In consequence
of his report,

and with an

inti'oduction from

him

to the

Sheikh which we

did not present, we resolved to journey towards 'Akrabah. Our road
lay again through El Merkez, by way of Sheikh Sa'ad and Nawa.
Mohammed found a nephew of his own among the soldiers in El Merkez.

He

had been

in

the array for about a couple of years, and during

all

meeting of nephew and
uncle reminded one of the prodigal son and his father. They fell on
each other's necks and kissed, with every demonstration of joyful surprise
and aflFection. It has happened more than once to the present writer,
to be similarly embraced by stalwart Arab friends, after an absence of a
If these affectionate moods do pass rather rapidly, there is no
year.
that time nothing had been heard of him.

Tlie

reason to suspect their sincerity or intensity while they last.
did not linger in Nawa fragments of carved stones

We

:

we saw here

The dark shakybut nothing ])romising great interest.
looking towers that rise far overtopping all the houses in the village
excite hopes, when seen in the distance, which closer acquaintance sadly
disappoints.
A tale is told in connection with Nawa which possesses
more than a passing interest. Not many years ago in Judeideh the

and

there,

missionaries had an ajiplication for admission to the full pi-ivileges of
church membershij), from a man who had been nominally Protestant for

some time. The man's reputation, however, was not specially good.
His ignorance of sacred things, also, might almost be described as
His wife, a most
colossal
it was equalled only by his self conceit.
When it
member.
church
was
a
person,
respectable and trustworthy
was intimated to him that at present the way was not clear for his
;
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she led with

him was proof enough that the missionaries had acted wisely. He
returned with his demand with great persistency, and at last was told
that until there was a decided change, his request for admission could
not be entertained. Then, with a considerable flourish, he deserted his
wife and children, took his way to the Haurcln, and became a Moslem.
Finally settling in Nawa, his mountain education gave him an easy lead

among

the illiterates there.

in the village.

It

was

his

He was appointed Khattb, literally " Orator,"
duty to act as teacher to the boys, and to take

the lead in the public devotions.

He

attained a joositiou of great

and grew accustomed to have his ideas acquiesced in without a
murmur. But there is a point beyond which innovations may not safely
be carried with a superstitious and lawless people. In the enclosiire,
beside the wely, or village sanctuary, there grew a thorn tree, which was
both an obstruction and an eye-sore. Everything within the enclosure
is sacred to the spirit of the saint or prophet whose bones are laid there,
and generally may be removed only at peril of death. Being now, as he
influence,

thought, secure in his authority, he proceeded one night to cut down the
Great was the consternation in the village when the dawn revealed

tree.

the wely's tree laid prostrate, and dread forbodings of evil to follow,
oppressed all hearts. It was discovered that the Khattb had cut it
down it was whispered that he was only a Christian in disguise and
:

!

soon there were hoarse cries for his blood. Only his death might expiate
the crime, and deliver the village from impending calamity. The crowd,

armed some with whips, others with

sticks

and

clubs, rushed

around the

now trembling Khatib attacking him furiously on all sides, they
literally beat him to death, and so ended his strange career.
His widow
took service with a medical man in Galilee, and provision was made by
;

the charitable for the education and care of his children.

J§,sem was our first real halting-place.
resting

upon a

hill of

the same material,

it

Built entirely of basalt,
looks particularly black as

you approach it. A considerable extent of ground is covered, but, for
the most part, by ruins.
Entering from the south we pursued a

among the irregular huts that clung to the hill side, until
the top, close beside an ancient mosque. Through a gateway

tortuous path

we reached

in a rough modern wall, we entered a small court, paved with the
building stones of a past age. The mosque was in a ruinous condition.
Several reed mats covered the centre of the floor, and there one or two

My Moslem attendant
we might walk around these mats, without uncovering
long as we did not tread vipon any sjoot where men were

pious villagers were engaged in their devotions.

assured

our

me

feet, so

wont

that

We

stepped boldly over the threshold, and proceeded
walls, and the pillars that support the
remaining portion of the roof, when suddenly there came from the
doorway such a volley of blasphemy as might have overwhelmed a much
stronger building. Turning round I beheld the guardian of the mosque,
with flashing eyes and uplifted hands, declaring to the crowd the sacrilege
to pray.

carefully

to

examine the
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of which we infidels had been guilty, and invoking calamities upon all
our relatives, male and female, for many generations. The threatening
looks of the populace did not add to our comfort. The guardian was in
no mood to accept apologies but instant compliance with his command
to come forth evidently gratified him, as his importance in the eyes of
the villagers was doubtless thereby enhanced. 1 engaged him in conversation, turning his attention away from the burning subject by a few
cautious questions about the place, and kindly inquiries as to his own
When, finally, Mohammed stripped off his shoes, and I sjjrang
welfare.
u]:)on his back, to be carried round the sacred place, his stern features
relaxed into a pleased grm, and he at once constituted himself my
But for his assistance I should have seen but
p]-otector and guide.
In his company all doors were open to us. In the
little ill the village.
mosque I found nothing to show that it had ever been used as a church.
Bits of rude carving adorned the arches, which, resting on pillars, some
with plain capitals, others with ornamentation resembling the palm
branch, held up the roof. Over the northern doorway, however, inscripNo. 9
tion No. 8, with its two crosses, proves Christian occupation.
;

stands over a built-uji doorway in the south end of
Jihni'

el

'Attq

distinguish

it

— " the

ancient mosque

from the modern

{V)

"

—

.so

called

stYnctnre on the

iju^,rll

f^-c\:>~

by the natives
hill.

to

This building
No. 10, lying

stands near the base, close to the house of the Sheiiih.
but an
face up in a courtyard, seemed at fir.st almost obliterated
obliging young woman brought a jar of water and a brush of hard grass,
;

and, working with a

Avill,

speedily revealed the inscription.

The stone

with No. 11 adorned the entrance to the courtyard of the Sheikh. To
pi'Qve their goodwill the people brought us delicious draughts of delightEre we mounted to ride northward, several of the
fully cool lehan.
looks of some anxiety. They explained to us
that according to an old tradition among them, there was at one time a
copious spring of clear cold water in the near neighbourhood of the
village. For many generations it had been absolutely lost sight of the most

men came forward with

;

by their fathers and themselves had been perfectly fruitless.
They trusted that with my instruments— a pocket compass and anei'oid
I should be able to direct them to the spot where the coveted liquid
was to be found. It was a trial to be obliged to disappoint their hopes
and I fear they only half believed me, when I told them that in this I
could not help them. Cisterns they have; but they long for "living
careful search

!

—

;

water."

Leaving Jasem behind us, our road led at first almost directly towards
El Hurrah, one of the highest and most shapely of all the conical hills in
the district. The name of the wely whose sanctuary crowns the summit
In something less than an liour we passed a large ruin,
is 'Omar ShaJud.
covering a mound on tlie east of the road. Ou tlie west are extensive
and deep quarries, partly filled with water, from which, obviously, the
stones must have been taken to build the ancient town. That these ruins
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Many walls, built of square,
are of hoary antiquity cannot be doubted.
well-hewn blocks, without mortar, are still standing but, while many of
the slabs that once formed the roofs may be found among the disordered
The earthquakes of ages have
heaps, I did not see one in position.
shaken these dwellings to pieces, and for centui'ies the dark lichens have
;

crept silently over

Umm

all.

name a counti'ymau gave

"

AVi^^r;*,

to the place.

Mother

We

of Saddlebags," was the
passed near to El Harrah,

the village nestling under the eastern slopes of the

The

natives of

Jasem assured us that

it

comi>osed entirely of poor i^easants' huts.
apace,

A

and we were anxious,

if

hill

of that name.

contained no antiquities, being

The night was coming on

possible, to reach

'Akrabah before sunset.

rocky descent here brought us to more level country. These
far-stretching uplands, dark, stony, sterile wastes, with the almo.st
unearthly stillness that reigned around, combined to make a rather
gloomy impression upon the travellers. As the shadows grew longer we
went down towards the bottom of a wide valley, and in the distance,
eastward, we could see the Avhite smoke curling above the black tents of
the 'Arab, telling of busy preparations for the evening meal.
The
anxious looks of my companions proclaimed their sense of insecurity in
the presence of such neighbours. A troop of camels wandering slowly
homeward, cropping the scanty remains of withered herbage in their
track, were tended by one who crouched half asleep on the hump of one
He proved civil, and communicative.
of the largest in the Hock.
Endeavouring to follow the direction indicated on the map, we were
holding too far eastward, and now might not hope to reach 'Akrabah
before dark. Would we not go with him, and pass the night among his
steep,

The hospitable offer we declined, desiring to get nearer our
1
The yellow dust, marking a threshing floor on the further hillside,
and which we had thought was 'Akrabah, he told us, was Umm el 'Osij,
"Mother of the Box-thorn." Pushing upward we found a very poorkinsmen

goal.

human habitation. Many days had
went forth from the portals of these dark
houses, for many were still standing, built for the most part of older
materials, the character and abundance of which proved the importance
of the town in past times.
We found that a worthy Beduwy, of mature
age, had pitched his tent in an ojjen sjjace to the west of the village.
Ever preferring the airy tent where it is to be found, before the confined
and stifling houses of the peasantry, we turned aside to claim the old
man's hospitality. And right hearty was his welcome. His store was
neither large nor varied yet, as he phrased it, had he enough, food foithe men and fodder for their cattle. Sheikh JlakdiviJ, as he called himself,
had learned the secret of contentment.
He was not at all averse to
having his slender supplies reinforced from our stock and while they
looking village, with few traces of
])assed since the last tenants

;

;

pi'epared for suj)per, I emi)loyed

wander among the
from the

ruins,

and

visit

remaining minutes of light to
certain stone heaps at some distance
the

I found a short, stout, ragged, fiery-whiskered, rosycheeked, bright-eyed man, who told nie he came from Sufsaf, near Safed.
village.
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We were speedily on the best of terms. He had come
before,

when

his fortune.

longer before

the

j^lace

was occupied again

hither some

two years

after ages of vacancy, to seek

By all accounts the search was likely to
much came of it. In short, Umm el 'Osij

a good while
held out no great

last

had pretty
He proved
a very satisfactory guide, although he could not distinguish between an
No. 12, e.g., he told me was a
inscription and a bit of rough carving.
attractions as a sphere for agricultural skill and industry, so he
well decided to turn his wandering footsteps westward again.

very fine inscription

He

!

conducted

me

to the stone heaps east of the

which must be in the neighbourhood of an ancient burying
Here the other inscriptions were found. Broken slabs of stone,
rn-ound.
with rudely cut crosses, were frequent. Returning to the village, I made
a hasty sketch of a curious stone, which had evidently once been a ponderous lintel. While engaged with this, the usual band of wondering
One big, dark-looking fellow, with an air of
spectators came together.
very great importance, elbowed his way through the bystanders to my

villafre,

side,

and demanded

my

business in thus " writing

down

the country."

Amr min el Hahomeh. Armed with this,
Had I a Government order
one may do almost anything. I had nothing more formidable than my
British passport, but a look at the man convinced me that it would do as
'I

well as anything else for him. I did not immediately answer him, and I
observed that the brows of the crowd were darkening. He, however,
seemed to waver when I tui-ned sharply and looked him in the face. I

asked what right he had to interfere would he be good enough to show
me his authority. He then obviously gave way. I pressed him, and he
:

When I pulled out
back among the people looking rather sheepish.
a book and demanded his name, suggesting the possibility of a visit to
the Mutesarrif on the morrow, he laughed an uneasy laugh, and said it
" Yes, ya Khawdja" echoed the crowd, " it was only a
was only a joke.
The would-be guardian of his country's sanctities now looked
joke."
fell

rather foolish, and slipped quietly away, while I was left unmolested to
finish

my

explorations.

night dropped her sable curtains over the uplands we assembled
Whatever else is
to supper beside the tent fire of Sheikh Mukt1,wij.
lackin<'' at this season among these hospitable men, the traveller can
always depend upon abundance of beautiful fresh milk. As the humble

As

meal proceeded, the villagers gathered quietly, one by one, and sat down
on the ground, in a shadowy circle, around us. Most of them had share
of what was going, after we had finished, as very liberal ])rovision had
been made. These men are usually all medical practitioners. They are
prepared to prescribe for every ill that flesh is heir to, with perfect
and, as they charge no fees, their practice is often extensive.
How little reliance they have on their own specifics is shown by the
eagerness with which they gather round a medicine box. I had taken
with me a few simple things in case of illness by the way, and in many
In the long run I
places found peojde whom I was really able to hel]).
gave the box into Moliammcd's care, and he ]JOsed as a very great doctor
confidence

;
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indeed
some of the cures he effected were held to be wonderful as
regarded both rapidity and completeness. As the medicines, for the most
part, could do little harm, and he was never disposed to give too much of
anything, I could leave him with comfort to dispose of his patients^
;

making sure only that he would not give away all the quinine. Poor old
Sheikh Mukawij had suffered for years from a persistent and painful
internal complaint, and had endured unspeakable things at the hands of
the rude surgeons of the desert. One of their chief rules aj^pears to be
this
when there is a pain inside, set up a greater pain outside the
greater will absorb the less, and as the greater heals, the less will disappear. The principle of setting up greater pain outside had been faith:

;

fully observed with the poor Sheikh,

and that night it had taken a
stomach a passage had been cut under
the skin, and a tuft of coarse wool had been drawn through to keep the
wound open. He bore it all without a murmur. His case was rather too
serious for us amateurs, so I gave him a note to a friendly doctor, with
instructions how to reach him
at first he seemed disposed to go, but I
have no doubt, on my departure, the good Sheikh would again resign
himself to Ullah, and submit with grand fortitude to the well-meant
cruelties of the ignorant Bedawy physician.
To journey all the way to
Safed or Damascus for medical treatment, would not that be to put a
slight upon his friends in the desert ?
Nay, would it not evidence a lack
of confidence in the Most High, to whom his fathers had looked up for
help from these solitudes, what time life's troubles fell heavy upon them T
Medical discussions were soon followed by entertainment more to the
taste of the general audience.
It was a strange company that lay thus
around the fire, by the solitary tent of Sheikh Mukawij, on the lonely
uplands of Jed/ir.
With the darkness a chill had crept over the hills,
and we were glad to draw to our coverings. Through the still night the
stars shone down in wondrous splendour.
Looking upward, one could
understand in some measure how, in the twilight of the dawnine thouo-ht
of man, the mind should have been almost overwhelmingly impressed
with the glory of these shining orbs.
Some such feeling must have
touched the soul of the old Sheikh. He was full of stories of the far
past days, when men bowed down to the stars, and worshipped all the
host of heaven. These things all hajipened in the Jd/i ill i/e/i,
the time
of ignorance," ere yet the morning star had arisen, in whose kindly
beams the dwellers amid Arabian sands have ever since rejoiced. Foidid not "the Prophet" put end to these idolatries, and usher in the
true worship of God
Then we had tales of those distant days in which the majestic figure
peculiarly savage form.

Over

his

;

*'

'I

Arab tribes, K/ialU (Abraham), " the
friend of God," with a fine contempt for chronology, was made to walk in
familiar converse with Mohammed and saints of later times.
Some who

of the great progenitor of all the

in the first fading of the

shadows, being only partially enlighteneil, yet

had strength and courage to endure persecution at the hands of hardened
idolaters, were kept long time in hard bondage, and finally were guided

2U0
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a clog to a mighty cave in the heart of the mountaiu which looks down
upon Damascus from the north. Safe from the hands of their foes iu the
secret depths of Salihiyeh, they were yet not judged fit for admission to
tlie sweet groves of Paiudise.
There, through many centuries, they have
slumbered serenely, waiting the final summons, when all men shall
In their sleep they are still guarded
receive according to their deserts.
by the faithful dog that guided them hither. He sits beside them all the
week only on Friday nights a feeling of loneliness and impatience comes
over him, and if you stray near the mountain at the turn of night you
may hear strange noises issuing as it were from the bowels of the earth.
The weaiy canine comes as neai" as may be to the surface, and indulges a
little in vain bowlings, then returns to his long watch, aud the silence
around you is broken only by the sharp yelp of the jackal and the rattle
of the loose stones far up the cliffs, which are started by his passing feet.
The snowy mass of Great Hermon shone resjilendent in the first beams
of the morning. From Umni el 'Osij you obtain a magnificent view of this
famous mountain. His white glittering steeps lising grandly from the
Ijlack stretches below stood out in bold relief against the blue of the sky.
I could trace the toj) line from the summits that look over Banias, almost
to where, sinking in the north, they open a jiassage through rocky jaws
for the highway from Damascus to the Syrian coast.
Sitting down on an
old dyke, to the no little wonder of the old Sheikh, I made a hasty sketch
of the snowy outline, which gives a very fair general idea of the
The Arab will never "speed the parting guest" his farea]jpeaiance.
well is as brief and unsentimental as his welcome is profuse. Khaterak
he will say, which cannot be literally ti'anslated but it is as if he should
ask, " may thy thought turn to me betimes "
then he turns his back
upon his guest, nor gives one look behind him. I glanced round after a,
ttle and saw the Sheikh already sitting calmly by the fi re, with his back
.still towards us, and all about the place had assumed its wonted aspect,
as if we had never been there.
But the visit of a Eui^opean will mark
an era in the quiet life of the place, and be spoken of long after in
many an evening circle, and the mysterious box of medicines will figui'e
l)y

;

;

;

;

1 i

in their tales.

It was about an hour's ride to 'AUrabah, over about the wildest and
most desolate country I have seen outside the borders of el Leja'. We
rode almost due westward, and at last, rejiching the western extremity of
a low eminence, there stretched out before us the ruins of what, beyond
all doubt, was once a city of great magnificence, both in extent and

From the regular lines of stones that ran across the country
neighbourhood of the city one might infer that in olden times some
jibtempt had been nia.le by the citizens to bring these wilds under
inUtivation.
How f;ir they may have succeeded we cannot tell, for long
now it has been left in peace, trodden only by the feet of the flocks by
day, and of the night prowlers in lioura of darkness.
character.
in tlie

We
may

a level jtiece of ground, enclosed by crundtling dykes, which
been the threshing flooi- in cailier days. The modern beidar,

jiassed

liave
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similarly enclosed, lies to the south-west of the village.

enclosure

we

entei-ed the burying-ground.

On

Beyond

this

the headstones here

we

found a few Cufic inscriptions. Most of the stones were broken the
inscriptions were nearly all in Arabic, and it was quite common to find
half an inscription on one grave and half on another
Among the graves
which were evidently of small account, there were a few larger ones, on
which a little more labour had been spent. The most imposing one of all
the native boys called el Mizdr, but the name of the saint w^hose slimibers
it protects I did not learn.
At the head of this grave was a large stone
with a Greek inscription, but it had fallen forward on its face, so T
proposed to return later in the day with some means of raising it. On
the north of the graveyard stands a building known locally as the kasr,
;

!

y^s^\

— "the palace."

It

most resembles the Palmja-ene structure which

I afterwards saw at Eimet el-Luhf, only it seems to have been considerably higher. It is built of carefully dressed basalt it is between 30 and
40 feet square part of the wall was still about 40 feet in height. The
inside, which could be reached by a breach in the wall about 18 inches in
diameter, was blocked up with debris and large stones which had been
;

;

shaken down from above. The large stone at the Mizar, Xo. 31, had
evidently once had a place in this building. We rode forward a little
way, and then turned sharply to the right along a broad paved road,
apparently of Eoman workmanship, leaving a large building with one or
two straggling fruit trees the only trees I saw here on the right, until
we reached the sjn-ing, where thei'e was a scene of bustling activity, men
and boys raising water, and pouring it into great sarcophagi for the herds
to drink.
The well is almost on the eastern edge of the ruins. It is
about a dozen feet from the brim to the water. It is enclosed in walls of
solid masonry which may be coeval with the pavement of -the road which
leads to it.
It is about 20 feet square, and is spanned above by a couple
of arches, whence the buckets are let down with ropes to draw the watei-.
There is also a stair descending at the north-eastern corner, where the
women fill the jars for domestic purposes. This is now the sole water
supply of the village but here also there is a tradition that of old there
were other fountains, of which for many generations nothing has been
seen.
Immediately to the east of the fountain rises a huge pile of ruins.
Bits of old columns, great stone lintels and door posts, and hewn blocks
lie tumbled about in the wildest confusion, all beai'ing the marks of long
exposure to the elements. A space was cleared in the midst, and a way
opened by which it might be apjjroached, passing under a large ornamented lintel and this cleared space they dignified with the title of

—

—

;

;

.Jaiy.!'

f--<^

Jurai^ el kchir

— " the great

mosque."

From

the top of

view of the old city is obtained. The peasants taking
advantage of the part which in the passage of centuries had suffered least
from the throes of earthquakes, have built their huts chietly in the souththis pile a capital

Avest quarter of the city, a

few straggling eastward towards the fountain

;

;
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were also, however, many bare walls rising
amid surrounding ruin. To northward the scene was one of

in tliese directions there

pathetically

wide-spreading desolation.
debris of a once

mighty

Many

city.

A

acres are covered deej) with the dark

more utter wreck

it

is

impossible to

In extent it cannot have been much less than Bozrah, but here
the overthrow has been more complete. I wandered long among these
It was
gloomy ruins, but found neither inscription nor sculpture.
interesting to trace the outlines of the houses and the directions of the
streets.
Many of the buildings had been of ponderous blocks of basalt
large shapely lintels, on which the ancients seem to have expended most
of their skill in ornamentation, were not uncommon, but all now involved
in equal ruin.
I can hardly doubt that there is much of interest hidden
here, but all the inscriptions I got were found in the southern half of

imagine.

the city.

We made our way to the Medafeh of Sheikh Sa'id el Hajjy. It stood
westward, not far from the threshing floor. It was of spacious dimenIt was
.sions, and clean compared with any place we had yet visited.
paved througliout with large flat stones several fragments of Greek
inscriptions were found on these.
A huge jar of water stood in one
corner with a tin jug convenient, and with this the villagers who came to
gaze indiscriminately helped themselves. My two companions professed
to be sadly wearied now, tempted no doubt by the cool shelter of the
Medafeh, and so I left them to sleep. Having seen the horses comfortably
fixed, I got an old man to step round with me to several " written
Happily he was a man of some
stones " with which he was familiar.
consequence in the village, and when it was known what we sought, one
and another came with information of curious stones they had seen or
heard of. While I was copying No. 18 1 asked if any Franjy, " European,"
had ever been here before. " Yes," said the old man, " one came about
to

;

thirty years ago."

Thirty years, I

may

observe,

among

these people

may

That Franjy, who had a turjmdn,
dragoman, or "translator," with him, had copied several of the stones.
This particular stone he had read to the peoj^le, and his dragoman interpieted.
It recorded the fact, he said, that King David, of Israel, had
built this house, and that his daughter had built the Kasr, and lived in it
ior many years
The dragoman evidently knew what would please these
simple folks, and so gave them a thoroughly original version of his own.
It was in Akrabah that I first heard of an idea I met with it often
afterwards prevalent over all the East.
There is a strong belief that

mean anything from

five

to forty.

!

—

—

country belonged to the ancestors of the white men of
regarded as a certainty that our people will one day
return to take possession again of the heritage lost for so long. In this
connection the opinion got abroad that I was doing for my people a most
necessary work. Our fathers, ere they journeyed vvestwaixl to realms of
the setting sun, concealed much treasure in and around the dwellings they
in the far past the

the

West

;

and

it is

left behind them.
This treasure is to be found by means of certain
mysterious markings on the stones, the key to which they carried with

!
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them, so that their children on returning might be rightly guided. But
with the lapse of centuries it began to be feared that ere the day for our
return had come, the Moslemin might have discovered some part of the
My busikey, and be thus enabled to appropriate part of the treasure.
ness, therefore, was to make certain changes in the markings, which
should effectually mislead the followers of Mohammed, preserving at the
same time a careful record, so that on the day of our return we miglit be
able to walk straight to our precious hoards and find them intact
Many of the young men of the village came round me with great
eagerness when I was at work in a spot where tradition has localised a

fabulous hoard. Their own searching had been all in vain, but they were
sure I possessed the secret, particularly as in my anxiety to get the
Greek letters on the stone correctly I ran my pencil round them, and felt
them with the tips of my fingers. They told me that they quite understood what I was about.
course,"

ma'Mm, they

I

asked

exclaimed.

if

"

they thought

Ah,

it

was

well," said I, "

if

treasure.

you

"Of

will supply

camels to carry off my share, I will distribute the half among
I
is heavy, but thirty camels would, perhaps, be sufficient."
suppose a twinkle in the eye of Mohammed, who meantime had joined
me, revealed to them what was up, so they left me, deeply disgusted at
the levity with which so serious a subject was treated.

me with
you.

Gold

After midday meal and brief siesta I went forth among the ruins
Armed with one large stick and two smaller ones, Mohammed and
He did not
I made our way by circuitous paths to the burying ground.
wish to attract attention lest we should be hindered in our attempt to
Men might think it sacrilege,
raise the stone at the head of the Mizar.
and the saint might avenge himself upon the village. We reached the
spot safely, but had hardly begun operations when two boys appeared on

again.

They stood at some distance in awe-struck silence when I
asked them to come and hold one of the sticks in position, they ventured
the opinion that our conduct was Hardm, that it was " infamous" work.
Mohammed tried to coax them, for he feared they might alarm the village,
but they moved further off. He explained to them, and the idea evidently
brought great comfort to himself, that we were not doing the Mizar an
injury
on the contrary, out of pui'e respect, we were building it up, and
doing an honour to the saint. He pointed out the disgrace of allowing it
But the
to go to ruin, and showed how good must come of our action.
boys had had enough of it, and disappeared. Then the good Mohammed's
anxieties inci'eased. No one need ever wish for a more faithful companion
than Mohammed but the truth was that he himself was labouring under
no little dread. It affected him none the less that he was more than
half ashamed of it, and tried to conceal it from me with an air of bravado.
He burst into a perspiration, and ti-embled so violently over almost
nothing that with difficulty could I repress a laugh. His usual judgment
deserted him, and he made absurd suggestions. The Moslemtn, he said,
would be very angry. The block rested upon some smaller stones, and
while one end was free, the other was embedded in the earth and jammed

the scene.

;

;

;

!
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witli the

brokeu

wall,

which had rushed when the block

fell

forward.

Clearing the confined end we prized up the other but as it was obviously
beyond our united strength to raise it straight up, I suggested that resting
the lever on an adjoining wall he should ease it up while I removed the
;

" But," said he, " I fear that if we do that it may
go down suddenly flat upon its face, and then no power on earth should
be able to raise it " " O," I said, " that were a light thing." " Light
"
he exclaimed, with wide open eyes, " don't you know this is a Wely ?
reason
in
moment
revealing
the
man's
soul
but
a
flash
It was only a
had mastered supei'stition again, and he wrought with triple vigour.
When the stones were removed he steadied the block while I crept under
it, and lying on my back succeeded in making a fair copy of the part of
Unfortunately, a large part of the stone
the inscription which remained.
had been broken off with several lines of the inscription, and of this I
could find no trace.
The break may have occurred when the stone fell
from its place in the building. But the peasants are terrible vandals and
knowing nothing of their value, many a precious stone has gone to pieces

stones from beneath.

'''

!

;

;

beneath their clumsy hammeis.
(

To

be continued.)

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1888.
By James Glaisher, F.RS.

The numbers

in column
barometer in each month

1

of this table

show the highest reading

of the

appear in the winter, and
the maximum for the year is 27 •734
the lowest in the summer months
inches, in December.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is
shown the minimum for the year is 27 •020 inches, in December. The
range of barometer readings in the year is 0-714 inch. The numbers in
tlie 3rd column show the range of reading in each month, the smallest,
0-140 inch, is in July
and the largest, 0-714 inch, is in December. The
numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of the atmosphere, the highest, 27-463 inches, is in December; and the lowest,
;

of these the highest
;

;

;

27-275

inches,

is

in

July.

The mean

])ressure for the year

is

27-375.

was 29-834 inches.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.
the
Tlie highest in the year was 106° -Q on both the 12th and 13th of July
maximum temjjerature on these days at Sarona was !)0' and 93° respecti\fly.
The fii-st day in the year that the temperature reached 90"
Wius on March 2r)th.
In May the temjjerature reached or exceeded 90°
on 1 day; in June on 4 days; in July on 18 days; in August on
and in October on 6 days. Therefore
13 days
in Sej)tcmber on 8 days
inche.s.

At Sarona

the

mean

])ressnre fur the year

;

;

;
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the temperature reached or exceeded 90^ on
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51 days during the year.

At Sarona the first day that tlie temperature reached 90" was on
March 5tli. The highest in the year, viz., 105^ took place on October 19th,
The maximum temperature on this day at Jerusalem was 94° rj ; and the
temperature reached or exceeded 90° at Sarona on 39 days in the year.
The luinibers in column 6 show the lowest temperature of the air in
•each month
the lowest in the year was 29°'5 on December 16th. Tlie
temperature was below 40° in January on Hi nights in February on
2 nights
in March on 2 nights
in November on 2 nights
and in
December on 8 niglits. Therefore the temperature was below 40' on 37
;

;

;

;

The yearly range

uights in the year.

;

of temperature

was

At

76°"5.

.Sarona the lowest temperature in the year was 37°*0 on January 11th.
The temperature was below 40° on only two nights in the year. Tlie
yearly range of temperature at Sarona was 68 ""O.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7, and
numbers vary from 30° in November to 53° in March. At Saroiia
the range of temperature in each month varied from 26' in August to 58°
tliese

in

March.

The mean of all the highest by day, of the lowest by night, and of the
average daily ranges of temperature, are shown in columns 8, 9, and 10
respectively. Of the high day temperature the lowest, 49' '7, is in January,
und the highest, 93°-2, in July. At Sarona, of the liigh day temperature
was in Januaiy, and the highest, 88°-5, in July.
Of the low night temperature, the coldest, 37°"0, is in January, and
the warmest, 69°, in July.
At Sarona, of the low night temperature, tlie
coldest, 44°"9, was in January, and the warmest, 70°-3, in August.
The average daily range of temperature is shown in column 10 the
smallest, IT'O, is in both November and December, and the largest, 24'-4,
u) September.
At Sarona, ox the average daily range of temperature,
the smallest, 15° '6, was in December, and the largest, 24° '4, was in
March.
In column 11 the mean temperature of the air is shown, as found from
observations of the maximum and minimum thermometers only. The
month of the lowest temperature is January, 43°-4, and that of the
the lowest, 61°'7,

;

The mean temperature for the year is 63'. At
mean temperature, the month of the lowest was January,
and that of the highest, August, 79°-4. The mean temperature

liighest,

July, 81°-1.

Sarona, of the
53°-3,

Sarona was 67°'7.
The numbers in columns 12 and 13 are the monthly means of a dry
and wet-bulb thermometer taken daily at 9 a.m.
In column 14 the
monthly temperature of the dew point, or that temperature at which
dew would have been deposited, is shown. The elastic force of vapour
is shown in column 15.
In column 16 tlie water ])resent in a cubic
foot of air is shown
in January it was as small as 2-9 grains, and in
for the year at

;

In column 17 the additional weight
shown. The numbers in column 18 show the
<legree of Inimidity, saturation being considered 100
the smallest number,
•July

as large

as 6-6

required for saturation

grains.

is

;
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2«J6

indicating the driest month,

the wettest month,
its

mean

column

is

is

52 in July, and the largest, 79, indicating
The weight of a cubic foot of air under

in January.

temperature and humidity at 9 a.m.

pressure,

shown

is

in

19.

in January were S.W. and N.W., and the
were N. and S. In February the most prevalent was
S.W., and the least N. In March the most prevalent was S.W., and the
In April the most prevalent were S.W., W., and N.W., and
least was S.
the least was E. In May the most prevalent was N.W., and the least
E. and vS. In June the most prevalent wind was N.W., and the least
was S.E. In July the most prevalent was N.W., and the least was S.
In August the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were N.E., E.,
In September the most prevalent were N.W. and W., and
S.E,, and S.
In October the most prevalent
the least were E., S.E., S., and S.W.
In November the most
were N.E. and S.E., and the least was S.
and in December
prevalent were S.W. and N.E., and the least was S.
the most prevalent winds were S.W. and N.W., and the least were N. and
The most prevalent wind for the year was N.W., wliich occurred on
S.
108 times during the year, of which 19 were in August, 13 in July, and
12 in September and the least prevalent wind for the year wms S., which
occurred on only 7 times during the year, of which 2 were in both April

The most prevalent winds

least prevalent

;

;

and June. At Sarona the most prevalent wind for the year was S.W.,
which occurred on 86 times during the year and the least prevalent wind
was N., which occurred on only 6 times during the year.
The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud at 9 a.m.
The month with the smallest amount is July, ()-3, and the largest,
December, O'l. Of the cumulus, or fine weather cloud, there were only 3
of the nimbus, or rain cloud, there were 29
instances in the year
instances in the year, of which 7 were in December of the cirrus, there
were 11 instances of the stratus, thei'e were 8 instances of the cirro
of the cumulus stratus there were 67
cumulus, there were 96 instances
and 129
instances
of the cirro stratus, there were 23 instances
instances of cloudless skies, of which 26 were in July, 22 in August,
and 17 in June. At Sarona there were 90 instances of cloudless skies, of
which 15 were in August and 13 in both June and July.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 16"40 inches in
December, of which 2-91 inches fell on the 15th, 2*90 inches on the
The next largest fall for
14th, and 2*75 inches on both the 11th and IGth.
the month was 7'99 inches in November, of which 2"44 inches fell on the
10th and 2-43 inches on the 14th. No rain fell from June 5th to October
The total
1st, making a period of 117 consecutive days without rain.
fall for the year was 37"79 inches, which fell on 65 days during the year.
At Sarona tlie larirest fall for the month in the vear was 11 "53 inches in
December. No rain fell at Sarona from June 4tli to October 1st, making
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a ]jeiiod of 118 consecutive days without rain. Tiie total fall of rain
for the year at Sarona was 28'84 inches, which fell on 62 days.

—
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THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.
NOTES AND NEWS.
Since the issue of tlie last Quarterly Statement the excavations at Jerusalem
have been steadily carried on, except for one fortnight in which they had to be
suspended owing to the illness of some of the chief workers.
During the
absence of Dr. Bliss, to reenut after h.3 severe attack of illness, the operations
were ably superintended by Mr. Dickie. Dr. Bliss returned to Jerusalem in July.

Major- General Sir Charles Wilson sends us the following note on Dr. Bliss's
report

:

" I have few comments to make on Dr. Bliss's last report on his excavations.
Those excavations are increasing in interest, but it is still too early to base any
theories upon them.
" The wall across the mouth of the Tyropoeon Valley is evidently a
masonry

dam, or embankment, constructed when the Lower Pool of Siloam was made,
and strengthened at a later period by the addition of the ruder masonry
described by Dr. Bliss.
Wlien the dam was first built, and when it was
utilised as part of the fortifications of the city, are problems that still remain
to be solved.
It will be sufficient here to draw attention to the somewhat
similar arrangement at the mouth of the valley in which the Birket Israil hes.
Considerable interest attaches to the manner in which the wall joins the rock
on the east side of the valley, and also to the size of the Lower Pool, which is
apparently much larger than was generally supposed.
" The portion of the wall uncovered by Dr. Guthe, to which Dr. Bliss
alludes, did not seem to me, when I saw it, to have been part of the fortifications of the city.
It looked more like a retaining wall partly built with old
material
on this point, however, we must wait for fuller information. The
excavations now going on in the plot of ground on the hillside near the Neby
;

Daud

road promise to yield important results."

In answer to the question whether it has ever been ascertained whether the
rock in the Greek Chapel in the Church of the Holy Sepidchre, in which are
shown the holes where the crosses stood, is really solid rock or a huge stone,

Herr von Schick writes
that can be said

is

:

" This has never been ascertained

beyond doubt.

All

that the crack or cleft has just the same direction and

appearance as other rock clefts around Jerusalem.
that it is rock and not a large stone."

But

this

is

not a full proof

X

—
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Herr von

Scliick writes tliat as so

valleys

make

many people

him about

ask

tlie

question of

model of tlie original ground of the city, with
round about, and showing the lines of the various walls. The scale is

Calvai-y, lie intends to

a

to be -Touoo"

E. Hanauer again draws attention to the manufacture of sham
going on briskly in the Holy Land. Specimens of the famous
" Moabite pottery " which had been concealed for years, are now again in the
market, and tourists are warned against purchasing them as genuine.

The Rev.

J.

antiques which

is

Mr. Hanauer reports that the dispute which had lasted for years
between the owners of real property at Jaffa and the Grovei'nment as to the
tenure of their lands, has at length been decided satisfactorily, the orange
groves, for which Jaffa is so famous, having been declared fx-eehold {mulk), and
not Crown land (meeri).

He also mentions that all Jerusalem dragomans are now required by the
municipal government to pass an examination as to what they are to tell
The examiners are said to be the effendis of the
visitors to the holy places.
and those who pass successfully are
mejlis
i.e., the magistrates of the bench
to receive a diploma

—

On

The narrow-gauge railway between Beyrout and Damascus has been opened.
the slopes of the Lebanon the cog-wheel system is employed. Beyond

Zahleh the line crosses the Bekak, ascends the Yalley Yafufa, and proceeds by
Zebadani and the Valley of the Barada. The journey at present occupies as
much as eight hours it is worked by the French Company, who own the
Damascus-road.
;

TouEiSTS are cordially invited
Jerusalem Associatiok

in the

Tower

opposite the

of David.

Palestine and Palestine

to visit the

Room
Hours

Exploration

Loan

"
Collection of " Antiques

of the Palestine Exploration
:

8 to 12,

Fund

and 2

^publications

to

6.

Fund,

Maps

of

are kept for sale.

Necessary information will be gladly given by the Rev. Theodore E. Dowling,

Hon. Sec.
Mous. Arscnicw has presented

to the Association specimens of Phoenician

pottery.

Dr. Bliss lends some stones from Herod's Palace, Jericho.
Mr. Herbert Clark's two glass cases contain seals (Phoenician, Greek,
Roman, and one Hebrew seal from Silwan)
Assyrian and Babylonian
cylinders
bronze spear arrow heads
Greek, Roman, and Hebrew coins
stone chisels tear bottles, and a mirror.
The Kcv. Theodore E. Dowling's selection of Jewish and Palestinian coins
;

;

;

;

;

fills

a large glass case.

The Rev.

J.

E. Hanauer's flying fox

is

conspicuous.

Mr. C. A. Hornstein exhibits birds and ancient lamps.
Mr. David Jaiuul lends a black stone lie.ul, brought by him from one of the
numerous tombs scattered round about Qalara.

—

—

;
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Mr. G. E. Lees' pliotographs adorn the walls, and Dr. Wheeler's Torah, wluch
was made use of in his Lectures on " The Jews of Jerusalem," and " Jewish Life
in Palestine."

The Committee have
the Library of the

Fund

" Beschrijving van

Schouten, Hz.

to

acknowledge with thanks the following donations

de Versameling Egyptische Oudheden," van Ds, L.
Leiden, 1885.

" Catalogus van het Bijbelsch
1895.

From

" Bible Lands,"

"

The Land of
" Tlie Land

to

:

Museum," van Ds.

L. Schouten, Hz.

Utrecht,

the Author.

by H.

J.

Van-Lennep, D.D.

by Laurence Oliphant.
a Journal of Travels in Palestine," by Canon
of Israel
Tristram. From the Kev. John J. W. Pollock.
"Au Dela du Jourdain Souvenirs d'une Excursion Faite en Mars, 189-i."
By Lucien Grautier. From the Author.
Grilead,"

—
:

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
See list of Books, July Quarterly Statement,
Palestine and other Bible Lands.

The Committee

of the

1893.

The following have kindly consented
taries

to

act

as

Honorary Local Secre-

:

Eev. J. F. Bailey, Eipon, in place of the Eev. Gr. Q-. S. Thomas, resigned.
H. Gr. Seth-Smith, Esq., Auckland, New Zealand, in place of the Eev. Frank
Seth-Smith, resigned.
Sir Walter Besant's summary of the work of the Fund from its commencement has been brought up to date by the author and published under the title,
" Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land."
Applications for copies may be
sent in to Mr. Armstrong.

Mr. Greorge Armstrong's Eaised Map of Palestine
Fund. A circular giving full particulars about

of the

is

it

on view at the office
on appli-

will be sent

cation to the Secretary.

A

new Colotype

from a specially prepared copy of the Eaised Map, is
had by subscribers, price 25. Qd., post free.
The print is on thin cardboard, measuring 20 inches by 28j inches.
Supporters of the Fund will be gratified to learn that this valuable work
has met with great appreciation in neai-ly every quarter of the globe, and from
many learned societies. Copies have been ordered and supplied for the Eoyal
Geographical Society
the Science and Art Museum and Trinity College,
Queen's College, Cambridge
Dublin
the Free Kirk College, Glasgow
Mansfield College, Oxford; and for subscribers in Eussia, the Netherlands, the
United States of America, Australia, Japan, and China, besides Manchester,
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and other cities of our o\vu country.

now

Print,

ready, and can be

;

;

;

X

2

—

—

— —
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The following are some of the opinions which have been expressed by
competent authorities respecting the value of this Map
:

''

A

Eaised

Map

of Palestine must prove of the greatest interest to

all

who

have visited or intend to visit the country, affording, as it does a picture au vol
d'oiseau of all the physical features. Mr. Armstrong's interesting work will faithfully present to those who have harl the advantage of touring in Palestine the old
familiar routes they have traversed, and will give to those who have yet to enjoy
such a journey a clear idea of the sort of country they may expect to see.
.
The educational use to which the map will be put will be very considerable."
.

The Times.
"There are the

.

seas, the lakes, the mountains, and valleys, all so perfect and
one can travel over the ground and visit the cities and towns.
With the Bible in hand the holy sites can be inspected, the historical events of
the narration can be followed, the movements of the various tribes can be traced,
the opei-ations of war can be grasped and easily understood. With this Kaised
Map before him a Moltke could sit and plan a campaign as if it were a chess
problem."- Daily News.
" By the aid of such a Raised Map the untravelled student may picture the
sceuerj' of Palestine, under the allusions to its topography, and see wliere the
roads of the country must run he can follow the tracks of rival armies upon
its battle-fields and understand better the conditions attaching to rival sites."
Manchester Guardian.
" It is certainly a most interesting and valuable Maji, and in no other way,
short of a personal visit, could one obtain so correct au idea of the contour of
Cambridge Tribune, U.S.A.
the Holy Land."
" The RelieEMap of Palestine is the most accurate that has yet been published of that country.
It is based on tlie surveys made bv Major Conder and
Colonel Sir H. Kitchener for the Palestine Exploration Fund, and has been
most carefully constructed by Mr. George Armstrong, who was himself employed
on the survey. The relief enables tiie student to gi-asp at once the peculiar
geographical and topographical features of the Holy Land and to understand
the influence of those features on the history of the country and on the various
campaigns from the conquest by Joshua to the expedition of Napoleon." Sir
C. W. Wilson, Major-General, E.E.
" Mr. Armstrong's Eaised Map of Palestine is the only correct representation of the natui'al features of the country that has been published.
It is
scientifically accurate, and gives a better idea of the country than any flat
map. It will be of great value to schools and to aU scholars." C. E. Condee,
Major, E.E.
" I wish anotlicr copy of your Eaised Map.
I am greatly pleased with it, I
do not thiidi I would like to teach tlie Old Testament without it." Professor
G-EOKOE Adam Smith, Free Church College, Glasgow.
"It came through in excellent order and has been pronounced the best
thing of the kind that we have ever seen," The Very Eev. Dean Hoffman,
The General Theological Seminary, New York.
"All the professors and students exjiressed the most complete satisfaction
and admired thcicorrectness and fine execution which more than answered their
expectation. They anticijjate great practical and scientific usefulness."
Hav.
M. LE Bachelet, Biblioth, St. Heliers, Jersey.

distinct that

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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say that I am well pleased witli the Map, and I must conyou upon the patience and skill which you have displayed in constructing
Charles Bailey, Congregational Church School, Manchester.
it."
" The Map arrived safely.
I am vei-y much pleased with the Raised Map
and its colouring you seem to have taken great pains with it. I hope Bible
Students and Sunday School Teachers will come and study it." W. H. Binder,

"I need not

gratulate

;

—

Philosophical Society, Leeds.
" I

had the case opened and found the

Map

quite safe

;

it is

of work and has given great satisfaction to the Committee."

a splendid piece

— C.

Goodyear,

Secretary and Librarian, Lancashire College.
"

You

have conferred an invaluable boon on all Scriptui'e Students by your
Map. I shall not rest till I have one for my School." The
Very Bev. S. W. Allen, Shrewsbury.
" The Map is a beautiful piece of work and equally raluable to the
historian, the geographer, and the geologist."
Captain F. W. Htttton, Curator,

—

issue of the Eaised

—

Museum, Christchurch, Wew Zealand.
" The Map arrived all safe
and has given great satisfaction to everyone
who has seen it." The Bev. Douglas Terrier, Free Church Manse,
.

.

.

—

Bothwell, N.B.
"

a

The Map has come

monument

for

quite perfect

and

is

much

You have erected
Thomas M. B.

admired.

yourself that will long endure."

—Bev.

Patterson, Hamilton, N.B,
Subscribers

to the

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society who have not

sent in their application for cases for binding the translations issued by the

reminded that these are now ready, and that the whole issues
have been arranged in chronological order, so as to
make 10 volumes of equal size.
Society, are

Nos. 1 to 26 (up to date)

—

—

Index to the Quarterly Statement. A new edition of the Index to the
Quarterly Statements has been compiled. It embraces the years 1869 (the
first issue of the joiu-nal) to the end of 1892.
Contents
Names of the
Authors and of tlie Papers contributed by them ; List of the Illustrations and
Tliis Index will be found extremely useful.
General Index.
Price to
:

—

;

subscribers to the

Fund, in paper

cover,

l-s.

Gd.,

in

cloth, 2s. Qd., post free

;

non-subscribers, 2s. and 3s.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

It

may

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the

is

offices of

the Fund, where they

may

be seen by subscribers.

The first volume of the " Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Major Conder,
accompanied by a map of the portion of country surveyed, special plans,
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and upwards of 350 drawings of ruins, tombs, dolmens, stone circles, inscripSubscribers to the " Survey of Western Palestine " are privileged
The price will be raised, after 250
to have the volumes for seven guineas.
names are received, to twelve guineas. The Committee are pledged never to
A. P. Watt
let any copies be subscribed for tinder the sum of seven guineas.
and Son, Hastings House, Norfolk Sti'cet, Strand, W.C., are the Sole Agents.
The attention of intending subscribers is directed to the announcement in the
last page of this number.
Mr. H. Chichester Hart's " Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
Arabah," which forms the second volume, can be had separately.
tions, &c.

M. Clermont-Granneau's work, "
The first

form the third volume.

Archteological Researches in Palestine," will

portion of

it

is

already translated and in

Vhe press.

The maps and books now contained in the Society's publications comprise
an amount of information on Palestine, and on the researches conducted in
the country, which can be found in no other publications. It must never be
forgotten tliat no single traveller, however well equipped by previous knowledge,
can compete with a scientific body of explorers, instructed in the periods
required, and provided with all the instruments necessary for carrying cut
their work.

See

list

of Publications.

In the year 1880 M. Clermont- Ganneau published, in 19 parts, the
portion of a volume of "Oriental Archteological Studies," and has
pleted the volume by the issue of the remaining parts.
this valuable

work

will

The

first

now com-

prospectus of

be found in our advertisement pages.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday School Unions within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they

will henceforth be treated as subscribers

chase the books and

maps (by

and be allowed

to pur-

application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The income of the Society, from June 22nd to September 21st, 1895, was^
subscriptions
and donations, including Local Societies,
from annual
£199 10*. 6d.; from all sources— £411 lis. Hd. The expenditure during the
same period was £542 12*. lit?. On September 23rd the balance in the Bank
was £225 2s. lid.
Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
and slides can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

casts,

Office of the

Fund:—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," Is. each.
Cases for binding the Quarlerlg Statement, in green or chocolate, is. each.
Cases for binding " Abila," " Pella," and '"Ajian" in one volume,
"

\s. each.

— —

—
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Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell el Hesy,
a depth of 35 feet, in May, 1892, by Dr. Bliss, Explorer to the Fund.
It belongs to the general diplomatic correspondence earned on between
Amenhotep III and IV and their agents in various Palestinian towns. Price

lit

2s. 6d. each.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,

price 2s. 6d. each.

Casts of an Inscribed Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Professor
Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price 1.?. each.
Lantern slides of the Eaised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In

order to

Committee

make up complete

will be very glad to receive

of the Quarterly Statement the
any of the back numbers.

sets

While desiring to give publicity to j^roposed identifications and other
by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt
theories advanced

them.

Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.
to all

who

are entitled to receive

Great care is taken to forward each number
it, but changes of address and other causes

give rise occasionally to omissions.

The authorised lecturers

for the Society are

The Eev. Thomas Harrison,
Kent.
(1)
(2)
(.3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

F.R.Gr.S.,

His subjects are as follows

Hillside,

Benenden, Staplehurst,

;

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.
Jiihle Scenes in the Light of 3Iudern Science.
The Survetf of Eastern Palestine.

In the Track of the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan.
The Jordan Valley, the Lead Sea, and the Cities of 'the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem (Excavations in 1894),
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hehreio Conquest of Palestine.

—

(8) ArchcEological Illustrations

of the Bible.

(Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers).
N.B.

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Rev.

J. K.

Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Inchture, N.B.

subjects are as follows
(1)
(2)

(3)

slides.

His

:

Excavations in Jerusalem, 18G8-70, 1894-5.
Mound of Buried Cities ; ivith Comparative Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.
Recent Discoveries in Palestine Lachish and Jerusalem.

Lachish, a

—

—

—
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(4)

Exploration in Judea.

(5)

Oalilee

and Samaria.

(6) Palestine in the Footsteps of our
(7)
(8)

Lord.

Mou7it Sinai and the Desert of the Wandei'ings.
Palestine its People^ its Customs, and its Ruins.

—

(Lecture for

Children.)

All illustrated with specially prepared lime-light lantern views.

The Eev. James Smith, B.D.,
His subjects are
(1)

as follows

St.

Greorge's-in-the-West Parish, Aberdeen.

:

The Palestine Exploration Fund.

A

Pilgrimage to Palestine.
Ancient and Modern,
(4) The Temple Area, as if now is.
(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
(G) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hehron.
(7) Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.
(,2)

(3) Jerusalem-

The Rev.

—

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynueath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.

South

:

Fxplorations in Judea.
Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem,
(5) Problems of Palestine.

(1)

(2)

The Eev. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.R.Gr.S., St. Lawrence, Eamsgate.

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(2)

Stories in Stone

(3)

slides).

His subjects are as follows

(All
:

in Palestine,

New Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Explorer in 1895.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament Historv
in the Light of Modern Eesearch
;

or,

:

The Story of Joseph; or. Life in Ancient Egypt.
B. The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
c. The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
D. The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
E. The Story of the Ilittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

(4) A.
(.5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

Professor Theodore

F.

Wright,

Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street,

Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary General Secretai-y of the Palestine Exploration
for the United States.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Fund

:

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

Application
24,

His subjects are as follows

for

Lectures

Hanover Square, W., or

may

be

either

addressed to

the

sent to the address of the Lecturers.

Secretary,

:]0i

SIXTH REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By

F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

admivable report of Mr. Dickie in the last Quarterly, left the work in
interesting condition. The city wall, traced from its south-west
highly
a
Valley
H3orner near the English Cemetery, along the steep slopes above the
and
of Hinnom, had come to its south-east corner at a gate and tower,
-was pointing north-east with every prospect of its enclosing the Pool of
Siloam. The present report will show how amply this prospect was

The

of the continuation of
standing to a height of 44 feet, with a
rebuilding on a somewhat different line. Thus at two epochs was the
pool within the city, but we have also traced, running u]) the west side of
realised, for

we have

to

announce the discovery

the wall across the valley,

still

the Tyropoeon, a w\all which goes to prove that these two epochs were
separated by one intermediate when the pool was outside the city. Hence
at this critical point our work has yielded results of importance in the
question of Jerusalem topography.
Before describing these walls, I shall take up the description of the
drain at the point where Mr. Dickie left off. He spoke of the sudden

drop in
to pass.

its

bottom and

of the concrete tank beyond,

The matter was

cleared up

under which it seemed
A drop of 8 feet

by further excavating.

bottom of the drain occurs 5 feet 2 inches before the point a,
joined at right angles by a large drain, 11 feet high and 3 feet
10 inches wide, with walls part rock, part masonry. Beyond a the drain
continues for about 37 feet, having the same great height, with a fall of
then for 12 feet with a fall of 2 feet to the points, where the tank,
2 fe^t
in the rock

where

it is

;

It is
of a concrete of cement and tiny potsherds, occurs.
3 feet 4 inches square, and 25 inches high, its bottom being 5 feet above
the rock bottom of the drain. But from the top of the tank a higher
drain, with side walls, runs out at a different angle through the city walls,
where it is lost. It has a small groove or channel in the centre of its

formed

rock floor. It is evident that we have here two systems of drains running
along the same course between the points a and h, the older being the
larger one at a, which turns at right angles and continues at the same
low level. This became silted up to the level where we now see the drain
running from the top of the tank, a level suiting that of the higher
.system, which, sweeping along the base of the hill, joins the other at a,
tlie later and higher system, which beyond
from the lower, being actually built on the to])

the tank being a catch-pit for
this point again diverges
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of its rock-cut wall.

A

transverse section, at a j^oint between a and

6,

have been 1 foot narrower than the earlier. A
lar^e number of coins, found in the upper drain, were examined by the
Rev. Mr. Dowling, who found them so corroded that only one could be
It may possibly be the
distinguished, and that only on the reverse side.
cross of a Count of Edessa, c. a.d. 1068,
From the point under the catch-pit the lower drain was followed, with
sides partly rock, partly built, to the point where it breaks out through
Beyond there it falls rapidly, its surface worn and
the city walls.
the side walls continue, but are further apart.
furrowed by erosion
13 feet 6 inches beyond the city limits a rough wall nins across the drain,

shows the

later drain to

;

built across the irregular rock so as to leave small chinks.

At

first

we

thought that this had been built to prevent an entrance into the city
through the drain, and that the greater width beyond the city walls
indicated a pool from which the sewage would trickle down under the
transverse wall, but the erosion of the rock represents a more rapid flow
over this part. That people got into the city by the drain is shown by
the skulls and bones found in the part within.
Beyond this transverse wall the water-worn rock was followed for
settling
some distance, the side walls of the drain having disappeared.
pool or final outlet was not found, but by a happy accident, which is really
The
the excavator's greatest friend, an interesting discovery was made.
water-worn rock (see Section EF of Baths) suddenly terminated in a
scarp, 8 feet deep, covered with plaster and extending east and west.
It was first followed to the east for 15 feet, where it joined a wall which
ran at right angles for 3 feet and then turned again.
"We then returned to the point where we had first seen the scarp, and
pushed along its face westwards for 55 feet, when we found a corner,

A

the scarp turning to the south

20

feet,

when

;

in this direction

we

the tunnel was abandoned, though the scarp

followed
still

it

for

continued.

west corner we had been working inside a
The flooring was composed of small white
The
tesserae, irregular in size and shape, from f to |^ inch square.
cement setting was so strong that at first we took the flooring for stone.
No pattern was found. As imijlied before, the north and west walls of

Thus from the east
chamber 70 feet in

to the

length.

chamber consisted of the living rock to a height of several feet. It
probable that masonry once stood on this scarp, though no signs
The rock-walls were
remained at the point where we saw the top.
this
is

covered with plaster in coats, the facing-coat consisting of lime, hard
an<l well jiolished.

Work along this tunnel was rendered dithcult, as along its whole
length the floor was strewn with huge blocks of stone, having a face
rough chisel-pick-dressed. On an average they were 4 feet 6 inches long,
From their position it
2 feet 11 inches l:)road, and 1 foot 11 inches high.
was clear that they had fallen from some part of the building above.
Tiieir character forbade

our taking them for wall building stones, so we
of an arcade running around

were driven to regard them as cover stones
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the chamber, as they wei'e also found in the tunnel driven south from
the west corner. Accordingly we searched for the column bases of the
arcade, and as the long tunnel was not broad enough to include the line
of these,

we drove

in a tunnel at right angles, but found nothing.

Still,

be in an intercolumnar space.
Chamber 2 is divided from Chamber 1 only by a step 3 inches high.
It has a pavement of stones, large but of irregular size, well squared and
jointed, originally dressed with the comb-pick but now polished by footwear.
This chamber terminates on the north in an apsidal recess 15 feet
in diameter, divided from the main part by a dwarf wall (see Section GH)
and approached by a step up to the dwarf wall from which two circular
angle steps descend. A distinct water line observed running along the
plaster which covers the recess- wall at a height of 12 inches above its
white mosaic flooring proves it to have been a bath.
This bath is connected with a second one at the north-eastern angle of
Chamber 2 by a channel penetrating the dwarf wall and running into
this second bath, which is sunk 4 feet 6 inches in the floor, having a ledge
this tunnel

may have chanced

to

and the wall, perhaps a seat for the bathers. The length of
was not ascertained, but its breadth is 9 feet 6 inches. It also
is paved with white tesserae.
We broke through the east wall of Chamber 2, finding its thickness to
be 4 feet.
All the walls of the building are covered with the same
In some places it had
well-polished piaster as is observed on the scarp.
the stones have a rough
fallen oft', revealing close, well-jointed masonry
pick-chiselling in the centre, with comb-picked margins, but no bosses.
The courses are from 16 '5 inches to 24 inches high.
The small Chamber 3 is approached from 2 by a door 2 feet 11-5 inches
wide, the sill of which is 4 feet 6 inches above the pavement of 2. No
The door has a bar-socket. The chamber is
signs of steps were found.
8 feet 5 inches long, and its average width 3 feet 10 inches, as the side
The floor is natural rock, rough and uneven,
walls are not parallel.
rapidly sloping up from under the sill to the north wall, thus giving
At this end of the chamber, 4 feet
a rise of 4 feet in 8 feet 5 inches.
9 inches from the top of the rock, there is an opening in the wall, silled
by a projecting stone 3 feet by 3 feet 5 inches. This small chamber
remains somewhat of a puzzle. The difference in height between the
door-sill and the sill of the north opening is too great to permit our
assuming a stairway, nor did the rough, sloping floor show any signs
The height of the door above the
that steps had once covered it.
pavement, with no coiniecting steps, led me to think it might have
been simply a closet or store-room, with a window at the north end.
We pushed over the north wall of Chamber 3, and went down to the
rock again, which continued to slope up, and drove our tunnel along the
"rough foundation wall", shown in plan, to the point where it was
broken away to give place to the wall coming north from the back of
The masonry of this wall is of the same character
the apsidal recess.
as described above, and it is in line with the wall of exactly similar work
between

it

this bath

;
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running south from the corner of the tower near gate {see key plan),
plainly older than the tower, as it was broken aM-ay close on to it. To
this I shall return later.

At this i^oint we were evidently outside the bath construction, as
shown by the position of the " rough foundation wall." Going over the
good wall which runs north from the apsidal recess we found ourselves in
Chamber 4, which has plastered walls and natural rock bottom. This

may have been

a reservoir, though, Avhile working in the baths, no

connection between the two was found.
In our work in this interesting building we wei'e disappointed at
finding no voussoirs, mouldings, or ornamental work which might give
One of the cover stones found in the long tunnel
a clue to its date.
was polished, and in the corner were scratched three letters which look
This, and the tessertf point to Roman times. The building
like LVD.
,

evidently later than the great drain, as proved by a study of the waterworn course down which the drain-matter ran {see Section EF). This is

is

not only interrupted by small scarps where stones were quarried, perhaps
but it ends suddenly in a scarp, 8 feet deep, cut to form
the base of the wall of the building. It is hardly necessary to remark
for this building,

is not used as a termination of a drain
the above it will be seen that we cleared out only the noi-th
part of this large construction. It is difficult to know when and where
to stop in excavations, but once we had determined the nature and

that a bath

!

From

extent, east

and west,

of

this building

which we had come upon

so

my

time and attention should be given excluBut not
sively to our main work, namely, the search for the city walls.
without reluctance. For it would have been interesting to have seen
whether larger baths were included in its area, to have settled the
accidentally, I felt that

question of the arcade, &c., &c.

However, the ground

sloi^es

down

so

rapidly to the south, leaving so small an accumulation of debris over the
southern i)art of the building that I am inclined to think we would have
The debris
found it pretty well ruined, if we could have traced it at all.

over the north-west corner, however, stands to a height of 55 feet, as
seen in Section CD, showing that the hill above was occupied for a
In excavating the l)uililing, the
lono- time after the ruin of the baths.
lengths of our shaft and tunnels came to about 241) feet, excluding the
water- worn course. The soil was hard black earth, and not a frame was
used for shoring up. The work was complicated by the fact that we had
Now all is being tilled up, and not a
to go over several high walls.
superficial trace will be left of these interesting remains outside the
ancient walls.

In the last report the wall was described as far as the point B on
on the former plan. North of
the accompanying plan, corresponding to
B the face was ruined, a shaft was dug in a line with AB, revealing the
The wall here was
inside face of the wall for some 20 feet at S.

H

unexpectedly thick, and ,no outside face was found in a direct line with
AB. Accordingly we pushed across the packing of small stones forming
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the breadth of the wall, and discovered the small birket CD, whose
dimensions are 21 feet 9 inches by 14 feet, with walls 3 feet thick.
Cement covers floor and walls. At the corner near C the birket wall
Breaking l)ack through the
is stepped down to the floor by three steps.

D we found that it had been built up against the city wall,
courses of roughly squared stones were seen on the rock^
which
two
of
which here is only 4 feet G inches under the road. This.gives the outside
face of the wall in the line ABD, which north of the point B is not parallel
This peculiarity was explained later, as well as the
to the inside face.
curious inward curve of the inside face north of S.
Having recovered the line of the city wall at D we were anxious to
push straight on, but this could not have been done without tearing up
the road, and an ascending terrace wall on one side with a descending^
one on the other prevented a diversion of the constant traffic along the
narrow road to and from Bir Eyub. Indeed, the road caved in just
outside the terrace at D, and we were obliged to fill up our tunnel in a
birket wall at

hurry.

Accordingly

we made

a

shaft in

the terrace below the road at E,

The line was plain, but it was.
the rough face to any depth as there lay against it a rough
packing of stones cemented together by a conglomerate, which analysis,
proved to be pure carbonate of lime, the result of the action of water

finding the wall at a depth of 2 feet.
difficult to clear

the loosely packed stones, full of tiny potsherds hence the work was
In the meantime shafts had been dug outside the points F and
Outside the point F great stones were found, evidently on their beds,
I.
but with no good face, naturally cemented as in the former shaft. At
ill

:

stopped.

first

we thought they might

this

was

in vain,

wall again at F.

indicate the base of a tower, but search for

and quarrying back through them we found the true
But in the face occurred a curious vertical joint, the

stones to its left being only roughly squared, while the courses to the
right showed drafted masonry. Was this an old gate filled in ? At any

examined, so we began the tedious work of
the massive outside packing of stones, the use of
which was slowly explained as we descended. For, as seen in the cross,
section at F, the wall bulges out formidably, and this packing represeuta
a later strengthening from the outside. At a depth of 18 feet 2 inches,
from the top of the wall the straight joint ceased, and with it the drafted

rate, this

was a point

quarrying

to be

down through

stones observed on

its

right, as well as the outside packing.

work "-rew somewhat easier, and at a depth
was reached, giving the total height of wall

Hence the

of 9 feet 3 inches the rock

at 27 feet 5 inches.

Below

the straight joint the face of the wall has a distinct inward hollow.
But the problem of the vertical joint still remained unsolved. It was.
clear, however, that the drafted masonry represented the face of some

tower or buttress projecting from the original line, and the rough
masonry, down to the point where the vertical joint ceased, some filling
Hence at this point we broke through the
in or alteration of the line.
The line continued
latter, pushing along the ingoing side of the former.
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for a

few

feet

and then was

lost

up, but the wall was broken

was probably

;

away

so

we

tried the

same expedient higher
which

just short of the internal angle

at G.

Only the corner stones at F of the

line

FGr were drafted, but

of this buttress, as far as observed, consisted

tlie

face

mainly of drafted stones.

The courses vary from 13 inches to 22 inches in height. The dressing
resembles that of wall near gate, only the bosses do not project much, nor
has the comb-pick been used. It is impossible to tell the character of the
setting as the courses at the joints are

no lime was observed.

A

courses suggests that a

beam

wrenched apart by

pi-essure,

but

singular longitudinal cavity between two
of

wood,

now

rotted away, had once been

SPECIMEN AT F
This method is still used in Syria, and I have observed
an early chui-ch near Lebk.
In our shaft outside the point I we had similar experiences. At first
we found ourselves among the outside packing stones, only here we were
glad to see they liad a distinct face. Pushing back to I we observed the
same difference between draftetl and x'ough masonry, only here instead of
a vertical joint we found tlie drafted work projecting 15 inches from the
rougher line, confirming our idea that in the last shaft we had also found
a buttress. Again we had the tedious job of quarrying to reach the rock.
At a de))th of 23 feet below the top of the wall the drafted work ceased
(the level being the same as at the point where it had ceased in the
.shaft F), the outside packing disap})earing also.
This buttress, as the

used for bonding.
it

in

furmer, tested in a base wall projecting in a line Avith their faces.

The
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rock was at last reached 21 feet below this poiat. The last two clays we
were working in water, and buckets came into requisition. Girls with
water-skins flocked to catch the precious water as it was poured from the
buckets. To reach the rock here was the hardest, slowest job we have

had

around the tower near the Protestant
which was not cut to a scarp, was 44 feet below the
the wall and 46 feet 6 inches below the terrace surface.

since clearing out the fosse

Cemetery.
top of

The

rock,

Two stones of this second buttress are pierced by circular holes,
8 inches in diameter, one of them having a stone stopper fitting into it
broken off flush with the face, but the fracture showed it had once
This would have produced the same efiect as the biittonprojected.
projections from the

Haram

area wall at

its

south-east angle,

shown on

the cover of this journal.

We

next pushed along the line IH (breaking through the rougher
and found the internal angle, H, of the buttress, HIJK,
12 feet from I. This fixes the point G.
I wished very much to ascertain the length of the buttress faces in
time for this report, and an attempt was made at the second one. But as
said before, to clear the face requires quarrying through the rough
retaining wall, which in its upper courses is rendered doubly resisting to
the quarryman by the natural cement. Hence I have postponed this job.
Such are the exigencies attaching to a report sent in the midst of work.
However, Mr. Dickie's restoration of this wall on the rock-line shows the
necessity for such buttresses at this diflicult point where it is carried
across the deep valley.
Thus far I have led the reader along the steps of the discovery of these
two lines of wall across the valley, and I daresay he is as unsettled as to
their mutual connection and relation to the wall to the south-west as were
we until we could lay down all our points on paper, though we had our
hopes and ideas. But an hour or two of plotting resulted in a delightful
clarification, and our pleasure I shall now invite the reader to share.
We
have shown that the two lines of wall seen in our excavations at and
beyond the road evidently represent two periods, the first following the
line GK, with buttresses, which rest on a base-wall projecting in a line
with their faces the second on the line DJ, following the line of the
buttress' faces, and, in. the recesses between them, resting on the base-wall.
We also noticed that at the point C the wall was unusually thick. On
plotting all the remains we find tliat G and
are almost exactly in line
with AB, thus representing an older and straight wall across the valley.
The second and later line diverges from the old line at B, running through
the points DEFI and J.
In other words, the first wall fell into ruins
beyond the point B, but the buttresses and the base-wall remained.

work

as before)

;

H

When

the wall

came

to

be repaired, advantage was taken of these solid

remains, the base-wall between the buttresses was carried uj) to the top,

completing an unbroken face of wall, and this new line at I, 12 feet
outside the old line, was carried back to B, with a gradually diminishing
distance between the two lines till they met at B.
This accounts for the
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thickness of the wall at C, which

is

14

For S represents the true inner face

feet,

whereas at
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B

of the earlier wall,

it is

only 9 feet.

and the

line

SC

by the
represented by

includes the original thickness plus the additional thickness caused

divergence of the outer face.

A

third period, of course,

represent on the plan, but

is

shown

in

is

would be unedifying to
Sections F and I.
Our plotting also

the rough retaining wall of packed stones, which

it

explains the occurrence of drafted stones at E, forming a possible corner, for
the measurements would allow for a buttress at this point. But in compliance with the owner's wish, we had already filled up this shaft before
the buttresses were found beyond, hence we can only infer one here.
These two walls represent two periods when the pool was included

within the city, but I have now to show how these periods were probably
separated by an intermediate one when the pool was excluded. This also
formed a part of my theory when the various walls first appeared, but
I was quite prejjared to submit to the logic of the tape-line and compass.

These were in the hands of Mr. Dickie, who had no theories, and my
pleasure may be imagined when he brought to my tent his final plan, the
details of which not only permit my theory but strongly favour it.
For we have now to consider a third line of wall which (as it now
stands) begins at L, at right angles with AL, and runs wp the west bank
of the Tyropoeon.
This had been noticed by Herr Schick at the point R,
and followed by Dr. Guthe from R to O he also saw it for a length of
6 feet at M, where he believed it rightly to be part of the city wall
taking, however, RO to be an independent wall.
As he found the
thickness of the latter to be only from one to two metres, I assumed,
before striking it, that it was not city wall.
Thinking it possible that a city wall did branch off somewhere here
from the valley line, I sank Shaft 2, intending to push back towards the
drain.
At a depth of 26 feet we struck the cement floor of the birket
found by Dr. Guthe, and described by him on pp. 136-41, Band V,
Hept. 2, " Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palajstiua-Vereins." It is a large
pool, and I take the liberty of adding it to my plan, though we saw it
only at the corner. As in our lower gallery we thought best not to
break through the birket wall, we drove another over the top of it,
getting its breadth at 6 feet 6 inches, where our progress was hindered
by large stones. We then took advantage of Shaft 1, already dug to
reach the drain, and made the connection with the gallery from Shaft 2,
finding a scarp at N, the bottom of which we did not reach.
However,
a glance at section through Shafts 1 and 2 will show that if it did not
drop at once to the level of the rock under cement in birket, the slope
of the rock must have been very rapid. We followed the scarp in the
direction of L, finding in places rough foundation stones resting on it,
to a point 32 feet from L, where one course of dressed stones beo-an to
be observed. 13 feet beyond the scarp steps down vertically for 7 feet
and three courses of masonry, with a foundation of small rough stones
butt up against it, forming a straight joint.
Tiie "specimen at M"
;

;

shows the character

of the wall here.

The

jointing of the

masonry
Y

is
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from 2r5 inches to 22 inches high the margins
from 4 inches to 6 inches, and are chiselled
the centres are rough picked,
across, the comb-pick not having been used
only one projecting like a boss. It was at this place that Guthe saw
However, the
6 feet of the wall, and our observations agree with his.
mason-mark given on his Plate III is more elaborate than the rude
probably
triangles we found carved on the margins of most of the stones
that particular stone had been removed with others by the owners, as
we did not find it. As he noticed, the rock below the scarj) has been
quarried away for building stones. Had he pushed his tunnel a few
fine; the courses are

;

of the stones are regular,

;

;

12
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O
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I'l

Z

(

£>

;S"

would have found the point

nection with the lower wall-system.

The scarp ends

inward, and the inside face of the valley wall,
it.

4^

l

feet further to the south-west he

up against

M

Thus the two

walls

of con-

vertically, turning

ADJ, now

in situ,

is

butt up against each other.

built

As

both walls are ruined above the level of the scarp-top, we could not tell
whether they were once bonded together above this point.
Returning to N, wliere we had first struck this scarp, we followed it
to the north-west for 9 feet 4 inches, where it breaks outwards for
8 feet 2 inches and then resumes in general its former direction for 9 feet
7 inches to the point O, where we again struck Dr. Guthe's work. Here we
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came upon the rude thin wall, OP, running off from the scarp
under the eastern terrace. On his plan this wall is marked CD.

315
to a point

From O

the scaq) continues for 6 feet 10 inches to Q, the face beiug jjlastered
with hard, tine lime. At Q it steps down vertically and the masonry again
appears, butting up against and forming the straight joint

shown on

Guthe's Plate III, which he took to indicate the end of the wall.
This
feature we have already pointed out at M.
From Q we followed the wall

where it was first seen by Guthe,
Under ordinary circumstances I would not

for 25 feet 10 inches to the point R,

marked
reojjen

B

on his plan.

an excavation of a brother explorer, but having found that the
continued beyond the point where it had been supposed to

line of wall

«"-»

3RECIMEN
end, I

was anxious

/^T

Q

to find whether it also continued at the other supposed
Moreover, we had pushed our tunnel for some distance before we
were sure of the identity of our wall with his, as the earth resting
against its face was so hard as to appear untouched.
This was explained
when I gathered from his plan that he had been working in a deep open
trench, the filling up of which would laot only be more firmly packed
than is j^ossible in a tunnel, but which also would be directly afi'ected
by the action of rain percolating immediately through the packing. In
following the wall OP, however, he was working in a tunnel, the traces
of which were perfectly evident at its opening, for we did not reopen it.
Moreover, on laying down on Guthe's plan the point of our wall where
we first struck it, there was a slight variation in position, which is
r 2
limit.
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explained by diflference of allowance for the discrepancy between true and
magnetic north. Again, we wished our own drawing of the masonry for
comparison with the other specimens by the same hand. This is given
in " specimen at Q." The wall has been robbed of stones since Guthe's
work, but our measurements of those that remained showed an exact

The courses are
similarity with the corresponding ones in his elevation.
from 19 inches to 25 inches high. Rude bosses project from 3 inches to
5 inches from the irregular margins, which are chisel-drafted, further
dressed by the comb-pick.

The

jointing

is

not so fine as at the part of

A

comparison of the two drawn specimens will show the
As the rock slopes up rapidly
differences better than any description.
behind the face of the wall it was impossible to ascertain the true width
of the ruined upper courses.
At Q the scarp ceases, and beyond this point the wall rests for a few
feet upon the rock, which then dips, the rest of the wall to R being
carried on a making up of rough stones grouted in cement, extending
the wall at

M.

some distance out from face of wall.
At E, the masonry abruptly ceases, as noticed by Guthe. Here the
line crosses a birket, whose bottom is 3 feet below.
Pushing our tunnel for 8 feet 5 inches in the same direction, we were
fortunate enough to find a stone of precisely the same character, on a
similar foundation, proving that the wall had continued to this point,
though it was again lost up to the point under the terrace, where the
work was temporarily suspended, so that we could give our undivided
attention to the work in the field on " Zion," where we had been interrupted last autumn, and to which I had returned at the request of the
Committee.

The wall where last seen points in the direction of a scarp exjwsed at
the west of the old pool. Later on, it will be of jiaramount importance
to learn whether there is any connection between them, and whether the
wall crosses the valley higher up. The owners declared that they had
removed the stones of a gateway near the point where the wall is lost
beyond R. Tliis testimony corresponds with that of a former guard of
ours, who s]Joke of this destroyed gate long before we had ever seen the
landowners.

We

excavated among confused foundation remains near the
but without finding any j^roper clues. The I'ock

line of the wall here,

was not found.

M

and Q,
Notwithstanding the differences between the masonry at
the scarp that connects them proves that they are on the same line of
wall LR. We shall now return to the corner L where the inner face of
the wall

ADJ

butts up against LR, and endeavour to see which

ADJ we

is

older.

have shown to have diverged fium the original
line ALK whose inside face would have cut the line of the wall LR
several feet beyond L
hence the line LR must have been laid out when
the wall ALK was ruined just beyond L, as it shows an unbroken face to
In other
that point, forming a corner or right angle with the line AL.
words, it seems probable that the original wall ran in the line ALK,
This wall

;
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enclosing the pool

;

falling into ruins

it
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was rebuilt from

A

as far as L,

LK

being left ruined, and the line altered, running up to the
west side of the valley to exclude the jiooi, forming tlie wall ALE, with a
corner at L. Later, when it was again desired to include the pool within
the city, the old wall across the valley was rebuilt, as shown before, on the

the part

line

ADJ, which

The

LR

the wall

diverges from the old line

ALK is certainly

line

;

it is

ALK.

older than the line

also older than the line

ALR,

ADJ, and

supposing

older than

the latter to he

excludiny the pool, in which case ALR is older than ADJ.
however, another possibility, i.e., that the wall LR was joined on
the wall ADJ and existed along with it as an inner wall, the pool still
being included in the city by ADJ. In other words, LR is more recent
than ALK, but the remains do not positively prove that it is older than
ADJ. Against this possibility is the fact that beyond the point S the
inner face of the old wall was found to curve as if to give additional
internal strength behind a true corner at L, where the wall ALR
excluded the pool. Moreover, it should be noticed that while the inner
face of the wall
is preserved for 20 feet at S, and jirobably also
exists where the outer face was seen at H, all traces of it have disappeared
just beyond the point L.
It looks as if remains here had been removed
Had LR been built on to the
to form the new corner of the line ALR.
wall ADJ we would have expected the junction not at L, but a few feet
beyond in line with the inner face remaining at S and probably at G
truly

There

a

line

is,

ALK

and H.

Hence I prefer the first view presented that ADJ was built on to LR.
The facts thus very well suit the theory which I broached in a letter
to the Committee after reading Sir Charles Wilson's notes in the last
Quarterly Statement.
He held that the wall which seemed about to run
across the valley must be Eudocia's, as she included the pool, which at
Herod's time was excluded. I wrote that it still remained to be proved
whether the wall did run across the valley, or up its west side, or both. I
added that if the wall ran across this might prove that it was not Herod's,
and that it was Eudocia's, but that she may have rebuilt in a line older than
Herod's, for I could not and cannot believe that Hezekiah, or whoever the

may have

been, would have umlertaken
water from one point outside the
city to another point outside.
In Herod's time it may have been
convenient as well as safe to exclude the pool. "Well, the spade has
brought to light not only a line of wall crossing the valley, with a
separation in a somewhat divergent line, but also another wall running
up its west bank, probably representing an alteration of the line to
exclude the ])ool, at a period intermediate between that of the original

constructor of the Siloam tunnel
this expensive

valley line

work merely

and that

to bring the

of its i-ebuilding.

Hence

I affirm that

ALK

corre-

sponds to my view of the position of the wall in Hezekiah's time
(Nehemiah's as well), ALR to Herod's line and ADJ to Eudocia's, but
with the present data before us it would be unscientific definitelj' to
assert that the three walls

must belong respectively

to

Hezekiah, Herotl,
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aud Eudocia. The key to the various styles of masonry in wall building
has not yet been found (and I for one am sceptical of its discovery), hence
the argument at present must rest on the lines followed by the walls and
An inscription may at any
their correspondence with historical data.
moment upset our theories. But the above correspondence is highly
suggestive.
It cannor be argued that a wall 44 feet in height could not have
remained unused and perhaps unknown from the time of the supposed
alteration of the line to exclude the pool at or before the time of Herod

by Eudocia. For this same height of wall as repaired
has remained unknown for centuries till we found it the other day.
Granted that before the rebuilding it was buried in debris as it is to-day,
once having found the top while laying out her line, Eudocia cleared the
to its rebuilding

face to the base-wall in line with the buttress faces and carried it up.
Nor can it be said that as the debris she found over the top of the wall

could not have been deeper than the debris now, which is in places hardly
2 feet (though before the present terraces were made it was somewhat
higher), therefore, the wall she repaired could not have been buried so
long before. For the wall as standing to-day, its top the same distance of
2 feet under the surface, could be repaired to-morrow, and yet an even

longer time has elapsed since its ruin.
We have in this report been considering the line (or lines) of wall
beyond the point B, and we must now glance at the connection with what
has been described before. For reasons to be given later, I shall begin
the comparison at the point where the wall enters the Jewish Cemetery.
On pp. 245-246 of the last Quarterly Statement may be seen specimens
of the wall as it enters the Cemetery, leaves the Cemetery, and at
with the gate, i.e., "Specimens at A, B,
its north-west junction

These evidently belong to one period, which is the same
the first gate at this point. The tower near the gate
(Specimen D, last Quarterly Statement) is of superior masonry, but
which runs
it was shown to have been added on to the line of wall

and
as

C."

that

of

straight behind

The wall here

it.

is

built

of

roughly hewn stones,

masonry only at one point {see Specimen E, last
The reparation of the old wall ALK on the line ADJ is also
Quarterly).
of roughly hewn stones, but as seen at the buttresses this old wall is like
the Specimens A, B, and C, which may thus re]n-esent the building of
Hezekiah (and earlier), to whom also the first gate belonged. The
repaiatiou of the walls by Eudocia began somewhere beyond the gate,
though she found the inside face of the old wall intact at S. The tower
nr.ght thus be later than her time, aud this view is sup])C)rted by the fact

plastered, with good

that the tower

by the

is

later than the apparently

construction.

The

third gate might lielong to

the intermediate jieriod indicated by
in

two periods.

tlie line

ALU.

M and Q show that the wall LR may have been
The mason marks at M are curious. We are most

Si)ecimens of masonry

used

Baths, as shown before
was broken away for its
Eudocia, and the second to

Roman

fact that a wall belonging to the baths
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familiar with these in crusading work,

and these stones certainly

corre-

Kalaat el Husn, as described by Major Conder.
Has it been
It is ditficult to imagine a crusading wall at this point.
proved that mason marks were unused in early masonry ? The masonry
Consi'(feration of position
at Q is very like the wall north-west of gate.
showed us that the balance of proof lay in favour of the laying out of the

spond to the masonry

line

LR

in

before the line

ADJ, and

after the line

ALK. The work

at

M

some rebuilding at
masonry, and that at
Could a gate be found with some
any period. But all this is tentative.
ornamentation, or best of all some inscription, our task of solving the
chronology would be much easier.
The above x-epoi't does not cover the whole labours of the last season,
for three weeks' hard work have been done in the ground where the
Committee desired me to make a section across the line of our wall,

Q may

represent

somewhat

its original

east of the " inferred tower " {see

map

in

January Quarterly

north to the road coming from Bab Neby Dafid.
It was thought we might strike another line of wall, as the masonry of the
wall we had found here was not regarded as very ancient. This wall was
in use during the three ]3eriods of the gate near the Protestant Cemetery.
Unexpected light has just been shed on the third period of this gate by
Professor Kennedy, of Edinburgh, who observed a Latin Graffitto on the
base of a quarter-column pilaster used in the making up under the paved
Statement), running

it

road leading to the highest hill, proving that the third gate
in Roman times or later.
We found the tower exactly at
inferred.
This was a decided gain. We also sank a shaft
inside face of the wall, finding this was built on a few feet

was

built

the place

along the
of rubble,

Going down for a few feet more we came on the
top of a massive wall-foundation, just inside the line of the upper wall.
Clearing its face, we found it towering from the rock for more than

resting on the earth.

10 feet in massive courses of roughly-squared stones, not dressed. We
have also struck this grand foundation at a point far below the tower,
which rests on rubble and earth, and hope to connect the two points.
The discovery delights me.
It proves that an old wall existed here
so long before the upper wall as to have been buried and forgotten
when the upper wall was built. I have never maintained that the
masonry seen last autumn at this point was ancient, but that the
To have now found the old
ancient wall had once followed this line.
foundations a few feet inside the later line, proves my point more com]:)letely than to have found rough foundations directly under the later
wall.
The line of wall we traced from the Protestant Cemetery to
Siloam showed smooth masonry as far as what I have called the

no dressed masonry was seen till it
work appeared and was
seen at various points to Siloam. But for 100 feet or more in a field
between the inferred tower and the Jewish Cemetery, large foundaIn the
tion stones, similar to what we have just found, were discovered.
January Quarterly Statement I said that the smooth masonry, built on
inferred cower

;

beyond

this ])oint

enters the Jewish Cemetery, where the drafted
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far as tlie inferred tower, might represent a later
perhaps branching off to Burj el Kebrit, while the older line
continued to Siloam. This point is now in a fair way of being settled, as
we are following both lines.
During the first six weeks of the season I was absent in Beyrout,
owing to illness. After I left, the work was continued at half speed.
During this time the baths were partly excavated, but the tunnels were
At the end of 16 days, the health of Yusif, the
still open on my return.
foi-eman, demanded a rest, and the work was suspended for three weeks.
It began again a few days before my return, when it went on at full

the old line as
wall,

swing.

The summer has been unusually hot, and a great conti-ast to the last.
Our camp is now pitched near the work on the slope of the hill, which
I

have been watching

all

day while Yusif overlooked the excavations at

It seemed as if we never
These, of course, I visited daily.
would be finished with Shafts F and I. So slow was the process of
quarrying that sometimes 2 feet represented a day's j^rogress, and a

Siloam.

The baths also
passed before they were completed.
took a great deal of time, the lengths of shaft and galleries required
We have managed to dispense with frames
amounting to 240 feet.
Meanwhile not the slightest accident has occurred.
almost entirely.
Nor has the season been attended with annoyances, gieat or small.
The landownei's have given no trouble usually no bargain is necessary.

month had

:

Perhaps the fact that we were pi-actically obliged to emjiloy a man
while digging in his own field, without the option of dismissing him
Yusif
for incorrigible laziness, might be set down as an annoyance.
It was in this field that we made a curious find
certainly took this view.
It was an adze, probably left by one of Dr.
along the wall LM.
Guthe's workmen, as he excavated at this point.
We were glad to welcome to the camp the Governor of Kerak, who
His Excellency Hamdi
rendered us so much assistance in his district.
Bey continues his cordial interest and Ibraliim Effendi is as devoted to
the work as ever. The work grows more interesting every day, and I
hope that the next report will throw more certain light on the gradu<ally
clearing question of Jerusalem topography.
The i)lans of Mr. Dickie speak for themselves and need no commendaBut I cannot close without expressing my gratitude for
tion from me.
the invaluable assistance he has rendered me in the general work at a
time when I most needed it.

Jerusalem, September

bth, 1895.

Co

j:-tce

p.'ziv,

Plan of Jerusalem showing the Situation of the Churches.

SCALE

MO YARDS
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1. Old Churches in Jerusalem.
A good many of the old churches in
Jerusalem, described by various authors, and existing in the time of the
Crusades and the Christian Jerusalem kingdom (of which many date
back into the fourth century), are still well-known but some of them
are not yet discovered or no longer exist. The Boi'deaux Pilgrim speaks
;

synagogues which once existed in the
neighbourhood of the tower of David, one of which at that time still
existed.'
So the six others were then destroyed, or, what is more likely,
had become converted into chui-ches or used for other ecclesiastical
purposes. Now, as in the quarter in which the tower of David stands there
are several half-ruined buildings, some once used as piayer places for the
Mohammedans (mosques), and some in good preservation still in use as
churches, I thought it would be of some interest to examine all of these
closely and to compare them one with the other, as, even if the proofs of
their having been once Jewish synagogues could not be discovered, yet
the better knowledge of them might at least throw some light on the
time when they were built. So I examined seven such places, and have
already reported on one of them, namely, the church in the Armenian

in the fourth century also of seven

" Convent of the Olive Tree." I will now describe the six others, and
append plans of them, respecting which I have to make the followingremarks
:

No. 1 {see Situation Plan), forming the corner in the street Harat al
Arman, is a mosque, but out of repair, and no longer used as a prayer
place. About thirty-six years ago a Moslem, fearing lest the building, which
was lying in ruins, might one day go into the possession of the Christians,
began to repair it, closing it on the east side, and making a new door for
the enti-ance at the western vestibule. But this work has already become
dilapidated,

and

so the place is still in possession of the

Mohammedans,

but out of use.

Very

often during forty-eight years

when

I

passed the road I looked

had never occasion to see the inside,
So when I was ia the last eight
as it was always locked and blocked up.
months about to seax'ch for things, I asked a Moslem acquaintance how I
could see the inside. After a few days he came and said if I would go
at this old half-ruined building, but

'

See " The Bordeaux Pilgrim," translated by A. Stewart, and published by

the Palestine Pilgrims' Test Society.

London, 1SS7,

p. 23.
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with him he would show me the inside, but that I must take with me
an assistant and a ladder about 12 feet long, as the key of the door was
lost and the lock rusted, but he had permission from the administrator of
the mosque to go in by the window, taking out the stones with which it was
blocked up and afterwards replacing them. This we did, and I was able
to measure the inside. The roofing has fallen in, and so I could not see
the floor because of the debris lying on it but most probably it consists
;

was surprised that the inside is of quite different
workmanship from the outside, which latter is very rough masonry of
of flagstones (balats).

I

stones not fully dressed, whereas inside the stones are smaller but much
cornice goes round about at the height of the springing
better hewn.

A

Plan of the Church of "St. Thomas."
which I think is Byzantine and so seems to be the
western entrance with the two windows situated very high uj). The little
rooms near the a])se are filled with stones, so I could only to some degree
The eastern wall with a
ascertain their size, but not the workmanship.
large window is rather modern, but had formerly a regular apse, which
appeared when a few years ago the street was levelled and the waterdrain and new pavement were made
accordingly, I have ])ut it in the
drawing. The building had originally the entrance in the south wall, but
at which
this was afterwards blocked up and the western door made
time there seems to have been a road or lane in front which afterwards
became converted into a vestibule, and when the church was turned into
a mos(jue tlie niilirab (or prayer niche) was made in the south wall, where
formerly the original entrance had been. Besides the modern work there

of the arching,

;

;

—
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can be recognised, even on the outer surface of the walls, two building
The oldest part goes up to the height of the narrow windows
periods.

;

higher uj) is restoration of jimaller and a little better cut stones. At the
entrance is a new arch of well-dressed stones. It is difficult to fix the
time for each of these restorations and alterations. My impression is
that the oldest parts are Jewish, the new entrance arch, the cornice, and
some windows Byzantine, and that in the Crusading time a restoration
took place, whilst afterwards in the eleventh century the building was
converted into a mosque. From the thickness of the walls I made the
conclusion that the arching was always, even in the time of those restorations, tunnel-like. Opposite the southern wall, the wall of the Armenian

Convent seems

to stand on

an older wall, as far as

this

church goes, but

what is further east has no foundation at all, which was proved recently
when the drain and the pavement of the street were made. So that in
ancient Jerusalem there was no such corner, but the street went straight
eastwards.

Taking

all

things into consideration, I

am

inclined to think

which the
Bordeaux Pilgrim saw in the fourth century. As a church it is by later
Tobler says that the
writers mentioned as the Church of St. Thomas.
first notice of a " St. Thomas Church" is given about 1520, and it is
Later on, it was said
stated that Christ appeared here to this Apostle.
that the Apostle Thomas had here his house, and that no Jew or Moslem
could go into the church without risk of dying the same day and as it
had no more a roof, so if something had fallen in no Moslem or Jew, but
that

we have

in this building that one of the seven synagogues

;

only a Christian, could take

it

out.

In the year 1651 the eastern part

and twenty-two years later it is stated that the church was a
In the year 1681 it was already converted into a mosque,' but, as
ruin.
it seems, not used as such, or very seldom, just as it is now. This circumstance, together with the fact that for some centuries it was not used
even as a church, but permitted to fall into ruin, seems to indicate that
there must have been some bad sayings respecting the place, and that it
had

fallen,

hence was superstitiously avoided.
No. 2. The chapel, called the " Prison of Christ," in the small Armenian Convent outside the town, near the Neby Datid buildings, is only
interesting in this line of study so far as it bears resemblance to the others
It is now in good
of this kind, and is very nearly of the same size.
preservation, and seems to have undergone some alterations in course of
time.
To me it seems that originally it had a half -circled arched roof,
and that afterwards, in order to get more room, the side walls were
•

made

thinner,

which were
'

St,

call

and arches erected over the space so gained, like those
west and east, and that on these a cross-arched roof

in the

Maunclrell also says, 1697, " About 150 paces further (from the Churcli of
in the Syrian Convent) in the same street is that building which they

Mark

the house of St. Thomas, converted formerly into a church, but

mosque."

now

a
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was

erected, as

but much

it is

now.

Here

also are small side chambers, as at

No.

1,

smaller, such as are found in several other churches.

SCALE
10

Pla:x of

the Chapel of the

"

20 Fecit

_J

I

Peison of Cheist."

No. 3. The mosque " Yakubiyeh," behind the English church.
Although very seldom used and still more seldom repaired, this building

SCALE
ZOFZCT

_L_

Plan of the Mosque "Yakcbiyeh."
is

in

good condition, has no marks
and seems to be intact just as it was built.

c(jnip:iratively

alterations,

of

restoration

Most probably

or
it
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Crusading, and was once connected with a convent, as it is even now
connected with a house. In former times it was the prayer place for the
soldiers in the castle, but for about fifty years they have very seldom
used it, as there is another place of worship in the citadel itself. At
the time of the Crimean War the building was for a short time used as
a barrack. In front of it (west) is a small court. This building has
nothing to do with the seven synagogues, and is more modern than No. 1.

is

It has

no

little

rooms near the

apse, but

is

roofed with a half-circled

was dedicated to St. James.
No. 4. Church of Mar Jerias, in the little Greek Convent of the same
name, in the Armenian quarter, and east of the large Armenian Convent.
This is in good repair, and much frequented by pilgrims. The rooms of

As

arching.

its

name

indicates,

it

THE CON=

VENT

^
^

MS

R

OF

THE

CONVENT.
SCALE
•iOFEET

10

Plan of the Chuech of

"

Mae

Jeeias.'

the convent are built on three sides round it, and joining it, and this
accounts for a difference in thickness of the walls. Apparently it has

undergone restoration and alterations, but seems originally to have been
the others, but later, when rebuilt after ome
It is remarkable
destruction, it was covered with two cross archings.
that its original size was like that of the others, 20 feet wide and, on an
average, 28 feet long inside space, or 560 square feet without the apse and

half-circle vaulted like

small chancel.

No.

5.

"Dar

Disse,"

or the dwelling-house of the

Disse family.

Situated opposite the barracks, and on the east and south of David's
Tower (see plan). It was formerly a church, as not only the inhabitants
told me,

but as the building

itself i^roves.

The entrance has been and

still

is

which

The walls

are very thick,

good and in situ.
on the north side, like the Church

for supporting a half-cii'cled arching,

is

still
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Maiy Major by the Muristau. The eastern j^art of this church,
having become ruined, was made into a house, by erecting there a
straight wall with the necessary windows, and the room made into
two stories by putting in (a little below the springing of the arch)
a flooring formed by smaller archings resting on piers and intersecting
On the eastern
walls, so that one family may live below and one above.
wall can be seen (as the plan shows) that there were once the little rooms
near the apse, which I have given in dotted lines. The western windows
of St.

are the original ones.

The building has no marks

of other alterations or

restorations except those already mentioned, so I think

more

fully destroyed.

The

it

has never been

stones are of ordinary size,

and there

is

SCALE
K)

5
I

J

I

I

.

Plan of

10

Feet

L-

I

"

Dar

Disse."

nothing more remarkable in the building than its old apjiearance. The
May this also
stones were not nicely cut, but left somewhat rough.
have been originally one of the synagogues? If so, then the apse was
added to it in the Christian time, and again broken down when it came
At the time of Felix Fabri,
into possession of the Mohammedans.
A.D. 1484, it was already a Moslem house, and he considered it as the
Fabri says "When we had seen the things
site of the Three Maries.
:

aforesaid (the

Church

further along the street,
great stone

is

set

up

James and the Armenian Convent) we went
and on our way we came to a place, where a
the public road. This stone was set up by the

of St.

in

Christians of old on that spot, because at that place on that road the
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Lord appeared to the three Maries when they were coming back from
and they came and held him by the
All hail
So here we bowed
feet and worshipped him (Matthew xxviii, 9).
ourselves to the earth and kissed the place which Christ's feet had trod.
.... Once there stood here a great church, which the Saracens have
destroyed, as they have done many other churches. Past this stone goes
the way down from Mount Zion to the Lord's Sepulchre, so that every
day we jiilgrims used to pass by this place, and I have sometimes passed
Whenever we passed by the aforesaid
by it six times in one day
As they went farther, they came, at a short
stone we used to kiss it."
and when
distance, to the citadel of David— the present Kala, or castle
they had seen it, they went back the same way as far as the corner where
the blessed Mary stood which seems to have been more south than the
the Sepulchre, saying,

'

!

'

'

—

—

—

Armenian church there nearer to the house of Caiaphas.
The stone mentioned as being in the public road of course no longer

great

and
exists there, but in 1517 it was still there, as Tschudi bears witness
about 100 years later a Mohammedan " house " was considered to be the
place of the greeting, which house had a corner projecting into the street,
and this corner was kissed by the pilgrims. This house in question
(Plan No. 5) has just such a corner (see " Quaresimus," ii, 71, et seq.).
Maundrell, a.d. 1697, alludes to this place, saying, after he has mentioned the house of St. Thomas " Not many paces further is another
street crossing the former, which leads you, on the right hand, to the
;

:

where they say our Lord appeared, after his Eesurrection, to the
The same street carries you, on the left hand, to the
Armenian Convent." So there is little room for doubt that the present
Dar Disse is the old site of the three Maries, and most probably originally
a synagogue, then converted into a church, and later into a dwelling-

])lace

three Maries

In the CDurt of this house is now a kind of cemetery, containing
tombs, at one of which a light is burned at night.
Close to this tomb is set apart a place for prayer, or a kind of mosque.
The house itself escaped the fate of becoming a mosque, such a praying

house.

several

Mohammedan

place being

made on its
The Church

outside.

Mark, in the Syrian Convent. This is an
somewhat variously restored. The gate
leading from the street, first into the convent,, and about a dozen paces
further to the church, has some remarkable decorations. It is said to be
the gate at which Peter knocked (Acts xii, 13). The rooms of the
convent are situated round the church, so the inside was always rather
dark, as the pilgrims state, until the latest restoration, when, over the
former western entrance, a large window was made, so that it now gets
more light. Its roof is now formed of two cross archings. The font
is shown as a veiy old relic, even as coming down from the times of the
" It is supposed to have been
Apostles. Blackburn says of this church
Although this assertion
the first ecclesiastical building
*o of the Christians."
No.

6.

of St.

old building, and apparently

:

'

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society's Trauslation, I 32S.
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cannot be proved,

still

it is

probable that the erection of

and simply formed churches at Jerusalem falls
time, before Byzantine art became flourishing.

PliAK OF THE

ChUECH OF

St.

all

these small

in the early Christian

MARK.

There are move similar buildings in Jerusalem, which
and describe.

I will,

if

the

"Lord permit, examine

Cross at the Russian Ground near the Church of 'the Holy Sepulchre.
in the Russian ground near the Sepulchre Church has
was described by me in the QwirterUj Statement of
and
known,
lon<T been
On the capital of the pillar is a
1888, p. 58, and plans Nos. 2 and 3.
bars 2 inches broad and 9 to
high,
the
inch
about
^
cross in relief,
to
inches long, which has either been made recently or which I Uiink
2.

The ancient arch

10

people paid
be the case is old, but had not been observed, or if observed
stands.
no attention to, as it is roughly done like the capital on which it
restored.
was
arch
the
times
in
Crusading
when
made
I think it was
The new builditig over the whole is marvellously well done. It forms a
so
very high church-like hall, very plain but exceedingly well lighted,
the plain
that the pictures hanging at considerable height round about
reddish
walls can be very well seen. The broad steps are restored with

and polished
level space is

stones,
tit

and on the top

for divine service.

them is a screen, so that the ujjper
The stairs leading up to it are not for

of

but simply in remembrance of the old ones. A lodging for the
attendants and a small hospice for pilgrims have been added.

use,

The Village of Silwan has in the last ten years become much
Nearly all of
.enlarged and extended by the erection of new houses.
them are either above the village higher up the hill, or on the slope of
Formerly there was a free space
the mountain south of the village.
.3.
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last southern house and Bir Ajoob.
and so the village extends southOn the eastern slope of the
wards even a little lower than Bir Ajoob
hill there are the two lepers' houses, and a cluster of dwellings of the
Yemenite Jews.
The Old Large Pool of Siloam, for a long time used as a garden, is

more than 1,000

This

is

now

feet long

dotted with

between the

new

houses,

!

now

filled with filthy fluid, as the chief sewer of the city pours out its
contents there, so that people working in the neighbourhood are much
annoyed by the bad odours, and suffer in their health.

—
—

As I have already reported, the
4. Another Tomb at the Muristan.
whole face of the northern wall of the northern cloister formerly forming
the south wall of the large chui'ch being found to have no proper
foundations had to be taken down in order to dig for new foundations.
About its middle, some 8 feet below the surface, a tomb was found of
some interest. It was walled in like those which I formerly reported,
lying in a direction from west to east, but single, and the body had been
put in a solution of lime, which had in the lapse of time become hard
and in it was a cavity of the size of the body, now nearly emj^ty, as even

—

the bones had nearly all become " earth." The architect thinks that the
person very likely died of a contagious sickness, and hence was buried in
Many years ago I found on the Mount of Olives, a little higher
lime.

which the bodies had been
preserved, and there were
Eespecting this tomb newly found in
large cavities in the mass of lime.
the Muristan there arose in the city a rumour that it must be the tomb
of a very eminent person, as it was found an unusual one, to which people
added that the lid was gilded, which is not true, nor were there any
carvings or writings on it.

up than the tombs
The
laid in lime.

of the Prophets, a

tomb

skeletons were there

in

still

—

His lordship
5. Perpendicular Rock-cut Tomh and Stone Basin in it.
the English Bishop of Jerusalem, Dr. Blyth, has bought a large piece of
ground and intends to build a church, schools, and bishop's residence on
it, for which a firman has been issued and the work already began.

The ground is near the " Tombs of the Kings." On the Ordnance
survey plan, aVoo' ^^ i^ ^^^^ triangular piece between the two roads,
extending from about the middle of the Tombs of the Kings at their west
side towards the town (or southwards) for a length of 550 feet.
When the digging for the foundations of the church was being done,
some tombs were found, the one I have seen is cut perpendicularly into
the rock, like those described by Sir Charles Wilson in the "Ordnance
Survey of Jerusalem," p. 76, and sketch 7, Plate 26. The direction of
it is distant
this newly-discovered tomb, or grave, is from north to south
about 140 feet due south from the Tombs of the Kings. The rock-cutting
grave is about half a foot
is rather rough, and at its southern end the
deeper than at the other part, forming a pit intended for the accumuThe most interesting thing is
lation of water penetrating into the tomb.
:

z
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a stone

or bowl,

basin,

found

two opposite

10 inches, on

DISCOVERIES.

the grave.

in

sides

S

ears,

or

It has

a diameter of

handles, and on one side

between these a beak with a groove on its upper surface, so that when
the basin was taken by the two ears, or handles, and tilted sidewards
towards the beak, its fluid contents would run off (sec the drawing)^ As

Sketch of a Stone Basix.
there was found with

it a stone rubber or grinder, I think the basin was
once used for rubbing paint, and that tl)e implements were put into the
grave of their owner who had used them in his lifetime. The basin is of
ordinary Jerusalem stone, and the rubber of the red Jerusalem marble,

so called.

NOTES ON DR. BLISS'S DISCOVERIES.
By Major

(.'.

R. Conder.

There appears
discovered

is

to me to be no doubt that the line of wall and scarp
that of the ancient Jewish Wall of Nehemiah and of

Herod. The directicm is that in which Dr. Robinson drew this wall,
and which a])pears on most of the later maps, including those which I
have made at various periods since 1879.

As

regards the masonry, two periods seem now to be clearly indi1st, the rubble and rough masonry on the rock
2nd, the hewn
masonry of three kinds— smooth, drafted with smooth face, and drafted

cated

:

with bosses.

;

The two walls

are not, I imderstand, exactly on the

same

line.

The whole of the hewn masonry, as described and drawn by Dr. Bliss,
resembles, in the pro])ortions, the finish, and tiie wide irregular drafting,
as well as in the admixture of smooth and drafted stones, the masonry
of the Byzantine monasteries throughout Palestine with which I am

—

NOTES ON DR. BLISS'S DISCOVERIES.
familiar, belonging to the fonrth, fifth,

and sixth

centuries, a.d.
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Dr. Bliss

compares it with that masonry on the south wall of the Haram, which is
later than Hadrian's age, and usually attribut«d to Justinian.
In 1881 I saw the wall on Opliel uncovered by Dr. Guthe, south of
"Warren's great tower.

The masonry was

of the

same character as that

described by Dr. Bliss, and I was at the time convinced that it was not
Jewish, but Byzantine masonry. I also saw the wall found by Dr. Guthe

immediately west of the Pool of Siloam, and this also appeared to be
Byzantine. Dr. Chaplin informed me, at the time, that the hewn masonry
of the Opliel wall, discovered by Sir Charles Warren, was similar to that
found further south on Ophel by Dr. Guthe. Hence it would seem that
a Byzantine wall went from the Protestant Cemetery to Siloam, and
thence to the south-east corner of the Haram.
On the other hand, Sir Charles Warren found rough masonry at the
base of the Ophel wall, which seems to answer to the rough masoniy of
the older wall found by Dr. Bliss. No excavator has found any masonry,
on the south wall of Jerusalem, resembling that of the Haram foundations
which following De Vogue I have always attributed to Herod the

—

—

Great.

legards the gate found by Dr. Bliss, and which appears to be the
and the Dung Gate of Nehemiah in Bethso, three

As
Gate

of the Essenes

determined, of which the lowest belongs to the period of the
rough masonry, the second is directly superimposed, and the thii'd is
separated by a thickness of rubble, and belongs to the period of hewu
masonry. The lower lintels are not exactly imder the upper, the gate
having been shifted to one side. It is possible that the gate may have
received a new lintel, av hen much worn by traffic, without the wall having
been rebuilt, but the topmost lintel seems to belong to the Byzantine
The paved street seems to belong to the older period.
wall.
The conclusions to which I think we shall finally be forced to adhere
lintels are

are

:

1st.

That the rocky scarp

is

that of the

may

Hebrew

kings.

work of Nehemiah.
That the Byzantine wall is that of the Empress Eudocia, about
450 B.C., as Canon Dalton supposes.
I shall be surprised if it can be proved that Josephus was wiong as to
the course of the wall, in his time, at Siloam. If the Spring was within
bowshot of the wall it would be protected. It is highly important that
the excavations near Siloam should be exhaustive, and that the older
2nd. That the rough masonry

represent the

3rd.

line

should be sought above the pool, as well as the Byzantine line traced.

Canon Dalton will, I think, find that the passages in the "Jerusalem"
volimie of "Memoirs" (pp. ^30, 231, 393), bear my signatiu-e, and that
Sir Charles Warren is not committed by them to any opinion.
My view
was based on what I saw of Dr. Guthe's excavations in 1881.
Balla, Co. Mayo,
July 1th, 1895.
z 2
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NOTES ON THE JULY "QUARTERLY STATEMENT."
By Major Conder,

E.E., D.C.L.

July, 1895, p. 195.
The so-called coins of Bar-Cochebas aud of the
Second Revolt were denounced as forgeries by M. Renan. They seem to
have been struck by modern forgers on much-defaced Roman coins.
P. 209. In the seventh century a.d. the Christian Era is used on
texts in Palestine.
I think, considering the development of Mariolatry
in the Madeba text, that the Cathedral is more probably of the seventh
than of the fourth century a. d.
P. 232. The Cufic grafite at Mashitta ought to be published to aid in
deciding on the probable character of the building, Cufic (so-called) was
the alphabet of Syria before the Moslem Invasion, and also as late as
the eighth century a.d. It is by no means certain that this palace is
really Persian work.
It may have been built for one of the early
Khalifs of Damascus, by a Persian architect.
These Khalifs employed
Persians and Greeks, as is well known.
To call it the " Palace of
Chosroes " is fanciful. It is a great disappointment to find that, like the
'Annnan building, it is entirely without inscrijjtions.
P. 258. The Kerdica of this Arabic writer is shown on the survey map
in the Jordan Valley itself.
It is not the site of Corea, which was in the
mountains at KuriiU. I believe Kerawa to have been Archelais.

NOTE ON DR. BLISS'S LEJJUN IN MOAB.
By

Eev. Canon Dalton, C.M.G.

It might perhaps interest some of the subscribers to the Fund if their
drawn to the fact that there exists intact in England the
fortification of a Roman military town almost ])recisely similar to that

attention were
lately

found by Dr. Bliss in Moab, the ground plan of which

in the July Quarterly Statement,

\).

222.

town

Di'.

is

Bliss there says

figured
" The

:

(of Lejjfm) is rectangular, about 670 feet north and south by
850 feet east and west. The town wall is built of small smooth stones,
aud is over 8 feet thick
Besides the four corner towers there are towers
along the walls between six on both north and south, and four on both
east and west.
These intermediate towers are hollow, they project
38 feet from the wall, and are 28 feet across. They have straight aides,
with a (? semi) circular termination
The whole suggests a Roman
militaiy town with strong outside walls and towers."
.

.

.

;

.

.

.
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In Mr. George Clark's " Mediaeval and Military Architecture bi
England," 1884, vol. ii, pp. 388, 389, is a description with ground plan of
Porchester Castle, in Hampshire " In its present and tolerably perfect
condition, Porchester (which is unquestionably a Roman work) is a walled
enclosure., square or nearly so, containing within its area close upon
9 acres. The investing walls measure, by the larger Ordnance Survey,
630 feet north and south, and 621 feet east and west. They range from
:

15 feet to 40 feet high, and from 6 feet to 10 feet thick. They were
supported outside by four mural bastions on each face " (the same number
as on the east and west faces at LejjAn), "and one at each angle, in all
20."
(There would seem to be 24 at Lejjftn.) " Those bastions which
remain are half round, 19 feet to 20 feet in diameter, and have slightly
The angle bastions are of the same
prolonged and flattened sides.
Most of them are closed, and probably all Avere originally so,
pattern
for the interior work is very rough indeed, and seems intended to have
.

.

.

been concealed with earth and rubbish, as was often the fashion in Roman
They stand from 123 feet to 126 feet apart, from centre to
bastions
The walls are built mainly
centre, the distances being slightly unequal
of flint nodules, laid in courses with as thick or even thicker beds
Occasionally are seen single and double flat courses of red
of mortar.
tiles and tile-stone, and sometimes of herring-bone work, characteristic
The work seems
peculiarities, especially strongly marked in the bastions.
There is still an east and west, a water and
late in the Roman period."
a land gateway, and the street ran straight through the centre of the
rectangle from one to the other, as at LejjAn. The rest of the very
accurate and elaborate description given by Mr. Clark need not be here
quoted, as it sketches the additions and changes made by the English,
.

.

.

.

Normans, and others down
town (pp. 390 to 400).

.

.

to the 18th century to this ancient

Roman

There is a railway station now at Porchester, and the place is within
a few minutes of Portsmouth or Southampton. Here then in Britain, on
the north-western verge, as at Lejjfm on the south-eastern verge, of that
empire which once embraced all the countries of Europe, as well as the
southern and eastern shores of the Mediterranean, we have two instances
of Roman work almost iilentical in shape, character, and general
dimensions. The brains that planned and the hands that built the one
the same that raised the other. For Palestine and
England were under the same civilishig sway in the earlier centuries of

may even have been
the Christian era.

NOTE ON

WATSON'S PAPER ON THE
THE JORDAN.
OF
STOPPAGE

LIEUT.-COL.
By

the Eev. Cauon

Dal ton, C.M.G.

Eegarding Colonel Watson's enquiry on p. 261, I would like to draw his
two English versions of Joshua iii, 16. The Revised
Version reads, "rose up in one heap, a great way off, at Adam, the city

attention to the

is beside Zarethan."
This rendering follows the Kethih of the Massoretic Hebrew.
The Authorised Version reads, " rose up upon an heap, very far from
the city Adam, that is beside Zarethan." This rendering follows the

that

Keri of the Massoretic Hebrew.
Of course the difference depends on whether
If

we

are content with the latter, perhaps
Watson desires. " The waters

it

^^

or

Q

is

read before

would bear the uiterpre-

tation Colonel

rose one

mound a

from Damieh, that is (it happened) oi)posite to Zarethan."
But the LXX rendering would appear to show that there must have been
a wholly different reading here in their time. They knew nothing of
The first three letters of
"the city Adam," or "Zarethan" either.
precedes, and translated
that
of
"T't«^?2
repetition
for
a
took
j^^ they
KapuiBiape'ifi out of the
e&s
fxtpovs
But how they got
a-cfiobpa o-^oSpwr.
subsequent Hebrew letters as they now stand is not clear. However, all
and the
Colonel Watson will care for jjrobably is to know that the
Keri of the Hebrew will perhaps bear the interpretation, though not the

great

way

off

f

AV

exact translation, he desires.
The new edition of " Smith's Dictionary of the Bible " gives some
" Kirjatli-jearim."
further information under the names "Adam" and

THE STOPPAGE OF THE RIVER JORDAN,
By W.

A.D. 1267.

E. Stevenson, Esq.

the " Survey," Major Conder mentions that " it has
been suggested that the waters of the Jordan were suddenly dammed
up by a landslip or similar convulsion the adherents of this theory
might perliaps point to the present ap!)earance of the banks and the

In

vol.

ii,

p. 99, of

:

curious bends of the river near this place hi support of their idea."
But till Colonel Watson's paper in the Quarterly Statement for July,
no evidence has been forthcoming of such a landslip having actually

The passage from the historian Nowaiii must have a bearing
on the story of the miraculous passage, and in particular on the interpretation of Jo.sh. iii, 16. The Septuagint rendering of this verse, with

occurred.
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the various readings given in Field's "Origenis Hexaplorum," present
such remarkable divergencies from the Hebrew that it is desirable to

them

exhibit

side

by

side.

i«D pn')n in« 12 rhyr2hr2 •ii^n o'-nn m^T") («)
a^ hv D^Ti''m ]nni^ -r!^n "i^« "y^yn (Qei'i D-it^?2) D"i«n
.in^'' 1:1: ^'):1V avm irr^s: ^r2r^ rhr2r\ n^ nn^rn
(b)

Km

eaTT]

to v8aTa ra KaTa^aivovra ava6(V

i'arrj

irriyfia

iv d^eoTJjKos

fMKpav a(p68pa a(j)o8pas ews pepovi Kaputdiaplp' to 8e Kara^aivov Kart^r) eis
Tt]V Bakacraav, "Apa(3a Bakatjaav akhi ea)j ei's to TfXos e|e'X(7r6' koI 6 Xaos
(laTtjKei
(c)

(d)
(e)

(/)

dnivuvTi

Sym.

aa-Kcopa.

LXX alia ex. omit o(jio8pS)s.
LXX alia ex. for Kapiadiapip, 2dp6nv.
LXX alia ex. for ocfiodpuis — Kapiadiapip,

e<TTiv eoos

(g)

'lepi)(<^.

foi' TTTJypa,

pepovs Kapiuduipip

Sym.

(Trjs-

-ecrTLu

utto

\8dpeL

marked with an

tiis TTuXtuis

7

asterisk)

for a^oBpoiS, ano Abop.

:— "The waters
I. The Hebrew (Kethib) must be rendered as follows
coming from above stood still and rose in one heap a long way off, at
Adam, the city neai- Zarethan and those descending to the Sea of the
Desert, that is, the Sea of Salt, were utterly cut off."
For Adam, Major Conder suggests Khurbet el Hamreth, the Red
Ruin, one mile from Tell es Sarn, which is identified with Zarethan.
Such a solution has the advantage of presenting no exegetical or textual
The translation is obvious and straightforward. Readings
difficulties.
is
(/) and (g) certainly come from an original Qli^^, but the Kethib
For a scribe, after writing li*^^ pmH' ^^ begin the
to be preferred.
name of a place with ^ instead of 2. would be a most natural mistake.
"Far away," he would say to himself, "from," not "at," and write
But the reverse change, from ^ to 3,, would be exceedingly
accordingly.
unlikely nothing would suggest it. Further, "fi*^'^ pHnn i^ i"^^ what
one would expect the writer to say. The Israelites had been enabled to
An incident of the wonder
cross the Jordan in a very wonderful way.
;

;

could scarcely escape his attention instead of the waters being dammed
up a few miles from whet-e they were stationed, the damming up took
place nearly forty miles away. This was certainly worth chronicling.
Again, -|^72 )" ^jy the side of," means close proximity. It is used elsewhere only of Ai and Bethel, and though the nearest site for Ai is three
;

miles from Bethel, the fuithest
the expression

is

correct for

is

not more than

Khurbet

el

five, so that, at

Hamreth and

any

rate,

Tell es Sarn.

and rather a strong one, is that this rendering of
presupposes two cities of the name of Adam. Reading (/)
shows that there must have been a town Adami about the Christian
and Adami is almost certainly the
era, perhaps some centuries before

The

Josh.

objection,

iii.

16,

;

intermediate stage between

Adam

and

Damieh.

But the objection

—

—
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cannot be pressed too far. There are plenty of cases in all countries
towns with the same name. And perhaps this was the
reason here why Adam was described as near Zarethan, viz., to
distinjornish it from the Adam on the site of the modern Damieh.

of several

II. By a slight emendation of the text, and falling back on the
Scptnagint and its various readingSj it will not be difficult to get a
But
translation not far removed from that suggested by Colonel Watson.
before examining the text, it is as well to notice two small, yet obvious,
If ecos is to be
deficiencies, apart from all comparison with the Hebrew.

taken together with ft? so as to form one preposition, and ews els to
reXos stands for " utterly " (and it is so rendered in Eedpath's '* Septuagint
Kare^i] and e^eXnre are decidedly awkward without some
And, anyhow, Kari^rj is not wanted, and looks as if derived
from an interpolated Tl^^, itself derived from the previous C^T^^nAgain, elaTTjKei is obviously wrong. The people did not stand opposite
Jericho as soon
the river bed was dry, but began the passage at once.
Even
It was the priests who stood and the peojjle began to move.
iucedebat." Here is an obvious error of II^J^ for
the Vulgate has

Concordnnce

"),

conjunction.

:i,s

''

The deviations

(TCpodpas

(1) <T(f)68pa

The

of the

Greek may be traced as follows

:

—

must have been "1^^ li^?2 t"' "Ib^^ li^^^whether a corruption or not, it would

latter is to be preferred, as,

account for the

2,

^^ the Kethib.

must stand for '^y, the ^ of *^1^n ^eing dropped out (or
Schleussner
inserted), and the "^ being changed to "^ (or vice versa).
ggests this in the only reference which he makes to the passage.
(3) The uipifi of KapLoOiapifi was added by a translator or scribe who
had, or thought he had, before him ^^"^n simjjly. This being unintelnext word, '^TT^n,- suggested the well-known town
ligible, the
The ^ and j-\ of his jni"^p
Kirjath-jearim, and Q'^'^J?'^ was added.
are certainly the ^ and j-| of 'JJl'^!^' the Koph and Tsailhe of the old
(3) ecos

character being

less

quite impossible, and as
leaves out

Adam, no

and more
modern square

unlike

into each other than the

(e),

liable
letters.

become corrupted
Kirjath-jearim being

to

the only reading which substitutes '2ap6av

existing text will sujjport Colonel Watson's theory.

A combination
of the former
d(f)((TTr]K(is

of (c) and {g) or of (c) and (/) is necessary, and the Greek
would run as follows for the disputed sentence
:

pciKpav a(\)6hpa

I'lno

"Adofj. (or

'Adapti t^s TroXtoJS

tj

(crriv) ea>s

ficpovs 'S.dpOav.

representing in

"A

Hebrew

good distance away from Adam (or " Adameh"), even as far as the
neighbourhood of Zarethan."

——
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emphasis would come in very well before "7^, as we have
t^? TroXetos rj eariv is certainly an
^^ account for.
'^"'J.^n
interpolation of some scribe who had the original with ""itl?^ '^'^y^
eco? must come from -f^,
before him, and thought it a good addition,

The Vav

of

four letters in

and therefore we cannot have noXeas representing "^^^n ^s well.
As far as the text is concerned the objections are but slight. If the
Hebrew suggested were the original, the received text might easily have
come from it most likely corruptions would have taken place, and
inserted between ")^Vn '"^"d 1^^, also a very
"Tll/i^ would have been
"What is really almost fatal, till we know
likely thing to take place.
something more about Damieh, is the apparent want of reason for
bringing it in. The Israelites were opposite Jericho, and the historian,
describing an event about 40 miles away, says it took place a
long distance from Damieh, 11 to 12 miles away. He is vague where he
ought to be definite, and definite where definiteness is of no use. If
he had said anything about Damieh, as, for instance, the natural place
but without that, what is the purport
of crossing, we should understand
:

;

of its introduction here
III. If

the Greek,

be as in
follows

we

?

and fall back on
not open to much objection. The Greek, then, would
with 2ap6av instead of KapiaBiapifx, and the Hebrew as
are willing to leave the received version,

(e) is

{h),

:

\r\'xi

"

An

i!JD

'w^
way

exceeding long

'^Vi^
ofi",

i^'oi

pn^n

even near by Zarethan."

This simply gives up Adam.

In the history of manuscript writing
name of a town merging into an
ordinary adverb, to regard it with anything but suspicion 1
IV. Colonel Watson's quotation from Nowairi, in which Damieh and
Karawah occur as two neighbouring towns, induces me to suggest a
Why should not the ^ in Zarethan
slightly amended Hebrew text.

are there enough instances of the

have come from an original

'n

instead of vice versa, as in the

original

(/), and the town been j^^'^p or fTT^p, Kariat or
Karawat % On this supposition, the town mentioned by Nowairi would
be in existence at the time of the Exodus, its name being derived from

of versions (6)

,

and

or ^.j, or the equivalent in a Shemitic dialect.

J

We

should then

read

nrsp
"

It

n!in

A long

way

nurt^
off,

at

i^i?n

Adam,

ai^^n i«?3 pn^in

the city close to Karawat."

might be objected that a narrator would not speak of a place
away as "Ji^tD prT^H) "'^'ery far away," but we must

11 or 12 miles

remember that he was tlcscribing a wonderful occurrence, and that
12 miles would seem to him an incomprehensible distance fiom which
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Watson, and those acquainted
Damieh. We
are indeed, in face of a Providential interference of some sort, and it
was no harder to stop the Jordan near Damieh than to let the Israelites
know it would be stopped anywhere, c.f. Matth. ix, 5. Still, the belief
that miracles are not a subversion of natural laws, but that the Creator
always works by laws, whether known or unknown to us, would be
strikingly supported by Colonel Watson's new evidence, and the received
and against the latter, as I have said
interpretation of Josh, iii, IC
above, no decisive arguments are forthcoming. It is for this reason, as

to

work the

miracle.

It will be for Colonel

with the Jordan, to say

if

a landslip

is

at all likely near

;

well as for the

critical

interest,

that

passage

the

deserves

careful

consideration.

THE ROCK OF ETAM AND THE CAVE OF ADULLAM.
By Eev. W.

M.A.

F. Birch,

p. 323, I pointed out that this rock or crag
Urtas, near the traditional and true Cave of
AduUam but I could not then positively assert that Samson and David
occupied precisely one and the same hiding place.
To some an identification appears incomplete unless the old name

In Quarterly Statement, 1881,

was probably

in

Wady

;

an admissible corruption of the old name. To
agreement seem to have more weight
The term Zion
in establishing an identification than any name can have.
has l)een ap])lied for fifteen centuries to the south-western hill at Jerusalem still, the identification of that hill with the Zion or Mount Zion
of the Bible is the greatest of errors, and the right position of Zion has

survives, or the

me

modern

is

intricate points of topograjjhical

;

been ascertained

a})art

from

tlie

name.

Adullam has been identified for 750 years with the famous
cavern called Magharet Khureituu. M. Gannoau observed in Quarterly
Statement, 1875, p. 173, that "It has long been j)ioved tliat the name of
Khureitun, a])plied to the cave, to the adjacent ruins, to a spring, and to

The Cave

of

This
is nothing else than that of the ascetic Chariton."
time for me closured the point. Afterwards examination {Quarterly Statement, 1884, p. Gl) satisfied me that the said cave was
lieyond all question the real Cave of Adullam
but, for the satisfaction of
others, I tried last year to find a name to meet what I still consider an
exorbitant demand. The large map offered nothing like Adullam near
the valley below,
ipse dixit at that

;

Mughaiet Khureitun, yet

I observed, with some degree of surprise at
former inattention, that of the word Khureitun the last two syllables,
viz., liitan, make a very presentable Ktaiii, and next that Khar corresponds equally well to the Hebrew Chor, a hole or cave (whence Bethhoron and the Horites or dwellers in caves). Then at last, through its

my

;
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modern Khureitun meuus nothing

than the hole or cave of Etam.
No ascetic
Let me now boldly say that Chariton was an impostor.
who could droj) his Mar could be a genuine saint like Mar-Saba, &c.
Instead of the ascetic
Ecclesiastics do not shed but cling to their titles.
giving his name to the cave, it seems to me much more probable that it
was vice versa; only the British Museum is not at hand for me to prove

more or

less

the transfer.

Anyhow, here is the veritable name, " Cave of Etam," occui-ring/owr
times in connection with the very place to which fourteen years ago I
was satisfied it belonged in Samson's story. Here is a crag (se?a Hebr.)
with a cave actually labelled to this day " the Cave of Etam." What
more can be asked ? The identification is complete to the very name.
Major Conder has placed the rock of Etam at Beit 'Atab, and takes
(Primer 86) "a curious secret passage and chamber communicating
As there
with the spring " to be the " cleft " where Samson hid himself.
is only a hioU and not a sela or crag at Beit 'At&b, it cannot be the sela
Etam.
The passage, however, apart from Samson, is of considerable
In "Memoirs," iii, p. 83, it is stated: "The people say that
interest.
is a subterranean passage from the castle to the spring at the
Major Conder adds (p. 23) " The oavern is in all
bottom of the hill."
some 250 feet long .... Its average height is about 5 to 8 feet, and
The west end of the tunnel is supposed to
its width about 18 feet ....
be about the centre of the modern village .... The east end leads to a
vertical shaft .... about 60 yards from the spring." To me this is
extremely interesting, as I see in the passage the " gutter " (2 Sam. v, 8)
injured or unfinished whereby the besieged schemed to get water from

there

:

As Chitral is the last, so Zion (as far
a spring outside their city walls.
as I know) was the earliest instance of a covered or secret way from a
fortress to a spring without. Between the two historically may be placed,
regards Palestine, Gibeon and Rabbath-Ammon as known instances,
and Bethel and Samaria as apparent ones. I could name ten or twenty
more elsewhere.
The Hebrew word for top (A.V.) of the rock Etam (Judges xv, 8),
This term tallies exactly
is translated
cleft (R.V.) and also Jissure.
as

with Bonar's (" Land of Promise," p. 250) vivid description of Wady
Khureitun. i^fter admitting that the Cave of Adullam was probably
the cave of Khureitun, and connecting this last name with Hareth, he
adds " We gazed upon the vast precipices that fronted us, and down
into the horrible rent beneath us, that seemed a split in the very foundations of the earth, as if some of its " bars " (Jonah ii, 6) had snapped
and opened a seam in its lowest base." The italics are mine, the words
Bonar's, though he had no suspicion that this was the cle/'t or fissure of
:

Etam.
The natural course for water from Ain Atan (Etam) near Solomon's
pools, would be down Wady Khureitun, just below and in front of the
The Bible says that Samson dwelt in the cleft of the crag of Etam
cave.

the crag of

"
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but as herniits have an inveterate

i>artiality for caves,

Samson would

the said cave his headquarters. It is high up the side of
the gorge, and is approached " by a terrace formed in the rock, which
huge fallen block,
either by art or nature is very narrow" (Pococke).

make

doubtless

"A

about 7 feet high, has to be surmounted between this and the upper
Continuing along the ledge we come to
rock is a space of 2h feet.
another fallen block, and mounting this we are confronted by the door
"In front of the
of the cave" {Quarterh/ Statement, 1874, p. 26).
entrance are two large blocks of rock some 7 feet high " (" Memoirs,"
also see Photograph 177).
iii, p. 375
The hand of man must have placed all these blocks, weighing over
one ton apiece, in their present position. Did the gate-bearer from Gaza
beguile his solitude by single-handed collecting these stones to have them
ready to hurl at those dogs the Philistines, or did the Horites or the
;

;

of Judah make this stronghold (Judges vi, 2) as a dernier ressort
from their enemies ? If Dr. Bliss can spare a day to dig in the large
chamber he will no doubt find an answer from the pottery.

men

Curiously in the LXX the " Alex. Codex " gives a free rendering of
Judges XV, 8, compared with 11, as if the translator had in his mind the
spot to which Samson withdrew. Instead of, he dwelt " in the cleft of
the rock of Etam," we read {ivapa tw ;(ei/Liapp« iv rw o-TTJ/Xaio) 'Hrd/x) "by
the brook in the cave of Etam." Josephus, too, as if he had seen the
narrow ledtje in the face of the precipice, speaks of the strong rock, and
says that Samson came donni from the rock to the 3,000 men of Judah
who came to bind him.
The artist on our Executive Committee having accepted the said cave,
above, the shaggy Nazarite standing alone
will perhaps give us the scene
on the ledge near the cave's mouth, terrible in mien, and as wild as the
beetling cliffs around beneath, the craven crowd of Judah, pledged to
buy peace by a base surrender of the champion of Dan. History repeated
A century later a nimbler foe to the Philistines
itself on the same spot.
Equally fearless, he comes out to meet his
is tracked to the same lair.
now true-hearted countrymen (1 Chron. xii, 18), and to hear the loyal
greeting, " Thine are we, David, and on thy side."
A few years later the outlaw is king. Zion has just been gained by
treachery Jebus is under the heel of Joab the Philistines are swarming
The three mighty
in the valley of Eephaim and occupy Bethlehem.
men have had enough of Joab at Jerusalem, and have come down into
(1 Chron. xi, 15) the Cave of Adullam, eager for an oi^portunity of
showing that if they are not so lucky or crafty as Joab, they are quite
as brave and as devoted to the king.
Oh, to be rid of the son of
Oh, to have done with the Philistines
Zeruiah to be once more but a shepherd, with only a lion and a bear
to vex one
This seems to be the covert meaning of the hasty exclamation, " Oh,
that one would give me to drink of the water of the well of Bethlehem
The three chose to take the words literally, and soon were seen hastening

—

;

;

;

!

I

!

!
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Bethlehem, to prove as fearless as a Dorso in the presence of the

hostile garrison.

Poor Josephus has been badly treated over " the Cave of Adullara."
Obviously he knew nothing about its position, and pardonably, like
others, foisting in the word "city," he reproduces the expression as
" a cave near the city of AduUam." This city was in the Sbephelah.
There was a famous hold near the real cave. From the cave (1 Sam.
xxii, 1-5) David takes his parents to Moab, and (obviously returning to
To this said hold refer the
the cave) is told not to abide in the hold.
words (1 Chron. xii, 8, 16) " into the hold to the wilder7iess." The LXX
here omit the words "into the hold," and Josephus, using the LXX,
and conscious that cave, hold, and wilderness were all connected, describes
David's next move, not as from the cave or hold, but as from the
ivilderness {" Ani." VI, xii, 4), in which the city of Adullam certainly
was not, but where the true cave is still. Again, Josephus says rightly,
that the exploit of the three took })lace when King David was at Jerusalem
(" Ant." VII, xii, 4), yet wrongly makes the hold which was near the cave,
If Josephus is to be quoted on this point,
to be the citadel of Jerusalem.
let all the passages, and not only one, be considered.
Further, the city of Adullam is a most undesirable position for the
cave.
It is evident (2 Sam. v, 7) that David succeeded in capturing
Zion just in the nick of time, before "all the Philistines (2 Sam. v, 17)
were upon him." He was far too wary to shut himself u]j in an illTherefore, leaving Joab to hold the newly-won
provisioned fortress.
Jebus, David took to the field, and went down to the famous hold (near)
the Cave of Adullam (Khureitun). Like other great generals he preCooped up in Zion he could do next to
ferred to fight in the open.
nothing, while in the desert of Judah, having traversed it in every
direction, he could elude and walk round the Philistines, as he did with
When DaAad
Saitl, and treat them as Sertorius did Metellus in Spain.
and his men entered walled Keilah, Saul at once saw that they had stepped
Surely then, David, a master in stratagems, would not be so
into a trap.
silly as to march down to Adullam in the rear of the Philistines and close
There is no support
to their country, when he was threatened by them.
whatever for the popular notion that the Cave of Adullam was near the

name in the Shephelah.
The same want of discernment is shown in placing the rock of
Rimmon of the Benjamites at Eumnion, in the tribe of Ephraim

city of that

{Quartedi/ Statement, 1882, p. 50), but error

plants

it.

is

hard to

kill,

whoever

—
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE CITY OF DAVID.
By

the Rev. D.

Lee Pitcairn, M.A.

Bergheim's interesting paper in the April Quarterly Statement
be permitted to remark that he apjjears to regard six propositions
as axiomatic, which a\-e all in fact highly debateable, viz.

Urox

may

Ml'.

I

:

3.

That Zion was the highest of all the hills of Jerusalem.
That Zion was called the upper city.
That Zion occupied two hills, the higher, called the upper

4.

other called the lower city.
That Zion occupied the north and also the north-west portion of the

5.

That the lower knoll

1.

2.

city, the

city.

of Zion

was

levelled during the

Hasmonean

period.
6.

That Millo formed the lower portion

of Zion,

and was afterwards

called the lower city.
first contradicts three of the historical
use the phrase " go up," or " bring u])," of
one going from the City of David to Solomon's temple. The second and
third are inconsistent with one another, and do not agree with Josephus,

Of these propositions the

writers of the Bible,

The

latter speaks of

who

an

all

"

upper market place," but he does not

call it

Zion, and he says that not Zion but the City of Jerusalem was built
upon two hills, the one containing the upper city, and the other containing

the lower city.

Of the other three

I will only say that they

appear to

require proof.

For the sake

of brevity let the principal lulls of

Jerusalem be repre-

sented by lettei's.
Let S represent the small

hill outside the present walls, through which
the Siloam tunnel is cut, having the Virgin's Fountain on one side and
Siloam on the other side.
Let T stand for the hill on which Solomon's temple was built, repre-

now by

Sakhrah.
which Herod built his palace and protecting castle, re])resented at the present day by the citadel with its live
towers on the west of the city.
Let D stand f(n- the southern part of the same hill, where now stands
Neby Daftd, and which slopes down into the so-called Valley of Hinjiom.

sented

the Kubhet

es

Let

H stand for the hill on

On

the eastward slopes of

1),

outside the present walls, thei'e are

several remains of ancient habitations, rock-hewn dwellings
man standing on a lower knoll of this
pavements, &c.

A

and

cisterns,

hill,

a

little

south and west of Siloam, will see Josejilms' plan of the city plainly before
him, the two hills and the valley between them, the ui)per city on his left
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hand (D and H), the lower city on his right hand (the hill S with its
Beyond the latter rises the elevation of the Haram (the hill T),
which a])parently was outside the walls until Solomon built the temple
upon it. Josephus intimates (" Wars," V, iv, 2) that the first wall reached
straight across from H to T, bounding the city after Solomon on the

slopes).

north.

From

this

point of view (south of Siloam) the suitability of

Psalm cxxv, 2,' is apparent. The city, before the invention of artillery,
To the
was not commanded, but protected, by the encircling hills.
modern Jei'usalem, which lies so much higher, the text is not so easily
With this position of the city only was Jerusalem, i.e., the city
fitted.
proper, defended by three walls (Josephus, "Wars," V, iv, 1), i.e., it lay to
The order to burn the city was resjionded to by
the south of all three.
setting tire inter alia to Akra and Ophel (Josephus, " Wars," V, vi, 3).
For the identification of Zion with the lower city and with S I have
only to refer to Mr. Birch's able arguments in many numbers of the
They convinced me long ago, and acquaintance
Quarterli/ Statement.
with Jerusalem itself has only deepened the conviction. Mr. Birch will
pardon me, I hope, if in venturing to support him I should repeat him.
It is given as
1. The smalhiess of the site on S is no objection.
200 feet X 600 feet. With this may be compared the ancient Greek
Colonel Leake (" Morea," vol. ii, p. 250) says
citadel of Tiryns.
"The
length of the summit of the rocky hill of Tiryns is about 250 yards, the
breadth from 40 to 80 the height above the plain from 20 to 50 feet."
Tiryns then is approximately of the same size as Mr. Birch's Zion.
But it is certain that Tiryns comprised both a strong fortress and a
There is no reason why Zion sliould not have comprised both
palace.
within an equal space. For Solomon's growing luxury an ampler site
was requiretl.
2. It is quite possible that Akra is a translation of Millo, and that
both names refer to the same spot. First Maccabees is not the earliest
In 1 Kings xi, 27, we
place where the Akra appears in the LXX.
read of Solomon that he aKodofirjae tt^v aKpav, built the Akra or castle, i.e.,
the LXX translated " the Millo " (it always has the article) by the word
which in their age, or soon after, was so familiar as the name of the
It is not
infamous *' tower " which was opposed to the sanctuary.
improbable that they intended by using this word that Solomon built a
tower or castle on the same site which was known in the Maccabean time
'^

:

;

Since among Solomon's buildings " the Millo " is ti-anslated
as the Akra.
" the Akra," the Akra of First Maccabees may be a translation of " the

Millo" in the

Hebrew

original.

a very fitting and descriptive

"The Akra"

word

is

not a proper name, bu:

for a hill-top citadel.

It could stand,
Greek, either for the hill-top itself or for the castle on
Xenophon uses ciKpu " as equivalent to oKponoXts, the castle or citadel

as in Attic
it.

'

'"As the mountains are

round about Jerusalem,

about His people from henceforth even for ever."
- Quarterly/ Statement, 188G, p. 152.

so the

Lord

is

round
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on a steep rock overhanging the town" ("Liddell and Scott").
Millo

from

/^^'i>'?!2

^v'?^^ means

"a mound

Similarly

or rampart, built up and

with stones or earth " (" Gesenius ").
There was a Beth-Millo
on the descent to Sillah, probably some place
There may have been a Millo, or arx, ir>
in the country ("Gesenius").
every hill city, and in the ancient City of David. But since Solomon, the
castle which lie had built or rebuilt was the Millo par excellence, as
since Rufus " The Tower " has engrossed that name in London.
3. The Macedonian Akra may very well have stood on S.
Josephus
says that it adjoined and overlooked the tem])le, standing on higher
ground. But 1 Maccabees does not confirm this. That book saj^s that
filled in

at Sliechem, a Beth-Millo

Akra was in " the city of David " (i, 33) that " it was a place to lie
wait against the sanctuary, and an evil adversary to Israel" (i, 36)
that it was on lower ground than the temple (vii, 32, 33), and that "the
heathen issued out from it, and polluted all about the sanctuary, and
did much hurt in the holy place." The hostile tower could be a constant menace to the temple without actually overlooking it.
It was
not so near as to shoot into the tem)>le, the garrison had to make sorties
(" issued out "
xiv, 36).
4. The Akra continued to stand on S after it was taken.
According
to Josephus, Simon Maccabfeus demolished the fortress, and cut down the
hill on which it stood to a level with the rest of the city.
According to
the writer of 1 Maccabees Simon did no such thing, but " he entered
into the tower," " cleansed it from pollution, " " took all uncleanness out
of it," " placed Jews therein, and fortified it for the safety of the country
and the city." Clearly it was not demolished, but preserved.
The
marks of the cutting down of the rock now to be seen in the north part
They are evidence of the
of the Haram do not confirm Josephus.
levelling of that area at some time, but not of there having ever existed
a hill and a fortress on the spot.
5. It is remarkable that while in the historical books of the Bible
the

;

in

;

;

names "Zion" and "City of David" are interchangeable, in 1 Macca" The City of David " is twice named and
is identified with the Akra, " Zion " is six times named, and is always
identified with the sanctuary.
The Psalms had prepared the way for
this use of the name "Zion."
But "the City of David" was more a
name of locality, and was less likely to change its signification in the
270 years since Nehemiah, who fixes its position as near the Pool of
Siloam, and above it (Nehemiah iii, 15).
6. The Akra Avas a citadel under Herod the Great (Josephus, "Antiq.,"
XV, vii, 8). The historian says that " there were (at Mariamne's death)
two fortified places about the city, one belonging to the city itself, the
other behjiiging to the temple"; and that "without the command of
them it was not possible to offer the sacrifices." Clearly these two
citadels were the temple itself and the Akra, which had so long interfered
witli the temple and the sacrifices.
Antonia ami the castle on H api)ear
the

bees they are distinct.

LAPPING OF THE WATER.
not to have been built uutil later (" Autiq.,"
iv, 3)
7.

;

and

When

f)

;

" Wai's," V,

still,

being named

among

other jniblic buildings.

Queen Helena " in the midst of Akra," was not
within the fortress.
The whole hill appears to have borne

i^alace

necessarily

viii,

any case the latter was too far off to affect the sacrifices.
the Akra was burnt by Titus ("Wars," V, vi, 3), it was

in

probably a fortress

But the

XX,
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of

the name.

LAPPING OF THE WATER.
By

Rev. A.

Moody

Stuart, D.D.

After reading with much interest and with the greatest satisfaction a recent

may I draw attention to a miscouceijtion
by Gideon's three hundretl at the "Well of Trembling,"
usually taken by Biblical critics (with the single excejjtion

record of Palestine Exploration,
of the "lapping"

which

is

Kitto in the "Pictorial Bible") to mean drinking the water out of
the palm of the hand?
The "laj^ping" is never seen amongst us and
probably not in Eurojje, but I had an unexpected opportunity of observing
it fifty yeais ago in the Island of Madeira.
One afternoon, in ridingi)f

leisurely out of Funchal, there came toward the town a man in the light
garb of a courier from the mountains running at the top of his speed ashe appi'oached me he stop2:)ed to qiieuch his thirst at a fountain in a way
that at once suggested the lapping of Gideon's men, and I drew up my
pony to observe his action more exactly, but he was already away as on
the wings of the wind, leaving me to wonder and admire. With one
knee bent before him, and the other limb stretched behind in the same
attitude as he I'an, and with his face u])\v;ird toward heaven, he threw
the water apparently with his fingers in a continuous stream through his
open lips without bringing his hand nearer to his mouth than ])erhaps a
foot and a half, and so satisfied his thirst in a few moments.
Gideon with his chosen three hundred, " faint yet pursuing," and
hastily drinking of the brook by the way, sets befo)-e us a singularly fine
picture of energy and zeal in the work of the Lord, and one well fitted to
;

move us whilst thankfully sharing in many mercies, yet to use them as
only " lapping the water with our hand" in our course heavenward.
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No.

163.

In wall of house.

'Orman.

ENOA
A£K

eutface

I

Kire

TNOC
4>i/\

m

noY6K

6/1:70 I'D?

M«7J'oi'

apATN
adavcno^ {eTOVs)

KA8ANA
,T0C9C

K0

/
/-

The date

No.

164.

(tkO

In Medafeh.

(= Wadd.,

BOPKAIOCNATAPol
rvNH AYT0Y60PHC
AnAcoverioHcA n

is

See No. 159.

334 a.d.

2016.)

'Orman.

"/uini

am 00

Boijij

Mpz
"Wetzstein read as above.

Waddington reads

are hardly to be distinguished.
The date is 152 a.d., but reading

is

uncertain.

Satrtao-ov,

but

See No. 159.

T

*nd

C
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No.

165. Beside

No. 1G3.

(= Wadd.,

'Orman.

2050.)

evOaSe

klTEM V

Mo-

Kire

-<T 0-60(9)

6apa{e)i

(10 ami'

-Mfc

-TO 9

No.

166.

In ground in court.

.

eT^tDi')

'Orman.

^ArAOh-TYKH
r^YCnuNAT

.

TTpO

.

.

Toil

.

[ejrij)//

The date

No.

erwv \ ....

Ka\{avcwv) Ai^^IOvcttwv a.
.

167.

Over court door.

KA

K

-rica

....

)jju.ep{u}i')ij

tku' is 321,

i.e.,

.

.

.

.

426 a.d.

'Orman,

trPicicoccHAo<:<:€oM
llpiffico's

Poc

2/yco9 2eo?y/J09.

2

a2

GKEEK INSCKIPTIONS.

U8
On

No. 168.

top of open

'Orman.

stair.

kAic\rncA//\HcJ<
^90YK\^H^iicYBlEhoY
BeotibPirtoN£.TCTii^ Lh

['A^/J^oii
.

.

hiai

KCH

(t/JOV

CTC(

The date

is

117 a.d.

'Eofjeov 'Aovi

.

.

Mcil'OU R(C/(0('

tp

See No. 159.

No. 169. Exposed in court.

'Orman.

MoKei A^o

c
(J)VAkoN hN
a)^^6<tpo NT
CANKAO A P
ZfUfo[9] K//(Xo[v]
<I>('X[i/^]

No. 170.

In wall.

Koi'tji'ivi'

{=

Wadd., 2021a.

No. 4536.)

Mo'vC(/<OS'
(i<piioi'r(i)(Ta}'

Kaibel, Lpujr.

(Jr.,

No. 456, and

C.

I.

O'r.,

'Orman.
<si'6('icc

kItc Ooi'ioi'

KNHPn/NYrPCTei<

^/JOMITTIAHOC 6

6.

Ao/HT-ud'os Qefi{o)o

iAoC

Ytc/veocoY

1t€TTAPAT€:

or

/lAtO'.'

Ol'TTOT

OA6TG

TtTTCtpa rCKfU

ia;»s X.A

\i—wi'

x'l'f.i'^'i'

Thenios, a prudent
the body of Domittianos, the son of
left four children."
He
die.
never
will
fame
whose
man and noble,
E])igiam in hexameters.
"

Here

lies

GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
No. 171.

At

'Orman.

side of street.

C

^

?.49

oVir*

po c c o

oveTpai'ov

60N

No. 172.

Ill

f^

cellar.

'Orman.

kClt

'l{iu\c\oi'v
/V
I

whkAn

J

-OijKai'.

No. 173. Over door east of Great Mosque.

I

MN HOCl
;

Busrah.
toy I' 09

-J

No. 173a. This was copied from an old stone, much weatherworn,
near the Cathedral in Busrah, April, 1890. In August, 1892, the stone
had disappeared, said to have been broken up and used in building a
peasant's hut

some distance from where

it lay.
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No. 174. In Medafeh of Mudlr.

Busrah.

'Ap'x^eXaio 'lov\io9

on a pedestal.
Above the
an ox-head.
Published also in Mev. Arch., June, 1884Inscribed

words

is

No. 175. On stone near the altar outside the walls of BusRAH.

AnuiT/

\vpaAN^
eVf
.

.

rot)

a'^/iivraTov

On

OYIWS

'\opcavov ap'y^icinaKoirov Bo(T7p)ji'{wi') e7e\iw6[i]j

pillar in

e

^

tuNAa4To)(pAn^YAiKe

rov 'lw/3 .... 70V chu'ov A/a: ...

No. 176.

Gt

V;<^eTfeAlU)0l

ATOYI

.

yXboctpcn

Great Mosque.

Cf.

Wadd., 1916a.

Busrah.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.
On

No. 177.

Eastern pillar in Great Mosque."^ Busrah.

Parts of same stone, 177 being the beginning and 176 the end.

(=Wadd.,
eV
Toti

1913.)

uvo/iiftTt

TOO

XajLiTTpoTaTov

<77ypa

7piKov)(^oi'

Gu)T)jp09

'KpiffTOv

(T'x^o{\a(niKov)

Kai

cTrXijpwOij

Kai,

ev

iiTi

$X. 'ApKudioi) 'A.\e^di>Spov

ij<ye/Lioi'o9,

ere*

eKiiaOi]

OefieXi'wv to

e'/c

'^p6i'{oi'})

TTr^y

'Ii'Cik(^71wvo^v

euC^^eJKdT)]^.

In the name of Christ the Saviour, in the time of Flavins Arcadius
Alexander, the distinguished lawyer and governor, the portico of semicircular shape, with three niches, was built from the foundations, and
completed in the 383rd year, i.e., a.d. 488, in the lltli indiction.

Nos. 178 and 179.

(=Wadd.

Busrah.

In wall of Great Mosque.

1906.)

a>CT£.TAT7PA<.
/

a)CT6eKUT0N

KCiJlVMHkeTinii

AXKM>^BA9/V\©N

(rt)

.

.

.

t^

oia<s

C)]7roTe aiTi'a^ \afi^dveii> wa-re CKOfT'roi' riZw cnvk-itcu'}'

Kxi (TKpiviapiwv
(o)

.

.

.

Tj(y[i'

/itjKeTi

Tn^yv

....
7ij<s

TriTrpiKTKeffOai

^idrpiKO^ wffTC

dWd

Tfi

Trp/iKTia

/card fiitO/.iov

twv Covkikwv

dvveaOai

0V7\u}'f\

Parts of some large inscription, apparently a decree of some

sort.

.

.

.
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No. 180. On church at Busrah.

(

= Wa(ld.,

1950.)

AELAVREiTHiONlilG
/\V66PRPf?CQSD£Sl6
CPTlONES>7t£6'UKVR
V/><£R1ANA£6/^LLJAA1AERARIS|

Ael(io) Aurel(io)

Theoni

Augg.

leg.

pr.

pr.

desig.

cos.

optioues

(ceiiturioiium) leg III Kur(enaicae) Valerianae Gallianae raris(s)imo et

per omn(i)a iiistissimo co(n)s(ulari) h(oiioris)

For optionee,

No. 181. In

see

No.

castle wall.

D(is) ]V1(anil)iis)
tiiriouis) leg(ionis)

M.

c(an.sa).

98.

Busrah.

lulii

M.

f.

(=Wadd.,

Salj(atina)

III Cyr(enaicae) coh(ortis)

1955.)

Maxinii Man(t)ua (cen-

V

i)r(incipi.s)

}H..s(terioris)

lulia Lais coniugi ob [me]r[ita].

Julius
of

Maximus belonged

Mantua.

to the tribus Sabatina,

and was

a native
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Dera'ah.

No. 182. Over court doorwav.

No. 183. In roof, face ii])\vard.s, over eastern door of El Maxarah, or
ET TtJRBEH in Hebran, called by the Arabs Hebras.
VffC^f OtTft PI AC

Ml KVC/WKAlC/^fC'C

''I

f0VAiAi6V>'AI"ANafANTa;»i6iNJV

(:tl?AiT(7VirCtgP1'CONA0ttHrtV^,sPATU^M«**^'(/l»HTOVC(?KTtVKAI
^tKATCtANr(4'NtlN0VKAitAP»C'n'«NI'Ht>«Mt»iWNAyiS'i'«iaC^i9A(Mi>r9Aie£AcY

c>.):«r/V5NKJW«r<w»xA<w«wcv*i'A»>h?'«iMrABX'r«i!aNrAiA;K««t«(<,crA^N^Ai'jY;fP«T'AH(jN

v—e/)

(rwTijjx'ds

^XvTWveivov
(^e)rovi

teal (I'/zc/^?)

'^eSuffJou

0K7W

Kcil

Ki'pioo

^vne^oii'}

ceicc'nou

Ti'rov

Kni'fT(iiJo<

o

I'ao^

Wi'Twuennw

etc

rwi'

Y^fUfTujiov

Al\/ov

Trpovoi^naaei'tw

Telcov ^iat'pov Ai6e\ov 'Efi/nepvov

The date

No. 184.

is

tKTKrOtj

A/)io-

cepoTa/niwi'

156 a.d.

On

cliarch in ruined village in

El

Leja.

two

stories.

stone slabs which formed the roof of the

first

story are in

'\ov\lO<i Md^lftOS' <>TpttTIW7(^/jl)
((VQKTiCFdl'

It

is

[[Xt:-/

HI

Kt'/< ?j Kn\^t

The cluuch

Many

in

built of dressed basaltic stone.

OO6A0O9

Af/)i(H'oi>

lejxniKCcv

is

of the great

situ.

Mci^ilios^ 'Pot'0ov

All ~(l-plCIO OcU' IVCrc/Sr/df X"/'"'
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On lintel over door north of the Theatre. Shukba.

No. 185.

v.

No. 149.

yrrEPCWTHPiACKAlNH^HtTioNKYPlUfNAY]

d

|*OKPAT01»u;N-MAYPH/\l0yANTu)M£lN3Y

J^

•
f

A^'^^

xAi-A/AYPHAi^aY^^ae^r^viaY/flyTorcigt

r^^'-J^NCTTlWPT/OYOyHPOY-nPECB-CEB'ANTICTP
Et6CTU)TOCTrETOrCfDrEYilHAlO>/AeCi 5tA<^
I

I'TTe/)

auni]piii<i kciI

WvTtovei'vov

i^i'kijs

Ttvv Kupi'wif

A. Avpi]\tov

K(ii

^TPA
j

XvroKpcnopiov M. AvptjXton

iitot>

ainou

'E,ep\_a(TT\u.n' ctti

TrpetrSi^evrot') '^.e^^narou) (ii'rifnp{a7}]^/ou) eCpcffTwro'}

Ovijpou

MapTiov

Uejovat'ov

Eud)']juov {(iKciTouTapx^ov) \ey(^iuii>09) <?' 't>X{afiia^) ^I'p^^nj'i)
eTTi

At

Kajiiov Aa/3avov arpmijf^jov.

the right hand side

Stot

A.

AalBavov
(TTpalrrjyov

The date lies between 175 a.d. and 178 a.d., while Martins Verus
was governor, during the joint reign of Marcus Aurelius and his son
Commodus. The surname of the latter has been erased.
No. 186.

On

stone turned up near Seffurieh.

Y6A ACI OYC XKCJK/^A MTTA
re o y AeT±orTo
I

0Y"ncP\CP9O NTAi.cYB6P
AN A P£ AP Xl€ TNAT

cji

Cj)

I

(jjC

o

Torpor

re\a(Xiov(?y

\

AM n

y

KU}(fitfT()v^ \a/ii7r{poT('noii)

veiov Ce TOO
ap')([_i<TJvi>Wfu)yov

WjOV

inscrii»tion numbered 100a should have been placed
from 'Ary o.i, not from 'Ahry in the Leja.]

[The
It

is

at the end.
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A JOURNEY IN THE HAURAN.
By

W. Ewing.

Eev.

{Concluded from page 294.)

Despatching Mohammed to attend to the horses, I rambled quietly
through the village again, making friends with the people, who now were
curious to have everything examined which they themselves did not understand. I was invited into a good many houses, without finding much more
than bits of broken sculpture. This led to an experience, not uncommon, I
I had just told the mistress
suppose, but which I had never had before.
of a house, a good-looking young woman, with dark shining eyes, and the
whitest of glistening teeth, that there was nothing specially interesting
about the columns with ornamented capitals she had brought me in to
see, and was turning to go when she entreated me to stay for a moment.
She approached in a ripple of smiles, but with an earnest look in her
eye,

and asked

did she want

words on a
j^jS^s-^

in a whisper

me to

slip of

if

I

Of course, I said I could
if I would only write two
would be all right. She knew I was a

could write.

write a letter for her

paper for her

it

literally " wise one," usually

1

;

O, no,

employed for " doctor."

But

of

what

use would a couple of words on a slip of paper be to her ? There was
She was labouring under certain domestic
no question about its utility.
disadvantages and consequent anxieties, barring her from the full confidence and favour of her lord. Would I not write the few words for her,
so she might wear them about her person, when she was certain her
troubles would soon vanish. Nor would she ask me to do it for nothing,
which she
as she had a bishlik a piece of money worth about six]>ence
had carefully prepared against such an occasion as this, and that should
It was difficult to resist
be mine the moment the words were written
such a temptation as this, but having no skill in the construction of the
hejdb, I thought it better to leave the matter alone. Her disappointment
was very apparent, so I recommended her to apply to Mohammed, the
haktm of our company, who, I doubted not, would be able to give her
excellent advice.
Unhappily, however, she was unable to come to our
[
quarters that evening, and we were off very early next morning.
mentioned the matter to Mohammed, and had (juite a lecture from him
on the subject of hejdbs.
From this superstition lie was perfectly

—

—

!

He
emancipated, and made no little game of its unfortunate victims.
was, however, always ready to oblige a client when anything was to be
gained.
He told me of two women whom he had made happy for life
with a few strokes of his pen, he being profiter to the extent of three
mejedies,

about equal to ten shillings

trust reposed in these things

among

by

all

the poorer and more iguorant.

!

It

is

pathetic to think of the

classes in

the country, especially

Often a verse from the

Kordn

is
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written

;

It is usual
in other cases simply a few alleged mystic signs.
sewn up in strong cloth or leather, then it is slung with

to have the hejdh

a

round the neck, strapped on in the belt, or otherwise attached
The number of things which are worn as amulets is

strino-

to the person.

bewilderino-

:

hair, teeth, leathei%

stones, bits of coloured glass, wood,'

Very high in favour are the
bones from the vertebra; of the wolf, and you can seldom travel far
without meeting with the ubiquitous blue bead. It is twisted into the
a horse
hair of the pretty child, or hung round the neck of the weakly
of which a man is proud will have the inevitable blue bead in mane or
tail.
It is held to be a sure protection against the malign power of the
coins,

metals,

bones

of animals, &c., &c.

:

evil eye.

An

old Cufic inscri]3tion on a stone beside the heidar detained me
made of it, the weather had so worn the surface.

long, but little could be

Then I found a company of peasants from a place to westward which
they called Jihheh, with donkey loads of grapes, of which they disposed at
very reasonable rates, so I was able to atford a treat for our host and his
Money is
friends, which they thoroughly enjojed, at but little cost.
not much used among the people there, and many of them have no
approximate idea of its value. Barter is the rule among them, and these
peasants hoped only to take back wheat in return for the produce of their
A few hearty muleteers from Hasheiyeh joined the company
vineyards.
in the Merjdfeh towards evening, and their hilarious, not to say boisterous,
merriment enlivened the last hours of day. These stout children of the
highways have many dangers, and sufTer more hardships, in the practice
of their arduous calling, but, taking them as a whole, nothing seems to
daunt them or to reduce their exuberance of spirit. There were also
.several workmen in the village, described as coming from cl Beka\
"Cn?le Syria," a pretty comprehensive term. The harvesting operations
over in the north, they had come hither seeking employment. They
could build houses, but in this respect might not be compared with the
sturdy and skilful masons of Schweir. They would also take a turn at
They and their
threshing or winnowing, or whatever was going on.
families would be well contented if they might take back with them a
load or two of grain as the reward of their toil during a few weeks in
Jedur or Hauran.
The conversation after sujiper turned on such diverse subjects as the
management of wheat, the nature, manner, and efficacy of prayer, and
the condition of roads in the country. One bit of information I set down
youth who
liere for any who may be able to take advantage of it.
knew the [)lace well assured me that Latib is absolutely full of

A

inscriptions.

El Mdl, "the fortune," name of sweet significance to Ar.ib ears, lies
not far to tlie north-west from 'Akral)aii, at the eastern base ot the hill
bearing the .same name. The house of the Sheikh being whitewashed,
stood out in bold prominence among its dark neighbours in the clear light
of the morning as we passed in tlie di.stance.
A'e//' Ndsij stands on a

A JOUKNEY IN THE HAUltAN.

3o7

rocky height, considerably above the level of 'Akrabah. There are only
now occupied two years ago it was perfectly empty. The
people had come from some of the villages in el Ghauta, the fertile plain
In personal appearance they were the cleanest and tidiest
of Damascus.
ten houses

;

Fellahin in these parts. They complained
very bitterly of the sterile character of the soil around them, saying it
was hardly possible, even with the immunities they enjoyed, to make a
Enquiring as to the immunities, they told me that to
livelihood.

we had yet met among the

encourage men to settle in such districts, the Government declared tliat
no taxes of any kind wouhl be levied upon settlers for, I think, tive
This time should enable them to bring the land into subjection,
years.
and then the usual 'ashih\ or tithe, would be taken. They had now the
experience of two years behind them and, like my Sufsaf friend at
el 'Osij, were seriously thinking of returning home, the riches of the
(Ihauta, even with all its burdens, being preferable to the freedom and
poverty of Kefr Nasij. There is a considerable extent of ruins, but only
one building of any size, towanls the centre of the village. It seemed a
likely enough place for inscriptions, but the peo])le said nothing of the
kind was to be found in the village. A pretty careful search disposed
me to believe them, so taking farewell of the kindly settlers we mounted

Umm

and rode for Kefr Shems.
Our way lay across the bottom of
north and south. The soil appeared
received at Kefr Nasij would have led
waving (1 hurra, the Ijright green of the

a wide valley which runs nearly

much

than the account.s
Great breadths of
blades contrasting with the white
graceful feather)^ heads, lent a pleasing touch of colour to the sombre
From the summit of the opijosiug hills, with a clear
landscape.
atmosphere, a splendid view should be obtained of all the country lying
richer

us to expect.

between this and Jebel ed Druze in the east, but, unliap]jily, a thick haze,
which I have never seen absent, obscured the whole of el Leja' and the
plains to the south the serried jjeaks of the niountain rising into the sky
beyond. Just under us, a little to southward, lay Kefr Shems " the
village of the Sun," and further off to the south-east rose the black
towers of Ef Sanuraein "the two idols." Descending the eastern slope,
we struck an ancient aqueduct which, coming from the north-west,
pitrsues its course in an irregular line past Kefr Shems on to Es
Sanamein. The house of the Sheikh in Kefr Shems stands in the southwest quarter of the village. It is guarded by a wall, high and strong,
and a huge stone door, swinging open from the street, admits to a courtyard paved throughout with dressed blocks of basalt. The under part of
the house is built of the same material. A very rickety stair leads to the
upper quarters, where the medafeh is situated. This is adorned with
marble columns, which look strangely out of place supjiorting the rude
roof.
The Sheikh proved most kind and liospitable, providing melons and

—

—

—

grapes liberally for our refreshment. He then constituted himself my
guide, and to his interest I owe the inscriptions I was able to copy here.
great part of the old town is now fairly underground. It may, perhaps,

A
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savour of exaggeration to say of the lines of pillars, and the massive
buildings now almost entirely concealed and built over, that if they were
that
only on the surface they would present a display almost as grand as
I followed
of Jerash, but that was the impression made upon my mind as
my host among ranks of half-buried but yet stately columns, and through
the gloomy passages beyond. How aptly this illustrates the transitory
nature of earthly grandeur. These buildings are now used as stables,

and pens for the village sheep.
had the first and only attack of fever during tliis journey, and
the good Sheikh sagely assured me was due to the melon he had so

cattle sheds,

Here
this

I

hospitably provided

and we never

!

failed to

But fever is always brooding over these villages,
meet with earnest applicants for ktna, as they call

be the one medicine of the Franjies in
A very common
paper and
of
cigarette
bit
in
the
dose
a
up
wrap
is
to
it
taking
of
way
swallow it with a mouthful of water. The cigarette paper is everywhere
even i:i the most remote parts, where no other evidences of
to be found
approaching civilisation were to be seen, the little packets of paper in
Fever
their indiarubber bands and pictured boards were never absent.
notwithstanding, we started about midday and rode down to Es Sanamein,
" quinine." This appeared
which there was something

to

like universal confidence.

;

following pretty closely the line of the aqueduct, alongside of which we
found traces of an aiicient road. In some parts lines of stones on either

would seem to show that at one time it was guarded by walls.
Taking a ])ath which strikes otf lo the right, we reached the edge of the
almost
valley which runs to west of the village, and which here deepens
The
sides.
into a gorge, the black bare rocks rising many feet on both
the
on
up
struggled
down
and
scrambled
diificulty
some
with
horses
illfurther bank, then between perfunctorily built dykes that guard the
entering
after
Just
ruins.
the
approached
quickly
we
gardens
managed
which,
the village there is on the right hand in the valley a deep pool
strong
rather
time
it
is
this
but
fresh,
by
tolerably
is
year,
the
earlier in
Eude stone steps lead up from the water's edge to a
for European taste.
and
large rectangular enclosure, paved with badly fitting blocks of basalt,

side

surrounded by a low wall of the same stone. All the materials here used
In the southern end of the enclosure
are taken from the ruins around.
there is a niche with shell ornamentation, which indicates the direction
Hither come many of the pious Moslemin to perform their
of the Kiblah.
devotions, the water being specially convenient for ablutions.
This ))rayer place by the water reminds one of the Jewish p7'oseuchae,
which they were wont to have by the seashore, and on the banks of rivers
(Acts xvi, 13).

Kiblah

course, the sanctuary

prayer.

It

— d^Ss
in

is

used in Syria for " south."

seems to be an irregular

— as

It means, of

Mecca, towards which the Moslem turns in
infinitive

of

J.jl'

— "to

stand

the place over againot wnich the worshipper stands.
The dark towers which are so imposing when seen from afar, on closer
The use of white and black
acquaintance are a sad disappointment.

opposite to"

"
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stones in their construction gives them a curious speckled appearance.
Consisting of two or three storeys each, it is not easy to determine their
they may have been a sort of rude mausoleums. The
original purpose
:

building of the lower part is usually substantial, but it grows shaky
towards the top. These towers look over a wide extent of ruin, which
has perhaps yielded more inscriptions than any similar space in the
Hauran but it is impossible to say what riches may still lie buried
under the enormous rubbish heaps that cumber the ground on every
hand. The guide books give an account of the temples and reservoir in
the eastern portion of the town. This reservoir, under the southern wall
;

of the larger temple, affords the chief water supply of the villagers in
The temples are not built of limestone, as " Murray's Guide
Limestone never could have weathered the blasts of centuries
asserts.

summer.

as this carefully-dressed basalt has done. Whence its dark brownish
colour on the surface I know not, but basalt it is beyond all doubt.
Again, it is hardly correct to say that any of the houses here are " in
the best style of Hauran architecture." Very much finer examples are

But a very good
to be found, e.ff., in Zora', and in Damet el 'Alyah.
general idea of the ancient method of building, and the use of blocks
and slabs of stone for all purposes walls, roof, window shutters,
may be gathered from the structures now standing, many of
doors, &c.
them of old materials, and very roughly put together, but chiefly from

—

—

The mosque is an unpretentious building, with a very large
paved courtyard. Like other eastern sanctuaries, it is open to afford welcome
shelter to friendless and homeless wanderers, several of whom we found
had taken refuge under its shadow from the fierce heat of the day.
So it is also with the synagogues of the Jews in the Orient. He who
reaches a Jewish town, if he has no friend, may claim a place to rest in
the sanctuary of his brethren. If he be in penury, the authorities tell
off a certain number of householders, who shall each give him a meal
•every day, or every second day, vmtil such time as he may be otherwise
the ruins.

provided

for,

A little to

or

move

further.

eastward of the village I saw a number of tents, and beyond

the tents a scene of bustle and activity, most ?(iioriental in its character.
The tents belonged to the engineers who had charge of the construction

tramway from Damascus into the Hauran. In the course of their
work they had reached Es Sanamein, and the low embankment which
here was necessary, a troop of native workers, under European superI found the chief in command,
vision, were throwing up in great style.
the mudlr, as the Arabs called him, a young Belgian, a fine, frank,
hospitable fellow, as much delighted to meet a new face from the west as
I had hoped
I was to see a representative of civilisation in these wilds.
to reach Khabab that evening, but he would not hear of our going

of the

—

further,

and with the kindly violence

of the Orient he consti-ained ua to

make our abode with him that night. The clean comfortable tents were
had been used with f^- some time, so I
a, great contrast to what we
The rest of the afternoon passed
-daresay we were not hard to persuade.
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inspecting the works, and more especially a bridge which was
of the town, just below the ancient Eoman bridge

])leasaiitly,

to span

thewady south

which

has

outlived

dilapidated, to

so

survive

many centuries, and
many more modern

bids

fair,

though sadly

The metals

structures.

Ghubaghib, and a locomotive and a number of
waggons having been at work for some time the people were beginning
Indeed, they had already
to realise some of the blessings of railways.
and no sham affairs either, for several lives
a few accidents to boast of
had been lost.
The line has now been completed as far as Mezeirib, and opened
Still, if it is properly gone
about,
only, however, for goods traffic.
travellers may arrange for a trip into the Hauran from Damascus, and
thus see in brief time, and at little expense, what not long ago would
The line from Haifa will also
liave cost a considerable amoiuit of both.
open up a country of very gi-eat interest, but as yet very little progress
has been made with it.
About sunset the company assembled in the dining tent of the
engineers for supjier, and a thoroughly enjoyable evening was spent, all
were

laid

as

far

as

;

so, perhaps, because the ])roceedings j^artook somewhat of the
nature of comedy. The mudlr could make nothing of English, German,
His Arabic
or Arabic, while I was equally at sea in French and Italian.
interpreter was therefore requisitioned, and the curious spectacle was seen

the more

two Europeans who could make themselves mutually intelligible only
through the medium of what, to western ears, nuist have seemed the
barbarous jargon of the Arab. But men in such circumstances are not
of

and the flow of converse was not stayed until far into
the night, when a great stillness had fallen over the cam]), the village,
and the wide desolate stretches around us.
Kurdish
If the night fell in silence the morning broke in tumult.
soldier, who had been told off to guard the camp, awoke to find that his
easily daunted,

A

"akal

had disajipeared

— the

or head covering in place.

fillet

which holds the kufqieh
a troop of camels passing in

of twisted hair

Some had heard

the darkness, and opined that the camel drivers had visited the tents, and
finding the 'akal the most convenient thing, had quietly annexed it, while
the valiant guard, like Saul of old, lay deep in slumber. Pursuit was
hopeless

epithet

;

is

but the Kurdish tongue did ample duty, and
any avail, the thief's ears may well have rung.

of

if

strength of

Thus it often
As the Arabs say,

with the ships of the desert " that pass in the night."
"
" continue walking
lift a thing and yadullv, m&sky
?
"
swinging
The
long
step
wliere
are
they
of
"
and in the morning
the camel, unresting for many hours, carries them well away from the
is

the camel drivers

—

—

scene of their depredations ere the dawn.
Looking out we found the face of the earth covered by a dense white
mist it seemed as if the atmosphere were packed full of soft cotton
;

Everything was drenched with dew. It was some hours ere the
A remarkable
were able to penetrate the cloud.
inscription had been seen recently by the interpreter, .so he said, just
wool.

sun's bright shafts
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newly uncovered. He volunteered to accompany me and point it out but
in some mysterious way it had disappeared
The people were very
kindly disposed, and allowed me to wander around and through their houses
I regret now that I did not copy several inscriptions which
at pleasure.
they said had been taken before, and which I thought, from the prominent
positions they occupied, could hardly have been missed.
But many of
these stones are often moved about, and where no book of reference is at
hand it is well always to secure them.
Only two temples have been traced among the ruins at Es Sanamein.
It has been suggested that the name may have been derived from the two
;

!

figures cut

on a block which

lies

by the gateway

;

but

is

,,jus

mnam^

" an idol," ever used for a figure cut on a block ?
Does it not seem more
"
natural to suppose that the two ruined fanes once covered the " two idols
to which the village in these latter days owes its name ?

The

kedish treated us to a display of agility of

him

which we had never

'Abdullah, rubbing his eyes open, was trying to
arrange our goods and chattels on the back of the hitherto submissive

suspected

capable.

to have grown utterly weary of those everand suddenly the iron shoes on his hind feet
flashed into the air high above 'Abdullah's unprotected skull, and the
whole pile came rumbling over his head in magnificent confusion. For a
moment he stood, amid the guftaws of the delighted camp followers, with
eai's and tail erect, staring at the result
of his abnormal activity.
'Abdullah addressed him in a few sentences, remarkable for their brevity
and concentrated strength, and the fit left him as quickly as it had come.
He stood, apparently in deep contrition, nntil the burden was fairly
placed and secured, and for the rest of the journey he seemed to have

animal.

But he seemed

lasting boxes, bags, &c.,

gained complete mastery of the evil spirit of insubordination.
The road to Khabab from Es Sanamein pursues an easterly direction
as far as Buslr.
This village stands amid dark reaches of deep fertile
soil, which run np to the rocky wall of el Lej^'.
It is fairly cultivated

husbandry known to the villagers, and
enough to keep them in comparative comfort, in spite of the
burdens imposed with and without the authority of the Government.
The medafeh of the Sheikh opening to northward commanded an extensive view of the j^lain, which three months before had been clothed with
the waving gold of the wheat harvest, and over which a few cattle, set
free from the toils of the threshing floor, now wandered, gathering here
and there in listless groups to gaze over the dark acres. The Sheikh
Mousa Eifendi el Fellouli, was a fine specimen of the well-to-do Fellahy.
" Eflendi " appearing in his title was doubtless due to contact with the
life of Damascus, and evidently the good Sheikh felt himself under
obligation " to live xip to it." His diwdn boasted a table of rough wood
and a few chairs, besides the ordinary mats. He produced, with no little
pride, a few coarse jjlates, on which he served us with melons and o-rajies.
When bread and leben were brought, he had actually a coujjle of iron
after the fashion of the rude

yields

2 B
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A

very poor-looking Betlawy
spoons with which to eat the latter.
occupied a corner of the diicdn. He had made friends with the Sheikh
of Busir, and occasionally ventured beyond the rocky barriers that bound
the territory of his brethren, to partake of the Sheikh's hosjaitality,
_

where the fare was better than would be found in el Leja' at this season.
Taking advantage of his momentary absence, Mohammed told me that
the Arabs of el Leja' were a very bad lot. Anjas ma yakun., he said,
which may be freely rendered '' Greater rascals do not exist." From
this text he preached continuously, seeking to inspire me with caution,
It is only right to say that
until we were safely beyond their boi'ders.
This
all along our route his opinions met with ample corroboration.
seemed a simple enough man, and I think, to the best of his abilityj he
gave us the information we asked about routes, &c., in el Leja'. I had
hoped it might be possible to see something of the central districts of
He
el Leja', esi^ecially to the noi"th and north-west of Damet el 'Alyah.
assured me that to attempt this at present would be utter madness. No
not even a bird would fly over
living thing was to be found thei-e now
:

;

it

!

It was, he said, bass shot

—

Jj-i />iJ— " only a

liot,

rocky, waterless

—

word ^4-^ (pi. ij\^\ ashivdl)
with the Hebrew 7*"l^tlJ> sli'ol, wliich is translated by the Greek, Hades.
In the spring of the year the thing might be done, but he thought it
would be labour wasted. Nothing would be seen but dreary stretches of
rock, an occasional shepherd, whose flock cropped the scanty and stunted
herbage, and in the lonelier parts a fox or a jackal. There were no
It is interesting to

waste."

villages,

and no luins

;

compare

this

these are to be found only in the

o
.
,

^—

?w7«/,

along the bordeis of the district. While we sat at meat the
Beduwy suddenly started, sprang to his feet, and peered anxiously into
the distance across the plain to northward. Looking up, I could see only,
that

as

it

is,

were, two moving specks in the direction he indicated.

First he

Dowla — " the Government."
He shouldered his club, drew his 'abba closely around him, slipped out
on his bare feet, and away through the stubble to southward. Ere the
horsemen reached the village he must have been well on his way to the
borders of the great natural fortress of his kinsmen, el Leja'. The Arabs
of el Leja' will by no means face a soldier when beyond their own
borders.
The Arab, who is practically an outlaw, would almost certainly
muttered

" horsemen," and, after a little, ed

were he to trust the tender mercies of the Turkish soldier.
it should be said, is equally chary of venturing within the
rocky frontier of the Arab's territory. They regard each other as sworn
foes, and miss no opportunity of showing how sincere their feelings are.
A soldier who, on a former occasion, accompanied our i)arty as far as
Zor'a, could not be tempted, even by money, to go with us towards
Damet el 'Alyah. A Christian guide whom we secured on that occasion
led us l)y quiet paths to within sight of Dama, then seized with a violent
trembling, he jiointed out the i)lace with his club, pocketed his haclsheesh,
turned aside into the rocky wilderness, and speedily disappeared. For his
regi'et

it,

Tlie latter,
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it was well, as a troop of Druze horsemen who came out to
would certainly have given him some trouble.
When the horsemen from the north arrived, they turned out not to be
It was the old story of the
representatives of the Dowla after all.
money-lender and creditors over again. The money-lender in this case
was a strapping young Damascene, attired in gorgeous apparel of rustling
The second horseman was his attendant and guard. Probably the
silk.
" Effendi " in his title secured for the good Mousa somewhat more respect
from his creditor than is usual in such circumstances. But all the same,
the arrival of the money-lender to collect capital or interest, was an
event which quite obviously afforded no pleasure to any man in the
While the reckonings of some of the smaller creditors were
villa»e.
being pulled into shape, good Sheikh Mousa took me in charge, and we
proceeded to explore the village. The one thing of interest we discovered
was the stone No. 48, with inscription worn and mutilated beyond
A few houses are built of dressed stone and lime, but most
recognition.
are of the usual type, rough stones and mud, while the passages between

own comfort
welcome

us,

the walls are covered to a depth of many feet with all manner of rubbish.
The round of inspection over, Ave left the villagers and the Shdmi/ making
the best of a very disagreeable business, and, following the directions of
the hospitable Mousa, struck out for Khabab.

The

old city of

Khabab

is

somewhat

difficult of

approach.

It stands

Eeaching the edge of the plain, we
pushed on by the winding tracks leading through the splendid basaltic
ramparts that guard the entrance to the fastnesses of the Arab. As w^e
just within the border of el Leja'.

came nearer the city, by the wayside we saw signs of the industry for
which the place has long been famous. Great circular millstones, skilfully cut from the hard rock, stood in pairs, steadied by means of a
wooden shaft passed through the apertures in the centres, like huge solid

One of these stones is as much as the strongest camel is
expected to carry, and you may often see strings of the big ships of
the desert, each with a dark mass of stone poised carefully on its back,
This is one of the
swinging away to northward and westward.
industries with which the Arabs find it difficult to interfere, and as it
means something for the villagers engaged in it, their masters can with a

cart wheels.
e'/er

make free with their goods in other directions. The
quality of the rock in this neighbourhood fits it peculiarly for this
jnirpose, and the tradesmen of Khabab are called on to supply the needs

better conscience

very wide district.
Approaching the town, the most conspicuous object is the house of
It stands on a slight eminence towards the
the bishop, Ddr el Ilatrdn.
western quarter, and being whitewashed, is in sharp contrast with the
sombre-hued hovels around. The sunlight gleaming on its white walls
renders it a prominent landmark far over the dark, bleak tracts of
el Leja'.
I saw it again distinctly both from Harrau and from Tell
'Ammar. Khabab is nominally the headquarters of the Bishop of the
Hauran but his lordshijj finds Damascus much more to his liking during
of a

;

2
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the greater part of the year, and the house, althougli distinguished by
whitewash, is not kept in very excellent repair. The modern village is
a good deal scattered, stretching along the bottom of a shallow valley

and some distance up the opposing slopes. It is built almost entirely of
ancient materials, and stones with carving and inscriptions that once
adorned very difl'erent structures, are now found plastered with mud over

Not content with the
remains of antiquity around their own doors, several of the ruins in the
intei'ior, now deserted, notably Zubeir, had been laid under contribution,
and many of the inscribed and sculptured stones which I examined had
been carried hither by camels. Zubeir, Zubireh, Keratah, had each
yielded tribute, and No. 51 had been brought from Melihat Hasktn,
whose bare walls Ave could see on rather lower gi'ound, not far to the
the doors or in the walls of these wretched huts.

north.

Here we were among Christians. They belong to the Greek Catholic
communion. Their isolation has delivered them from the bitterness of
But it is with
spirit too often generated in contact with other sects.
peculiar pleasvire I record the fact that among all Christian communities
in Palestine, by whatever name they may be called, I never experienced
anything but the greatest kindness. Some of my own best friends in
Palestine were in holy orders in the three principal oi)posing communions,
Greek, Greek Catholic, and Latin. The jjeasants soon discovered that I

was a maslhy

—

^o>«,Jsawc

Greek

translation of the

Syria

But

Nasara').

may be and
epithets,

maslhy

of course,

word

in

"A

is

the literal

more common use

Nazarene" (pL

in

o,L2J —

to be observed that among the Arabs while Nasrany
a term of reproach, combined with other opprobrious
always spoken with respect " a gracious word on the
There was no lack of willing guides to conduct us to

is

is

lips of the Ai'ab."

A

literally

This,

is

it

often

;;(pto-rtai'os.

Xaxrany,

^'l-^i

is

— " Christian."

—

where we were received with a warmth of
welcome enough to delight the heart of travellers much more
fastidious than we.
Sheikh Diab el Ghannem was abroad attending to
village affairs, but he was ably represented by his wife and daughters.
The house is a great rambling structure built round three sides of a
square, apparently designed to afford the maximum of accommodation
with the minimum of comfort. But houses, save for security of stores, do
not mean very much for these children of the open air. The meijdfeh is a
small room at the end of the south-western wing. It is plastered with
mud floor, ceiling, and walls and is really the most comfortable part of
the house of the Sheikh,

liospitable

—

—

the house.

It opens on a stjuare platform raised about 18 inches above

the street and suriounded by a lough stone wall.
villagers

mark

meet

for their evening gossip.

Here

it is

that the

Being a man of common

faitii,

room chiefly
occupied by the family, in that i)art of the square protected by the two
wings. The ro(jm was filled with the results of the skill and industry of
the women. Those who came to entertain us brought their work with

as a

of respect

and confidence

I

was ushered

into the

——
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Some were spinning yarn

theiu.

knitting

it

and others were Lusy

of goats' hair,

The hurj—„.i

into cloth.

" saddlebags," so largely used

by the Arab horseman, they make in great numbers. They also turn out
the capacious bags in which the grain of the Hauran is transported on
camel-back to Damascus, and across the country to tlie sea the rough;

hair cloak or \iha'—>\xs.

small hair carpets

;

;

the \ikal

— JUz — or

fillet

as well as
of hair witli which the Arab fastens his kufiyeh on his head
When the losses of the peasants in the fields have
hair cloth for tents.
been heavier than usual, the earnings of the women during the winter
;

months must often make

all

the difference between starvation and

comparative comfort.
Several men from the Damascus district had come with camels,
bringing loads of beautiful grapes. These it was their purpose to part
with in exchange for wheat, and when I came across them they were
doing a very fair business. They were easily persuaded to part with a

few

for

money.

A

wooden half-midd measure

\,^

— midd^

is

the

measure of capacity which, in dealing with grain, takes the place of our
bushel was nearly filled with the luscious berries a stalwart youth set
it on his head and bore it triumphantly before me to the Sheikh's house,
where they met with an uncommonly warm reception.
The ignorance of the people has not been much afi"ected by their
Christian traininij such as it is. With the best intentions in the world
they could guide me to only a few inscriptions. Some of those I found
and copied, many had not recognised as inscriptions at all. No doubt
there is much in the place to reward the patient searcher who has time to

—

;

spend in the work.
"

new church "

A

very large

iSiS::^ tUuJ^-o

hatusvh

jad'ldeli,

—had

been in process of erection for some time in the
It was being built of basaltic stones
eastern quarter of the town.
without mortar of any kind. The walls, which were over 3 feet thick,
must have been nearly 20 feet in height all round the square which they
enclosed.
The men of Shweir, in Mount Lebanon, are, of course, the
builders to whom such work is entrusted. No. 49 was built in over the
lofty doorway, resting on a broad lintel which projected a few inches, so
No ladder could be found, but a
that it could not be read from below.
rojie was brought and no small excitement was caused when, having
fastened the rope round me, passing

it

over the top of the wall the trusty

Mohammed

held the other end, and swinging over the front I reached
the lintel and made as good a coj^y of the inscription as circumstances
I^ermitted.

As

the sun dipped low in the west the

men began

to gather in

from

and news of the str.angers' presence soon secured
for us a goodly company in the Sheikh's quarters.
The Sheikh himself,
was a man of something under average stature, with bushy iron-grey hair,
beard and moustache, and keen grey eyes. He was a man of very quiet'
their various vocations,
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deportment, but evidently had secured the esteem of all the rough men
around him. While supper was being prepared some of the younger men
went with me to a lofty roof whence we commanded a considerable view
One of these men I had met in Tiberias, whither he had gone
of el Jjeja'.

Greek Catholic

to visit his brother, the

They use many

place.

peculiar forms of speech,

which they explained

siiin

ildasJu

(^1

Isma^ hatta iliM lah

A

,

W

•;

lal;

•__

,jjj^_^ «_*--;l

,

priest,

— " Listen

to

who

e.g.,

mean

a native of this

is

cJJ

^^^J^S=>-\

^:x.j^l

may speak

_vr=-

^^^

,

^^.^

yovi."

Again,

Jkz, tvalA talitasht which they freely rendered.

li:_,<Lj\

'A.'

..'

^<

)

that I

to

Iskat ma bertd isma' minak— " Hold your peace,

They pointed out many of the ruins and
within sight, mentioning particularly those where the water
supply is good and plentiful. I led them on to give me the names of all
We had not made
the ruins and villages known to them in el Leja'.
supper
was
to
heard,
but that frugal
summons
the
when
proo-ress
much
meal over we sat down again under the stars, with the light of a
I don't

want

to hear you."

villao-es

paraffin lamp, and now we had the assistance of the
assembled company. I fancy we had got pretty well through the list
when the Sheikh, who had been growing uneasy for some time, suggested
that it was a very useless bit of work. It is alw-iys well to take a hint of
Mohammed learned
this kind from your host, so we at once desisted.
that he was afraid of getting into trouble with the powers that be for
allowing a stranger to collect so much information about the district, and

dilapidated

he could not know what political design might underlie the
apparently innocent desire for the acquisition of knowledge.
The conversation turned upon indifferent subjects, and drowsiness
creeping over us we did not think it worth while in the warm night air
to change our positions, but even where we were we slept comfortably
of course

the morning.
The>/ are
the names as the peasants gave them to me.
It may also be an advantage to
responsible for the orthogra])hy.
till

I give

transliterate them.

Place Names

ElKlmlidiyeh

Hamir

K6m Roman
'

„

Water)
,

.

Zubeir

Zublreh

fGood
"

=
=
_
"

=
=

Lj.lUl^

in

El

Leja'.

~

^'^"^

J^

^<l>••

i

C>V
Bosor
'

^^'V

el

Hariry

•

Et'ftrah

,.^J

b
-^

\

i^-j

,.^^1

'

C^^

jX>

= ^"-^-"^^
^
=
,\xj\

Ed Dawireh

=

'^J.^^^

A

.lOUllNEY IN

Nejrau

Eimet

c;.>f
K-9^
el

THE HAURAN.
Eib
El Melihal)

Luhf

Salakhid

Khabab

Umm ez Zeitun

Maliajjeh

Tell

=

Tibueli

Mukdad

cUAj

El Mejeidel

Kasr Jeniu (Good
Water)

Kiratah

Kasr

Zobaii'

El Wabeir

=

Kasr Hablbeh

<LkJ.x

En Najih
KasAr

Hormali

el

(L^ «sv)

1

,

5*^^

Sbakrali

KasAr Barghashah =
Bi'r

Jafir

Wakm

(Good

Water)
Darnet

'Alyah

el

El Khirseh
:

-

El Jisreh

'Ahreb

('Aliry)

M

'<

Esmid
Eslleimereh

Burt
Mrasras

:

Mujadel
Deir Nileli

.J^

'Asern

Ardhimeh
"

^

Jedul

Hadur
=

Jarain

H4zim
Surat

el

Keblrah

Abrak

Kom

Lvibbeiu

=
=

^

M^sik

Harrau

Umiu

Satisali

El Musmiyeh

Lubweir

Esh'arah

Dajaj

Esmah
Kala'

Deir Damet

—

el

Barraueh
mJ"'

Deir

Ekrlm

:

Damet

Juaueli

el
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= lJ^^J'-\ ^y^
=
:^y^\

Khirbet er Rasif

ElMttoeh
Lahneh

=

Er Easimeh

=

P^kir (Dhakir

-k-v^

.<

Umm Hartain
SArat
Es Saghirah

1

>

V"

Khulklmlah

^^^^

<.!.

?)

^W

h,^

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1889.
B}'

The numbers

in column
barometer in each month

James Glaisher, F.E.S.
table

1 of this

show the highest reading

of the

and
was 27-673
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is
inches, in December.
The
for the year was 271)47 inches, in March.
minimum
shown the
range of readings for the year was 0-62G inch. The numbers in the
of these the highest

;

summer months

the lowest in the

the

;

appear

maximum

in the winter,

for the year

;

3rd column show the range of I'eadings in each month, the smallest,

August and the largest, 0-515 inch, in March. The
column show the mean monthly pressure of the atmosand the lowest,
l)here, the highest, 27-489 inches, was in November
The mean pressure for the year was 27-381
27-236 inches, in July.
inches.
At Sarona the mean pressure for the year was 29-834 inches.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.
The highest in the year was 100°-5 on August 1st; the maximum
temperature on this day at Sarona was 90°. The first day in the year
in May the temperature
the temperature reached 90° was on April 20th
in July on
in June on 5 days
reached or exceeded 90° on 4 days
17 days; in August on 17 days; in September on 4 days; and in

0-166^ inch,

numbers

was

in

;

in the 4th

;

;

;

;

October on 6 days. Therefore the temperature reached or exceeded 90°
on 54 days during the year. At Sarona the first day in the year the
temperature reached 90° was on March 4th. The highest in the year
was 102°, on April 20th. The maximum temperature on this day at
Jerusalem was 94°-8 and the temperature reached or exceeded 90° at
Sarona on 31 days diu'ing the year.
The numbers in column 6 show the lowest temperature of the air in
each month the lowest in the year was 28° on December 30th. The
temperature was below 40° in January on 6 nights; in February on
;

;

6 nights

;

in

March on

December on 17

nights.

nights during the year.

and in
in November on 10 nights
night
Therefore the temperature was below 40° on 40
The yearly range of temperature was 72°-5. At
1

;

;

o09
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Sarona the temperature was below 40° on only three nights in the year
the lowest in the year was 38° on December 30th. The yearly range of
;

temperature at Sarona was 64°.
The range of temperature of each month is shown in column 7, and
At Sarona
these numbers vary from 23°'5 in January to 52°'8 in April.
the range of temperatiu-e varied from 23° in August to 58° in April.

The mean of all the highest by day, of the lowest by night, and of the
average daily ranges of temperature, are shown in columns 8, 9, and 10
respectively. Of the high day temperature the lowest, 5 1 ° '5, was in January,
and the highest, 90°, in August. At Sarona, of the high day tempei-ature
the lowest, 64° "2, was in January, and the highest, 88" "4, in July.
Of the low night temperature, the coldest, 39°'2, is in December, and
the warmest, 66°-7, in July. At Sarona, of the low night temperature, the

was in Februai-y, and the warmest, 70°'3, in August.
The average daily range of temperature is shown in column 10 the
At
smallest, 10° '5, is in January, and the greatest, 25°, in August.
Sarona, of the average daily range the smallest, 15° '2, was in January,
and the greatest, 23°'8, in October.
In column 11 the mean temperature of the air is shown, as found from
observations of the maximum and minimum thermometers only. The
month of the lowest temperature was Jaiuiary, 46°'2, and that of the
At
highest, July, 78°'2. The mean temperature for the year was 63°'2.
Sarona, of the mean temjierature, the month of the lowest was January,
56° "5, and that of the highest, August, 79° "3.
The mean temperature
coldest, 47°'8,

;

of the air for the year at Sarona M'as 68° '4.

The numbers in columns 12 and 13 are the monthly means of a dry
and wet-bulb thermometer taken daily at 9 a.m. In column 14 the
monthly temperature of the dew point is shown, or that temperature
The elastic force of vapour
at which dew would have been deposited.
In column 16 the water present in a cubic
is shown in column 15.
in January, February, and December it was as
foot of air is shown
;

small as 3*1 gi-ains, and as large as 6"8 grains in August. In column 17
the additional weight required for saturation is shown. The numbers in
column 18 show the degree of humidity, saturation being considered 100 ;
the month with the smallest number, indicating the driest month, is May,
The
53, and the largest, 82, indicating the wettest month, is January.
weight of a cubic foot of air under its mean pressui'e, temperature, and

humidity at 9 a.m. is shown in column 19.
The most prevalent winds in January were N.W. and S.W., and the
least prevalent was N.
In February the most jirevalent were S.W.
and N.W., and the least were N., N.E., and S. In March the most
prevalent were N.W. and S.W., and the least was N. In April the most
prevalent wei-e N.W. and W., and the least was E. In May the most
jjrevalent winds were W. and N.W., and the least was S.
In June the
most prevalent was N.W., and the least were E. and S. In July the
most prevalent were N.W. and W., and the least prevalent were N.E.,
E., S.E., and S.
In August the most prevalent were N.W., S.W., and
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W., and the least were E. and S. In September the most prevalent
was N.W,, and the least were E., S.E., and S. In October the most
prevalent winds were N.W. and N.E., and the least were S.E., S., and
W. In November the most prevalent were N.W. and N.E., and the
and in December the most prevalent winds
least were N., S.E., and S.
were N.W. and S.W., and the least was N. The most prevalent wind for
the year was N.W., which occurred on 129 times during the year, of
and the least
these 17 were in September, 15 in June, and 13 in July
prevalent wind for the year was S., which occurred on only 7 times during
the year. At Sarona the most prevalent wind for the year was S.W.,
which occurred on 90 days in the year and the least prevalent wind
;

;

;

was N.E., which occurred on only 10 days in the year.
The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud at 9 a.m.
The month with the smallest amount is July, 0-2, and the month with
the largest is January, 5-9. Of the cumulus, or fine weather cloud, there
were 7 instances of the nimbus, or rain cloud, there were 26 instances,
of which 9 were in January, 6 in December, and 5 in March, and only
of
of the cirrus, there were 15 instances
1 from April to September
;

;

;

the cirro cumulus, 81 instances
the cumulus stratus, 65 instances

of the cirro stratus,

;

;

11 instances

of the stratus, 2 instances

;

;

of

and there

were 158 instances of cloudless skies, of which 27 were in August, 26 in
At Sarona there were
July, and 18 in both June and September.
92 instances of cloudless skies, of which 15 were in October, 14 in
November, and 13 in July.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 6-13 inches in
The next largest fall
January, of which 1*31 inch fell on the 26th.
for the month was 3-21 inches in March, of which 1-75 inch fell on the
19th.
No rain fell from April 22nd to September 22nd, making a period
of 152 consecutive days without rain.

13-56 inches, which

fell

on 41 days.

The fall of rain for the year was.
At Sarona the largest fall of rain

month in the year was 5-85 inches in January. No rain fell at
Sarona from May 25th to September 21st, making a ])eriod of 118consecutive days without rain. The fall of rain for the year at Sarona
was 13'50 inches, which fell on 50 days.

for the

orri

INSCRIPTIONS COLLECTP]D IN MOAB.
By

F. J. Bliss,

With Notes by A.

Ph.D.

S.

Insceiptions on a Stoxe built into a

1.

Murray, LL.D.

House at Keeak.

XijTO Se y^ a)[s tr^iia ^]eo{i BepdnovTOS if^lcrTOV.

Fragmentary inscription

in Elegiac verse, in

memory

of one

who had

died at 50 years of age, having been a servant of God, the Most High.
In vTo the V is here long, contrary to nsage,. but the reading is quite
distinct

;

so also in v-^'kttov the first syllable

of short as the verse requires.

and

The

is

must be taken as conjectural.
another Greek inscription which

in the first line

side of the stone

is

naturally long, instead

restoration which I

in brackets
the right hand

oflfer

On

I cannot read from

the impression.

2.

Insceiption on Milestone noeth of

Wady Waleh.

Apparently part cf a milestone erected by Flavins Julianus, Imperial
legatus pro praetore on behalf of an Emperor in his second Consulship.
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have not been able to trace elsewhere the peculiar form of the
used here. As the other letters do not indicate a late
The name Flavins
perhaps take this as a local form.
Jnlianus occurs among high Koman olHcials in many periods, including
that of the Apostate himself.

I

letter t> (= I^)
pet-iod we may

3.

Tombstone

i.

Inscription from Dhiban.

of a child, 5 years of age.

Inscription on Stone built into a House at Kerak.

—

—

-

or-')

o to

ANNUAL MEETING.
The Annual Meeting
the Fund, 24,

of tlie General Committee was held at the
Hanover Square, on Tuesday, July 16th, 1895.

Office of

James Glaisher, Esq., F.E.S., occupied the chair.
Amongst those present wore Major-General Sir Charles Wilson,
Professor E. Hull, F.E.S.
K.C.B.
Rev. Canon Dalton, C.M.S.
Dr.
Ginshurg, J.P., and John Pollard, Esq.
Letters or telegrams regretting
their absence were received from Lord Amherst of Hackney, Viscount
Sidmouth, Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney, Sir Walter Besant, Lieut.
;

;

;

Colonel Watson, E.E., F. D. Mocatta, Esq., Rev. H. G. Tomkins, and
others.

The following Report

Executive Committee was read

of the

:

Gentlemen,
to which they were appointed at the last
Fund, your Executive Committee have the honour
to render the following Reporc

In resigning the

Annual Meeting
*

office

of the

:

They have held twenty-one meetings for the transaction of business,,
and there have been three meetings of Sub-Committees.
The excavations at Jerusalem were last year continued without interruption until the winter season, when they had to be suspended for a
In April of the jivesent year they were resumed, and have since
been caixied on by Dr. Bliss and his assistants with much skill and

time.

energy.

As

the

heavy labour and responsibility were a great strain upon

Dr. Bliss's strength, the Executive Committee, after careful consideration,
resolved to send out from England a gentleman fully qualified to make
plans and drawings and to assist in the excavations.

Mr. Archibald
Campbell Dickie, A.R.I.B.A., was accordingly appointed.
He arrived
at Jerusalem towards the end of March, and has already done excellent
service.

of

The excavations have been mainly confined to the tracing of the line
an ancient wall south of the present city wall but Dr. Bliss has also,
;

at the request of his Excellency
logical

Museum

Hamdy

at Constantinople,

a ruined and buried church on the

Bey, Director of the Archjeosome interesting excavations of

made
Mount

of Olives.

In the course of the year 1894 the remains of an ancient tower close
to the south-eastern side of the Protestant bm-ial ground were exposed,
and a number of other towei's discovered in the line of the wall, whilst
the wall itself was traced as far as the north-western boundaiy of the
Jewish cemetery. A gateway also was discovered in this wall, about
150 feet south-east of the first-named tower, with a paved road leadinf>

—
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On one of the shxbs covering a
lip from it in a north-easterly direction.
drain under this road a large Jerusalem cross was carved, showing,
Dr. Bliss remarks, that the drain had been used and repaired in the times
of the Crusaders.

On re-commencing work

in the spring of the present year, Dr. Bliss

and found the wall again on the south-eastern side of the
Jewish cemetery, and following it down towards the valley discovered,
just at its turn towards the north, another most interesting gateway, a
full account of which is jjublished in the Quarterly Statement for July.
With reference to this gateway Major-General Sir Charles Wilson has
favoured us with the following valuable note
" It is too early to write with any degree of certainty on the age of
the interesting wall and gateway which have been discovered by Dr. Bliss.
That wall certainly enclosed Siloam, and the following statements seem
Josephus distinctly says ("Wars," V, 9,
to throw light on the subject.
Antoninus (570 a.d.) writes
4) that Siloam was outside the walls.
The fountain of Siloam is at the present day within the walls of the
city, because the Empress Eudocia herself added these walls to the city.'
We have thus two definite statements one, by a contemporary writer,
that Siloam was outside the walls at the time of the great siege the
other, by a Western pilgrim, that the fountain was brought within the
Eudocia's
walls by Eudocia, who was at Jerusalem between 438-454.
object was probably to protect the church of Siloam which, if not built
Theodosius
the Enijiress, could only have been recently erected.
b)"^
(530 A.D.) mentions that the pool of Siloam was within the walls in his
day and the restoration of the walls by Eudocia is alluded to by
soufdit for

:

v^

:

'

—

;

;

Ev.agrius in his

'

Ecclesiastical History

'

(i,

22).

"The

wall and gateway disco vei-ed by Dr. Bliss are exactly in the
position in which we should expect to find the wall and gateway
of Eudocia, and the character of the masonry seems to indicate that

both have been largely built with stones from older buildings. Other
equally point to a date not eai'lier than the fifth century. The
spade has, however, so often proved historical notices to be wrong that
we must wait for the result of the further excavations which Dr. Bliss
has been instructed to make before theorising. Those excavations will,
it is believed, settle the (juestion whether the wall described by Josephus
followed the line of that discovered by Dr. Bliss, or, as I think, kept to
level and crossed the Tyropoeon Valley above the Pool of
ii higher
Siloam.
In any case, the discoveries are of deep interest, and we must
all hoi)e that Dr. Bliss will soon be restored to health, and be able to
continue the great work upon which he is engaged."
In the month of March, Dr. Bliss made, by permission of the Committee, a journey to the land of Moab.
He was furnished with a
recommendatory letter from H.E. llamdy Bey, and met with a A^ery
friendly recejjtion from the Governor of Kei'ak, who alibrded him every
•opjjortunity of exijloring the neighbourhood, measuring and making
plana of buildings, taking photographs, and copying inscriptions. The
<letails
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result of this important visit has been the confirmation of many observations made by Canon Tristram and other explorers, and the discovery

Eoman fort and a Eoman town not previously known
than four Christian churches at Madeba, and of other remains
large packet of squeezes of the Greek and Latin
of much interest.
inscriptions from Madeba have been received, some of which have been
published in the Quarterly Statement, and others have not yet been

of the ruins of a
of

no

;

less

A

examined.
Unfortunately, soon after his return to Jerusalem Dr. Bliss was taken
The latest
ill, and had to seek change and rest at his home in Beirut.
account, dated July 2nd, says that he hopes to be sufficiently recovered
meanwhile the
to return in a couple of weeks to his work at Jerusalem
excavations are being superintended by Mr. Dickie.
beautiful mosaic jDavement with an Armenian inscription has been
;

A

discovered north of the city of Jerusalem accounts of it by Herr von
Schick and Dr. Bliss were published in the Quarterly Statement, October,
1894, together with photographs. Dr. A. S. Murra}-, of the British
Museum, has supplied a valuable note upon it, with a translation of the
;

inscription

by the Eev.

S.

Baronian, of Manchester {Quarterly Statement,

January, 1895).

Baurath von Schick has continued, with his well-known perseverance,
and around the Holy City, and has forwarded
many valuable reports respecting them. The discovery of a stair and
postern in the old northern wall of Jerusalem, between Damascus Gate
to note discoveries in

of the city, is especially interesting.
following closely the work going on at the Muristan,
carefully noting tlie rock levels as opjiortunity occurs, with the view of
throwing light upon the difficult enquiry as to the authenticity of the

and the north-west corner

He

is still

the Holy Sepulchre.
The wind having blown down the iron-bound door of Neby Dafid,
which for some years had remained open against the wall, there w^as

site of

disclosed in the wall behind

been before noticed.

It

is

it

an inscription which seems not to have

in Latin, and, according to Dr. Bliss's report,

a votive tablet to Jupiter on behalf of the welfare and greatness of
Emperor Trajan and the Roman people, erected by the Third IjCgion,
which takes us back to the interval between the destruction by Titus

is

the

and the founding of CElia Capitolina. It was partly covered with plaster,
and may have been entirely covered when the door was last opened and
It is built into the
shut, which may account for its being unnoticed.
modern wall about 15 feet above the ground. Roman inscriptions are
very rare in Jerusalem, and this discovery is therefore of exceptional
interest.

Thus the period which has elapsed since our last Annual Meeting has
been remarkably fruitful in discoveries and observations of importance,
affording proof, if any were needed, of the continued usefulness of the
Fund, and of the desirability of prosecuting its further labours with
energy and zeal.

———

—
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A

course of lectures on the objects and work of the Fund was again
delivered in Jerusalem during the tourist season, and the Committee
desire to record their most grateful thanks to the several gentlemen

who

assisted in these lectures.
puljlications of the year

The

" Thirty Years'

,,

Work

:

Holy Land."
in Palestine."

The Bible and Modern
Names and Places."

Fund

in former years, the

and scholars

in the

Tent

"

„

„

As

Work

edition of "
"
„

New

have been

Discoveries."

has been indebted to

many

explorers

for valuable contributions to the Quarterly Statements.

Conspicuous among these are a narrative of a journey in the Hauran,
by the Eev. W. Ewing, and copies of a large number of inscriptions
collected by him there, which have been edited by A. G. Wright, Esq.,
and A. Souter, Esq.

Amongst

the other papers are

By Herr Baurath von
"

:

—

Schick

Pavement north of Jerusalem " " The Stair and
Postern in the Old Wall of Jerusalem " " Recent Discoveries on the
Mount of Olives"; "Bethzur"; "The Muristan" "Excavations
" Reckoning of Time
inside the New (North) Gate of Jerusalem "
"
Zeituny," &c.
Deir
ez
at
"
Church
The
among the Armenians
beautiful Mosaic

The

;

;

;

;

;

By
" First

By
"

Canon Dalton an oi^portune and useful paper on the
Ancient Jerusalem."

the Rev.

Wall

of

P. J. Baldensperger, Esq.

The Birth

of

Abu

Zaid

" Beit Dejan."

"
;

By Lieut-Colonel C. M. Watson, C.M.G., R.E.—
"The Stoppage of the River Jordan in a.d. 1267," from data
by M. Clermout-Ganneau.
By A.

supplied

G. Wright, Esq.—

" Syria and Arabia."

By Ebenezer Davis, Esq.
"The Siloam and later Palestinian

Inscriptions";

"On

the Haematite

Weight from Samaria."

By Marcus N.

Adler, Esq.

"

Jewish Pilgrims in Palestine."

"

By William Simpson,
On the Swastica."

Esq.

By Professor Theodore F. Wright, Ph. D.—
"Note on the Swastica" "The Jidian Inscription
;

Museum

of Art,

New

York."

in the

Metropolitan

——

—

—

—

:
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Berglieiui, Esq.

" The Identification of the City of David--Zion and Millo."

By

Rev.

W.

F.

Birch—
"
" The Sepulchres

" Ancient Jerusalem

;

of

David on Ophel

"
;

" The

City of David."

By Rev. George Adam Smith, D.D.
" On Aphek in Sharon."

By

JVlajor

Conder, D.C.L.,

R.E.—

Various Notes.

By
(

Professor Sayce,

Notes

the late

Professor Robertson

W.

Smith, Dr.

and others

Jhaplin,

and

Correspondence

the

respecting

Weight from

Haematite

Samaria.

To the Chairman of the Fund also, James Glaisher, Esq., F.R.S., the
Statement has been indebted for a continuation of his reports on the
Meteorological Observations taken in Palestine under the auspices of the
Fund.

The Committee desii-e to express their most sincere thanks to the
Honorary Local Secretaries for their personal exertions, and to all
frieu<ls and subscribers for their continued support in carrying out the
progi'amme

of the

Fund.

new annual subscribers have been
who have been removed by death and other causes is

Since the last annual meeting 263

added. The Jiumber
115, leaving

an increase

of 148.

Your Committee have to record with
ing members of the General Committee

regret the deaths of the follow:

Professor J. G. Greenwood.

H. Lechmere, Bart., M.P.
Very Eev. Robert Payne Smith, D.D,, Dean

Sir E. A.

of Canterbury.

C.M.G.
Professor Reginald Poole, LL.D.
Sir Cyril (iraham, Bart.,

Your Committee have the honour of proposing that the following
gentlemen be elected members of the General Committee
:

Rev. Charles Wright Barclay, M.A., Trinity
John Murray, Esq., publisher.
H. S. Noblett, Esq., Cork.

College, Cambridge.

P. Mackinnon, Esq., Rosemount, Campbelltown.
Colonel Fai'quharson, C.B., R.E., Director (leneral, Ordnance Survey.

The following

is

the Balance Sheet showing the total receipts and
and the Treasurer's Statement, which

ex])enditure during the year 1894,

were published in the April

Quarterly/ Staiement

—
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TKEASUEEE'S STATEMENT.
The Subscriptions and Donations to the work of the Fund during the year
1894 amounted to £1,778 16v. Od., an increase of £204 2.y. Od. over the amount
received in 1893.

From Lectures there is an increase of £110. The sale of books, maps, and
the various publications brought in £731 Ss. 9d., as against £832 16s. 3d.
expended on their production, to which should be added the postage. The
amount spent on Exploration is £1,050.
The Quarterli/ Stafenient, wnich is issued free to annual svibscribers
10s. Gd. and upwards, cost for printing and illustrations over £450.
Assets.

m

.
Bank.
Balance
Stock of Publications on
hand, Surveying In-

377

.

struments,

Show

Liabilities.

I

£

s.

6

d.

3

of

£

'

Printing,

s.

d.

Lithographing,

and Current Expenses

567 13

6

Exploration.

Cases,

Furniture.

In addition there
valuable

is

library

the

and

the unique collection of
antiques, models, &c.

The Chairman

said

:

—I

cannot but express the satisfaction

Much

I feel at

been
and others engaged in tlie work in Palestine. We
are glad to know that they- are working well witli the owners of the
property in which excavations are being made, and that there is no
You have heard the
difficulty in this respect at the present time.
remarks in the Rejjort by Sir Charles Wilson in reference to the gateway
They were most carefully considered, and I agree with
last discovered.
him that we must wait until further researches are made. There have
been times in the year in which we have had anxiety about money
the results of our working last year.
exeicised

by Dr.

tact

and judgment

ha.ve

Bliss

It is impossible to carry on the work in .Jerusalem for less than
£1,200 a year, but your Executive will not allow tlie work to «top, though
I think that if the admiraljle
they may at times be short of money.
work which this P"'und is doing in .Jerusalem were more generally known,
we should not be troubled as we sometimes are by financial perplexities.
The closing remark of the Report is, that we have more subscribers than

matters.

last year.

Well, that

is

a step in the right direction.

I feel that

if

the

had but the slightest conception of the work we are doing, we
should have no anxiety at all. I will now ask if any gentleman has any
remark to make upon the Report, and if there is no remark, I will move
that it be received, adopted, and entered upon our "Minutes.
Mr. John Pollard. I have pleasure in seconding it.
The resolution was carried.

p\il)lic

—
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—

—

The C'HAiRaiAN. There is a gentleman here Dr. Mastermau who
has seen our works going on at Jerusalem, and perhaps he will favour us
with a few remarks and tell ns something of what he has seen, if it be
agreeable to him so to do.
Dr. Masterman. I had no idea you were going to call upon me to
say anything, and I have not had the opi^ortunity yet of reading the
Eejiort upon the work in the July number of the Quarterly Statement,

—

so that I

am

not in a very good position to say

much about

exce])t

it,

that I have watched with very great interest ail that Dr. Bliss has done.
I think I have seen all that he has seen of the Avail and of the gateways.
There is one thing of special intei'est connected with the gates, namely,
that they show evidence of belonging to two oi- three periods certainly
to two periods
so that they must have been used for a very considerable
length of time. The sills at the entrance to the lower recently-discovered
gateway, and the sockets for the gates exist in three layers, and the
up])er layer is wider and evidently more finished than the lower
These gateways were apparently only for foot-passengers, and
one.
were not verj' wide. Dr. Bliss discovered a cross on the stone ])avement
going from the upper gateway in a north-easterly direction. It is rather
unfortunate that that stone with the cross on it was left and has l>een
covered \\\), so that onl}' those who were actually engaged with Dr. Bliss
I have seen the other
at the time had an opportunity of seeing it.
things mentioned in the Annual Report. That mosaic j^avement was
certainly one of great beauty.
I think there was a jthotograph of it in
the Quarterly Stuiement, and the colouring, which coukl not be shown in
I may say, in conclusion,
the photograph, was very beautiful indeed.
that we who live in Jerusalem feel a continual debt of gratitude to the
Palestine Ex])loratiou Fund, because, whatever it may mean to the peu|ile
in England, it means a great deal tons to have the benefit of the accumulated knowledge of explorers who have gone before, and to have the
opportunity of watching from time to time the new discoveries which are
made and I am sure that, when going about the country here, I feel
astonished how difticult it is to raise the enthusiasm of some people for a
Fund which to all students of the Bible should be of the greatest

—

—

;

importance.

(Apjjlause.)

Mr. Crace.
the gate
Dr.
is

— What

is

the difference in the levels of the two

sills

of

only speaking from memory, but I think

it

'i

Masterman, — I am

al)Out a foot.

Dr. Bliss thought he had three levels, but

I

did not

had no opjjortunity of seeing the actual
were quite evident. I think 1 may say
that in the upper gateway one might be sure of three, but in the lower
gateway, at the time I left, there were only two which were (piite clear.
Canon IJalton. There was no metal work foiuul in the socket.
Dr. Masterman. No, only the rounded mark left by something
mention the lowest one, because
sockets.

The other two

I

.sockets

—
—

having moved about.
Mr. Grace. It is ascertained that with the ordinarx

—

life

of

most
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cities,

the

soil level of

a tlioront-lifaie

and therefore the existence
above the level of the soil of
had been used for something
Professor
still

a

Hull.— I

demand

is

raised about a foot in a ceiitiny,
a foot

two gateways with the soil of one
another, would rather imply that the
of

.i^^ates

like a century.

should like to ask the Chairman whether there is
map, and whether many copies have been

for the raised

sold diu'ing the past year

1

I

daresay Mr. Armstrong will be able to

tell us.

—

There is still a steady demand for it. Three copies
Ml-. Armstrong.
were ordered last week.
Piofessor Hull.— That is very satisfactory. Have any been sent to
foreign countries

?

Mr. Armstrong.— Yes, they have been sent to Eussia, the Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan, various parts of America,
England, Ireland, Scotland, &c.
It seems to have quite a world-wide reputation.
Professor Hull.

—
The Chairman. —"Well, I think we

those

who have been

faithful to us,

cannot but tender our thanks to
in the first place we have our

and

Walter Besant. I do not know whether it is
he has undertaken the herculean task of the
History of Loudon, but I only hope that he will Iiave health and strength
1 have just had a telegram from him explaining
to go tluxiugh with it.
He generally writes to me if he cannot come. To-day he
his absence.
has some American friends to meet, and so he telegraphed that he

Honorary Secretary,

Sir

fortunate or not, that

would be probably late, but would be here if possible. I can assure
you that I am always glad to see him near me at every meeting, for
As for Mr. Armstrong the Assistanthis experience is so great.
Secretary well, every trust placed in him is carried out to the best of
his ability, and I cannot help saying that pometimes I have wished our
funds were more, so that I could propose some increase in his remuneraBut at the present moment we can scarcely do that, though I
tion.
(Applause.) Of
look forward to the time coming when it can be done.

—

—

the Editor of our Statement I

need not say one word, the Statement

The admirable manner in which it is conducted is
shown by the interest taken in it. To him we are very greatly indebted.
(Hear, hear.) Then there is our Treasurer. Once he was away, and I
had to go throuo-h his work, and I know what he does. It was the work
Once upon a time I could ilo it very well
of a trained accountant.
myself, but I am getting so old now that I would rather that others do it.
To all these gentlemen I would ask you to give a warm vote of thanks
for their services, and I would ask those who agree with me to hold up
Then we come to Dr. Bliss and
(This was carried.)
their hands.
Mr. Schick. Mr. Schick is not a young man in years, but he is young
speaks for

itself.

and no one vvoidd su]ipose that he, who sends us such interestmore than seventy years of age. They aie full of a spirit
which would make one think he was youthful, and we thank liim very

in thought,

ing papers,

is
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much.

I

am

the excellent
also,

work he has done.

we must be

grateful.

He

me

thanking Dr. Bliss for
And to Mr. Dickie,
has not been long there, but he has

sure you will also agree with

in

(Hear, hear.)

One thing in the i'ei)orts
already sent us some admirable drawings.
It is the statement that if they happen on an interestpleases me much.
ing stone, they do not move it, or if compelled to remove it, they take
drawings of the stone before they do so. Mr. Dickie's pencil speaks so
admirably that we can see such things ourselves, and I am sure we must
(Hear, hear.) Then another
all feel giateful to bim for his sketches.
to whom we are indebted is Hamdy Bey, the Superintendent of the
Museum at Constantinople, who aids and assists us considerably. As
was mentioned in the Rejjort, he gave letters to Dr. Bliss, which smoothed
We are also indebted, I should like to say,
his way as he went to Moab.
It is a
to his Excellency Ibrahim Pasha, the Governor of Jerusalem.
fortunate thing that these gentlemen enter kindly into our desires, and
sympathise with us in our jjursuits, and do not check us in them. I
am sure you will all feel grateful to them for the good feeling they
ha^'e evinced towards us, as well as for the active assistance they have
given.
(Hear, hear.) Now, gentlemen, I may say the Committee have
pleasure in proposing that the following gentlemen be members of the
General Committee. (The names read.) This was seconded and cariied.

—

The Chairman. Then there now remains the election of the Executive
Committee, and that I cannot propose.
Mr. Pollard. I have pleasure in proposing the re-election of the
Executive Committee. I am only a member of the General Committee,
and therefore I am able to move this.
The Report has been most
interesting, and I think the work done during the year has been most

—

satisfactory.

This was seconded and carried.

—

The Chairman. Well, gentlemen, that concludes our business, and I
can only urge everyone to assist us as far as possible, for we are enteri;ig
upon a |)hase of deep interest. I believe that interesting as the work has
been already, if it should be continued, and it should be my good fortune
to sit in this chair next year, I shall have to announce something which
will delight everyone of us.
(Hea.r, hear.)
Dr. (tINSHurg.
I think before we separate, gentlemen, we ought to
give our most hearty thanks to our Chairman, Avho so constantly attends,
and who indeed, though he is probably the senior of all of us, never fails
to inspire us with earnestness and zeal for the work.
Mr. Pollard. £ have the greatest pleasure in seconding that.
Professor Hull.
I am sure we are all delighted to see Mr. (xlaisher
in such admirahle health, .so vigorous in all his connection with this
Society, who.se meetings he has attended for .so many years.
We are all
deliglited to see him in his place as our Chairman.
(Applause.)

—

—

—

The

resolution

was heartily

carried.
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—

?:8'^)

The Chairman. Gentlenieu, I thnnk you sincerely.
Your kind
words encourage me very much. I am only too glad to do anything I
can for the Fund. I think during the whole of last year I w;is present at
every meeting. (Applause.) For I liold this as a principle, that the
Chairman who does his duty can scarcely miss a meeting. I thank you
very much indeed for the kind vote you have given to me.
The proceedings weie then concluded.
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Imperial
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;

;
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Determination of, 165.
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in
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Sea, The, New
Treatise on the Geology of the, 271.
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From
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Rock cut Jamb, 17 Door Socket,
17 Tomb Chambers of Valley of
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Noto
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on, 87.
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at
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;
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;

;

;
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110;
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;

;
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32
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31 ; Sheikh
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"
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;
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The Byzantine Church of the
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;

;

nected with the Ascension Church,
324
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;

;
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Fast of (by Gray Hill, Esq.), 24.
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;
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;
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;

;

;
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;

;
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;
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;
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;

;

;
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;
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;
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;
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Wady Fikreh, 42 Stream of
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Mr.
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;

;

;
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43; No Water, 43; The
Dead Sea, 43; Sulphur Spring, 44 ;
Moon rise over the Dead Sea, 44
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E^order,

;

;

;

45.
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El
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Fort, 4') Zobeir Adwan, 45 Sahab
es Siibrood, Caves and Cisteras, 45;
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;

Unim el Amad, 45
Parazay, 45
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46 Very Large Stones, 46 Toneib
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46;
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;

;
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79, 82, 168, 172 to 174, 25h to
263.

For October, 1895.
Professor Clermont-Ganneau
Latin Graffito on Base of a

By

MouHs

79;

Pilaster,

in Plaster,

79; Corea of Josephus, Karawa,
79 The Stoppage of the Jordan,
Identity of Khureitun and
79
Cave of Adullani, 80 Nabeatan
Inscriptions, 80
No. 174, Better
Reading Suggested, 80; No. 183,
Transcription to be Modified, 80;
No. 18fi, Squeeze of the Inscription
of Sella rich, 81
Nos. 6 and 30,
Era of Damascus that <>f the
Selueids, 81
No. 9, Published
by the Writer, 81 No. 13, Abdadusares "Servant of Du,= arrs,"
81
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;

;

;

;

I\azniel

and Kasimiyeh, 255.

Kerak in 1896, 327.
King's G-ardeus, 173.
King's Pool, 173.
Koloiiieh,

Tomb

at,

;

;

with Inscription,

;

Ganneau.

174.

81.

Bv Lieut -Colonel Conder, D.C.L.,
R.E.— The Rock on the TradiLanguage, Syrian, The, 60.
Art, 70
Religion, 71 Language,
History,
Com]iarative
72;
74;
Plate of Alphabets, 78
InscripS)iliinx, 71
tions from Statues, 61
Fadad,
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Explained by Sculptures, 71 Gods
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of Yadi, 72
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Relation
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Syrian and
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Book of King.?, 74-77.
Kingdom of Jerusalem,
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278.

Lebanon, Barometrical Determination
of Heights, 165-168.
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Wall on the
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Eitun " inadmissible, 82.
tional Calvary, 82

South

Side

;

of

;

;
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By Lieut.-Colonel Conder, D.C.L.,
R.E.— Opliir, 168
The Je-u;

salem Excavations, 169 Thj Sur
Bahir Tombs, 170; The Temple,
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Samaritan Texts, 170
Ci>rea, 170; Text from Caesarea,
171; Palmyra, 171; Miraculous
Picture
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at
Lady"), 171; Legends of Solomon
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Bostra, .Attack on by tlie Crusaders,
171
Temple of Siah,
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;

;

;

;
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Exhibition, 297.
Meteorological Observations at Jerusalem (1890), 88; (1891), 190;
At
350.
(1892),
264;
(1893),
Tiberias (1890), 92; (1891), 194;
(1892), 268; (1893), 35 ±.
Museum of the Fund, 5.

For April, 18U6.
Lieut.-Colonel Conder
Wall
East of the Coenaculum, 2.'8
Sempis, 258
'Arak
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(Ishmael's Cavern), 259 ; Sinai,

—

By

;
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By

Nehemiah's Night Ride, 172.

Professor Clermont-Ganneau
Pretty Lamps, 259 'Arak Ism'aiu
and Alali el Benat, 259 Serapis
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and the ownof Reseph, 259-260;
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;

;
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Gate, 173.

I
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;

Route

oF the Exodus, 175.
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175 'I'lie Sand-hill Area, 170 I'lie
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The Plateau of Et
Till, 177
Kadesh, 177 Evidence
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Site. 179
Numbers xxxiii, 10, 180
Conditions of the Exodus, 181
Bacon's Triple Tradition of the
Exodus, 183 ; Conclusion, 185.

Kolonieh Inscriptions, 26U.
Kev. W. F. Birch, M.A.— Arak
Isinain as Samson's Hiding-place,

;

Bv

;

;

2(3 I.

;

By

the Rev. Geo. St. Clair- Positions of Gates, 2G2-263.
By Prof. T. F. Wright, Ph.D.—
I. Nehemiah's Night Ride, 172;
Kolonieh Inscription,
II. The
175.
For Julj, 189n.
By Lieut. - Colonel Conder The
Wall on Zion, 340 The Levels
of tlie Temple, 340
Plans of the
Thothmes III in
Temple, 341
Palestine, 341
The Letter Kh,

—

;

;

;

;

;

Sacred Vessels of the Temple, Where
are they ? 344.
Samala, Basalt Slabs with Inscriptions,

;

71.

;

;

341

;

Tlie

Philistines,

of

I<lentifica*^ion

tlie

341

;

The

Land

(f

Suet he, the Kxisteuce of the Sin
God Aumo, 341 The New Translation of Boha ed Din, 341.
;

Samson's Hiding-place, 80, 259, 261.
Seal from Hebron, 224.
Serapis, 258, 337.
Siah, Temple of, 171.
Solomon, Legends of at Palmyi'a, 171.
Solomon's Temple, Date of, 247.
Statue at ArsiiP, 259.
,

Structure of
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278.

Pilgrims'
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of
102.
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and Description of
near, 22.
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278.
Syrian Stone Lore. Third Edition, 278.

Tombs

"ety,

1,

102
von Schick'i

of,

Hcrr

Slatement, Index to, 5.
iSlatemeiU for January-

Frraia, 122.

On (lie Structure of the,
189, 223.
Tantur or Horn, 171.
Temple. Site of the, 226,
'Jomb at Kolorieh, 174.
Tomb, Reniarkiible, wi'li Fresco Work
in Colours, near " Tombs of the
Taheniacle,

Kings,''

Raised Map, Lantern Slides, fi.
Rock of Ftani and Cave of AduHani,
101-104.
Roman Milestones in Wady Mojih
(liiver
Arnon).
Translation of

To

3( 5.

Christian, mI Bethleliem, 102.
Treasurer's statement, 100.
v.h>,

Valley Gate, Position of, 172, 173, 343.
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Roman Wall
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Sui- Bahir, Re]ioit
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Map
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Ophir, Site of, 3.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND
NOTES AND NEWS.
Owing

to an unusually favourable season, the excavations at Jerusalem were
being carried on up to December 8th, when the last reports were despatched
bv Dr. Bliss.
still

It will be remembered that the Committee had requested that a section
should be cut on the side of the hill northward from near the point where
" Inferred To»-er" is marked in the plan published in the Quarterly Statement

January last. This led to the discovery of another wall lying under that
previously reported at this spot {see Quarterly Statement, October, 1895,

for

and subsequently of a series of strongly-built chambers, whilst further
north a very remarkable tower was found and examined.

p. 319),

Still further north a mosaic pavement was discovered, of which a beautiful
plan and coloured drawing have been forwarded by Mr. Dickie.

The

strictest ecoxomy

is employed in carrying out these most
WORKS, BUT" THE EXPENSES ARE NECESSARILY GREAT, AND
THERE IS VERY URGENT NEED OF FUNDS IN ORDER THAT THE EXCAVATIONS
MAY BE CONTINUED WHILST THE OPPORTUNITY LASTS.

I.XTEKESTINO

The following

circular

letter

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society

has been

addressed to subscribers to the

:

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society,
24, Hanover Square, London, W.,
November lUh, 1895.
Doar Sir,
The work of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society has now very nearly

reached

its conclusion.
With the exception of four small works the whole of
the pilgrims' texts enumerated in the original prospectus have been accounted

for and issued to members.
possible.

The

price of the

The remaining works will be issued as soon as
whole library of twelve or thirteen volimics when

complete will be fixed at ten guineas.
We have therefore made arrangements with the Committee of the Palestine

A

——
NOTES AND NEWS.

2
Exploration
conditions

so,

for the winding

up

That any member who wants

(1)

do

Fund

of the Society on the following terms

and

:

to

complete the Library of Pilgrims

may

provided he writes to Mr. George Armstrong, .Acting Secretary of the

Palestine Exploration

between
(2)

Fund

his subscription

At the end

before the end
and ten guineas.

of the year, paying the difFerence

of the year, the copies that

remain will be taken over by

the Palestine Exploration Fund.
(3) During the next year the four works still remaining will be issued
and given to the members of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society without any

further charge.
(4) The stereos will be destroyed, and no further copies will be printed.
The Edition is therefore very small, and it is believed that the value of the
books will rapidly go up. Tlie Palestine Exploration Fund undertake only to
sell complete sets and not to let any copies go imder tlie full price of £10 10-*.
each they also reserve the right of increasing the price, if there is a demand
;

for the work.

I remain, dear Sir,

Your obedient

servant,

W. Wilson,
Chairman of the Council.
C.

The Reverend Theodore E. Dowling, Hon. Sec. of the Jerusalem Associaarrangements have been made for a Course of Six Saturday

tion, reports that

Evening Lectures
follows

Dai

:

in

Jerusalem dui-ing

tlie

approaching tourist season, as

NOTES AND NEWS.
agriculture in

Palestine

may

be

made

self-supporting.

3
Next we have an

account of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the colony /XT^'' HIpD and reports
Then a jargon article on the "Esrog-boim" (= the
from other colonies.
citron tree), others on how to keep and rear poultry, on the cultivation of the
fig-tree, on the diseases of the vine and their cure, on the possibility of producing silk a more hopeful picture than previously is drawn here. At the
end comes " Latest Intelligence " (in Hebrew). From this it appears that Ihe
" Jewish
harvests last year were exceptionally good in all the colonies.

—

—

Chronicle."

The " Jewish Chronicle " remarks that Mr. James Grlaisher's " Residts of
Meteorological Observations Taken at Jerusalem in the Year 1889" should he
carefully studied by all friends of Palestine colonisation.

Photographs of Herr von Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon,
of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian
occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the same locality as it is at present,
have been received at the office of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with
an explanation by Herr von Schick, can be purchased.
(2)

The following note on
September 27th, 1895
"

A

the Site of Ophir

is

from the "Jewish Chronicle,"

:—

light has been thrown upon oui" guesses after the site of the district
mentioned in the Scriptures as rich in gold, precious stones, ivory,
and birds of beautiful plumage. It has generally been supposed that it lay in
India, and that it was from that part of the world the ships of King Solomon, as
well as those of the King of Tyre, brought these treasures which enriched their
No less an authority than Dr. Carl Peters has been persuaded by docucities.
ments which have recently come under his eyes thai not India, but Africa,
must be credited with the bountiful supjily alluded to in the Bible. Dr. Peters
has published the result of his research, which is based on an historical atlas
It was printed at Amsterdam in the first decade
recently discovered by him.
of the eighteenth century, and once more lends force to the adage that there
The information conveyed to us by this atlas
is nothing new luider the sun.
proves that its compiler was at that time in possession of mucli knowledge
respecting Africa, which we flatter ourselves to have been discovered at the
We
latter half of the nineteenth century, but which is nearly 200 jears old.
know that tlie Portuguese had flourishing colonies on the (]!ongo and Zambesi
rivers in the seventeenth century, and it is now clear that they knew a great
deal about the districts in which they had settled, else such maps as those now
reprinted for us by Dr. Peters could never have been produced. How the knowledge came to be locked up so long is one of the strange freaks of history which
we have paid dearly with money and loss of life spent in our latest African explorations.
With the decline of the Portuguese power in the dark continent,'
their geographical knowledge seems to have been buried and has now come to

new

of Ophir,

'

shown up as correct in the light of modern exploration?.
Dutch Atlas divulges an early knowledge of the cast and south-west

light again only to be

The

old

A

2

—

—
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4

coasts o£ Africa, of the courses of the Rivers Congo and Zambesi and other
neighbouring streams, of the dwarf tribes Akka, and of the great forest in the

Moreover, this historical atlas speaks of
north-western bend of the Congo.
the great treasures found in the Zambesi country gold, jewels, and fine

—

animals, and even goes so far as to indicate the sites of special gold mines.
These are, doiibtless, the ancient dominions of Mono-Mueni of Simbaoe, of

which the ruins

Avere recently found.

Dr. Peters

ruins are of Phoenician and Sabaian origin,

Ophir mentioned in the Old Testament.

Hebrew consonants 1DK probably

three

is

firmly of opinion that these

and that here

He

also

was situated the

goes so far as to suggest that the

contain the root of the word Afi\

He argues further that
to which the Latin ending ica was afterwards added.
this "was a far more likely place for the ships of petty Asiatic princes to be
allowed to land and take any treasures at will than India, which was at that
The Portuguese went at will and carried any gold
time a consolidated State.
and precious stones as they pleased, and it is not unlikely that so for a time did

Solomon and Hiram."
TouEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of "Antiques"
Jerusalem Association Room of the Palestine Exploration Fund,
Maps of
Hours
8 to 12, and 2 to 6.
opposite the Tower of David.
Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.
Necessary information will be gladly given by the Rev. Theodore E. Dowling,

in the

:

Hon.

tlie

Sec.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations
Library of the Fund

to

:

"Biblical

Proper Names, Personal and Local, lUustrated from Sources

external to
"

Holy Scripture."

Recent Egyptological Research

in its Biblical Relation."

" Biblical Criticism."
" On the Names of the List of Thothn-.es III which

may be

assigned to

Judaea."

"Notes on the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings of Egypt."
" Recent Advances in Biblical Criticism and in Historical Discovery in their
Relation to the Christian Faith."
the Geography of "Western Asia."

From

" Studies in

Rev. Henry George Tomkins.
" Bulletin de Correspondence Helleniques."

Paris,

the

1895.

author, the

From

the

publisher.

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
See list of Books, July Quarterly Statement,
Palestine and other Bible Lands.

The Committee

of the

1893.

The following have kindly consented
1

aries

:

to

act

as

Honorary Local Secre-

;
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Eev. (Commander) L. G. A. Eobei-ts, in addition to tlie Eev. Henry George
Tomkins, Weston-super-Mare.
Eev. E. C. W. Eaban, Bishop's Hall Vicarage, Taunton.

W.

S.

Furby, Esq., Auckland.

Sir Walter Besant's summary of the work of the Fund from its commencement has been brought up to date by the author and published undei- tlie title,
Applications for copies may be
"Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land."

sent in to Mr. Armstrong.

Mr. George Armstrong's Eaised

A circular

of the Fund.

Map

of Palestine

giving full particulars about

is
it

on view at the ollice
be sent on appli-

will

cation to the Secretary.

new Collotype Print, from a specially prepared copy
nearly exhausted, and a second and cheaper issue has been
Price to subscribers, 2s. 3d. ; non-subscribers, 3*. 3d., post free.
prepai-ed.
The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28| inches.
The

first

edition of the

of the Eaised

Map,

is

—

Index to the Quarterly Statement. A new edition of the Index to
Quarterly Statements has been compiled. It embraces the years 1869
Names of
Contents
first issue of the journal) to the end of 1892.
Authors and of tlie Papers contributed by them List of the Illustrations
:

—

;

;

the
(the

the

and

Price to
This Index will be found extremely useful.
General Index.
subscribers to the Fund, in paper cover. Is. 6d., in cloth, 2*. Qd., post free
non-subscribers, 2s. and 3s.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
tlie hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

between

It

may

be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the

The

first

the Fund, where they

offices of

portion

of

Eesearches in Palestine,"

is

M.

may

be seen by subscribers.

Clermont- Ganneau's

work,

" Archaeological

and

will be published

translated and in the press,

shortly.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday School Unions within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to purchase the books and

maps (by application only

to the Secretary) at reduced price.

— —
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The income

was— from

of the Society, from September 23rd to December 23rd, 1895,
subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies

annual

£616 7*. 8d.; from all sources— £829 4*. 5(7. The expenditure during the
On December 23rd the balance in the Bank
same period was £784 175. 9d.
was £266 18s. 2d.
Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
and slides can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

casts,

Office of the

Fund:—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," Is. each.
Cases for binding the Quarte7-ly Statement, in green or chocolate, 1*. each.
"
'Ajlun " in one volume.
Cases for binding " Abila," "Pella," and
Is. each.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell el Hesy,
of 35 feet, in May, ] 892, by Dr. Bliss, Explorer to the Fund.

at a depth
It

belongs to

the

general

Amenhotep III and IV and
2-v. 6rf.

correspondence carried

diplomatic

on between

their agents in various Palestinian towns.

Price

eacli.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,

price 2s. &d. each.

Casts of an Inscribed "Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Professor
Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price 1.9. each.
Lantern slides of the Eaised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, ai\d of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the
Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

proposed identifications and other
contributors to tlje pages of the
iluarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

Wlnle desiring to give publicity

theories advanced by officers of the

to

Fund and

them.

Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.

to all

who

are entitled to receive

Great care is taken to forward eacli number
it, but changes of address and other causes

give rise occasionally to omissions.

The authorised

lecturers for the Society are

The Rev. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S., The Vicarage,
Kent.

His subjects are as follows

:

(2)

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.
Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

(3)

The Survey of Eastern Palestine.

(1)

Ai)pledorc, Ashford,

— —

—

•

—

NOTES AND NEWS.
(4)

In the Track of the Israelites from Egypt

to Canaan.
The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem {Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

(5)

—

(6)

(7)
(8)

N.B.

7

Archceologieal Illustrations of the Bible.
Sunday School Teachers).

(Specially adapted for

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Kev.

J. R.

slides.

His

Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaii'd Manse, Inchture, N.B,

subjects are as follows

:

Excavations in Jerusalem, 18G8-70, 1894-5.
Mound of Buried Cities ; with Comparative Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.
Lachish and Jerusalem.
(3) Recent Discoveries in Palestine
(4) Exploration in Judea.
(1)

(2)

Lachish, a

—

(5)

Galilee

and Samaria.

(6) Palestine in the

Footsteps of our Lord.
the Desert of the Wanderings.

(7)

Mount Sinai and

(8)

Palestine

—

its

People,

its

Customs, and

its

Ruins.

(Lecture for

Children.)
All illustrated with specially jDrepared lime-light lantern views.

The Eev. James Smith, B.D.,
His subjects are as follows

St.

Greorge's-in-lhe-West Parish, Aberdeen.

:

The Palestine E.vploration Fund.

(1)

A

Pilgrimage to Palestine.
Jerusalem Ancient and Modern.
(4) The Temple Area, as it now is.
(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
(0) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.
(7) Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.
{2)

—

(3)

The Rev.

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Abei'pergwm, Glynneath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.

:

South

—

Explorations in Judea.
Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.
(5) Problems of Palestine.

(1)

(2)

The Eev. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., St. Lawrence, Eamsgate.

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(2)

Stories in Stone

(3)

slides).

His subjects are

as follows

(All
:

in Palestine.

New Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or. With the Explorer in 1895.
Bible Stories from the Moniiments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research
;

or.

:

(4) A.

The Story of Joseph;

or.

Life in Ancient Egypt.

—
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(5) B.

(6)

c.

(7)

D.

(8) E.

The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachtsh.
The Story of Sennacherib ; ar Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
The Story of the Sittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,
Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
for the United States. His subjects are as follows

Professor Theodore

:

(1)

(2)
(3)

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

Application

24

for

Lectiires

may

Hanover Square, W., or sent

be

either

addressed to

the

to the address of the Lecturers.

Seci-etary,

ifaxe vcufe

General Plan to

I

llustrate th

e

Excavations at Jerusalem
rALESTiNE exploration fund
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SEVENTH REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By

At

the close of

the north and

my

F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

hist report I

mentioned that we had already begun
western hill, which the Committee

south section of the

made from a point somewhat east of what is marked as
on the January plan to B.M. 2479.7, on the road
"Inferred Tower
coming from Bab Neby Dafld. I shall call this Section AB. It will be

desired to

l)e

'

remembered that our systematic following of the wall from the Protestant
Cemetery to the east was interru])ted by a tield, 14 feet beyond Tower III,
with whose proprietor we failed to come to terms, though in a single day
respectively
of work the wall was seen at two points along the same line
systematic
the
resumed
We
III.
Tower
from
distant
54 and 112 feet
tracing of the wall in the "cauliflower patch" at a point 320 feet distant
from Tower III (along the inferred line), and thus 208 feet beyond the
The masonry in the " cauliflower
last point seen in the forbidden field.

patch" consisted of strong foundation rubble of large and small stones,
some parts set in courses, resting on the rock. No dressed masonry
was found till we got to the tower near the Jewish Cemetery. The
drafted stones seen there were again observed when we picked up the
wall where it emerges from the other end of the cemetery, and also at
every place where it was seen between this point and the Pool of Siloam.
This drafted work was in contrast to the smooth masonry seen all along
the line from the fosse near tower at Protestant Cemetery, to the point
There was one
in the "forbidden field," 112 feet from Tower III.

in

important exception, however, at Tower I (at the south-west angle of the
old city), where the later work is built on a somewhat different line from
that of its substructure of rough, drafted masonry. The rough foundations seen after the interruption evidently belonged to the line of what
I

may

call

the drafted wall traced to the east.

As

to the

smooth

wall, I

thought that it followed the line of the earlier wall (which it was seen to
touch at Tower I) as far as where it was last seen, 112 feet east of
Tower III, and then it might have swung to the north-east to enclose
the upper city, or it might have continued to follow the old line to the
south-east, where the latter was only repaired.
The " forbidden field " was thus recognised as a critical point, and I
was ver}' glad when at last we came to satisfactory terms with the pro-

and our tents were pitched under his olive trees. The object
AB was to lay bare the rock, studying all walls and scarps
that might cross the line. At the same time, I wished to determine the
course of the " smooth wall." As mentioned in my last report, a tower
was found just where it had been inferred, which becomes Tower IV

prietor,

of the Section

;
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70 feet to the east was found Tower "V, which j^rojects 16 feet from
the wall, whereas Towers II, III, and IV project only 9h feet. As all
the other towers are 120 feet apart, the short distance of 70 feet between

Towers IV and V led ine to hope for a gate, esjjecially as the point
midway between them is in a continuation of the line of the road from
the Damascus Gate.
Unfortunately, exactly at this point the good
masonry coming from the west, and seen along the inside line, is broken
otf, only the foundation rubble remaining.
A drain coming from the
north, 3 feet 9 inches high, 2 feet 3 inches broad at its cemented bottom
and 1 foot 8 inches broad at the toj), is here ruined at the junction with
the wall. Tliis was an encouraging clue, as we hoped the drain might
lun under a paved road, but the search for this was vain. Hence the
question of a gate here must remain a moot point in favour of it are
the nearness of the towers and the position of the drain, together with
the smooth inside face seen here, a point also noted for a few feet north
of the gate on this same line to the north-west, but not beyond. Against it
is the fact of another gate only 180 yards distant from this point, measured
along the line of wall. As the rubble foundations, which consist of large
and small stones roughly laid in strong mortar, here rest on debris, it
is 14 feet thick for strength, the main wall being only 9 feet.
The
rubble was traced to tlie west outer angle of Tower V, when the smooth
masonry again ajjpeared, and was traced with more or less interruption,
where the wall had been robbed of stones, arountl the rest of the tower
and 16 feet beyond on the line of wall to the ])oint L,' 50 feet from the
foundation wall in the cauliflower patch (M) to which it was directly
pointing.
The identity of the two thus seemed clear, but to exhaust
all possibilities I trenched the ground from the point
for some 70 feet
to the north-west, finding no siiin that the smooth wall had altered its
course.
This may seem a roundabout way of arriving at a conclusion
which could have been I'eached by connecting the two points, T)ut those
:

^

M

50 intermediate feet of laud belong to an unpleasantly small proprietoi',
whom it would not have been economical to tackle.
I remarked at the end of my last report that in this field the smooth
wall did not rest on. the rock but on rough rubble built on several feet of
debris, which covered the luined top of a massive older wall resting on
the rock, running in a somewhat different line. This latter was first
struck in Shaft .3, sunk along the inner face of the smooth wall, as a
commencement of the Section AB. It was then followed to the east and
west with the following results.
To the east it was pushed to X, where only rude foundation work
occurred similar to that seen last year at M, to which it was generally
pointing.
As to the identity of the two there can be no doubt. To the
west the masonry was followed to the corner, B, and then 12i feet
towards A, where it butts up against the rock, which has been stepped uj)
to carry on the now-destroyed nrasonry to A, where Tower III of the

'

Tliesc leLtors refer to the key plan, PI. I.
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rests

upon the

rock.

Here,

i)lainly,

11

the two lines coincide.

been seen to coincide at Tower I. Between Towers I and
The inference thus is that
III the rock is not far from the surface.
between Towers I and III the older wall was ruined to the rock, or
perhaps to the lowest course of stones noticed in my third report, and
At
points.
tliat the later line followed the earlier between these two
builders
later
the
but
ABCD,
Tower
the
form
to
out
the earlier line runs
carried their wall on straight, and finding the rock deeper as they went east
disregarded the old line of wall, sometimes resting their rubble foundations

They have

also

A

upon it, as seen in Shaft 1 on the developed section from A to M, PI. T,
and sometimes merely on the debris with which the old wall was buried, as
the rock is nearer the surface, and
seen at Shafts 2 and 4. At the point

M

here the later builders again ran on to the old line, as we have proved
above. The absence at tower near Jewish Cemetery and on to Siloam of
the smooth masonry, characteristic of this upper line, may be explained in
two ways either the old wall was in such good preservation that it
needed only to be repaired, the smooth stones of the reparation having
since disapi)eared, or else the later line again diverged from the older in a
north-easterly direction, somewhere east of the point M. This point could
:

only be settled by an examination of the old wall, beyond the point M,
along its inside face, which would be impossible did the divergence
take place in the Jewish Cemetery. The absence, beyond Tower V, of
towers at short intervals, characteristic of the later line, is certainly
curious.

We may now study the lower or older wall from A to M, the points
between which the upper or smooth wall runs on another line. (.See key plan,
After forming the Tower ABCD the line
sections, and elevations, PI. I.)
runs north-noi'th-east to F, then breaks out to G, and resumes the former
Projecting from the wall, GK, is a series of six chambers.
direction to K.
Their length is 21 feet, with the exception of No. 2, which is 2 feet longer,
owing to a recessing of the back w;dl. Chambers 2 to 6 vary in
breadth from 12 feet 2 inches to 13 feet 6 inches, while No. 1 is 17 feet
broad. The division walls are not bonded into the back wall, but run
back into it. In place six courses of the back still remain, the masonry of
which {see specimen at OK) is similar to that of the divisions, and consists of hammer-dressed stones, roughly squared and badly set, with a few
bossed stones interspersed. A vain but thorough search was made along
As the rock bottom is rough and
this back wall for doors to the chambers.
slopes rapidly to the south (see Section 01), the inference is that the
Of the front wall, IJ, only one
chambers are ruined to their cellarage.

from 24 inches to 29 inches in height.
which are set in mortar, are roughly squared with quarrypicked faces, comb-picked at the edges, but this wall presents a decidedly
.smoother face than the back wall, as may be seen by comparing specimens
The corner stone at I is drafted and better worked. The
at I J and OK.
It
lowest corner is set on 18 inches of rubble bedded on lime and ashes.
It does not
is 8 feet 6 inclies thick, the back wall being somewhat more.

to three courses remain, varying

The

stones,
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stand on a scarp, and a tunnel driven on the sloping rock for 30 feet south
showed no sign of scarp or rock-hewn ditch.
This system of projecting chambers, clear now as it appeal's on the plan,
puzzled us for a long time. We first struck the back wall behind

Chamber 6 and then found its east wall. It looked as if we had found
a tower, but whether we were inside or outside of it was not clear, as the
inside face of tlie front wall of the chamber-system was here ruined.
lu
the meantime, in Shaft 2 we had again struck the back wall and the west
wall of Chamber 3, and worked our way to the west wall of Chamber 2.
We then pushed westwards along the back wall from Chamber 6. I have
explained how the division walls were let into the back wall that between
Chambers 5 and 6 was so ruined that we took the straight joints in the
back wall to represent a filled-iu gateway, and pushed on till we came tc
the division between Chambers 3 and 4. The idea of the series of projecting chambers occurred first to Abu Selim, who proposed to establish
this hypothesis for that of the towers.
Accordingly we re-examined the
supposed gateway, which turned out to be the letting in of a division wall,
broken off at the junction but running south in one foiindation course.
In the same way we traced the much-ruined division between Chambers
4 and 6. The wall IJ was then looked for, and found in front of the
;

Chambers 1, 2, 3, and 6. At J the ruin was complete, though the wall
KJ was traced for some distance south. But that the point J is the true
outer angle of the chamber-system is proved (1) by the alteied direction
of the main wall from K on
(2) by the fact that in tracing it 50 feet
to N no more division walls were found
and (3) by the fact that the
wall KJ is more massive than the division walls, being 7 feet thick,

—

;

;

similar to 01.

There was some

We were led

astray

difficulty in finding the corresponding

by a

later wall

which seemed

to belong to

west

wall, 01.

Chamber

1,

as

ran south from the back wall, appearing to give 13 feet as the breadth
of that chamber.
But from the very first it looked suspicious, as it was
only 4 feet 6 inches thick (the other divisions averaging 6 feet), and
instead of showing the massive rough masonry of the divisions, it consisted of small rubble, bedded in mortar, standing to a great height and
having a distinct batter. The men nicknamed it the " slieep-fold wall."
Moreover, the wall against which it butted up could not be the expected
it

was only 4 feet wide, and its outer face occurred 3 feet
which I.J should cut. Again, these walls were 3 degrees
off' the axis of the building.
This " sheep-fold wall " started on the rock,
but the caving in of the very loose debris banked against its battered face
wall IJ, as

it

inside the point

prevented our following it on the rock along its length. Sinking to the
rock at the end of our tunnel, we found the true wall IJ, in the expected
]josition and direction. Pushing a few feet further we^t we found a straight
joint between the wall IJ and the south wall of the '• sheep-fold " system,
which, no longer having the wall IJ for its foundation, had sunk to the
rock and continued west. Breaking through this wall at the corner I of
older wall OIJ, we followed the latter north for 15 feet, wliere it butts up
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against the rock and runs out (as shown in Section OI). This accounts for
our not having seen it when tracing the main wall west from G, l)nt the
What' I have called the
points of former junction are clearly marked.
"sheep-fold" system of later Avails is omitted from the plan to avoid
confusion, as it has no organic connection with the city wall.
The part of the M\all OGrF presents a decided patchwork a large stone
similar to the great stones at the Jewish Wailing Place has been cut down
and inserted, together with Roman column bases. As DF runs to the back
of FG, the true line, from the outer corner I, may once have run back to
H, which thus would have been the original inner angle, OGF being an
alteration of the line.
The masonry along the length EF is similar to the
work at IJ, which helps the theory. But at E a straight joint occurs with
rough rubble on to D, which is not bonded into the wall CD. The position of DF naturally suggests the ingoing of a gateway, and careful search
for this was made. The rock along the base of DF is sloping and irregular
breaking in at E we followed the wall to east and west, finding it in places
in its natural rough condition, in others cut as for quan-ying stones, with
a scarp 6 feet high, no sign of gate or roadway being visible. The inference
was that there never was a gate-opening here at the level of the rock at
the base of DF, and, if an opening had ever occurred at a higher level, all
traces had been destroyed by the nj'P^^' wall, which here ran over the
;

;

lower.

The three

sides of the

Tower ABC!D

are

drawn

periods are distinctly recognisable on the east side.

in elevation.

From

D

Three

for 10 feet

beautifully set work we have observed in our excavaSpecimen at D). The iine rubbed jointing can be compared
only to the work at the Jewish Wailing Place. No mortar is used. The
stones are perfectly squared, the broad margins are worked tine and

we have the most

tions (see

smooth, while the centres are chisel-picked.

The

courses are 23J inches

high.

Where

fine work is ruined there is bonded into it rougher
an entirely different character three styles of dressing
are observed (1) rough quarry-2)icked stones as at IJ, PI. II
(2) stones
with rustic bosses like the work figured on p. 245 of the July
Quarterhi ; and (3) fine-picked stones with comb-margins, evidently
ve-used from the oricfinal wall which still remains at D. After continuintr
21 feet this masonry ends in a straight joint beyond which there is a
later extension of the face.
The drain, which is cut in two by this new-

set

this

masonry

of

—

;

;

belongs to the earlier period. The masonry of this fresh face does
not differ in character from the work just described and continues to the
corner B, where it is set forward 65 inches from one course of stones,
face,

whose dressing and fine setting are exactly similar to the work at D, As
end we saw the corners of the second and third periods, so
here we see the corners of the first and third periods. Whatever the
line of the earliest face may have been, this projection of the latest work
is evidently due to the desire to make the face square with the sides of

at the other

the towei'.
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On the west side the masonry continues a distance of 12.2 f^^*') beyond
which it is ruined, but the carefully stepped-up rock shows how the wall
had been carried up to the point where the upper line diverged from it.
This lower wall, which we have been describing in detail from A to N,
while evidently a continuous line, has shown us several styles of masonry,
Which style
and we may now recapitulate these with a view to asking
:

should be taken as characteristic ?
is only rough foundation, similar to that at M,
The work at
without indication of the style of superstructure. The back wall, OK, is

KN

patchwork. DE is filling in. Hence
to the outer wall, OIJK, of the
chambei'-system which presents one style, similar to EF and to the Tower
ABCL). The stones of the wall, OIJK, present a comparatively smooth
face, being well set, but are quarry dressed and roughly squared. Though
certainly in sitn, as the wall here must have been extremely lofty, the
three courses left may not represent the character of the upper part of

also

rough foundation.

for the original

FGO

is

work we must look

The original masonry of the Tower ABCD is indicated by bits
and B. In the two periods of reparation there have been used (I)
stones from the original masonry of the tower, (2) quarry-picked stones
such as appear at IJ, and (3) bossed stones which characterise this same
wall from the Jewish Cemetery south-east to the gate near Siloam and on
Hence, if any conclusion can be drawn from these data
as far as tr'aced.
it would seem that the earliest work we have seen on the continuous line
of wall between the Protestant Cemetery and Siloam is at D and B, and
How the fine jointing of the foimer corresponds to that of the
at OIJK.
Jewish work at the Haram area I have pointed out before.
A word as to the relation of this lower line \o the upper line. The layer
of accumulated debris between the ruined top of the lower wall and the
rubble foundations of the upper wall, as seen in the Section AM, between
Shafts 1 and 4, shows that between the periods of the two walls there
intervened a time when no city wall existed at tliis point. This indicates
such an extended interruption in the life of the city as history shows no
example of, except after the desti'uction by Titus. Hence it seems a
natural hypothesis to refer the lower wall to Jewish times and the upper
The former certainly ran down
wall to the Roman or Christian periods.
to Siloam, while the course of the latter is not certain beyond the point M.
These few pages may not have given, at first reading, an idea of
the magnitude of the labour expended in attaining the above results.
The reader must look between the lines. He nuist note that the brief
sentence, " a vain but thorough search was made for doors along the back
The length of shafts and galleries
wall," indicates a tunnel 25 feet long.
worked in this excavation amounts to about a quarter of a mile. Using
only part of the stones which were exhumed, the proprietor was able to
construct a wall to his premises 150 feet long, 4 feet high, and 4^ feet
wide. Many of the stones had to be broken up in the tunnel so that they
might be hauled up a shaft 40 feet to the surface. Hence the work
progressed slowly along the line GK, where the debris consisted mainly

the wall.
at

D
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which were dislodged with great
who managed to keep his tunnel
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by Abdallah, our
A^ain
the work was very difficult along the front wall IJ, for this had been
quarried for stone and the loose shingle sometimes ran like water. The
stones of the upper line west of Tower V seemed to have been recently
stolen, as the old pit was filled with a light soft soil most dangerous for
of large stones,

best quarryman,

tunneling,

but

'Isa,

beautifully, stej^ping

one

of

"Warren's

skill

perfectl}^ safe.

excavators,

down, box by box, as the base

boxed

his

tunnel

and
The work
went rapidly around the Tower ABCD, as it is buried in firm brown soil,
easy to excavate, where it pays to make your tunnel high and narrow,
both for ventilation and ease in removing the stuff. Twelve feet north of
B the rock rises rapidly and Ahmed neatly accomplisheil his task of
driving a tunnel up-hill, stepping nimbly out of the way of the rollinf
it

of the wall

fell,

cleverly tuining the corner at the inner angle of the tower.

stones.

was extremely interesting, as well as a tax on the mind, to trace
two walls running about in the same line, the one above the other.
One inconvenience in excavating is that you can never see your whole
work at one time. For example, after clearing out and measurino- one
partition in the chamber-system we filled up the tunnel with earth from
another galler}^ Indeed during a few days most of our workmen were
underground. On rainy days this was mo.st convenient.
But though
many people penetrated our tunnels no one but ourselves saw the entire
work. Still those who looked down Shaft 1 could form a clear idea of
what we were following, for at one glance they could see the surface soil,
the smooth upper wali, its rough rubble foundation resting on the corner
G of the drafted old wall, and finally the rock below all. At Shaft 2
they could see the same archaeological stratification with the addition of
the debris separating the two wall-systems.
This debris was mainlv
brown mould containing potsherds.
It

these

'

The reader may now begin to understand how this excavation took
nine weeks, though other shafts were worked at the same time both at
Siloam and along the Section AB. The filling up of shafts and tunnels
occupied some days longer, and now the field has resumed its ordinary
appearance. It will, however, bear a better barley crop next year owin*'
to the turning up of the soil.

We now come to the second division of the season's work, namely, the
study of the rock along the Section AB. This extended from a jjoint
behind the back wall of No. 6 of the chamber-system to B.M. 2479.7 on
the road coming from Bab Neby Dadd. The direct distance is about
400 feet, but the shafts employed in reaching the rock and the foUowin"of clues to right and left bring up the length of shafts and galleries to
nmch more than twice that amount. Ground was broken at a point
1 In one of bis letters, Dr. Bliss
remarks " The rubble of the later wall is of
rough stones, large and small, not built in courses, held together by mud witli
a slight admixture of lime. Where this rubble rests iu (he earth it is 14 feet
:

thick " {see above, p. 10).
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50 feet north of the back wall, the rock was reached at a depth of 31 feet
G inches, and a gallery driven south.
The rock slopes down naturally, and nothing was found but a few
The red virgin soil still covers the rock and the
rude, thin house walls.
back wall of the chamber-system which we saw standing to a height of
11 feet, is built down for 7 feet in a trench cut in this virgin soil.
Returning to the shaft and driving a gallery north, we found nothing but
insignificant scarps, probably due to quarrying, till we reached the
In my report for January,
a(iueduct discovered by Sir Charles Warren.
1895, I described the aqueduct entering the ancient city at Tower II, and
gave reasons for supposing it to be identical with Warren's. On striking
his aqueduct in our section we followed it westwards as far as it is laid

the map to the road where a blockage occurs. Returning
Tower II we followed the aqueduct north-east, further than last year,

to

down on

to

a blockage 50 yards from the blockage in Warren's aqueduct to which it
was still "pointing. These blockages are due to air-holes which have been
That the line traced by Warren and the line
tilled with fallen debris.
tiaced by us are parts of the same aqueduct is clear. The construction is

In both parts we find the double coats of plaster a
exactly "similar.
the same finely worked
similar separation of the plastered bottom
variations of height and
marked
same
the
double
places
in
corners,
further proof lies in the levels of the flooring, as there is a
l)readth.
;

;

;

A

between Tower II and the point where the aqueduct was
AB. Moreover there is roughly smoked in lamp-blask
parts the bench mark of the Ordnance survey /j^.
both
of
in the roofing
A probable explanation is now afforded for the curious bend taken by
at the plan
the aqueduct as observed by Sir Charles Warren. A glance
in
shows that it turns aside to avoid the building which evidently stood
attributed to a
the way of its direct course. The minor turns may be
fall of 1

foot

struck in Section

careful feeling after rock levels.
This square tower, which projects south

from a system of chambers,
east and west walls are
The
thickness.
extraordinary
of
walls
has
the north wall
14 feet thick, the south wall 15 feet 11 inches, and
courses averaging 20 inches
7 feet 2 inches. They consist of rubble built in
Only the
ashes.
high, pointed with strong mortar made of lime antl
These massive
corner stones are dressed, one or two showing a boss.
sunk to the rock at the
walls enclose a chamber only 25 feet square.
and north-east interior angles of the chamber, finding it filled

We

south-west

with a solid filling of large rubble set in mortar,
w^alls.
which had to be quarried out, and which was quite distinct from the
corner,
Pushing towards the centre of the building from the north-east
we found a sudden drop in the rock, and quarrying down through the
whose roof, now
filling for li feet we discovered a rock-hewn chamber,
{See ground plan, section,
l.roken, had originally a barrel-vaulted form.
to a considerable height

and

This rock-liewn chamber is iiot in the centre of
nor is it in the same line. Though not quite
dimensions are, roughly sj^eaking, 14 feet long by 10 feet

elevations, PI. III.)

the tower built ar()un<l
rectangular,

its

it,
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€ inclies. Tlie four sides were followed liy (inarrying through the filling,
but a solid \ner had to be left iu the middle for a support. Still a large
part of the flooring was seen as we tunneled under this support, reaching
the centre of the chamber. The approach was originally from the open
air

by a door cut

in a scarp, as

may

be seen

1

>}

a glance at the rock

levels in the general plan.

This scarp is broken away (Section AB), but one rock-cut jamb of the
door and the door socket still remain. The interior walls are covered with
In the east, west, and north walls occur
fine plaster, very much broken.
the large recesses and small niches seen in the elevations. One recess has
Curiously enough, the rubble filling
<a small groove, as if for a shelf.
extends within the recesses. Not a single tomb loculus was found. The

Augustinians have found in their property to the east of this place a rockdwelling, unconnected with tombs, with a similar niche and recess.
I have examined the tomb chambers on tlie south side of the Valley of
Hinnom by way of comparison. I find no chambers without loculi, except
two that directly connect with tomb-chambers and none containing the
cupboard-like recesses. "We carefully sounded the floor of our chamber,
which gave no sign of a cavity below. Tlius it has no connection from

hewn

within with any other chamber. Outside we followed to the west a scarp
which the west wall of the tower is built for 12 feet, when it turns
This scarp, taken in connection with the level rock in front
south.
of the chamber, suggests that it opened on an open court, but that no
chambers led from this court from the faces of the east and west scarps

•over

proved by the rock, the top of which was traced along the east and
At the points outside the sides of the supposed
court it is only 4 feet higher than the flooring of the latter. There is
still room, however, for a parallel chamber to the east, opening from the

is

Avest sides of the tower.

north side of the court, and we are still searching for this.
This great tower is very curious, but certain points are clear the rockhewn chamber had a broken roof when the tower was built around, as
,shown by the filling built down into the former the tower was not isolated,
The massive walls
as proved by the lesser thickness of its north wall.
and the equally strong filling mean one of two things either something
was meant to be concealed, or a foundation was needed for a tower of
great height. As far as our investigations have gone, we have found
nothing but an ordinary ruined rock-hewn dwelling, not worth concealing
lieuce we argue from the presoit data that it occurred by chance at the
:

;

:

;

tower was to be built.
Ill, and n)ore extensively on the general plan,
The wall DE apparently doe.s
it pi'ojects from a system of chambers.
not belong to the system, as it is not bonded into CG, and the masonry
is ditierent, consisting of small roughly-squared stones set in courses,
open-joint, and the mortar does not contain the ashes always characteristic
of that of the tower system.
At G we have a true course, and the
character of FGH is similar to that of the faces of the tower, but of
smaller stones. The round arch, HI, would thus be an adilition at tlie
sjjot

where a

As

lofty

seen on PI.

B
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GH

was seen to
time of the wall DE. In a tunnel to the east the wall
turn to the north. We are also trenching to the west of the north-west
corner of the tower, buc on neither side is there any indication of a wall
On the west
having; the extraordinary thickness of those of the tower.
the rock cistern rules out the possibility of such a wall now existing at
We have still a few days' work befoi'e the investigation
that point.
becomes entirely exhaustive, but the facts are decidedly against a city
wall here. Moreover, the masonry of the tower itself has not the character
of that of a city wall.

About

12 feet north of the wall

KL

occurs a chamber, 25 feet by

19 feet, with a mosaic flooring from 2 to 3 feet above the rock. The walls
of the chamber are almost entirely ruined, and are of slight thickness.

The mosaic
15 feet of

soil,

is

in almost j^erfect preservation.

by a

careful directing of

recover the complete pattern (PI. IV).

Though buried under

two tunnels we

The

jjlans

'

wei'e able to

explain themselves.

Mr. Dickie's task was no light one. To sit on the floor of a hot, damp
from the air supply, by the light of four or five candles
placed in bottles, the air growing thicker every hour, while he measured
and coloured, and then to emerge into the midst of a cold, rainy
outside world, was in my view a trying experience.
In our trench to the east of the corner we found fallen fragments
of mosaic of a still finer workmanship and more elaborate design and
colouring, the tesserte being of white, black, grey, two shades of red, and
two shades of orange.
Coming from the north and running across the chamber there is a
drain 2 feet 6 inches broad, and at least 5 feet high. It is cut off by a
made-up bottom between the chamber and the wall KL of the towei'
system. It is in line with the similar drain to the south, butting up
against the upper city wall as described at the beginning of this report.
A drain was also observed against the outside of tlie wall GH, abruptly
This may be a branch of the
cut off' by a wall of the tower system.
mosaic drain. This latter appears to furnish a key to the chronology
tunnel, 55 feet

of the various discoveries at this point.

The drain

is

of course later

It also seems to be earlier than the tower system,
than the mosaic.
which interrupts its natural path, though it is directly cut off by the
Even supposing
made-up bottom only 12 feet north of the wall KL.
that it turned west, and is identical with the drain at J, in this case it
was cut off by the tower system. The aqueduct seems to have been
diverted to avoid the already existing tower. We thus have the mosaic
as the oldest and the aqueduct as the most recent of these vai'ious
The mosaic is probably not older than early Roman
constructions.
times, hence the aqueduct may be that of Pontius Pilate, whose great
work of bringing water to the city caused such a tumult among the Jews.
Coijfirmativu of this hypothesis is the fact that the jjottery found between
the aqueduct and the mosaic is Roman or later, while that found iu

'

The plan showing

of the Fund.

tlio

mosaic pattern in colours can be seen

at the oflice

To ^kce pa^e

<
O
Li.

o

z
<
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Eoman tiles
connection with the lower south wall is mainly Jewish.
Avere found bedded in the filling of the great tower north of the aqueduct.
Drawings of the pottery and other objects found in our excavations will,
be ready for the April Statement.
the mosaic north to the fork of the road, in one gallery driven
on the rock, nothing appeared but a few rude, thin house walls. These,
though carefully examined, are omitted from the plan as they would
merely appear as unedifying scratches. Under the fork of the road we
struck a wall, standing to a considerable height, and showing a vertical
joint.
Breaking through, we found that this indicated the outside
corner of one house with a wall of another system of houses extending
I hope,

From

The south wall of
from it to the east.
roughly built in courses from 15i inches
wall, though clearly traced by the debris
of much broken rubble, without a decided
used as the west wall of the cellarage of
houses to the left.
to the east, and

The south wall

of these

the house to the right

was

to 27 inches high

east

banked against
face.

its

;

it,

It evidently

consists

had been

the system of contemporary

was traced

for

some 35

feet

thickness found at three places to be only from
The masonry consists of roughly-squai-ed rubble, set in
4 to 5 feet.
courses 12 inches to 14 inches high, resting on ruder foundations.
Some few feet
Partitions were found running to the north and south.
its

from the end of the tunnel, a drain, coming from the north-east, breaks
through the wall. This drain is 2 feet broad, about 4 feet high, and
In character it resembles the drain
its bottom is not on the rock.
crossing the mosaic, with which it seems to be identical, as we did not
see it in our gallery which ran to the west of a line connecting these two
bits of drain.

Ee turning to the corner of the house described above, we pushed
north along its east wall under the road, when we came upon a small
birket extending back of the house, thus indicating the northern limit
The birket has curiously curved sides, its bottom is rock
of the latter.
and its walls are plastered. The south wall is only 18 inches thick.
Breaking through the north wall, which is thicker, we found ourselves in
a chamber 5 feet broad, with walls similarly plastered. It has not the
shape of the birket, being rectangular, but it may also be a birket connected with the other. From this point for 9 feet north the work was
extremely difficult. The top of our tunnel showed set foundation work,
Its path crossed
resting on debris through which the tunnel was driven.
the mouth of a large rock-hewn cistern. The mouth is choked up, but
not closed of set purpose, by a large fallen stone, and the interior is only
with debris.
Three or four feet beyond the cistern's mouth we struck the back of a
stone.
On our removing this, a quantity of loose shingle poured into
our tunnel through the orifice. When the stream of shingle stopped,
Abu-Selim was able to stick his head through the hole and announce
that the removed stone, the back of which we had seen, belonged to a
wall facing north. However, attempts made to enlarge the hole resulted

l^artly filled

b2
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I could not now put my
in a fresh stream of shingle and larger stones.
head through to see how dangerous a cavity had been made under the road.
Accordingly we wei-e forced to open a shaft from the road, and sank
down near the north face of this wall, which consists of quarry-picked
stones, badly squared, pinned up with chips and set in coarse mortar,
the courses varying from 11| inches to 13^ inches high. This face rests

on the rock, and was seen standing to a height of 11 feet to a point only
6 feet under the road. The question of its breadth is not clear, but in
no case can it be city wall. If the foundation work seen at the top of
the tunnel belongs to it, then it might have been 8 feet thick, but in this
case it was built over the choked up cistern, and its south face rested on
This fact would militate against its being a city wall, as the outer
debris.
face of a city wall at this point should face south,

and

it is

unlikely that

the outer face of a city wall should rest on debris while the inner face
rested on rock.
If the mouth of the cistern were outside of it, then the south face
(now ruined) could only give a breadth of 4 feet, too small for a city wall.
Continuing towards the north 7 feet beyoud this wall, we found steps
descending at the angle of a cistern or reservoir. "Walls and steps are
The construction
of rock, both covered with cement of lime and ashes.
is similar to that of "Cistern I," found during our first season, and

discussed on p. 255 of the Statement for October, 1894. Driving on we
found this cistern filled with loose debris containing large stones, the

dislodging of which again threatened to undermine the road, and we
were reluctantly obliged to open a fresh shaft a few feet beyond the
point where our tunnel had become dangerous. As the cistern did not
continue to the point of this shaft we may take its breadth at about
19 feet. The east and west dimension was not ascertained.
From the large stones which had arrested our progress we had guessed

that

we were near a

The

facing stones have

wall,
all

and

this

appeared in the newly made shaft.

disappeared, but the line of the inner packing

Before following it we thought best first to find
ruined top lies only 4j feet under the road surface
we ran an open trench to the north. To our astonishment we pushed
along the to]) for 23 feet before we reached the northern face, which
consists of well-set drafted stones, evidently an outside face.
Sinking to the rock, we pushed east, soon finding a cornei', and then
followed the wall south, the masonry becoming more and more ruined

runs east and west.
its

breadth.

As

its

the one course remaining came to an end at a distance of 24j feet,
which brought us to within a short space of the ])oint where we had seen
Our open
The mystery was now explained.
the face-robbed wall.
trench had been driven along the top of the east wall of a building. We
till

south side, just short of the south-east outer angle
then the north-east
its north side, near B.M. 2479.7
outer angle, and had worked our way back to the south-east corner. The
character and size of the masonry (the u])per courses averaging 24 inches)
liad first struck its

;

we had then found

suggest that this

is

shows that the walls

;

a tower in a city wall.
(if

Our trench

across the top

walls there were) are at least 8 feet thick, hence
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the tower was probably solid, as no sufficient space remains for a chamber.
followed the north face to the west, bat the masonry suddenly breaks
The discovery of this supposed
off, and we are still searching for clues.
tower throws light on the nature of the wall seen 8 yards to the south.
They cannot be two independent city walls, as they are too close together,
and stand at the same level and to the same height. They cannot be

We

same wall. And if either of them be city wall, it is the
northern tower that shows the characteristics. Thus the southern wall
appears to be part of a dwelling.
As half of this report is taken up with the Section AB, which was cut
whether any other walls ran across the line north of A, I am
ascertain
to
sorry that at the only two places where a city wall possibly runs the
I have already delayed the report ever one post,
returns are incomplete.
but a buried city regards not the sailings of steamers, and is coy in
parts of the

revealing her secrets.

The map on which
year's work,

this season's

which appeared on a

work

map

is

laid

down

contains also last

January Statement.^

in the

The

discrepancy in the positions of the wall as observed in a comparison of
the two maps is thus explained starting from a fixed point, I laid down
the survey
the direction of the wall as given by the prismatic compass
was correct absolutely, but I had not then learned what was the local
this has been since ascerdifference between true and magnetic north
:

;

;

tained

a fresh survey

;

by Mr. Dickie has

established the correctness of

mine, and he has laid all the discoveries down in their proper relation to
the Ordnance Survey, with check measurements from lixed points. The
alteration in the direction of the wall immediately west of the tower at
Jewish Cemetery was aaticipated by my remark at the bottom of p. 17
of the

January Quarterly Statement.

work has been driven at full speed,
only one day having been lost. We have also picked up the line of wall
crossing the mouth of the Tyropceon, its base having been reached with
great difficulty in a shaft 37 feet deep, where the sewage oozing from
the pool is most unpleasant. Thus far the rains have not interrujjted
the work, as during one fearful storm we were fortunate enough to
Since the last report was sent the

pursue two or three tunnels, and shift the earth to others which were
But this is not a chance that often occurs. The work
tinished with.
The alternation of heat and
of the party has been, on the whole, good.
cold

what makes the Jerusalem climate

is

so trying.

Several of our

workmen have been drafted into the reserve. The labourers pursue the
work of mining with great courage, and when I asked Ahmed, who
had got among wicked-looking debris, whether he was afraid, he
is that you i>ut another man
Selim manages the diggers, land-owners, and cropowners with his usual tact. The owner with whom we did not come to
terms last year has proved himself not only an admirable man of
business but a perfect gentleman, as the bargain once made this

replied
in

my

:

" I fear but one thing, and that

place."

-

Only

Abu

a portion of

tliis iKtip is

reproduced

in

the pre?ont miuiber.
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summer he has never been near ns
would

save for a friendly

visit,

which we

like repeated.

relations with the Imperial Museum at Constantinople are
through its Director, H. E. Hamdi Bey, and our genial Commisinterested in the progress
sioner, Ibrahim Effendi, who both are deeply
of the work.
report,
In clusing I would beg indulgence for the hurried style of this
The pen was often
which has been written under great pressure.
dropped during the midst of a sentence, when I was summoned from
the tent to make a descent underground.

Our

cordial,

Jerusalem, December

8th, 1895.

REPORT ON TOMBS DISCOVERED I^EAR SUR BAHIR.
By Archibald

C. Dickie, A.R.I.B.A.

return to Jerusalem after a two weeks' holiday up the country, I
Bliss to report on some tombs which he had
discovered on a hill about a mile due east from the village of SAr Bahir,
from which it is separated by a ravine. The initial discovery was made

On my

was instructed by Dr.

by some

natives,

pottery.
visited the

who were

digging on the crest of the hill for broken
at once to Dr. Bliss, who immediately
to be a cell enclosing a very interesting series

They reported it
place and found it

of tombs.

Accompanied by

Ibrahim

Effendi, I

started on

the

morning

of

12th October, equipped with the necessary implements for the accurate
plotting of the building, and the no less necessary lunch basket or lunch
" hurj," as ii may more appropriately be called in this country. Three
workmen preceded us, whom we overtook at the base of the hill after an
hour's ride over the now barren and unfruitful hills lying to the south of
the

city.

A

general survey of

the

hill

top gave

position of the tombs, as the entrance

me but

had been

filled

little

up

light

on the

since Dr. Bliss's

visit.
Everywhere were signs of a disturbed surface, but in no place
At last, after
could I find any clue to lead me to the object of my visit.
careful examination and a little hand excavating, in what seemed to me
to be the most recently disturbed soil, a welcome voussoir peejjed out of the
crumbling earth followed by another of the same. Here I set the men to
work, and after an hour's digging I was able to squeeze myself into the
building at the apex of the vault, just where the steps lead down to the

The debris had all fallen from this aperture, and consequently more
than half of the interior was practically em})ty, hence the inside excavation only consisted of minor pickings here and there, to find real
bottoms, true corners, thicknesses, &c.

cell.
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rectangular, semicircular,

measuring 6 feet 1 inch wide by 49 feet 3 inches long
the height from the bottom of floor tombs to apex of vault being
barrel-vaulted

cell,

;

Six semicircular-arched recesses, 3 feet 3 inches deep,
11 feet 11 inches.
6 feet 2 inches wide, and 5 feet 3 inches high, on each side form the side
tombs, and the floor is divided into 12 compartments, G feet 0^ inch long,
2 feet 9i inches wide, and 2 feet 7 inches high, by dwarf walls, 10 inches
The entrance at the east end has
thick, thus forming the floor tombs.
Ave steps, which end abruptly at the face of the wall. The masonry of
the stair walls is diagonally bedded, parallel to the rake of the steps, the
upper course being the springing coarse of a sloping vault, which must
have intersected the main vault at the broken part. At the west end is
n small opening (now built up), measuring 3 feet by 12 inches, abutting

up to the apex of the vault. The cell is partly cut out of the solid rock
In the lower part the rock has been faced up and
and partly built.
made good in cement and stones, but in the upper part of the recesses
the natural rock jjrojects slightly forward. The masonry is flne pick
with chiselled margins well set and close jointed with fine
trowel-keyed pointing, courses averaging 15 inches high. The floor
tombs must have been covered with stone slabs, although no signs of
them now remain. Broken parts show that the fronts of the tombs had

dressed,

been formed by a thin division or slab of very strong concrete, made of
lime, pottery, and small stones 4 inches thick and 2 feet 6 inches high,
bonded into the side piers at the small checks shown on plan. Stone
slabs would seem to one to be the most natural and simple method of
construction, but in every tomb where any remains of the fronts
existed I observed the same peculiarity, the check heads being in many
No remains
cases broken ofl", evidently when the tombs were destroyed.
of the covers exist, but it is probable that they were of slabs resting on
the concrete wall, and the 4-inch projection at the back of the recess.
The bottoms are made up of the same character of concrete as I have
already described.
Not a vestige of the contents of these toiaibs remains, although it is
certain that they were almost all used, from the way in which the edges
and checks of the piers have been destroyed and the fronts broken off",
as well as from the cement beds and joints which can be seen on the
bearings for the covers. Kecess No. 10 appears for some reason or other
to have been unused, as there are no checks in the piers and no evidence

show that its orignal form has been disturbed. The ruthless hand of
the robber seems to have confined itself to the tombs and their contents
as all the other parts of the building are in perfect preservation, and the
whole structure looks as fresh and new as the day it was built. Indeed,
to

although it is probable that it has existed since Byzantine times, were
it not for the blackened stones above the lamp-rings hanging from the
apex of the vault, it would be difficult to believe that one was not
measuring up a recently-completed building to satisfy the demands of a
nineteenth century builder. It is curious that such a building could have
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remained so complete, when only 3
ravages of tlie Arab.

feet

of debris protected

it

from the

A study of the sarroundiiig gi-ound above shows that the tombs may
have been under a larger building of some sort, situated within a quadAt
rangle, measuring, roughly speaking, about 70 yards square.
the north-east, just on the verge of the descending rock, can be seen
two courses of masonry, which might have been the corner of the
The

enclosure.

east wall

is

also distinctly traceable for

some

distance,

running exactly at right angles to the tombs. The south and west lines
of walls are inferred from the ridges of debris and fallen stones, there
being a distinct rise of ground everywhere inside these lines. JS o hewn
There
.stones are seen above the tombs, or to the north of the enclosure.
is a large rock-cut and jilaster cistern within the enclosure to the northeast of the tonabs, with a Latin cross modelled on the plaster.
The site is entirely surrounded by deep valleys, excej^t at the southA
west, where it is connected by a narrow neck to the adjoining hill.
bright autunui day gave us a splendid view of the surrounding country.
The Frank mountain loomed and Bethlehem glittered on the south,
while tlie sjjarkling Mount of Olives and the interesting but dismal

Bethany attracted the eye to the north. The hill village of
ragged and picturesque on the west, linked the circle of view,
which on the east was completed by the barren sandy " knowes" leading
to the Dead Sea, with the intense blue belt of water beyond, terminating
in the clear, soft tones of the indescribable, unpaintable blue mountains
village of

Sfu- Bahir,

of

Moab.

A JOURNEY EAST OF THE JORDAN AND THE

DEAD

SEA,
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By Gray Hill,

Esq.

[All rights reseri-cd.]

We

No European has, so far as
know, visited this most interesting place either from the north or the
south for a good many years, and it has hitherto been very difficult of
We made an attempt wliich failed in 1890.
approach from the north.
desired to reach Petva from the north.

I

We tried again in
is fully described in my book, " With the Beduins."
1891 and in 1893 under the charge of Sheikh Haziih of the Beni Sakhr
tribe, keeping on those occasions to the east of the Derb el Haj,but had not
got far when we were driven back— in 1891 by the Beni Sakhr fighting
with the Keraki, and in 1893 by the Aenezeh attacking the Beni Sakhr.
Since 1893, however, the Turkish (Tovernment has established military
It

Kerak, and Ma'an, in addition to one at Madeba
and they were now said to be in jn'oeess of
establishing one at Shobek, so that the road to Petra from the north
appeared to be no longer\atteuded with great difficulty or danger.
posts at

Dhiljiin,

estaljlishcd

in

that year,
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This then was our fourth attempt, and it succeeded no better than the
Our plan was to make a prelimiiiai-y excursion to the east
of the Derb el Haj under the care of Sheikh Anad Ibn Madhiof the Beni
Sakhr, who was to wait for us at Kalat Zerka, and who undertook to show
el Jemal and the country to the south of that place, and then to
us
proceed to Kerak, Ma'an, and Petra. But we found that an order had
otlier three.

Umm

been recently issued prohibiting travellers from going to Wady Musa
(Petra) without special leave from Constantinople, The British Consul at
Jerusalem was kind enough to telegraph at our request to the Embassy at
Constantinople asking that leave might be obtained for us, but Ave waited
without any ansvv^er being leceived.
Then all preparations having been made for a journey we could wait
no longer, and started from our house, near Jerusalem, on the 18th of

six days

March, in charge of our old friend and Dragoman, George Mabbedy, in
search of Sheikh Anad, having arranged that when an answer should come
from the Embassy it should be sent by special messenger to Madeba,
where we intended to go after the contemplated expedition to the east of
the Derb

el

Haj.

"We did not intend to trouble the Adwan Sheikhs to conduct us acro.s»
their territory, which is the first to be passed after crossiiia- the Jordan,
as we had often traversed this part of the country before but Sheikhs
Fallach and Shebeeb, of that tribe, Avho had accompanied us on previous
occasions, were not disposed to lose their baksheesh, and discovering that
we were on the move bore down on us at Jericho, and took possession of
The Adwan Bedawy, called in my book Abu Seyne, who always
us.
accompanies us on our journeys in this direction, and who had made the
arrangement with Anad, was also with us. Fallach and Shebeeb
demanded 12 napoleons for conducting us to Kalat Zerka, and on oui*
objecting gave us the pleasing intelligence that they had sent to inform
Sheikh Hazah, of the Beni Sakhr, that we were going to the country of that
tribe with Anad instead of with him, and that in consequence Hazah was
awaiting the arrival of Anad at Kalat Zerka with the intention of killing
him. We knew the ways of the Adwan, however, and did not allow
Ultimately, with the help of
ourselves to be moved by this statement.
the Eflendi at Jericho, who manages the boats now afloat on the Dead
We stayed a
Sea, we agreed Avith Fallach and Shebeeb for 6 napoleons.
day at Jericho in order to make an expedition by the row boat. A good
south wind filled its sails, and blew with such force that very little rowing
was necessary to enable us to ascend the river, and we went in three hours
from its mouth to the Greek pilgrim bathing place a very interesting
and jjleasaut trip.
The next day passing the Jordan by the wooden bridge recently
reconstructed, Ave came to Tell Ninirin and the tombs of the AdAvau
Sheikhs, iuAvhich there lay one of the sons and the chief wife of 'Ali Diab,
the Sheikh of the Adwan, both of whom we had met in former years.
Since our return home Ave hear that the great Ali the Wolf himself, has
been put to rest tliere also. After lunching and resting here. Ave lode on
;

—
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over the beautiful country, fresh and flower-bearing after the rains, and
entered a winding glen, following which we came in two hours to 'Ain
Jeriah, where we found our tents pitched near the spring, and some long
o-rass

eood for the four-footed animals.

The next day brought us through a pretty woodland and rocky country
to Esweile, on the top of the high land to the south of the depressed plain
called El Bukeia, and we there heard that Anad was encamped within

and before long he appeared
to talk to him when
some soldiei-s came u]) from El Bukeia with a message from the Kaimakam
of Salt, who they said was encamped below, to tell us that he had heard
we were going with Anad, but that the latter could not take us safely,
that the Beduin were fighting the Druses to the north, and each other to
the east, and that the Kaimakam could not be responsible for any misfortune which might befall us if we trusted ourselves to Anad. We rode
down to the Kaimakam's camp, where he sat in state with cavalry about him
and a crowd of Beduin onlookers, and produced our passport and teskere.
The Kaimakam repeated his warning, adding that Anad was not one of
the principal Sheikhs of the Beni Esa, or sons of Esau (a branch of the
Beni Sakhr), and was not powerful enough to protect us, that owing to the
want of rain that winter the Aenezeh were encamped more to the west
than usual, and that Umm el Jemal and the country south of that place
which we wanted to visit were the scenes of constant conflicts. These
statements were contirmed by the chief Sheikh of the Sardiyeh (another
branch of the Beni Sakhr), who was present, who added that neither he
nor Sheikh Hazah with 500 horsemen woidd make us safe from a

two hours

of us.

"VVe sent to seek for hiiu,

riding on his dromedary.

" Ghazzu

" in

But we had hardly begun

that part of the country.

and found that Anad had

We

returned crestfallen to our

upon his dromedary.
The Kaimakam presently mounted the hill with a troop of soldiers,
and offered to follow Anad and arrest him until he should return the
10 najjoleons, but we knowing that these must have been spent, and
having no wish to put so wild looking a creature into durance vile,
declined the offer. Then the Kaimakam and the soldiers having departed
we sent Abu Seyne to look for Anad, who returned and told us he had
but his wife and children and dromedary left, and could pay back nothing,
so we bade him go in peace. The weather was cold anil windy on these
heights, and we cut down a large branch off an old dead tree, and made
a bonfire to rejoice our men and ourselves withal.
The day following was one of the most delightful we have ever spent
c-amp,

fled

An hour's
WAdy Sir,

iis to the head of the
which descends in many a curve to
the pretty village of Sir, where are houses and mills recently built by
Circassian settlers. The Syrian oaks were putting forth their first green
and on the branches of one some goats were walking, having evidently
jumped on to it from the high bank close by. A stream appeared after
we liad been about an hour in tin; Wady, and grew stronger as we
descended. After three hours' riding in this most charming valley we

east of the Jordan.

beautiful well-wooded

ride brought

;
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halted to lunch in a delightful nook, under higli rocks which ]>rotected
us from the wind and sun, and enjoyed a sweet open-air siesta on our
travelling carpet. The Sheikh of the Sardiyeh, who had ridden part of
the way with us, left us here. George wanted to buy his mare, which

She was said to
had, he said, a written genealogy of 58 generations.
have been taken in war from Ibn Raschid, the great Sheikh of the
Rowallah, but whether the genealogical tree was captured also did not
appear. The Sheikh, however, declined all offers, saying that she was

beyond

price.

It sits upon
the village of Sir there is a remarkable Syrian oak.
the bare rock at the top of a precipitous clitf 20 or 25 feet high. Some of
its roots no doubt strike into the sloping hillside behind it, but others
run right down the rocky face of the cliff to the soil in the valley below.

At

Probably the moisture which enabled the roots to grow downwards came
from the drippings down the rock. There are many caves in the Wady
Sir artificially cut or enlarged, two or three of several storeys one built
up with walls and windowed like a house. An hour more an<l we were
in sight of the caves and ruins of 'Arak el Emir, at tlie foot of which the
Sir runs. Both caves and ruins are too well known to need description
After revisiting them we crossed the Sir and encamped on the
here.
In the evening I walked up the glen, keeping
hillside to the east of it.

—

It is lined with magnificent
as near to the stream as I could get.
oleanders and Syrian oaks. I noticed one splendid castor-oil tree, and

the ground was car^jeted with lovely wild flowers, amongst which were
cyclamens, red anemones, tulips, daisies, yellow marguerites, pink liuum
rubrum, and wild peas of all colours. At night we had a glorious
bonfire of Jericho thorns and "dancing and delight" of the Beduin.
We had sent to a camp of the Beni Sakhr, which was within an hour
or two, to invite the sons of the late Sheikh Zottam el Faiz to come to visit
ns, hoping to make with them an arraugenientfor safe conduct somewhere
and to our joy some of the
in their country, near to which we now were
head men responded to the invitation, and undertook to take us to a
;

place

we had heard

sunset

of before,

and indeed once seen afar

—the ruined castle of Khauranee, which
Derb

off

by the light of

we afterwards found

to

be

Haj.
The next day we ascended the shoulder of a hill to the southward of
the place where we had encamped the night before, and entered on the
splendid gorge of Wady NaaCir, keeping several hundred feet above the
stream on the north side of it. We passed above a waterfall, which we could

iibout 21 miles east of the

el

hear but not see, descended to a brook bordered by very large oleanders
whose waters fell into the stream below, ascended tlie opposite slope which
was beautifully wooded and ci^owded with wild flowers, and entered on
Au open moorland with craggy limestone heights rising out of it. Here
we met great herds of the cattle and camels of the Beni Sakhr, and a son
of Zottam joined us. We ]jassed an old cistern with a well-built stone
arch, and after lunching under a rock which sheltered us from the wind,
we reached, in half an liour's fui-ther ride, the encampment of our
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newest friend, where we had to sit a long time while a dish of rice and
Heavy
sii"-ar was prepared, and coffee was roasted, ground, and served.
showers of rain pierced through the worn-out old tent and wet us sometheir best tents they told us had been taken from them by the
Avhat
;

Aenezeli in the recent war.
When the rain slackened we rode on to Yadutdeh, which was near at
hand on higher land, and where we found our camp. At this place there
is a solitary house with outbuilding, belonging to a native of Western

has bought land and cultivates it, but we were told under
owing to the free and easy notions about the property
Furious squalls of rain tore
of others entertained by the Beni Sakhr.
round our tent, and it seemed strange to be informed, as we were, that
Palestine,

who

gi-eat difficulties,

Umm

jslace, and that the cisterns of
hoped, however, that the rain now falling after a
long drought would give some supply, and that we might be able to
eucam)) at that place, and from it to reach Khauranee. The Beni Sakhr

there was no water east of this

Moghr were

We

dry.

us of other places of interest in their territory, but said, owing to
the lateness of the season and the absence of rain, it would be almost
impossible to get beyond Khauranee, and that there would be con-

t(jld

siderable danger even in getting there, but that
visit

day

if

we would come to

Some
early in February they could take us as far as Jof.
I hope we may be able to act on this suggestion.
had a fearful slorm of wind and rain in the night, but blue sky
them

We

appeared in the morning, and the heavy downpour made us still more
hopeful about the water supply to the eastward. The Sheikhs could not
say whether they could take us to any place except Khauranee if water
was found, until they consulted our old friend, their brother Haz;lh, who
they said was not far ofl', but with whom they had had a serious quarrel.
This, as we were told, had arisen from the fact that Hftzdh had persuaded
some of his young nephews to go with him on a raid against the Aenezeh,
without consulting their father, and several of the young men had been

The Sheikhs sent a horseman to Umm Moghr to see
was any water there, and we had to wait another day for his

killed in the affair.
if

there

return.

The weather being now tine, we could walk about and look at the ruins,
on this hilltop masses of the same kind of shapeless ruins

for tliere are

'All, and many other places in the uplands
In addition, there are here arched recesses cut out of the rock,
the purpose of which we could not guess, and part of a tower tomb, like
smaller and inferior editions of
several which exist near the Haj road
the fine one near Amman also many rock cisterns, some water, a pool
or reservoir, caves— some built in with arches and sarcophagi, and some
small circular basins cut in the rock, of a kind often met with east of the

as are found at Hesban, el
of

Moab.

—

;

—

Jordan.
This day, greatly to our astonishment, there airived at our camp
How long and greatly we had
Arar Ibn Jcsy, the Slieikh of Petra.

wished

to

meet

tliis

man

1

He

recollected the letter

which we had sent
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his di.spatcluog in reply a inesseiiger with a paper bearing
of his seal, as testimony of his authoi-ity, to warn us

against the danger of proceeding further towards Petra, owing to the
lighting of the tribes in front of \is, and his commissioning .his relative
to assist as out of the difficulty into which we had got with the
But it appeared
Ghawitrineh. Could we induce him to conduct us now
that he had come out of Petra with all his tribe on account of some
'!

quarrel or dispute, and he said he could not go back for the present. He
offered to send his negro slave in charge of ns, but we thought that
Arar's authority being withdrawn from tlie Valley of Moses, the protection of the dark gentleman iu question would scarcely be sufficient,

and seeing that

special

absolutely uec-ssary,

leave,

we

which we

declined this

Umm Moghe,
of Europeans

had been

to

hoped to receive, was
Arar said that a party

still

offer.

Gateway.

Petra about ten years ago (this would, no

doubt, be Professor Hull's party), and another about two years after that;

but that since then no Europeans had been there.
That night, while Abu Seyne and several of our men were feasting
at the Beduin camp, a thief got into our sleeping tent and carried off a
box, but my wife waking and raising an alarm, and George running after
him promptly Avith a sword, he dropped his ])rize, and was lost in the
darkness.

The next morning we hired four camels from the Beni Sakhr to carry
water from Yaduideh (as the messenger reported but little water at
Moghr, and none to the east of that place), and we started in the
We steered first south-east to Rufeisah
beautiful fresh air and sunshine.
Moghr. We [)a8setl between
and then a little north of east to
two hills, each covered with ruins, which appeared to answer to the
places marked on the Palestine Ex])loration Map as Hawar and El

Umm

Umm
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Khunian, both of wliicli the Beni Sakhr called Looban. An hour and
a half's more riding brought us to the Haj road, near, as far as I could
judge, to the s]X)t

marked on the map

as "

Khan

es Zeit,"

but this

name

the Beni Sakhr, nor did we pass or see any building
Neither did they know the name "Kusr el Ahla," as to the north
here.
of where we were, although so marked on the map, but they say there is
"
Rasas, and that this is the only " Kasr
a " Kasr el Ahl " near to

was unknown

to

Umm

of that

name

in this part of the country.

They

told us that there wast

where we crossed it,
comes to Kalat Zerka, which we had visited in 1893.
On the road we bought a sheep for a majidie. After passing vast
swarms of young locusts crawling and jumping on the ground, we came

no

Khan

or ruin on the

Haj road north

of the place

until one

Umji Moghr, Highest Point.

Umm

Moghr, tirst visited by
in 1 hour 25 minutes from the Haj road to
us in 1891, which stands on a range of hills about 300 feet high, running
north and south. As I could not on this occasion see in the Palestine
Moghr I
Exploration Map any spot of which I was sure, from
went to a hill rather higlier, about 300 yards to the west of it, and there
Shetta
took the following bearings by prismatic compass:—
el Amad,
(Mashita), 225°
Es Samik, 270° Jebel Shehan, 218° ;

Umm

;

265°

;

Khauranee, 105°.

;

I estimated that

Umm
Umm

Umm Moghr

is

about four

miles east of the Haj road.

There are ruins of considerable extent at this place, remains of walls,
and of a tower on the highest jiart, no doubt the citadel, very numerous
cisterns, and arched subterranean vaults.
Base Corinthian capitals, and
stones ornamented in the Byzantine style, are lying about. In the walls
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what I call the citadel I noticed very large flint stones roughly
squared, which I had not seen elsewhere in the ruins of the land of
of

Moab.
South-east from the citadel 800 paces is a large open reservoir for
water, the cement adhering in many places to the stone walls, but the
whole is in a ruinous state. There are two flights of steps descending
1 10 paces further,
It is 33 jjaces square and about 20 feet deep
into it.
;

or 910 south-east from the citadel,

is

a ruined triple stone gateway or

Umm

Moghr and this reservoir and
covered jsassage. But between
There were, however,
gateway I did not see any signs of building.
Mochr we found a little cltan
numerous rock-cut cisterns. At
water in a cistern, which was very welcome, as the water in our skins was

Umm

very muddy.

The night of that day (2Gth March) ended Ramadan, and four sheepwere killed for a great feast. In the evening who should ride up but
one important character turning up
It was like a play
Sheikh Hazdh
Dismounting, he looked haughtily at his
after anotlier upon the stage.
brethren and nephew, and then kissed George and me on both cheeks,
and saluting my wife in a most friendly manner, entered our tent. Then
slowly came in one brother Jeruah (" Wounds," a warlike name, and so
considered honoui'able), then another, Mohammed, and last of all, still
more slowly, the nephew, Enhar. Hazah oft'ered to take us to see not
only Khauranee but several other ruins unknown to Eurojieans, and we
set ourselves to work to bring about a reconciliation between him and
:

!

the rest.

A fire was made

on the ground between three large stones, on which

a great cauldron containing the flesh of two sheep seethed in leben was
placed, a man with a large wooden ladle keeping the savoury mess

were ha]j])y that Ramadan was over, and that they
smoke when they felt inclined. Abu Seyne did
He had recently killed one of the Beni
not feel so cheerful, however.
Sakhr (the man he fcaid in some long-previous conflict had killed hi&
father), and stolen camels and camp furniture from the tribe, so that he
doubted of his reception but the Sheikhs all promised, out of regard for
us, that he should be safe in their hands while he was with us in our
service, and this promise they faithfully kept, and they welcomed him
The
to the feast, reserving their rights of vengeance for another time.
chief nominally amongst those present was Fuwwaz, the eldest son of
Zottam and nephew of Hazdh, but Hfizah, by age, force of character, and
Geoi-ge urged all to peaceable feelings and forability, took the lead.
giveness, and at last they sat down together, saying, in reference to the
poor dead nei:)hews, "The living are better than the dead," "God grant
you other ones," and as they uttered these and such-like Beduin philosophical remarks it seemed as if all ill-blood were forgotten.
The next morning at 7 we started for Khauranee, intending to visit
"We had seen it clearly the
it and return to Umm Moghr the same day.
evening before by the light of the setting ^un in the distance to the

stirring.

might

eat,

Our

friends

drink, and

;
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Umm Moghr^ taking with us
and two of onr strongest and most trustThe day was grey and gloomy, with a cold west wind.
woi-tliy men.
We steered a little to the south of east. In 20 minutes we came to the
remains of a large shallow, square reservoir surrounded by hillocks, which
About 20 minutes further on we
looked as if they concealed ruins.

eastward.

We

left

our camp standing at

Georo-e, tlie Beni Saklir Sheikhs,

passed a similar place.

nor did

we

notice

After that

any old

all

signs of former habitation ceased,

cisterns to the east of the last-mentioned place.

We put up a hare
several times crossed a winding dry watercourse.
which the Beni Sakhr on their fleet mares ran down, and caught sight
In about 3 hours the scanty
of a wolf, and some jackals and gazelles.
grass had disappeared, and dark flint gravel became plentiful. In 4 hours
30 minutes of fast riding we had got within about 2 miles of Khauranee,
which we saw to be a large square building standing on a platform of
flint raised about 50 feet from the plain.
Several of our Sheikhs rode up the hill in advance to reconnoitre, and
having reached the top and disappeared from view, suddenly reappeared
o'alloping down it and waving us to go back with all speed, which we
hasted to do. Soon one (Mohammed) overtook us and reported that
thev had seen forty horsemen in the castle and about it, and that these
were pursuing us, and if they overtook would rob and j^erhaps shoot
So on we fled for our lives, our horses sharing the fear, and tearing
us.
over ground full of holes, where we were afraid of their coming down.
It seemed as if the great plain could never shelter us, and we knew
that good as our horses were, the pursuers would be better mounted, and
But there was no time for speech, only
far better riders than we.
After about an hour (for
for silent, imj^tetuous, unhesitating flight.
so it seemed, though perhaps not really so long) of this tearing work
Sheikh Mohammed called a halt, and thankfully we got ott* our dripping
We

beasts and prepared to rest.

But Mohammed made us mount

again,

he allowed us to proceed more slowly. So on we went
But a little later our other Sheikhs came
ao-ain, wondering what next.
up riding fast, and told us it was a false alarm, as the horsemen in
question turned out to belong to the camp of Sheikha, the widow of
Zottam el Faiz, who had her camp behind Khauranee. Would we go
Not to-day. Only let us rest a bit in peace.
back
We found a large dirty puddle in which our horses were glad to
drink, and then we had to plod on slowly for four hours more to rejoin
our camp— a hard and trying day for my wife. But determined not to
be beaten we resolved to set out again next day, taking our camp with
us, sleep in the castle of Khauranee, and if we found Sheikha's camp
at liand, to make a fresh start from thence, and get two days further
to the east until we should reach a place of perennial water su])j)ly called
Azrak, which ilazah described as existing there, from whence we could,
going south, see another ruin of great importance of which we had
although

?

heard
So the next morning (28th March) we rose early, sleepy as we were,
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Umm

Moghr into our
emptied the remains of the water iu the cistern of
It was again a cold
skins, and started with our tents for Khauranee.
o-rey windy day, but we feasted in the thought of what we were to see.
As to danger no one in this country can tell when it comes, or when it
After 5 hours' ride we got a good supply of milk from a
is passed.
camel which we met, and which our Beduin milked, and we enjoyed
a delicious drink, for the water in our skins, being the dregs of the
We saw a herd of gazelles, and
cistern, was too horrible to swallow.
one was shot. We halted again below the i)lateau, and again our Sheikhs
was safe, for on the way we had met a man who
camp had just moved northward. At the end
Our mules and camels carrying
of 6 hours we reached Khauranee.
the water were longer on the journey, and from the time they took
I estimate the distance as 21 miles east of Umm Moghr, which Avould
make it about 27 east of the Haj road. This estimate, however, can be
checked by the bearings which I have given above. On reaching this

ascended to see

if

all

told us that Sheikha's

place all feelings of fatigue left us for joy at having succeeded at

last.

Casile or Khaurakee.

Khauranee
at the corners,
is

is

a square castle, 40 paces each way, with half towers

and quarter

towei's on each side of the gateway,

in the middle of the east wall.

The

castle

is

which

built to the cai'dinal

points of the compass, the outer walls (which are in an almost perfect

being about 28 feet high, and pierced for arrows. In the centre is
a courtyard 16 paces square. Ojjening from this on the ground floor are
several large chambers, apparently once used as stables, and above are
many smaller rooms, amongst them chapels with little Norman arches
in the upper part of the rooms, and Christian devices.
The upper storey
We noticed 2 deep
is approached by a flight of stairs in the outer wall.
state)

but they were empty, and no doubt had long been
out of rejiair. The castle is roughly constructed of irregularly-shaped blocks
of yellow stone laid with mortar, somewhat darkened by weather, and
seemed to have been originally coated over with cement. TJie roof had
fallen in in many places, but the arches covering the ground floor rooms

cisterns in the building,

c
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and the floor of the upper storey carried on them are sound. The stables
would accommodate several hundred horses. There are holes under the
turrets by which men can enter or escape, and the mark of many a
bullet shot

is

on the walls.

We

supposed the building to be a Crusaders'

and to be intended as a stronghold and water store between Umm
Moghr and Azrak.
The situation is stern and gloomy a large dark flint plateau, low
hills to the north, the descent to the south bounded by some hills perhaps
20 miles distant, and to the east a low wady leading, our Sheikhs said,
to " xVmr," which they described as a ruiu with pictures on the wall
(l)erliaps a church), and beyontl to Azrak
and all around the desert,
castle,

—

;

.^:srrArc

'%

-sisi*

?»i

.

_;

-

V :

Castle of Khaueaxee, Q-ateway.

A

not a human being or even a camel to be seen.
few vultures were
the only tenants of the castle, and they flew out as we approached. Near
the south-east corner of the building was a little Beduin burial ground,

more than one grave of which the hyenas had rifled, and the smell of the
dead was about it. A native abiyeh and shirt lay by the heap of atones
which covered the place of the last burial. Owing to the evening light
coming from tlie west we could not see Umm Moghr, nor could we make
out any other known object from which to take a bearing.

We entered the gateways, and ])itched one tent in the courtyard for
our private accommodation, and our men settled themselves comfortably
in the stables, whilst the Beduin placed themselves as sentinels upon
the roof to watch for an enemy. The Beni Sakhr told us that the castle
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was

built

by a

certain

Shebeeb for

his wife

Khauranee, and Hazali

declared that he and his tribe presented the castle as a gift to

On

the walls was the

ti'ibal

mark
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my

wife

!

of the Faiz family of the Beni Sakhr,

Umm

Shetta (Mashita), but we could not
be seen on the walls of
inscription, although we searched carefully for one.
There
were, however, some pathetic scribblings in Arabic, such as " God be
merciful to thy slave, Hassan," Hazdh said that the castle had been the
scene of conflicts and bloodshed ever since he could remember, and that
these inscriptions were by men in fear of death, some, indeed, condemned
to die by their enemies.
I added our names as a record of our visit.
This evening the largest of our water skins burst, and its precious eontents
were lost.
also to

see

any old

"We learned that the camp of Hazdh's sister had that day been moved
northward, she being apprehensive of an attack from the Aenezeh,
and that there were no Beni Sakhr near us. It was necessary then to
to the

surrender for this year the idea of getting further east. Hazah told us
that in the rainy season the water runs right down the dry watercourse
which we had crossed to Azrak, the place of waters already mentioned.
We passed a strange night in this weird and lonesome place. The
wind tore and liowled round the walls in fierce gusts which rose higher
and higher, and rocked our tent to and fro in the courtyard, so that
notwithstanding the protection which the high walls afforded we thought
it

must come down.

The charcoal

fire

in

one of the lower chambers
c 2
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brightened up and showed us ouv wild guides, and their wonderful eyes
seemed alight with it, and we could see their dark curls over their beards
loosened under their kefiyehs then it sank down, and left them unseen
We lay down in our clothes in order to be ready
in the dark corners.
for any event which might occur, and listened in the intervals of the
awful shrieking of the wind, the screeching of the owls, the crying of
the jackals, and the stamping of the horses and mules, and watched
the vultures flying over the upper chambers of the building.
;

Hazdh and George

sat at the gateway watching.
At about
sound of a horse's hoof and saw a man on
horseback one solitary rider crossing the edge of the plateau to the
east of the gateway.
George fired his gun across the man's course and
stopped him, the horseman falling on the ground with terror at being
assailed so unexpectedly.
George and Hazah rushed at him and secured
him and seized his gun, but finding him to be the bearer of a letter
which he stated to be a declaration of war from Ibn Shalam, the great
Sheikh of the Aenezeh, to Tahil, the head of the Beni Sakhr tribe,
returned his gun and let him proceed on his journey, after making him
swear to his assertion that no Beduin were following him.
All he
carried with him in addition to his gun were a few cartridges, a small
quantity of figs, and a half emptied girby.
The next morning very early Hazah told us we could not possibly
proceed further to the east, that the messenger had stated there were
80 to 90 tents of a hostile tribe at Azrak, and that the Beni Sakhr,
lately in the neighbourhood of Khauranee, having all moved northward,
and our water being nearly exhausted, we must get to a safer place.
We could not swallow the dregs of our water skins even after boiling
and in the shape of tea, and washing was out of the question for want of
water, but foi'tunately we had a little camel's milk left, and the weather
was cold indeed, we could hardly sit on our horses for the terrible
blasting wind.
We hoped to have got a bearing of
Moghr before
leaving, but the sky was too cloudy for us to see it, and there Avas a little
rain, which soon ceased, however, while the wind continued to blow in

All night

1.30 a.m. they heard the

—

—

—

Umm

great gusts across the desolate plain.

There was nothing for it but to pack up and beat a retreat to the
westward, hoping for better luck next time. Aftei- several hours' fighting
against the wind we were fortunate in getting a long and welcome rest
in the dry watercourse, sheltered by the bank from the blast
and here
we made a good fire of scrub, boiled some muddy water which we found
in a little hollow, drank the precious coffee, and made merry with great
joy over the tliought of our castle. Fighting again against the bitter
;

wind we resumed our journey, and went in search of Hazah's encampment, which we found somewhat to the south of Umm Moghr, and where
we enjoyed a good dinner of gazelle and ])igeon (the birds with beautiful
si)eckled feathers, shot on the way), camel's milk, and fresh bread baked
by Hrizdh's wife. In this encampment were about 40 tents, and great
flocks of sheep and herds of camels, but water was very scarce.
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We had to stay two nights here in order to rest our animals, and took
advantage of the delay to send camels to Amnuln for a siq^ply of good
drinking water from the source of the Zerka (Jabbok). At night nearly
every tent had a fire before it, and the flocks l)rought in to lie amongst
the tents gave a sweet pastoral look to the scene. There was much talk
nf the coming war with the Aeuezeh, and a despatching of messengers
to gather the Beni Sakhr together we were told of atrocities committed
by the Aenezeh in the last conflict, of the killing of old men blind and
infirm, and little children, and the outraging of women, deeds which the
Beni Sakhr said were never done by them ; and of the treachery of
the Adwan, who, they said, had promised to take care of tho cattle of
the Beni Sakhr during the conflict, and had stolen them.
Many of the people in the camj) were Hagii the greatest thieves of
One head man amongst
all the Beduin in this j^art of the country.
them became very friendly with ns, and off"ered to take us next year to
;

—

the country to the east of Petra. But the reputation of this tribe is so
bad that we should perhaps feel some hesitation about trusting ourselves
to them.

Here was a tent occupied by a native merchant, who passes his time
similar merchant is to be found
with the Hagii, and also his assistant.
with the Beni Sakhr. The merchant came to see us, and told us he had
He had a good deal to say about the
travelled all over this country.
ruins which we wanted to visit, and especially recommended some in the
territory of the Hagii.
He supplies the tribe with necessaries, takingNo money passes. The Sheikh has to deliver
sheep, &c., in exchange.
the sheep at a ]:)lace where the merchant's agent or principal receives
He said the
them, and if any are missing the Sheikh is responsible.
Hagii could go a very long time without food. Tn their forced marches
in search of plunder this power would be very useful, and has no doubt
become an hereditary possession with them.
Here came to us a poor woman of the same tribe. She said she had
buried 10 sons and was left with one girl, and wanted an ornament to
hang on her to keep off the evil eye, which had slain her sons. This we
sui^plied, having provided ourselves with cheap showy trifles as gifts,
Some of the Hagii had the
which came in useful on many occasions.
most sinister countenances, and we felt that without the protection of
Hazdh and his brethren our stay here might not be agreeable. Hazah
was inclined to take us to another ruin, but his brethren and Abu Seyne

A

it was too dangerous.
One habitation we noticed here which was a miracle

refused to go, saying

of simi^licity.

A

tattered piece of camel's hair cloth stretched on a few wretched sticks

The one bed was formed
ranged in an oval, which was filled with dry scrub for a
Diogenes
mattress, and the wooden camel saddle served for a pillow.
could not have improved on this.
The horses looked thirstily at the
fresh water brought from Amman, but with their usual carelessness one
of the muleteers threw down the largest skin from the mule's back and

afforded the covering to this family residence.
of stones
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broke it, so that we had to husband the rest. Our friend of the Hagii
promised to bring to our house at Jerusalem a " white cow," from the
country to the east of Petra. At night we gave a supper of mutton and
rice, and had boniires and dancing in the usual style, and much merriment, illuminated by the light of the beautiful young moon shining in a
clear sky of darkest blue.
Amongst the Beni Sakhr was a servant of the Zottam family who
possessed much skill as an actor, and for "tragedy, comedy, and scene
indivisible" was not easily to be surpassed, laughing and crying with
equal facility as he told his stories and sang his verses. Here we parted
with Hazah, and in the sweet light of the next morning set out with his
brethren, Jeruah and Mohammed, and his nephew Enhar for
Shetta (Mashita).
This place we now visited for the fourth time, but it has been so fully
and often described, that I will say nothing here about it, only mentioning that half-way up the hill near to it are many caves, one of which
is unusually large, with four apertures cut in the rock roof.
From here
we went across the Haj road, and through the green cornland to Madeba,
where we hoped to find our jaermissiou for visiting Petra.
But no messenger had come, and we were puzzled how to act. We
called on the Mudir
there is a small military post of the Turkish
Government recently established here— to talk matters over.
He
received us very })olitely, told us the road to KerS,k was now quite
safe, and thought it was probable that the Kaimakam of that place
would be able to allow us to proceed to Petra without the special
permission, as it had been applied for, and v/e had good reason to suppose
it would come.
On leaving Madeba, going south, one enters upon the country of the
Hameideh, a tribe which harassed and tried to stop us in 1890, as narrated
in my book, and here Abu Sej^ne declined to go any further, as he had
serious blood feuds with that tribe.
This was a great loss to us, as he
was a capital guard at night, and could always be relied on in an emergency. We parted from him, therefore, very regretfully, but we felt that
he had already run so much risk with the Beni Sakhr that we could not
expect him to incur further risk with another tribe over Avhich we had no

Umm

—

control.

The next day we travelled to Dhiban in the beautiful si)ring weather
over a country, for the earlier part of the way, green with young corn.
About 4 hours brought us to Wady Waleh and the " Waters of Dimon,''
which flow in a sweet little sti-eam amongst oleanders, and then in a
rushing little water-fall down a very narrow gully formed by the stream
in a bed of jiure white rock.

A little

before

an overhanging
do, Mrs. Hill

/

we reached

i-ock,

this spot, as we rested under the shadow of
a native boy ran up to us, crying out, " How do you

How

do you do, Mr. Hill

1

"

It

was

little

Oudy Ibn

Oazooze, one of the pupils of Mr. and Mrs. Lethaby, formerly of Kenlk,
the English missionaries mentioned in my book, who recognised us, one
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boys who had brought us eggs and bread hidden under their
the Keraki refused to supply us with food in 1890. The boy
when
clothes
was now twelve, but not so much changed in five years as we might have
of those

He had a sweet face and gentle manner. His brother, Mousa,
had, as the elder, helped us most, had been murdered by one of the
had
Keraki two or three years ago wliile guarding his father's corn.
kept up a little communication with these boys, sending and receiving an
occasional letter through the missionaries, and sending them little presents
expected.

who

We

travelling with his uncle, a shepherd from Main
Kerak, and told us he had not been on this road for over
a year, so that it was a strange coincidence (and a very fortunate one for
We invited uncle and
us, as it turned out) that we should meet him.
nephew to join our camp, and they gladly came along with us.
In the waters of Dimon our cook caught many fish by throwing some-

Oudy was

of books, &c.

(Baal

Meon)

to

water which, when swallowed by the fish, made them
which they were picked out of the
stream. The evening brought us to Dhiban, where we had to wait long
for our camp, the muleteers having lost the way and not turning up till
long after sunset. Indeed we had settled om-selves comfortably on our
thino- into the

insensible for a brief period, during

upon the ground, for a night al fresco in the lovely
moonlight, after a drink of good goat's milk procured for us by Oudy from
his female goat, when the mules appeared tii ed out with their long march,
and the tents were set up. At Dhiban was a nalitary encampment, and

travelling carpet

we

called

on the Bey

that given by the

in

Mudir

command.
Madeba.

He

gave us information similar to

of

The next morning the Sheikh of the Hameideh, who had trouble<l
1890, came to see us, and was very obsequious, fearing, no

us in

we might complain of his former conduct to the Bey, which,
however, we had no intention of doing. To propitiate us the Sheikh told
us he knew of an incription which he would show us. We thought of
the Moabite stone, and I walked a long way in the hot sun with the old
man up a winding valley, until, with many mysterious looks, he turned
doubt, that

flat stone on which three or four Greek (?) letters appeared.
In our journey of the previous day we had seen the splendid pm-ple
(Arnon)in the distance,
cliflfs of the south side of the great gorge of Mojib
and this morning we soon reached it, and in A\ hours of hot work had
crossed the gorge and reached the summits of the southern cliffs. On
the way we thought much of the anxiety with which, in charge of the

up a

Keraki,

five

years

ago,

still

more

we had crossed the same gulf in the other direction
and we had little idea that we were now approaching a

dangerous experience.

As we journeyed on we saw the tents of the Mujelli in the distanceone camp, that of Sheikh Khalil, where we had been kept a week in 1890
—the other, of Sheikh Saleh, who had bolted with the money given by us
for both of them and left us to the mercies of his brother Khalil, and we
began to wonder whether we were prudent in venturing amongst the
Keraki again. We overtook a soldier on horseback going to Kerak, and

;
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imited him to stay the night in our camp, an invitation which, with the
prospect of dinner before him, he gladly accepted. We pitched our tents
soldier to
a little way west of the "Kasr" at Beit el Kurn, and sent the
Khalil's camp, about an hour off, to buy some milk, with which he returned
later.

After revisiting the interesting ruin of the " Kasr," where we found
some shepherds and their cattle, we had our dinner, and soon after went
Later in the night we were awakened with an altercation
tired to bed.
going on round the tents, strange voices shouting angrily. George told us
in answer to our enquiries that the shepherds of the ruin accused us of
He
stealing their cows, and were trying to pick a quarrel with us.
answered them that we had taken nothing let them see if we had any
cows with us. They replied that this would be our last night, and went
;

back to the "Kasr."

We went to sleep again, thinking that it was nothing but talk. About
midnight I woke u]) with a shivering fit, and asked my wife for something
by M'ay of medicine. She advised a little whisky and quinine, and went
Just
to a box in which she kept a small tiask ready for emergencies.
after she had given it to me the box was moved with a whiz and a ball
went through it (cutting a hole in her clothing which lay in the box), and
lodged itself in a bundle of rugs which lay between our two beds, and then
In the morning we found another ball had pierced
rajiid tiring began.
both sides of the tent just above our beds— a little higher or lower and
she or I would have been hit, if not killed. It was a wonderful escape.
On

hearing the shots I seized

my

revolver and went outside the tent,

and could see the flashes of the rifles from the " Kasr," but the men
We could do nothing our assailants
firing were hidden behind its walls.
were protected by the ruin, and George wisely advised us to be quiet,
or we should probably have a more determined and overwhelming attack
;

made on

us.

Some

of the shots passed close to

me

as I stood in front

suppose were aimed at me. The men had tired
about twenty shots, when Oudy's uncle, seeing one of them looking over
the wall, recognised him in the moonlight, and called on him by name to
stop firing. After this it ceased, no doubt because our assailants, finding
that one of them was known, feared consequences. If the good uncle had
not been with us we might have left our bones at the " Kasr."

of the

tent door,

and

I

We

do not know whether the intention was to kill or only to frighten
us and ilrive us from our camp, so that our assailants might plunder it
but as we learned afterwards that the Mujclli Sheikhs were aware beforehand that we were coming and were much concerned at our approach,
of
I feel little doubt that the attack was planned by them with a view
preventing, or, at any rate, deterring us from making claims against
them before the Governor of Kerak for compensation for their robbery
and detention of us in 1890,
Tlie next day we ju-ijceeded to Kerak, passing through the interesting
ruins of llabba of Moab on the way. After two and a quarter hours
fast riding

we reached

the north side of the deep ravine that surrounds

A
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Kevak. While we rested here one of the Mujelli overtook us, and by
a clever ruse George managed to obtain from him the names of four
" Kasr," and the information which
of the shepherds who were at the
uncle that they were some of Sheikh
Oudy's
of
that
confirmed
he obtained
Saleh Muiclli's men.
then descended the ravine (recalling vividly to mind the very
unpleasant and anxious time hve years before when we crossed the
reverse way in charge of Saleh and his followers), and rode up the steep
ascent to Kerak. We lost no time in calling at the new Serayah, and
laid our complaint before the Governor, together with the pierced box,
and the bundle of rugs with bullet embedded in it as our evidence.
He made full enquiries into the matter, summoning before him our men

We

all who appeared likely to be able to throw light upon the case, and
despatched some soldiers with our chief muleteer to the " Kasr " and the
Mujelli camps to seek for the offenders. Of course no one of them was
to be found, and of course the Mujelli Sheikhs denied all knowledge of
the matter, but the Governor, having the names of the four, promised
to do his utmost to bring them to justice.
We now urfed him, as some compensation for the risk which we had
just run and the loss which we had suffered from the Mujelli in 1890,

and

to get to Petra, to allow us to go on to that place,
furnishing us with a guard of soldiers. But he said he must adhere to
his orders, and that without the production (>f a special permission we
stayed a day longer, partly hoping to shake his
could not proceed.
resolution, and partly for the pleasure of a talk with our old friend Miss

when attempting

We

Arnold, and our new friend Mr. Forder, the good English missionaries,
replaced Mr. and Mrs. Lethaby (now stationed near Aden),
but it was useless, and we resolved to descend to the Gh6r, pass round
the south end of the Dead Sea, and return to Jerusalem by way of its

who have

western shores.
In the country round Kerak there was a dearth, owing to want of
rain, although there had been abundance to the north-west of that place.
Barley was very dear, and shee]i, goats, and cattle were thin and halfThe castle of Kerak has been so fully described
starved looking.
recently that I will say nothing about that very interesting place, which
On the morning of the third day we took
is now full of Turkish troops.
leave of our good friends the missionaries, and departed under the escort

mounted soldiers, whom the Governor sent with us for protection.
descended the Wady Kerak under much happier circumstances than
those under which we had ascended it, in charge of Saleh and his men,
in 1890, and after six hours' delightful ride in hot, but very pleasant,
weather, pitched our camp at EI Mezraa, near to the stream which
courses down the Wady el Deraah, and in full view of the now sapphirecoloured Dead Sea. Here the corn was ripe (6th A])ril), and George,
following the pleasant custom of the country, brought us a bunch of
barley ears— the " first fruits " of the harvest—as a salutation. Strange

of four

We

and

fantastic

here are

the

clifts

of

crumbling half-formed rock, and
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pleasant the thick growths of bamboo, wild sugar-cane, and jungle along
the banks of the stream meandering through the sandy waste. Some
of the G hawarineh tribe (for we were now in their territory), thinking
us to be the Pasha and his retinue, came to our tents with their tax

money

in

their

hands, but

retired to sit in a circle

and

we

them, and they
and our appearance over amongst

quickly undeceived

talk us

themselves.

A wondrous moonlight night

we had much

succeeded, and

leisure to

notwithstanding a great fire of brushwood which George
had made to drive away mosquitoes and flies tliey were too abundant,
and the weather was too hot for sleep), until fatigue overcame us and
sweet oblivion came. Oh, those glorious Syrian nights
Who that has
once seen can ever forget them ?
Early the next morning we stai'ted off in the splendid sunlight, as the
faint mists were clearing away from the silver lake and the long shadows of
the eastern mountains still lingered upon it. We crossed the Lisan the
tongue of land which here projects itself so far into the Dead Sea, and
descended to the water's edge. We sat and rested on branches of trees
overhanging the lake, and taking oft" my shoes and stockings like a child,
I greatly enjoyed a ])Ieasant dabble in the water.
Then we rode past
Nimeirah, through the well-remembered and most picturesque scrub
and jungle, and through the main camp of the G hawarineh, and pitched
our camp near to the stream which flows down the Wady es Safieh. On
the way we met the villainous-looking old Sheikh of this tribe who had
harassed us five years before, accompanied by his headmen, and by Lis
cattle, sheeji, and goats.
He told us that he was going to complain to
the Governor of Kerak of the exactions of the Mujelli, and to have the
flocks and herds of himself and his people numbered for the Government
tax.
The Governor of Kerak has an excellent reputation for honesty,
and we were glad to be able to assure him that he Avould get justice.
Round our camp was a vast quantity of brushwood and trees containing many pigeons, some of which were shot for food. Another great
bonfire was made to scare the flies, and this night I took my bed outside
the tent, and slept most happily under the glorious sky, thus enjoying to
the full, in the watches of the night, the sight not only of the host of
heaven, and the flickering of the flames and shadows, and the refreshing
night breeze, but the sjilendid light of dawn, and the invigorating sip of
the fresh-boiled coflee which always accompanies dawn in Palestine.
What a happy life this of gil)sy wanderings
Why return to foggy
England and squabbling jjoliticians ?
We had a long journey before us as we knew, and we starteil " very
betimes," taking with us three of the Gliawaiineh guides to pilot us
observe

it (for

!

—

!

tliough the swanijjy portions of the route.

Notwithstanding their local
knowledge we nearly lost one of our heavily-laden mules in a marshy bit
amongst the jungle south-east of the Dead Sea. On getting to the southwest corner of the lake, after fording tlie stream which flows down the
Wady Pikreli, our guides told us that owing to a landslip or the water
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being unusually high, we should not be able to pass on the water side of
Jebel Usduni, and should be obliged to make a detour to the west. As
we had previously passed along the east side of this remarkable hill, we
were glad of an opportunity of seeing a new route, nor were we disappointed in

it.

led us through a most curious and interesting part of the
country, consisting of deep galleys, cliffs with precipitous sides, and hills
and valleys, some of yellow dried nuul, and others of dazzlingly white
chalk. Through the chalk is an extraordinary winding passage of several

Our path

miles in length, and in most parts of only the width of a very narrowIt is sometimes only 6 to 10 feet across, and the sides stand up on
lane.

hand as precipitous as the walls of a castle, varying from 50 to
150 feet in height. It had to us the appearance which I suppose a
passage cut in a white cheese with a knife would have to a maggot
Through this gully it is said that the Hagii take
travelling through it.
a short cut on their way to the Jordan valley and the Jericho road to I'ob
I have not read any account of this
the " Kofles " going to Jerusalem.

either

It is south of the southern limit of the Survey of the Palestine
Exploration Fund, which stops short at Sebbeh (Massada).
Mr. Forder told us afterwards that he had once travelled alone at
night through this passage, and described the effect of the moonlight on
He is a man of a remarkthe chalk as most ghastly and extraordinary.
ably sturdy and courageous character, or would never be where he is.
pass.

Once he had to journey over the hills to Hebron in wintry weather with
nothing on but a shirt, the Beduins having robbed him of all else, and
often has he been threatened with death by the Mujelli.
Not a drop of water is to be found here, and a poor sheep which we
had bought in Kerak, and which had slept at night affectionately huddled
close to one of our men at our last two stopping places, anticipated its
After
fate unhappily by losing itself in the windings of this arid gully.
six hours' heavy work since our start we reached the shore of the Dead
Our guides knew of water not far off, and soon turning again to
Sea.
the westward up a wild Aalley of reddish brown rock we came to a
spring about a mile up the Wady, from whence flowed a little stream in
which the thirsty men and animals drank their fill in happiness. Having
taken lunch and a rest we set off again, and after that there could be no
stopping until

wx

should reach the foot of the

cliff's

near 'Ain Jidy, as

there was no water on the way.
It proved a longer journey than we had counted upon. As we wound
and out of the little bays on the shore,, it seemed as if we should never
get past the Lisan on the opposite side. The weather became very hot,
a khamseen wind set in, and the road became most difficult, passing
sometimes amongst great rocks high up on the steep slopes of the hillside overhanging the Wiiter, sometimes amongst great boulders on the
shore.
The sun set and the last glimmer of day died out the nioon had
not risen, the hot, heavy air exhausted us, and we were still i)icking
our way along amongst the stones, crossing one little gully after another,
in

;
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At

scarcely able to see our way.

last

the

moon

arose,

and

SEA.
after a wliile

pierced to some extent the heavy clouds, and by her light we urged on
our weary horses through a road rockier than ever but close to the
water's edge. Here a donkey, getting its leg jambed between two stones,

stopped the whole procession for long until George, with his strong arms,
managed to extricate the poor beast, which fell over exhausted into the
water, but presently revived and scrambled out. At this point a sulphur
spring must have emptied itself into the lake, as there was a smell just
It was 10 p.m. before
like that of the old sulphur spring at Harrogate.
we reached the stream of the Kid after eleven hours in the saddle, and
lay down tired out, to sleep till some food could be cooked for us to eat.
It was necessary to give the animals a good rest here, for as long as
the sun was on the cliff of 'Ain Jidy we were afraid to ascend the pass
because of the great heat Avhich prevailed, so it was not until late in the
afternoon of the following day that we resumed our journey. The ascent
was extremely difficult for the laden mules, and, of course, we had to
walk most of the way. It was almost dark when we reached the top,

and ate and

rested, while the

mules came very slowly and carefully up

the last part.

waited to see the beautiful sight of the moonrise over the Dead
it was high in the heavens and the clouds having all
cleared away illumined tlie whole of the desolate country at the top
way to
of the pass, we set oft" again, and stopping once or twice on the
on the bare
rest, and even to sleep, for a few minutes very contentedly
dry ground, we reached a little before midnight a place where is a large

We

Sea,

and when

and here we pitched our camp and went to bed.
of the soldiers got a baby gazelle, which he jjlaced
the little creature sat content, with its head only
where
saddle-bag-,
in his
We poured a little milk
visible, like someone looking out of a window.
down its throat, and on the way had it taken to a female goat winch

cistern of water,

At 'Ain Jidy one

and with the assistance of a similar foster-mother we afterwards kept it alive for some days at our house but it caught cold and
died when the bitter wind came back.
The next day brought us to Bethlehem and home, and so ended one
have ever taken.
of tlie most interesting and delightful expeditions we
the outside of
down
and
Gate,
Jatta
the
past
state
great
in
We trotted
four
the north wall and up to our eyrie on Scojius, with our guard of
of whom
soldiers, very greatly to tlie satisfaction of our men, one

suckled

it,

;

is very tine llowadja," as we passed along.
grieved to hear soon after our return to Jerusalem that our friend
nazdh Ivad been stabbed in a family quaTrel by his nephew, who had
el
been of our party, and was dead, and slei)t with his fathers at
Amatl. Our efforts at peacemaking had been in vain. Arar, too, the

wliispered to me, "This

We

Umm

Sheikh of Petra, is said to have exchanged the Temple Tombs of Wady
Musa for a solitary grave of his own. Few and evil, alas, too often are
the lives of the sons of Esau
!

—
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take this opportunity of mentioning a few places near the Haj

Road south

of El Kalif visited

revisited since.
of
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A

few

them are described

include their

by us

and some of which we have
marked on the map, but none

in 1891,

of these places are

in the survey of Eastern Palestine, which did not

sites.

West of Haj Road.

—

— On

a plateau. Ruins of small Roman tomb tower.
Outside west wall, nearly complete, with cornice near ground and at top.
About a quarter of
Pilasters with coarse Corinthian capitals at corners.
a mile east of this on same plateau ruins of ill-shaped stones. Many

Rujm

Ahhasia.-

caves and old cisterns between and around both ruins.

One

still

holds

water.

—Top of — Heaj) of roughly-faced stones. Numerous
Zeit, which name the
Ramadan. —At or near to spot marked Khan
EL

Rejeeh.

hill.

old cisterns.

es

Beni Sakhr Sheikhs say they do not know. I could not get bearing of
any known spot. There is a hill due north about four miles off, with
pile of stones on top, and trees close to toj) on west side of it.
Here is
a square tower or fort built of huge stones roughly faced and laid without
mortar, in character like those in the depressed plain near Es Salt, called
El Bukeia. Many well-hewn stones around. Cisterns inside and others
with caves around. Found some small loose pieces of tesselated pavement. One cornice stone of base Corinthian still standing.
Zoheir Adwan. The Beni Sakhr Sheikhs say there are three places of
this name.
One only marked on map.
Sahah es Sabrood. Top of hill. Two smaller square ruins similar
to Ramadan.
Many caves and cisterns. Below Sahab es Sabrood, a
quarter of a mile west, is a very large cistern, with four mouths, and
good water.
Pdrazay. About 250 yards south-east of Borazin. A few drafted
stones, some faced, very large caves and cisterns, the whole covering a
few acres.

—

—

—

—

Umm.

Amad.

—

—Many

Unimportant ruins covering a
Beni Sakhr Sheikhs here.
KihtiU.
In addition to ruins mentioned by Tristram ("Land of
Moab "), observed the following in two visits
Remarkable cistern, into which I descended accompanied by George,
and one of the Beni Sakhr Sheikhs. Slid down on steeply sloping and very
narrow passage, feet first, for a dejith of about 40 feet. Probably it was
a flight of steps, but so covered with stones and debris that I could not
tell, and it was very difficult to get down it, and in several places a tight
squeeze.
About 10 feet from the top a well-carved scallop shell over the
doorway or aperture to the jiassage. The cistern, about 50 feet deep the
round shaft about 10 feet in diametei". At the bottom, four chambers,
each opening by an arch from the shaft, each about 20 feet square and
15 feet high, and disposed so as to form a cross, divided by thick pillars
el

considerable extent of ground.

cisterns.

Tombs

of the

—

:

—
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the whole very clearly and carefully cut out of
the solid rock cement still adhering in many places would hold a very
very large number of cisterns
great quantity of water if re-cemented.
in and about KAsttil ; some so covered by brushwood, &c., as to be
dangerous to travellers not on the alert.
North-west of Kftstfll is a large quarry which looks suitable for a
of rock left in excavating

;

;

;

A

but saw no signs of cement. Perhaps it was never finished.
and slopes of ends raised by courses of large stones, so as to
be equal in height to upper side the quarry, 40 paces long by. 25 wide.
The old irrigation works in the valley just below Ktistftl are described by
reservoir,

Lower

side

;

Tristram.

what Tristram describes as the main castle are
Generally they are about the size of the stones of the Harani
I could not
I measured one 13 feet 6 inches long.
at Jervisalem.
ascertain its full depth or its thickness as it Avas embedded in earth, but

Some

of the stones in

very large.

its

thickness above ground was 3 feet 6 inches.
Toneih.—CixWed in map " Hodbat el Toneib."

not "Hodbat."

Small ruins on

The Beni Sakhr knew
Numerous cisterns, one holding

hill.

water numerous caves.
Looban.-'l think identical with Howar and el Khumau— names
unknown to our guides. Consideral>le ruins, partly inhabited, covering
two eminences, and a hollow between them. Also a well-built oblong
;

pool of good masonry, holding water.

Ziza, 190°.

East of Haj Road.

A

small cairn of stones on the top of a hill—a few
'Alia.—
and one portion of a column, graves, caves, and cisterns.
Kulat
Moghr, 166°
Es Samik, 260°
Jebel Shihau, 215°

Zoumlet

hewn

el

stones,

;

;

Umm

;

Ziza, 217°.

Cistern in plain west of

Umm

3Iog/t r.—Ahont

2 or 3 west of the range of

and

Umm

hills

6 miles east of Toneib,
Moghr stands

on which

Umm

iri

a cistern holding good water
said to contain the last water supply to the east for several

Umm

Moghr, and A7t'7.i«ranee.— Described in above account of journey.

(which

which

is

called

Shatterah), there

is

days.

Baths of Callirrhoe.—We did not visit these, but brought to England
a bottle of the water given to us by a Turkish Effendi, who had just
At his
returned from the baths, and was much interested in them.
request, I had the water analysed by Mr. Edward Da vies, the eminent
analytical chemist of Liverpool,

and subjoin a copy

of his rei)ort.
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CEETIFICATE OF ANALYSIS.
The Laboratory,
28,

Chapel Street, Liverpool,
July

hth, 1895.

of sample of water in bottle, labelled water from the Spring
From
of Callirrhoe (Zerka Main), on the east side of Dead Sea,

Analysis

Gray

Hill, Esq.
Parts per

Grains per

Chloride of Sodium
Chloride of Potassium
Calcium Sulphate
'

Calcium Carbonate
Magnesium Sulphate
Magnesium Carbonate

gallon.

100,000.

76-91

109-87

8-96

12-80

10-47

14-98

12-60

1800

9-50

13-57

2-66

3-80

'87

1*24

121-97

174-26

Chloride
Magnesium
tlQi

Sulphuretted

Hydrogen— -336

grain

;

3-2 c.c. per litre

-91

;

cubic

incli.

This sample of water had a decided smell of sulphuretted hydrogen^
and contains about one-sixth of the quantity contained in the old sulphur
well, Harrogate.

The water had probably undergone some alteration from lapse of time
was well sealed, and the water was quite clear, the;

but, as the bottle

change cannot have been great.

Edward Davies,

F.C.S., F.I.C., &c.

(Edward Davies and Son.)

THE SITE OF THE TEMPLE.
By

Lieut.-Colonel C.

M. Watsox,

E.E., C.M.G.

is, perhaps, no question respecting the city of Jerusalem, with the
exception of that concerning the site of the Holy Sepulchre, which has
excited more interest, or given rise to more diversity of opinions, than

There

the discussion of the exact jjosition occupied by the Temple of the Jews.
So completely has the prophecy of Jesus Christ been fulfilled, that not
one stone of that great building would be left upon another, that the

very place where

it

stood

is

not certainly known, and

is still

a subject of

(lispute.

All the authorities

who have

considered the matter are agreed that

must have stood upon one part or another

of the

Haram

it

Enclosure whicli
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surrounds the Moslem Sanctuary of the Dome of the Rock, but that
enclosure measures in length more than 1,500 feet, and in breadth an
average of 950 feet, covering a superficial area considerably greater than
could ever have been included within the courts of the Temple. Numerous

now

have been the theories which have been put forward, and supported by
their authors with much vigour, and it is with considerable diffidence that
I venture to put down some remarks upon the subject, after reading
all that I have been able to find in various works, and after a consideration of the question upon the ground itself.
It has struck me that most of those who have formed an opinion upon
the matter have started with some preconceived notion, whicli has more
or less biassed their minds in dealing with it. For example, the late
Mr. James Ferguson, whose book on the Temple is most thoughtfully
worked out, and is well worth careful study, formed the idea that the

Holy Sepulchre was on the site now covered by the Dome of the Rock,
and to this consideration all other arguments had to yield. Others, and
these certainly the majority of writers upon the Temple, appear to have
been convinced that one or more of the ancient masonry walls of the
Haram Enclosure must have coincided with one or other of the boundaries of the enclosure, set apart as holy by King Solomon, and believe
that the Outer Cloisters and the Court of the Gentiles were included
But it would seem, on the contrary, to be a
within the old boundary.
more satisfactory way of examining the question, first to consider where
it was most likely the Temple stood and then to investigate the relative
bearing of the outer walls of the Haram Enclosure. And it appears to
me that, when the position of the Temple is so examined, it will be
found that it is most improbable that auy one of the present outer walls
formed any part of the circuit of the original Sanctuary of the Mountain

House of God.
The materials whicli we have

of the

subject

at our disposal

for considering the

be included under the following heads :—
The written evidence of the description of

may

First.

tlie

Temj^le and

its

courts in the Mishna, and in the histories of Josephus, supplemented by
the Biblical record and some short notices by certain historians.
Secondly. The plan of the Haram and the buildings which it contains,

mapped out under the direction of Sir Charles Wilson.
The levels of Mount Moriah, as it originally existed before
Solomon began to build the Temple. These levels are known with a

as accurately

Thirdly.

degree of accuracy, thanks to the careful explorations of Sir C.
Warren, Colonel Conder, Mr. Schick, and others.
The writings enumerated under the first head should be assumed to
be true unless they can be })roved to be false, while no theory that is in
opposition to the facts proved by survey and careful exploration can
vei-y fair

Wilson, Sir C.

possibly be accepted as sound.

There is one point which should be alluded to, as it has apparently
been the cause of mistakes in the study of the question, and that is the
This is sometimes ai)plied to the Holy
use of the word "Temple."

—
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House itself, sometimes to all the buildings included in the Sanctuary,
and occasionally even to the entire area, comprehending the Outer
Cloisters and the Court of the Gentiles, as well as the buildings
In the following pages I therefoi*e propose to
within the Sanctuary.
adhere to the following nomenclature, in order to avoid any risk of being
misunderstood, and will use the terms given below, commencing from the

Temple and working outwards
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

G.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

The Temple,

:

consisting of the

Holy

of Holies,

the Holy Place,

with the chambers over, and on each side of theiu, and the Porch.
The Court of the Priests, surrounding the Temple, in which court
were the Altar, the place for killing the sacrifices, and certain
chambers used in the holy service.
The Court of Israel.
The Inner Cloisters. (The Court of the Priests, the Court of Israel,
and the Inner Cloisters were all included under the general name
of the " Inner Court.")
The gates of the Inner Court, of which there were seven, i.e., three
on the north, three on the south, and one on the east. There is
a remark in the Mishna, which seems to imply that there were
also two small gates or doors fm the west, but the existence of
these is improbable, and is emphatically denied by Josephus.
The Court of the Women, to the east of the Iimer Court.
The Gates and Chambers of the Court of the Women. There were
three gates, one on the north, one on the south, and one on the
east, and four open chambei's, one at each of the four corners.
The Outer Court, called the Chel, surrounded by a wall.
The Gates of the Outer Court, one on the north, one on the east,
two on the south, and one on the west.
The Mountain of the House, or Sanctuary— which included the
Temple ;ind all the courts mentioned above. The tei'm Mountain
of the House is also applied to the line bounding the Sanctuary
on its four sides, as well as to the area included within it.
The Court of the Gentiles. This was divided from the Mountain
of the House by a low wall, called the Soreg, which none but
Jews might jjass.
The Outer Cloisters. These consisted of^
The Royal Cloister, on the south.
Solomon's Porch, on the east.
The Northern Cloister.

The Western

Cloister.

The description in Josephus include the whole of the above, Avhile the
and references in the Mishna give no account of either thc'

descriptions
C'oui't

Cloisters, and deal only with thy
and the buildings contained within
a point of great importance, and is, I think, sometimes over-

of the Gentiles or the

Mountain

of the

House, or

Outer

Sanctu:i,ry,

This is
looked in dealing with the question.

it.

It is rather to

be regretted that

D
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Middoth and the Beth Habbechereh there are no details respecting
the Outer Cloisters, as they would have been very useful to check the
account in Josephus but it is evident that the authors of these books
in the

;

cared only for the Sanctuary, and did not pay any attention to the courts
and buildings which were not included therein.
It appeared to me that the most satisfactorj'- manner of investigating
question was, in the first |)lace, to make a plan of the Sanctuary from
the written descriptions, adhering rigidly to the dimensions so accurately

tiie

stated in the Mishna, and also to those in Josephus, which are sometimes
but generally to be reconciled with the former secondly, to

less accurate,

find

how

;

this plan will best

fit

upon a contoured plan

of

Mount Moriah,

supposing it to be stripped of all existing buildings and h'Stly, to find
out how the plan, so fitted to the ground, will agree with the outer walls
of the Haram enclosures as now existing, and with the description of tlie
;

No i-estoration
Cloisters, as given by Josephus.
Temple and surroundings can possibly be regarded as

Outer
it

of the plan of the

satisfactory unless

being in accurate accord with the
and of not contraof fitting upon the Mountain

meets the three conditions

:

of

written description
any particular what actually exists at the present time.
There are doubtless some discrepancies as legards dimensions between
;

;

dicting- in

Josephus and tlie Mishna, but these are not of a serious character.
Some rather important points, which one would be very glad to know,
are omitted, and in some cases we have description without dimensions,
and dimensions without altogether satisfactory description. But it is
and there are many
not difficult, on the whole, to reconcile these
most valuable hints given indirectly both in Joseplius's histories
and in the accounts of the Jewish religious ceremonies in the books
of Yoma and Tamid, svhich afl"ord considerable assistance in comThere are certain details respecting which we are
pleting the jjlan.
;

ignorance, and these it is necessary to fill in in the manner that
appears the most probable, taking great care that, in no i-espect, are
they in contradiction to any of the old authorities. This is the best
left in

that can be done.
I do not propose to allude to any modern authorities upon the Temple
buildings, as it would take too long, and it would be necessaiy to discuss
the pros and cons of various theories. As stated above, I prefer to deal

with the question only with the aid of the ancient authorities, and with
the results of modern explorations.
"What
Tliere is one matter that naturally fm-ces itself on our notice.
was the length of the Jewish cubit which was used in the construction of
It is a ])oint upon which a good deal has b'^en wi-itten, but
the Temple
which does not appear as yet to have been solved in an absohitely con'i

seem to have no doubt iibout the
After reading all I could lespecting this
question, it appears to me that the cubit used was that of about 18 inches.
Possibly it was rather less, say 17'7 inches, but this is iiot ceitainly proved,

clusive manner, although several writers
result of their investigations.

and

I

have adopted a cubit of 18

iixches in

making

the plan.

A somewhat

ol
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smaller cubit would perhaps have given slightly more satisfactory results,
but that of 18 inches is good enough for pi^actical purposes, and has the

advantage of easy reduction to measures that are given in feet.
Plan No. I shows the buildings of the Sanctuary as described in the
books of Josephus and in the Mishna, and will, I ho])e, be found to agree
To the western side of
satisfactorily with these if compared with them.
the Inner Court stood the Temple itself, built of the most substantial
its floor 6 cubits above the level of the court in front
These 6 cubits were made up by a foundation let into the rock so
The walls on each side of the
as to form a solid mass with the latter.
Temple were triple, i.e., an outer wall of 5 cubits, then a space of 3 cubits
for the ascent which went round to the upper rooms, then a wall of 5 cubits
and a mean space of 6 cubits, in which were the little chambers, followed

masonry and having
of

it.

by another wall of 6 cubits. The total thickness of the side walls of the
building was therefore 25 cubits (37 feet 6 inches). The west wall was
17 cubits broad, composed of two walls 5 and 6 cubits thick respectively,
with a mean space of 6 cubits between them. I say a mean space, because
this sj^ace varied on each of the three stories of the small chambers, being
5 cubits on the lower story, 6 cubits on the second story,

and

7 cubits

on

the third stoiy.

In the centre of these walls was the Temple Chamber, Gl cubits long,
Of this a length of 20 cubits was
cubits broad, and 40 cubits high.
€ut off at the west end to form the Holy of Holies, and was separated by
a space of 1 cubit from the Holy Place. The little chambers have been
drawn exactly as described in the Middoth." They received light and air
from an opening in the ceiling of each. The way to the uppt;r chambers
was by a staircase between the outer walls, as shown in the plan. Over
the Temple Chamber was a large upper room of the same length, breadth,
-20

In front of the Temple was the porch,
as the Holy Places.
havinff a total width of 100 cubits, with a central entrance 20 cubits wide
and 40 cubits high. One cannot help thinking that this porch must have

and height

greatly resembled the pylon of an Egyptian temj)le.
The axial line of the Temple was directed on the

summit

Mount

of the

who

slaughtered the red heifer, on the top of
that mountain, could see directly into the interior of the Temple.- This
fact is of great help in enabling us to tix the direction of the Temple
of Olives, so that the priest

buildings, as I shall

As

show

hereafter.

Temple was 6 cubits deep, and as the steps
were each h cubit high, there were twelve steps, wliich

the foundation of the

leading up to

it

manner indicated in the jilau.
Around the Temple was the Court of the Priests, which was 176

Avere disposed in the

cubits

and 135 in width from north to south. In
tliis court, in front of the Temple but rather to the south of the axial line,
stood the Altar of Burnt Offering, erected on the site of the threshing
in length

from west

to east

1

-

Middoth, Chap, iv,
IhUh, Clia}). ii, 4.

3, 4, 5.

D 2

—
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floor of

Arauiiah the Jebusite, which David ]>iirchased from him as a site
The altar, as described in the^Mishna, had a

for the altar of the Lord.

foundation 32 cubits square, but the original altar built by Solomon was
onlv 20 cubits square. The central point of this latter altar appears to
have been the guiding point in laying out tlie boundaries of the Sanctuary
The limits of the Sanctuary were 500
of the Mountain of the House.
cubits on each side, and the central point of this .lOO cubits is only 1 cubit
But if it might be assumed
distant from the central ]ioint of the altar.
that the site of the

on the

])lan,

first altar

central

its

occupied the position sh(»wn in dotted lines

point would coincide with the centre of the-

It m.ight be expected that
distance east and west across the Sanctuary.
the line ])assing north and south would also be similarly divided, but it
appears that the distance was made greater on the south than on the
The actual distances from
north, in order to suit the form of the ground.

the centre of the altar, as described in the Middnth. to the borders of the

Mountain

were

of the House?

:

East

But

if it is

....

OOtiJ,

West

249

„

North

192i

„

assumed that the original altar

the distance would

lie

of

2(t

showny

2r)0 cubits.

North
only a coincidence, but

To the north

cubits side stood as

300
250
200

West

may be

„

-

East
South

This

251 cubits.

South

it is

„

„

„

worth noticing.

of the altar, in the Court of the Priests,

was

tlie

place

have omitted showing the ariangements for this, so as to make the plan clearer, and would take the
ojiportunity of remarking that there ai'e other details which I have also
omitted, as they would take too much space to describe, and would divert
attention from the general arrangement of the Temple buildings.
In the Court of the Priests, and projecting into the Court of the
Israelites, were six chambers, three to the north and three to the south of
of these we have no complete dimensions, but their ])osition
the Temple
and general arrangement are so cleaily described that it is not difficult to]ilace them upon the plan.
Tliey may, however, of course have been
larger or smaller than I have shown them.
The chambers on the north
were as follows

allotted for killing the sacrifices.

I

;

:

The Chamber
.,

„
„

of Salt.

„

Parvah.

„

Wasliings.

—

—
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were

The Chamber

of

Wood,

or of the

High

Priest, also

called Palhedrin.

Draw

„

„

„

the

„

„

„

Gazith.

Well.

It
latter was a large room where the Sanhedriii held its meetings.
had two entrances, one opening into the Court of the Priests, and the
other into the Court of Israel, and its interior was partly in the former
and partly in the latter, so that the members of the Council of the
Sanhedrin who did not belong to the order of priests could sit in it
without having to cross the boundary of the Court of the Priests.

The

On the east side of this court five steps with a total height of
cubits descended to the Court of Israel, which at this point was 11
The object of these steps is quite clear when the
dibits in width.

2-|

It is evident from the
levels of the original ground are considered.
description that the Court of Israel surrounded the Court of the Priests
on the north and south sides as well as on the east, but what its width
was on these sides is not stated, so I have made it 11 cubits, the same

as on the east.
Outside the Court of Israel on the north, east, and south were the
Inner Cloisters, but of these also the width is not given. But we are
told that they were single, with only one row of pillars, and as the Outer

which were double, were 30 cubits in width, I have made
Adjoining the Court of Israel,
Inner Cloisters 15 cubits broad.
and on each side of the eastern gate of the Inner Court, were two
rooms, one, that of the keeper of the vestments, and the other that of the
maker of the pancakes, which were used in the daily sacrifice.
There were seven gates to the Inner Court, of which the eastern and

Cloisters,

the

the three on the south were specially for the use of the people of Israel,
that on the east being the main gate of the court, while the three on the
north were more particularly for the priests and for the service of the
Temple. According to the Mishna, the gates were each 10 cubits in
breadth and 20 cubits high, while Josephus asserts that the eastern gate

was larger than the others

;

and, after judging the probabilities, I

am

First, because
inclined to think that, in this particular, he is correct.
this was the main gate of the court, and, secondly, because if it was only

would have obscured the view between the summit of
and the intei'ior of tlie Temple {see Section No. 1).
This gate, which was called Nicanor, also ditteved from the others, in that
The gates on the south,
it h-ul a small gate on either side of it.
beginning from that on the west, were called respectively

20 cubits high,
the

Mount

it

of Olives

The Gate
,,

The

of Kindling.

the Firstborn.
„
Watei- Clnte.

—
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Flights of steps, each of ten steps, led

down from

these gates to the

Outer Court.

The

eastern gate

had

fifteen

steps

in fiont of

it,

and these were

differently arranged to all the other steps of the Temple, insomuch as
they were built in semi-circular form, like " half of a thresliing floor."

May

not have been that they were so arranged in order to keep in
the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite ?
The three gates on the north side of the Inner Court were somewhat
different in form to those on the south.
The two easterly ones, which
it

memory

were called Nitsus and Al)tinas respectively, had large upper rooms

Moked, was a
house with a large centi'al hall, wherein the priests on duty
and round it four rooms, the names of which were as follows

for the use of the priests, while the third gate, called
regulai'
sle]it,

:

North-east

Room

—

;
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Outside the enclosure formed by the Inner Court and the Court of
Women was the Outer C'ourt, Avhich had a wall round it, a little
This court had
inside the boundary of the Mountain of the House.
the

tive oates, as follows

On

:

The Gate Shushau.
„ two Huldah Gates.

the east
„
,,

„

south

west
north

„
„

Gate Kipunus.
Gate Tadi.

Of these, the Gate Shushau was directly opposite the eastern gate
Court of the Women, but the position of the other gates is not
the
of
I have placed the two southern gates at a distance of
clearly described.
one-third from the east and west ends of the southern boundary of the
Sanctuary respectively, an arrangement which receives strong confirmation,

The west gate is not likely to have been in
the west side, as it would have been opposite the
blank west wall of the Inner Court, so I have placed it at the same
distance from the south-west corner of the Sanctuary as the Western
The position of the Northern Gate Tadi is also not
Huldah Gate.
as I shall explain later on.

the

centre

of

have placed it opposite the centre one of the northern gates
Inner Court.
The arrangement of the boundary of the Sanctuary is not very clear,
but as I read the description, there would appear to have been a low wall
called the Soreg round the extreme boundary, upon which were fixed the
stated, so I
of the

notices

which warned

oflf

Gentiles from the precincts of the

Temple

then there was an interval of 10 cubits, and iast]}^ a higher wall all
round between the gates. This is, however, a point open to discussion.

It is stated in the Mishna that the Mountain of the House was a
square of 500 cubits on each side, and I have so drawn it. Josephus, on
the contrary, states that it was a stadium, or 400 cubits, each way, but
in this I tiiii.k he must be in error, as if he were right many of the
accurately given dimensions in the Mishna must be wrong, and also the

by Josephus himself. Possibly the explanation may be
was thinking of the distance from the Gate Shushan on the east
the western wall of the Inner Court, as this distance was 405 cubits
he may have been speaking in a general way, just as a person might

levels as given

that he
to

or

say that a certain

;

was a quarter of a mile long, which
But however this may be, having regard

street

measured 500 yards.

really
to the

given in the Mishna, to the other dimensions given by
Josephus, and to the shape of the hill itself, it is impossible to accept the
dimension of a stadium for the length of the side of the Sanctuary.
We have seen that the level of the Outer Court at the Gate Shushan
was 16 cubits below the level of the Court of the Priests. The level at
the Huldah Gate appears to have been a cubit higher, as, at this point,
according to Josephus, the ground was 15 cubits lower at the border of
the Mountain of the House than the level of the Inner Court, and there
description
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were steps of 5 cubits each to adjust the level.' As there was a drop of
cubits from the southern gates to the ground outside, two other steps
of 5 cubits each were necessary to complete the total height, and, on
httiug the plan of the Temple to the ground, it aj^pears that this is
exactly what is required {see Section l^o. 2). The remark of Josephus
about the steps of 5 cubits, though apparently rather puzzling, is really
a considerable help in understanding the question.
Before discussing the Court of the Gentiles or the Outer Cloisters,

it

how

the plan of the buildings of the Sanctuary, which
1 have very briefly described, can best be fitted to the surface of Mount
Moi'iah as it originally ap])eared in the time of David, before the founda-

is

necessary to see

Temple were laid.
Plan No. 2 shows the rock levels of the mountain as determined

tions of the

by the explorations of Sir C. AVilson, Sir C. Warren, and others.
They may not be exactly correct, and further discoveries may probably
but they cannot be very greatly
modify them in some i-espects
in error, and are certainly sufficiently accurate for the question under
Having reduced the plan of the Temple, made as ah-eady
discussion.
described to the same scale as that of the contouied hill, I [U'oceeded to
consider what part of the hill the Sanctuary was most likely to have
;

occupied, and, after a careful study, arrived at the conclusion that the
only way by which all the different fixed conditions of the problem

met was by placing the Temple on the site of the present Dome
Rock with its floor over the Sakrah. If we try to place it anywhere else in the Haram Enclosure, we are met by jipparently insuperable
If, for examjile, we place it in the south-west cm-ner of the
difliculties.
Haram, as so strongly advocated by Mr. Ferguson, we find that the
could be
of the

foundations of the Temple, so far from being 6 cubits, or 9 feet, in depth,
would be over 80 feet in depth, which certainly appears difficult to credit.
If we place the altar of burnt offering on the Sakrah, as some have
supposed, we get the surface of the altar at a level of 2455, and con-

sequently the floor of the Temple at 2449. But the altar being on the
Sakrah, the back wall of the Temple will come over the contour 2400,
and the foundation would therefoi-e be nearly 50 feet deep. And it is the
same, wherever we try to place the Temple, except in the position where
its floor is over the Sakrah, and here there is no difficulty either with the
plan or the levels. Here only are all the conditions satisfactorily met,

and I have therefore in Plan No. 2 shown the Temple and its c(nirts
with the Holy of Holies over the Sakrah. As regards the level of the
floor of the Temple, there seems no reason for supposing it was built much
•above the rock, and 1 have therefore shown it as having the level 2 440.
Perhaps it may savour too much of a theory, but one cannot help thinking
that it is possible that the Sakrah was the fShetoyah, tlie rock of foundaAt all events it must have been
tion, upon wiiich the Ark was placed.
at some point near the top of the Sakrah.
'

Josephus

"

Wars," Book V, Cliap.

t, 2.
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Teiii])le over the Sakrah, we meet with
important question as to the direction of its axis. It faced the east,
but whether it faced east exactly, or a little to the north or south of it,
would be dithcidt to prove were it not for the statement repeated several

But having thus placed the

tlie

times in the Mishna, which I have already alluded to, that the priest
who sacrificed the red heifer on the summit of the Mount of Olives,
could see over or through the eastern gates of the three courts, into the
The axial line of the Temple and its courts
interior of the Temple itself.
as directed on the highest point of the Mount of
a remarkable confirmation of this direction for the
axial line in the fact that it is at right angles to the eastern wall of the
Haram, which wall, or at least its foundation, seems generally regarded

shown

I have therefore

There

Olives.

is

not the most ancient of the enclosui'e walls. It was on this
known as Solomon's Porch, which, as
Josephus tells us, was built opposite to the east wall of the Temple
Enclosure.
If, as some have supposed, and as appears very probable, the

as one of

if

wall that stood the old cloister,

Palace of Solomon was at the south-west corner of the Haram Enclosure,
then this cloister would Ije in the exact j^osition for the royal approach
from the palace to the main entrance to the Temple. Allowing a width

30 cubits for this double cloister and a thickness of 6 cubits for its
is left a width of 20 cubits between the cloister and the
boundary of the Sanctuary.
There could not have been any special difficulty for the architects of the
Temple in laying out the Inner Court, but the laying down of the quadrangle of 500 cubits could not have been so easy. It is a well-known
fact in solid geometry that a right angle lying on an inclined plane, Avith
both its sides at an angle with the horizontals of the plane, will be in
of

outer wall, there

Mount Moriah had steeply sloping
and both the south-east and south-west angles of the Mountain of
the House are in the position of a right angle as mentioned above.
Unless, therefore, the architect of King Solomon was provided with an
instrament of the nature of a theodolite, which measures horizontal
angles and vertical angles at the same time, he would not have found it
easy to lay out on the ground a figure of which each side was exactly
500 cubits in length, and each angle exactly a right angle. The fact that
the south-east angle of tlie Haram Enclosure, which was probably laid out
plan greater than a right angle.

sides,

in the

angle,

time of King Solomon, is also considerably greater than a right
is also on the slope of the hill, is a confirmation of the

and

same idea.
Let us consider how the Sanctuary would jn-obably have been laid out.
The centre ]:)oint of the altar was probably hxed first, and then the axial
line of the Temple passing through the highest point of the hill, and the
highest point of the Mount of Olives was traced upon the ground. A

drawn through that fixed for the centre jjoint of the
would give the centre line, and marks made upon this, one
250 cubits to the east and the other 250 cubits to the west, would fix the
boundary of the Sanctuary in these directions. A line at right angles to

line parallel to this,
altar,
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of the temple.

first woukl also liave the distances marked on it, 300 cubits to the
south and 200 cubits to tlie north. It might be asked why these were
I am inclined to think that this was done
not also made 250 cubits each.
to suit the shape of the hill (see Plan No. 2), and it is possible that there
may have been an old road coming up from the valley of the Kedrou, and

the

passing by the point (afterwards occupied by the Golden Gate), over the
hill to the north of the Sakrah, which it was desired to have uninterI have shown the possible positions of this road in dotted line.s
on Plan No. 2. The next step would have been to set off a perpendicular
at the east end of the central line, and from a point on this line about
300 cubits to the south, to set off a right angle to the south point already
But this angle w^ould, as I have already shown, be in plan
fixed.
Proceeding in a similar manner, the rest of the boundarj^
sliglitly obtuse.
of the Sanctuary would have been laid, and must have been somewhat as
I do not say it is exactly correct, but it is the
I have shown in Plxte 2.
best way in which I can lay a quadrangle on the .steej) ground, of which
the sides are approximately 500 cubits in length, ami the angles as nearly
The gates of the Mountain of the
as possible right angles, on the ground.

rupted.

House are placed as already described.
Having tluis shown how the buildings

of the Sanctuary might have
been disposed on Mount Moriah, the next step is to see what their position would be with reference to the existing walls of the Harani Enclosure.
The jjrobablo restoration I have also shown on Plan No. 2,
whereon the Outer Cloisters, added by King Herod, are drawn in
hatched lines. It will be seen that the two Huldah gates on t!ie south
side of the Sanctuary come just opposite to the passages leading from the
in the south wall of the Haram, Avhile Barclay's
on the west side of the latter, leads up to the road from the west
Huldah gate, ovtside the Mountain of the House. Wilson's arch, which
is most probably on the site of an old road leading to the Temple EncloThe Golden Gate, with
sure, is opposite to the western gate of the latter.

Double and Treble gates
gate,

double entranc;e, comes just opposite to the north-east corner of the
is room for a road to lead down to it from the east
gate of the latter, between it and Solomon's Porch. It seems to me
possible that the double entrance at the Golden Gale is a traditional
restoration of the original gate built by Solomon, of which the south
door would have served the use of the Temple, and have been that by
which the red heifer was taken out to the Mount of Olives, while the
nf)rth portal was that used by ])eople coming up from the Valley of
its

Sanctuary, and there

of the Temple Enclosure towards the west.
In this case the C^loister of Solomon's Porch would have passed over

Kedrou and proceeding north
the top of the gate.

As I have already stated, the probable j)osition of Solomon's Palace
was at the south-east corner of the Haram, and it would have occupied
the square space of 200 cubits side, bounded by the south and east walls
of the Harani, by the road from the Triple Gate on the west, and on the
north I)y the road leading round the Sanctuary outside. That such a
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road existed is cleartfiom the statement in tlie Mislina, that the Sanctuary
was not to be used as a short cut, and th.it persons, who did not come to
worship, were to go round it outside.
The space of 200 cubits by 150 cubits between the Treble and Double
Gates, may have been occupied by the private apartments and hareem of
Kincr Solomon, separated from the House of the Forest of Lebanon, his
the latter, or, of
official residence, by the road from the Treble Gate
course, an old gate on the site, being the public entrance to the palace.
If this theory is coiTect, the great course on the south wall may be the
;

base of the palaces of Solomon.
The roadway from the Treble Gate to the Sanctuary starts on the
f'Tound level, but the rock under the Double Gate is about 30 feet lower,

some period the ground outside must have been brought up to
the level of this gate. Perhaps the outer surface from the Double as far
as the Single Gate may have been levelled up when the palaces of
have no information as to the state of the
Solomon were built.

so that at

We

ground at the south-east angle at the time when Herod built the Eoyal
Cloister on the south wall, but it seems probable that it was at that
period that the roadways leading up to the Sanctuary from the Double
and Treble Gates were roofed iu. It was possibly at the same period
that the west wall and Western Cloister were built, and then the road
I have
leading np from Barclay's Gate had also to be covered over.

shown the Eo^al Cloister as continuous up to the south-east corner
of the Haram, but it is possible that it stopped at the Triple Gate.
This point

is

uncertain.

The Western Cloister was built from the south-west corner to the
Tower of Antonia. According to the account in Josephus there were
four gates leading to the enclosui-e on this side." Of these, one was
doubtless the great flight of steps leading up to the west end of the
Eoyal Cloister, and one tlie causeway leading up to and passing under
the West Cloister at Barclay's Gate. Another entrance was at the ])oint
where Wilson's ai-ch now is, which probably led from the Eoyal Palace
The question of the structure and levels of
in the City of Jerusalem.
a very interesting one, but is too long to discuss
over or in front of this gate that John, the
defender of the Temple against Titus, built the tower alluded to in
Josephus's account of the Siege of Jerusalem. The position of the fourth
west gate of Josephus is uncertain, but it also may have been a passage

the gate at this point
here.

It

is

may have been

under the West Cloister, similar to that at Barclay's Gate, and at the
This I have shown in
jjoint where Cistern No. 30 was discovered.
dotted lines. The position of the fourth gate is, however, doubtful.
The North Cloister encroached upon the north boundary of the
Mountain of the House, the wall of which had to be taken down to
build it. Its face probably was on the same line as the north wall of
When the cloister was built,
the platform of the Dome of the Eock.
'

Josephus " Ant.," Book

XV,

Cli.ip. xi, 5.
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the Gate Tadi, the north gate of the Sanctuary, appears to have been
closed and replaced by an underground passage passing under the
The
cloisters, and represented at the present time by Cistern No. 1.
Cloister, like the Western, ended at the Tower of Antonia, the
probably approximate position of which I have marked in dotted lines.
There is a statement in Josephns which ajjpears to confirm this proposed
restoration of the Temple, as he mentions that the addition of tlie Outer
Now the area, as
Cloisters doubled the area of the Temple Enclosure.^
enclosed by the four Outer Cloisters as shown on Plan No. 2, is rather

Northern

more than 480,000 square
2r)0,000 square cubits

;

cubits,

and the area

of the Sanctuary

so that the one, speaking roughly,

is

was

just doulile

of the other.

In the sections, I have shown the manner in which the Temple
buildings, with the levels given in Josephus and the Mishna, compare
with the rock levels, as determined by exploration. These sections will

any verbal description, how well the one corresponds
the Temple on Mcnnit Moriah, which I have
I would add that in this paper I have treated
accepted.

explaui, better than
to the other,

suggested,

is

if

the

site of

the subject in a o-eneral

manner

only, as to enter into all the details

be considered in preijaring the plans would make it a great
deal too long. As I have stated before, my effort has been to prepare
plans, which would be in. accord with the historical documents, and also
witli what exploration has shown to be the actual facts.

which had

to

THE SYRIAN J.ANGUAGB.
By

Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Condkr, R.E., D.C.L., &c.

In Hezekiah's time the Syrian or Aramean language differed from Hebrew
and the discoveries due to the German explorations
(2 Kings xviii, 20)
light on
of 1888-01, which have just been published, cast a remarkable
The site excavated, now Sinjirli, is the ancient Samala,
this subject.
;

situated east of Issus, on the

highway from Carchemish

to the

Gulf of

Alexandretta, and north-W(!st of Aleppo, in the extreme north of Syria.
The old narue itself appears to mean "the north," and often occurs in
Assyrian texts. Here, in addition to a magnificent stela of Esarhaddon.
holding captive the King of Egypt and another prisoner, were discovered
sta,t\ies

of basalt covered with inscrii)tions in the Phrenician alphabet, the

Of these the earliest appears to date about 800 B.C.,
and another about 730 b.c. and the forms of the older letters are very
The contents are of historic value
closely those of the Moabite ston.e.
and the language -which ai)]ir<)aclies the Moabite, Phaniician, and early
letters cut in relief.

;

;

Araniair

ratliei-

than the
'

Hebrew— is

Joscpliiis "

Wars,"

of great interest.

P>ook

I, Clia]).

xxi, 1.

The

later text

—

—
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has been translated (with omissions) by E. Sachau but the older text is
Excellent fac-similes of both render the study of the
leas fully treated.
The following appears to me to be the
original comparatively easy.
;

transliteration, the woEcls being clearly divided

From a

I.

p

•^'^rh

i!J2

Statue

Hadad

to

n?2pn n

hy

by dots

Panamimi

:

Circa 800

I.

r.c.

-^h^ h-yp ^i inis

^i^^^

^:^;

i

hvc\ "T"rn ^f^n

n^«(n)

'hv^n'^

•

•

•

v

tn

n\ir^^

•

•

(n)^D(n)r2

•

•

•

•

1^1

•

h)An ni?ti? p-)^ ^h

D-^si p-^« "nii^^

'n^

]n:i

nu.^^

n

•

•

•

1

•

nnu?^

^i?

•

•

n^

p"\«T

p

xiyr2Xi>

inp^

nl2^

^

^«32i

i

e

p^^
p-^^^i

1^:2 a

np^ a

?im

^::in

n^pn t^

^?2i7

a:i

•'^

pi«i

^?2ti>

•

•

xr*^

Dtr*'

^« n---:--- -np

•

•

V

•

nrij

n^n

n?2

to

•

«n6

^^?2 ^"ip "a ir2:c

0.

»

i^^»«.ii

•••12

^r^^n

n"i ^p'^i^ ^ ^h
^n^« ^np
Tan'? nm «:i^ ^np'- nCr^oS n^D

r\r2p

"

ur (D)n^n n'^cs

•

^n^^^nn n---(ni02^n

-fin |n3 1^ ]n2 i^q

^

•
.

•

•

opn

•

•

(?2rn
i

)t

nn
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]n:

11^:

13

i-^
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nnr

nnr

-nn nir s*m:

(id
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1
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•
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34

written on a pillar with a man's (or God's) head weiring a soft
bearded but without moustache, in the Phoenician fashion.
The three great breaks in the stone leave long gaps in the text, but many
parts are very clear, and the meaning certain.
The translation appears to me to be as follows

This

round

is

cap,

:

son of Karal King of Yadi. I have set up this
Hadad my master.
My people are his— Hadad both God, and light, and Cherub, and
Sun and there is given to my hand by Hadad the God,

(1) I

am Panammu
statue to

(2)

;

(.3)

and Cherub, and Sun, and

light, the Sceptre of

Aleppo

;

and he

wherefore he has received
and th(n-efore I sit ...
(4) at my hands .... much worship
(the su]n-emest prosperity ?) is given me by my God.
is it not a Innd of barley ....
(5)
a land of wheat, and a land of (oil ?)
(6)
they till the land,
(7) and a land .... the care of my people ....
has been to the people a light

:

.

;

and the vineyard.
(8)

... Panammu. Moreover I sit on the seat of my
and Hadad has given to my hand
the sceptre of Aleppo. The .... he has destroyed and may
And in my day also I enjoy
it cease from my father's house.

A name he
father

(9)

(10)

.

;

;

food and drink
in my day a rest(n'ation is established .... invoking the
and for the
stHtue .... and for a statue (as) my memorial
children of the villages of A'eppo .... has been received

And

;

have prospered .... the God and Cherub and Sun. And
a land of glory and honor is given to me, and royal authority
In my day Aleppo .... the godless, and much they have
received from my hands. And do not I ask from my God
gifts for myself, and the land

(11) The.v

<12)

.

.

.

.
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(13)

to (the sou of) Karal God has given inucli
Hadad has given much (wherefore 1) he is dear

and

Truly

hope.
to me.

May

he bless the utterance of my wishes
may he bless the building
(14) He has given (much to the iienple ?)

much, and the erection
shrine of

offering,

and shall

sin-offering of

(is

:

and

seat,

sliall

shall sacrifice

Hadad, and

sacrifice to

Hadad

of

Hadad, and the

King
no more /) his son

of Karal,

Yadi (and when ?) Pauammu
the sceptre, and sit on my
and shall sacrifice to
this Hadad, and .... and he

(15) of

(16)

this statue

of

Panamniu the son

shall receive

increase greatly,

....

the freewill

remember the

sijall

if

.... Panammu has said "(Comfort
Panammu has said "Thy people is
"
mindful of sin " Panammu has said "The people
(Enlighten tliou ?)".... in this land Strengthen thou ....
He has asked of Hadad, and to the God
ray land thereby

(IT) behold

he

(shall rule

?)

here

thou?) thy people"

(18)

'"'

and Cherub and Sun

no)
I

this land .... and there1)y
have increased in devotion.

is

set at rest

my

fear,

and

to give mo offspring of love .... and my son shall
receive the sceptre, and shall sit on the King's throne
and he shall
(21) a long time, and his Avealth sliall prosper mightily,
.... the sin ofiering of Panammu, having authority to subdue

(20)

....

the (people ?)
Panammu has said
(22) the people of Hadad, and the rebellious.
" Thy people (behold ?).... (shall sacrifice i) the sacrifice,

Whereby it
for Hadad is pure.
it O Hadad
... (may) the strong God send a

and invoke God thereby.

Strengthen

(23) shall ask of God.

May

:

he strengthen it
message, may he so choose
and much that is
(24) And may he keep his name from destruction,
given may he make ....
shall sit on my seat, and
(25) Shall receive the sceptie of Vadi, and
.

shall rule

....

skillful in

war ....

if

...

.

if they have waxed very
if in wnath if in ...
(26) far shall he slay
hot if by his strength ; if by his authority ....
If through
for life.
(27) .... possessing subjection of careful chiefs
if through this
this there is unity in his lifetime
shame, he shall
(28) the people is ])ure (or free) .... putting to
perfect the submission .... and M'hatever is received by
.

:

:

;

counsel
fearing the God
(29) he shall speak wisely, causing submission ....
He shall command for him thus
of his father (in all things

the raising up of authority, than the former
my sight greater. If .... in the sight of

(30) before
this

my

sculpture

son of his people

is

men ....

hero to give a niemoiial in sight of the

"

my

memorial well carved on

(31) a
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and shewing forth ....

stone,

a goodly carving (jn my stone and it
has shewn truly (there is) submission
(32) in jjrosperity, and a turning of thine eyes .... if by his strength,
if by his might, if by his authority,
Hadad .... if there is
(33) if by offerings here he shall rule, lo
slaughter in the .... refuge. If thou ordainest me it, if thou

my

for the son of

race

:

1

wiliest, it is (so)

Most
Aramaic
Line

of the

there shall be destruction

:

words are common, and well known

but the following require some comment

;

1.

:

....
Hebrew and

in

—

in

^

is a mimmation, repi'esenting the
Probably the
in Assyrian and in Sabean " This my Lord."

^737^^3,

ma found

old demonstrative

The gods are freLine 2. 7^^3,2'^ " that on which God rides."
quently represented (and especially on Esarhaddon's stela at Samala itself)
standing on various animals. Tlie word thus answers to "CJherub."
Line

In the next line
Line

VI

4.

off.

" thereby."

Xd

/i? D^tl^l

Compare the Arabic

tion.

in

perhaps "people of Aleppo," ^^pf being the
" fi"^™ this."
tt2D- Compare the Phoenician \^

n^lTTl

3.

principal city not far

which

")

Line

The
.,j,

first

word appears

to

have the mrnima-

It appears to be a nominative

Copia.

follows.

6.

^^^^^^

9.

V^^

perhaps for ^2?21t^

"'^ils"

(or in

the genitive "of

oil ").

Line

enemy

^'^'^'^^

"|i^1I^

or p^I? " *« be quiet."

leaving his house at peace.

He

refers to the

Compare the word

"iinh^-

]-\n-^

" pleasure " on the Moabite stone.

Line

12.

" those
'^n7'i*?72n "t^ie godless,"

who

are without God."

Elohim used as a singular. _|-\^ found
and on the coffin of Eshmunazar, cannot in any
of these cases mean " dead."
It seems to stand for "1^72 " m^ich
(Assyrian, 7nad\ which suits in each occurrence.

The word

"^HT'i^ appears to be

on the Marseilles

Line
a.. .

"to

1.3.

tablet,

]-\2^~!

is

uncertain (" for which things "

indicate "— " the

indication

used for " wishes," as on the Tell

Line

15.

(]-\^)n Ih^

ceases to be."

^"^3,^^

"JQ

"

or " utterance."

Amarna

?).

nHI

ijinb

Arabic,
" liearts,"

tablets.

"from without

(pj«^) life,"

i.e.,

"when he

perhaps an adverb, from llt^ "to mount up."

Assyrian abiru, great.

Line

17.

'^^.2

Hebrew, pfC^i^

" to

takes the place of the

Arabic,

^j^'

and

^^<

"to speak."

(n)'tt?r\"l

In the Aramaic languages "y
In this case it is an
in several roots.

sustain," " solace."

Hebrew

J«^

IphtAal voice.

£
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Line
Line
the root
to

Root ")1^.

doubtful.

18.

-^^n

19.

rQ^I^lH

i^

^^H? Arabic

fi'o"^

Jll'C^

(as in the

Jli^-n

•

next text) from

" to incline," " to lean towards."

Ias-

Hence

be devoted.
Line

21.

Line

^^J^

22.

Araljic

Line 23.

Line

27.

" to be late,"

]s\s.

i^'om

Hebrew l^^

7t«^D-

Compare the Arabic

'^f^H-

Arabic

,~-

" to search,"

"

Compare

lp*^l.

the

" to cry aloud."

112 /•

•

Hebrew J-\^.

" contention,"

p\']^

"to make an incantation,"

,

26.

Arabic

^niZ?]!

Jj

Line

,

and

"^"^3, " to choose."

" to spread out."

^Jj^.^-

he took care."

ir^fH) Arabic

bound together." A nominative in Y
Line 28. nrT'h^- This word often occurs, and seems in each
mean " a ])eople." Perhaps connected with pj^ " brother."

^p^

" to be firmly

Line

nU^in^ H^nn nm^jT- From

28.

case to

'-to gather,"

-i^p

J^^

" what," and HIZ^"^ " to advise."
(fi'om ^ and 'Qy " in the things ")
from
"^^2 " ^o see," " the sight of my eye," Qp
"s^i^
meaning " before." "i^^ from pl'^Ii " t*^ carve," or a cognate root. 12112
from ^2]n "to give," or perhaps "this (is) my carving, to give (7^2) ^

Line
Line

n^?2

29.

?

30.

memorial."
Line 31.

From nQ

I'^^t ^ noun in the nominative singular in
" admirable " and
"^Z^jl^-

from y^r^^ Arabic ^J^: "to stretch out," "to draw
Perhaps the meaning is " turning away thine eye from rebellion"

Line 32.
up."

Tl'^H2,^

*].

^^'tijI

(nTir2«)"
^"'h^n, Arabic c_^l he loved

Line 34.

will" or "if vou

happens to Hadad.

urge."

The

From a
"i!J-Q

•

or " he

mn

•

^mt^

hvi

•

•:::

•

•

-a yoizh

later, as will

Fanammu

r^i'ih

hv

•

•

xir

imn

T^'^^

D^r 72

"

if

you

•

•

nni^

:1m 1:31

•

.

.

n^

be shown below.

Circa 730

II.

B.C.

12:

1

rh^ r^^vh^ nit^
n rhvi ap i

2

n-inn

'^

i^-y-n

nnnir* ]^ n^^^

nni:*

^I'lM^

:

Moabite stone, and

is

Headless Statue of

rh^

"

as long as that of the

text

vh^

""n

nnt^ n^nn

moved

attribute all that

was written not more than a century

II.

"

The concluding sentences

T\7^^

^«

nt-*

nit^

D
^hnz^
.

.

.

•

•

—

]t

n:\i?

niN
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p

nip

rain n^v
•

pn«i

Dtrn

•

n"^n n^in d:i«

p

1^1

•

"'^^ni ni:iDn

1

^i«

n«

]3

irr

12

^"ip

nn nin^

«^r2

—

in

i:n

i
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4

n^22 nin

5

p

i:iinn

n

^722ih

nntr?*^

i
i
•

•

n

•

^i«^

i

.... -r2«
I

DID

S'^iiri

«

^nhi

]?2

Dp

•

nii^\rr

1

"^!J^

•

•

niDH

1

]^

•

•

•

ni']^

^

^

p

nnt^ n'^n

ni^ur

6

nn\i?
2.

""Din

-'U?:

1

-"i

ni
1

n-'o:]

•

.

•

•

•

n^

•'^i^n

1

^i«^

^it2^

«^:p

1

^Qin

n^3«

^^^

^iir

id:d

1

nnn^nn

^nv:i n^iin

'i^ ^nvn

nn^ ^iri
"^

niu:'^^

p

•

n:nr2

•

nn

1

t

p

ii^« ^^n loh^

•

•

nxr^^

"l^r^

n

^:in

n

«"i?3

i:h2

•

"^Sd n«ir2

^

172:2

p

"-n^

nn

i

pi^^

norm

14

^n""

t<p)"iQ

no

n^n:i 15

d:i-^:5

•'nh^-i

d:

n:nn nn'i^m is^n n

inym ni«i

13

'^72'^ np^r^

u?n(it?

^n^

n

^:i^:i

id^d n^:in n^^i^

nitirt^

pM?^!

t

in:3 ^rj^n

(^

^

2^ r\:n722 iitz^t^
ii'i!^^^

Dn

n«ur

n«in

1

-fir

i-^a -iD^Q
^d':'d

•

•

n^:in

nivr2 ^1^ urnii? «pi?2

n-^^p

10

•

i^"i

^it^
^n:i

m2^72 rhf

•

n nii ^^irn
«n ^02 hv:i "h "'in
^^n nt^-^D pi^n 7n«
"^n^^

niirt2

21^72

8

i

m
•

i

«n

rh^iiD rv:i

-^13 ^:h72, nir!^?2n i^:q

•D npi^^ni

ni:iDn ti^ur^

i

Oinii? le

7^0
n*-::!*!

i"

f^n n«i?2 np^ n^D
^:n?2 nh Dpm n xirn:

is

i\ir

n''^^

''nvn

m^iih
E 2
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1^^

m

p

"in

nn ns-^n

"iniD

'»••••

i^:d^

"'^:w

ni>: n^ti^i

I?

n^3 nn^i

i

m

"i!i"^n

•

1

n""!

hv:i

•

•

^li^

(it2):D

•

i-in i ^i<

hi^

1

•

A good

b^

•

•

"nn
n^^

^nhi^ h^^

ii?:i^

Dip

i^n

^^c

1

V

n:t

"^!j

^1^
-rnt 1 22

trr^ti?

^^^^^ Dip

^

23

by Sacliau has been published, but he leaves out
and words which it is here proposed to consider

trauslation

certain sentences
(1)

nnp Dip

1^2:0 ""nt^ 20

n^m

isn

n"^ 19

:

—

This statue has been set up by Bar Eacab to his father, to
Pananimu son of Bar Tsur .... the year of deliverance by
the hand

....

—

His god having delivered Yadi from subjection the
god dwelling in his father's house
and his god has been

(2) his father

;

....

because of ...
subjection ....
house But he slew his father Bar Tsur, and
slew seventy of his father's kindred .... the cherub, and
he
because he had turned away .... the Lord ....
a lion ....
(4) and very long imprisonment remained for him, and he made
ruined towns more than inhabited towns ....
.

(3) to (or in) his father's

.

.

.

the sword in the house, and slaughter of one son, and

(5)

loathing of
the lifetime

(6)

life
1)

of

;

the sword in the land of Yadi, and (during

Panammu

the son of iCaral before

my

father,

and his son's son (there was) destruction ....
Flocks and herds and wheat and barley, and there was division
by measure, and .... by measure, and hoarding of debt by
measure and truly my father ....
until the time of (or, to) the King of Assyria, and he made him
King over his father's house, and broke the stone of subjection
from his father's house .... from restraint .... my
father from ....
and diminished the imprisonment, and restored the captivity of
Yadi, and .... my fathea-, aaid restored (the debt ....
the house of slaughter
and set up ...
his father's house, and made it better than beforetime.
And I
have increased the wheat and the barley and the flocks and the
grain in my day, and have eaten thereof ....
;

(7)

(8)

.'')

(9)

(10) (there

is)

cheapness of price in

.

my

day.

My

father

Panammu

many owners of villages, and increased the owners
.... my father Panammu was great among Kings ....
established

—
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was indeed owner of silver behold, and owner of
wisdom and justice He took word from the
protection of his lord the King of Assyria ....
Assyria, chiefs and brethren of Yadi, and his lord the King of
beyond (other) Kings he was great
Assyria favoured him

(My

fcither

1)

gold, through his

(12)

;

(13) in the eye of his lord Tiglath Pileser King of Assyria (who is
obeyed ?).... from the rising of the sun to the going down
(14) in the four quarters of the earth ; and who has done
the rising of the sun even to the sunset, and has

from the sunset even to the rising of the sun, and

good from
done good

my

father

(15) the borders of his lord, Tiglath Pileser King of Assyria towns
father Panammu
from the border of Gurgum .... and

my

with great ....
(16) moreover my father

Panammu was very careful in adherence to
Lord Tiglath Pileser King of Assyria, in obedience he ...
and his people have mourned him as King, and all who obey his
Lord the King of Assyria have mourned him. And he took
(as) his Lord the King of Assyria ....
He sjwke to him, and caused for him the building of a palace,
and he brought my father from Damascus, to prosper in the
his

(17)

(18)

(19)

.

days of rule ....
And I (am) Bar (ra)cab
all his house

....

my

father,

and for

my

justice,

my

(for the justice of ?)

lord the

King

of Assyria

me ...
(20) my father Panammu the son of Bar Tsur, and the erection of this
statue .... to Panammu the son of Bar T sur, and I have
built ....
(21) and a command of offerings, and because indeed he was faithful
And truly it (rises ?) before
in seeking the King of Assyria
the tomb of my father Panammu ....
(22) And this his memorial behold thou here O Hadad, God, and
has placed

.

;

Cherub, Loi-d of the House and Sun, and every God of Yadi
(23)

My ....

A few of
Line

3.

before

God and

before men.

the words require special notice

ip;^, Arabic

:

j\ " to be related."

Line 6. ^y* Hebrew ^^i^^
occurs (at Gebal) with this sense.

" truly."

In Pbcenician texts

The sense

^^^^

suits in the other occur

rences of the word.
("ot ;i"^n) ^loi" ?lTl " to pound," " shake."

Line

7.

Plin

Line

8.

HT^'^ilp

•^'••y

^^ taken as an abstract, from the root

JJi

—
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" to

kill,"

Hebrew.

the feminiue being so used as a eoUective in both Arabic and
Perhaps, however, the sense is "Eestored the women ....

of the slain."

Line

9.

Line

10.

Line

13.

rT^in>

Line

Aramaic

^;i^;i.

14.

16.

Line 21.

Aramaic

"

white grain."

Aramaic W^f "to be

]-\'n'j.

Line 13.
"obeyed."
Line

i"

'^J'l^';?;}

r\in?2 "one bowed
]-|^3,

from pf^l "
Arabic

"T;i~I-

n'TlI??^-

A^

of little worth."

" the orb " of the eye, or " pupil."

to,"

from pf^ll "^o bow."

to build,"

Ij..'

Hence

" to benefit."

" he adhered."

Compare ]1^^1!^^ "^^^

^"^ ^^^^

Marseilles tablet

of offerings.

It may be remarked genei'ally that the repetitions on these monuments, like those in the Tell Amarna tablets, and in Oriental texts
In literature such repetigenerally, are characteristic of Oriental style.
tions have been thought sometimes to mark the clumsy work of a compiler— which is impossible in monumental writings, and which is very

commonly

to

to render the
also in

The

be noted

work

in

—

modern Oriental epistles the intenticm being
more emphatic. Such repetition is frequent

clearer or

European literature from unskilled hands.
subjects of interest, in connection with these texts, include the
and History connected with these monuments,

Art, Eeligion, Language,

and the bearing on the Biblical records. Considering how few texts occur,
written in Phcenician, at this early period, the addition to our information
is

very considerable.
Art.

The alphabet employed must be compared with those of other monuments. That of the earlier text is very near to the Moabite character
about 890

B.C.,

but that of Bar Eacab's text

differs considerably

from the

Hebrew letters of the Siloam text written a generation later. With these
also we may compare the alphabet of the Baal Lebanon text which, as it
mentions Carthage, should not be placed earlier than about 800 B.C., and
that of Jehumelek's text from Gebal, which is thought to belong to the
The tomb of Eshnninazar (third century B.C.) shows
sixth century b.c.
us the changes which subsequently took place in the letters used in
Palestine before the general use of the square or Aramaic letters by the
Jews. Some allowance must be made for individual handwriting, but
the differences between the Siloam text and that of Bar

Eacab show how

long the alphabet must have been in use.
The peculiarities of the .Jerusalem alphabet, as compared with the
nearly contemporary alphabet of Bar Eacab, will be seen on the plate.
latter already shows, in the open loop of the Koph, a tendency which
distinguished the Aramaic or East Semitic alphabet later, and which gave
In the .Jerusalem al])habet the
rise to the square Hebrew in time.

The
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Aleph is peculiar, and the Vau ; the Zain is nearer to the Moabite stone,
while the Samala Zain is like that used in later Phcenician. The Jerusalem Caph has the Moabite, and the SamAla Cajih has the Phoenician,
form but on the other hand, the Jerusalem Mim, and N^m, show later
forms than those at Samala. The Jerusalem Pe is nearest to the Moabite,
;

and the Samala Pe

The Jerusalem Koph and Tmde
is the SamAla

to the Phoenician.

are peculiar, but the Tau is nearer to the Moabite than
letter, which takes the Phoenician early form.

Comparing Bar Racab's alphabet with that of Panammu I, we see the
changes that occurred on the same sjjot, within seventy years, in the case
The Moabite is the more ra'chaic script,
of Zain, Tsade, and Koph.
from which the Syrian amd Phoenician branch off on the north, and the
Hebrew on the south but a yet older alphabet must have existed, to
account for the Jerusalem letters Aleph, Vau, Koph, and especially Tsade.
This is not found, as some have supposed, in Arabia, where the oldest
known texts are probably not earlier than 400 B.C. for the apparent
mother of the Semitic alphabet was the syllabary known to us as
;

;

Cypriote.

Some

forty basalt slabs carved in relief were unearthed, in the great
These (before the discovery of the

south gateway of the fort at Samala.
inscriptions)

none

were wrongly ascribed to the Hittites.

of the peculiarities of

Hittite

The

figures

show

art or costume, with perhaps one

exception, where a captive in a short jerkin, such as they wore,
sented without a beard, and held apparently by a pigtail in the

is

repre-

hand

of

The other figures are bearded without moustache (like the
The style of art is a rude imitation of
statue of Hadad) and long robed.
the Assyrian, as shown on the Stela of Esarhaddon on the same site.
The weapons include bow, quiver, spear, shield, sword, and a kind of
hammer. The headdress is a soft round cap. The animals include the
deer and doe, a bull, and a lion. A man is represented riding a horse,
his captor.

In addition there
is uncommon before the seventh century b.c.
are mythological monsters, including a winged lion standing erect, a
human figure lion-headed, and holding a doe, or hare, and a sphynx walk-

which

ing, with a lion's body, wings, and the head and breast of a woman. Such
The palace
monsters are very well known on Assyrian bas-reliefs.
appears to have been mainly built about 730 B.C., and the statue of Hadad
is perhaps the earliest specimen of native style, much resembling the
The sphynx, however, was a Hittite, as well as
early Phoenician work.

an Egyptian monster.
Religion.

The words '7^ and "iplS^ may be rendered "God" and " Elohim,"
The chief deity was Hadad, who was worshipped also by tiie Syrians at
Macrobius
Damascus, and from whom Ben-hadad took his name.
(Saturual 1, 23) identified him with the sun, and in these texts he is
called " Sun " and " Flame " or " Light," like the Phoenician Resheph.

The term

^i-^^-"^'

" Cherub,"

is

explained by the Assyrian and Hittite
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which the gods stand erect on various animals (the lion,
but though Hadad
bull, wild bull, and horned gryphon)
was the chief god, and the disti'ibutor of good and evil, we have allusion
Hadad was adored by sacrifices, freewill
to "all the gods of Yadi."
As regards other customs, we se<?^ that
offeriuffs, sin ofl'erings, and gifts.
these Syrians buried the dead, and erected monuments at the tombs.

sculi)ture8, in

winged

horse,

;

Language.

The language of the texts is not Hebrew, but nearly akin to the
Moabite and to the Phoenician, which diifered as dialects from the jjure
Hebrew of the Siloam inscription. The difference was not much more
than that of dialects whereaS the Assyrian and the old Canaanite
language of the Tell Amarna tablets differed, from the group of West
Semitic tongues, as much as German differs from English. The Samala
language presents many archaic features, found also in the Sabean
language of Yemen and even api)roaclieb the Canaanite and the Assyrian
Probably the Syrian and Hebrew
in its forms, more than the Hebrew.
lancruasjes stood to one another in the same relation now borne by the
archaic dialect of the Fellahin, as comi^ared with the purer Arabic of the
;

;

tribes

beyond Jordan, and

of the

townsmen

in

Palestine.

But the

important for Biblical study, because it
carries back the dialect of the Talmud and Targums (found also in Daniel
and Ezra) to an early period. Thus the word Bur, for " sou," stands side
by side with Den, as used in Hebrew and Phoenician. Passages of the
Bible (Psalms ii, 1^, Proverbs xxxi, 2), in which this word occurs have
been confidently sup])Osed to bo later than the Captivity, because of the
occurrence of the word a conclusion no longer of necessity correct. So
also the word p"^^ for "land," or "earth" (instead of yit^), was
recovery

language

of this

is

—

regarded as
early as 800

It occurs in

late.
B.C. in

Jeremiah

(x,

11),

but

is

here found as

Syrian.

The definite article is very rarely, if ever, used in these texts. It does
not occur in Assyrian, or in the earliest Phoenician and is usually very
Nor is there anv definite article in Sabean,
rare in the latter language.
in Syrian and in Sabean)
The suffixed demonstrative {ma in Assyrian,
takes its place, and is not unknown (as a mimmation) in Hebrew. As
regards the nouns it seems possible that cases are indicated, ") nominative,
*« ol)lique,
accusative, as in Assyrian and Aral>ic, and that the masculine
;

^

^

plural

was

1

(even

])lural

was

"he,"' and

also

the

i.

construct), and not Q"i as in Hebrew, and
Moabite and later Aramaic. In Assyrian this
As regai'ils the pronouns i;32t^ and 'T^^^ " I," "IH

when not

Pho'iiician, or ^1 as

in

suffixed i

" my,'^ i^

"me,"

"T

"thy,"

n

"•"«'''

t'^^X

Pentateuch pciRTally, tiic pronoun (third person, musculine,
used for the iVniinine alao (the I'eniinine occurs only 11. times).
Tlic later Rabbis preserved this ])eculiarity, but put jioints to sliow the
gender.
On the monuments of Syriii, Pliu-nicia, and Moab the feminine of
1

In the

ainmilar)

is
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resemble the earlier languages, not giving the later Aramaic i^fc^ "I."
are the same as in Phrenician and
f, ^'y, T^,

The demonstratives ^7,
Moabite, as

is

also

^^i^

— Hebrew

the verbs they appear not to jJossess

l^;^^^
all

Assyrian anacu.

Respecting

the tenses of the Assyrian, but the

Iphtaal voice may probably be recognised, which occurs in Assyrian, and
on the Moabite Stone, as well as in Arabic. The Sabean had only two
tenses like Hebrew, but it possessed, like the Syrian and Moabite, more
voices than Hebrew.
In vocalisation, especially the use of f as in Hebrew (later Aramaic "y),
"
the language agrees with the older dialects. The word 3,nT for "gold
is used, as in Hebrew and Arabic, instead of the Phoenician and Assyrian
V^Hj which is rare in Hebrew. The dro])ping of the ) and other vowels
also connects the Syrian with Moabite and Phoenician, rather than with
Hebrew. All these and other points are valuable for the history of
Biblical Hebrew, and for the comparative study of Semitic languages.
Generally speaking Hebrew a])pears to be a more advanced and less
archaic language than that of the surrounding nations. It differed entirely
from the Aramaic language of the early Canaanites, but it was closely
connected with that of the kindred Moabites and Edomites, with the
An
Phoenician, and with tlie Syrian of Damascus, as we now see.
educated Hebrew, in the time of Hezekiah, would thus, as we now see,
have found no difficulty in understanding the " Syrian speech " and the
Aramaisms of the early books of the Bible are not of necessity marks of
It was
late authoi-ship, as they can be traced to 900 B.C. monumentally.
long ago pointed out that the Aramaic forms are philologically older, in
some cases, than the Hebrew and the study of Sabean and Assja-ian
It is possible that "^^D. TH " "ne son," is used
leads to the same result.
for the " first son " in Bar Eacab's text, just as "iHi^ QV' " one day," is
in such
used for '' the first day " in Genesis (i, 5). The dropjiing of
words as '^^'j in Genesis (i, 27) we also see to be ancient, as is also the
root t^^^, " to subdue " (Genesis i, 28).
It has been said that, on
account of tliis word, being Aramaic, the passage is to be regarded as
late (Wellhausen, Hist. Israel, p. 389), and we now see that the Syrians at
least used this root as early as 800 b.c'
Comparative study generally
;

;

*]

pronoun is unknown. Clearly the Jewish Scribes have preserved n
grammatical form which is not used in later Hebrew, but which is used on
earlier monuments.
Dr. Driver does not afford us any reason for this
peculiarity, wliieh many scholars regard as archaic.
There are many nouns
in Assyrian and in Hebrew wliich have both genders, showing that gender
was not an original feature of Semitic, any more than of other languages.
This and other such cases show that the Bible text lias been carefully re-copied
from an early period.
The word cahasn " subdue " occurs in Assyrian. Wellhausen also remarks
on the omission of the article in verse 28 which as here shown is an archaism
(c/. vv. I 21, II 3).
Other important words in these texts are X'X "which,"
nfc "king," D'' "day," -.ns "rulers," ^^^^^ "eye," niXn "palace," nK
(accusative).
There are some 200 different words in the two texts together.
this

'
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tends to show that the peculiarities of language in Genesis mark an early
rather than a late date of authorship, pointing to a time before the Syrian
and Hebrew had separated from one another, as much as we now know,
from the Samala and Siloam texts, they had separated iu Hezekiah's
time.'

History.

not only interesting in connection with that
throw light on that of the Book of Kings.
Before the time of Tiglath Pileser (745-727 b.c.) the Assyrians, though
constantly at war with Syria, never succeeded in breaking down the
resistance of the leagues over which the Syrian Kings of Damascus appear

The history

of

Samala

is

of Assyria, but also serves to

The Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites were subdued
but Hadadezer united the various Syrian kings under his
by David
Ben Hadad I fought
rule, and Rezin wrested Damascus from Solomon.
Israel at Aphek, on the east side of the Sea of Galilee, and killed Ahab
He was no doubt allied to the victorious
at Eamoth Gilead near Gerasa.
Mesha of Moab, who defeated Israel. Hazael I and Ben Hadad II
fought against Israel and Judah, but Jeroboam II took Damascus and
Hamath. Rezin advanced against Ahaz, even to Elath on the Gulf of
Akabah and it was against him that Ahaz invoked the aid of Tiglath
Pileser.
The power of the Syrians of Damascus is thus very fully
described in the Book of Kings.
The Assyrian monuments independently explain the history of the
northern Syrians, in Samslla, Aleppo, Arpad, and Hamath. Thus in
to have presided.
;

;

'

According to the modern

critical

school which

follows

Wellliausen,

certain passages in Genesis, inchuling the first chapter, are to be ascribed to

an editor, wlio put together certain ancient documents which had already been
The later editor is supposed to have
combined in part by another editor.
about the tune of tlie Captivity. The consideration of the
lived very late
It will be
language of these passages is therefore of special importance.

—

found that they are written in a vocabulary which only includes some
250 words, of which some of the most distinctive have been mentioned. The
vocabulary does not show any traces of the later forms which belong to the
Plucnician and to the Hebrew of late times. Almost every word is found in
otlicr parts of tlie Pentateuch, the antiquity of which is unquestioned; and so
simple is this vocabubiry that the words arc, as a rule, common to every
Semitic dialect, but more especially to those of the Western group. It is a
remai'kable circumstance that no less than 80, out of the 250, are now known
to occur on the monuments here noticed, viz., the Moabite Stone, the
Panammu text, the Bar Racab text, the Siloam inscription, and the Stone of
Jcliumelek of Gebal.

Hence

it is

certain that in these cases (including

many

chapter of Genesis,
and of others said to be late, was a vocabuhiry in use west of the Eu]5hrate8
between 'JOO and 600 B.C. There is indeed no distinction of vocabulary between

of the most important words*) the vocabulary of the

different parts of Genesis,

whatever may be said of

marked

its

difference between

Captivity.

first

style.

But there

is

a very

language and that of the books written after the
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Hani of Samala joined the chiefs of the Patinai, who inhabited
but Shahiianeser IT
west of the Upper Euphrates
mountains
the
defeated them, and in 854 he reached Aleppo, but Avas unable to advance
further south, though he claims to have defeated a great league of
Syrians under the King of Hamath, and Ben Hadad II of Damascus.
In 847 he attacked the land of Yatu, but this has been thought to be an
Arab locality, and not the Yadi of the present texts. In 842 B.C.,
however, Shalmaneser overran all Galilee, Phoenicia, and Bashan, and
attacked Damascus. After this inroad the Syrians were left in ])eace for
a quarter of a century on the north, but it was then that Jeroboam II
conquered Damascus and Syria to Hamath, as well as Jerusalem on the
In 806 and 797 b.c. there were incursions of Assyrians as far as
south.
Arpad, and in 773 b.c. Damascus was attacked, but after this the
Assyrians were disturbed by revolts at home, and it was not till 754 B.C.
that Assur Nirari II again attacked Arpad, between Aleppo and
859

B.C.,

;

Samala.
Tiglath Pileser III was far more successful than his predecessors. In
743 B.C. he was at Arpad, where he received tribute from Rezin of

and kings of Tyre, Gebal, Hamath, Carchemish, and
In
and he mentions with these, Panammu of Samala.
742-1 B.C. he was still before this city, and took it by siege. In 738 b.c.
he took Hamath, and carried the Hamathites captive to Assyria,
He again received tribute
replacing them by colonists from the Tigris.
from Rezin and from Panummu. In 734 B.C. he attacked Rezin at
Damascus, and carried away from Samala 700 people with their sheep
and oxen. He then conquered Amnion, Moab, and Philistia as far as
Gaza, with Edom and the Nabathean Arabs.
The power of Assyria was now confirmed in Syria and in 732
Damascus fell, and Ahaz of Judah, and Panammu of Samala, gave tribute
to the conqueror, with the chiefs of Amnion, Moab, Edom, Ascalon, and
Damascus,

Gurgum

;

;

but his successor
Tiglath Pileser III died about 727 b.c.
Shalmaneser attacked Samaria, which Sargon took in 721 B.C. In 702
came Sennacherib's attack on Jerusalem, which failed. In Esarhaddon's
reign there were three attacks on Memphis and on his stela at Samala,
" I besieged
the third of these, in G70 B.C., appears to be recorded
Memphis his royal city," says this text, "for half a day .... I took it,
wasted, and burned it with fire. His queen, bis jnnncesses, his dear son
Usanahuru, and his other sons, his daughter, his possessions and goods,

Gaza.

;

;

:

every one of them I carried off to
Gush from Egypt. I left none behind. I
I ordained
set rulers, residents, chiefs, and oflacers anew over all Egypt.
the offerings of the temple for Asliur, and tlie great gods my masters.
I laid on (the Egyptians) yearly gifts, and tribute to my Majesty."
In this long rext from Samala, translated by Dr. Schrader, there is no
mention of the Kings of Samala but in 681 B.C. the place is noticed as
having an Assyrian ruler. It would seem, therefore, that the native
dynasty did not endure long after the reign of Bar Racab, and was

his horses, his herds, his

Assyria.

flocks,

I tore the root of

;

—
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It is useful, perhaps, here to place side by
extinct half a century later.
side the various dynasties, from the middle of the ninth century b.c,

down

to the death of Tiglath Pileser, 120 years later

JUDAH.

:
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Taurus, north-west of Alep])0, and in that year was defeated by
Shalmaneser II, and his land invaded by the Assyrians down to

839 or 835
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

b.c.

His successor, Bar Karal, lived during the nioi-e peaceful time,
835-812 B.C., when Shamash Einimon was fighting in Armenia,
and on the Tigris, and in Babylonia. Bar Racab does not
appear to allude to any troubles in this reign, and tlie conquests
of Jeroboam II of Israel extended only to Hamath, south of the
Samala kingdom.
Panammu I was also at first prosperous, but afterwards unfortuIn 806 Rimmon Nirari reached Arpad.
In 803 he
nate.
reached the Mediterranean, probably passing through Samala.
Bar Tsur was murdered, and the land was wasted, either in
775 B.C. by Shalmaneser III, or in 773 by Assur Dan on his
way to Damascus.
Panammu II was also unfortunate at first. He was attacked by
Assur Nirari in 754 B.C. He was tributary to Tiglath Pileser
in 747 B.C. and 738 B.C., but very probably revolted with Rezin
after that time, and fled to Damascus when Samala was again
After the conquest of Damascus in 732 b.c,
B.C.
he threw in his lot with the Assyrians, and became a tributaiy,
being re-established in Samala by Tiglath Pileser, and the

attacked in 734

(6)

captives of Yadi restored.
Bar Racab, acceding before 727 b.c, was also tributary to Tiglath
Pileser, and in favour with that King. He built and adoined the
Within half a century, however, the native
palace of Samala.
dynasty was superseded by an Assyrian governor. Arameaus
from the Tigris had been introduced into Samala 60 years
before.
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NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATEMENT" FOR
OCTOBER,
I.

1895.

— By Professor Cleb.mont-Gannkau.

very desirable that the Latin grafito discovered by Probase of a pihister near the gate in the neighbourhood
of the Protestant cemetery should be published.
P. 329.
It is to be regretted that they did not think of jjouriug liquid
plaster into the cavities left in the bed of lime by the dead bodies anciently
placed there. The countenance of the dead person could then have been
restored by means of a true mould.
It is desirable that in future, in case
of similar discoveries, this simple operation may be carried out.
P. 319.

fessor

It

is

Kennedy on the

The old opinion which places the Corea of Josephus at
P. 332.
KariAt, and Archelais at Karawa, ought to be abandoned. Karawa, as
Sir Charles Warren' recognised in 1876, and as Gildemeister has since
abundantly demonstrated,
this

it

is

enough

is

certainly Corea.

To convince

one's self of

to peruse attentively the desci-iption of the

march

of

Vespasian the Eoman General descends (KaTu^us) from Neapolis to Corea
but the altitude of Karitit is 170 m. above that of Nablus. Moreover
the object of Vesjjasian was to effect a junction with the army corps which
operated in Perea under the orders of Trajan, to march upon Jerichothe junction in the plain of the Ghor was quitp indicated.
Pompey also
:

had before followed the valley of the Ghor in jjassing by Pella, Scythopolis,
and Corea.^ I may add that Karawa represents the Neel Keraba of the
life of St. Sabas, where one of the lauras of the region of the Jordan
was established. It may be remai'ked, in passing, that the inscription
discovered by the survey party near there is not, as supposed, in archaic
Hebrew characters, but in Samaritan characters, as is also the inscription
of Umm Zeinat on Carmel.
P. 334.
The Stoppage of the Jordan. I am happy to see that the
summary of my ideas on this subject, so ably presented to the English
public by my friend Colonel Watson, has already attracted the attention
of the critic.
I would call to mind, however, that it. was only a summary,
and that, after having svicceeded in introducing this new datum into this
important problem of exegesis, I studied it at full length and under all its
aspects in 1892 and 1893 in a series of lectures at the College of France
and in several communications to the Institute. I will explain it fully in
Vol. II of my " Etudes d'Archcologie Orientale," now in course of pub-

—

lication.

May

of exegetical

I be allowed to say here, once for

all,

and very complicated questions which

that of the

my

number

theory raises, I
have tieated in the greatest detail that of Adam, to which Canon Dalton
"

-

Undergrouud Jerusalem,"
Josephus " Wars," iv, 8, 1.

^

Ihid.

^

••

Autiq,," xiv,

'i,

4.

p, 253.

—
NOTES ON THE OCTOBER

so

"

QUAUTEKLY STATEMENT.

Mr. Stevenson allude, iDarticularly the literal comparison of the Hebrew
Greek version of Josh, iii, 16. It would take too long to
I will limit myself to saying that
(levelope my views on this point here.
the question is still much more complicated than these attempts at exegesis,
perhaps a little hasty and based on a mere cursory view of a system,
which is not yet known in its entirety, would make us believe. It is thus,
Adam>for instance, that I arrive at the conclusion that our town of
Damieh is in reality mentioned again and always with Zarethan
iind

text with the

—

in
1

a distorted passage whei-e its existence has not been suspected,
Kincfs vii, 46 (and likewise in the parallel passage, still more distorted,

of 2 Chron. iv, 17) :—
" And he cast them,

nr^l^H

between Succoth and Zarethan."
correction:

^?21^^(^)

(""nyi) nni/*r22> ill the clay ground
I propose the very paleographic

But

Adamah."

"^li^T^^' "=^t the ford of

I

I beg only that before any
cannot engage in this discussion here.
definite judgment is passed on my ideas I may be jiermitted to explain

them

fully.

Mr. Birch reproaches me Avith having doubted, after many
Khureitfm and the Cave of Adullam. I refer him
Without desiring to go to the bottom of the topographical
to Tobler.
<|uestion and to examine to Avhat point Mr. Birch's ouomastic comparison
of Khureittan and Etam can be received, I permit myself to remark that
one at least of his objections against the etymology of Khureit(\n
Xapirav has not the force which he attributes to it. He considers that if
but
it referred to a holy personage the name ought to be Mar KhureitCin
Mcu- is not so necessary as he apjjears to believe in this kind of toponymes
for instance, Deir Dosi (Theodosius), Kh. Biar Lfika (Luke), Deir Murkos
(Mark), Deir Bulos (Paul), Ueir Sem'an (Simeon), Deir Futros (Peter),
P. 338.

others, the identity of

=

;

;

Hanna (John), Deir Aiyub, &c.
Pages 349 and 353. The Nabatean inscriptions copied by Mr. Ewing, as
I have been able
also the preceding ones, pp. 57 and 157, are inedited.
to decipher .some words, but squeezes will be indispensable, the copies
Deir

given being too imperfect.
Instead of
P. 350, No. 174.

Zfvs

npoKonfiv

'A(j)a6r]ve{vs)

'Apxf^oua

not be better to read Zev ^acfiadrjvf TvpoKonr^v 'Apxf><ac^
" Zeus Saphateniau (accord), benefit to Archelaus, son of Joulios."
'lovXi'ov.
The last v of 'lovXi'ov is
Tlie vocative accounts for this elliptical form.
supplied by the copy, very defective as to the rest, of Mr. Liiytved, which
The topical surname of Zeus, Saphathenos, obtained
I i)ul)lished in 1884.
'lovXios

would

it

:

I

this reading has a true Semitic jjliysiognomy. It is, perhaps, conr-ected
with some locality named Sapha or Saphath, or more probably with a
region the name of which may be jjreserved in that of >S'«/«, north-east

by

of Bostra.

Already known by the
and Waddington (No. 2286).
pcsed here requires to be modified and completed
Since about two years I have
P. 354, No. 186.
P.

353, No.

183.

Wt'tzstein, Porter,

much
The

better copies of
transcription pro-

at several ])oints.

been

in posse.ssion of

a

:

NOTES OX
^'oocl

squeeze of the

iiiscri])tioii

This

satisfactory decipherment.
I

hope to pubUsh

of

Seffdrieh,

of a more
very interesting.
a Scholasticus, son of

which admits

difficult inscription is

The personage

shortly.

it
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Aetios.

Below are a few brief remarks upon the other inscriptions collected by
Mr. Ewing in the Hauran and published in previous numbers of the

—

(Quarterly >Statement

Nos. G and
Orientale,"

I,

et

8,

p.

have

I

30.

before

shown ("Recueil d'Archeologie

that the era of Da)uascus

seq.)

is

no other than

that of the Seleucids, but with a different point of departure for the
rommencement of the year the vernal equinox instead of the 1st of

—

October.

No.
No.

indeed a difference of the calendar rather than of the era.
Published by me {op cit., p. 5, No. 3).
'AI38a\ovapov should perhaps read 'A^Saf^oi)»apou, Abda-

It

9.

13.

.lusares,

is

"servant of Dusares

" (c/. ^^lli;'"!!"!!^^ in the

Nabatean

inscrip-

tions of Sinai).

No.
No.
No.
No.

Perhaps

22.

35,
46.

Ta(j)apa.

[MjaXxos

3.

1.

cf)i\co[vaiQv]

?

?

as in Nos. 39

and

40.

TavTov = son of Gautos, Nabatean proper name already known,
appears in the inscriptions of Sinai and of Madain
in place of [e]avTov
Saleh under the form Ijn^^.
No. 61. 6(M MaXeixddov is not a god called Maleichathou, but the god
55.

;

Examples of this form are
adored by the person called Maleichathos.
numerous in the Greek epigraphy of the Hauian, and it recurs in the
Nabatean
gift "),

No.

inscriptions.

a Nabatean pro])er name widely spread
which has nothing to do with 'irjaovs.

A^o-o?

is

At

77.

the

commencement

of line 2 read

:

("^tl^l^^

Ausou, "a

"I

testify" or

wV^-ij\

" te,stify " (imperative).

No.

78,

eT[ovs) kC,

1.

1.

Perhaps the known formula

" the year

27,"

XMF'^ Add

the date

:

inscribed in the ear of the cartouche, and

probably to be completed like No. 79, as [t]kC '= 327.
the last character,
No. 79a. Eead Baypddos instead of Baypadoos
whatever it may be, should be put to the commencement of the patronymic
2t\ovavov,
which follows, which may perhaps be restored as ^eXovavov
;

=

Silvanus.

No. 89. Already published by me {op cit., p, 11, No. 8).
Nos. 102 and 103. The characters are certainly Arabic.
No. 153. A word is needed to designate the edifice i)erhaps vaoi at
;

the end of line 2

(?)

No. 157. This is No. 2291 of Waddington. It shouhl be read
G. Jul(ius) [Maxijmus vet(e)rau('us), qui sub ambos militavit,

:

.Tovis,

.

.

.

fecit.

"ADAM, THAT
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IS

BESIDE KEItlAT.

Lieut.-Colonel Conder, E.E., D.C.L.

II._By

The question as to the rock on the traditional
P. 297 (October, 1895).
Calvary is only one of a foot or two, as the cave beneath has a rock roo^',
examined the rock above in 1882, and it appeared to me to be live
and not a stone.
P. 316. There is no account of Herod's having built a wall on the
south side of Jerusalem. Josephus speaks of the wall here as that of
but

1

rock,

the earliest period.
I do not
P. 335.

Adam.

for

cation of

remember

the suggestion of Khiirbet

my published works I have
Adam at Ed Damieh, the ferry
In

Hamreh

el

adhered to the usual identifinear Kerawa.
This would

with the proposed reading taken from the Septuagint. The site of
the mediseval stoppage of the river was thus exactly the same as in the
time of Joshua.
I think the site of
Tell es Sani is a jjrinter's error for Tell Sarem.
a<Tr5e

Zaretan

is

It was apparently near Succoth.
The proposed reading, Khur Eitun, "cave

doubtful.

P. 338.

of

Etam,"

is

inad-

not comparable with QtO'^i^ llPf- Mr. Birch
also overlooks the fact that there is a ruined Monastery of St. Chariton
not far from the cave in question, ijiee " Memoirs," vol. iii.)
missible, since ^j»Jo j>~

Weymouth,

is

Octoher \Zth, 1895.

"ADAM, THAT

IS

BESIDE KERIAT,"

By W.
Too much
.-strike

E. Stevensox, Esq.

caution in leaving the

the right side, so

my

Josh, hi, 16.

Hebrew

for the Septuagint is a fault

on

suggestion, in Quarterly Statement for October, to

out Zarethan in the above passage was made with considerable
But a point has since occurred to me which, taken together

diffidence.

with the other evidence, places the matter beyond

We

must certainly substitute

j~|^"^p

f"'i"

"iTl'^!^)

all
••^"^^

reasonable doubt.
identify the

two

mentioned with the Damieli and Kerawa of Colonel Watson's
quotation from Nowairi.
lu considering the J^^^p (/captar) of the Septuagint translator as a
places

corruption, I had to fall back on the last refuge in a textual inquiry, a
and unexj)laino(l mistake. But and this is what had

—

scribe's causeless

escaped
tion

is

my

notice

—

if

J^^"^p be taken as the original reading, explana-

possible of a corruption into ?n'^!J-

the preceding

^'^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^

"J^^ would suggest the change from "^p

^'^'^^

to

letters of

*^^J.

The

——

"ADAM, THAT

BESIDE KEKIAT."

IS

8:5

influence of neighbouring words is an acknowledged source of clerical
there are two more instances of it in this same passage, the
errors
;

addition of QI'^J^"', tapt>, and the change of ai^?^ *» "Ii^72) o-^oSpis.
was
When once n"'"l!i '"'^^ settled in the text, the change of ]-\'^ to
'J]-\

a mere matter of time. Zarith had no existence, and Zarethan had, tlie
latter being referred to in 1 Kings iv, 12, and vii, 46.
There were, accordingly, two diverging lines of corruption from the
One, represented by our present Hebrew, changed the
original jl'^'^f^.
to ^J, and either directly, or more probably after an intermediate stage,
f^

became

at

fixed

The

7r\"^^.

other, represented

by the

LXX

added

Jearim, and such a well-known name as Kirjath Jearim was, of course,
in no danger from the least intelligent scribe.
^"'^<^
Whether, at the Exodus, the city's name was ]-\lnp or

mip

remain doubtful.

If the latter, then, in accordance

preference for Yod, the

Vav must have been

with the Hebrew

altered.

Also,

if

only to

vowel in pi'onunciation must have been
different from that of the ordinary word for " city," whatever it was.
As the Masoretes wrote Chireq, and the LXX evidently knew only of
Pathach, we may choose Seghol for our city, and write Keriat.
The arguments for the proposed reading, each independent of the

prevent confusion, the

others,
(1)
(2)

(3)

first

may be summed up

as follows

:

The internal evidence of the text.
Kerawa and Damieh exactly suit the two Hebrew names.
Xowairi puts them together in much the same way as the author
of Joshua, viz., to give precision to a topographical statement.
Clearly, then, one can be said to be " beside " the other.

It

may be

as well to give once

more what the

LXX translator

had

His

before him.

(r(})o8pS)S ecor fiepovs Knpiadiapifj,

we can judge

represents, as near as

2

3

5

4

n^^v^

n^-^p

(or -i!j)

1)^

(01-

Tj?) 'lv^

1

"i«^

been explained.
he had the Vav and Mem of
2 and 3, the koi and ex to represent them would drop out in course of
time.
He could not have had the "^tl^t^ of our text. This would have
dropped out after it was seen that the common phrase "^'^^^^ "T^

The

(

)f

origin of

course

-f^J is

1, 2,

and

5 out of our received text has

translated

by

p-epovs.

If

required a verb, and was otherwise not suited here. With this disappearance, the stage of corruption was reached in which the translation
of the

LXX was

made.

F 2
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THE CORONATION STONE.
Enquiries are every now and then made at the Office of the Fund with
reference to the geological character of the famous stone in Westminster
Abbey, upon which, since the time of Edward the First, the monarclis of
England have been crowned, and the following information respecting it
may therefore be acceptable to readers of the Quarterly Statement.
There are many traditions in connection with this stone, and it has
been stated that it was the identical stone which Jacob used as a pijlow,
that it was brought many centuries ago to Ireland, and thence captured
by one of the Kings of Scotland and taken to Scone, where it was
used as the coronation stone for the Kings of that country.
The
question, therefore, as to the nature of the stone, and whether it corresponds
to any rock formation in the southern parts of Palestine, is one of very
considerable interest.

In the
minster

edition of the late

first

Abbey

"

Dean

(John Murray, 1868),

described by Professor

Ramsay

Stanley's " Memorials of "West-

499, the Coronation Stone is
as consisting " of a dull, reddish, or
p.

embedded pebbles, one of which is
dark material, which may be Lydian
stone.
Tlie rock is calcareous, and of the kind that masons call 'freestone.'
Chisel marks are visible on one or more of its sides.
little
mortar was in the sockets in which the iron rings lie, apparently not of
very ancient date. To my eye, the stone appears as if it had originally
been jsrepared for building purposes, but had never been used
That it belonged originally to the rocks round Bethel is equally u)ilikely,
since, according to all credible reports, they are formed of strata of
purplish sandstone, with a few small

of quartz

and two others

of a

A

limestone."

The interesting little work of W. F. Skene " The Coronation Stone "
(Edinburgh, Edmundston and Douglas, 1869), has, at p. 50, the following
remarks by Mr. (now Sir Archibald) Geikie
" As a geologist, I would
say that the stone is almost certainly of Scottish origin, that it has been
quarried out of one of the sandstone districts between the coast of
Argyle and the mouths of the Tay and Forth, but that there is no chie
:

—

in the stone itself to fix precisely its original source."

In the fifth edition of his above-mentioned work (1882), p. 52, Dean
Stanley writes " Wherever else it may have strayed there need be no
:

question at least of the Scottish origin of the stone.

formation

is

Its

geological

that of the sandstone of the western coasts of Scotland."

—
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EBAL AND GERIZIM.
By Henry

A. Harper, Esq.

In the " Bible and Modern Discoveries," I wrote of Joshua and his reading
the law that " the hills form a great amphitheatre, space and verge enough
for all, a natural sounditig gallery for Joshua's voice."
I iiave received two most interesting letters from Mr. Thomas Williams,

Lay Missionary

to

Seamen

very, flattering terms of

explanation

at Liverpool

my

book, but

he

;

lie

so kind as to speak hi

is

suggests

what

to

me

a

is

new

:

what you tliink of my explanation of Deut.
and Joshua viii, 33. In these verses (12, 13) it is said
But in
the people were to stand on Mounts Ebal and Gerizim.
Joshua viii, 33, it says they stood over against the mountains, not on
them.
If the i)eople stood over against the mountains, and not really on
them, then it does not appear to me to have been at all difficult to make
the voice travel from one side of the Vale of Shechem to the other.
I suppose the Vale is not much more .than a quarter of a mile wide,
consequently the people were not far apart follow on with 33rd verse,
and it will be seen Joshua caused the Ark of the Covenant to be placed
He then places the priests who bore the Ark,
in the middle of the Vale.
"

May

I venture to ask

xxvii, 12, 13,

.

.

.

;

them on one side of it and the other half on the other side perhaps halfway between the Ark and the people. If this were so, then
the space between the priest.^ and the people would be very small indeed
Joshua now reads the cursings and the blessings. The priests on the
one side hear the blessings, and call over to the people near them wlule
half of

:

;

the priests on the other side hear the cursings, and in like

manner

call

over to the peojjle on their side of the Ark."
I think the suggestion of this gentleman meets a difficulty, and one
have always felt myself. Quite true, I know the clearness of the air,
and the distance the voice will carry in this Vale of Shechem but I prefer
the explanation given by Mr. Williams, which I do not think has
I

;

appeared in print before.

[Dr. Chaplin sends the following

doubt that Mr. Williams is
means new. Josephus distinctly
little

remarks on

right.

states

But

:— "I have
is by no
which Moses

this subject

his suggestion

that the altar

be between the two mounon the right hand, and that called Ebal,
on the left, and iliat the army should be so divided, that six tribes
should stand upon (eVi) each of the two mountains, and with them the
Levites and the priests' ('Ant.,' IV, viii, 44). As long ago as the year

commanded

the Israelites to erect,

tains, that of Gerizim, situate

was

to

'

—
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Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem,
1862, the Rev. Josepli Barclay, afterwards

and myself, when studying the question on the spot, were led to the
same conclusion, and I am under the impression that this opinion is
held by most persons familiar Avith the locality. It is strange if it has
not found its way into our modern books, and readers of the (Quarterly
Statement will be indebted to Mr. Harper for calling attention to it.

The notion that the people stood on the summits, or near the summits, of
attention to the terms employed.
tlie mountains, arises from want of
word
the
intended,
been
had
12yf\-> "'^^^^ would (probably)
top
Jf the
been used, as in Exodus xxxiv, 2, and many other passages. "Sn'hv
and "^ni (Deut. xxvii, 12, 13), mean on, but not necessarily on the top.
The expression in Joshua viii, 33, ^^^ ^^?, over against, is, as Mr.
liave

Williams points out, certainly not
Tr\T}aiov,

and

The Septuagint has here
the assembly was very

07i the top.

Deuteronomy passage

in the

As

eV.

including 'all the congregation of Israel, with the women and
and the strangers that were conversant among them,'
across the entire valley, and up the sides of the
extended
it doubtless
great amphitheatre on the north and on the south."]

laro-e,

the° little ones,

'

'

BIBLIOTHECA CURIOSA.
By Henry

A. Harper, Esq.

Ix a rare reprint of an interesting book entitled " Edward Webbe, Chief
Master Gunner. His Trauailes. (a.d. 1590)," I met with the following
(he had explained how it was that he saw so much of the East)
:

saw the Sepulchre wherein (it is said)
were in a Vault, and hath vij Dores, and
vij Roes of marble steppes or stayres to go downe into the same, and
then at the bottom of ye stayres, there is a faire Chapel, with an Altar
and a Lamp burning continually day and night before it, and the Graue
same
is full of white Earth, as white as Chalke, and a Toombe of ye
"

When

I

was

Christ was buried

at Terusalem, I
it

:

is

as

it

Earth made and laide vppon Stone wheron were sundry Lettei-s written,
but I could not read them.
"The Great Turk hath some profit commiug by ye keeping thereof,
and hath therefore builded at his owne charges an Hospital within
and this Hospitall is to
lerusalem which his Genezeries doe keepe
receive all Pilgrims and trauellers to lodge in whensoeuer they come.
And all that come to see the sepulchre doe pay ten Crowns a-peece,
whereof the Turke hath but one, and the rest goes to the Church, and so
they may stay there as long as they list to Lodge in that new Hospitall,
and have lodging, bread, victuals and water so long as they will remaine
there, but no wine
such as come hither for Pilgrims haue no beds at all,
:

:

but

lie

vpou the ground on Turkey Carpets."

—
INSCRll'TlON

FOUND AT CJiSAKEA.

Farther on the ohl writer says

"The
and

all

Rank
"

the rest

is

is

a very delicat place, and iiothini,^
is yet Eemayning

the old Walles which

little of

Weedes much

Grasse, Mosse and

They haue no

or moist grounde.

The

:

old Cittie of lerusalem

there to be scene but a

87

:

like to a peece of

Tillage at all in that partes."

where the Temple now standeth

Citty of lerusalem

is almost a
a maruellous olde buildinff,
and there standeth the old Relicks pveserued and kept as monuments of
great treasure."

mile from the olde walles of lerusalem

it

:

is

INSCRIPTION FOUND AT C^SAREA.
Copied by

Frank

T. Ellis, Esq.,

September 10th, 1895, with Notes by

Dr. A. S.

err

i

Murray.
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" Under the magnificent Count Flavius Euelpidius and the illustrious
Father Elius, the basilica of the city, togethei- with the inlaying of
marble, the tessellated work, and the steps of the Temple of Hadrian
were successfully completed in the year a of the Tndiction."
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This inscription has a close family likeness to one given in the C. I. Gr.
where the same titles of ^eyaXoTrpeTrea-raTos Kapr]<: and XafnrpoTaros
marble) is
TTarrip are cited, and where the word irXnKoycns (= iulayed
8,662,

''

have translated yln'jcpcoats as " tessellated
work, but it may more exactly have meant a pavement of jiebbles
For the use
buildings.
(yj^ricpoi) such as was very common in late classical
of the letter s as a sign of abbreviation in lines 1, 3, 4, 5, compare the
applied to a gate

inscription

I

{ttvXt]).

from Cassarea in Waddington,

2,124.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOCIICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1890.
By James
The numbers

column

in

1 of this

barometer in each month
winter,

and the lowest

Glaisher, E.R.S.

;

table

show the highest reading

of the

of these the highest, as usual, are in the

in the

summer months

;

the

maximum

for the

year was 27-613 inches, in January, and the next in order was 27-598
The highest reading in the preceding 29 years, 1861
inches, in October.
to 1889 inclusive, was 27-816 inches, in December, 1879.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
was 27-085 inches, in April, the next in order was 27*116
The lowest reading in the preceding 29 years was
inches, in February.
26-972 inches, in April, 1863, and in February, 1865.
The range of readings in the year was 0-528 inch. The largest range
;

for the year

in the preceding 29 years
0-491 inch, in 1883.

was 0-742

inch, in 1876

;

and the smallest was

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
month the smallest, 0-165 inch, was in July, and the next in order,
0-169 inch, in August the largest was 0-480 inch in January, and the
next in ordei-, 0-430 inch, in February. The mean monthly range for the
year was 0-292 inch. The mean for the preceding 29 years was 0-310

in each

;

;

inch.

The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of
and tlie
the highest was 27-465 inches, in October
the atmosphere
next in order, 27*439 inches, in November the lowest was 27-217 niches,
and the next in order, 27*262 inches, in August. The mean yearly
in July
pressure wa.s 27-359 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in the
preceding 29 years was 27-443 inches, in 1861, and the lowest 27-367
;

;

;

;

The mean for 29 years Avas 27-394 inches.
The temi)eratnre of the air reached 90" on June 2nd.

inches, in 1864.

In the pre-

ceding 8 years, the earliest d;iy in the year the temperature was 90" was
March 25th, in the year 1888; there were three other days in June
when the temperature was or exceeded 90° in July 8 days in August
20 days ; in Se])teniber 4 days ; and in October 1 day, the 2ml. In the
;

;

METKOUOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.
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preceding 8 years the latest day in the year this temperature reached 90'
was October 23r(l in the year 1887. The temperature reached or exceeded
90° on 37 days during the year.
In the year 1882 the number of days of
the average of tlie
this high temperature was 28, and in 1887 was 73
The highest temperature in the year was 97° on
8 years was 4.5.
September lOtli. The highest in the preceding 8 years, 1882-1889, Avas
;

106^ in July, 1888.
The temperature of the air was as low as 26°'5 on January 3rd, and
on 15 nights was at or below 32°, and on every night in this month it
was below 40° in February it was as low or below 40° on 25 nights in
Thus the temperaMai-ch on 5 nights and in December on 3 nights.
In the
ture was as low or lower than 40° on 64 nights during the year.
year 1885 the number of nights of this low temperature Avas 23, and in
;

;

;

The lowest
the average for the 8 years was 51.
1886 was 97
temperature in the preceding 8 years was 27', in January, 1887.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.
In January it was 54°-5, being the lowest of any high day temperature in
the preceding 8 years, and was 6°7 below the mean of the 8 high day
;

With the exception of September and
temperatures in January.
November, the high day temperature was belov/ its average in every
month. The mean for the year was 82°-0, being 2°-4 below the average
The highest for the year was 97°, in September.
of 8 years.
The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 6.
In January it was 26°'5, being 6° below the average of the preceding
and in
in February it was 31°'0, being 3°-8 below the average
8 years
March it was 32°, being 2° below in the remaining months it was
generally above. The mean for the year was 45°-9, being 1°"7 above the
;

;

;

average of 8 years.
The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7 the
numbers vary from 25°-8 in December, to 45"^ in March. In tlie months
of April, May, and August the ranges were small, owing to the low high
day, and high night temperatures, being 10° 'S, 10°-3, and 10° -9 respecThe mean range for the year is 36°"1,
tively less than their averages.
;

being 4°"0 less than the average of 8 years.
The range of temperature in the year was 70°'5. The largest in the
preceding 8 years was 76°'5, in each of the years 1884, 1886, and 1888,
and the smallest was 63°"5, in year 1885.
The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown in
column 8. The lowest was 47°"3 in January, being 3°"6 below the aAerage,

and was the lowest mean high day temperature in any month in the
The
preceding 8 years, the nearest approach was 49° in February, 1882.
highest was 93°"8, in August, the next in order Avas 9r"3, in July. The
mean for the year was 72°"6, exceeding the average of 8 years by 0°'3.
The mean of all the low night temperatures in each month is shown
in column 9.
The lowest was 32°'3, in .lanuary, being 6''4 below the
the
average, and lower than in any month in the preceding 8 years
nearest approach was 34°"5, in January, 1887. The highest was 68°"7, in
;
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both July .and August. The mean fcr the year was 53°-8, being 1°-G
above the average of 8 years.
In cokimn 10, the mean daily range of temperature in each month is
and the next in order
shown
the smallest was 9°"7, in December
14°-1, in November
the greatest was 25°-l, in August, and the next in
order 23°"0, in May. The mean for the year was 18°-8, being 1°*3 less
than the average. The smallest ranges in the preceding 8 years were 9^'3,
;

;

;

January, 1883, and 10^-5, in January, 1885 and 1889 the greatest were
The
in August, 1886, and 30°'l, in the same month of 1887.
smallest mean for the year was 17°-8 in 1883, and the greatest, 24"-3,
in

;

33°-8,

in 1886.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 11 the
;

and the next in order 45°-5, in February
the highest was 8r-2, in August, and the next in order 8U°-0, in July.
The mean for the year was 63°-2, exceeding the average of 8 years by 0°-9.
The lowest mean temperature in the preceding 8 years were 42° '(^ in
l>ecember, 1886, and 42'-5 in both February, 1882, and January, 1887
the highest were Sr-l, in July, 1888, and 79-3, in October, 1885. The
highest mean for the year was 63''-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°'l,
lowest was 39°-8, in January

;

;

;

ill

1886.

January was the coldest month during the 8 years of observation
by reference to columns 5 and 6 it will be seen that it was below the
average both by day and night. The nights of February were cold, but
from March to the end of the year they were above their average, particularly so in the months of July, August, and November.
The numbers in the 12th column are tlie nrean readings of a dry bulb
thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column
11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are a little higher in every
month, the difference of the means for the year being 3"-C). The mean
difference between the mean temperature of the air and that at 9 a.m. for
;

the 8 years

is

3° "2.

For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermometers
read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from May to November the
difference between the readings often exceeded 20°, and was as large as
29° on June 7th at 9 a.m. In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the
wet bulb thermometer are shown the smallest differences between these
and those of the dry bulb were 3'-2, in January, and 3-3, in December
The mean for the year
the largest were 15°-5, in July, and 14°-5, in May.
was 57°-l that of the dry was 66°-2 the mean difference wtis 9°-l.
In column 14, the temperature of the dew-]ioint, or that temperatuie
at v/hich the air would be saturated by the quantity of vapour mixed
with it, is shown the smallest differences between these numbers and
those in column 12 were 6°'8, in December, and 6°-9 in January and the
The mean temperature of the
largest, 26°0, in July, and 24°-9 in May.
tlew-point for the year was 50°'3
the mean for 8 years was 50''2.
The numbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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length of a column of mercury in inches cori'espondiug to the pressure of
smallest was 0*222 inch, in January, and the largest,
tlie
vapour
0".j48 inch, in August.
The mean for the year was 0"375 inch the
;

;

average of 8 years was 0378 inch.
In column 16 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
it was a little more than 2h grains in January, and more than
is shown
5i grains in August. The mean for the year was 4'1 grains the average
;

;

was 4'2 grains.
In column 17 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
cubic foot of air is shown it was less than one grain in the months of
January and December, and more than 6 grains in both July and
the average of 8
The mean for the year M^as 3"5 grains
August.
years was 3*3 grains.
The numbers in column 1 8 show the degree of humidity of the air,
saturation being represented by 100 the largest numbers appear from
December to February, and the smallest from March to November the
that of
smallest of all was 40 in July. The mean for the year was 59
8 years was 60.
The numbers in column 19 show the weight in grains of a cubit foot
of 8 years

;

;

;

;

;

its mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity
number was in January, decreasing to the smallest in
August, and then increasing to December. The mean for the year was
482 grains that of the 8 years was 483 grains.
The most prevalent winds in January were N.W. and S.W., and the
In February the most prevalent were N. W.
least prevalent wind was N.
and S.W., and the least were N. and S. In March the most prevalent

of air

under

;

the largest

;

In April the most
In May the most
prevalent was N.W., and the least was S. In June the most prevalent
was N.W., and the least were E. and S. In July the most prevalent
were N.W. and S.W., and the least were N., N.E., E., S.E., and S. In
August the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were E. and S.E. In
September the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were N.E., E.,
S., and S.E.
In October the most prevalent was N.W., and the least
were E., S., and S.W. In November the most prevalent winds were
And in December the most
N.E. and N.W., and the least was S.
prevalent wind was S.W., and the least prevalent was S. The most
})revalent wind for the year was N.W., which occurred on 151 times, of
which 24 were in Sejjtember, 20 in August, and 17 in October and the
least prevalent wind was S., which occurred only twice during the year.

were N.E. and N.W., and the

least

were E. and

S.

prevalent were S.W. and N.W., and the least was S.

;

The

total

number

columns 20 to 27

;

of times of each

those winds less in

preceding 8 years were

N.

wind are shown in the last
number than the average

line of

of the

—
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and those winds greater in number than the average of the 8 years
were
N.E. l)y 21
S.W. „
9

N.W.

„

51

The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud in each
month the month with the smallest amount is July, and the largest
;

December. Of the cumulus or fine weather cloud there were 3 instances
of the nimbus or rain cloud there were 26 instances, of which 9 were in
.January, and 7 in February, and only one instance from April to October
of the stratus 3 instances
of the
of the cirrus there were 4 instances
cirro cumulus there were 90 instances, of which 13 were in October, and
of the
10 in each of the months of April, November, and December
cumulus stratus there were 54 instances of the cirro stratus 18 instances,
and 171 instances of cloudless skies, of wbich 30 were in July, 25 in
August, and 23 in June, and only 2 in December.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was in January,
11*59 inches, of which 2'45 inches fell on the 18th and 1'90 inch on the
The next largest fall for the month was 9*83 inches in December,
27th.
No
of which 2'40 inches fell on the 17th, and 1"83 inch on the 9th.
rain fell from April 25t}i till August 29th, making a period of 125 conThe total fall of rain for the year was 35*51
secutive days without rain.
inches, being 10'28 inches above the average for 32 years, viz., 1861 to
The number of days on Avhich rain fell was 73, being 18 more
1892.
than the average.
;

;

;

;

;

;

OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIRE RI AS UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
DR. TORRANCE IN THE YEAR 1890.

RESULTS

By James

Glaisiier, F.R.S.

observatory at Tiberias is situated in 35° 34' east longitude and
32° 48' north latitude, ;it about 652 feet below the level of the
Mediterranean, and 30 feet alcove the level of the Sea of Galilee, from
which it is distant about 150 feet, and is pretty open on all sides.

The

The barometer was made by Negretti and Zambra. The dry and
The
wet-bulb thermometers and rain-gauge were made by Casella.
diameter <jf the receiving surface of the rain-gauge is 5 inches. The
observations have been taken by Mr. Najub Nassar, Dr. Torrance's
dispenser, and who has been instructed and directed by him.
The observations were l)egan on February 1st, 1890 their reductions
;

have been deferred till we had those of the years 1891, 1892, and 1893, at
both Tiberias and Jerusalem, in the hopes by comparing their January

93
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agreement might be found year by year to
approximately from the Jerusalem observations,
January, 1890, those for Tiberias for January, 1890, and thus complete

means a

authorise

sufficiently close

deducing

the year.

The

table on p. 98 shows the pi-ocess ado])ted in detail in deducing

the inferred values for January, 1890.
The numbers in column 1 of the general table
of the

barometer

in

each month

;

show the highest reading

the highest appear in the winter, and the

the maximum for the
lowest in the summer mouths, as at Jerusalem
year observed was 3r064 inches in November, and the next in order
30'970 inches in December.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
for the year was 30'219 inches in July; and the next in order 30"282
;

;

inches in August.

The range of readings in the year observed was 0'845 inch. The
range in the morning observations was 0"757 incli, being ()*229 inch greater
than the range at Jerusalem.
The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
in each month
the smallest was 0'272 inch in August, and the next in
order 0"315 inch in July. The largest observed was 0"523 inch in
;

November, and the next in order 0'515 injh in February.
The numbei's in columns 4 and 5 show the mean monthly reading of
and those in column 6 the lower
the barometer at 8 a.m. and at 4 p.m.
the smallest ditference between these
reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m.
two readings was 0"050 inch in December, and the next in order D'OoG
the largest was O'lOS inch in May, and the next in
inch in February
order (.)'104 inch in October. In England in January the readings at
in all other months the
8 a.m. and 4 j^.m. are practically the same
;

:

;

;

the greatest ditference is in
reading at 4 p.m. is lower than at 8 a.m.
June, 0'025 inch. The mean for the year at Tiberias was 0'081 inch,
;

being four times greater than in England.
The numbers in column 7 show the mean monthly pressure of the
atmosphere
the highest observed was 30-749 inches in February, and
the next in order 30-748 inches in both November and December the
lowest was 30*394 inches in July, and the next in order 30-425 inches in
;

;

The mean for the year was 30"628 inches.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.
The first day in the year the temperature reached 90° was March 2nd
and there were 3 other days in this month when the temperature
in June, J uly, August, and
in May 26 days
reached or exceeded 90°
August.

;

;

;

September it reached or exceeded 90° on every day in October on 24
thus tlie temperature reached or
days and in November on 4 days
exceeded 90° on 180 days during the year. At Jerusalem the temjjeratare
did not reach 90° till June 2nd, and there were only 37 days in the year
on which the temperature was so high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature was 104° on May 4th, and reached or exceeded 100° on 4 other
days in May on 14 days in June on 22 days in July on every day
;

;

;

;

;

;
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August on 10 days in September on 4 days in October and once
November, on the 1st thus on 87 days in the year the temperaturereached or exceeded 100'. The highest temperature in the year at Tiberias
was 111" ou September 10th at Jerusalem the higliest in the year was
97° on the same day, viz., September 10th.
The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 9.
The lowest in the year was 34' "3 in January, as inferred from the lowest
at Jerusalem, 26''"5, by the application of 7°'8, being the mean difference
The next lowest was 43° in March,
in the years 1891, 1892, and 1893.
on the 10th from March 11th to the end of the year there was no temin

;

;

in

;

;

;

;

perature as low as 43°, the nearest aj^proach being 47° on March 11th.
At Jerusalem the lowest in the year was 26° '5 on January 3rd and
there were 64 nights in the year when the temperature was as low or
;

lower than 40°.
The yearly range of temperature was 76'°7

;

at

Jerusalem

it

was

70°-5.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 and
numbers vary from 31° in February to 52° in March. At Jerusalem
the range varied from 25° "8 in December to 45° in March.
In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each
month is shown. The lowest was 62°"1 in January (being 14°"8 higher
;

these

than at Jerusalem) the next in order were 67°'2 in December, and 67°'S
the highest was 102°'9 in August, and the next in ordei'
in February
At Jerusalem the lowest were
were 101°"1 in July, and 98°-4 in June.
47°"3 in January, 54°*1 in December, and 54°'2 in February
the highest
were 93°"8 in August, 91°*3 in July, and 84°'9 in June. The mean for
the year at Tiberias was 85°'2 at Jerusalem it was 72°"6.
In column 12 the mean of all the low night temperatures in each
month is shown the lowest was 40°'3 in January, as inferred from the
lowest at Jerusalem, 32°"3, by the application of 8°, being the mean
the next in order were
difference in the years 1891, 1892, and 1893
;

;

;

;

;

;

49°"2

August

;

At Jerusalem
44°*4 in

December

the highest was 77°"8 in
the next in order were 74°'9 in July, and 73°'6 in September.

in February,

and

53°'7 in

;

the lowest were 32°'3 in January, 36°'9 in February, and

December

At

;

the highest were 68°"7 in both July and August, and

was 62°'7 at Jerusalem it
was 53°-8.
In column 13 the mean daily range of tem])eratnre is shown in each
month the smallest was 13'"5 in December, and the next in order were
17°"9 in November, and 18°'6 in February
the greatest was 28°-3 in
May the next in order were 27°"7 in June, and 26°"2 in July. At
Jerusalem tlie smallest were 9°*7 in December, 14°'l in November, and
15° in January
the greatest were 25°*1 in August, 23" in May, and 22°'(;
in July.
At Tiberias the mean daily range for the year was 22°"5 at
Jerusalem it was 18°"8.
Tlie mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. The
63°'5 in June.

Tiberias the yearly value

;

;

;

;

;

;

>
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lowest was oT'S in January the next in order were 58°-5 in February,
and 60°"5 in December the highest was 90°-4 in August tlie next in
order were 88° in July and S'i'S in September. At Jerusalem the lowest
;

;

;

temperatures were 39'"H in January, 45°"5 in February, and 49°'3 in
December and the highest were 81°-2 in August, 80° in July, and
74° -2 in June.
At both Tiberias and Jerusalem the mean temperature
;

month by month from the minimum in January to the maximum
month by month to the end of the year. At
at Jerusalem it was 63° -2.
Tiberias the yearly value was 74°
The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of
increased

in August, then decreased

;

a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those in
column 15 be compared with these in column 14, it will be seen that
those in column 15 were a little higher till April, and a little lower from
May, the mean for the year being 72°'9, difiering by 1°"1 from the mean
of the year as determined by tlie use of the maximum and minimum
thermometers should this be the case in future years, the mean temperature may be approximately determined, by a single reading of the
thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m. For a few days in February, at 8 a.m.
;

the dry and wet-bulb thermometers read alike, showing that the air at
these times was saturated with moisture.
The numbers in column 17 are the temperature of the dew point, (>r
that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity of
vapour mixed with it the smallest difference between these numbers ami
those in column 15 was 6°-6 in April from May to October the smallest
;

;

was lH"-! in May, and the largest 18°-1 in September.
The numbers in column 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure of
vapour the smallest was 0-300 inch in January, and the largest 0-757 inch

difference

;

in August.

In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air

shown it was less than 4^ grains in both February and December, and
more than 7 grains in July and August.
lu column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
cubic foot of air is shown
it was less than 2 grains in the months of
January, February, Ajjril, and December, and more than 5 grains in the
months of June, July, and August.
The numbers in column 21 show the degree of humidity of the air,
saturation being represented by 100
the largest numbers appear from
December to April, and the smallest from May to November, the smallest
of all was 54 in September.
The numbers in column 22 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot
of air, under the mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of
the air the largest number was in January, decreasing to the smallest in

is

;

;

;

;

August, and then increasing to December.
In columns 23 and 24 are the n-ean readings of a dry and wet-bull
thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbers in column
15 with those in column 23, the increase of temperature from 8 a.m. to

—
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4 p.m.

is

shown; in May and June the
and from July to October was

i-espectively,

was IT'S and
more than 9

11°'2

increase
9° or

.

In column 25 the temperature of the dew point at 4 p.m. is shown.
these numbers with those in column 17, it will be seen that
the temperature of the dew point in May was lower than at 8 a.m. by
The
3°-l, increasing to 7°"3 in August, then decreasing to l"-8 in October.
numbers in this column are smaller than those in column 23 by 12°-7 in
April, 29° -5 in May, increasing to 33°-6 in August, then decreasing to
10° -8 in December
these differences between the temperature of the air
and that of the dew point are very much larger than those at 8 a.m., in

By comparing

;

it was more than twice as large.
Frequently in the months from May to October at 4 p.m. the reading
of the dry-bulb thermometer exceeds that of the wet by 25° or more, and
the temperature of the dew point was from 40° to nearly 49° lower than
the temperature of the air, as shown liy the following table

August

:

Eeadins of

Mouth and Day.
Dry.

M-av

Wet.

m
Teuiijerature
,

of the
Dew roint.

i

Tempei'ature
^
n

|

'

T.
,

I

-D

below
,

•

t~.

t

J)rv.
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In column 26 the elastic force of vapour is shown, and by comparing
the values with those in the same month at 8 a.m., we find that in May
it was 0'061 inch less, increasing to 0"167 inch Jess in August, and then
decreasing to 0'034 inch less in October.
In column 27 the amount of water
the amount was less in every
8 a.m.

in

a cubic foot of air

month from May

is

shown, and

to October than that at

In column 28 the amount of water required to saturate a cubic foot of
was as large as ITS grains in June, 11-9 in July, and 12-1 grains in
August.
In column 29 the degree of humidity is shown the driest months
were June, July, August, and September, the value for these months
being either 33 or 34.
In column 30 the weight of a cubic foot of air is shown the smallest
was 503 grains in both July and Avigust.
In column 31 are given the number of days of rain in each month, of
air,

;

;

the 11 months the greatest was 21 in December
the 11 months was 70.
At Jerusalem the total
;

;

the total

number

number in
same

in the

months was 58.
In column 32 the fall of rain monthly from February to December is
given.
The heaviest fall of rain on one day in the months of February,
March, and April was I'lS inch on April 2nd; and the next in order
0-93 inch on April 1st.
No rain fell from April 28th to November 17th,
excepting a slight fall of O'Ol inch on November 6th
neglecting this, no
rain fell for 203 days the fall on November 17th was O'lO inch
on
Novembei' 18th was 0-88 inch on November 19th was 0-85 inch on
November 20th was 078 inch on November 21st was 1-02 inch on
November 22nd was ri5 inch and on November 23rd was 1*01 inch,
11

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

or 5*79 inches out of the 6-21 inches, the total fall for the month.
In
December the fall was 8*75 inches the heaviest monthly fall in the 11
months on December 9th the fall was 1 -82 inch and on December
12th it was 1-94 inch.
The total fall for the 11 months was 22-38 inches.

—

;

At Jerusalem the

;

fall in

the same months was 23*92 inches.

»
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QUARTERLY STATEMENT.

16 from (op

" exi^loit of the throe" read "Philistine invasion.'

Quarterly Statement, April, 1896.]

THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND
NOTES AND NEWS.
The Committee

are happy to announce that an extension of the Firman for
the excavations at Jerusalem for another year has been obtained, and the work

has been already resumed.

The strictest economy is employed in caeeying on the excavations,
BUT the expenses AEE NECESSAEIIY GEEAT, AND THERE IS TEEY UEQENT
need of funds in ORDER THAT THE WOEK MAY BE CONTINUED WHILST THE
OPPORTUNITY LASTS.

Dr. Bliss's report is accompanied by a large number of beautiful drawings
by Mr. Dickie of specimens of masonry and of metal implements, earthenware
lamps, vases, bottles, &c., which have been found in course of the recent excavations. Some only of these drawings are reproduced in the present (Quarterly,
and the others are reserved for future publication. It will be well to bear this
in

mind

in reading the present report, in order to avoid confusion in the

references to figures.

We

publish this quarter an account of Herr von Schick's examination of

known to dwellers in Jerusalem as Beir el 'Adas. He found
"double" church, or rather one church built over another. Within
the precincts a " footprint of Our Lord " was pointed out to him.
the place well
there a

Herr von Schick's exploration
again becoming a
erection of

"new

city"

—

Sab Hytta Quarter shows that this is
part of the ancient " Bezetha " by the

of the
it is

new houses on the foundations

—

of the old ones.

It

is

odd to

find

the sewer leaking into an underground bakehouse
a similar condition of things
has recently more than once been observed much nearer home.
Curiously
illustrative of Jerusalem's long and chequered history is the statement that the
;

owner

of this property professes to have title deeds showing tliat

his family for 763 years,

and that

it

it

was a waste place when they got

has been in
it !

H
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An

important paper on the Onomasticon, by Lieutenant-Colonel
appear in the July Qvarterli/ Statement.

will

W. W.

Professor
class

is

now studying

(^Jonder,

Davis, of the Ohio Wesleyan University, writes

the

life of

:

"

My

had no idea how
To say that we are pleased with

David, I and II Samuel.

I

your Raised Map would facilitate Bible study.
the map is only a faint expression of our appreciation. I wish every teacher of
All our students and faculty
tlie Bible were fortunate enough to possess one.
are unanimous in their opinion that it is the best thing in this line ever made.
It gives one an idea of Palestine that could not otherwise be had without a
visit to

the country

itself."

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine
Fund. A circular giving full particulars about

of the

is
it

on view at the office
on appli-

will be sent

cation to the Secretary.

The

first

edition of the

new Collotype Print

or Photo-relief from a specially

prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is sold out. A second and
cheaper issue has been prepared. Price to subscribers, 2s. Zd. ; non-subscribers,
3*. Sd.,

The

post free.
print

is

on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28i inches.

The July number of the " Revue Biblique " (Paris Yictor Lecoffre) contains
an account of some remarkable Christian tombs discovered in 1894 at Bethlehem, and also of a Greek inscription recently found on the wall of the Holy
:

Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

Photographs of Herr von Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon,
of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian
occupation of Jerusalem, and (4) of the same locality as it is at present,
have been received at the office of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with
an explanation by Herr von Schick, can be purchased.
(2)

"
coi'dially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques
Jerusalem Association Room of the Palestine Exploration Fund,
opposite the Tower of David.
Hours
8 to 12, and 2 to 6.
Maps of
Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.

Tourists are

in

the

:

Necessary information will be gladly given by the Rev. Theodore E. Dowling,

Hon.

Sec.

M. Clermont-Ganneau has kindly presented to the Library of ths Fund a
copy of his recently publislied " Etudes d'Archeologic Oriontale," tome ii,
livraisons 1-5.

—

—
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Sur quelques

localites
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de Palestine mentionnees dans

de Pierre

la vie

ribere, avec 2 plans.
ir.

III.

Nouveaux

Graffiti

Arameens d'Egypte.

Zeus Sapliathenos

et

les

nouvelles Inscriptions Grrecqiies du Haurau,

avec 2 plans.
IV^.

I.

IjCs inscriptions

de Cheikh Barakat, avec 1 plan.

Peter was Bishop of Gaza, and died between 485 and 491 A.D. M.
Clermont- Ganneau offers some interesting and valuable remarks in this
paper as to the real position of ancient Ascalon and Gaza. Other sites
dealt with are those of Sarepta, Magdal-Toutha, Kephar Se'arta, Beit
Taplieha, and Beit Iksa.

II.

A

Professor Sayce's

criticism of

attempt at an interpretation of the

Graffiti.

III.

Valuable notes on the inscriptions collected by the Rev. W. Ewing and
Mr. A. Wright, and published in last year's Quarterly Statements of
the Fund.

IV. Description of interesting

site

near Aleppo, hallowed by

S.

Simeon

Stylites, or other Pillar devotee.

The Committee have
tilt"

Library of the

to

Fund

acknowledge with thanks the following donations

to

:

" Six Weeks in Egypt."
From the authoress, Mrs. C. J. Brooks.
" The Tent of Meeting, usually called the Tabernacle."
From the author,

G. Woolworth Colton.

"Au

Dela du Jourdain."

From

the author, Lucien Gautier.

The Committee

will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
Palestine and other Bible Lands.
See list of Books, July Quarterly Statement,

of the

1893.

The
taries

following have kindly consented

to

act

as

Honorary Local Secre-

:

Montreal.

—Rev. G. Abbot Smith,

Liverpool.

— Hon.

Castle Street

2,

Lincoln Avenue.

Treasurer, T. Frederick A. Agnew, Esq.,
;

Hon. Sec, Alexander B. Thorburn,

Bank

of England,

Esq., 13,

Rumford

Street.

—

Worcester. Ven. Archdeacon Walters, Alvechurch.
Dunedin.— Herbert Webb, Esq., Eldon Chambers.
Damascus. Dr. E. W. G. Masterman.
Oalashiels.
Kenneth Cochrane, Esq., Newfaan.
Mountain Ash, South Wales. Rev. Owen Jones,

—

—

—

in place of

Rev. John

Howell, deceased.

H
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Sir Walter Besant's summary of the work of the Fund from its commencement has heen brought up to date by the author and pubUshed under the title,
" Thirty Years' Work in the Holy Land."
Applications for copies may be
sent to Mr. Armstrong.

It having again been reported to the Executive

Exploration

Fund

Committee

of the Palestine

that certain book hawkers are representing themselves as

agents of the Society, the Committee have to caution subscribers and the public

that they have no book hawkers of any sort or kind in their employ, and that

NONE OF THEIR WORKS AEE SOLD BY ANY ITINERANT AGENTS.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

It

may be

well to mention that plans

and photographs alluded

to in the

reports fi'om Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the

The

portion

first

the Fund, where they

offices of

of

Researches in Palestine,"

is

may

be seen by subscribers.

M. Clermont-Ganneau's work, " Archaeological
now ready, and being sent to subscribers.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools vrithin
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to purchase the books and

maps (by

application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

of the Society, from December 23rd, 1895, to March 2l8t, 1896,
annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,
£779 14s. 2d. from all sources £977 11*. lid. The expenditure during the
same period was £886 11*. 9d. On March 23rd the balance in the Bank was

The income

was

—from

;

£358

0.5.

Id.

—

I
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TREASURER'S STATEMENT.
The total income of the Fund for the year 1895 was £2,492 10*. 4d. of
amount £1,737 35. Sd. was from Donations and Subscriptions £749 Is. 8rf.
from sales of publications and £6 5s. Od. from the proceeds of Lectures.
The amount spent on Exploration was £1,002 5s. Od. on printing new
edition of publications, including the Quarterly Statement, £775 11«. \0d.
(the Quarterly Statement, which is sent free to all subscribers of 10s. M. and
;

;

tliis

;

;

upwards, alone costing close on £500)

and stationery, £172
£598 9*. lOf?.

Qd.;

12«.

on adyertising, postage, insurance,

;

the management,

Assets.

including rent of

Liabilities.

I

£
Printing,

Balance in Bank, December 31st, 1895..
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lecturers for the Society

America.
Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,
Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
His subjects are as follows
for the United States.

Professor

:

(1)

(2)
(3)

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine 'Exploration.

Englanb.
The Rev. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S., The Vicarage, Appledore, A^hford,
Kent.
(1)

His subjects are as follows

:

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.

(.3)

Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.
The Survey of Eastern Palestine.

(4)

In the Track of the Lsraelites from Egypt

(2)

(5)

(6)
(7)

to Canaan.
The Jordan Valley, the Bead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem (Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

—

(8) Archaeological Jllustrations

of the Bible.

(Specially adnpted for

Sunday School Teachers).
N.B.

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Eev. Charles

slides.

Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., St. Lawrence, Ramsgale.
His subjects are as follows
slides).

Lectures illustrated by lantern

(All
:

Modern Discoveries

in Palestine.
Stories in Stone; or, Netv Light on the Old Testament.
(3) Underground Jerusalem ; or. With the Explorer in 1895.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History

(1)

(2)

in the Light of
(4) A.
(5) B.

(6)

c.

(7)

D.

(8) E.

Modern Research

:

The Story of Joseph ; or, Life in Ancient Egypt.
The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
The Story of the Hittltes ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

—

— —

—
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Scotland.

His

The Rev. J. E. Macplierson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Incliture, N.B.
subjects are as follows
:

Excavations in Jerusalem, 1868-70, 1894-5.
a Mound of Buried Cities ; with Comparative Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.
Lachish and Jerusalem.
(3) Recent Discoveries in Palestine
(4) Exploration in Judea.
(1)

(2) Lachish,

—

(5)

Galilee

and Samaria.

(6) Palestine in the Footsteps of our Lord.
Wanderings.
^7) Mount Sinai and the Desert of the
(8) Palestine

—

its

(Lecture for

People, its Customs, and its Ruins.

Children.)
All illustrated with specially prepared lime-light lantern views.

The Rev. James Smith, B.D.,
His subjects are as follows

St.

George's-in-the-West Parish, Aberdeen.

:

(1)

The Palestine Exploration Fund.

(2)

A

Pilgrimage to Palestine.
Ancient and Modern.

(3) Jerusalem
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

—

The Temple Area, as it noio is,
The Church of the Solg Sepulchre.
A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.
Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.

W.

The Rev.
follows

Burnet Thomson, Galashiels, N.B.

His

sxibjects

are

as

:

of the Great King

(1)

T?ie City

(2)

The Temple,

the Sepulchre,

or Jerusalem

;

and

the Explorer.

and Calvary.

Southern Palestine.
Jerusalem to Damascus.
(5) Palestine and Jesus Christ (for children).

(3)

(4)

(6)

The Bible and

the

Monuments.

Discoveries in Ancient Land.

All illustrated with lantern sUdes.

Wales.
The Rev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath,
Wales. His subjects are as follows

South

:

(1) Explorations in Judea.
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.
Problems of Palestine.

Application
24,

for

Lectures

may

Hanover Square, W., or sent

be

either

addressed to

the

to the address of the Lecturers.

Secretary,
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EIGHTH REPORT
By
The

present report

wrote at

p.

21

:

"

is

As

ON" THE EXCAVATION'S AT
JERUSALEM.
F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

intimately connected with the
half of this report

is

last,

in

which

taken up with Section

I

AB

9 of January (Quarterly and plan), which was cut to ascertain
whether any other walls ran across the line north of A, I am sorry that
at the only two places where a city wall possibly runs the returns are
incomplete." These two places wei'e (1) The large tower immediatelynorth of the aqueduct, and (2) the smaller tower near B.M. 2479. The
The large tower is not
spade has now made these two points clear.
upon a city wall. The smaller tower is at an angle of a city wall enclosing
the summit of the western hill.
I have shown how this large tower projects from a system of chambers,
with walls of the same general character, but of only half the thickness
A comparison of the present plan with the last will show that we have
{see p.

:

found this system extending westwards from the tower. Work at B was
complicated by the fact that we found a later building, with dry stone
walls, resting on the older foundations, which are always on the rock. This
later building has walls only 2 feet 9 inches thick, standing to a height of
7 feet, the ruined top being only 4 feet below the surface.
The lower wall is only 6 feet 6 inches thick a good thickness when
taken by itself, but slight in comparison with the tower walls, which, it
;

Hence it did not
will be remembered, are from 14 feet to 16 feet thick.
seem to be a city wall. To pursue this system of chambers to the west
Although I believed it to have been originally
seemed unadvisable.
connected with the tower, yet there remained the mere possibility that
the tower once projected from a city wall of proportionate thickness,
which had been destroyed, giving place to a later chamber system and
Accordingly we removed operations to a point (A)
to the large cistern.
115 feet west of the north-west corner of the tower, where a shaft was sunk,
west line of wall just described,
but extremely improbable divergence of
I watched the progress of this
tliis hypothetical wall to the south-west.
shaft with interest, as the deeper the rock the greater would be the

somewhat south

of the projection of the

in order to allow for a possible

To my delight, rock was not struck
chance of finding remains in situ.
At the north end of the
till we reached a depth of 28 feet 8 inches.
shaft was a wall covered with plaster, ornamented with a rude zigzag
Breaking through this wall, we found its thickness to be but
pattern.
slight.
It turned out to be the south wall of an open birket, otherwise
"We
rock-hewn, with six steps, plastered, descending from the north.
then pushed our tunnel north for 50 feet along the rapidly ascending
none of which showed the
tower system, which I have shown

rock, breaking through rude, thin house walls,

masonry
have been embedded

characteristics of the

of the

before to

in a strong cement, perfectly recognisable.
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The tunnel

is

marked on the

plan,

and a glance

will

show that

it

was

driven with a view to exhanst all possible positions for a city wall iy
connection with the large tower and to the west thereof.
There remained, however, the chance of finding a city wall beyond

A

shaft was sunk at
the system of chambers to the east of the tower.
D, 160 feet from the north-east corner of the tower, to allow for a turn
to the south-east in case the wall ran

down

to Siloam.

At a depth

of

9 feet 6 inches was found the rock-boLtom of a drain, with masonry walls
From this
covered with plaster, 4 feet high and 1 foot 8 inches broad.
point an open trench was driven north by north-west, the depth of soil

being sliglit. We passed four small channels, not resting on the rock,
evident feeders of the cistei'u to the east, marked on the map. They are
only 4 inches cube, their floor and walls are formed of a concrete of ashes,
I
chips, and lime, smooth inside, and they are covered with small slabs.
descended into the big rock-hewn cistern and found it to measure 19 feet

by 29

feet.

After pursuing our open trench for 38 feet the soil, though never moj'e
than 10 feet deep, became firmer, and we were able to push on in a low
tunnel,
l^reaking through a channel similar to those just described we
followed along thin house walls at two levels. The corner house has a
mosaic of white tesserje in the rock. The later is only 3 feet above the
earlierj has its own white mosaic, and is itself buried by a stone pave-

Hence we have three systems of buildings, of different dates, none
Roman times, none showing the characteristic work of the
tower system, and all in a depth of soil of only 10 feet. The length of
trench and tunnel north by north-east from D was 90 feet.
To recapitulate (1) our work immediately to the east and west of

ment.

older than

:

its present state it is not in connection with
our trenches at A and D have proved that if the large
tower ever projected from a city wall, such a wall is entirely destroyed
115 feet west and 160 feet east of the tower (3) the wall looked for was
one having the characteristics of the tower walls. These were from
14 feet to 16 feet thick, faced with rubble built in courses averaging
20 inches high, pointed with strong mcrtar made of lime and ashes. In
following the scarp to the west of the rock-hewn chamber under the

the large tower shows that in

city walls

;

(2)

;

tower {see plan facing p. 16, January Quarterlj/ Statement) we were obliged
So hard was this same
to quarry through the breadth of the west wall.
mortar all through the interior of the wall that it would have been easier
to quarry through the solid rock. It is hard to see how such a wall could
have been destroyed beyond all recognition at any point, especially where
it would be crossed by the tunnel from A, where the accumulation of soil
To
is almost 30 feet
(4) to prove a negative in archyeology is difficult.
show a thing does not exist is one thing, to prove that it never did exist
;

is another, but all the evidence is strongly against the idea that the large
tower ever projected from a city wall. The position is against it. Two
hundred feet to the south we have found a city wall (probably of Jewish
times), in places covered with dehris, separating it from an upper line of
These walls occupy the
wall representing Koman or Christian times.
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best strategic position, following the top of the steep slope above the

The tower, from various considerations discussed before, appears
Eoman. Why should another and less favourable position for a city

valley.

to be

wall have been chosen so near the old line

The tower,

?

then, appears to be merely a feature in a system of chambers,

the extent of which was not determined, and the nature of which remains
The rude character of the masonry is shown in " Specimen at

a mystery.
C."'

Only the corner stones are dressed, but the line traced represents
i.e., the rubble shows absolutely no traces of ever having

the original face,

been faced with dressed stones.
In my last I'eport I showed how the rock-hewn chambei', over which
the tower was built, was entered from an open court to the south. Later
investigations have shown that another similar chamber was entered from
the east side of this court. The rock had been much quarried away
before the tower was built, the roof is gone, the rock sides are partly
destroyed, and we were able to recover only one dimension, the length of
the north side, which is 10 feet 3 inches. As seen from the plan, the place
occupied by this second chamber was in later times built over by the
south wall of the tower. In the north side is a recess, 4 feet high (its
bottom stepped up from the floor of the chamber 10 inches), similar to
the recesses found in the other chamber.
The fact of the destruction of
this chamber before the building of the tower increases my belief,
expressed before, that we have here only ordinary rock-hewn dwellings
that occurred by chance at the spot where a lofty tower was to be built.
"We now come to the wall discovered north of the fork of the wall
that comes from Bab Neby Daiid.
Part of the corner tower has been
described before. From the plan it will be seen that we have a massive
wall coming from the west with a tower projecting from the south-east
angle.
It then runs northward to the point N for some 70 yards, and
then appears to turn to the east in line with the wall O, of similar thickness and construction, found by the Augustinians in their land, and
followed by them for some distance east. There are also indications that,
beyond, it turns towards Burj el Kebrit.
An account of the steps leading to these discoveries may be instructive.
I have shown how (p. 20, January Quarterly), we first struck the tower
near its south-east corner, but the facing stones of the south side were all
gone. We then followed along the ruined top of the east wall, which was
buried by scarcely 4 feet of soil, just inside, and not observing its east
face, till we found the north face IH, and returned in a tunnel on the
rock along the east face to within a few feet of the ruined corner G. The
masonry at IH is shown by the specimen.' The courses are from 14^ to
25 inches high. All the stones are well dressed and set in lime. Many
are margined, the rest are plain-faced.
The margined stones are chiselled
all ovei', and their projections are flat, in contrast with the rough boss .so
often found before.
The plain-faced stones are dressed with a peculiar
sharp tool, some showing a re-dressing with the comb-pick.
This
masonry occurs along the line HG, dwindling down to one course and
^

Not published.
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disappearing within a few feet of the corner. This explains the absence
of facing-stones at the point where we had struck the south side.

H

From

and at

masonry came to an
bonded into a wall
of rough foundation work, but with no definite face, which ran north.
But a new shaft at J revealed a satisfactory inner angle of a wall, coming
from the west and turning to the north, built of similar irregular-sized
to I

is

16

feet,

end, but not in a straight joint.

I the dressed

It appeared to be

To prove the identity of this wall running north
from J with the foundation wall running north from I, we broke through
at J, finJing the masonry continuous to I, giving a thickness of 12 feet
Meanwhile, shafts were sunk near L and at a point south
for the wall.
The first revealed a wall at L in line with I, which was traced
of E.
north for 23 feet, when we left it, and transferred operations to M.
rubble set in mortar.

Though

consisting

of

courses of small rubble,

The second

set

in

lime,

it

has a

sunk at a point enough to the
south of E to catch a possible projection of the line FG (for F was not
then known), did not reveal that projection, but a tunnel driven north
struck a wall of rough rubble similar to L, which was traced westwards
for 34 feet.
We ascertained its thickness to be 13 feet, which brings
its inner face at
in a line with the wall running west from J.
Hence,
E is the outer face of the wall whose inner face was seen formerly at J.
The wall at E is built in some places on a scarp 2 feet to 3 feet high.
My reason for not pushing this wall beyond E was that we had done
just enough work on it to prove it to be a city wall, and as we could
thickness of 9 feet.

shaft,

K

not follow

much

it

nearer the Coenaculum, a halt could be called just

as well at one point as another.

M

At
we again struck the wall running north, in line with the part
seen at L. Here the rubble was not set in courses. The thickness is
over 8 feet. We followed it north for 35 feet, to a point where it is
much

ruined, but from certain remains

in lino

settled

we

when

The
tower.

it turns south
This point will be

believe that

with O, the bit found by the Augustinians.
I return.

point to be determined was the south-west corner of the
shaft was sunk to the part of the road in a line with G.

last

A

Resting on the rock we found one coui'se of the same face masonry which
had been seen at IH, and along HG, and which was missing from this
.same line, FG, immediately under the road.
Pushing west, we found

much confusion in the remains. The lower courses of the wall were
buried by a block of fallen masonry, the stones still bound together by
mortar, and showing an inner angle, i.e., the corner of a chamber. The
only explanation was that an earthquake had loosened the upper part
and that a portion immediately above the lowest couraes
forwards in a mass, for about 10 feet, without turning over.
The thickness of the tower walls was supposed to be from 8 to 10 feet.
Assuming that this dislodged mass had not altered its north and south
axis, the south-west outer angle of the tower was to be looked for 8 or 10
feet to the west of the point where the inner corner rested on the buried
courses.
To break up the fallen mass was undesirable, so we sunk
of the tower,

had

slid
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another shaft at F and were fortunate enough to come down immediately
upon the desired outer corner. At the date of my former report I had
ascertained only the length of the east side HG, and had assumed the
was not seen, and as its
tower to be square. The inner face of

HG

argued that the supposed square tower
must be solid, as no space would be left for a chamber within such thick
Further investigation, however, has shown that the tower is not
walls.
square, and that the outer walls would leave a space within for a chamber
Moreover, the earthquake has relieved us from
at least 25 by 10 feet.
the necessity of an especial search for this chamber, as the mass of
masonry which it caused to slide forward brought the desired proof
under our very eyes.
From F we could not push along the west side of the tower northwards
to its junction with the main city wall, as in our path stood a cistern
which the proprietors guarded jealously.
The determination of the line of this interesting wall was the most
Land-owners and crop-owners were
trying task we have ever had.
constantly in evidence. These difficulties were overcome from day to day,
but the pi'ocess was wearing. Our chief foe was the weather. The main
features of the wall were quite clear on January 2nd, and we then needed
only six or seven days' work to complete the detailed proof. But how to
secure these days 1 Night after night the sky promised to clear, and morning after morning the descending torrents filled us with chagrin. Now and
then we snatched a day's work, or were thankful for even a half day's
work. But there were certain points to settle before we could leave these
proprietors, and I determined to hold out rather than to risk a return
upon their dubious hospitality in the spring. On Saturday morning,
January 18th, we were still locking for the last link, the corner F. At
noon the weather was so bad I told Abu Selim to stop the works, but
he pleaded for a few more hours. At 2 a messenger came to the hotel
announcing that there were signs of the corner. At 2.10 came another
announcing that it had been found. A few minutes after Mr. Dickie
and I were on the ground, verifying the joyful news.
Having proved the wall to be continuous from E to M, we may now
call attention to the following points
It always rests upon the rock,
but the accumulation of soil over its ruined top is nowhere great. At J
it stands to a depth of 16 feet, with 4 feet 6 inches of accumulation above
it.
At L its face is only 10 feet under the road one tunnel revealed
4 feet of its height, how much more may be preserved was not ascertained
its thickness varies from 9 feet to 13 feet, a variation not to be wondered
at in such rough work.
Mortar is used all through the thickness of the
wall.
The main wall (in distinction from the tower) consists of rough
rubble, which presents no evidence of ever having been faced with dressed
stones except at one point. At J there is one course of dressed stones,
14 feet above the rock. These project 9 inches from the rubble, and are
of small size, as might be expected along the inside face, i.e., within the
town. The wall is evidently late, and as there are signs that the district
was occupied before it was built, the parts seen may have been always
thickness

was

at least 8 feet, I

:

—

;

;
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underground, the upper dressed courses having entirely disappeared,
except the single inner course at J.
The faces of the tower, however, show dressed masonry down to the
But we have in ancient Jerusalem precedents illustrating this
rock.

The Ophel wall of rubble, discovered by Warren, has towei-s
masonry projecting from it, and the beautifully-built
tower discovered by us near the gate by the Pool of Siloam was added

discrepancy.

of well-dressed

to a wall of ruder

work.

proved by the fact that while boring through
we found a bit of zigzag Romanesque
moulding built into its foundations. It may be part of a wall built by
the Crusaders to enclose the Co?naculum, or it may have been thrown up

That

it

at

L

this wall is late is

to ascertain its thickness,

by the Saracens.

The question of the line of this wall beyond E, to the west, opens up
problem that was started more than a year ago. The wall traced by me
to Siloam properly starts from the top of the fosse, 105 feet north-west
of the first gate discovered. {See plan in Quarterly, January, 1895.) This
fosse separates it from the tower connected with the wall of Mr. Maudslay,
From the tower I traced a masonry wall along the top of the scarp for
some distance to the north-east. The fosse, which is deep around the
I attributed
tower, follows the north-east scarp, but becomes shallower.
this fosse to an inner wall or to an inner fortress, preferring the latter
It was traced as far north-east as I could approach
view at the time.
the Coenaculum, a point marked P on the present map, which should be
ctompared with the former. Do these two lines join ? This is a question
which can probably not be definitely settled, owing to the position of the
Apparently
In favour of the union is their direction.
CVenaculum.
aijainst it is the difference of the masonry of the tower near fosse and of
the tower just found, the former consisting of two courses of drafted
stones with the rustic boss, and with margins dressed with the " pockmarking," but, as I noticed on p. 251 of the Quarterly, October, 1894, many
of the fallen stones around the tower show on their margins the diagonal
(tomb-pick dressing characteristic of Crusaders' times. Again, there is no
fosse in front of the wall at E, which stands on a scarp only 3 feet high,
a

'

but the rock, followed for 40 feet to the south, falls so rapidly as to allow
no ditch. Hence the absence of it is no proof against the identity

of

of the

two

bits of wall.

In our work about this wall we came across various remains. Parallel
with the east side of the tower runs a drain, with rock-hewn sides, 3 feet
broad. This was seen again near L, where its walls are of masonry, 3 feet
It may be identical with one or more of the three bits
inches high.
of drain found in the same general line to the south and shown on the
last plan.

cuts through a previously-ruined rock-hewn birket, which has
This birket is similar to the one
descending from the east.
south of the tower, described in the last report, to one over which the
wall is built at J, to the one near the point A, and to the one discovered
during our first sea.son near the fosse. A section of the latter has been

At L

it

five steps
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They are all open, having rock-hewn sides, plastered,
with descending steps, which leave a small pit at the bottom from 2 to
Outside the wall, south of L, there is a small room, perhaps
7 feet wide.
older than the wall, as it has a white mosaic flooring, itself buried by a
sent to London.

pavement.
At L there is a fine rock-hewn cistern, the discovery of
which brought 303' to the proprietor. Near by was found in situ the
base of a column
Near E the city wall was plastered and coyered with
a bit of rude, coloured fresco, in the Gothic style, with vine-leaf pattern,
l)robably belonging to a later dwelling built up against the wall.. There
were also signs of rude buildings to the south of E.
In my former rej^orts I have dwelt little upon the pottery, as I wished
to guard against drawing hasty conclusions.
Now that I have carefully
observed many thousand specimens during more than a year and a half
of work over a large area, noting their distribution, I am able, with the
aid of

Mr.

Dickie's accurate drawings, to state certain definite results of

our investigations.

The pottery
(3)

is

divided into three general types

(1) Jewish, (2) Roman,
The Jewish types have been found almost

Byzantine, and later.

i-'.-^^^jCiC;'-

-•-•

^;:^^^-

:

-

=:•"•-' --•

i Tyfsj&t^^yr^-1

'

No.
exclusively in connection with

from

south-west to

2.

the older city wall, traced, at diflferent

south-east angle, and along the base of the
great scarp which protects this wall at the south-west.
Those found
points,

its

its

most commonly and always associated are Nos. 1, 2, 6, and 11.
No. 2 is
a pot with a globular body, rounded at the bottom, with a short neck and
small handles sjjringing from the brim. It is made of fine paste of a

i
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The
wheel-turned, showing a very faint ribbing.
specimen drawn was found with two or three other whole ones at the
base of the old wall a few yards north-west of the gate near Siloam.

purplish brown,

is

These pots were usually smoked, showing that they were used for cooking.
This type occurred frequently at Tell el Hesy in cities 6-8, which cover a
period from 800 to 400 b.c. Some specimens occurred still earlier, merged
The ware and the shapes are identical. The
with Phoenician types.
only diflfereace is that the type at the tell show no signs of the faint
The type is shown in Fig. 240, in my " Mound of Many Cities."
ribbing.
from the specimen drawn here in the position of the handles,
differs
This
which, though springing from the neck, rest further down on the body of
but I have a photogi'aph, taken at the tell, of another and more
the pot
characteristic specimen, which shows the small handles similar to those
;

found at Jerusalem.
No. 1 is an open lamp, a coarse development of a Phoenician type,
from which it differs by springing from a stand. This type was also
found with the Jewish pottery at the tell (see Fig. 237 of my book). No. 6
It is of red paste,
is of the Pilgrim Bottle type, known in Cyprus.
similar
wheel-turned, with the handles streaked down by the fingers.
shape, but with more circular handles, occurs in the Tell el Hesy photograph, just mentioned, which represents the pottery of cities 7-8, ranging
from 500 to 400 B.C. Petrie notes that this shape is found much earlier
The photograph also
at the tell {see Figs. 159-160 of his Tell el Hesy).
shows a third type of jar, of which fragments were found at Jerusalem,

A

but not drawn here.

No.

4.

No.

No. 4

is

6.

found at Jerusalem in connection with Nos.

1, 6,

and

11,

but

Nos. 3 and 5
are small open lamps of a type in use during Plioenician times, and not
The beautiful shape No. 7 was
unlike those used in Palestine to-day
found inside the tower. It is made of a very fine grey paste I do not
not so frequently as these.

It is

made

of fine red paste.

!

;

recognise the type.

No. 9

Phoenician ware.

hat of No. 10,

No. 8

is

is

is

of the

light-red paste, characteristic of

similar in material, but

uncharacteristic.

No. 11

is

its

shape, as well as

most common, and, as

I
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have said, always found in connection with Nos. 1 and 6. It is made of
very thick reddish paste. No specimen was found whole, but the shape of
the vessel may be reconstructed from the three bits, which evidently
belong to the same type. It is a thin flask, with long neck and stand and
a small body. The bottom of the stand is always curiously marked.
No. 12 was also found along the old wall. It is a handle similar to
those found on early Phrenician bowls {see No. 181, "Mound of Many
In connection
Cities"), but differing in having a hollow circular end.
with these old types, we also found bits of the high Greek vases with
knob-like terminations (see Fig. 236, "Mound of Many Cities"), and
with handles springing from the neck and descending perpendicularly to
the body. These at the tell come down to 400 b.c. from earlier times.
Nos. 13, 32, and 33 suggest Phoenician types. Nos. 49 and 50 recall
the well-known Phoenician female figures, with pointed breasts and beak.
No. 14 represents a type of twisted moulding found on Jewish pottery at
Jerusalem. At the tell it occurs on the earliest Amorite ware (see Fig. 92,
"

Mound

of

Another

Many

Cities

").

characteristic of the early pottery

was found

in the burnished

facing occurring on many small fragments. Petrie shows how this lasted
from the earliest Amorite time down to the Jewish period, when it occurs
He says " The earliest burnishing on the red face
in a debased form.
:

wide open crossing lines, which yielded to closer patterns, and in
Figs. 83 and 88,
late times a mere spiral burnishing made on the wheel."
" Mound of Many Cities," illustrate this type. The two other specimens
found in connection with the old wall are the inscribed jar handles
Nos. 46 and 47. The former was found at a depth of 26 feet in front of
the wall crossing the mouth of the Tyropoeon valley. The inscrii)tion is
is

in

somewhat

We

defaced.

now come

to the

Roman

This was found

pottery.

surface of the ground almost anj; where

;

(1)

near the

(2) inside the old wall at

any

1^0. 36.

•depth in connection with Byzantine and

Arab pottery

;

(3)

embedded

in

the packing inside the tower north of the aqueduct and around that
also in the debris around the wall discovered near B.M. 2,479
•tower
;

;

I
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never near the base of tl\e earlier or lower wall, including tlie part
branching north from the main wall crossing the mouth of the Tyropceon
(4)

valley.

The well-known types showing the pronounced Eoman ribbing have
not been drawni. Numerous tiles turned up, some of them having the
FRETENSIS, but in abbreviated
stamp of the tenth legion— LEGIO
On No. 36 may be seen a boar, which was a
form, shown in Nos. 36-38.

X

-—**<*<
,

No.

\~V

No. 38.

37.

No. 35 is a bit of a bowl ornamented with
The fragment of a dish, No. 51, appears to
be made of mock-Samian ware, and shows the figure of a horse.
The rest of the pottery is mainly Byzantine and Arab, and was found
Nos. 15-27, are lamps, and
at various points inside the old wall.
represent the same types discovered by Sir Charles Warren. Nos. 15
and 16 were found in the sepulchral cave under the mortuary chamber
with beautiful mosaic, which dates from the fifth or sixth century, a.d.,
discovered north of the Damascus Gate and illustrated in the Quarterli/
Statement for January, 1895. No. 16 has a Greek inscription. No. 17 is
more richly ornamented and may be later. The ornament in No. 18 is

symbol used by this legion.
heads in a late Roman style.

No.

No. 16.

made by

the repetition of two letters.

laiown inscription

AYKNAPIA

No. 19

is

18.

stamped with the well-

KAAA—"pi-etty

little

lamp."

The

fragment, No. 20, also has an inscription in highly ornamental letterswhich I cannot make out. This was found above the outlet of the drain
wliich runs

under the gate at the south-west corner

of the old city.

The
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may be older than the above, and may be a developNo. 22, which was found in connection with older
pottery.
Nos. 23 and 26 apjjear to be Arab. The type of No. 27, with
The tiny jars, Nos. 28 and
its several wicks, is well-known in Greece.
29, were found inside the house which was built over the old paved road
leading to the south-west gate. Accordingly they are late. No. 30 was
found in a birket in the same vicinity. In regard to the curious object,
No. 31, T should be glad of suggestions, as I can make nothing of it.
No. 34 seems to be Arab. No. 39 is a slab of marble, evidently part of

round lamp, No.

ment

21,

of tlie plain

No.

No. 20.

19.

The

an
run out at
either end. Nos. 40-45 are interesting, as they show various forms of
No. 48 is a marble fragment with vine-leaf ornament.
old crosses.
The above facts in regard to the distribution of the pottery throws
We have shown
light upon the age of the walls we have been tracing.
that more than half of the types found in connection with the old wall
were also found at Tell el Hesy, representing Jewish and other work,
dating from 800 to 400 B.C. Moreover, these ty]ies include no Eoman
work, which was common inside the tower. This fact, taken in connection with the failure to find any other ancient wall in our great
section, AB, points to a Jewish date for the lower line of wall running
down to Siloara, as well as for the wall branching north to the west of
the pool. The jjresence of Eoman and Byzantine i:)ottery immediately
within the old line of wall shows that the whole western hill was
occupied after the Christian era, a fact which the numerous mosaics
substantiate.
The wall superimposed upon the lower, shown in the
Plan for January, 1896, jn-obably belongs to this period. The absence
of Jewish pottery, and the prevalence of Roman and later ware in connection with the tower north of the acpieduct, show it to be late, a
conclusion drawn before from other considerations. The wall describeil
in this rejjort, which encloses the top of the western hill, shows also the
same late types. The scarcity of Jewish pottery inside the Jewish wall,
and its prevalence near the outside base of the wall, may be explained
by the fact that the Eoman and later towers never extended beyond
a

mould

for casting melal crosses.

inch in depth.

Provision

is

made

incisions are one-sixteenth of

for the liquid metal to

I

2
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the line of the old wall, which was buried in earlier debris, but within
founded on the rock, had caused a dis-

this line the later dwellings,

appearance of the earlier remains.
There remain to be described a few general objects.

which occurred at the

tell at

various levels.

No. 52

{See Fig. 256 of

is

a type

my

book.)

a polished article in bone, shaped like a pointed paper cutter, perhaps
used in arranging a pattern in weaving. This specimen was found by
the old wall, as was also No. 53, also of bone, which resembles a flat
It

is

No. 54 represents a type found universally in Palestine, and also

sjjoon.

At

in Greece.

the

called similar objects in slate spindle-whorls.

tell I

No. 55, found
prettily ornamented.
near the tower north of aqueduct, is a needle of bone. The thumb from
a statue of native marble. No. 56, has been referred to on p, 256 of
the Quarterhj for October, 1894. Nos. 57 and 58 are spear-heads, the
former of iron, the latter of bronze. The massive iron nail, No. 59,
was found under the road coming from Bab Neby Datld, No. 60 is an
instrument of bronze, with a flattened-out liead. The brass lamp-handle.
No. 61, was one of the first objects found it is late. No. 62 is a dishhandle in bronze. The bronze buckle, so like a buckle of to-day, occurred

The present specimen

of bone,

is

;

inside the gate near Siloam.

coins found, in our excavations from the beginning, have all been

The

much corroded. Of the 130 coins examined by the Eev.
Theodore E. Dowling, only 28 are at all legible. They have been found,
as a rule, within the old city wall, and in no case iiear the base of
the wall. Mr. Dowling's identifications of the 28 legible coins are as
of copper,

follows

:

2.

Coin of Herod the Great, b.c. 37-4.
Coin of Coponius, or Marcus Ambivius, or Annius Rufus (Pro-

3.

Coin

4.

Possibly a coin struck

1.

curators), A.D. 6-15.
of

Annius Rufus, Third Procurator, L.M. (year 40), a.d. 13-14.
by Valerius Gratus, lOYAlAi Pourtli

Procurator, third year, a.d. 16-17.
5.

6.

Coin of Herod Agrippa I, a.d. 37-44.
Coin of Antioch. Roman emperor (obverse), name doubtful.

7-8.

Two

9-12.

late

Roman

Four Arab

coins.

coins.

13-15. Coins of Constantine

I,

a.d. 307.

16-18. Coins of Constantine II, a.d. 337-340.
19.

Coin of Romulus Augustuhis, a.d. 475.

20-21. Coin of Justin
22.

23.
24.
25.

I, a.d.

518.

Coin of Justin I and Justinian I, a.d. 527.
Cuin of Justinian I, with full-face portrait,
One late Byzantine coin.

a.d. 527-565.

Roman coin Colonial ? (Palestine).
Two Saracenic coins.
;

26-27.
28.

Coin

showing

A.D. 1068.

(possibly)

the

cross

of

a Count

of

Edessa,

c.
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During December we lost
It has been an unusually stormy winter.
During the first week of
only seven days of work from the weather.
Janviary we secured five days for work, but the second week we could
work only two and a half day.s, and the third only two days. Accordingly we decided to take ouv holiday at a time when work was impossible.
For even when there is no wet, these fellahln are paralysed by the cold.
They do not know how to i-esist it by putting mtire vigour into their
work, but stand shivering about.

I have never seen

them prostrated by

the heat.

My

plan -was to go to Beyrout. Mr. Dickie was to accompany me to
by the same steamer to Smyrna. But a half
hour after we reached Jaffa, a telegram announced that Turkey had
declared quarantine against Egypt. Hence there was no steamer to take
that point, and then sail on

For three days we saw steamers passing by, and for a time it
seemed as if we should have to ride to Beyrout along the coast. But a
Turkish steamer appeared from Beyrout on the third day. The accommodation was of the poorest, but we were glad to arrive at Beyrout " clean,"
While Mr, Dickie awaited his opportunity to go
in a technical sense.
north, I took him up the slopes of my favourite Lebanon, to stop the
night with our foreman, Yusif, Abu Selim, who gave us a cordial
welcome. It was a day of glorious views, to the west the great blue
expanse of sea, to the east the main ridge of the Lebanon, of a dazzling
white, against which the cedar groves showed dark.
Two days after Mr. Dickie left for the north, the St. Lunniva, Mr.
Perowne's excvirsion steamer, came in. On his invitation, my father and
I joined the party after their return from Damascus, and we sailed direct
to Smyrna.
The first face I saw there was Mr. Dickie's, who at once
joined the party. We had a pleasant day at Ephesus. At Constantinople we had only one day. I had but one object, and that was to see the
Imperial Museum and its Directors. Unfortunately, Hamdy Bey had
just left, but his brother, Khalil Bey, the Sub-director, received me most
us north.

and I passed a delightful hour. Considering the multitude of
matters that must come under the observation of the director of a
museum, I was astonished as well as gratified at the touch which Khalil
Bey has kept with the many details of our excavations. His Excellency
took me all over the museum, including the archaeological library. As to the
Sidon sarcophagi, they surpass in beauty anything that one could imagine

cordially,

well go to Constantinople with the simple object
Unfortunately, I could pass only hurriedly
through this most interesting museum, merely glancing at the Siloam

of them.

One might

of seeing these treasures.

with a look at my Tell el Hesy tablet.
made another attempt to see Hamdy Bey at his other office, but was
But it is a
sorry to miss him again. So little can be done in one day
inscription, the Ilittite remains,

I

!

great comfort to feel that to this well-arranged, well-managed
are to go such treasures as

At Athens we
here.

It

left

was pleasant

we may hope

the large party.
to

museum

to find.

My

meet the Directors

father and 1 had six days

of the British

and American

;
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Schools of Archjeology.

I

had several valuable walks with Mr, Dickie,

many interesting notes of things which throw light on points in
We left Mr. Dickie to study in Athens, and
our own excavations.
arrived here last week, when I at once began this report. Though we
taking

had been followed by good weather, during our absence there had been
My sixteen days' trip was
hai'dly one clear day in Syria and Palestine.
very beneficial. It took me away from the Arabic language, which I
had heard every day for two years and a half it took me off into Europe,
it took me into a colder, more
if not into a full Western civilisation
bracing atmosphere; and it brought me. back feeling as if I had been
;

;

away

for six months.

Beyrout, March 3rd, 1896.

Errata

:

January

P. 12, line 15 from top,

Quarterly Statement."

for "establish" read "substitute."
"reparation."
„
„ "separation"

P. 16,

„

20

P. 17,

„

3 from bottom „

„

"

"course''

„

REPORTS FROM HERR BAURATH VON SCHICK.
I. Deir el 'Adas.— For several months I have been searching for churches
and similar buildings in the Holy City alluded to in old records, and to
find out under what name the churches may have been mentioned in
various writings. So I came also to the so-called " Deir el 'Adas." Its
small but nicely shaped dome I had often seen from a distance, but never
had a' near view of the building itself. As it stands not on any road
or street one does not easily come to it, but can see it from a distance,
projecting above the roofs of the houses. So I knew very little about it,
especially as it is not mentioned in the many books on such subjects,'
nor entered in plans or maps of the city. I found it only mentioned in
Tobler's "TopogTa])hy," I, p. 445, as a "deserted mosque," and as near
to the so-called " Medinet el Humra " (the Red Minaret), so I had always
the idea that both belonged together, and that it being a Mohammedan
ecclesiastical place it would not be easy to go thei'e and examine it
but Avhen recently making some enquiry I learned that they are two
different jjlaces, and that " Deir el 'Adas " was in possession of the Greek
Convent, so I went there to examine the matter.
When passing along the eastern part of the so-called Via Dolorosa,
and coming east of the Ecce Homo Arch, to the corner of the barracks,

' In
the Quarterly Statement, 1889, p. 10, Dr. Chaplin remarked that the
Cliurch of " St. Peter ad Vincula, from the situation indicated on the plan,

can hardly he other than

Church."— (En.)

tlie

Deir

el

'Adas

now

in posseesion of the

Greek
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iny guide took

me northwards up
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the road between the Convent buildings
liill to where the next side roads

of the Sisters of Zion, ascending the
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branch
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off crossing

one, or the

OF Gbound Floor of Deib el 'AoiS.

ihe one by which

Eosh Bahir

{see

Key Plan

we came, we entered the easterii
Map, 2^), and went

or Ord. Surv.

—
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to its end.

FROM HERE BAURATII VOX SCHICK.

This end part

is

covered with a cross arching, and the walla
the southern leads to rooms and

of the three sides have each a door

I

II.

;

COURT

^1

Plan op Underguound Floor of Deir el 'Adas.

ruins belonging to Eoman Catholics, the eastern to rooms inhabited by
Moslems, and tlie northern to the place which I wished to examine,

—
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Although there are many rooms
living there, and we found it
entirely empty, as the family was gone to reside during the summer
The neighbours had the key, and ojiened
iu a house outside the city.
the house for us. On entering we found the place is first covered {see
the Greek place of "Deir el 'Adas."
iu the latter, yet only one family

is

PLA N

Key Pl^n

III

Of

UPPEB

CHURCH

NORTH

a kind of court a large tree is alsoto a short flight of steps, and
went through a door into a kind of corridor (or a vestibule), which has.
From this vestibule a door
before it (westwards) a neglected garden.

Plan

I),

there

;

then further on

oi3en, as

passing across the court

IV.

;

we came

Skction of Old

CurRCU

ix

Deir el 'Adas.

and
windows, one over the large apse and the
other in the south wall. It is used as a store. It was built as a lower
and an upper chuich, for, outside in the court, a stair leads uj), as one

leads eastwards into a church of small dimensions, built curiously,

dark, having only two

little
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but on going up there is found to be a platform
with a parapet wall round about it, and in the middle stands another round
church, and covered with the above mentioned dome. {See Plans III
and IV.) On the northern side is the entrance door, and on the other
Avould think, to its roof

;

is good, and the dome is made up of
stands without the use of mortar. If
this were not the case the dome would have fallen down long ago, as
I could not see that repairs had ever been made.
By this double church, one above and one below, one is reminded of
and,
the ancient Church of Zion, with its upper room (Acts i, 13)

The workmanship

are windows.

stones, carefully cut, so that

it

;

Mar Hanna in
know no other in

besides
I

the south-Avest corner of the block of the Muristaii,
the present Jerusalem. The Eed Minaret stands
It is now a single isolated tower, and is no

on the north.
longer in use, as I found the stair in it blocked up, and was told that
The mosque
it is dangerous, and anyone who goes up will soon die
once belonging to it is fallen down, forming a heap of stones and rubbish.

near,

!

The entrance to it is in the little lane there.
On coming down I wished to see the underground part

of

this

In the eastern wall of the court a door leads eastwards
into another, but smaller, court {see Plans I and II, A), and there a
flight of steps leads northward into a number of old vaultings, dark
and disagreeable, vaulted chambers in which nothing is kept, but the
water of the cisterns is used. These cliambers existed long before the
chui-ch was built, and were built without its being intended to erect a
double church.

When

the church was designed, the old strong tunnel
piers B B put in to make the foundations.
This state of things accounts for the curious shape of the church. Southwards the vaults are filled with earth, so that I could not go through,
but only take measurements with a long rod. By another flight of

church on them.
like vault

was

selected,

and the

steps, more to the south, we were able to go down again, and came into
an open court, with two cistern mouths, and to the west and east strong

These parts are very nicely built,
The vaults
of finely dressed stones, and seemed to me to be Byzantine.
Over these parts are rooms, inhabited by
farther south are full of earth.

arches, forming large halls or chambers.

whole way we had come into
Knocking there at the southern door, the
peoi)le, who are Latins, showed us also that southern part {see Plans I
and II). Passing some vaults and ))assages of no interest, we came
through a door into an open court with a large tree and some shrubs in

Mohammedans, and

Ave

had

to go back the

the street or end of the lane.

a kind of cloister or vestibule, exceedOn its floor the woman,
removing the dust, showed us the print of a left human foot, not natural,
as it seemed to me, but chiselled in a large slab or flag-stone— she said it
was a "foot]jrint of our Lord !" (Plan II.) Then we went up a flight
it.

On

its

northern side there

is

ingly nicely built, with various coloured stones.

of stei)s,

which

also very nicely made, and came upon a large terrace,
had been once a large room (Plan I), as parts of tbree
the southern wall can still be seen. This wall jirojects about

which are

ajjjjarently

windows

in

a
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10 inches, resting on nicely sh<aped corbel stones, which are connected one
with the other by small decorated arches. The jambs of the windows
and the door on the top of the stairs; are rather narrow, and the whole
looks elegant and nice.
If what I have desci-ibed was once a convent, as people say, it was not
The part last
built all at one time, but was enlarged at various periods.
described seems to fall in the best period of the Saracens. I think at
that time the building extended southwards to the street " Tarik bab
Sitte Maryam," opposite the present barracks, where there were then
very fine buildings, of which the " Scala Santa " is said to be a relic.
To the question what this house and " Deir el 'Adas " may iiave been
in ancient times,

we may

sAy that the

name

"

Convent

of the Lentils,"

throws no sufficient light, indicating only that
there was here in the Christian time a convent whose monks were lentil
i.e.,

of the lentil eaters,

But looking into Felix Fabri's wanderings, we come to the conMiddle Ages this place was considered to be the house
of the Pharisee who desired that Jesus should eat with him (Luke vii, 36),
for Fabri, when he had visited the house of Pilate (the present barracks),
went further along a side street up the hill to the " house of Herod,"
where Jesus was mocked and scoffed at by Herod and his servants
house north of the Sisters of Zion and getting no admittance, " went
eaters.

clusion that in the

—

—

down again to the former street, wherein they stopped before the door of
a house. In this house it is said that the Pharisee dwelt who desired
that Jesus should eat with him .... We prostrated ourselves before
the door of this house and received indulgences .... Rising from our
praj'er at the aforesaid house, we hurried forward on our way and came
to another large house .... which house adjoins the courtyard of the
Temple of the Lord. This house is said to have been the School of the
This is apparently the
Blessed Virgin wherein she learned her letters."
He goes on to say:-building east of the present barracks there.
" Going a little further on from thence, we came to a place where on the
hand was a vaulted passage. This passage was whitewaslred, and
hung lighted lamps. We stood outside this passage and looked
through it into the Temple courtyard, and saw, too, the Temple itself,
which is called Solomon's Temple." = This is apparently the present Bab
el 'Atm, for through it one can see the Dome of the Rock (ie., Solomon's
Temple) it is also dark, requiring often lamps to be hung up. From
here they went (eastwards) to the Church of St. Anne. Thus we see that
right
in it

;

a

little

west of Bab

'Atm, the School of the Virgin was, in Fabri's
where the schools of the Saracens then

el

time, regarded as having been

little more west, but on the other side of the street, the
house of the Pharisee in which the Christians made the footprint which
I have mentioned. Dr. Tobler (" Topography," I, p. 445) speaks of two

were, and a

foot-like im^jressions there,

which were shown to him in front
These wei'e not shown to me.

of the

door to the church (or mosque).
'

" Felix Fabri," vol.

London, 1892.

i,

part 2, pp. 451-454, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society,
- Ibid.

—
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Higher up the road, Sikkit Deir

el

'Adas, and already near

Bab

es

Zahire (or Herod's Gate), is the " Mamnniyeh," the former Convent of
Maria Magdalina, where generally the scene of Luke vii, 37-50, is located,
This is not the place to bring all
though some place it at Bethany.
the discrepancy right, I wish simply to state that in Fabri's time (1484)
the Pharisee's house was apparently considered to be the Deir el 'Adas.

—

The Quarter Bah Hytta, Jerusalem. Eecently I visited this quarter,
It is the north-east part
it greatly changed and imj^roved.
of the present Holy City, and when I came to Jerusalem, in 1846, was
in a very lonely condition, inhabited by a few Mohammedans, with small
insignificant houses, and between them many empty and waste places.
Only in the chief street, that of Bab Hytta, were a few shops. The
Church of St. Anne and its compound were in ruins, as also were the
" Mamuniyeh," or Maria Magdalina Church and C/onvent, the latter site
being used by a Moslem family as a brick manufactory. All these have
undergone great changes. The " Mamuniyeh Ruins " have been entirely
pulled down and a grand new building erected on the spot for a school,
This new school building is not
the rest being made into a nice garden.
only large and very high but also of a very nice shape, so the quarter
has here quite a new and much better asjject than before. And so it is
with St. Anne not only has the church been restored, but round about
large new buildings have been erected for the Algerian Brethren as a kind
of convent, and with a large school, which is frequented even by many
Moslems. There are besides many new houses built by Moslems, some
covered with tile roofs, in the main street, where many shops have been
made, and the whole quarter has now a large population, some being
Jews. The waste and empty places have had their rubbish removed,
been surrounded with walls, and had new houses built upon them. The
streets are levelled and paved, and drainage made as in the other sti'eets
The two gates leading
of the city, and the whole quarter is kept clean.
from outside the city to this quarter have, as I formerly reported, been
II.

and found

;

I was told that
improved, and a watch of soldiers placed at them.
an underground city had been found, so I went there and found the
following
Neu- Discoveries in Harat Bab Hytta. Entering by Herod's gate, I
was brought to the new school, where I had to wait till the key was
fetched, then I was led down the hill in the Harat es Saadieh {see
Plan TI) to the main street of this eastern (juarter. At A, hitherto a
further
ruined place with some trees, I saw new building going on
.south are new large buildings, and the row of shops begins here, but all
:

—

;

on the eastern side of the street
on t\\e western are only a few, but
liousea instead.
I was brought to the place B, hitherto an empty field.
Not long ago a hole broke in, and on examination it was found that there
are arclies and vaults below.
So the proprietor began to remove the
rubbish {see Plan), first making a door in the dry, rough, and low wall
along the southern street.
Here a kind of open court was found, and
;
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towards the north a very uice (Byzantine) arch appeared, leading to a
high hall 72 feet long, and on an average IG feet wide, having at the top
The round one shown on the ]ilan
of the vaulted roof some sky- holes.
is the same where the hole in the ground hail broken in, indicating the
underground buildings. In the first, or southern part of this hall, there
were openings on both sides. Eastward a room was cleared, having the
month of a cistern on its floor. North of this an open court was found,
and eastwards vaults were cleared until they came to the mire of the
house above, the vault having been used as a sink. Eetui'ning to the hall
it is remarkable that there are not any doors or other openings in its
eastern wall, but iu its western wall there are such. In tho northern part
are two doors leading into rooms, the extent of which towards the west I
cannot tell, as there is still earth in them. The third, or more southern
room, is fully cleared, and is 20 feet long by 10 feet wide. More south
there is no door, but a tunnel-like opening, 12 feet wide, going westwards
In the northern wall of this tunnel there is first a jmssage,
for 28 feet.
3^ feet wide, going northward, having most probably staira going downwards, but not yet uncovered, as the rubbish is not removed to the flooring of the passage. More to the west is a wide opening leading to a kind
of ante-room, which has doors or openings on all four sides one by which
we came in, one in the eastward to the passage, one northwards to a room
{or court ?), still full of earth, and westward to a passage 6 feet wide,
34 feet long. South of this passage are also rooms not yet completely
cleared.
The north wall has no openings except at its eastern end, a low
arch through which one can look into a tunnel-like passage of a lower

—

story, only jjaitly cleared out.

The space between these apartments and the southern street is still
unknown, being covered with earth. In the east wall is a door leading
to a room still full of earth. North-east of the wdiole, in the northern
street, there is a narrow building containing a flight of stairs leading
{they told me) very deej) down into a room with a Sheikh's tomb, or Wely,
•over which are modern houses.
I have also shown the new drains or sewers on the Plan, the bottom of
which

5 to 6 feet under the pavement.

In a house on the north side of
carrying on tlie business of
baking came out and told me that since the sewer has been made very
often water peueti'ates his oven, and took me in to see the state of things.
I had to go down a flight of steps, and found the oven in a small side room
with fire in it, and on its east side a little water coming in, so it seems the
ilooring of the sewer is situated somewhat higher than the flooring of the
oven. As I had no instruments for levelling with me I could not fully
make out how the flooring of the oven room is situated in reference to
those of the described underground story.
It is, of course, a good deal
higher tlian the latter, but how much I cannot say. It maybe that there
the vaults of the underground story were paitly broken in when the
bakehouse was built but it also may be that the underground story
-extends further north and west under the flooring of the bakehouse, a
is

the northern street

is

a baking oven

;

;

the

man
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question wliicli can be decided

when

ground story

man

is

tinished.

Tlie

-1

HOUSE

HOUSE

the clearing of earth from the undertold

me

he could not go on with the

r-

HOUSES
MAIN STREET^
^^^.^^-^•-^^.:^<.v<v»^>»/ri^.

Plan of

work

as he

New

Discoveries and Buildings in Bais Hytta Quaetek.

had no moi'e money

for

circumstances enabled him to go on.

it,

and he was obliged

He

also told

me

to wait

till

that the title deed
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which he possesses shows that the property has belonged to his family for
These
763 years, and that it was a waste place when they got it
remains are not CiMisading, but some parts certainly Byzantine, wliilst
some seem to be even older. Very likely there is still another story
below, as the tunnel-like passage shows, and that the hall lias sky-holes
proves in some measure that this was at that time the upper part of the
building, also that the Sheikh's tomb is so deep down suggests this view.
!

—

Having been told that there is at
III. A Remark-able Marble Slab.
Mr. Bergheim's steam-mill an " interesting marble stone " and that it was
difficult to say to what it had belonged, I went there and found it lying
on the ground. People could not tell me very exactly the spot where it
was found when the buildings for the steam-mill were jjut up. They are
of galvanised iron sheeting, and have not required deep foundations, so
the stone was found not deep under the surface, and somewhere about

Plan of Maebie

Slatj.

835 feet north of the Damascus Gate, a little west of the road ifoiua' to
the " Tombs of the Kings." I measured the stone carefully in all its
details, and prepared the accompanying drawings, by ^which it will be
seen that it is a flat circuJar stone 3 feet 10 .inches in diameter, and
It has on its upper and smooth surface six depressions
7 inches thick.
chiselled of an unequal pentagonal form, on an average 8 inches wide and
1^ inches deep, apparently as receptacles for the heads or bases of pillars,
and one thinks at first it may have been a table top supported on six legs.
But as these recejitacles are on the smooth surface, which, therefore, was
exposed to view, and the other surface is rather rough, it was apparently
the bottom piece, the pillars standing ou it, supjiorting something else on
the top, which I think was a basin antl hence that the whole was a font.
Similar ones are still existing In Norman churches, for instance in Bodmin
Church, Cornwall, built about the year a.d. 1200, in St. Michael's Church,
Southampton, a.d. 1150, which have four pillars, and in Dorchester Church,
Oxfordshire, from the same period, which latter has six pillars.
Fonts
were in ancient time regarded with peculiar reverence, and are frequently
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preserved, whatever changes the cliurches may have undergone. And it
is not impossible that from St. Stephen's Church, north of Jerusalem,
built in the fifth century,

and rebuilt

in the eleventh century

by the

Crusaders, a piece of the font, probably of the later church, is still preAt the periphery a piece is broken away, but the rest is very
served.
Tlie peiiphery is ornamented with three astragal
well preserved.

mouldings, indicating (according to

on a square

my

idea) that this

round plate rested

or six-sided socket.

—

IV. On Springs, d;c. In one of my former reports I stated that the
spring of Siloah is very nearly dry. The other day, when I was down
there, the fellahtn told me that the water must have found another icay
to run out, and very likely goes to an underground channel situated deeper
than the well-known one, as a spidng in the neighbourhood of Mar Saba,

Whether this is
formerly a vei'y small one, has now become copious.
Also the new found pool of
true or not I cannot tell, possibly it is.
" Bethcsda," near St. Anne's Church, which for many years had always a
The spring 'Ain el
quantity of water in it, is now completely dry.
Hand, on the Jericho road, beyond Bethany, has also become very small,
up all the water, and the
Dis cannot obtain their supply there.

so that the passers-by use

Abu

women

of

the village

—

V. A large Stone Basin. When examining the font stone, described
above, and considering what it might have been, it came into my mind
that I had last year seen on the eastern slope of Mount Olivet another
Not quite a
similar stone, which was not a font, but a large stone basin.
mile east of the Church of the Ascension on the summit of Mount Olivet,
is

the site of an ancient village or town, on a low ridge between two valleys,
by the natives "Khurbet el Kashe," i.e., the Ruins of the el Kashe

called

I visited the place first nearly a quarter of a century ago, and
found these ruins, and much pottery and many pieces of red polished
stones and of once polished mai'ble from pavements and from pillars, and
many other architectural remains, as capitals, &c. There were also a
cave, two pools, and two cisterns, one at the southern end of the ruins
so that I got the impression that the
and one at their northern end
But when coming there again last
place had been of some importance.
year, I found it so changed that one can now hardly recognise that it was

family.

;

once a town or large establishment. The cistern, the pools, and also the
still there, but all the pieces of marble, pottery, &c., have been
removed, and not one piece can now be found there the people have
gathered and used them up the potteiy for hamra, the marbles for
cave are

:

;

—a

Jerusalem cement invented by the late Armenian
make roofs watertight— and the hewn stones for
building new houses at Et Tflr. But one thing is still there, at, or
near, the mouth of the northern cistern, namely, a large fragment of
what was once a very large stone basin, about Ih feet in diameter, and
more than 1 foot deep, of a reddish stone, very smooth, and
;i little
the

new malteeny

Patriarch, and used to

—
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bathing

it

One can liardly judge for what purpose
was not convenient, for a drinking trough
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was

it

used.

for animals

it

For
was

may have stood in the garden of a noLleman,
account of its weight it could not be removed
by the fellahtn, and to break it they feared for the evil which comes
always when such things are destroyed.
too costly

;

so I think

it

On

to keep rare fish in.

The late Eussian Archimandrite thought the place had been a Christian
monastery, and made some endeavours to buy it, in order to restore it
again, as a habitation for monks and priests.
To me it seems that this
place was once in the area of the Jewish Bethphage, as a road coming up
from Jericho passes near it, going towards Jerusalem, just over the
summit

Mount

perhaps the road which David used when
Absalom. If one coming up this road wished to
go to Bethany he had to pass very near this village or town and when
Jesus went from Bethany towards Jerusalem, coming up from Bethany
this place was lying over against that from which the disciples could fetch
the ass and bring it to the road, where in Christian times the Chapel
of Bethphage was put.
of

Olivet

;

fleeing before his son

;

ON THE

LATIN" INSCRIPTION FOUNT) BY DR. BLISS
BEHIND THE GATE OF NEBY DAUD.
I.

i.

— By the Rev. Canon Daltox, C.M.G.

This inscription was probably cut not earlier than the spring of
A.D., nor later than the summer of 117 a.d.
It runs

115

:

" JOVI o[PTVMo] m[aXIMO] SARAPIDI

PRO SALVTE ET VICTORIA
imp[eratoris] nervae traiani caesaris
OPTVMI AVg[vSTi] GERMANICI DACICI
PARTHICI ET POPVLI ROMANI
VEXILl[aRICs] LEG[lbNIs]

III

CYr[eNAIC'Ae] FECIT."

[Quarterly Statement, 1895, p. 25 and p. 130.)
by Dr. Bliss. He states that

since been given

and

its

height

in six lines.

1

foot 6| inches.

The

The

The
its

size of the stone

length

is

has

2 feet 9 inches,

letters of the inscription are

arranged

letters in the first line are 3^ inches long, those in the

second line 2j inches, those in the third line 2^^ inches, those in the
fourth line 2f inches, those in the fifth line 2h inches, the remains of
those in the sixth line (the lower portion of these letters having been
broken ofi) measure \h inches.
The exact arrangement of the letters is

shown

in the ])hotograph of the stone given in the Quarterly Statement

for 1895, p. 130.

In October, 97 a.d., Trajan was adopted by the Emperor Nerva, who
gave him the rank of Ccesar, and the names of Nerva and Germanicus

K
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he had achieved in command
on the Rhine frontier), and shortly afterwards the title of
Tmperator. His title, then, would be Iiuperator C;esar Nerva Traianus
Augustus Germauicus. The Emperor Nerva died Januaiy 27tli, 98 a.d.,
after a reign of sixteen months, and was succeeded by Trajan, then at
Cologne. The new Emperor went, even before he made his official entrance
into tlie capital of the Empire, from the Rhine to the Danube, Avhere he
he went not to attack the Dacians at once,
stayed the winter 98-99 a.d.
but to pre])are for the war. In March, 101 a.d., Trajan left Rome for his
campaign in Wallachia and Moldavia against the long-formidable Daci,
against whom he now led the 1st, 2nd, 4tli, "jth, 7th, 1 1th, and 1 3th legions.
After his victory over their king, towards the close of that year, he
assumed the title Dacicits, and entered Rome in triumph in 103 a.d. In
105 A.D. he was engaged in a second campaign against the Daci, and, the
Danube having been bridged at Severin, penetrated into the heart of
Transylvania. He entered Rome in triumph a second time in 106 a.d.
The colonists of Latin race and speech he then settled in the conquered
lauds were the direct ancestors of the present Roumanians, who thus claim
The sculptures on his column at
to be Romans by blood and tongue.
Rome conniiemorate these victories over the Daci, though the column
During these six years (106 to
itself was not dedicated till 113 a.d.'
113 a.d.) he would appear to have remained at Rome superintending the
erection of his many great buildings of public interest and utility, and
devoting himself to the civil administration of the Empire. '• Tlie monuments of Roman jurisprudence contain many examples of Trajan's legislation.
The Replies he addressed to the unceasing questions of the prefects
and magistrates, were incor|)orated in the laws of the Emjjire, and

(the latter in recognition of the great success
of the legions

;

retained their force for niiniy generations.

He

cpialitied

task of propounding or a]jplying legal principles,

himself for the

by assiduous labour

in

Trajan exchanged the toils of Avar
Like the great statesmen of the Re]ni1jlic,

the administration of existing law.
for the labours of the forum.

he returned fr(jm the cam]) to the city to take his seat daily at the
he heard appeals from
the highest courts througliout his dominions, and the final sentence he
pronounced assumed the validity of a legal enactment. The clemency of

tribunals, with the ablest judges fgr his assessors

;

Trajan was as conspicuous as his love of justice, and to him is ascribed
the noble sentiment that it is better that the guilty should escape than
the innocent suffer." To this period belongs his famous corres])ondence
with Pliny the younger regarding the Christians in Bithynia. S. Ignatius,
of Antioch, was martyred in the public games at Rome, held }»robably
October 17th (the anniversary date of Trajan's adoption by Nerva), some
year between 110 a.d. and 118 a.d.
In the autumn of 113 a.d. Trajan's presence was required on the eastern
Asiatic fi-ontier of tlie Empire, as it had been formerly on the northern
'

These oauipaigus

as sliown in detail

described at lengtli in
p)).

Mommsen's

221-227, English ed. 188G.

on

tliat

"chiselled piclurc book " arc

" Provinces of the

Roman Empire,"

vol.

i,
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frontier.

Rome

accordingly then left

for
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liis

Partliian

be |)a.ssed through Athens and Asia Minor and wintered at
Antiocb. In 114 a.d. he subdued greater and lesser Armenia, and consolidated the Eoman power between the Euxine and the Caspian, between
The Senate then (conferred formally
the E\iphrates and the Caucasus.
upon him the title of Optumus. Trajan is said to have been more proud
expedition

of

it

:

than of any other, inasmuch as he regarded

character rather than to his exploits.

As

it

as a compliment to his

No other emperor was ever honoured

Optumus appears upon
from 114 a.d. that it becomes no longer an
epithet but an inseparable part of his name, and as such then precedes even
Augustus. Very shortly afterwards he was designated Pavthicus. He
wintered again at Antioch, and during his stay there the great earthquake occurred in January, from which he narrowly escaped with his
with this appellation.
and medals

his coins

life.

;

but

early as 103 a.d. the title
it is

In the spring of 115 a.d. he again

left

the Syrian capital for the

East, and after bridging the Tigris entered Babylon and Ctesiphon, the

At the latter place he wintered, and the title ParfJacus
was contirnied to him, by his soldiers, at the conclusion of this expedition,
the most Ijrilliant in the rapidity and extent of its conquests of any
Assyria and the modern Kurdistan, as
exploit of the Koman arms.
well as the sites of Alexander's greatest victories, Arbela and Gaugamela,
had been brought beneath the sway of the City of the tSeven Hills. In
116 a.d. he sailed down the Tigris, and launched his bark upoii the
Persian Gulf, when, seeing a vessel sailing to India, he regretted he was
no longer young enough to go thither himself, and returned to Babylon.
Meanwhile the so-recently subjugated nations of the East were ominously
.agitated, and the Jewish insurrection so long impending and fomented by
industrious intrigues, wherever the Dispersion were in any force, burst
forth against the Konian arms in Palestine and in Parthia, Mesopotamia,
the North African co;ist, in parts of Libya about Cyrene, Egypt, and
Parthian capital.

In 117 a.d. this general rebellion of the Jews throughout the
East was crushed by Lusius Quietus, originally a Moorish chieftain who had
volunteered into the Roman service at the head of a baud of mercenaries,
but who, like the Moor Othello afterwards at Venice, had now become the
greatest of his adopted country's captains.
Trajan himself, however, fell
ill
he had not hesitated to keep the field through all the summer heat, and
leaving the army in the East under the charge of Hadrian, set otf homewards to Italy. He only got as fai' as Selinus in Cilicia, where, worn out after
;i very active and hardy life of 65 years, he died of dro)«y and
j^aralysis,
August 11th, 117 A.D., after an eventful reign of 19 years. The first of
the Caisars who had met his death at a distance from Rome and Italy
the first whose life had been cut short in the actual service of his country.
His ashes were conveyed to Rome in a golden urn, and deposited at the
Cyprus.

;

:

column the first Roman who received the honour of bein<'allowed to repose after death within the walls of the city. Mommsen
says, ''Even after death the honour of a triumph was accorded to him,
foot of his

:

K
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and hence he is the only one of the deified Eoman Emperors who even as
god still bears tlie title of Victory."
From an examination, then, of the several imperial titles we see that
the limits of time within which it is possible that this inscription could
have been

very clearly defined.

cut, are

We may

regard

it

either as a

votive thankofiering "for the welfare and victory of Trajan and the
Eoman people,"' after that had been completely achieved in the summer
of 117 A.D.

This

is

its latest

possible date.

Or

it

just possible

is

we

an anxious prayer put up for
the success of the Eastern campaign, while tliat was yet in progress, and
before the Jewish insurrection had been finally quelled. In that case

may, perhaps, be allowed

the

to regard it as

Parthicus will give us our earliest limit. News of this designathe Emperor in Eome, could not well have reached the

title

tion, applied to

East before 115

But our

This

a.d.^

vexillary

is

more

is

the earliest date

likely to

it

could have been cut.

have awaited the

and the probabilities would appear

to

soldiers'

formal

an inscription
be that the stone was engraved as

ratification of the title to their general, before using

it

in

;

a votive thankoff'ei'ing in the early months of 117 a.d.
Next, as to the man
2. So far as to the date of the inscription.
commemorated. In view of what is to follow, it will be well for us to

him before our minds as possible. The
when merely tracing the
dates of the various titles bestowed upon liini by the Senate and people
of Eome, has been enough perhaps to show him to us as a man of

have as vivid a presentment

of

slight sketch of his career necessitated above,

and vigour, from early youth trained in the camp.
had commanded the 10th legion at the bloody
storming of Joppa, undei- Titus, in the Jewisli war. Trajan himself was
d strict disciplinarian, and this, united with his genial demeanour, had
gained him the love and confidence of the legions alike in Spain, and in
Germany, in southern Eussia, and in eastern Armenia. But his courage
and self-denial, his valour and generosity, his minute vigilance and
unwearied application made him an able ruler, and as great a statesman
He was a wise, liberal, just, prudent, beneficent
as he was a captain.
his virtue of moderation, his peisonal modesty, and
administrator
anxiety for his subjects' well-being were the cause of the amazing

singular

sense

Ti'ajanus, his father,

;

The
popularity he acquired in the discharge of his public duties.
construction of canals and X'oads, theatres, and aqueducts undertaken on so.
vast a scale under his auspices throughout the Empire, witness to this
day how his administration combined genuine magnificence with economy.
"Trajan enjoyed also the distinction, dear in Eoman eyes, of a fine
Moiiiiiisen, '

Provinces of the Komaii Empire," vol. ii, p. 06, note ", say--,
Parthicus was conferred between April and August, IIG a.d. In his
description of Trajan's two Parthian campaigns (pp. 05-71), he dates the
events of these campaigns in eacli case one year later than the dates given
'

the

title

above

;

whioli an- taken

frum Merivale and from liishop Lightfoot. The

lattei"

discusses very fully the whole question of the Chronology of Trajan's reign,

"Apostolic Fathc'rs,

S. Ignatius," vol.

ii,

pp. 391-41S, ed. 1889.
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and noble countenance. In stature he exceeded the common
and on public occasions, when he loved to walk liareheaded in
the midst of the senators, his grey hairs gleamed conspicuously above
the crowd.
His features, as we trace them unniistakeably on his
innumerable busts and medals, were regular, and his face was the last
figure

height,

of the imperial series that retained the true

Roman

type, not in the

aquiline nose only, but in the broad and low forehead, the angular chin,
the tirm compressed lips, and generally in the stern compactness of its

The thick and straight-cut hair, smoothed over the brow
without a curl or a parting, marks the simplicity of the man's character
in a voluptuous age which delighted in the culture of flowing or frizzled
locks.
But the most interesting characteristic of the tigure I have so
vividly before me, is the look of painful thought which seems to indicate
a constant sense of overwhelming responsibilities, honourably felt and

structure.

bravely borne, yet, notwithstanding much assumed cheerfulness and
self-abandonment, ever irritating the nerves, and weighing upon the
conscience."
(Dean Merivale, "History of the Romans under the

Empire," chap. Ixiii, vol. viii, p. 67, edit. ISGr).)
3. Next, as to the deity invoked in the inscription

—

Jupiter Optumus
The nearest equivalent of this in modern phraseology
would perhaps be " the Supreme Being, the beneficent lord of life and

Maximus

Sarapis.

death."

By the old Egyptians, Osar-Apis was the name conferred on the dead
Apis after he had become "beatified," or re-absorbed after incarnation
into Osiris.
Memphis, south of the present Cairo, was the chief seat of
this cult, as Helio]-)olis was of that of Mnevis, Thebes of that of Amen,
Denderah of that of Isis, Thinis and Philae of that of Osiris, and so on.
Each nome and principal city of Egypt was specially devoted to its own
favourite presiding divinity, whose attributes were associated (as some
think) in each case with what had been the totem animal of the original
These deities were by no means antagonistic or contrilie there settled.
tradictory to one another several were professedly the same divinity under
many were related as members of a family. They were
difterent names
all regarded, by some at least of the intelligent, from very early ages as
;

;

manifestations of the One eternal principle of life.
Accordingly, after Alexandria had been founded, the Ptolemies, at one
and the same time Egyptian Pharaohs and yet Greek Princes, felt the
))r()priely and the need of having a local and presiding deity for that
Its population was a congeries gathered not only from Greece
great city.
and its colonies, but from all the nations and tribes of the Mediterranean
so

many

such a tutelary deity as would
indigenous or foreigner, trader
ur philosopher, mariner or landsman, rich or poor, sick or whole, learned
Tacitus narrates the whole affair of the discovery, and
or unlearned.
introduction, from over the sea of the great tutelary deity of Alexandria,

and the East.
ajijieal

at

them

all

alike,

in his "Histories," book iv, chapters 81 to 84, which
a proof of the influence of this particular cult in his .lay.

some length

itself

What was wanted was

to the devotion of

is

in

The
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passage

may perhaps

be most conveniently read in Merivale's " History

Ivii, vol. vii, p. 150, or in Church and Broadribb's
translation of the " Histories," or in Blackwood's " Ancient Classics for

of the

Eomans," chap.

The tale is told by
English Eeaders," Tacitus, chap, viii, pp. 146 to 151.
him d propos of Vespasian's stay at Alexandria, when he '' was already
assuming in the eyes of the Romans something of the Divine character,
and the Flavian race was beginning to supplant the Julian in their
imagination." From the East the Saviour of the world was to appear
who else was he if not the elected of the Eastern legions At Alexandria,
:

;

were eager to invest him with the attributes of
rate, seem to have been ready to hail him as an
incarnation or impersonation of their popular god Sarapis. Then we get the
It was
tale of the most successful Invention of this divinity by Ptolemy.
from Sinojie, in Pontus on the Euxine, the dark, mysterious land where
Medea had erst wrought her alien spells, whence Jason had fetched the
(4olden Fleece, but on whose strange Cimmerian borders Greek and Oriental
therefore, his followers
deity,

and some,

at

any

had long ago planted their mercantile colonies, that the new revelation came.
Tacitus says that the original name of the newcomer from Sinope had
not been recorded. The name probably under which he was revered at
Sinope and reported of to Ptolemy by travellers and traders, and dreamed
by him afterwards, had a very similar sound to that of Osar- Apis which
and his functions, too, were easy to
his ears were familiar with in Egypt
of

;

he was " lord of souls and judge of the dead,
and had a consort queen." On hearing his native name the Egyptian priests,
persuaded that the mythology of the whole world was but a plagiarism
and the
of their own, identined him at once with their own Osar-Apis
Greeks as deftly and neatly turned the new-found (.)sar-Apis into the
more euphonious 6 SripaTris, and saluted him and Isis as Pluto and
reconcile with Egyptian ideas

;

;

Persephone.

Henceforth Sarapis, " lord of the underworld,"

is

regularly

sculptured as Plutus, "lord of riches," as well as god of death. Speedily
did Sarapis become the sole lord of his new home. A similar result
ensued to that which had often befoie been witnessed in Egyptian

worship became important .so did
supremacy of one city over other cities
meant that its tutelary deity was supreme over other gods. Alexandria
became the chief city, the mercantile and otHcial capital of Egypt
then Sarapis became the chief, too, of all the gods of the land,
and there his shrines were honoured for nigh one thousand years.
For tlie worship of Saraj)is was the last of the heathen forms to fall
before the jiower of Christianity a thing not to be wondered at in
the case of a divinity whose original idea involved the two strongest
the love of riches and
l)rinciples that actviate the conduct of mankind
tlie fear of death.
For the god of tlie subterranean world was necessarily
lord also of its treasures.
His devotees had promise not only of the life
that now is but also of that which is to come.
His worship would api)eal
to
alike to faith and hope
to the highest and to the lowest instincts
the most selfishly superstitious, and to the spiritually-minded with tlieir

history.

the

As

the seat of a god's

deity its patron

;

the

;

—

—

;

;
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highest ideals of jwssible and future excellence.

The

Mr. C. W.

late

King, in the "Gnostics and their Remains," 2nd edit., 1687, p. xvii and
He tells
pp. 1.58 to 212, gives nuich curious iuformation about Sarapis.
us that " Speculations as to his true nature employed the ingenuity of
the later philosophers at Alexandria, and how in time every conflicting
religion strove to claim him as the grand representative of their own
Macrobius, he says, had preserved one of the most ingenious
doctrine.
The city of Alexandria pays an almo-st
of these inter] )retations, i, 20
'

:

Lsis, nevertheless they show that all this
and after
merely offered to the sun under that name

frantic worship to Sarapis

veneration

is

and

'

:

From all this it is evident that the nature
giving the leasons, proceeds
and again lsis is univerof Sarapis and the sun is one and indivisible
sally worshipped as the type of Earth or Nature in subjection to the
'

:

;

The philoso])her saw in Sarapis nothing more than the Anima
Mundi, the spirit of whom Nature universal is the body, so that by an
easy transition Sarapis came to be worshipped as the embodiment of
The
the one supreme, who.se representative on earth was Christ."
followers of Mithras and Sarapis had a gnosis of their own communisun.'

The Emperor Hadrian,
cated in their mysteries to the initiated few.
a most diligent enquirer into things above man's nature, got himself
initiated into one mystery after another. All these were of Asiatic origin,
and very popular at
the

title of

this time

philosophers.

with

all ])ersons

Hadrian writes

making any pretension

to

a letter from Alexandria
preserved by the historian

in

to his brother-in-law Servianus in 131 a.d.,

Vopiscus in his life of the tyrant Satuminus " I am now become fully
acquainted with that Egypt which you extol so highly. I have found the
people vain, fickle, and shifting with every breath of opinion. Those
who worship Sarapis are, in fact, Chr-istians even those who style themThere is
selves the bishops of Christ are actually devoted to Sarapis.
:

;

no chief of a Jewish synagogue, no Sacnaritan, no Christian bishop, who
The very patriarch of
is not an astrologer, a fortun(!-teller, a conjuror.
Tiberias " (the head of the Jewish religion after the destruction of Jerusalem), " when he comes to Egypt, is compelled by one party to adore
There is but One God for
Sarapis, by the others to worship C!hrist.
them all, Him do the Jews, Him do the Gentiles, all alike worship."
"Consequently," says Mr. King, " those initiated into the true secrets
of the old religion must have recognised the fact that their deity, whether
the Sun, or the soul of the Universe, was nothing but a type of the one, the
Saviour recently revealed to them. Or else it would appear that the new
converts, in order to escape ])ersecution, enjoyed their own faith under
the covert of the national and local worship, which was susceptible of a
spiritual interpretation (juite cognate to their own ideas, and indeed
enshrouding the same." This may have been true of some few of them.
But Derai Milmau ("History of Christianity," vol. ii, p. 108, edit.
18G3) quotes this letter of Hadrian's, and says regarding the latter clause
" They have but one Goil, him do the Christians, Jews, and Gentiles
in it,
but it is evidently
worship alike," "Casaubon understood it seriously

—

—

;
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The common god

is Gain."
Tlie Emperor, in fact, is
mixing a jumble of creeds together. He
writes, not calmly as a philosopher, but at a white heat of fury and
His beloved Antinous had just perished mysteriously in
indignation
and the people of Alexandria were jeering at him in his
the Nile
sorrow with unfeeling ribaldry, and what he says is that there was
none of that rabble Jew, Christian, or Gentile who cared for aught but
Nevertilthy lucre was the one common god of each and all.
lucre
theless, Milman adds that it was no doubt true that "The tone of the
higher, the fashionable society in Alexandria was to affect, either on some

malicious satire.

fiercely sarcastic, not mildly

;

;

gnostic or philosophic theory, that all these religions differed

form, but were essentially the same

;

that

all

adored one

only in

deitj^, all

one

Logos or Demiurge, under different names all employed the same arts
to impose upon the vulgar, and all were equally despicable to the real
;

philosopher."
vexillary had been initiated or not we do not know.
any rate lately been in Egypt, and by linking the name of
Sarapis here with that of Jupiter Optumus Maximus would appear to
regard him as the great Pantlieistic deity, who absorbed the attributes
and functions of all the more ancient Gods of Egypt and of E,ome, rather
than, as in his more limited capacity, the Pluto of their mythology, the
lord of the realm of departed spirits
he here addresses himself to the one
Supreme Being, Father of Gods and men, the beneficent, almighty lord
of life and death.
4. So we pass to the consideration of the vexillary of the 3rd legion,

Whether our

He had

at

:

" Cyrenaica," the
vexillaries

man who

were the oldest

caused this votive tablet to be raised. The
— "a vexillum was a temporary

class of veterans

and extraordinary standard
a signum, the fixed and ordinary one.
Those veterans who had served out their time of 20 years and were not
provided for, though " exauctoritati," yet remained under a vexillum.
They were a select troo]) used only in l)attle, and were free from all
other duties. But any troo]) separated from the main body of the legion
under a special commander had its own vexillum, and its members were
*'
vexillarii."
They were used for making roads, bridges, fortifications,
and as outposts through the ])rovinces.
The numbers of a vexillatio,
;

though often a thousand, varied

mander over them."
Antiquities," vol.

in

The 3rd
Europe

legion

i,

edition 1890.)

p. 792,

was

to declare

hence the different rank of the com" Dictionary of Greek and Roman

;

(Smith's

and was one (jf the earliest
who had Ijeen saluted

in lllyria in G9 a.d.,

and

light

for Vespasian,

Imperator in Syria on the 17th July of that year. They took part in
the defeat of the Vitellians at Bedriacum \nuler Antonius Priscus, and
slain, 21st December
They were next quartered in Canqmnia, and subsequei\tly
received orders to embark for Alexandria from whence a detachment
"vexillatio" of this legion, together with another from the 22nd, was

afterwards marched on to Rome, where Vitellius was
the .same year.

:

ilespatched to helj) Titus

— under

M-lioni

wei-e the 10th, 5th, IHth,

and
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was taken August 10th,

city

A.D. 70.

Hence

it

is

just possible tliat this vexillary,

when

legion as a recruit in Italy

actually

had the fortune

it

he had joined the
had both

if

was ordered

to Egypt,

to witness the Sarapis incident of Vespasian's at

Alexandria as nari-ated by Tacitus (which occurred there in the .spring of
70 A.D.), and had afterwards taken part in the overthrow of Jerusalem
under Titus in the August of the same year. If so, he would now be
between 60 and 70 years of age when he caused this votive tablet to be
cut, in 116-7 A.D., say 65, the same age as his imperial master Trajan
himself at this very time. Be that as it may, as a vexillary or veteran,
he certainly could not have failed to have heard much in his time of both
events from his regimental comrades, some of v/hom had been pi'esent
on lioth occasions.

He was now

a vexillary at Jerusalem in 116-7 a.d. Time-expired
who had taken part in the great siege were, we
know, colonised in Palestine, and had grants of land in various parts of
the countiy. After the fall of the city, the province of Judnea fell under

men

of the other legions

the Emperor's administration, and

its tolls

and tributes accrued

to his

private exchequer, and under his superintendence measures were taken
for re-peopling the teriitory with fresh colonists.

It

is

possible that our

and may have had
Or on the
.such a grant on Mount Sion, where the tablet was found.
other hand, he and other veterans of his vexillatio may have been
engaged in fortification and other works there at this time about the old
citadel of Zion and city of David, which we know was repaired for a
Koman garrison, while the rest of the city was left in ruins. Or again,
he may have only been passing tlu'ough the country with his detachment
to Petra (in Arabia), where the legion was shortly afterwards quartered,
and this tablet, erected on a favourable site, may merely record his pious
friend

was a

vexillarius,

who was

thus jnovided

for,

^

wish as a votive thanlc-offering for the complete success of the enterprise in which he and his were then engaged
the welfare and victory
of his imperial master and the Roman people in the overthrow of all
" Parthians, and Medes, and Elamites, and
hostile powers whatsoever.
the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and in Judtea, in Pontus and Asia, in
Egypt, and in the parts of Libya about C'yrene, Jews and Proselytes,
Oretes and Arabians."
As our own regiments bear ou their colours the names of the jilaces

—

'

It shovild bo reineiiihered that

cojjnisiinee

of

the lOtli

Ijcgimi

Eoman

and bricks stamped with the
been found not only by

tiles

Fi-etciisis liavo also

Dr. Bliss recently, but also by former ex)ilorers for (be Palestine Exploi-ation
Fund, on the eastern slopes of Sion (e.t/., Qidirlerlfi Statement. 18S5, p. 133, ;nid
1891, p. 20), as well as the inscription of *he centurion Julixis Sabinus of the

eame 10th Legion {QaarterJii Statement, 1871,
found that wlierever
feet

deep,

abound.

tesselated

tb(>

soil

p.

103)

of these southern slopes

pa\ 'inents

and remains

of

is

;

and Dr.

Bliss lias

disturbed for

Roman

t.

few

houses appnrentlv
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where they have achieved their most distinguished victories, so in a similar
way were honorary titles granted to th'e Roman legions. The badge or
" King's Own ") it was
label of the 3ril legion had been Augusta {cp.
;

now

Oyrenaica.

The Jewish population of Cyrenaica outnumbered the natives, and
during the war of Trajan with Parthia, when the Roman legions were
probal^ly withdrawn from the African provinces and a few feeble
garrisons alone remained to maintain the peace, they were for a time
triumphant in the uprising of 116A.D., and perpetrated the most dreadful
" All Egypt, both Alexandria and
atrocities on the Greek inhabitants.
the Thebais, with Cyrene, arose at once. In Egypt the Jews had at first
some success but the Greeks fell back on Alexandria, mastered the
Jews within that city, and murdered the whole race. Maddened by this
;

Jews of Cyrene, headed by Luke and Andrew, swept
lower Egypt, where they Avere joined by a host of their countrymen, and jjenetrated into the Tliebais, and even further. Horrid tales
are told, even by their own people, of the atrocities they committed.
Some of their rulers they sawed asunder from head to foot, they flayed
intelligence the

over

all

and clothed themselves with the skins, twisted the entrails
and wore them as girdles, and anointed themselves with blood. We
are even told they boasted of feasting in cannibal wise on the bodies of

their bodies

220,000 fell before their remorseless vengeance. Lupus,
(Tovernor at Alexandria, meanwhile, without sufficient trooi)S,
(Milman, " Hist, of the
sat an inactive spectator of this desolation.''
their enemies

the

;

Roman

Jews," book

xviii, vol.

ii,

p.

420, edit. 1863.)

Marcius Turbo was sent quickly by sea with a considerable force of
horse and foot to the coast of Cyrene. He marched against Andrew, and
after much hard fighting, suppressed the insurrection there in that

The 3rd legion won their decorative e])ithet, Cyrenaica, for
the part they then took in these ojjcrations.
Luke attempted to force his way by the Isthmus of Suez, and some,
The insurrection
at least, of his followers found their way to Palestine.
province.

was still raging in Egyi)t when the Jews in Mesopotamia rose in arms.
Their insurrection was soon suppressed by the vigour of Lusius Quietus,
then fonsidered the ablest soldier in the Roman army, and he was
immediately ai)})ointed to the Government of Ju<hea, to jjrovide against
any further outbreak there. This detachment of the 3i(l legion would be
part of his garrison at Jerusalem for the time being.
I have preferred to take the abbreviated form Vexill. of the inscripbut doubtless others might consider it
tion as intended for A^exillarius
and regard the tal)let as erected by
Vexillatio,
likely
to
stand
for
more
In that case the only ditierence will be that
the whole detaehment.
;

most,

if

not

all,

of the points

made above

respecting our Vexillary, would
members of this band.

api)ly to .several instead of only to one of the

We saw from the imiterial titles that the date of the inscription was
probably not earlier than the spring of 115, nor later than the siuumer
of 117 A. II.
We seem now, from n consideration of the legion's title,
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between the very end of

116

a.d.

and
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Ijegiuning of

tlie

It is just possible that the iiewly-conferred honorary distinction,
" Cyrenaica," was the very cause of the vexillary's tablet.
Tliat is t<>
if he happened to liave l)een a vexillarius who had left the service, or
he was detacjhed for s2)ecial duty on Mount Sion, he wocdd have lieard
at Jerusalem of the success of his former brother legionaries in Africa, of
their hard, stern, indomital)le fight against tremendous odds, and he
hastes in gratitude to share the title since bestowed, and amid the very

say,
if

Supreme Being, lie and his had adored
together at Alexandria in former days, to crown tlie further labours of
" So let all thine
their arms in the same cause with victory and success
ruins of Jerusalem to pray the

:

enemies perish,

On

O

Lord,'"

the other liand,

active service, then

lie

whether

if

in Babylonia, Egypt, or Judsea.

he belonged to a vexillatio of veterans

maj' have seen with his

own

eyes,

still in

and wrought with

own hands, some of the dauntless deeds for which he now gives thanks.
Lusius Quietus, the Moor, is tlie Governor of Jerusalem and Judaea, and
the 3rd legion, " Cyrenaica," are only halting in the citadel, or on the
his

slopes of Sion, as they jiass forwax'd on theii" Arabia,'' where the legion was next quartered.

march

to

Petia and

5. Before we take leave of the veteran " vexiljary " offering up his
prayer on Sion for his aged Emperoi-, to " the One Clreat God, the Judge
of quick and dead," when both he and his master were standing, at the

end of their several lives, on the near confines of the unseen world, we
cannot but recall to mind that an additional ]>athos is imparted to the
scene by the fact that our forefathers believed that in answer to the
prayei- of another aged man on behalf of the same Emperor, the veil
that falls at death between the living and the dead had been uplifted
and that, as an instance that " the effectual fervent prayer of a righteous
man availeth much," to Trajan alone, of all the countless myriads of
heathendom, it had been vouchsafed to pass forth from Hell, through
Purgatory, into Paradise. The story is discussed at length in Bishop
:

Lightfoot's "Apostolic Fathers," ed. 1889, S. Ignatius, vol.

and

i,

pp. 3 to 8,

notes.

Gregory, Bislioj^ of Eome, a.d. 587 to 604 a.d, (he who sent forth S.
Augustine of Canterbury, the Apostle of the English, and who was in
austerity and devotion himself a monk to the end of his days), is said to
have been so moved by the representation on Trajan's column of an
instance of his clemency and kindness of heart to a poor widow wlio.se
son had been slain, that " he betook himself to the tomb of S. Peter,
where he wept and prayed earnestly.
There, rapt in an ecstacy, he
received a revelation to the effect that the soul of Trajan was released
from torments in answer to his intercessions but he was warned never
again to presume to pray for those who had died without holy baptism.
.... The noble charity which underlies this stoiy may well exenijit it
from rigorous criticism
The legend seems to have had a strange
fascination for the medi;eval mind, both in the East and "West.
It
;

—
THE
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appears in a Greek Eiichologion, as a notable example of the efficacy of
In the west its recej^tion was still more
importunate prayer
S. Thomas of Aquinuni discusses it as an anxious and
cordial
perplexing

jn-oblem

But the

theology

of

legend

received

its

crowning triumph when it found a home in Dante's poem, and the great
victory of Gregory over death and hell was handed down to all time
enshrined in his undying verse."
'

'

I'alta iiloi'ia

Del

Roman

principato,

Mosse Grogorio

cui valore

11

gran vitloria

alia sua

:

lo dice di Traiano Iinperadore.

And then Dante gives the tale of the widow consoled for the loss of
her son at length, " Purgatorio " x, 73-96. And yet again he returns to
the theme in " Paradiso " xx, 44-48, saying of the Emperor in bliss
(whicli consists, we must remember, entirely in conformity to the will of
God)—
Ora conosce quaiito cavo

oosta

Noil sequir Cristo, per

cspei-ienza

Di questa dolce

1'

vita e dell' oposta.

Our own countryman, Laugland (1362 to 1.399
much on the force of prayer as on the goodness of
example
vol.

i,

Skeat's "Piers

to the great of his day.

pp. 339, 340,

and again

dwells not so

a.d.),

the Emperor as an

Plowman,"

ed.

1886,

379.

\).

Misericordia eius sujiev omnia opera eins.
!

'

'

quatli on
Ye, baw for bookcs
Ich, Troianus, a trewe kuyght
'

.

How

was broken out of

hello

ich take witness of a pope,

.

to dwelleii in helle
ich was ded, and dampned
seynt Gregorie wot the sothe,
For an vncristene creature
That al tlie cristendotne vnder Crist ne myghte cracehe me thennes
as in my lawes demynge
Bote onliclie loue and Icaute
.

.

;

.

!

.

and wilnede to niv soide
that he seih in niyn werkes
Sauacion, for the sotlmess
And for he wilnede wepynge that ieli were saued,
God of bus goodnesse sciii bus grete wil
luis bone was vndcrfonge,
Witli-outo moo bedes-byddyug
And ich ysaued, as ye may see witb-oute syngynge of masse.
and my lawo rygbtful
Loue, withoute leel by-leue
soule and body bothe.'
Sauedc me Sarrasyn
by an emperoure of Rome
Lo, lordes! wliat Leautc dude

Gresorc wist this wel

.

.

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

That was an vncrystene
Nougt tliorw preyere of

Was

tliat

creature.
a

pope

.

but for his pure ti-entbe

Sarasene saued.

Well ougbte ye lordes, that lawes kepe

And on Troianus

treuth to thinke

.

.

tliis

lessonn lo liaue in

and do trcuthe

mynde.

to the pe])le.

ae, men of holy clierelie,
This matir is morke for mani of yow
The Legcnde Sanctorum yow lereth more larger tban I yow telle?
Ac thus lelo loue and lyuynge in treutlic
I'ulte outc of ]>yne
a paynim of Rome.
.

.

.

.

—
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that so bnik belle-gates,

from Satbanas and bis power,
ne kiinnynge of lawes.
There no clergie ne coutbo
Loue and leute is a lele science
of blisse and of ioye
For that is tlie boke blessed
with bis on fynger.
Grod wrought it and «rot bit
And toke it Moyses vpon the mount alle men to lere.
" Ioye tbere a bene,
" Lawe witb-outen loue," quod Troianus

And

sauod

tlio

Sarasyn

.

.

.

;

:

.

.

.

.

Or any science vnder sonne the seueue artz and alle.
But if tliei ben lerned for owrc lordes loue loste is alle the tynie
For uo cause to caccbe siluer there-by ne to be called a mayster.
.

.

"

:

.

and the beb to loue the
But al for loue of owre lordc
and sotb aren his wordes.
For seynte lohau seydc it
Qui non dily/if, inantt in morieP
.

pcple.

.

Lord Bacon, writing (in 1605 a.d.) of the same tale, " Advancement of
Learning," First Book, vii, 5, edit. 1869, W. Aldis Wright, i)p. 54, 55,
" How much Trajan's virtue and government was admired and
says
renowned, surely no testimony of grave and faithful history doth more
lively set forth than tlie legende tale of Gregorius Magnus, bishop of
:

—

Eome, who was noted for the extreme envy he bare towards all heathen
and yet he is reported, out of tlie love and estimation of
excellency
Trajan's moral virtues, to have made unto God passionate and fervent
and to have obtained it,
prayers for the delivery of his soul out of hell
with a caveat that he should make no more such petitions."
6. The coincidence between Di'. Bliss's finding this inscription of
117 A.D. and his later excavations by Siloam is certainly curious. Trajan,
who was childless, died either 9th or 11th August, 117 a.d. His empress
Hadrian had
stated that he had adopted Hadrian just before his death.
married Trajan's grandniece, besides which Hadrian's father was Trajan's
Hadrian was born 24th January, 76 a.d. at Eome. He was
first cousin.
left an orphan at 10 years of age under the guai'diansliip of Trajan, who
attached him to the army in Germany. He was serving with the 2nd Legion
(Vespasian's old legion in Britain) when he was deputed by them to carry
the army's congratulations to Trajan on his adoption by Nerva in 97 a.d.
He served under Trajan in botli his Dacian campaigns, and was by his
He was pi'efect of Syria in
side throughout the Parthian exi)edition.
117 a.d. when on 11th August he was saluted Emperor at Autioch. He
went to Eome, and in the spring of 118 a.d, led a campaign against the
Moesians. In 119 a.d. he began to carry into execution his determination
personally to visit eveiy corner of the empire, marching steadily on foot
20 miles a day with the legions, bareheaded, sharing the men's diet,
He first j^assed thus through
black bread, cheese, and sour wine.
Germany and Gaul, and Britain, visiting York and Newcastle in the
winter of 119-120 a.d., then back again into Gaul and Spain, where the
winter of 120-121 a.d. was spent. Then crossed the Mediterranean into
Morocco, and marched through the North African provinces into Asia,
In the winter of 122-3 a.d. he was resident at
Parthia, and Svria.
;

;
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theiioe he passed to Sicily, and saw the sunrise from the tojj of
Aetna. He was at Rome in 124 a.d from thence crossed to Carthage,
and returned to Rome, and in 125 a.d. to Athens again. There he built
a new Athens, soiitli-east of the Acropolis, and completed the great
Temple of Jupiter Olympius. In 130 a.d. he visited Egypt, and went
up the Nile to Thebes, and back to Alexandria, where he reconstructed
The next year, 131 a.d., occurred that final
a whole quarter of the city.
outbreak of the Jews in Judaea under the gallant warrior, and last of the
national heroes, Bar-koklieba, " son of a star," so called from Balaam's
prophecy in Numbers xxiv, 17:" Theie shall come forth a star out of
Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise out of Israel and shall smite through the
corners of Moab, and break down all the sons of tumult, and Israel shall
do valiantly out of Jacob shall come he that shall have dominion, and shall
After putting down the
destroy him that remaineth of the city."
insurgents in Egypt, Syria, and Palestine, he established in 132 a.d. the
Roman colony of Aelia Capitolina at Jerusalem, so called after himself,
Aelius Hadrianus, and on account of the immense and even then still

Athens

;

,

;

impressive towering heights of the Herodean " Capitol," or present Haram
Hadrian himself, however, did not come to Jerusalem till 134 a.d.,

area.

when he was

He was

personally occupied for a considerable time in

a great architect himself,

and

travelled with

its

rebuilding.

a company of

and was officially entitled the "Restorer" of no
would be veiy strange if we did r>ot find substantial
traces of his work at Jerusalem, and probably much of what Dr. Bliss has
been unearthing by Siloam belongs to this period. The great dam across
the valley below the old pool {Quarterly Statement, 1895, pp. 305-312)
resembles in character the construction at Birket Israil ("Jerusalem"
volume of the Survey, p. 10), where the great fosse appears to have been
The ample supplies of water in the reservoirs
similarly dammed by him.
beneath the Temple area would no longer be required for cleansing
purposes after the Jewish sacrifices had ceased, and would be available
for baths, &c., the remains oi which have there been found by J)r. Bliss.
His triumphal arch across the street, the so-called " Ecce Homo " arch,
The inscription to his successor, Antoninus Pius, givtn in
still exists.
the Qiiarterlt/ Statement, 1874, p. 209, and with slight ditterences in the
"Jerusalem" volume of the Survey, p. 427, as imp. caes. tito aklio
IIADRIANO ANTONINO AUU. I'lO ]'. p. PONTIFICI AVGVRl DECP.ETO DECVRIOXVM,
is said to be still legible, on a lai-ge stone built upside down into the
.south wall of the Haram just east of the Double Gate, and is supposed
by M. Clermont-dlanneiiu to l)e the base of the statue erected to the
Kniperor Hadrian within the area where he l)uilt his temple to Jupiter.
architects
less

The

and

than 13

artificers,

cities.

It

inscription nuist

anyhow belong

to a date

subsequent to 138 a.d.

Hadrian died 10th July, 138 A.D., in
The
the sixty-second year of his age, and twenty-second of his reign.
Bordeaux pilgrim in 333 a.d. saw the statue .still standing. Other works
executed by Hadrian at Jerusalem are described in the "Jerusalem"
volume of the Survey, ))p. 9 U) 11.

after the adoption of Antoninus.

TIIK

LATIX LXSOIUI'TION AT

Np:i;y

DAUD.
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Dr. Bliss is to be sincerely coDgratulated on the several Roman and
Byzantine works lie has thus been the means of bringiufj to light.
Besides the fragments of Eudocia's wall (461 a.u.) along the southern
slopes of Sion, the mosaic pavements both on Mount Sion and ou Olivet,
the Roman baths by Siloam, the Roman Camp at el Lejjun across the
Jordan, and this interesting inscription at Neby Daild, we have now to
thank him further for the Roman works he has discovered on the
eastern slopes of Mount Sion, as published in the Quarterly Statement for
January last. The lemains there coloui-ed in red on the diagram opposite
The basis of the thick-walled squai'e tower
to p. 9 are nearly all Roman.
and proby the aqueduct and the aqueduct itself are undoubtedly so
bably the " lower wall," with similar chambers, the entrance to which is
from above only, as if they had been constructed for storehouses of some
;

kind,

is

Roman

Over the top
shown as running.

also.

of

these Eudocia's wall, of later

May

he before next spring have
the good fortune to discover f(n- the Fund many other similar remains
he has already achieved as much within two years for Roman remains at
Jerusalem as perhaps any previous explorer in the same short ])eriod of
construction

still, is

;

time ever did or could.

11.

Amongst
Statiiiiient

Fund

— By

Ebexezer Davis.

the discoveries announced in the issues of the Quartedy

for the year

1895 as having been made by the officers of the
must be given to the inscription

at Jerusalem, a prominent place

found by Dr. Bliss in the wall of Neby DaM.
I have looked through each Statement that has appeared since
Dr. Bliss's discovery, but not having seen any adequate account of this
important epigrajjh, I venture to present a few facts which may be useful
for its fuller elucidation.

a votive inscription set up by a vexillarius or standard-bearer of
Olympian Jove, but to Jujjiter Saiapis, a RomanoEgyi>tian divinity, the object of the act of devotion being the health or
safety and victory of the Emperor Trajan and the Roman people.
Strictly speaking, this divinity was foreign to the Pantheon both of
It

the

is

.3rd legion, not to

Rome, his statue having been brought from Sinope to
Alexandria by Ptolemy Soter (b.c. 312-283), the first of the Lagidse or
Greek kings of Egypt. The name, however, had been given at a much
earlier ])eriod to one of the old Egyptian deities, probably Apis,
worshipped with the attributes of Osiris.
The introduction of the worship of the later Serapis into Egypt was
viewed with great disfavour by the natives, who were votaries of the
ancient gods of their country, and so intolerant were they of the strange
cult that, as Macrobius informs us, the erection of Sera[)ea, or temples of
We
Serapi.s, was forbidden within the walls of the old cities of Egypt.
have it also on the authority of Strabo, the famous geographer, that the
Egypt and

—
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Memphis was outside tlie city, this statement
Greek being confirmed by recent discovery.'
Some interesting particulars relating to this matter are given by

great teiuple of Serapis at
of the learned

who lived in the reign of Trajan.- This writer in his Histories, iv,
informs us that " while Vespasian staid at Alexandria (a.d. 70) awaiting the samn)er winds (which blow from May 27th to September 14th)
and a calm sea, many wonders occurred by which the favour of Heaven
and a certain goodwill of the Deities towaids Ves])asian were evidently
signified.
poor blind man of Alexandria, kiiown through the whole
Tacitus,
81,

A

town by reason

of his infirmity

(warned by the God Serapis,

superstitious nation adoies above others), fell

down

whom

that

at Vespasian's feet

and begged of him with tears to heal his blindness by wetting his cheeks
Another,
and his eyelids round about with the spittle of his mouth.
lame of an hand, by the command of the same God, prayed Vespasian
to vouchsafe that the limb might feel the imprint of a Ciesar's foot.*
Vespasian at first scorned and rejected their suits, but when they still
pi'essed upon him he was in a doubt what to do, fearing, on the one hand,
the disreputation of vanity, while on the othei-, the importunity of the
diseased persons, and the speeches of flatteieis gave him some cause of
hope
at last, he desired the physicians to consult whether such blindness
and infirmity were possible to be cured by human help. The physicians
;

(as their

manner

is)

diversely disjiuted the point, but at last concluded

that the blind man's e}es weie not perished but overgrown with
•

Referring to

karah.

No

M.

Mariette's uncovering in 1851 of the

Senipeum

iit

burials took place within any city of the living in Egyiit.

some
Sak-

The

sacred bulls Avere deposited after death from apparently the time of the Secoud
B.C., down to
The funeral of a

Dynasty, 3,000 jears

the days of the Ptolemies, in their

with

own

about £20,000.
These vaults, like those of all otlier sacred animals or human beings, were
always outside and away from the cities of the living.- J. N. D.
- Trajan was born towards the end of 53 a.d., in tlie reign of Nero.
Tacitus,
who would be living when this inscription was cut, was born in 55 a.d. He
series of vaults.

bull,

full rites, cost

—

began life under the patronage of W'spasian (who died June 23rd, 79 A.i).,
aged 70), and that of his two sons, Titus and Domitian. Titus was born
December 30th, 41 a.d., and died September 13th, 81 a.d., having been Emperor
two years and two moutlis. His brother Domitian was killed September 18th,
9(5 a.d.
Tacitus's Histories, as we now have them, end with tlie death of
Domitian, but he had designed to add the reigns of Nerva and Trajan. Under
Whether he
Ti-ajan all tlie woi'ks known positively to bo his wevc composed.
survived that Emperor we do not know. He tells us himself that lie had
reserved a work on the affairs of Trajan for the solace of his old age, which
jjossibly

and died

he never attained.

Juvonid

too,

we may

—

renu'inber, was

born

in

59 a.d.

119 a.d. J. N. J).
The foot was one of the sacred emblems of Sarapis, being regarded as
significant of Death as Departure, or as Crusher out of life. The test was, therefore, a crucial one.
If the Emperor's foot was possessed with divine power when
j)laced upon the cripple kneeling before him, it would be a proof that they were
right in hailing him as Sarapis iiicarnate.
J. N. 1).
in

''

—
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which being taken away the sight would return and that
Hmbs had gone awry or were dislocated, and might, with
that perhaps it was the
force conveniently a})plied, be set right again
pleasure of the gods to restore them to health, and to appoint the Prince
Finally, that if the remedy had good
as the divine means of doing it.
success the glory Avould redound to the Prince that did it
if not, the
shame would light upon the poor patients that importuned him. Whereupon Vespasian, determined to put all things to the touch of his fortune
and thinking that nothing was incredible, with a pleasant countenance,
l)eforc a great multitude who stood by attending the events, did as they
had desired him, and immediately the blind man recovered sight and the
They who were present affirm both to be
Clippie the use of his hand.
film or skin,

;

the other man's

;

;

even at this time when nothing is to be got by lying."
The great Roman appears to have suspected a deal of fraud ami
humbug in the whole affair, and doubtless he was right.'
The historian goes on to relate (Chapter 82) how the Emperor, his
interest in Serapis having been excited, was " desirous to visit the sacred
seat of the God and ask some questions relating to the Imperium, so
after commanding all to depart, he entered into the temple alone, where,
busied at his devotion, he thought he saw behind his back Basilides, a
nobleman of Egypt, whom at the same time he knew to be sick in his
Ijed many days' journey from Alexandria.
Then he enquired of the
priests whether Basilides had that day come into the temple and of others
whether he had been seen in the city
and at last, sending horsemen ou
jiurpose, he found Basilides was no less than fourscore miles distant at
Upon which he concluded it was a divine vision
that same moment.
and out of the name of Basilides derived an answer by the God to his
question," i.e., that he was recognised by the God as Basileus or Emperor.
true,

;

He

had been saluted as Imperator at Ciiesarea, July 17th, 69, but his rival
was not slain till December 21st, and the Senate had then confirmed the title. Vespasian, ever slow and cautious and now in his 60th
year, had purposely delayed going to Rome, where his son, Domitian,
was acting as C;iesar and Praetor for him. On January 1st, 70, Vespasian
and Titus were elected Consuls, and Domitian Prtetor. It was not till
late in the summer of 70 a.d., that Vespasian arrived in Rome.
Vitellius

Tacitus proceeds (Histories,
'

iv,

83)

:— " The

original of this

God has not

" Voltaire joyfully pi-oclaimed the autlienticity of this miracle

;

Hume

applauds the cautious and penetrating genius of the historian Palcy dissects" It is not by any
tlie particulars of the narrative and points out a flaw in it."
means easy to discover wliat were the religious feelings of Tacitus at times lu>
appears to liave been a fatalist, at times an orthodox believer in the religion of
the State in the above narrative he has evidently no doubt as to the tiiith of
DoxNE. A very
tlie cure, if not of the miracle wrought by the Emperor."
;

:

:

—

from Cliampigny "Rome et la Judee," p. 499, on the parallelism
between Vespasian and Christ is quoted by Merivale, " Hist, of Romans,"
vol. viii, chap. Ixv, p. 135, ed. 1865.— J. N. D.

striking passage
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been recorded by any of our

writers, but

tlie

Egyptian priests

relate the

manner that Ptolemy, the first of the Macedonians, who
obtained the kingdom of Egypt, when he added walls to the newly built
city of Alexandria, also erected temples and instituted religion, saw in his
sleep a goodly young man, much taller than ordinar}^, who warned him to
send into Pontus some friends whom he could confide in, to bring his image
from thence, that it would bring prosperity to the whole kingdom, but
particularly to the place where the image should be setup and the young
ruan seemed to be immediately carried up to heaven in a flame of fire.
Ptolemy being moved with so great a miracle, declared his vision to the
But
priests of Egypt, whose business it was to interpret such things.
when he found them ignorant of Pontus, and other foreign matters, he
story after this

:

;

Athenian of tlie family of the Eumolpidje (whom
he had brought from Eleusis to have the chief government in matters of
Timotheus, conferring
religion), what devotion or God that might be.
with some who had been in Pontus, understood there was a city called
Sinope, and near it an ancient temple dedicated to Jupiter Dis or Pluto,
for there stood by it the image of a woman commonly called Proserpine,
But Ptolemy, prone to fear as kings commonly are, and quickly returning
to his former security, and being more addicted to pleasui'e than devotion,
neglected for a while the matter and turned his thoughts another way, till
such time as the same vision appeared again in a more terrible manner,
peremptorily denouncing destruction both to him and his kingdom, in case
what he had required was not performed. Then Ptolemj' sent an embassy
with presents to Scydrothemis, King of Sinope, desiring them to go by
Delphos, and ask counsel of the Pythian Apollo. Their voyage by sea was
prosperous, and the answer of Apollo was without ambiguity, namely,
that they should go forward and bring his father's image along with them,

iisked Timotheus, an

sister's behind.
"84. The ambassadors came to SinojDe, where, presenting their gifts,
they opened their commission and declared what the king their master's
Scydrothemis was in doubt what to do, sometimes he was
re(juest was.

but leave his

God, sometimes the threats of his subjects,
and sometimes he was inclined by the
presents and promises of the ambassadors. And notwithstanding three
years were spent in this negotiation, yet Ptolemy contiiuied all the time
<iu earnest and diligent suitor, and sent more honourable ambassadors one
uf ter another, together with more ships and gold.
" At last a terrible and threatening vision ajjpeared to Scydrothemis,
commanding him to ])revent the determination of the Gods no longer but
us he still delayed, various mischiefs and divers diasters befel him, and
the manifest wrath of the Gods vexed liim daily more and more so that
calling an assembly of all the people, he declared to them the commands
of the God, his own and Ptolemy's visions, and the impending mischiefs in
case of refusal. But, however, they refused the motion, and fearing their
own state, and envying Egypt, they beset the temple about.
*' Whereupon there runs a strong report that the God himself went

ii^raid of the displeasure of the

who were

utterly averse to

it,

;

;
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aboard the ships of his own accord after they had been brought to shore,
and which is wonderful, that they arrived at Alexandria in three days,
though they sailed tlirough so long and vast a sea and so there was
built a temple to the God agreeable to the magnificence of the city, in a
place called Rhacotis, where an ancient temple had been dedicated to
Serapis and Isis. This is the most famous opinion concerning the origin
and transportation of this God." (Histories, iv, 83, 84.)'
;

us that Serajjis was regarded by

Tacitus likewise informs

many

most ancient deity
of that people, by most as Jui)iter Dis, lord of the under world, and
that he was also worshipped by many as Esculapius, or the god of
Sick persons were accustomed to pass a night in the Serapeum
healing.
as the sovereign ruler of

all,

by others

as Osiris, the

in order to effect their restoration to health.

Hence prayers might appropriately be offered to him by the Eomau
legionary pro salvte imperatoris et popvli romani.
Serapis was also adored as Pluto, lord of the under world, Hades
personified.

(Aidoneus.)

latterly to have become much addicted to the
worship of Serapis, Mithras, and other foreign idols, as may be plainly
:seen by votive inscriptions to them, profusely given in "Griiter," and
other moi-e modern works on classical epigraphy.
Altars had been dedicated by private Romans to the Egyptian deities
])revious to B.C. 58, in which year the Roman Senate decreed the
abolition of the worship of the gods of Egypt, and the demolition of

The Romans appear

their temples.

This decree, however, was ineffectual in hindering the spread of the
Grajco-Egyptian worship, to which the Roman commonalty had become
addicted, nor was a second Senatus Consultum, issued in e.c. 50, more
We have it on the authority of
preventive of the strange religion.
Dion Cassius that the will of the people had so far prevailed by B.C. 43
that the Senate allowed the erection in the Circus Flaminius of a new

temple to Serapis and Isis, from which time onward these divinities were
worshipped without let or hindrance. Their votaries were very numerous
in the time of Hadrian, and Alexander Severus magnificently adorned
The worship of Jupiter Serapis was abolished at
their temple.

Alexandria in the reign of Justinian.
Though the importance of Dr. Bliss's discovery is greatest from the
point of view of classical archajology, I desire nevertheless to point out
to the devout inquirer that the study of the native and foreign cults
of the Roman Empire at the time when this inscription was set up will
forcefully illustrate the divine power of Christianity which brought so
many nations out of the darkness of Pagan superstition, with its " Lords
many and Gods many," into the light of that pure and simple faith,
'

and

This translation of Tacitus

is

taken from that made by Sir Henry Savile
London, 1G98. The above extracts

others, published in three volumes, 8vo,

are from

vol.

iii,

pp. 347-350.
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which acknowledges but "One God, the Father, and One Lord, Jesus
(1 Cor. viii, 5, 6).
text of the inscription was accurately given in ordinary Eoman
capitals on p. 130 of the Quarterly Statement, Api'il, 1895, excepting
that the name of the emperor is spelt trajini on the stone it is

Christ"

The

—

TRAIANI.

Southampton, October

2\st, 1895.

A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF SOME BIBLE COINS

FOUND IN PALESTINE.
By
I.

There

the Eev.

The Shekel, \>p^,

is

Maccabajus

Theodore

corresponding to the word weight.

no distinct allusion
(b.c.

E. Dowling.

141-136) in the

to

the

New

five

silver

Testament.

Matthew xxvi, 15, and xxvii, 3, 5, 6,
was betrayed, considered with the parallel passage

silver" (St.

9),

shekels

"The
for

of

Simon

thirty pieces of

which our Lord

of Zechariah (xi, 12, 13),

—

suggest this probable reading "thirty shekels of silver" not actual
Th^ Eevised
shekels, but Syrian tetradrachms, of the same weight.
Version of the New Testament renders the passage " they weighed unto
him thirty pieces of silver." To this day it is usual in Jerusalem to
examine and test carefully all coins received. Thus a Medjidie (silver) is
not only examined by the eye, but also by noticing its ring on the stone

pavement, and English sterling gold is carefully weighed, and returned
when defaced. The mention of the weighing of the silver may indicate
a similar state of things, as regards currency, in our Lord's time.
The first distinct allusion to the earliest native Jewish coinage is-

found in the Apocrypha. There are frequent references to the shekel
in the Old Testament, but only as a certain weight of silver, not as a
stamped coin,
Antiochus VII (Euergetes, Sidetes), famous for his siege and capture
of Jerusalem, B.C. 133, "gave" Simon Maccabteus, the brother of the
celebrated Judas, " priest and prince of the Jews," " leave to coin money
for thy country with thine own stamp " (1 Maccabees xv, 6) in November,
B.C. 139.

" The Shekel of the Sanctuary," or " Holy Shekel " was probably the
normal weight, and preserved in the Temple.
Its value was about two shillings and eightpence of English money.
The average shekel, found in Judrea, weighs between 200 and 220 grains,
troy weight.
The silver shekel and half-shekel were struck on the

Pha-nician standard.

-
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The cup

represents the pot of

(obv.)

manna (Exodus

xvi, 33),

and the

No

Aaron's rod that budded (Numbers xvii, 8).
heads or busts are found on the obverse side of strictly Jewish coins.
central device

(rev.),

Shekel of the

first official

year of Simon Maccabseus, B.C. 141-140.

either
Obverse.— Shekel Israel, " Shekel of Israel." A cup or chalice. Ou
Above, an AIe2)h, i.e., the numeral letter 1.
side, a pellet.
Central device,
Eeverse.—Jerushalem Kedoshah, "Jerusalem the Holy."
Aaron's Kod.

The Half-Shekel, ^p^, Bekah.

II.

they were come to Ca])ernaum, they that received the half
Doth not your master
He saith, yea. And when he came into the house,
pay the half -shekel
Jesus spake first to him, saying, what thinkest thou, Simon % The kings

And when

"

shekel (Greek, didrachma) came to Peter, and said.
I

whom do they receive
And when he said,

from their sons,
toll or tribute
from strangers, Jesus said unto
him, therefore the sons are free. But lest we cause them to stumble, go
thou to the sea, and cast a hook, and take up the fish that first cometh
up and when thou hast opened his mouth, thou shalt find a shekel
(Greek, stater); that take, and give unto them for me and thee."
of the earth,

from

or from strangers

?

1

;

(St.

Matthew xvii, 24 to end. Revised Version.)
The annual tax of the half-shekel was, in the course

of time,

demanded

age of twenty years, but under fifty,
Priests and women were exempt,
for the support of the Temple worship.
but not paupers. It was called Atonement or Eansom Money of the
Lord. This Temple poll-tax was levied, and willingly paid, between the
15th and 25th of the month Adar (March- April) at the time of tlie
of every free-born adult

Jew

of the

Passover, of each year.'

What must have appealed to every one in the land was the appearance of
money-changers (Shalebanim), who opened their stalls in every countrytown on the lotb of Adar (just a month before the feast). They were, no doubt,
"

^

the

'

'

regularly accredited and duly autliorised
priests

— to the chagrin of the

From

this tax

many

of the

Habbis— claimed exemption on the ingenious

plea

23 (A.V.), every oiferiug of a priest was ordered to be burnt,
and not eaten while from the Temple-tribute such offerings were paid for as
the two wave loaves and the shewbread, which were afterwords eaten by priests.
Hence, it was argued, their payment of Temple-tribute would have been incomthat, in Leviticus vi,
;
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The

half-shekel

was the Old Testament sacred tribute

(2 Chronicles-

xxiv, 4-15).

" charged "
in their poverty, after the Babylonian Captivity
themselves "yearly with the third part of a shekel for the service of the
House of God" (Nehemiah x, 32, 33). This ordinance of Nehemiah
survived in the time of our Saviour, when the prosperity of the Jews

The Jews,

A bekah for every

:— "
enabled them to return to the original command
of
shekel
the
after
sliekel,
a
half
is,
that
man,
(Exodus xxxviii, 2G.)'
At Capernaum, Simon Peter
tribute?"
piece
St.

of

{i.e.,

the half-shekel).

money"
The

(a

Matthew.

stater),

silver

instructions are

:

sanctuary."

Dotb your master pay
Lake to find "a
the exact sum being named by
" that take, and give unto them

asked:

is

He

the

is

"

sent to the

In other words, thou shalt find a shekel, the authorised
unto
tribute for two souls- neither more nor less— that take, and give
our
except
one
No
thee:'
and
Me
"for
Collectors)
Jewish
(the
them
Lord ever paid the whole shekel. It was illegal.^ Each man must pay
But our Saviour paid the whole
his own half-shekel, year after year.
Shekel, ra bibpaxna (plural, with the article, as something perfectly well
known). Shekels, half-shekels, and copper quarter-shekels had become
for

Me

and

thee.''

being re-struck after the Maccabcean rule. The silver currency
in our Lord's day consisted of tetradrachms of Phoenician
Palestine
of
and Syrian cities. The Stater of St. Matthew was therefore a silver

scarce, not

Tetradrachm, which was of the same value as two half-shekels.
patible with Leviticus vi, 23

!

.

.

.

When

it is

remembered

that, besides strictly

Palestinian silver and especially copper coin, Persian, Tyrian, Syrian, Egyptian,
Grecian, and Eoman were circulated in the country, it -will be understood wliat
work these money-changers must have had. From the 15th to the 25th Adar
'

'

they had stalls in every country-town. On the latter date, which must, thereCity,
fore, be considered as marking the first arrivals of festive pilgrims in the
the country were closed and the money -cliangers lienceforth sat
within the precincts of the Temple. All who refused to pay the Temple-tribute
"
(except priests) were liable to distraint of their goods." Edersheim's Life and
Times of Jesus the Messiah/' vol. i, cli. v, pp. 367-8. " TJie official money-

tlic stalls in

cliangcrs for a fixed

discount changed

all

foreign

coins

into those of the

Sanctuary." Ibid., vol. i, cli. i, p. 114.
" One of the 'thirteen trumpets' in the Temple, into winch contributions
were cast, was destined for the shekels of the current, and another for those of the
preceding year. These Temple contributions were in the first place devoted to
the purchase of all public sacrifices, i.e., for tliose winch were offered in the
name of the whole congregation of Israel, such as the moniing and evening
'

.... "It seems a terrible irony of judgment when Vespasian
ordered, after the destruction of the Temple, that this tribute should henceforth
be paid for t!ie rebuilding of Jupiter Capitolinus." Joscpluis, " Wars of the
Jews," book vii, ch. vi, G; " The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah," vol. ii.

sacrifices."

pp. 111-114.
» The Silver Sockets, pp.

_

11-15.— Walleh.
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The value of the silver half -shekel was about one shilling and fourpence of English money. The average weight of existing coins is
110 grains, troy weight. No gold half-shekels or shekels are known
Copper specimens of one-half of a shekel and oneto be in existence.
quarter of a sliekel of the "fourth year" of Simon Maccabajus (b.c.
1 38-137) are still found in Jerusalem.
The genuine silver half-shekel is a rare coin in Jerusalem, The
Fellahin occasionally find specimens of the shekel (" year 3 ") in Judaea,
during the ploughing season, but I have only seen four half-shekels in
I recognised
Palestine three in Jerusalem and one at Haifa (Galilee).

—

a false half-shekel (probably a recent Hebron forgery) in an European
University Museum in 1894, The Jews in Hebron sadly impose upon
the uninitiated tourist in Palestine with their skilful imitations of silver
shekels of the " year 2," and " year 3." Dr, Selah Merrill, a late American
Consul in Palestine, told me that in his early days at Jerusalem, false
Jewish coins were seldom offered for sale. It may be asked, why are
Perhaps the sacred
shekels more easily obtained than half-shekels ?
money of the Temple was melted down by the Eomau conquerors of

Hence

Jerusalem,

their scarcity.

Silver Half-shekel, B.C. 140-139.

— Chatzi ha-shekel, " Half-shekel." Pot of manna ornamented
" Year 2."
Jewels. Above, the letter Shin with a Beth,
Central device, Aaron's Rod.
Reverse. — " Jerusalem the Holy."
Obverse.

with

i.e.,

In June, 1890, a small earthenware jar, containing five shekels and two
was brought to the Rev. C. T. Wilson, Jerusalem, by the Church
Missionary Society Native Teacher at Bh- ez Zeit, in the Jebel el Kuds (or
Jerusalem hills), about one hour and thirty minutes' ride, north-west of
Bethel. The story of its discovery, as related to Mr. Wilson, at Bir ez Zeit,
A woman of that Christian village was getting firewood on the
is as follows
site of a ruin known as Khurbet Sia, about one hour's ride W.N.W. of Btr

half-shekels,

:

—

cz Zeit, close to the village of

Koba.

She saw

in the crevice of a rock

she took to be the shell of a species of snail which

is

what

eaten by the Fellahin,

Inside this jar were the
it out, found it was a small jar.
The coins
above-mentioned coins, specimens of which illustrate the text.
were in exceptionally good condition, so much so tliat Mr, Wilson was
However, he ultimately bought the whole of them, with
suspicious of them.
the jar. When found, the jar was full of a fine yellow powder, which the
woman emptied out. Mr. Wilson tried afterwards to secure some of this

but, on getting

powder, but without success.

The

jar

is

4| inches in height, and

is

perfect.
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The Pexny

III.

:

(Jrceh, 8qv(i.,iov

;

Latin, denarius.

the tribute money. And tliey brought unto him a penny.
he saith unto them, whose is this image and superscription ? they say
unto him, Ctesar's " (St. Matthev*' xxii, 19-22).
" Bring me a penny " (St. Mark xii, 15).
There was a familiar saying of the Eabbis "Wherever any King's

Shew me

"

And

:

money is current, there that King is lord."
The silver Imperial penu}- (or Denarius) was the civil tribute money
exacted from the Jews in our Saviour's day for the Roman Empeior.
This tax was specially hateful to the independent and turbulent Galihieans.
The
Its value was about eightpence half-penny of English money.
Denarius was the ordinary day's wages of the Palestinian peasantry

Matthew xx,
The Denarius

(St.

mentioned eleven times in the Gospels, and once in
It could not have been a coin of the Herods.
Herod I is never represented on his twenty copper coins.
image " on any of the ten coins of Herod Archelaus, or on

the Revelation

The head of
There is no "

2).

is

(vi, 6).

the nine of Herod Antipas.

Herod
'Obrer.se.

—A

1,

surnamed the Great,

helmet with cheek-pieces.

palm

L.

f"

Ci^

ear 3),

and in _^pW

Tiberius was the reigning
T^oth of this

Emperor and

o7-4r

On

star.

either side, a

brancli.

HPHAOY,

J2erew.-BAZIA€I2Z

B.C.

Above, a

a li-ipod, in

to right the

Emperor from

of his predecessor

i\io

fe!d

monogram

a.d. 14 to 37.

Augustus

to tlie

left

p

-w-'

(a.d.

The

denarii

6-14) were
It is not

unquestionably current in Palestine in our Lord's time.'
possible to state positively whether the coin brought to our Saviour
bore the similitude of the former or the latter. The probability is that
represented the image of the then reigning Cresar. In Jerusalem,
however, the coins of Augustus are, at the present day, more connnon

it

tlian those of Tiberius.
'•

(St.

Three copper coins of the Tetrai-ch Herod Pliilip II, son of Ilerod I
iii, 1), ii.c. 4-a.d. 34, liave the head of Augustus (obv.), and three
coins the head of Tiberius.
Specimens, however, arc now exceedingly

Luke

later

rare in Jerusalem.

—
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The Denarius

New

Originally, as

its

Eoman

only

the

is

silver

was the ordinary
name implies, it was a

Testament, and

it

coin

mentioned

silver currency of

in

the

Palestine.

coin equal to ten ases {denis

During the reign of Tiberius the Denarius contained sixty
grains troy of silver, and was thcni considered equivalent to the fourth

assibiis).

part of the silver stater, or tetradrachm, or shekel.

The Penny

(or

Denarius) of Tiberius, A.D. 14-37.

OJferse.— TI[berius] C^SAR DIVI AUG[usti] F[ilius] AUGUSTUS.
These Denarii are not all from one die, implying different dates.

MAXIM[us].

J??ie/-«e.— PONTIF[ex]

TV.

The Farthing

Greek,

:

'Aaa-cipiov

Kobpavrrjs

;

;

Latin, as, or assarius, and Greek,

Latin, quadraiis.

"Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing ?" (St. Matthew, x, 29.)
" Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings ? " (St. Luke, xii, 6.)
1. The as was (probably) a Roinan brass coin, struck at Antioch, in
value, in our Lord's time, one-sixteenth of the Denarius,
size of a halfpenny.

Its

weight averages 143 grains.

and nearly the
this date no

At

iJojnan coins were current in Palestine of a smaller value than the Js.
lengthened search in Jerusalem has failed in my procuring even the

A

sight of one of these coins,
2.

St.

A

Gi-eek imperial brass coin {Kodpaprr}:, St. Matthew, v, 26, and
xii, 42) is also rendered in the Authorised Version of the New

Mark,

Testament as a Farthing.

I

have also

failed to obtain a

specimen

of

this coin.

There being much
the above j^aragraph

—

difficulty

about the New Testament Farthing,
to a distinguished Scotch numis-

was submitted

His reply is as follows
matist
a specialist in Jewish coinage.
" 1 have consulted over a dozen works, and find they are all at sixes and
sevens on the Xen-roV and KobpdpTrjs. I am inclined to take the latter as
:

Mark, writing, as is supposed, for Eoman
So that I am
'Kenrop was = I quadraus.
not sure that we need suppose that a coin of the value of the Quadraus

signifying the qnadrans.
readers, informs

is

St.

them that a

asserted to have been in circulation in Palestine in the first century.
is no mention of such a coin in the Mishna {see 'Schiirer Histoiy,'

There

&c., Div. II, vol.

i,

p. 40).='

Another numismatist

in (Jalilee has suggested one or other of tie

small copper coins of the five

first

Procurators of Jada?a, and I

am
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my

inclined to asjree with
.Tatia,

that this

There
specimen is
1

.

lexvnel friend, the Rev. J. E. Hanauer, of

may have been

the case.

a rare coin of Coponius, the first Procurator. Only one
This coin may, therefore, be left out of
in my collection.

is

consideration.

Reign of Atgustus.

Coponius, First Procurator, A.D. 0-7.
Obrer.ie.

Meverse.

— KAICAPOC
—A palm-tree, from

^n

and

2.

ear of corn.

-whicli

hang bunches

L.

left,

AT

of dates.

Marcus Ambivius, Second Procurator, has

that of Coponius.

It

is

OArerse.—

KAICAPOC.

—A

a coin nearly resembling

An

3.

a.d. 9-10.

ear of corn.

paun-tree, from which hang bunches of dates.

and

The

field, to riglit

easily procurable in Jerusalem.

Marcus Ambivius, Second Procurator,

Reverse.

In

(Year 33).

left,

L-

AC

In field, to right

(Year 36).

Three coins are attributed to Annius Rnfus, Third Procurator.
(a.d. 14-15), are .stil
(a.d. 12-13), and third, L.
L.

MA

AG

tirst,

common, but the second

issue,

L.

M.

(a.d. 13-14), is scarce.

Reign of Augustits.

.Annius Rufus, Third Procurator, A.D. 12-13.

Oit-erw.—
Reverse.

KAICAPOC.

—A

An

ear of corn.

palm-tree, from which hang bunches of dates.

and

left,

L.

A0

(Year 39).

In field, to right
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4. There are at least twelve coins belonging to Valerius Gratns,
Fourth Procurator. Only two of these are now frequently found, viz., a
coin of the Fifth Year L. E. (a.d. 18-19), .ind another of the Eleventh
The interesting specimen of the Fifth Year
(a.d. 24-25).
Year, L. I

A

is

reproduced.

Eeign of

Tiberitts.

Valerius Gratus, Fourth Procurator, a.d. 18-19.

Obverse.—

T\^

- KAI -

CAP,

lteverse.—\OY-A\A. A
5.

Four
year

palm.

in three lines within a wreath.

In ^eZc^, to right and

left,

L. €(Year5).

Five coins are connected with Pontius Pilate, Fifth Procurator,
specimen of the first known issue, sixteenth
them are common.

A

of

(a.d. 29-30), is given.

ReIGX of

TlBEEItTS.

Pontius Pilate, Fifth Procurator, a.d. 29-30,

Obverse.-TIBEPIOV KAICAPOC L. IS
O YA A K A CA POC. Three ears

Reverse.— \

I

I

The obverse

side

of

many

.stamped with the approved

of

these

(Year 16).
of corn

bound

Procurator coins

KAICAPOC,

together.

is

and the reverse

officially

side

is

frequently either a palm tree or a palm branch.
The coins struck by the Procurators of Judfea seem to have been a
"
have no
local Hebrew currency, with the Roman imprimatur.
King but Cajsar " covered their first century status, at least, barring

We

!

when they re-asserted themselves alone.
not the dates attached seem to favour either a coin of Marcus
Ambivius and Annius Eufus in the reign of Augustus, or a Valerius
Gratus and Pontius Pilate in the reign of Tiberius, as the New Testament

revolts,

Do

Farthing ?
But this section demands a searching investigation, and
Dr. Williamson (" The Money of the Bible," p. 66), may well diaw attention to ''tlie words which are in the Authorised Version very much
mistranslated

diS,

farthing"
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The Mite

V.

"Two

mites which

:

Greek, XeTrroV

make a

farthing."

;

Latin, tninutum,

(St.

Mark,

xii,

42,

and

St.

Luke,

xxi, 2.)

"The very last mite." (St. Luke, xii, 59.)
The Willow's Mite was a Jewish coin. Foreign money was not
accepted in the Temple. Eoman money was exchanged by the moneychangers at their stalls in the Court of the Gentiles.^ The Mite was the
It was
smallest current Jewish copper coin in the time of our Saviour.The Mite
also the smallest Tem])le contribution, legally admissible.
was (probably) one
(B.C.

of the coins

— not

re-struck— of Alexander Jannyeus

105-78), or one of the other early Jewish princes.

The Mite.

A
Obverse.

— " Jonathan,

the

coin of Alexander Jannseus.

High

Priest,

and the Confederation (or Senate)

of the Jews," within a wreath of olive.

Severse.—lLv;o Cornna-copiae, between which a poppy-head.

My

thanks are due to the Rev. C. T. Wilson, Jerusalem, for the loan

and half-shekel, exceptionally well-preserved speciMiss Hussey, of Jerusalem, for supplying the illustratioiiii
from my collection of Jewish and Syrian coins also to Mr. Madden, for
invaluable guidance obtained from his helpful "Coins of the Jews."
of his silver shekel

mens

also to

;

;

'

"Under

....

the Colonnades, which surroundeJ 'the Court of the Women'
made for receiving religious and charitable contributions.

provision was

All along these colonnades were the thirteen trumpet- shaped boxes (Shopbaroth).

These 'trumpets' bore each inscriptions, marking the objects of contribution." Edersheim's " Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah," vol. ii, p. 386.
- " Simon Maccabaeus had copper money coined
the so-called copper shekel,
.

.

.

.

;

more than a penny, and also half and quarter shekels (about a halfpeunj and a farthing). His successors coined even smaller copper money.
During the whole period from the death of Simon to the last Jewisli war no
Jewish silver coins issued from the Palestinian mint, but only copper coir.s.
Ilerzfield suggests that tliere was suflicient foreign silver coinage circulating in
the country, while naturally only st very small amount of foreign copper coins
would be brought to Palestine." Edersheim's '"Life and Times of Jesus the
a

little

Messiali," vol.

i,

eh. v,

]).

3G7, vole.

:
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THE ROCK OF ETAM AND THE CAVE OF ADULLAM.
I._By
It

is

pleasant to observe

Lient.-Colonel Conder
places.

the Rev.

(p.

tliat

W.

F. Birch,

M.A.

neither Professor Ganneau (p. 80) nor
any objection topographically to these

82) offers

The instance of Deir Dosi (Theodosins) cited by the former
show that Chariton is not to be suspected merely because the

suffices to

term Mar Khureitun is not now in use. My susjiicion, however, that the
hermit who lived near (or in) the Cave of Etam (Clior Etam) acquired the
name of Chariton from his residence still lingers. Some mystery seems
Apparently he is not thought worthy of a
to hang over this ascetic.
Some say he
place in Smith's "Dictionary of Christian Biography."
founded two Lauras, others one. In Ritter's note on Khureitun reference
is made to a life of Chariton in "Acta Sanctorum" (Sej^tember 28th,
If the hermit of Etam previously had a different name I shall
p. 615).
be satisfied that we have been imposed upon as to Chariton. Perhaps
some reader will kindly search the "Acta" and report.
Eureka. The reference is wrong. Let me give the story briefly from

—

Sosius. Vita Charitcnis

—

Chariton hailed from Iconium. During a ijersecution he was asked
The former question he passed (I suppose) as
his name and religion.
After being
to the latter he answered " Christian."
impertinent
repeatedly tortured, short of killing point, lest he could not be tc.rtured
Off he went to the Holy City. In a narrow
further, he was released.
place, a day's march from Jericho, he fell among thieves, was robbed,
;

bound, and led into a cave, the brigands' den. They started after more
game, while Chariton prayed. A serpent coming in, drained a jar of
The robbers return thirsty,
wine and filled it instead with venom.
swallow the venom as wine, and fall dead. Chariton's bonds fall off he
gets for himself the robbers' treasure, and erects a Laura, turning the
den of thieves into a Church. Harassed by visitors he flits, and builds a
haras^jed again, he flits again, and builds a
second Laura near Jericho
He is
third Laura (in Wady Khureitun) about 2 miles from Tekoa.
harassed yet a third time. Hapjjily he had learnt that there was a
certain cave (the Cave of Adullam) situate in a precipitous and craggy
;

;

holy Laura, which (cave)
the suspended cave, for
no one is able to reach it without ladders. Here the illustrious man
makes his abode. After a long time, when he was too old to minister to
himself, and too holy to be served by others {" petra ri()\ms non v'lrga
percussa sed precatione aquam emittit "), on his praying, from one side of
the cave immediately tliere gushes out the coldest and purest water,

mountain, and not far distant from this

to this day (says Sosius)

is

(last)

called Cremastus,

i.e.,

(or flows) to this day, not assuaging thirst only, but also
being a perfect proof of the sahitliness of Chariton.

which remains
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Why

the coyness of Clharitou as to his

hei'mit

who dwelt

named

after his

Cave

name

I can see that the

?

Etam (Chor Etam) might

well be nickabode but until some explanation is offered, I fail to
see (1) how, while Aitun may represent Etam (Names and Places in
O. Test.), neither Eitthn, nor AytAn, nor Eititn (as variously spelt) may
and (2) why Khur (Arabic) cannot come from the
represent Etam
Hebrew Chor. Eitter gives " Chareitun or KhiireUvn^ Let me hope
that before long the Cave of Khureitun will once more be known as the
Cave of AduUam, and the gorge as the Cleft of the Rock Etam.
in the

of

;

;

II.— By the Rev.

the

J. E.

Haxauer.

Having read, with great interest, the Rev. W. F. Birch's paper on
"Rock of Etam and the Cave of AduUam " in the Quarterly Statement

and also his series of articles on " Hiding Places iu
Canaan, the Rock of Rimmon," &c., &c., I would, in the following, briefly
call his attention and that of such of your readers as may be interested
for October, 1895,

tlie subject, to the fact that there exists, not so far away from
Samson's country as is the Wady Khureitun, but at the distance of
little more than a mile or two from his birthplace, Zorah, and yet within
the boundaries of the territory of the tribe of Judah, amongst the mighty
crags overhanging the gorge of "Wady Ismain on the north, a gigantic

in

rock or 2^~iD seVa, in which there is a I'emai-kable fortified cavern or
natural stronghold, which (as is j^roved by the existence of a small

—

building perhaps once a chapel --in its mouth, mosaic pavements, cisterns,
and the remains of a massive masonry frontage wall, which, in the days
when recluses and hermits swarmed in this country, screened and rendered
it a veritable *• Megaspilion " on a small scale), was at one time used, like
the Cave at Khureitun, as a " laura," or the headquarters of a community
of ascetics.
In 1890 I had the honour of forwarding you, along with
•

'

to

Though

tliis

I have, as yet, not succeeded in discovering

laura, yet in its

immediate surroundings there

is

any record referring
a circumstance tliat

indicates that, unlike tlje " anachoretes," wlio, choosing a hermit life in tlie

spend the whole of their time in meditation and
upon tlio alms of tlie faithful and wliatever else they
the iiiuuiles of the ccenobium at 'Arak Ismain were not only

wilderness, professed

to

prayer, whilst they lived

could find,
" religious," but also " industrious."

Abtheilung

2,

(Neandcr, " Kirchengcschichte," Band If,

Clinging to the declivity of the 'Arak, below
the great cave, is a grove of very ancient olive

pp. 35G-360.)

though far down beneath
trees.
That these were originuily planted and tended by the monks is proved
by the fact that the trees are still considered sacred. They now belong lo the
" wakf " of the Sheikh Ismain, whoso shrine is in the valley. Tlie fellahin
in the neighbouring villages have a wholesome dread of incurring the saint's
wrath by stealing either wood or olives from this interesting grove, which is
eadly neglected.
An Artuf peasant very gravely told me that some years ago
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other photographs, one of the small building above mentioned. As this
gieat cavern lay jnst out of the way of ordinary visitors to Palestine, it

succeeded in escajiiug the observation of exjilorers till, a good many years
He had,
ago, I called the special attention of Baurath von Schick to it.
it from a distance, and as the night was drawing
1864 he accompanied the late Dr. Zimpel on a jouiniey made
through this part of the country with the object of surveying the most
It was not, however,
practicable route for the then projected railway.
till I had described the place in detail to him, and told him my reasons
for believing it to be the rock Etam of Jutlges xv, 8-11, that he was
induced to allow me the honour of guiding him to a spot from which he
could get a near view of the great cave, though his age prevented him
from hazarding a descent to it. This was on the 23rd cr 24th of
October, 1885, when he also examined the Zorah altar, a columbarium,
and some other curious old remains which I had the jjleasure of pointing
{See "Khurbet 'Orma," Quarterly Statement, January, 1886,
out to him.

as he informed me, seen
on,

when

in

In the " Zeitschrift " of the German "Palestina Verein "
also in " Neueste Nachrichten aus dem Morgenlande," he
describes all these things, as well as others, and also endorses my opinion,
above-mentioned, about the 'Arak Ismain, and which I first ventured to
broach in my paper dated November 3rd, 1885. {Quarterly Statement,
The 'Arak and its cave form a fastness that
1886, p. 25, lines 17-20.)
completely and remarkably satisfies, and better than does that at
Khureitun, all the requirements of the Bible story.
The cave is
a))proached by descending through a crack or fissure in the very edge of
the clifts overhanging the chasm of Wady Ismain. The crack is scarcely
wide enough to allow one person to squeeze through at a time.
It leads
down to the topmost of a long series of rudimentary steps, or small
artificial foot-ledges, cut in the face of the clifi", and descendinor to a
narrow rock terrace running along the front of the cave, and between it
and the fragments of massive wall above desciibed. On this ledge or
platform, which resembles that at Khureitun, there also lie huge blocks
Blue rock pigeons have
of stone as large as those Mr. Birch describes.
their nests in the ancient cisterns jjartly hewn into and partly solidlv
built against the precipice rising from the back of the ledge.
The largest
cistern has a fair-sized wild fig tree growing from its bottom, whilst
bushes of terebinth, caper, carob, and rue spring from chinks in tlie
rocky wall rising above it.
Upon the platform, and also inside the
smoke-blackened cave itself, which I have frequently visited, I have
often picked up feathers of vultures and other large and fierce birds
whose eyries are in the crevices and cracks of the rocks overhano'inopp. 24-26.)

for 1887,

a

and

man who had

dared to steal wood from here, was, a short time afterwards

found dead, together with

liis

camel, in an empty

c^^Kj^v

mnfhameh or

charcoal-burner's cave, into which he had retreated for sheker during a storm.
It was, of course, the " weiy " that drove him to his destruction, and thus

punished the sacrilege of which ho had been guiltj.

'
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This fact alone would suffice to justify the title of this
savage spot to the name of ^t^^l^ " Etam," or " the Haunt of the Bird
Even the remark of Josephus, about Samson's " descent " to
of Prey."
the 3,000 men of Judah, referred to by the Rev. W. F. Birch, is true

the ledge.

to nature, for though to ascend to and storm the cave in the face of a
determined defender would be impossible, yet to descend from it to the
torrent-bed almost sheer down several hundred feet below, though not
easy, is, as the Palestine Exploration Fund's Honorary Secretary for
Palestine, the Rev. T. E. Dowling (who once tried the experiment with
The railway now runs alongside this
me), can testify, quite possible.
torrent-bed and in full view of the cavern of the staircase leading down to

and of the vaulted structure inside it, so that every student of the Bible
way to or from the Holy City, can, as he gazes awestruck at the frowning precipices towering so high above him, imagine
the scene which Mr. Birch asks the Executive Committee's artist to
depict, viz., " The shaggy Nazarite standing alone on the 'dizzy ledge
near the cave's mouth, terrible in mien, and as wild as the beetling cliffs
it

passing by on his

'

around," &c.
At a short distance higher up the valley there are, amongst the crags,
in continuation of the 'Arak Ismain, other hermits' caves, called " 'Alali
I have not visited these, but am told, by persons who have,
el Benat."
that " one of them contains a small spring of very good water." This at

once recalls the curious reference which Mr. Birch brings forward from
the Alexandrian Codex of the LXX, " by the brook in the Cave of

Etam."
In his German paper, Herr von Schick adduces an argument somewhat
similar to Mr. Birch's, to show that the theory that the "sel'a" Etam
was at Beit 'Atab is untenable, and he also shows that the theorist is
apparently dissatisfied with tlie identification he has proposed, '' for in
the Quarterly/ Statement for 1876, p. 176, and for 1883, p. 183, he searches
for Lehi
for En Hakkore somewhere near Kesla, north-east of ArtCif
for Ramath Lehi at Khurbet Marmita, and for
at Khurbet es Siagh
;

:

By so doing," says the Baurath,
the Jawbone,' in the ravine of Ismain.
he approaches my view of the matter in this, that he considers the
district round Arttlf fitter for the history of Samson than that at Beit
'

"

'Atab."

its

I would conclude with the remark that with the 'Aiak Ismain and
" cleft " or gorge so near the scene of other events in the Danite hero's

life,

it

seems utterly needless to seek for the "
is Khureitun.

sel\c "

Etam

at such

a

distance from the Shephelah as
^

Tlie

ini'ciiious

Key.

W.

F. Eircli's derivation of the nsime Khureitun is extremely
The ascetic Ciiariton did not have the

but, I think, imtenablc.

Mar prefixed to his name because the traditional Cave of AduUam was
the head-quarters of the heretical and fanatic sect of the " Origenists," wlio
lived in deadly and long-continued feud with their " Orthodox " brethren at

title of

Mar iSaba and otlicr
name "Khureitun,"

I am, liowever, inclined to derive the
monasteries.
rather " Clioreuttlii," (the diphtliong " cu " pro-

or
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A VISIT TO ARSUF.
By Eev.

J. E.

Hanauer.

T E. Dowling ami I visited the ruins
were surprised to find a great quantity of
Can any of the readers of the
lumps of melted glass lying about.
Is
(^xuirterly Statement give any explanation that will account for this
Or,
there any mention of glass works at this place in ancient times
About two months ago

of Ai"suf, on the coast.

the Rev.

We

.'

?

we

are
of

to suppose that these masses of glass are the result of the action

some great conflagration upon the sandstone

?

It

is

known,

for instance,

that during the terrible forty days' siege in 1265; the ferocious Bibars
had all the trees in the vicinity hewn down, thrown into the dxy moats
fire to.
I shall be thankful for any
information on this subject. One naturally thinks of the story of the
accidental discovery, by shipwrecked sailoi's, of the way to make glass.
The eflfendi in charge of the great Haram 'AH ibn 'Ileim, close to
Arsnf, showed us gi-eat kindness. He informed me that some years ago

outside the fortifications, and set

he dug up a beautiful female statue about 3 feet high, from amongst the
and sent it to the Muttaserif (Raouf Pasha) at Jerusalem.'

ruins,

BAROMETRICAL DETERMINATION OF HEIGHTS IN
LEBANON.
By

Professor E. H. West, M.A.

observations given below were taken with the same instruments as
were used in the })revious series, published in the Quarterly Statement for
April, 1891, and July, 1892, and the method of reduction is the same as
was there emjjloyed. The observations are faulty, in that no sejmrate

The

nounced as

it

would be

in

German) from the name ^opfvrai which was applied

many

of these wild religious enthusiasts and recluses on account of their
mystic, dervisli-like dances.
(Neander, " Kirchengeschichte " Hamburg, 1830,
to

—

Band

II,

Abtheilung

Researclies,"

I

am

i,

pp.

;

pp. 3-46 and 500-618

380-384,

and

;

Kurtz,

also

''

Robinson's Biblical

" Lehrbuch

der

Kirehen-

pp. 206 and 268.)
under the impression that Professor Clermont-Gaiineau has, some-

geschiclite,"
^

vol.

2,

Leipsic, 1887, vol.

i,

where or other, described the remarkable figure of an eagle which was
discovered at this place some years ago, and whicli he connects with the name
" Resepli " (1 Chron. vii, 27), but am utterly unable to lay my hand upon his
paper on the subject.
I find no reference to it in the Palestine Exploration

Fund

Index.

M
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DETERMINATION OF HEIGHTS IN LEBANON.
tliernKnaieter

was used

to obtain the temperature of the air.

167
C'are

was

taken, liowever, to protect the barometer during the observations, and to
give it time to ap])roximate the temperature of the air in this way tlie
;

by assuming the tem])eratare of the air to be the same
as the reading of the attached thermometer is probably reduced to a
small amount.
A few notes are added, giving the corresponding heights according to
error introduced

other authorities.

II.

Determinations with Aneroid Barometer.

These results are probably quite accurate, as the readings of the
aneroid are corrected in accordance with comparisons with the mercurial

barometer made both before and
13.

after.

—
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probably refers to the top of the mountnin above the town. 3Iap of
Palestine Society, 868 metres
2,851 feet.
Map of German Palestine Society, 264 metres
25. Jisr ul-Kadi.

this

=

German

=

—

866

feet.

Beirut, Syria,
Decemher

'^rd,

1895.

NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATEMENT."
By

Lieut-Colonel Conder, R.E., D.C.L.

January, 1896,

Ophir.

p.

3.

— Those

who

seek Ophir in India, and in

which it is said
have been colonised by the Arab race, and is noticed with Hazarmaveth (Hadramaut), and Sheba (the Sabeans of Yemen). There can be
Ophir was reached from Elath in
little doubt that Ophir was in Yemen.
the Red Sea (1 Kings ix, 28), and gold was brought thence, but there is
no notice of ivory, apes, and peacocks coming from Ophir. They came
from Tarshish (1 Kings x, 22), probably Tarsus in Asia Minor (Genesis x,
Gold is said to have been brought by Arab Kings to Solomon
4).
It may,
(2 Chron. ix, 14), as well as from Tarshish (2 Chron. ix, 21).
however, be asked, how gold came from Yemen if it does not now exist
there.
All that is known is that, in the Roman age, Yemen was remarkable for its wealth. The Arabs (Sabeans) invaded Abyssinia before the
Africa, always

seem

to ignore the passage (Gen. x, 29) in

to

It is possible that the
Christian era, and no doubt obtained gold thence.
gold of Ophir, in Solomon's time, came from Abyssinia but it must not
be forgotten that the Tell Loh and Tell Amarna texts, show that gold
;

was found

in

Chaldea, in Asia Minor, and in Syria, but the source of this gold

is

was

plentiful in

West Asia between 2700 and 1400

B.C.

It

unknown. The Egyptians obtained it in the Soudan about 2700 n.c, and
the Akkadians took it thence in ships.
As regards Tarshish, though
there

is

Arabia

reason to think that another place so

named may have

existed in

Psalm Ixxii, 10, Ezek. xxxviii, 13, 1 Kings xxii, 48, 2 Chron.
XX, 36), most passages cleai'ly connect it with Asia Minor (Genesis x, 4,
1 Kings X, 22, 2 Chron. ix, 21, Psalm xlviii, 7, Isaiah ii, 16, xiii, 1, 6, 10,
Nor
14, Ix, 9, Ixvi, 19, Jer. x, 9, Ezek. xxvii, 12, 25, Jonah i, 3, iv, 2).
is there any difficulty in placing Tarshish at Tarsus.
The river Cydnus
was navigable iu the first century B.C., and such metals as gold, silver, and
copper were sent from Asia Minor to Egyi)t in the fifteenth century B.C.
The names of the elephant and ape are commonly said to be Indian
(Tamil) terms but they are also Egyptian
{see

:

;

Hebrew.

Koph

Hab

Assyrian.

—

Ilahha

Greek.

Tuiiiil.

Kepos

Kapi

—

ibha

ERyptiRii.

Kafi
eb

"ape."

"elephant."
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The Assyrians were trading with India

at least as early as the ninth
(Black obelisk), and probably in Solomon's time. Apes were
sent from Syria to Egypt in the fifteenth century n.c, and are represented
on later Assyrian sculptures as coming from the East. This question is,

century

b.c.

however, distinct from that of Ophir. It may have received its gold from
Abyssinia or India, but the place itself like Sheba was in the south of
Arabia. The earliest notice of Arab traders on the Zambesi belongs to
the second century A.n., and we know nothing of any Phoenician visits to
The ruins of Zimbabwe in Maslionaland are
the interior of Africa.
usually attributed to the early Arabs. No Phcenician (or indeed any
other) iiiscri])tions ha-\e yet been found at these towers, built to protect
the mines. It is remarkable that the peculiar ornamentation found on
the Zimbabwe walls is exactly the same as that found east of Jordan at

—

—

—

34 of the January Quarterly/ Statement) a building
and not erected by Crusaders, whose style of
The idea that Maslionaland was Sheba
architectui-e was quite different.
seems to have been brought by the Arabs, and from them adopted by the
Portuguese, Dutch, and English but it is not supported by any known
facts
and the first African gold known to the ancients came from Upper
Egypt and Abyssinia. I am not aware of anything which points to India
When the
having been a " consolidated State " in Solomon's time.
Aryans entered North India about 800 b.c, they found various native
and in no historic period is the whole of India known to
states existing
have been a single empire, before the English made it one. The evidence
of the alphabet seems to show clearly that the Sabeans of Yemen were
trading with India i)erhaps as early as 600 B.C. The South Asoka alphabet
is derived from the Sabean.
The Jerusalem Excavations.— T\\& discovery of an older wall on the
south-west hill, with potteiy said to be Jewish, and masonry of a superior
But if this wall was repaired with " Roman
kind, is most valuable.
column bases " (p. 13) it must have been visible in Roman times, and the
founded on debris — is thus shown to be very late, and the view
later wall

Khauvauee

{see

p.

Avhich seems to be early Arab,

;

;

—

;

—

that

it

represents the Wall of Eudoxia (450 a.d.)

is

confirmed.

It

is

column bases should be published. They
may belong to the Greco- Jewish, or Herodian periods, and the mouldings
should be compared with those of the pillars of the tombs east of the
Kidron. The fact that mortar is not used in the old walls, but is used in
the later wall, is valuable. Mortar in Palestine has never been found in
The Tower and pavement found
use earlier than the Roman period.
north of the wall seem to be Roman or Byzantine. The Byzantines used
tesselated pavements, and the design (p. 18) jiossibly represents two
crosses.
While agreeing with Dr. Bliss that the wall now found is
probably Jewish, I am not aware of any facts adduced by him to show
Q). 14) that it "certainly ran down to Siloam." The masonry there found
by Dr. Giithe was very clearly Byzantine, and would have belonged to the
desirable that drawings of these

It seems to me
now be made, westward from

wall of Eudoxia.

should

highly urgent that another cutting
a point north of Siloam. The north

—
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AB

has shown us the line of the old wall, and the remains
it.
The important point to settle is where
and this can be most clieaply and
this old line crossed the Tyropoeon
rapidly settled by a section CD running east and west.
The Sttr Bdhir Tombs, p. 22. These masonry tombs resemble others
described in the " Memoirs," which belong to the later Roman period.

aud south

line

of houses, cellars, &c,, within

;

—

—

The Temple. The account given by Colonel Watson is apparently
based on the materials furnished by Dr. T. Chaplin, published ten
In preparing the plans of
years ago in the Quarterhj Statements.
Herod's Temple, which I published in 1878 ("Tent Work in Palestine"),
in 1879 (" Handbook to the Bible"), and in the Jerusalem volume of the
" Memoirs,'' in 1884, I gave the levels and existing observations of the
rock in detail, and placed the Temj^le on the Sakhrah rock. The levels

given by Colonel Watson are practically the same. He admits that a
16-inch cubit would give better results than one of 18 inches. There is

no reason to suppose that the Jewish cubit was 18 inches long. The
measurements of the Siloam Tunnel, of the Temple masonry, and of the
Galilean synagogues, all agree in giving a 16-inch cubit, which is the
length assigned by Maimonides to this measure. The levels given by
Colonel Watson are too low for the actual ones. Thus he places the
Court of the Priests 2,431 feet above the Mediterranean. The rock is,
The Women's Court he
however, known at 2,432 within this limit.

makes

2,416,

By

but the rock occurs at 2,420 within this area.

smaller cubit I obtained the levels

Temple Floor

2,440
2,432

Court of Priests

Women
And

using the

:

2,422

these throughout agree with the actual levels.

Watson states that the measurements to the boundary of the
Mountain of the House are given in the tract " Middoth." I am unable
to find them there given, though I am aware that they occur in a much
later Talmudic work.
As Colonel Watson refers (p. 50) to the " ancient
Colonel

authorities " he

may

be able to explain the reference.

that the very interesting plan whicli he gives

is

It

seems to

substantially the

me

same

have published, and accords with the laborious studies of
who kindly communicated to me his work in MS. in 1874
in Jerusalem, it seems well to refer readei's of the Quarterhj Statement to
the above-mentioned works.
Samaritan Texts, p. 79. I have already proposed to regard the text
ez Zeinat, which is very
at Kurawa as Samaritan, but as to that at

which

T

Dr. Chaplin,

—

Umm

))eculiar, I still feel

Corea, p. 79.

considerable doubts.

— I was not aware

at this site before I suggested

be right
in the

in ])lacing

"Memoirs"

preferred.

it.

Corea at this

that any writer

was inclined to think that the
{See " Memoirs," vol. ii, for both sites.)
I

had placed Archelais

M. Clermont-Ganneau may, no doubt,
ruin, but when considoing the question
.site

at Keriflt

is

to be
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not stated which city so named mit of

sevei'al is intended.

—The work

by Dr. W. Wright, advertised in the Quarterly
not only an interesting account of two adventui'ous journeys,
but contains also much that is of archa'olosical imjjortance, especially the
Palmyra.

Statement,

is

author's discovery of the seal of Tirhakah, the Nubian King of Egypt
(700-670 B.C.), which may tend to confirm his record, stating that he
drove back the Assyrians (probably under Sennacherib) beyond the
Euphrates. It is, however, possible that the seal may have been brought
to Palmyra after Zenobia's conquest of Egypt.
Dr. Wright's conclusions
are based on monumental as well as on literary statements, and will be
generally accepted. I may perhaps be permitted to note a few points for
consideration.

The miraculous picture at Saidnaya (" Our Lady ") north of Damascus
probably the same which existed in the thirteenth century. By special
treaty the Templars were allowed to collect the oil said to exude from
the picture, and this oil is mentioned in inventories of i^elics in French
is

churches.

The

Solomon at Palmyra may be due to the
there as late as the twelfth century a.d.

existence of legends of

colony of Jews

who

lived

(Benjamin of Tudela).

On

p. 169 there is an apparent mis-print as to the date of Justinian.
The attack on Bostra by the Crusaders, in 1184 a.d., was the only
known attempt made by the Franks to conquer Bashan, which always
remained subject to the Sultans of Damascus. The Franks only held the

west part of the Jaulan, which they called Suethe {Ai-d

es Stcioeidah),

" the black land."

The Temple of Siah was no doubt erected in honour of Herod the
it was consecrated to the Arab Sun God, Aumo, whose head

Great, but

was sculptured ovei' the gate.
The horn, or tantiXr, is, I believe, now little worn by Druze women.
Like the blvie eyes and tall figures of the race it betokens their Persian
origin.
The same horn was once worn by tribes on the Oxus. The
Druze prophet, Hanizah, and his rebel disciple, ed Dera^;i, both came
When expelled from Egypt, and settling on Hermon,
from Persia.
they were probably accompanied liy many Persian companions.
The
history of the Druzes, and of their religion, is described in " Heth and
Moab," and in " Syrian Stone Lore.''

—

—

—
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Nehemiah's Night Ride

I.

The

T.

WRIGHT,
(ii,

Ph.D.

12-15).

aid which the recent excavations give us in undei-standiug the night

ride of

Nehemiah

a strong proof of their utility. On this subject
to the present time, but now we may
be well to point out the result of the work of Dr. Bliss
is

commentators have blundered down
feel safe.

It

may

so far as regards this hitherto insoluble problem.

The passage reads
"

in revised

form

:

And

neither told
I arose in the night, I and some few men with me
any man what God had put into my heart to do for Jerusalem
neither was there any beast with me, save the beast that I rode
upon. And I went out by niglit by the valley gate, even toward
the dragon's well, and to the dung gate, and viewed the walls of
Jerusalem, which were broken down, and the gates thereof were
ccmsumed with fire. Then I went on to the fountain gate and to the
king's pool
but there was no place for the beast that was under
me to pass. Then went I up in the niglit by the brook, and viewed
the wall
and I turned back, and entered by the valley gate, and
;

I

:

:

;

so returned."

Nehemiah,

of course,

was trying

to ascertain the exact condition of

As he had
approached the city by the northern road, he had no doubt gained some
knowledge of the walls, except on the southern side. To see these, a
special expedition was necessary, and he was obviously wise in making it
secretly and maturing his plans before he spoke of them.
The only
question has been as to the locality of these gates, and a brief look at the
attempts to place them may be useful.
In Schaff's " Lange," Professor Howaril Crosby placed the valle}-^ gate
south of Jaffa gate, made the Birket-es-Sultan to be the dragon's well,
and took Nehemiah all round the city.
In the Cambridge Bible for Schools, Professor H. E. Ryle placed the
things, in order to set forward the rebuilding of the wall.

gate where the Jaffa gate is now, and made it open on the
Tyropojon, which he identified with Hiimom.
Professor E. W. E. Reuss, of Strasburg, also placed the valley gate
where the Jaffa gate is now.
In " Biuied Cities and Bible Countries," the Rev. George St. Clair
valley

says
"

:

The

\alley gate was at the head of the Tyropa'on valley, and at the
.same time close to the valley of Hinnom.
It could not be far from

the present Jaffa gate. The dung gate came between the Jaffa
gate and the south-west corner of the city."

iNOTES
I

may

also refer to

BY PltOFESSOK

T.

I'.

WKIGHT.

his statements in the

17o

Quarterlj/ Statement for

January, 188B, when he placed the valley gate at David's, the dragon's
well at the Virgin's Fountain, and the fountain gate inside the present
In the Quarterlj/ Statement for April, 1889, he j)rinted a map
wall.
showing the valley gate where the Jaffa gate is now, the dung gate southwest of David's, or at David's, the fountain gate high up the Tyropteon,
The
the king's pool higher yet, and the king's gardens west of Ophel.
Rev. W. F. Birch combatted all this, and Mr. St. Clair rejoined that
" appeal to the sj)ade is necessary."
That appeal having been made, it is seen at once that all the
geographers have greatly erred, from being unable to see beyond the
Let the plan in the Quarterly Statement for January,
present gates.
1895, be consulted, and a new gate ai)pears at once, leading directly into
According to the common understanding, the
the valley of Hinnom.
three periods of construction shown at this gate represent the work of

Nehemiah was surveying work of
Hezekiah, Herod, and Eudocia
Hezekiah, then in ruins. There he would naturally come out and turn
eastward.
The dragon's well has not been found, but it is plain that water was
reservoir filled from a pool above by an intermittent flow
not far off.
would be so called, from the idea brought out in the uncovering of the
pool of Bethesda, Quarterty Statement^ 1888, p. 123. This well will not

A

be ascertained until the water passages are more fully investigated. A s
calling it the fig fountain, this is probably due to the
to the
similarity of the Hebrew words, but the place may well have been a place

LXX

Compare 'Ain-et-Tin.
The dung gate is said in Nehemiah iii, 13, to have been about 1,000
Turn to the jilan in Quarterly Statement
cubits east of the valley gate.
for October, 1895, and there it is called by Dr. Bliss ii "small gate," and
With all previous and imaginary
so placed as to lead directly to Tophet.
views the passage, Nehemiah iii, 13, is nonsense, but now it is perfectly

of

figs.

verified.

The fountain gate seems also to have been found by Dr. Bliss. See
October plan. It is at the south-eastern angle, close by much water, and
the king's pool was Hezekiah's Siloam.
leading to Bir Eyub
Beyond this Nehemiah could not ride, because the path was so
He, therefore, went on foot up the brook,
obstructed with fallen stones.
that is, the Kedron, probably until he saw the Temple wall along its
;

and then he turned back and re-entered by the valley gate.
of advantage to suggest that now the whole account of the
rebuilding in chapter iii is quite i)lahi. The account began at the sheej)
gate, where sheep were brought for the temple, went on northward, and
so westward into the south, where we find mention of the valley gate, the
dung gate 1,000 cubits east of it, " the gate of the fountain and the wall
of the pool of Siloah, and the stairs that go down from the city of David,
and the place over against the sepulchres of David, and the pool that was
made, and the water gate, and the horse gate," until the sheep gate is

length
It

;

may be

reached

atrain.

—

—

—
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II.

The Kolonieh

T.

F.

WRIGHT.

Inscription.

In the Quarterly Statement for .January, 1887, Herr Schick gave an
account of a tomb uncovered by him at Kolonieh having unusually
elaborate frescoes on its ceiling and sides, with figures, cherubim
supporting wreaths, in which are two Greek inscriptions, which he gives,

and says that the Eussian Archimandrite read the first as meaning " God
and His anointed (Christ)," and the second as meaning " Lord, remember
me," " the words of the malefactor on the cross."
The first isE(S ©eos Kai

" one

God and His

(1

'S.pi<j(T)os

Christ," as the

Archimandrite may have

Herr Schick omitted

The

second, just as given,

avTOV
said,

and

" one."

is

C Z H
H
M N H C
C
B A P to X
CO

I

This,

was

it

He
seems, the Archimandrite read as from Luke xxiii, 42.
do not find that any other came to Herr Schick's

clearly wrong, yet I

know, the very
Respect for
and micorrected.
authority may have brought this about, but on general grounds it is
obviously well that every newly-discovered inscription should be brought,
if possible, to a solution which is not open to question at first sight.
In order to obtain, if not already given elsewhere, a final interpretation of this inscrij)tion, let me give what seems to me to have been

rescue

in

a

subsequent number.

Thus, so far as I

eri-oneous reading stands unchallenged

intended

:

''12s

Zfi

" As Barochis lived, let him be remembered."
We might perhaps
understand the sense as, " Let it be remend:>ered how Barochis lived."
Or we may read, " That he may live, let Barochis be remembered," that
is, as we say, " may he live in memory."
The proper name presents a problem of its own. It is not Bapiwxos
It may have been intended for
(Barvich), nor is it Bapaxlas (Barachiaa).
the former, or it may be a feminine form, but I am inclined to think that,
in

copying the inscription, Herr Schick

imperfectly.

It

would seem

may have made

name, Baruch, so common on account of
(

'AMIIRIDOK,

Mass., U.S..A.

its

out the last word

any historical character
meaning of "blessed."

idle to trace to

this
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THE R(3UTE OF THE EXODUS.
By Captain A.
Introductory.

— Some ten

Palestine Exploration

E.

Haynes, E.E.

years have passed away since the pages of the
Qnartcrly Statements contained anything of

Fund

and those ten years have been the
most favourable period for the accumulation of knowledge on one of the
most interesting periods of Israel's history. It is a remarkable fact that,
notwithstanding our position in Egypt, and tlie ease whereby that position
could have been utilised during the past ten years for recording once and
for all the topograjjhy of the desert of the Wanderings, little or nothinghas been done in that direction and yet all the while many of the most
remarkable intellects of our own and of other covmtries have been concentrated on the elucidation of the ancient histoiy of the Jews, of which
It is the
history the story of the Exodus forms a most important part.
im])ortance on the subject of the Exodus,

;

purpose of this pajier to place before the reader the present position of this
subject.

Geographical.

—

It

may be

lirst

and topographical knowledge

necessary to epitomise our geogiaphical
area involved. This area is the

of the

country between the Isthmus of Suez and the Isthmus of Akaba. We
hear so much of the former that the latter escapes general notice. The
former is about 70 miles wide, the latter 125 miles. As the former is the
natural boundary of Africa, so the latter is the natural boundary of Asia
and between the two lies the desert of Arabia Petnea. This district,
is one
Asia and Africa
situated between the opposing continents
whereon their boundaries, as at the present time, have never arrived at
;

—

—

As preponderance

exact definition.

of political

power

fell

alternately to

Asia and Africa, the common boundary of the two continents coincided
for the time being with that isthmus which forms the natural boundary of
the temporarily weaker side. This " Tom Tiddler's ground " oiiered itself,
tlierefore, naturally as a suitable and temporary refuge for the clans of
Israel while they prejjared, after the Exodus from Egypt, for their
subsequent descent upon Palestine. This district is some 150 to 200 miles
across, and 250 miles from the Mediterranean Sea to the southern
extremity of the peninsula.
Considering the western boundary of this district first, we find that tlie
Isthmus of Suez consists of two portions the northern portion, from
Ismailia and Wady Tumeilat northward to the Mediterranean Sea, is a
:

portion of

Egypt Proper

This distinction

is

;

the remaining portion to the south is desert.
Egypt in ancient times

of particular importance, for as

consisted of that country irrigated by the Nile, the boundaries of which
were the surrounding deserts, so all roads into Egypt made straight
for this cultivated area at its nearest point, consistent with there being
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sufficient watering-places

on the direct route through

Thus when we speak

desert.

tlie

of three ancient roads entering

surrounding
Egypt from

—

"

Asia the coast road or " the way of the Philistines," the " way of Shur
from the Negeb to Egypt, and the Hajj road or " the way of the wilderness towards the Red Sea" we refer to roads making for t]\e narrow
eastern frontier of cultivated Egypt, a frontier about 30 or 40 miles long
from north to south, the front of which was protected by the Shui', the
The southern portion of the isthmus is
wall, or fortifications, of Egypt.
a desert district, the condition of which in the time of the Exodus we
know very little of. Some authorities say that the present Gulf of Suez
extended in those days to the Bitter Lakes others say that there is no
reason to suj)pose that it extended further to the north than its present
boundaries. It seems, however, probal)le that if the Gulf of Suez did not
extend fuither to the north than it does at present, the Bitter Lakes
existed in ancient days in the form of an irregular, and more or less
impassable, barrier of salt water and marsh stretching from the neighbourhood of Suez to that of Ismailia. If such were the case, it is probable that
such lakes would, with the Gulfs of Suez and Akaba, be included in the
term " Yam Suph."
Turning now to the eastern boundary we find a somewhat similar
the northern portion, the
condition of affairs. There are two portions
south of Palestine, an agricultural and arable country, extending southwards to about 30° 20' north latitude. South of this and as far as the
Gulf of Akaba, a distance of 50 or 60 miles, the country is desert and
Bounding the head of the
incapable of supporting a settled population.
Gulf of Akaba, the Arabian trade route, similarly to the Hajj route of
to-day, struck across the desert
by the way of " the Wilderness towards
the Red Sea " to Egy])t, or came northwards to Palestine. This district
round the head of the Gulf of Akaba was normally in the powt- r of the
Arabian peoples and only rarely, when the power of Palestine was going
through a period of abnormal prosperity, did it reach to Akaba.'
Having con.sidered the two isthmuses, let us now examine the intervening district of Arabia Petraia. We find it consists of three well-marked
the southern mountainous
portions
the noi'thei-n district of the sand hills
district
and the central limestone plateau of Et-Tih. These divisions
may be very shortly described in detail.
The Sond-llill Area. —This is the district of shifting sand-dunes it
skirts the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, and extends some 20 to 40 miles
inland.
North-east and east of Ismailia it is oidy kej)! from increasing
by Jebel Maghara and Kahah and uj) to these mountains tiie saml-dunes

—

;

:

—

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

have surged until the hills have in parts lost their losver outlines, and the
watercourses descending from them are cut across and barred by a wall of
sand.
Although in ancient times this district was clearly a desert one, it
is probable that in the ages that have elapsed since the Exodus, its
'

tlio

Robin>*on, " Biblical Researche?," ed. 2, 1856,

Kxodii-,"

]).

284

f.

i,

177

f.

;

ralnu-r, " Desert of
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tli-it respect
for the coustaiitlj luoviug sands
attempts at growth, and at the little oases here and there one
may see palm trees with their trunks half buried in the sand which has
only to wait a little to engulf and kill all herbage, in its all-devouring

diaracter has iutensitied in
eat

away

;

all

jjrogress.

T/ie MoHiitaiaous District of the Peninsula.

— A glance

at the

map

of

by the Ordnance survey some twenty years ago,
shows it at once as an essentially mountainous country, where clusters of
sandstone bluffs and granite peaks divide the space between them, almost
Tortuous valleys wind their
to the exclusion of level standing ground.
devious course among the mouniains, and in these, a few Bedouin
maintain a precarious existence, depending chiefl}' on their privilege of
conducting pilgrims to the Convent of Mount Sinai. This district, which
was called " Mafka " by the Egyptians, was the seat of one of their mining
It is separated from the Plateau of Et-Tih by a sharp
settlements.
<leclivity some 1,000 feet high, formed by the outcrop of the sti-ata which
compose the Tlh and which aie tilted upwards towards the south.
The Plateau of Et-Tth. This district is the larger division of Arabia
Petnea, and consists of about 30,000 square miles. The plateau rises to
a height of 4,000 feet at its southern extremity, and slopes down gently
towards the north, until it is lost in the sandy dunes fringing the Mediterranean coast. It consists of one vast plain, broken in i)laces by
Jebel Rahah, Bodia,
mountain ranges, of which the principal are
Maghara, Yeleg, Hillall, and Ihkrinnu.
Traversing the j^lateau of the Tih are to be found, at intervals, broad,
shallow watercourses calleil seils. These are, in many cases, a hundred
yards wide, and shrubs are to be found in them all the year round after
heavy rains the grass springs up in them, and there is good pasture for
These seils are very slightly
several weeks for camels, sheep, and goats.
depressed below the general surface of the ground, and when the rain falls
they pi-esent the appearance of broad ivers, a hundred yaids across, and are
from one to four feet deep. The beds of the larger seils are very uneven,
and the water lies in the pot holes for some weeks after heavy rains.
Generally in January and February there is plenty of rain over the Tih
so much so that water for drinking, both for man and for herds, can be
During
found every few miles in the plains and all over the hills.
November, December, and March, there are often dense mists, white fogs,
and heavy dews, which saturate the shrubs with moisture, and even
deposit moisture among the rocks, so that flocks do not require to go to
this district, constructed

—

:

:

i

water.'

Kadesh^— With, the foregoing epitome we can construct a map with
The position of
the characteristics of the country fairly portrayed.
Kadesh, which is now generally accepted as that discovered by Mr.
Most of the foregoing description of Arabia Petrsea is taken from MajorGeneral Sir C. Warren's " Notes on the Desert of Arabia Petnva," publislied
in the Quarterly Statement of 1887, pp. 38 to 46.
'
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Eowlands, and described by Mr. Trumbull in his book " Kadesh-Barnea,"
30" 30' N., 34^ 40' E." This position is of
is situated in the Negeb about
Wellhausen says ("Israel and Judah,"^
Professor
importance.
great
"If we eliminate from the historical narrative the long Siuaitie
the Wilderness of Kadesh becomes the locality of the
preceding and subsequent events. It was during the sojourn of many

p, 21)

:

section

....

years here, that the organisation of the nation, in any historical sense,
There He made for them statute and ordinance, and there
took place.
'

proved them,' as we read in Exodus xv, 25, in a dislocated poetical
Judgment and trial,' Massa and Meribah,' point to Kadesh
fragment.

He

'

'

as the place referred to

;

there, at all events, is the scene of the narrative

immediately following (Exodus xvii Numbers xx), and doubtless also of
Exodus xviii." Whether or not we can go with the Professor in his
sweeping transposition of historical details in the Old Testament, his
testimony is important as marking the importance of Kadesh an
;

—

importance well brought out by Mr. Trumbull in his book— in the
Kadesh was in Canaan and it was at Kadesh
history of the Exodus.
Until a base of operations was
that the Exodus was made good.
obtained in the Negeb nothing further could be done and without it
A close examination of the accounts of the
Israel must have been lost.
;

;

Negeb, especially that given by Trumbull, is calculated to inspire anyone
with the belief that in the plan of the Exodus, Moses directed his
march on Kadesh designedly, as the jjoint jtwr excellence where, remote
from any organised power, and close at hand to, even on the border of
Canaan, he might weld the people into a nation capable of entering on
Trumbull says (p. 396) " They had left their homes
their inheritance.
with the promise of being led towards Canaan (Exodus iii, 7, 8, 15-17
:

;

iv,

29-31

vi,

;

2-8

;

xiv, 3-5, 11, 12)."

Sinai on the Tth.—li thus seems probable that in the plan of the
Exodus Moses meant to lead the people of Israel to Kadesh by the
As Moses had been told
direct route across the plateau of the Tth.
'

"Kadesh-Barnea," by H.

Cliiy

Trumbull, publislicd

Soribner and Son, 1884.
- 'Ain Kadis, a spring south of Beershoba.

The

at

New

York, by

objections to this view

be foiuid detailed in Conder's "Handbook to the Bible," 3rd edition,
" Bible smd the East," j). 52, edition 1896, Blackwood.
pp. 249, 250 and in his
In the same work an attempt is made (pj). 43 to 50) to identify the route of
" Kobinson (ii, 175, 194) placed Kadesh at
the Exodus and the stations named.
will

;

'Ain-el-Weibeh, 35 miles south of the Dead Sea, and 22 to 23 miles west of
Mount Hor. The Rev. J. Rowlands, liowever, in 1842 (Williams' Holy City.'
ff.), identified it with 'Ain Kadis, about 45 miles west of Ain-el-Weibeh,
i, 464
'

The site was lost for many years, till it
and 50 miles south of IJcersheba.
was re-discovered by Trumbull in 1881 (•Kadesh-Barnea,' ])p. 238-275), and
the idcntilication

is

now

generally acceiited."

Driver, " International Critical

Conunentary, Deuteronomy," 1895, p. (i.
" Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah," bv Wellhausen, publislied
oitavo.
in London 1891
•'

.

;

a
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Horeb
iii, 12) that the people of Israel were to serve God on
when they had been brought forth out of Egypt, it seems a very natural
inference that Mount Sinai was upon the desert of Et-Tlh on the way
(Exodus

It may be said that if the mountain was on the
to Kadesh.
way, the presence of Israel there could be little token to Moses that God
had sent him, for they would be there in the ordinary course of things
but this argument avails little, for their stay there was prolonged beyond
any ordinary course there they served God there they received the
foundation of their polity and religion, and were in a great measure born

from Egyjit

;

;

;

Also

into being as a nation.
interposition of

God

it

is

characteristic of the records of the

in the affairs of Israel, that such interposition

was

invariably incidental to the position in which, by the common course of
events, the Israelites were placed. It is thus incumbent on us to look upon

Mount
and

Sinai, not as the

signs,

framework

of a series of inconsequent

designed to demonstrate the favour of

wonders

God Almighty

to the

Jews, but rather as a mountain on the. way of the Exodus, which henceforth became the undoubted Olympus of the Jews, because it was there
they first worshipped God as one nation, and marked the manifestation of
This principle is very a^jparent in Holy
His favour towards them.
Writ the miracle is almost invariably incidental to the position the

—

;

not created as a framework for the miraculous.
Evidence of tradition in farour of the Pe^iinsvla site. Thus the
proposition of Mount Sinai being ui)on the desert of the Tih, on the
road from Egypt to the Negeb, naturally occurs from the foregoing
])osition is

—

—

modern
and which it

proposition which in the light of
likely to be established,

is

more and more

the object of

this

paper ta

greatest obstacle to any proposition of the sort is the
interest of " authority " in the Mount Sinai of the Sinaitie

support.

vested

criticism seems

The

It would seem that "authority" (one would except here
Professor Sayce) goes solid for the Peninsula site and " authority " in
To auy proposition of the
Biblical matters is very difficult to upset.'

Peninsula.

;

" has only to say nothing and treat it with contempt, and in ten years' time, however well grounded it may be, it will
be forgotten, and the dictionaries of the day will copy down the old errors
with a light heart. " Authority," it would appear, takes up the position
that tradition has said that Mount Sinai is somewhere in the Peninsula,

above sort " authority

and therefore Mount Sinai nuist be there. True, it may be pointed out
that tradition is very indefinite on the subject, and that the evidence of
such tradition lies nearer to our own age than to the time of the Exodus ;
that there

1

is

no evidence of earlier tradition to support

It should be distinctly uuderstood that

"History of
Hebrews," 1895, vol.

Israel,"

not appear to influence

them overmuch

hausen,

1885,

p.

it,

while the

"authority" here iucludes Welland Kittel, "History of thr

430,

i,
p. 232, and, in fact, most, if not all, "the critics,"
except perhaps Professor Sayce. They give their arguments and reasons for
" tradition," it nuist candidly be owned, doestlieir belief, and a deference to

in t)ie (piestion.

—
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absence of any such evidence of ti'adition in Holy Writ or in other Jewish
records points to its non-existence in the days when those records were
"
Tlie " Encyclopjedia Britannica" says on this point
j)enned.
'

Biljlical

tlie

who always speak

narrators

:

of Sinai as

if

it

.

.

.

.

were a single

summit .... show that

in their time there was no real tradition in the
no tradition connecting Mount Sinai with the mountain
clusters of the Peninsula. This matter has been argued frequently before,
and it i.s not proposed to go further into it here suffice it to insist that

matter,"

/.e.,

;

the evidence of tradition

Numbers

is

insufficient to establish the

Peninsula

site.

—Another

argument in favour of the Peninsula
10, which details the encampment of the

xxxiii, 10.-

found in Numbers xxxiii,
by the Red Sea after leaving Elim. This is a verse that cannot
be explained away in this connection, except by the possibility that, after
leaving Elim, the Israelites might have had to return to the Red Sea,
owing, perhaps, to the failure of the waters on the route across the desert
that they had first selected.
Anyone familiar with the desert and the
difficulty of obtaining water there in any quantity can easily understand such a countermarch. However, it would seem that the authority
site is

Israelites

of Numbers xxxiii, 1-49, is not to be relied upon in its entirety.
Kittel,
on this point, in the translation of his " History of the Hebrews," vol. i,^
|t. 237, is made to say
"It is clear that Numbers xxxiii no longer gives
us thoroughly reliable information respecting Israel's camping-grounds
in the desert."
Bacon, in his " Triple Tradition of the Exodus," ^ assigns
this portion of the chapter in (juestion to " an addition to P. or JEDP,
in the priestly style and sense
450-200 B.C.," and says in a note, p. 246
" This is a late redactional colophon which may at some period of the text
have served as a conclusion to the story of the wandeiings. Unfortunately,
:

—

its pi-incipal

P. in

:

historical value, the supj^lying of ga])s in the sources, as

Exodus

xii,

sujjplied

from vv. 3-5,

is

e.g.,

materially reducetl by

its

numerical scheme (40 stations for 40 years, aee Analysis) for
the list of authentic names has almost certainly been supplemented.
Nevertheless, it may be reasonably inferred from v. 2 that an actual list of
JE. attributed by the writer to Moses, underlies this cha])ter, and of this
we have, no doubt, fragments in xxii, 12, 20, Deut. x, 6 f. (Deut. i, 1 '(),
artificial

;

and Numbers xxi, 12-20."
There is a large amount of arguing in a circle on this and similar
questions.
Thus some demonstrate the fitness of Jebel Musa to represent
Sinai because Midian lay behind it, on the west coast of the Gulf of
Akaba
tjuite regardless of the fact that Midian is located on the
;

west coast of this arm of the sea, because it fits in with the Peninsula
site for Mount Sinai.
Others argue that the Peninsula is the correct

'

" Encyelopicdia

Britannica,"

9th

edition,

vol.

xxii,

p.

89, article

by

I'rofewsor Alhreclit Socin.
-'

^

Kittel's " History of the Hebrews," tran.slated by J. Taylor, 1895.
" The Triple Tradition of the Exodus," by B. W. Bacon, published at

Hei-tford, U.S.A., 1891.
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i.
2, which infers that Israel passed Mount Seir
For they say that Mount Seir
on the way from Horeb to Kadesh.
is the range of mountains east of the Arabah up which the Israelites
But if
would pass oil their journey from the Peninsula to Canaan.
you ask for an authority for placing Mount Seir east of the Arabah a
sufficient reason cannot be found.
The common-sense prohibition of the Peninsula loute, from the
It
increased distance involved by it, seems to me to carry great weight.
would be as unreasonable for a man in a hurry to walk from St. James'
Railway Station to St. James' Palace via Whitehall, as it would have

place because of Deut.

been for the Israelites to take the Peninsula route for their journey
To properly array all the many reasons
tlirough the desert to Canaan.
against locating Mount Sinai in the Peninsula would require a lengthy
paper to itself here I can only endeavour to show that the site of Horeb
elsewhere by indicating one more suitable.
In Trumbull's " Kadesh-Barnea," at the
Conditions of the Exodus.
-end of the book, there is a paper on the Exodus, which very lucidly
To
lays down the conditions of the start of the Hebrews from Egypt.
most of this paper I cordially agree but in one or two particulars it
seems to me the case is not fully stated :—
;

lies

—

;

(Firstly.) In his description of the three roads he makes the " road
through the Wilderness towards the Red Sea " pass into Egypt at Shaloofi,
I do not think such could have been its route in the
north of Suez.
olden time but, instead of passing through Jebel Rahah by Wady Rah,
it is probable that the trade-route would have followed the present Hajj
route from Akaba only as far as the central jalateau of the Tih, branching
oflf some 20 or 30 miles west of Nakhl to the north-west, passing near
the south-west slopes of Jebel Yeleg and Maghara, and thence bending
;

westwards

to

Wady

Tumeilat.

Such a road

exists at the present day,

enters the sand-hills which are accumulating east of Maghara,
Water exists on it at the wells of Mahada,
it is a good-enough road.
about 30 miles from Ismailia and caravans from Arabia would, by such
and the goods, discharged at
a road, reach Egypt by the shortest line

and, until

it

;

;

Tanis or in the Sethroitic nome, might thence have been circulated by
the ordinary methods of the country.
(Secondly.) The name " Yam Supli " would very probably have been
applied to the continuations of water and marsh which lay to the north
Hence, in seeking for a fitting site for
of the present position of Suez.
the defeat of the Egyptian army at the Red Sea (or "Yam Suph"), it
is not necessary to go far from the direct road from Wady Tumeilat into
Asia but any site near Lake Timsah or the Bitter Lakes, which should
;

be otherwise suitable, will do.

Comparing the accounts of the Exodus in the various codes, of which
*'
books of Moses " are mainly composed, and taking only as
valid halting-places on the march those ])laces which are mentioned

the so-called

—

—
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in the JE.

hoth

itinerary of the

and the P. codes, I obtain the following authenticated
Exodus as far as Kadesh
:

Departure from Egyj^t.
Defeat of Egyptians at Eed Sea.

Marah.
Elim.

Eephidim.

Mount

Sinai.

Kibi'oth-hattaavah.

Hazeroth.
Wilderness of Paran.

Kadesh.

An examination of the above reveals some symmetry in the arrangement, for there are three halting-places between the Eed Sea and
we are thus
Sinai, and three halting-places between Sinai and Kadesh
reminded of Exodus xv, 22, which details the " three days' journey into
the Wilderness of Shur," and of Numbers x, 33, which records the
departure " from the Mount of the Lord thi-ee days' journey,"
Mr. Bacon, in his " Triple Tradition of the Exodus," has analysed
the account of the Exodus in greater detail than Canon Driver goes
into
and handles the matter in a somewhat freer stvle. The followino:

;

Table gives an analysis of Bacon's division of the codes as far as the
the " triple " tradition being the traditions of
stations are concerned
the three original codes J., E., and P. of which the Hexateuch is mainly
composed. From these codes all later matter, added by way of explanation by the successive editors, has been excluded, and the data stand as
they were transcribed from their original traditions or codes. Examining
and all students strongly insist on this
this Table we must remember
point that while the general results are vouched for, the anal3'sis is
often of a fallible character, and the indications do not clearly indicate
(as between E. and J., for instance) to what code some verses should
be allotted
;

—

—

—

—

:
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Bacon's "Triple Tradition of the Exodus."
Itincrarij of Exodits.

J. circa

800

B.C.

l^gjjpt to

Kadesh.
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probably identical with the cue followed by Holland
Fund Quarterly Statement ior
April, 1879, and for January, 1884), runs from the neighbourhood of
Ismailia eastwards, past the wells of Mahada, across Jebel Maghara, and
foUowintr the same line due east continues until it meets the road from
Hebron and Beerslieba in the Negeb. In the neighbourhood of Ma,hada
this road divides, and another track runs south-east to Nakhl, forming
what was ver}' probably the " road of the Wilderness towards the Red
This road leaves Jebel Maghara on its north, and, passing the
Sea."
chain of hill-country marked by the mountains Bodia, Smar, Rahah,
road,

which

(described

is

in the Palestine Exploration

Eisheh, and Maghara, debouches into the Tlh Plateau close to, and to
the south-west of Jebel Yeleg.
Wliether or not this was the road marked out by Exodus xiii, 18, as
the route of the Israelites, it seems in many ways very suitable to
illustrate the Scriptural accounts, especially the evidence of the original

"Triple ti-adition," as epitomised in the Table given above. Exactly
halfway between Ismailia and Kadesh lies Jebel Yeleg, a mountain of
most impressive dimensions, lying like a huge barnacle on the plateau
The modern name of this mountain approximates closely
of Et-Tih.
to the ancient Amalek, the prefix "Am" meaning "country of"; and
as

we know

(1

Samuel xv,

of

Mount

that this was the country of the desert foes of Israel
and as the battle of Eephidim took i)lace in the vicinity

7),'

Sinai, the occurrence of the

name

of

Amalek here

is

of interest.

and from Jebel Yeleg there are similar points of
On the road from Egypt to Jebel Yeleg we have,
at the outset, the journey into the Wilderness of Shur, or Etham, east
of Ismailia, along the " road of Shur," as far as the wells of Mahada,
which are situated in a district called by the Arabs " Elloo." From
here the next known waters are close to Jebel Yeleg, between that
mountain and Jebel Maghara. Again, on the march eastwards from
Yeleg the Israelites would have entered at once the Wilderness of Paran,
Trumbull
i.e., to say, if the identification of Paran with Nakhl, urged by
and others, is correct. The total distance from Jebel Yeleg to Kadesh
would be about 100 miles, a distance which the Israelites, after their
long stay and organisation at Mount Sinai, could well have accomplished
Taking the routes
interest to remark

to

:

—

in eleven days.
It is not sought to prove in any way that Jebel Yeleg is Mount Sinai,
or that Elloo was Elim, or that this " way of the wilderness towai-ds the
Eed Sea" was the actual route here laid down. It is quite possible that
the actual Hajj route, from Nakhl to Shaloofi, through the mountains of
IJahah l)y Wady Rah, was followed by the Israelites and there are other
;

mountains on the Till besides Jebel Yeleg which might be the Mount of
(iod.
In our present want of accurate knowledge of this portion of the
country, it would be idle to attempt any actual identification. All that
'

The reading

of

Telaim, a place in the Negeb, for tlie Ilavilah of the
is given by Weliliausen, ride " Variorum

.Authorised Version (1 Samuel xv, 4)

Tcachera' Bible."

"
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is to show the fitness of the country to illustrate the journey
Exodus, especially since doubts have been thi'own by scholars on
In many ways this district seems
the itinerary in Numbers xxxiii.
Situated some 100 miles
specially fitted for the Olympus of the Jews.

is

desired

of the

odd from Beersheba, it is a suitable site for the " Mount of the Lord
Such a position would also be
in the " land of Moriah " (Gen. xxii).
suitable to the account of Moses' connection with the Midianites or
Kenites for, like the Amalekites, these were doubtless nomadic peoples,
and, like the Bedouin of the Tth at the present day, had their corngrounds in the Negeb, although the desert was their country.
Then, with respect to Dent, i, 2, which places Mount Seir in the path
of the Israelites from Horeb to Kadesh-Barnea, there are not wanting
indications that "authority" may have to give way, even in its location
;

of

Mount

Seir

;

and that

maps

in the Bible

of the future, this district

have to be placed on the west instead of the east of the Arabah,
coincident with the southern portion of the Negeb.
The above indications of the fitness of the plateau of
Conclusion.
Et-Tih to illustrate the story of the Exodus might be developed at great
length, and supplemented by many allusions to the text of the Hexateuch
but such would be to trespass on the space of the Quarterh/ Statement at
too gi-eat a length. All that has been attempted here is to make good
the case for urgency in the survey of the Tlh. This is a district which
and
for thousands of years has been the centre of the known world
now, though within an eight days' trip of England, it remains, as it has
always remained, a very Holy of Holies of untrodden sanctity.
perusal of Mr. Holland's description of his journey through it will show
that the country teems with interest no great diflaculty should exist in
mapping the area north of the Hajj route in one cold season while the
opportunity that our presence in Egypt affords us of easily overcoming
will

—

;

;

A

;

;

the opposition of the Bedouin is one which, though it exists to-day, may
soon pass away.
Anyhow, there is no time like the present. The work calls loudly for
while the only good reason why
execution, and promises great rewards
it should not be undertaken by a Society like the Palestine Exploration
Fund, is the fact that the Survey would be of inestimable value to the
Government of Egyj^t ; and this, indeed, is no figure of speech ; for the
work would be of economic value to Egypt and Syria, as indicating the
;

line for the railway that shall in the future unite the two continents of
Asia and Africa and it would be strategically of value to the guardians
of the Land of the Nile, for the time appears to be approaching when
the stability of the Egyptian Government will secure to it a wider sphere
;

of influence

January

and power than
lOtli,

1896.

it

at present possesses.

—

;
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THE SEASON" OF CALEB'S RECONNAISSANCE.
By

Haynes, RE.

CaiDtain A. E.

Eeaders of the Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement mayhave remarked a passage in the Variorum Bible (Teachers' Edition),'
which is, I think, not altogether beyond question. The passage is in the
Historical Epitome, and details the march fi'om Mount Sinai for the
In the 14th month after
Promised Land it runs thus
" The March.
the Exodus, the Covenant-nation leaves Sinai for Canaan (the usual
11 days' journey occupy four months, Deut. i, 2; Numbers x, 11, with
xiii, 20), and encamps in the wilderness of Paran."
There are two
statements in this jmssage, either of which ajj^jears to be due to some
preconceived notion, such as the Bible narrative does not give colour for
:

;

—

—

;

they are
(1)

:

That the journey from Horeb

to

KadeshBai'nea usually took

11 days.
(2)

That

in the case of the

The statement

which

Exodus

took four months.

it

born of the distance between the district
and district to which Kadesh is
generally assigned, is founded on Deut. i, 2. It is well known, however,
that the word journey in this verse is inserted by the translators
the
verse itself rather signifying that in this particular journey of the
Exodus, the time occupied in the journey from Horeb to Kadesh-Barnea
was 11 days.
This verse, which might mean either that 11 days,
exclusive of halts, were occupied in the journey, or that the journey took
11 days in all, can be supported by other data given in the scriptural
narrative.
This sujDport, which has been strengthened by recent
of Jebl

Musa

(1),

is

in the Sinaitic Peninsula

;

would require a special pa])er for its
examination, and cannot be dealt with here
suffice it to say here that
analytical researches of scholars,

;

days

11

may be assumed

to be

the

minimum

time occupied by the

from Horeb to Kadesh-Barnea.
"When we come to statement (2) we find an allowance of four months
given for the above journey in order to fit in with Numbers xiii, 20,
which, following on the orders given by Moses to the spies, states that
" the time was the time of tlie first-ripe grapes." It appears that there
is but little warrant for this large allowance of time for the journey
for the Calendar which is publislied in the same edition of the Variorum
Israelites in going

" The Variorum Teachers' Edition of the Holy Bible " (printed by Ejre
and Spottiswoodc, 1880) witli which is incorporated the "Aids to the Student
of the Holy Bible,"
On p. 86 of tlie '• Aids," the words given above are
'

found.
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Bible gives data of the seasons that fit in with much greater accuracy
with the niinimuni time of 11 days given in Dent, i, 2.
Numbers x, 11, gives the date that the Israelites started from Mount
If
Sinai as the 20th day of Zif, the second month of the Jewish year.
take the minimum allowance for the time of the return of the spies,

we

viz.

:

— 11 days for the journey from Horeb to Kadesh-Barnea, and 40 days
(Numbers
25) — we reach the

for the duration of the recoimaissance

xiii,

On the other hand, if we allow four
date of the 12th of Tammuz.
months for the journey, and forty days for the reconnaissance, the spies
would not have returned until the beginning

Now Numbers

of the

month

of Bui.

on their return, brought
from the Valley of Eshcol a cluster of grapes which they bore between
two on a staff and they brought of the pomegranates and the figs. A
xiii,

23, states that the spies,

:

reference to the Calendar will

much more suitable
month we are told

show that the earlier date of Tammuz is
than the mouth of Bui. In the former

to this narrative

that various fruits are ripe (in the previous month,

Sivan, the grapes begin to ripen), and the country becomes parched and
di"y,

the Bedouin being driven from the valleys to feed their fiocks on
In the month Bui, on the other hand, ploughing

the mountain pastures.

and seed-time would have commenced, and the rains be well begun,
while the grapes would have entirely disappeared from the greater part
True we are told that on the hills the seasons are about
of the country.
a month later than those given in the Calendar, but then the seasons in
the vallej^s are stated to have been one and a half months earlier, and we
are told the grapes came from the valley of Eshcol.
Again, we have the report of the s^^ies (Numbers xiii, 27), " the land

Honey, we are told in the Calendar, is
and Tammuz, in the Jordan Valley
month the country is parched and dry, and milk

fioweth with milk and honey."
collected in the

months

of Sivan

;

whereas after the latter
would be by no means plentiful.
December 22nd, 1895.

REMARKS ON THE DESERTS OF THE HOLY LAND.
By

J. G. O.

Tepper, F.L.S.

In reading some of the back numbers

of the Quarterly Statement, I

by the

fintl

one of
the chief objections to particular ones being, that such a tiact could not
have furnished sustenance for man and beast.
This objection would be a very conclusive one, if it were not based on
the assumption that those deserts (Tih, &c.) were then very like what
they appear now to be, viz., devoid of vegetation and water. This,
howevei', is by no means quite sure.
Australia, notably the drier
portions, affords a very striking analogy, in my opinion, liow a fair,
that the writers disagree as to the route taken

Israelites

;
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is by injudicious denudation of its perennial, woody
and extinction of its native fauna, gradually converted (by

even rich country,
vegetation,

a iiandful of short-sighted people) into just such deserts as those in

question, not even excluding the Sahara.
It is nearly half a century since I

first knew and enjoyed this
Ever since early bojhood I have observed and studied its
nature and characteristics in every direction, from the standpoints of
a mere lover of plants and animals, amateur sjiortsman, farmer, trader,
What was
&c., and will sum up my observations in a few words.
then, and till within some 20 years, a beautiful garden in many parts,

countrv.

or else fair or rich fields, is now degenerated largely into real desert,
\ielding little or no crops, or grass, simply thi'ough rendering all equally
bare of shrubs and trees. The same amount of rain may now fall, as

then the same alternation of moister and drier seasons occur, but it has
The loose, rich surface soil has become
no longer the same efi"ect.
exhausted by cropping, depasturing, and burning over, and has assumed
a hard, stone-like consistency, becoming exceedingly hot and impervious
The rain descending thereon cannot enter now as then,
in summer.
and flows off rapidly, carrying with it more and more of the little
Unsavoury weeds form the
remaining fertility to sea or salt swamp.
main vegetation rabbits, locusts, &c., complete the work initiated by
man in his endeavour to get all he could, and as quickly as he could. In
a few decades, large regions will, undoubtedly, present the same aspect
as the Old World deserts, which yet were at one time smiling landscapes,
;

;

peopled by innumerable small life, and yielding to the early settlers rich,
or at least fair, returns. Just in a similar manner, I opine, the Old
World deserts were produced probably the forty years' wanderings of
;

the Israelites were the very cause of those regions becoming what they
No sane man can imagine that large
ai-e now, and have been ever since.

and populous cities were established in hot, glowing, treeless wastes.
Man made them so, no doubt, in his ignorance of God's eternal laws,
and in no time so quickly as now, under the ]iretence of progress and
science.

The only known natural way
converted into fertility of
the woody and ])erenniah

in which solar energy is arrested and
by means of living vegetation, notably
Man's ways are only means of exhausting,

soil, is

i^reserving the original stock h>cally, he
Hence, everywhere in hot, dry
cannot create fertility as jjlants do.
countries, he converts the paradise into desert, and calls it cultivating
the ground. Why? Concentrated wholly upon his own small interest,
he loses sight of the large interests of nature, of which he is a part, but

transferring, stimulating, or

not

its

God.

History repeats

itself.

——
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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE TABERNACLE.
By W. Brryman Eidges,

Esq.

Tabernacle was not built of upright single boards. Such a building,
over 40 feet high, would not stand itself, hence the need of ropes to hold

The
it

The translation
The word "boards" is "kro.shim,"

up, as universally depicted.

misleading.

of

Exodus

pi.

of keresh, while the

words "acacia wood[s]," should be "acacia boards,"
read
" Thou

sluilt

upright."

Verse

pi.

xxvi, 15,

Thus

it

is

should

:

make

the kroshim for the Tabernacle of acacia boards
(yodouth, not tenons) shall there be in

17:" two arms

each board sloping (mshoolvouth) ojie to its other," thus :—
Verse 19 " two sockets under each one keresh for its
two arms, and underneath each one keresh for its two
The root of keresh signifies twins or
ar772s two sockets."
Hence the use of the pi. acacia
something double.
:

boards (which the Eevisers, failing to comprehend,
translated in the singular " wood," to make sense as they
thought), and the two arms, reading the tico sockets.
Otherwise, why the two sockets or the five bars, hitherto
a puzzle ? Moreover, the bars were not round, but
Thus verse 28 reads " And the inside bar (or
square.
bolt, beriach) at the divide shall be bolting from end to
:

end."

Most marvellous was the

construction of the " hinder

kroshim and corner kroshim,
Verse 23: "And two
liitherto a com[)lete mystery.
kroshim shalt thou make for the corners (mkootsouth,
cut out, Ezek. xlvi, 21, 22) at its shanks, and together whole shall they be
upon its head into one and the same housing band."
part westward" of

six

6 k r oshim.

Thus

Plan at bottom outside.

.

I

These corner kroshim

and bottom, and to do
This is found by the
which gives the solution, and forms the

fitted perfectly at top

this the boards nuist slope at

one particular angle.

48th Prop., "Euclid," Book 1,
key (marvellous as it appears) to the construction of the Tabernacle. By
this we know the exact width or opening between the boards at bottom.
The Tabernacle thus constructed, and only thus constrticted, would hold
together firndy and without the necessity of ropes, found only in the
imagination, and not in the narrative.
Again, each separate kroshim stood independently on
sockets, as required

by the

its

two

silver

narrative.

I might add that Dr. J. S. Mabie has constructed a magnificent
model on above plans, proving their practicability, and strength, and the
perfection worthy of their Divine Author.
K 3
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1891.
By James

Glaisher, F.R.S.

in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the
of these the highest, as usual, are in the
barometer in each month
winter, and the lowest in the summer months the maximum for the
year was 27-737 inches, in December, and the next in order, 27-619
The highest reading in the preceding 30 years, viz.,
inches, in November.
1861 to 1890 inclusive, was 27-816 inches, in December, 1879, and the next

The numbers

;

;

in order, 27-800 inches, in

November, 1870.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
for the year was 27 025 inches, in February, and the next in order,
The lowest reading in the preceding 30
27-(196 inches, in January.
years was 26-972 inches, in April, 1863, and again in February, 1865, and
;

the next in order, 26-978 inches, in January, 1887.
The range of readings in the year was 0-7 J 2 inch.
in the preceding 30 years

was 0-742

inch, in 1876

;

The

largest range

and the smallest was

0-491 inch, in 1883.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
month the smallest, 0-174 inch, was in August, and the next in

in each

;

order, 0-178 inch, in October

and the next

;

and the

largest, 0-549 inch, in

in order, 0-503 inch, in January.

February,

The mean monthly range

The mean for the preceding 30 years
the year was 0-321 inch.
was ()-309 inch.
The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of
the highest was 27*472 inches, in November, and the
the atmosphere
next in order, 27*463 inches, in December the lowest was 27*268 niches,
The mean yearly
in July, and the next in order, 27-299 inches, in May.
pressure was 27-382 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in the
preceding 30 years was 27-443 inches, in 1S61, an<i the lowest, 27-359
inches, in 1890.
The mean for the 30 years was 27-392 inches.
The temperature of the air reached 90' on June 9th (in the preceding 9 years, the earliest day in the year the temperature was 90"
was March 25th in the year 1888); there were 8 other days in June

for

;

;

the temperature was or exceeded 90° in July there were 4 days
and in Se|)tember 2 days, the 4th and 22nd. In the
preceding 9 years the latest day in the year this temperature reached 90°

when
in

August 13 days

;

;

;

in the year 1887. The temperature reached or exceeded
90° on 28 days during the year.
In the year 1882 the number of days of
the average of the
this high temperature was 28, and in 1887 was 73

was October 23rd

;

The highest temperature in the year was 97° on
9 years was 44.
both June 10th and August 8th. The highest in the preceding 9 years,
1882 to 1890, was 106', in July, 1888.
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The temperature of tlie air was as low as 30° "0 on Felsrtiary 25111,
and again on December 26th. In January it was at or below .32" on
2 nights, and as low or lower than 40° on 13 other nights. Iti the montlis
of Februai-y, March, and December it was at or below 32° on 2, 1, and
2 nights respectively, and as low or lower than 40° on 21, 5, and 6 other
Ihus the temjjerature was as low or lower than 40°
nio-hts respectively.
In the year 1885 the number of nights
on 52 nights during the year.
the average for
of this low temperature was 23, and in 1886 was 97
The lowest temperature in the preceding 9 years
the 9 years was 52.
was 26°"5, in January, 1890.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.
In February it was 60°"0, being 7°"2 below the mean of the nine high
day temperatures in February in the preceding 9 years. The high day
temperature was above its average in January, March, April, June,
November, and December, and below in the other months. The mean for
The
the year was 83°"7, being 0°'4 below the average of 9 years.
highest in the year was 97°, in both June and August.
The lowest tempei'ature of the air in each month is showni in column 6.
In both February and December it was 30°-0, being 4°"4 and 4°'l
in .January it was 3r'5, or 0°"4 below
respectively below their averages
in the
and in March 32°, or 1°'8 below its average
its average
remaining months it was generally above. The mean for the year was
;

;

;

;

45°'5,

being

1°"1

above the average of 9

year.s.

the
of temperature in each month is shown in column 7
nimibers vary from 29°'5 in January to 53° in March. In the months of

The range

;

May, September, and October the ranges were small, owing to the low
high day and high night temperatures, being 8°*7, 7°'3, and 10°*8 respecThe mean range for the year was 38°"2,
tively less than their averages.
being 1°"5 less than the aveiage of 9 years.
The range of temperature in the year was 67°'0. The largest in the
preceding 9 years was 76°'5, in each of the years 1884, 1886, and 1888,
and the smallest, 63°"5, in the year 1885.
The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown in
column 8. The lowest was 50°"5 in February, being 3°"5 lower than the
average.
The highest was 89°'6, in August, being 0°"4 below the
average of 9 years, and the next in order 86° "8, in July. The mean for
the year was 72°"1, being 0°"2 below the average of 9 years.
The mean of all the low night temperatures is shown in column 9,
The lowest was 38° "2, in February, being 1°'9 lower than the average.
The highest was 66°"9, in August, being 3°"0 higher than the average.
The mean for the year was 53''"7, or 1°'3 above the average of 9 years.
In column 10 the mean daily range of temperature in each mouth is
shown
the smallest was 10°'7, in January, and the next in order,
11°'0, in December; the greatest was 26°'4, in June, and the next in
order 22°"7, in August. The mean for the year was 18°"4, being 1°"5 less
than the average. The smallest ranges in the preceding 9 years were n"-3,
the greatest were 33""8,
in January, 1883, and 9^7, in December, 189i>
;

;
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and 30°"1, in the same month of 1887. The smallest
mean for the year was 17°"8 in 1883, and the greatest, 24°-3, in 1886.
The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 11 the

in August, 1886,

;

and the next in order 45°"9, in January
76° '4, in July.
the highest was 78° '2, in August, and the next in order
62°-9,
years by 0°-5.
average
of
exceeding
the
9
year
was
the
for
The mean
The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding 9 years were 39° "8, in
January, 1890, and 42°-0, in December, 1886 the highest were 8r-2, in
lowest was 44°'4, in February

;

;

;

and 8r-l, in July, 1888. The highest mean for the year
was 63°-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°-l, in 1886.
February was the coldest month of the year, by reference to columns 5
and 6 it will be seen that it was below the average both by day and
The nights of March and December were cold, but from April to
night.
November they were generally above their average, particularly so in the
month of May, and from July to October.
The numbers in the 12th column are the mean readings of a dry bulb
thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column
every
11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are a little higher in
month, the ditTerence of the means for the year being 3°-2. The mean
difference between the mean temperature of the air and that at 9 a.m. for

August, 1890

;

the 9 years was 3°"1.
For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermometers
read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from April to October the
difference between the readings often exceeded 20°, and was as large aa

on June 9th, and on August 5th and 8th.
In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown
the smallest differences between these and those of the dry bulb were
the largest were 16°-7, in
2'-0, in January, and 3'-4, in February
August, and 16°-6, in June. The mean for the year was 56°-4 that of

26°

;

;

;

the dry was 66°'l

;

the

mean

difference w;is 9°7.

The numbers in column 14 are the temperature of the dew-))oint, or
that of the temperatuie at which the air would be saturated by the
quantity of vapour mixed with it the smallest differences between these
;

4°-2, in January, and 7°-2 in
June, and 27°-8 in August. The
mean temperature of the dew-point for the year was 48°-9 the mean

numbers and those
February
and the
;

in

column

12,

were

largest, 28°-2, in

;

was 60°"2.
Tlie numbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure of
vai)our; the smallest was 0-241 inch, in February, and the largest,
0-484 inch, in September. The mean for the year was 0354 inch the
378 inch.
average of 9 years was
In column 16 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
is shown
it was a little more than 2| grains in February, and more than
TIio mean for tiie year was
5 grains in both July and September.
for 9 years

;

;

39

grain.s

;

the average of 9 years was 4'2 grains.

—

—

19
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In column 17 the additional quantit}- of water required to saturate a
it was less than one grain in both January
is shown
and February, and more than 7 grains in August. The mean for the year
cubic foot of air

;

was 3 "7 grains the average of 9 yeai-s was 3-3 grains.
The numbers in column 18 show the degi-ee of humidity of the air,
the largest numbers appear in
satui-ation being represented by 100
January, February, March, November, and December and the smallest
from April to October the smallest of all was 38 in June. The mean
that of the 9 years was 59.
for the year was 56
The numbers in column 19 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot
of air, under its mean atmospheric ])ressure, temperature, and humidit}^
The largest number was in January, decreasing month by month to the
The mean for the
smallest in August, and then increasing to December.
year was 483 grains that of the 9 years was 483 grains.
The most ])i'evalent winds in January Avere S.W. and N.W., and the
in February the most prevalent were N.E.
least prevalent wind was S.
and N.W., and the least were S.E. and S. in March the most prevalent
in April the most j^revalent
were W. and N.E., and the least was S.
were N.E., S.E., W., and N.W., and the least was S. in May the most
prevalent were W. and N.E., and the least was N. in June the most
in July
prevalent were W. and N.W., and the least were S.E. and S.
the most prevalent were N.W., N., and S.W., and the least were E., S.E.,
and S. in August the most prevalent were N.W. and S.W., and the least
was S. in September the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were
in October the most prevalent was N.W., and
E., S.E., S., and S.W.
in November the most prevalent were N.W., N.E., and
the least was S.
and in December the most prevalent
S.W., and the least were N. and S.
winds were W., S.W., and N.W., and the least were S.E. and S. The
most prevalent wind for the year was N.W., which occurred on 105 times,
and
of which 17 were in Se]jtember, and 13 in both July and August
the least prevalent wind was S., which occurred on only 4 times during
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the year.

The

total

number

columns 20 to 27

;

of times of each

those winds less in

wind are shown in the last
number than the average

line of

of the-

preceding 9 years were

N. bv

and those winds greater

in

1

E.

,;

1!)

S.E.

,,

3

S.

„

8

N.W.

„

1

number than

the average of 9 years were

N.E. bv 20
4
S.W. „

The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud
month the month with the smallest amount was July, and the
;

in each
largest.
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Of the cumulus or fine weather cloud there was only
January.
one instance of the nimbus or rain cloud there were 28 instances, of
which 7 were in January, 6 in February, and 5 in December, and only
one instance from May to October of the cirrus there were 18 instances
of the
of the cirro cumulus 84 instances
of the stratus 4 instances
;

;

;

;

;

and
of the cirro stratus 2 instances
148 instances of cloudless skies, of which 27 were in July, 24 in August,
and 21 in June, and only 2 in January.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 111)9 inches,
in December, of which 3-32 inches fell on the 25th, 2*22 inches on the
The next largest fall for the month was
24th, and 2 inches on the 17th.
10-23 inches, in January, of which 2*71 inclies fell on the 26th, and 1-75 inch

cumuhis stratus 70 instances

;

;

No rain fell from May 31st till October 26th, making a
period of 147 consecutive days without rain. The total fall of rain for
the year was 34-72 inches, being 9-49 inches above the average for

on the 25th.

The number of days on which rain
32 years, viz., 1861 to 1892.
average.
than
the
more
13
being
was 68,

fell

OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1891.

RESULTS

By
The numbers

in

column

barometer in each month
in the

summer mouths

.James Glaisher, F.E.S,
of this table show the highest reading of the
the highest appear in the winter, and the lowest
the maximum for the year was 31-175 inches, in

1
;

;

December, and the next in order 31-087 inches, in January.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
and the next in order 30-324
for the year was 30-309 inches, in July
;

;

inches, in April.

The range

of

readings in the year was 0-866 inch. The range in
was 0-837 inch, being 0-125 inch greater than

the morning observations
the range at .Jerusalem.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
month the smallest was 0-277 inch, in August, and the next in
order 0-278 inch, in September. The large.st was 0-683 inch, in February,

in each

;

and the next in order 0-675 inch, in April.
The numbers in columns 4 and 5 show the mean monthly reading of
and those in column 6 the lower
the barometer at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
the smallest difference between these
reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m.
two readings was 0041 inch, in January, and the next in order 0-062 i)ich,
in February
the largest was 0-106 inch, in June, and the next in order
;

:

;

(f096 inch, in April.

and 4

i).n).

In England in January the readings at 8 a.m.
in all other months the reading

are practically the same

;
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the gi'eatest difference is in June,
lower than at 8 a.m.
The mean for the year at Tiberias was 0"082 inch, being
four times greater than in England.
The numbers in column 7 show the mean monthly pressure of the
the highest was 3O830 inches, in December, and the next
atmosphere
the lowest was 30"453 inches, in July,
in order 30*795 inches, in January
and the next in order 30"506 inches, in August. The mean for the year

nt 4 p.m.

is

;

<)'025 inch.

;

;

was 30-668 inches.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.
The lirst day in the year the temperature reached 90° was April 2ud
and there were 8 other days in Aj^ril when the temperature reached
in May 17 days
in June 27 days
or exceeded 90°
in July, August, and
September it reached or exceeded 90° on every day in October 23 days
and in November 2 days thus tlie temperature reached 90° on 170 days
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

At Jerusalem the temperatai^e did not reach 90° till
and there were only 28 days in the year on which tlie temperature was so high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature was 101° on
April 30th, it reached or exceeded 100° in May on 4 days in June on
15 days in July on 24 days in August on 28 days
in September on
7 days and in October on one day thus on 80 days in the year the
temperature reached or exceeded 100°. The highest temperature in the
year at Tiberias was 110°, on June 9th at Jerusalem the highest in the
year was 97°, on June 10th and August 8th.
The lowest tempera tme of the air in each month is shown in column 9.
The lowest in the year was 41°, on both January 30th and December 26th.
The next lowest was 42°"0, on February 5th, 25th, and 26th, and on
December 25th and from February 27th till the 25th of December there
was no temperature as low as 42°, the nearest aj)proach being 45° on
February 27th, and March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. At Jerusalem the lowest
in the year was 30°'0, on the nights of February 25th and December 26th ;
and there were 52 nights in the year when the temperature was as low
during the year.

June

9tli,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

or lower than

40°.

The yearly range

of temperature

was

69° '0

;

at

Jerusalem

it

was

67° -0.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 and
numbers vary from 27° in February, to 49° in April.
In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each
month is shown. The lowest was 63°-4 in February, being 12°'9 higher
than that at Jerusalem the next in order were 65°-7 in January, and 73°-9
in March
the highest was 101° in July, and the next in order were 100°-5
;

these

;

;

and 98°-4 in June.
At Jerusalem the lowest were 50°-5 in
February, 51°-2 in January, and 55°-4 in December
the highest were
89°-6 in August, 86°-8 in July, and 86°-6 in June.
The mean for the
year at Tiberias was 85°-5 at Jerusalem it was 72°'l.

in August,

;

;

In column 12 the mean of

month
were

is

shown

;

all the low night temperatures in each
the lowest was 46° '9 in February, the next in order

49°*9 in January,

and

52°-3 in

March

;

the highest was 76°-9 in
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August, and the next in order were 76'-l in July, and 73°-7 in.
September. At Jerusalem the lowest were 38^-2 in February, 40°-5 in
January, and 42°-3 in March the highest were GG^'D in August, 6(f -Q'
At Tiberias the yearly value w^as
in July, and 62° -4 in September.
63°"0
at Jerusalem it was 53°"7.
In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in each
month the smallest was 15° '8 in January, and the next in order were
;

;

;

February, and 2r-6 in both March and November the greatest
and the next in order were 25°-l in April, and 24°-9 in
July.
At Jerusalem the smallest were 10°-7 in January, ll°-0 in
December, and 12°-3 in February. At Tiberias the mean daily range for
16°-5 in

was

;

27°*5 in June,

the year was 22°'5 at Jerusalem it was 18°'4.
The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. The
lowest was 55°'2 in February, and the next in order were 57°*8 in
January, and 63°-l in March the highest was 88°-7 in August, and the
;

;

next in order were 88°'6 in July, and 85'-4 in September. At Jerusalem
the lowest temperatures were 44° '4 in February, 45° '9 in January, and
49°-9 in December
and the highest were 78°-2 in August, 76°-4 in July,
73°
At both Tiberias and Jerusalem the mean
and
-6 in September.
temperature increased month by month from the minimum in February
to the maximum in August, then decreased month by month to the end
At Tiberias the yearly value was 74°-3 at Jerusalem it
of the year.
;

;

was 62°"9.
The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of
a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those in
column 15 be compared with those in column 14, it will be seen that
those in column 15 were a little higher in March and May, and a little
lower in all other months. The mean for the year was 72°-8, differing
by l°-5 from the mean of the year as determined by the use of the
maximum and minimum thermometers should this be the case in future
yeai's, the mean temperature may be approximately determined by a
;

single reading of the thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m.

column are the temperature of the dew
which the air would be saturated by the
quantity of vapour mixed with it the smallest difference between these
numbers and those in column 15 was 6°-l in January from April to
November the smallest difference was 13°-7 in April, and the largest,
19°-3 in May.
Tlie numbers in colunm 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
length of a column of mercury in i)iches corresponding to the pressui-e
of vapour; the smallest was 0-338 inch, in February, and the largest

The numbers

in the 17th

point, or that temperature at

;

;

0"758 inch, in August.

In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
it was less than 4 grains in February, and as large as 8 grains
in August.
In column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a

is

shown

;

—
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-cubic foot of air is

shown

;

it

was as small as one grain

in

January, ami

as large as 5| grains in July.

The numbers

in

column 21 show the

degi-ee of

humidity of the

air,

the largest numbers appear from
saturation being represented by 100
December to April, and the smallest from May to November, the smallest
;

was 52 in May.
The numbers in column 22 show the weight

of all

of air, under the

mean

in grains of a cubic foot

atmosiiheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of

the air the largest numbers were in January and February, decreasing
to the smallest in July and August, and then increasing to the end of
;

the year.

In columns 23 and 24 are the mean readings of a dry and wet-bulb
thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbers in column
15, with those in column 23, the increase of temperature from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. is shown in February and December the increase was only 5°'3,
and in June was as much as 13° '2.
In column 25 the temperature of the dew point at 4 i^.m. is shown.
By comjiaring these numbers with those in column 17, it will be seen that
the temperature of the dew point in the months of January, February,
March, November, and December was higher than that at 8 a.m. by
2°'2, 1°*4, 2°"1, 0°"7, and 2° '8 respectively, and lower than at 8 a.m. in the
remainintr mouths. The numbers in this column are smaller than those
in column 23 by 9^ '8 in January, increasing to 3o°'3 in June, then
these difierences between the temdecreasing to 10° '6 in December
perature of the air and that of the dew point are very much larger than
those at 8 a.m., in June and August it was more than twice as large.
Frequently in the months from May to August, and on one day in
October, at 4 p.m., the reading of the dry-bulb thermometer exceeded that
of the wet by 25° or more, and the temperature of the dew point was
from 41° to 55° lower than the tempei'ature of the air, as shown by the
;

;

following table

:
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day in the months from January to April was 2*53 inches, ou
January 25th; and the next in order was 1-06 inch on February 27th.
No rain fell from May 30th till October 26th, making a period of
148 consecutive days without rain the fall-of rain on December 25th was
1-15 inch.
The heaviest monthly fall in the year was January, 7'72 inches,
and the next in oixier December, 5-50 inches. The total fall of rain for the
year was 22-57 inches. At Jerusalem the total fall for the year wa&
rain on one

;

34'72 inches.
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of the Fund will be held on Tuesday, the
14th day of July, at 4 p.m., at the Koyal Institution, Albemarle Street, W.
Lord Amherst of Hackney will preside, and the meeting will be addressed

The Annual Geneeal Meeting

by :— Major-General
Watson, C.M.G., E.E.

Sir
;

Charles

Wilson,

E.E.

K.C.B.,

The Rev. William Wright, D.D.

;

Lieut.-Colonel

;

and

others.

Early application for tickets of admission should be made to the Acting
Secretary.

The Committee deeply

regret that

returning one evening to their

as

camp an

Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie were
attack was

Mr. Dickie received a stab in the shoulder, and had

made upon them, and
arm broken. He was

his

doing well when the last accounts were despatched, and,
Dr. Bliss himself escaped injury.
recover.

it is

hoped, will soon

Herr von Schick's elaborate report on the Church of the Ascension, the
been delayed owing to want of space, is in the

publication of which has
printer's

hands, and will appear in the October

number

of

the

Quarterly

Statement.

Herr von Schick reports

that,

owing to the exceptionally heavy

fall of rain

water accumulated in the Birket es Sultan, and
unfortunately a youth from Silwan and two Jewish boys were accidently
during the past season,

drowned

in

much

it.

Dr. Post's important work on the " Flora of Syria " is in the press, and will
probably be pubhshed towards the end of the year. It is the fruit of more
than twenty years' laborious study and investigation, and will supply a want
long felt by travellers and others interested in the botany of Palestine and
Syria.

o

—
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Dr. H. B. Waterman, Hon. Sec. for the Western States of North America,
has been engaged to give six weeks' daily lectures upon the large Model of
Palestine built upon the shore of Lake Chautauqua, in the State of New York.

The strictest economy is employed in caebyino on the excavations
at jerusalem, but the expenses aee necessabily gbeat, and theee is
veey ubgent need of funds in obdee that the woek may be continued
whilst the opportunity lasts.

The Rev. Theodore E. Dowling reports that the Fifth Annual Course of
Evening Lectures, under the auspices of the Jerusalem Association, was
delivered on Saturdays during February and March in the Grand New Hotel
A fair attendance of tourists was thus
and Howard's Hotel, Jerusalem.
secured, and the managers of both hotels heartily co-operated.
Mr. Ellis opened the course with a thoughtfully -written paper, illustrated
by two diagrams, on " The South Wall of Jerusalem." The Rev. C. T. Wilson
interested his small, though select, audience with his personal experiences of
" The Fellahin."
At the request of Bishop Blyth this lecture was repeated in
the Bishop's drawing-room. Dr. Wheeler, always ready to help, delivered the
Through the kindness of Mr, Lunn
third lecture on " The Jews in Jerusalem."
the Rev. Dr. Cunningham Geikie beoame responsible for the fourth lecture on
" (xlimpses of Palestine in the Past." The Jerusalem Association is indebted
to the Messrs. Perowne for generous contributions on behalf of special lectures
Dr. Bliss, on successive Saturdays, spoke
delivered to their travelling tourists.
on " Recent Excavations " and " The Mounds of Palestine." At the concluding
lecture Dr. Chaplin presided, and his encouraging remarks were appreciated.
The collections this year were larger than on any previous occasion, and
realised

in

160720

piastres.

ToUBiSTS are cordially invited
the Jerusalem Association

opposite the

Tower

of David.

to visit the

Room
Hours

Loan

of the
:

Collection of

"Antiques"
Fund,

Palestine Exploration

8 to 12, and 2 to

6.

Maps

of

Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.
Necessary information will be gladly given by the Rev. Theodore E. Dowling,

Hon. Sec.

The Committee have
the Library of the
•'

A

Fund

to

acknowledge with thanks

tlie

following donations to

:

Pilgrimage to Palestine, 1893-4."

By

Rev. James Smith, D.D.

From

the Author.

"Etudes d'Archeologie Orientale," tome

ii,

livraisons

Author, Professor Clermont-Ganneau.
"Die Stiftshiitte der Tempel in Jerusalem uiid der
Jetztzeit."
By Conrad Schick. From the Author.

6-11.

From

Tempelplatz

the

der

—

.
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Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
A catalogue of Books in t)ie Library is
Palestine and other Bible Lands.
published in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.
Tlie

of the

The following have kindly consented
taries

to

act

Honorary Local Secre-

as

:

— Rev. Fred W. G. Whitfield, Vicar of
— Rev. F. W. Carpenter, Harlej Villa, Edith Road, in

Ahcrfiarenny

Ramsgate.

succession

Rev. Charles Harris, removed to Appledore, Ashford.

to the

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised

A

of the Fund.

Map

of Palestine

is

circular giving full particulars about

it

on view at the office
be sent on appli-

will

cation to the Secretary.

edition of tlie new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a
prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is sold out.
Price to subscribers, 2*. 3i.
third edition has been prepared.
non-subscribers,

The second

A

specially

;

3?. Zd.,

The

post free.
print

is

on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 285 inches.

It having again been reported to the Executive

Committee

of the Palestine

Fund

that certain book hawkers are representing themselves as
agents of the Society, the Committee have to caution subscribers and the public

Exploration

that they have no book hawkers of any sort or kind in their employ, and that

NONE OF THEIK WORKS ARE SOLD BY ANY ITINERANT AGENTS.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.
be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the
elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are
preserved in the offices of the Fund, where they may be seen by subsci-ibers.
It

may

reports from Jerusalem and

The

first

portion

of

Researches in Palestine,"

is

M. Clermont-Ganneau's work, " Archaeological
now ready, and being sent to subscribers.

—

Memo, for Subscribers to the Surrey of Palestine. In the original programme it was intended that the " Archaeological Researclies" of M. ClermontGaiineau should be publislied
since

its

commencement

tliat

in

one volume, but

tlie

the Committee found

work increased
it

so mucli

necessary to arrange fur

o 2

—
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Yol. II has been published in
the publication of the wliole in two volumes.
advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.
Vol. I treats of Jerusalem and neighbourhood, is well forward, and, when
ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers.
in the price of the work to Subscribers.

A

third and revised edition of " Syrian

Conder, R.E.,

is

in the press,

and

There

will be

no increase

Stone Lore," by Lieut.-Colonel

will be ready shortly.

important work by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, R.E., entitled, " The
1099 to 1292 A.D. -and describing the
of Jerusalem "
It is based
condition of Palestine under the Crusaders, is in the press.
on the chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and Moslem,
and on the information collected during the progress of the Survey, with
descriptions of the scenes of the important events, and other information
not to be found in previous histories of the Crusades. The whole will form an

An

—

—

Kingdom

Latin

octavo volume of about 400 pages.

of the 15th April, referring to the work of the Fund,
" It would be impossible in a passing word to describe all the curious

The "Irish Times"
remarks

:

discoveries that have been

made upon

this ancient

and sacred

site.

Every day

adds to them, and it is a hard task for expert scholars to weigh, expound, and
apportion tlieir importance. Tlie Palestine Exploration Fund Committee have
never published a more important Quarterly Statement. The archseological
results obtained are in rich proportion to the sums that have been expended,

and surely

this

a time

is

generously be supported.

when

No one

the objects of

can

tell

the body should fully and

how long the

privileges

now

enjoyed

community to make the
Any day a great discovery may be made transcending in
most of them.
The old liistory of
consequence any that has previously been achieved.
Jerusalem lies deep buried beneath the modern surface, and to reach it there
must be deep digging. The work is necessarily costly but it is worth the

mav

last,

and

it

is

the duty of the whole Christian

doing."

Since the last Quarterly Statement was issued the Palestine Pilgrims' Text
Society have published the following

:

Part 14 of Book III of Marino Sanuto's " Secrets for True Crusaders to Help
Them to Recover the Holy Land, A.D. 1321." Translated by Aubrey
Geographical notes by liieut. -Colonel Conder, R.E., with
Stewart, M.A.
three maps.
" Burchard of

Mount Sion (1280 ad.)." Translated from the original
With goograi)hical notes by Lieut.Stewart, M.A.

Latin by Aubrey

Colonel Conder.
" Jacques de Vitry (1180 a.d.)."
Part of the Abbreviated History of
Jerusalem. Translated from the original Latin by Aubrey Stewart,

M.A.
To be followed by Bohaeddin's

" Life of Saladtn," which

is

now

in the press.
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complete set of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Translations in 12 volumes,

bound

in cloth

price,

;

£10

Branch Associations

10*.

of

the

Bible Society,

all

Sunday

Schools

within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to piu'chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

of the Society, from March 24th to June 22nd, 1896,
annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,
The expenditure during the
£270 18*. Id. from all sources £510 Is. Zd.
same period was £641 7*. Qd. On June 23rd the balance in the Bank was
£226 2*. \d. The excavations at Jerusalem cost not less than £100 per month.

The income

was

— from

—

;

Subscribers are requested to note that the
casts,

and

slides

Office of the

following cases for binding,

can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

Fund :—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," 1*. each.
Cases for binding the Quarterhf Statement, in green or chocolate,
Cases

for binding

" Abila,"

"Pella,"

and

"

'Ajlun "

in

1*.

each.

one volume,

1*. each.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell el Hesy,

depth of 35 feet, in May, 1892, by Dr. Bliss, Explorer to the Fund.
the general diplomatic correspondence carried on between
Amenhotep III and IV and their agents in various Palestinian towns. Price
at a
It

belongs to

2*. Gd. each.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin

f I'om

Samaria,

price 2s. Qd. each.

Casts of an Inscribed Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Professor
Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price \s. each.
Lantern slides of the Raised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In order to

Committee

make up complete

will be very glad to receive

of the Quarterly Statement the
any of the back numbers.

sets

proposed identifications and other
contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

While desiring to give publicity

theories advanced by officers of the

to

Fund and

them.
Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary.
to all

who

are entitled to receive

give rise occasionally to omissions.

Great care is taken to forward each number
it, but changes of address and other causes

— —

—

—

—

—
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The authorised lecturers

for the Society are

America.
F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,
Mass., Honorary Q-eneral Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
His subjects are as follows
for the United States.

Professor Theodore

:

(1)

(2)
(3)

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

England.
The KeT. Thomas
Kent.

Harrison, F.E.G.S.,

His subjects are as follows

The Vicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

:

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.
Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.
(3) The Survei/ of Eastern Palestine.
(4) In the Track of the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan.
(5) The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.
{Excavations in 1894).
(6) The Recovery of Jerusalem
(7) The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.
(Specially adapted for
(8) Archaeological Lllustrations of the Bible.
(1)
(2)

—

Sunday School Teachers).
N.B.

— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern

The Eer. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.R.Gr.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent.

Lectures illustrated by lantern
(1)

slides.

Modern Discoveries

His subjects are as follows

slides).

(All
:

in Palestine.

New Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Explorer in 1895.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research
(4) A. The Story of Joseph ; or. Life in Ancient Egypt.
(5) B. The Story of Moses ; or. Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
(G) C. The Story of Joshua; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
(7) D. The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
(8) E. The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

(2)

Stories in Stone; or,

(3)

:

Scotland.
Tl e Rev. J. R. Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Inchturc, N.B.
subjects are as follows

His

:

(4)

Excavations in Jerusalem, 1868-70, 1894-5.
Mound of Buried Cities ; with Comparat-ive Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.
Recent Discoveries in Palestine Lachish and Jerusalem.
Exploration in Judea.

(5)

Galilee

(1)

(2) Lachish, a

(3)

—

and Samaria.

—

—

—
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(6) Palestine in the Footsteps of our Lord.
(7) Mount Sinai and the Desert of the Wanderings.
(8)

Palestine

—

its

People, its Customs, and its Ruins.

(Lecture for

Children.)

All illustrated with specially prepared lime-light lantern views.

The Eev. James Smith, B.D.,
His subjects are
(1)

as follows

St.

Greorge's-in-the-West Parish, Aberdeen.

:

The Palestine Exploration Fund.

A

Pilgrimage to Palestine.
Ancient and Modern.
(4) The Temple Area, as it noiv is.
(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
(6) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.
(2)

(3) Jerusalem

(7) Jericho,

—

Jordan, and the

The Eev. W. Burnet Thomson,
follows
(1)
(2)

Dead

Sea.'

Galashiels, N.B.

His subjects are

as

:

The City of the Great King ; or Jerusalem and
The Temple, the Sepulchre, and Calvary.

(3)

Southern Palestine.

(4)

J erttsalem

to Damascus.
and Jesus Christ {for children).
The Bible and the Monuments. Discoveries

the Fxplorer.

(5) Palestiiie
(6)

in Ancient

Land.

All illustrated with lantern slides.

Wales.
The Eev.

Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwni, Q-lynneath,
His subjects are as follows

J.

Wales.

South

:

Explorations in Judea.
Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.
(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.
(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(1)

(2)

(5)

Problems of Palestine.

Application
24,

for

Lectures

may

Hanover Square, W., or sent

be

either

addressed to

the

to the address of the Lecturers.

Secretary,
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NINTH REPORT OP THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By
It

is

my

F. J. Bliss,

Ph.D.

sad duty to begin this report with a chronicle of death.

March 29th our foreman, Yusif Abu
after a week's ilhiess.
He was carried

On

Khazin, died of pneumonia,
to the grave by our own workmen,
and lies buried in the Protestant cemetery in Mount Ziou, within a few
yards of the spot where he had so faithfully superintended our excavations.
Hardly had we begun to realise our great loss when another blow
fell.
On April 16th I had invi;ed our Commissioner, Ibrahim Effendi,
to meet at lunch, in our camp. Dr. Chaplin and other guests.
We waited
some time, and then sat down without him. In a few minutes came a
messenger announcing that he had been found dead in his bed that
morning. The doctor pronounced it aneurism of the heart. Only the
day before he had been to the camj), in the best of spirits and apparently
in good health.
He had spent the evening with his family and had
retired without complaining of any illness.
He was buried in the
cemetery outside St. Stephen's Gate.
Ibrahim Effendi was a member of that noble family of the Khaldi,
who have lived in Jerusalem since the days of Khalia, their great
ancestor.
He was not much over fifty years of age, and for six years was
Imjierial Commissioner for the work of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
At Tell-el-Hesy, by his wise and firm way in dealing with the Arabs
during Dr. Petrie's season of work, he made it possible for us to live in
the wilderness as safely as we might at home. Thrown together for
companionship, we became warm friends, and I learned his character
Selini

Its key-note was nobility.
So great was his generosity that
he usually gave away all he had. As to his scrupulous honesty, no one
dared to question it. He was so frank that he always spoke out his

intimately.

His mind was active and alert
new knowledge, Mingled with his interest in the excavations I
think there was a regret that his lack of training in the subject prevented
his seeing their full historical bearing.
And yet the amount of miscellaneous information he had gathered from his wide iniercourse with men

opinion without regard of consequences.
after

w;is wonderful.

we
out

Many

a knotty problem of history and theology have
His individuality, however, came

discussed together in our tents.
V^est in

his ])ractical

sayings, quite impromptu^

my

family and friends

philosophy of

life,

expressed in brief, witty

which have become recognised proverbs among

who understand the Arabic. Unfortunately,
much by translation. As a raconteur I

these epigrams necessarily lose

have never known his equal, and his stock of stories was inexhaustible.
understood the dramatic possibilities of an anecdote, knew when to go

He
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and when

into detail

charming, and I have

His personal bearing was dignified but
to go out of his way to do a simple act

to stop.

known him

of kindness.

As to his connection with our work, I have dwelt upon this so often
in former reports that I need hardly say here that in him the Fund has
This attitude he consistently mainlost a warm and valuable friend.
tained with a perfect loyalty to his Imperial Master. In large measure
The
is it due to him that our work has gone so smoothly in Jerusalem.
trip across the Jordan could not have been accomplished successfully
without him. He insisted on accompanying me on every detour to visit

no matter how fatigued he might be. And while ready to assist
every
way in the general work, he never attempted to enter into
in
matters that belonged to my department. It was a great satisfaction,
both to his family and to me, that Shauket EtFendi, his son, has been

ruins,

nominated as his successor.
The name of Yusif Abu Selim is well known to readers of the
He came from that sturdy Lebanon stock (I do not know
Quarterly.
whether to call it peasant or yeoman) that has produced most of the
Syrians who are now taking so prominent a part in Egypt and elsewhere,
Unfortunately for him, he had not
as physicians, editors, lawyers, &c.
For almost 20 years he
the advantage of a thorough early education.
was associated with my family. My late brother-in-law, the Rev. Gerald
Fitzgerald Dale, of Zahleh, and the Rev. M. March, now of Tripoli,
Whatever he
Syria, always felt that Yusif was a man to rely upon.
put his hand to he did well.

He

When

I was appointed to

that Yusif

was the man

served these missionaries variously as
At times he would preach.
teacher.

and
the work

cook, colporteur, school steward,

to help me.

of the

And

my

Fund,

first

thought was

for five years he has Ijeen

my

ways. In managing the workmen he combined firmness
with kindness, with the result of getting the very best out of them. He
was strictly impartial, and I have heard him say " I would dismiss my
own brother if his work were not up to the mark." He was known to all
the people of Siloam, where, as a peace-maker, he was the best possible
missionary, and after a long, hard day of work, he would sometimes
spend an hour with a sick man. With the landowners he showed tact
and diplomacy, always leaving them good-natured when the bargain was
closed.
"Abu Selim is a magician," said one of them, " one can't i-esist
helper in

many

:

him." In the organisation of an expedition he was in his element, showing
true economy. But the quality of peculiar value to us was his remarkable
Several times his quick observation ]]icked up a
archseological instinct.
lost clue, or explained the connection of bits of walling, before I had
made anything out of the matter. He was almost too fertile in theories,
but I encouraged this tendency, for out of a dozen of his suggestions one

In the work of mining he was daring, and
workman, just by the reassuring sound of
his voice.
He much preferred to avoid the use of frames unless they
were absolutely necessary, as their fitting in took so much time, but he

would prove valuable.

inspired confidence in a timid
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never had an accident. His eye was almost unerring. When, at the end
of a lonw twisting tunnel the air had become so bad that it was necessary
for US to open a new shaft from above, with no aid but a tape and his
eye he would pick out the spot immediately above, verifying it by
pounding the ground and getting the men in the tunnel to do the same.
Our angles, taken carefully below and above, would bring us to the same
place, much to his quiet triumph.
During my illness his devotion to me was that of a friend. He knew
that he possessed our full confidence, and it was his pride to endeavour to
deserve it in the smallest particulars. With all his cleverness he was
always respectful, always modest. His piety was simple and genuine,
and the manner in which he tried to live up to his standards commanded
Mr. Dickie and I like to think of him as we saw him in his
respect.
own Lebanon home last winter, surrounded by his wife and children
as neat a home and as well brought-uj) children as could be found

—

anywhere.

To replace such a man is impossible, but it is pleasant to report that
whereas the son of Ibraham EiFeudi is with us to carry on his father's
excellent traditions, so one who was like a son to Abu Selim, Yusif, our
former cook, who for five years has been observing all his ways, and
during off-hours has been taking an interest in the excavations, has been
chosen as the most available foreman.
In speaking of Ibrahim Etfendi and Abu Selim I may have appeared
to use extravagant language, but the fact of tlie matter is that each in
Over and over
his way was a man uniquely well fitted for his position.
again have I been congratulated on my association with these men by
those best fitted to know what they were saying.
This report must chiefly concern itself with the late wall surrounding
the summit of the western hill. This wall has been described as far as
the point A, where I said it gave signs of turning eastwards, at the road,
to enter the ground of the Augustinians. Inside these grounds the Superior,
Pure Gelmer-Durand, had observed remains of a wall at various points,
but had not determined their connection. AYith his cordial consent I
began to trace the wall in this property. In our very first shaft at B the
wall was found and traced for some 16 feet, when it became much worn
awav. At C it had been seen before, and we verified its continuation for
little further east Pere Gelnier had supposed there
some 30 feet.
was a tower as he had come across a mass of masonry, but neither its

A

had been determined. At D we found
which it was bonded. In
the western side of the tower we found the mouth of a cistern or birkeh,
It had proliably been vaulted
the greater part of which was outside.
once.
Most of this western side, DE, was destroyed, but enough was left
faces nor its junction with the wall

the interior angle

it

makes

to determine the line.
is

when

still i)i situ.

face, EB', is

44 feet in length.

The

corner, E,

the lowest course remains for about 15 feet in
an internii)tion occurs. The corner stone at F, however, is
Where the break occurs we found a pavement set on the

wanting, but beyond

length,

The

witli the wall, into

tliis
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The
rock, evidently older than the tower wliich had been built over it.
corner-stone, F, stands on a scarp, 9 feet 6 inches high, which runs northward, being 12 inches high at (t. At G, however, the east face of the
tower does not stand on the scarp but is built up against it, being 3 feet
This suggests that the scarp is older, and this is further proved
out.
by the fact that the scarp runs on north, the wall, GI, butting up against
feet out
it, or, to speak more strictly, the wall, GI, joins the wall, FG, 3
from the scarp. At G, ten courses of the wall, GI, still remain standing.
there are six courses. At I the wall runs out, as the rock is very
At
The proprietors informed us that while searching for
surface.
the
near
stones to build up terraces they had removed a mass of masonry at O, and
another at J, both api^earing to point north. The masonry at O was
without mortar. We trenched considerably about the point, J, but we
found nothing, the rock being only 7 feet below the surface. It seems
Ijrobable that the wall turned north-east at J to join a ruined tower, which
stands still exposed just below the modern Burj el Kebrit on the present
This tower is similar in masonry to the two towers on the wall
city wall.
we are tracing. Signs of masonry have been found north of J, and we
in hopes of finding the continuation
propose to trench the gi'ound near
of our wall, which, if it was built to enclose the summit of the western
As it is, we have traced
hill, would naturally run to Burj el Kel;)rit.

H

K

the couise of the wall for G50 feet.

The part
ever}-

way

of this wall traced this season

the portion discovered in

my

from

last rej^ort.

B

to I

resembles in

ft always rests on

the rock but usually stands to a considerable height, its siTmmit being
buried under only from 3 to 6 feet of soil. The thickness of the part

excavated last month varied from 9 to 13 feet. At B we find the bi'eadth
on the rock to be 13 feet, but the foundations are stepped out, leaving the
upper part narrower. At C the facing stones are gone, but there still
and I the inside face has been
remains a thickness of 7 feet. At
evidently robbed, leaving a thickness of from 7 to 8 feet. The masonry
consists of roughly squared rubble set in weak, black lime, the courses

H

ranging from 11 to 14 inches, and the stones averaging 15 inches in length.
We noticed in our last report that whereas the wall consisted of rough
rubble, the tower near B.M. 2479 was built of well-dressed masonry
down to the rock. This peculiarity is repeated in tower DEFG. Only
the lowest coui-se remains of the face EG, but the character of the

masonry could be studied from many
resemble the stones of the
others margined with flat
diagonal comb-pick dressing
about 22 inches in height.

stones

fallen

outside.

They

other tower, of which some are plain-faced,
projections.

Many

of

them show tlie fine
They average

peculiar to Crusading work.

The course

in situ follows the level of the

which is partly sloping
where it is level, the stones are 33 inches
higli, and average 19 inches in breadth.
One has certainly been re-used,
as it has a boltel-moulding worked on the angle.
They are well-squared
and jointed and set in fine lime.
North of C, Pere Gelmer found a Eomau atrium, the south part of
rock,

;
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which has evidently been destroyed
tore the wall to pieces at

B

to

make

j^lace

in hopes of finding old

We

for the wall.

ornamental material

but nothing except fragments of arched stones appeared. The
has
Gothic zigzag moulding built in the wall-foundations at
been sketched by Mr. Dickie, but as his right arm has unfortunately
been broken, the drawing must wait till the next report.
We have noticed that the east face of the tower made use of part of a
previously-hewn scarp. This scarp, FGP, is about 100 feet long, and
averages 10 feet in height. It is roughly and unevenly worked. It has
not been traced further north than P, but if it continues it must turn to
the east, as a rock-hewn cistern stands in the way of an immediate northWe have not yet determined what becomes of it
ward direction.
immediately beyond F. At this point it is about 9 feet high, and an
angle has been cut back a few feet to give a good corner to the tower, but
between E and the pavement the rock is found level for 11 feet south of
the tower
hence the scarp does not run in the line FE. Finding work
somewhat difficult at F we sunk a shaft at L and drove tunnels east and
re-used,

N

bit of

;

west for 40 feet, but found no scarp. Hence, if it continues beyond F it
must have greatly changed its direction. There ai'e many scarps on this
western hill and I am inclined to think that this one has no especial
significance, but we shall make the matter sure by working southward

from the point F.
The pavement at P was described by Mr. Schick in the Statement for
January, 1894, p. 18. It is 18 feet broad, and 50 feet of its length ai'e
seen.
The paving stones vary in size, the largest being 6 feet by 4 feet,
and the smallest I noticed is 29 inches by 18 inches. On the west side
runs a coping 10 inches high. It slopes very gently to the north. Mr.
Schick thought it was an open place or piazza, as the scarp appeared to

But
stand in the way of its being a street continuing further south.
further work done here by the Augustinians showed how the difficulty
of the scarp was overcome.
The scarp had been cut back to form parts
of cisterns, the east side being formed by a wall, 3 feet from the scarp,
and the flagging stones spanned the distance lietween the top of the
scarp and the wall. When the cistern cuttings had reached the toj) of
That it represents an
the scarp the pavement was carried upon arches.
ancient street is made probable by the finding of four bits of pavement
with it.
The portion at F, over which the tower was built, has
been mentioned before. The flagstones correspond in appearance to the
smaller ones found at P. Here 12 feet of breadth were seen. While
searching for a scarp at L, another bit was found. At this point part of
the pavement was made by levelling the rock, as was notice<l by Mr.
in line

Schick, at P.

A

similar coping

was observed, but on the

east side.

The

may have been 12 feet wide at this point. In our work last winter,
110.
M, we found a similar pavement, as described in my last report,

street

at

j).

were two floorings
of white tessene.
We shall follow the pavement at L, both north and
south, and endeavour to ascertain whether the parts at P, F, L and

At

this point it

was 4

feet

from the rock, but under

it

M
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Unfortunately a continuation south of the
would strike this at a point west of
the Jewish Cemetery, where we found it ruined down to its rough
foundations hence thei'e is little hope of its leading us to a gate.
In our work at B we again came across the drain which we had
struck several times further south.
As a good part of our work this season has been taken up in the
following of clues, which we are still pursuing, I must leave other details
It will be remembered that near the Pool of Siloani
for the next report.
we have two walls, one crossing the valley, thus including the pool in the
city, and the other branching off from it, before it crosses the valley and
running north-west. On the plan in the Quarterly for October, 1895, it may
be seen as far as the point T. One hundred feet from T is an exposed
This we have followed north-west for 250 feet, partly by an open
scarp.
trench, partly in a tunnel to a point opposite the real Pool of Siloam. This
scarp is well worked, and at one point was found to be 17 feet high. No
wall was found upon it, but we shall work back under the road to determine
whether it runs to the point T, where the wall, LT, was last seen.
We have already begun one of a series of shafts across the Tyropoeon
Valley north of the Pool of Siloam, to ascertain its true depth. This
shaft is now about 40 feet deep, but we have not reached the bottom.
Considerable work has also been done on Ophel, west of the Virgin's
Fountain, near the top of the slope. At this point Dr. Guthrie found
We were led to work here by the fact that the protraces of a wall.
prietors were digging for stones and removing stones in situ.
We traced
a scarp for some distance, and since our work it has been blasted away.
Incidentally remains of baths were found. Full measurements were taken,
but as we expect to reach this place again in the course of our tracing the
line

PM

street.

to the line of the city wall

;

wall up Ophel, the description
of detached remains

is

is

reserved for a later report, as the account

apt to be confusing.

The season has been unfortunate

— death,

in

the

loss

of time.

Owiuo- to

an unusually late wet season, and a month's
•waiting for the arrival of the Permit to continue the excavations
we
have done less than half a season's work. It has, however, been good
work, as the men are loyal to Abu Selim's memory and take to their new
young foreman. Oar camp is pitched just outside the line BD in the
Augustinian land. Having captured a city wall it seemed quite fitting
various causes

—

that

we should encamp within

Jerusalem, Jane

Sth, 1896.

it.

"
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1.

Veronica's House.

Since the middle of the fifteenth century this haa been shown in the
Via Dolorosa (on the Ordnance Survey Plan ^J^^ "Tarik es

raodern

where the word " Via " stands). Felix Fabri, a.d. 1484,
when going eastwards from the neighbourhood of the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre " As we went down the hill, we came to the place of
Veronica, who is said to have been the woman healed by privily touching
Sarai," at the place

says

:

garments .... some say that this woman was
but Eusebius says that she who was healed by the Lord was
This woman,
Veronica,' a matron of especial piety and modesty
together with her kerchief, was brought to Rome at the command of
Tiberius Ca?sar, who was stricken down by a heavy sickness, of which, as
soon as he had seen that sainted woman, and touched the image, he was
the

hem

Martha

of the Lord's

;

She remained at Rome till her death, "and by will left the
imprinted upon the linen cloth to the Pope, and it is at the
present day in the Church of St. Peter. I saw this 'Veronica' at Rome
on Ascension Day, 1476." To this I may add, that in our modern time
a traveller told me that he had seen this handkerchief at Rome. Fabri
" So we viewed this house in a cheerful spirit .... we
coes on to say
door
and received indulgences .... Some time after we
kissed the
were admitted into that house by the Saracen who dwells therein
(Pal. Pil. Text Soc. trans., i, 443-4).
Fabri speaks of the locality as a well-known site so that the tradition
of it may go back to the early Christian time, although it is not mentioned
anywhere, as far as I know, in earlier times. After Fabri, it was always
Zuallart remarks that there were two arches
one and the same house.
crossing the street, and I may say that the one which is resting on the

healed."

image

itself

:

;

one side of the wall of Veronica's house is a very ancient one. The
pilgrims recognised the house by some steps, which were there till
J)i
recently, when they were removed for the restoration of the house.
A.D. 1580 Quaresimus describes the house as wanting repairs, and 12 years
later, according to Cotovias, the walls were repaired, so that 48 years
later Surius (448) could speak of new walls, with a double stairway of
four steps. The traces of these steps I saw before any restoration \va
Richter, in 1815, speaks of a new house, which was certainly the
done.
same built a few hundred years Ijefure, and coming down to our days.
1
Some think it was Berenice, tlie widow of Aristobulus, who came afterwards to Kouie accusing Pilate for his crimes, but if so, then the road our Lord
had to go with the cross was quite another one, passing the palace of the
Uasnionsean princes, wliich was situated west, opposite the Temple. I may add
"
that the name Veronica, witli I'era icon = the true picture," was used as a

quibble in words.
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The upper part of the house was built like nearly all the houses of
Jerusalem after the Crusaders' time, but the lower part was much more
During many centuries it was
as the excavations proved.
believed that a church had stood here, althoui{h they could not mention

ancient,

any traces

of such.

The recent excavations brought to light very old masonry, some very
large stones, and showed the rock to be near the surface, but the chief
part was a place about 1 3 metres long, 6 metres wide, and from 3 to 4
12 low, or depressed, arches of hewn stones crossed it,
metres high
;

leaving spaces between from one to the other, about 0-45 wide, which
then were covered up with flat stones. The whole is exactly like the

"Credo" on Mount

The united Greeks, who have bought

Olivet.

this

house and are doing the excavations and restorations, would have liked
But T saw
that I should say this remarkable place has once been a church.
no apse or anything that one may be sure to have been part of a church,
In the
although it may have been some sanctuary or place for worship.
last four or five centuries it had been a cistern, but it is now made into

and more north, where there stood some
built, with rows of pillars, and
The house has now three
covered at the crosspoint with a dome.
entrances the western one, on the site of the ancient entrance to the
house, goes to a passage and some steps up to the new church and the
small convent the next leads into the vaults and old chambers and the
third, or eastern one, into a room situated under the new church, with
some figures of life size showing the scene which once took place here—
Veronica wiping away the sweat from the countenance of the cross bearer,
Simon and Roman soldiers standing by. This room is lighted by two
large windows towards the street, and over the two (still existing) arches
crossing the street there are a few chambers.
Behind the arches under the main building the Greeks cleared out
some other places, intending to make a cistern there it is towards the
By this excavation there were found
hill, and all is full of earth.
several old oi'namented stones, and also one with a Greek inscription
There were recently found most
of which I have already sent a copy.
curious arrangements, built up by bricks, with various pipes, as it seems,
for water, and others certainly for smoke, or a kind of chimney, so that it
I think it was a bath,
is difiicult to say what the place once had been.
but the Greek priest thinks it was something else. To me it seems these
choked-up places at the back have been bui^ied for more than a thousand
years.
Unhappily the tiles are without any mark. They are not Roman
so I think they may date back to the Jewish time.
This house of Veronica is now the Vlth station of the Latin Calvary
road or Via Dolorosa.

a kind of sanctuary.

rooms, a spacious

Over

it,

new church has been

—

;

;

;

;

2.

About
me, put

many

Herod's House.

German Roman

Catholic priest, in a letter to
'' The
questions on toi)ographical points, and lemarked

a year ago a

:

—

KEPOPvTS
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palace of Herod is mentioned by most of the pilgrims in nearly all
Count Solms,
centuries of the Christian era, but very seldom visited.
It was north of
A.D. 1496, saw it by special favour of the Moslems.

As Herod
Pilate's house or the site of the former tower of Antonia.
Antipas came to Jerusalem as a pilgrim, he could not use one of the
three palaces of his father, as they were now Imperial, so he had another
Very likely
palace where he could lodge during his stay in Jerusalem.
an interesting
it was not a large one, notwithstanding it would be
building and well worth looking for. Please let me know what you
know

of

it."

In order to be able to answer this gentleman, I went there and
but when I
inspected the house, which is now in some parts ruined
came here in a.d. 1846 it was still good, and shown to me as Herod's
Owing to its various coloured stones and high situation it is
Palace,
;

very conspicuous.

According to Tobler (" Top.

Jer.,"

i,

p. 649), it

is

first

mentioned

in

Gumjienberg (a.d. 1449) makes the building
the fourteenth century.
200 paces distant from the house of Pilate, on a height, to which a road
Fabri (Pal. Pil. Text Soc. trans., i, 451), 35 years
with steps leads.
" Leaving the aforesaid house, we came to another street
later, says
:

—

leading upwards from it. Here we left the street down which we had
come from Calvary, mounted up this street, and came to a great house,

which was the house of King Herod .... to which the Lord Jesus
was brought from Pilate up this ascent. Herein he was scoflfed at
by Herod's army .... We bowed ourselves to the earth and prayed
before this house and received indulgences. During my first pilgrimage
I was unable to obtain entrance to this house, because there was there a
In my second pilgrimage we were
school of Saracen boys therein.
suddenly driven away from the house because the Governor of the city
So we hurried away that we might
kept his concubines in it
not offend the Governor." There can be no mistake in taking the very
house which is shown to-day as the one seen by Fabri. In examining
it I found in the lower story a few very strong arches, but all the rest
:seems to be Saracenic.
The site was excellent for a palace, and having roads on three sides
it stood somewliat isolated. The old aqueduct passed about 12 feet distant
from its south side or chief front, and there was there a kind of terrace
formed by the rock. Opposite the gate of this house was a round pool
The house was a compact
cut into the rock, and fed by the aqueduct.
It has still an entrance on the
one, having no courtyard in its centre.
south side, and also one on the eastern, which was maile in the time
of the Saracens, and is situated between the strong arches mentioned.
It has two stories, partly even three, and on the western side there is a
mosque, once the largest room of the house. It has also two cisterns
;

cannot tell.
One side of the house is inhabited by
The look-out from the upper
Christians, the other by Mohammedans.
windows and the teiracea of the roof is very nice, embracing a great
the size of

them

I

:
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and other similar architectural remains I
up on the hill, and behind this house,
stands quite alone and separated from other buildings, the Medinet
Hamra^ or Ked Minaret, which is no more in use, and, as it seems, ill-famed
by the Mohammedans.
pai't of

the holy city.

have not found.

3.

Pillars

A little higher

Mosque

i;^

the Street "Suweikat Allun."

As some ancient writers speak of convents, &c., near David's tower,
and as there is in its neighbourhood, in the street " Suweikat Allun," a
mosque (but nearly always locked up), 1 wished to see it, in hope to find
The Moslem who had the
one of those old little chin'ches, but failed.
key which opens the gate close to the street gave it to me. On passing
the door one comes into an uncovered passage, and a few steps further to
The room inside is large but bare of
another door, which I found open.
everything. On the south side is a mihrab, and in the east wall a recess, as
Of an
if there had been once a door, or rather, as I think, a stair there.
apse I could see nothing, and the whole building is not very old. It may
have been afterwards rebuilt as a mosque on a former Christian j)lace of
worship.
4.

Church of Mar Jirias of the Greeks.

marked under 19 in the Ordnance Survey Plan of
Jerusalem, scale 2X00) some distance east of the Latin Convent St. Salvador,
It is a kind of convent and
in the street called " Harat Deir el Franj."
Its situation is

There arose in June last a rumour that
from one of the pictures in this church water was running out, and many
people went there to see it, judging it to be a bad omen. After a
few days I also went thei'e to see the miracle, but found the place dry
and the priest said that only for three days water came out from this
l)icture, wliich represents, as he told me, the Archangel Michael.
In
the decorated thin wall behind the altar there are three openings
the middle larger, and the side ones narrower. In each of these openings
stands a picture in half relief of brass and gilded.
The southern one
represents the Archangel Michael, and there the water had run out, first
in a little stream, and then dropping more and more slowly, until it ceased.
I took advantage of the occasion to measure the church, and send herewith a i)lan of it. The building seems, as far as I could judge, to be
pilgrim-house with a church.

;

Byzantine.

The Greeks have another Church of Mar Jirias outside the city,
and there is the place for curing persons who are
insane.
When brought there these poor people are bound to iron chains
fixed in the wall, so that they cannot move much.
At El Khiulr, near
Solomon's Pools, the Greeks have another establishment of the same kind.
opposite the castle,

5.

The Coftic Mar

Jirias Church.

Mai-ked 12 in the Ordnance Survej^ Plan -gVooj situated west of the
£irket Hammam el Batrak, or Hezekiah's Pool.
There is a Coptic
p
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But they are now about

convent and jjilgrim-house with an old church.
to

make

great alterations, to abandon the old, partly-decayed buildings,

and erect new ones in a much better manner. I hav^e examined and
measured the old church, of which I enclose a plan. It is rather a dark
The entrance is on the north side.
place, having no proper windows.
The outer walls may once have had windows, but I could see nothing of
them, and very likely before the upper building was put on. The central
part may have been covered with a dome (;') At the north-western corner
of the whole building is a dark, small room, which seems to have once
lieen also a kind of church, and there, between the latter and the main
church, is a little dark cell, where insane people were brought and bound
to the iron chains which are still there fixed in the wall —to become
The modern
cured by Mar Jirias or the El Khuder (St. George).

—

hospitals have

made

these procedures with insane people unnecessary

so that the holy Saint Jirias has less to do

or El

Khvider,

is

Christians but also
p.

69

;

1894, p. 36, note

which

Ahraham^s
is

before.

;

Jirias,

held in great esteem by the natives, not only by
by Mohammedans. {See Quarterly Statement, 1888,

by Dr. Chaplin.)

Some Old Eemains.

6.

(a)

now than

Convent.

jmrt of the

— Under

Church

of the

the Greek Convent of

Holy

Abraham,

Sei)ulchre, or rathei- at the south

it, east of the churchyard, is, behind the Armenian Church of St. John,
a kind of a cellar or magazine. The lowest part of a former church
building with clumsy thick walls, the southern part of it can be seen as a
ruin in the Abyssinian Convent. This underground ]ilace seems to have
The Greek Archimandrite Ephthemius has altered and
been a crypt.

of

much improved Abraham's Convent, and

also

some light was brought
more closely examine

into this dark underground place, so that I could

I found there rock-cut tombs, not Jewish, but Christian, i.e., a kind
of trough, cut into the rock, also the walls of this jilace are partly rock.
Over the enti-ance door, which is about 8 feet wide, is an interesting
it.

Section of Lintel.
-

a' o'

„..

upon which 1 hoped to find some marks or inscription, but found
It is an immense stone, about 12 feet long, and in section as
sliown in the accompanying drawing. These cuttings, like steps on the
lintel,

notliing.
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face of a lintel, I have observed also on a lintel at the

Bethlehem Church,
found on Mount Olivet, which appai'ently
once belonged to the Ascension Church, which would suggest that this
church, which is so curiously added to the Holy Sepulchre Church, was
built in the same age as the Ascension Church.
(b) An interesting sto7ie basin.
When examining the vinderground
places round the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, I found under the
northei-n part of the house called Dar Isaac Beg a long tunnel-like vault,
in direction from east to west.
It is 16 feet 4 inches wide, lOi feet high,
and 75 feet long, with 8^ feet thick walls, and covered with a semicircular arch.
The northern wall had two windows (by which I could
measure the thickness of the walls), but closed, as they are now underground. In this tunnel-like place is a rock-hewn cistern, and near its
mouth stands a nice round stone basin, still good and sound, although

and broken pieces

of such I

—

worked rather
(c)

An

thin.

old pillar.

— In the court of

lying on the ground a fine stone

the Charalambos Convent there

pillar,

is

14 feet 2 inches long, and 2 feet

3 inches diameter it was originally somewhat longer, and thought to
have once stood in Constantine's Mat_yrion, (>r it may have been the
brother of the one still standing in a former shop (now a Latin Sanctuary) at the so-called " Gate of Judgment," near the Eussian Hospice,
;

at the cross-roads there.

Jerusalem, September

9th, 1895.

CHISEL-DRAFTED STONES AT JERUSALEM.
By John Bellows,

Esq.

In the sixth of Viollet le Due's " Lectures on Architecture," he goes into
some interesting details of the masonry of the wall at Jerusalem, particularly of the remains of the bridge that connected the temple with the
palace
and of the southern face of the south-east angle of the retaining
wall.
His object is to show that the stonework here is Phoenician, and
not Eoman of the time of Herod. SjDeaking of the chisel-drafted blocks
forming the abutments of the arch, he says "... these blocks are not
hewn conformably with the method in use under the Empire the faces
are coarsely dressed, and around the beds and joints may be observed a
wide chiselling like that which is found on the few remains of Phoenician
masonry. The beds and joints are beautifully dressed, perfectly true, and
without mortar. ... 7/ this arch and the walls that serve for its abutments do not date from the primitive construction undertaken by
Solomon, and carried on during several centuries after him, it must be
;

:

;

admitted that they belong to the restoration or reconstruction undertaken
by Herod under Augustus."
P 2

"
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VioUet

le

Due

further gives an engraving of the platform of the

temple, corresponding in detail to that on the cover of the Quarterly
Statement, but showing the southern face of the south-east corner of the

and he goes on to say "Do we not find in this basement the traces
an altogether primitive art ? Does not the setting back of the layers
{battering) in conformity with the method pursued by all primitive nations,
wall,

:

of

indicate a very high antiquity

?

This gigantic masonry, these projecting

the perished beds of these blocks, are they not
proof of an age long anterior to the time of Herod ?

ledges, and, I repeat

I trust it

but

little

may

it,

not seem presumptuous on the part of one

who has had

technical experience, to give practical reasons for believing that

they are not proof of the antiquity

tlie

great architect here suggests.

In 1872-3, it was my lot to discover the Eoman wall of Gloucester,
which a few years after was mapped by the Ordnance Survey, and
recorded on the large-scale plan of the city. Since the Ordnance Map
was made, I have put down a pit in the cellar of Eastgate House, close to
the gateway itself, to examine the other or outer face of the wall
the
original discovery having been made in an excavation of some 40 feet in
length along the inner side, and in course of which the largest find of
:

Roman

was assured by the late Professor
which has ever been made in one heap in Great Britain. The
wall is about 6 feet thick the upper portion, which alone is visible on
the inside, being built of small stones grouted or concreted together and
pointed on the face. On the outer side, which I have since laid open in
the cellar of the house to a greater depth, we came down to courses of
pottery, &c., occurred (as I

Eolleston),

:

large blocks, carefully jointed in the bed,

and

laid wUhoiit mortar.

The

lowest course I was able to reach shows a block with a roughly-picked
face and a large chisel-drafting exactly such as Viollet le Due lays such

mark

pre-Roman building. 1 say the lowest I have
came upon a spring of water (which
is strongly saline) that stopped my further digging, as it did the mining
at the same spot (the East Gate) by the army of Charles I during the

stress upon, as a

been able to reach

:

of

for at this level I

siege of the city in 1643.

We have clear evidence that this Roman wall of Gloucester was built
about the middle of the first century that of ( 'hester, which dates a few
years later, showing the same peculiarity of the blocks being laid xoithout
mortar in the portion of the wall which is subject to immersion in water.
I have tried to get a photograph of the chisel-drafting in question, but
the very cramped space in the pit will not athuit of working a camera.
My friend, James P. Moore, architect, has, however, made a careful
.sketch of it, which accompanies this paper.
Now, the width of the drafting at Jerusalem varies. I find tliat of
(Harani es Sherif) of the Ordnance
tlic wailing place, as given in Plate
Survey, is 3 inches mine at Gloucester is 3i inches. Not only is the
drafting identical in character, and very close in dimension, but all the
other marks upon which Viollet le Due relies for his jiroof that the
Jerusalem masonry is ])re-Roman, are found in the Gloucester masonry,
;

X

;
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unquestionably Eoman. Thus, he speaks of the battering as
"a very high antiquity" but the Gloucester wall is battered
in exactly the same way, by stepping back a course some 2 inches at

Avhich

is

indicating

to

;

CHISEL-DRAFTED STONES AT JERUSALEM.
one on the
stone shows a perished face on one block, and a perfectly sound
next, in the same course.
"
"
Further on in the same lecture, Viollet le Due instances notchings
"
or " decrochements in the stones as a survival of cyclopean (and thereNo doubt this is so but that it survived on to
fore very ancient) work.
:

the time of the

showing

Empire

is

plain.

I

have found several stones here

it.

'7//^//}/\^,7
were desired that the Jerusalem j^latform stones are
with the method in use under the Empire," although
conformably
hewn
the Phcenicians, and
that method may have been initiated long before by
in
the remains of the
have
it
we
Romans,
the
under
simply continued
town wall, and the
palace of Augustus at Tarragona in Spain, and of the
If further proof

"

EoMAN Aqueduct at Tarragona.
same place, which belong to the same epoch
the i)alace, amphitheatre, and Aqueduct all forming one group of works.
Catalogue,"
I take the drawings here given, from "Description de la
published at Paris in 1806. Here we have masonry precisely of Herod's

Roman fAqueduct

at the

;

;

003
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time {i.e., of the time of Augustus), sliowing clearly the same large ehiselwhile the in^va of
drafting as at Jerusalem, though on smaller stones
the Aqueduct show a batter of what appears to be about the same angle of
:

inclination.

The base

is

13 feet (old French measure) and it narrows
The pointed arch in the palace

to 9 feet 6 inches, at a height of 31 feet.

wall

is

a mediajval addition, which has, as will be seen, displaced

some

of

the stones.

Roman Masonry at TAaiuAGONA.

-^^ A

City Wall.

Palace of Augustus.

I think a comparison of these walls with the drawings of Dr. Bliss and
Archibald Dickie and others, in the Quarterly/ Statement, will prove of
If I underinterest. With the mention of one more item I will conclude.
stand the drawings correctly, it is not infrequent to find in masonry at
Jerusalem even chisel-drafted stones bedded the wrong way of the grain
that is, witii the lines of stratification running perpendicularly to the bed,
instead of horizontally. We have found several chiselled stones similarly

placed in the

Roman

wall of Gloucester,

CONSTRUCTIOX (W THE TABERXACLE.
By

the Rev.

W. H.

B. Proby,

M. A.,

Crosse and Tyrwhitt Scholar, Cantab.

Brryman Ridges, though
commended by his remarks in the

I SHOULD be sorry to speak disparagingly of Mr.
his

Hebrew

scholarship does not seem

last Quarterly Statement.

But surely

his theory refutes itself.

I also

have made the construction of the Tabernacle a matter of study, and have
come to the conclusion that on the whole Mr. James Fergusson's theory
as stated in " Smith's Dictionary of the Bible," s.v. Temjjle,

is

sound.

On

one point, however, I venture to hold my own opinion, which does not
seem as yet to have been before the public, viz., that the "middle bar"

GREEK INSCniPTION FROM DAMASCUS.
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and fourth boards at the western
it was so designated), and
supported a ridge-cord, the other end of which was supported by the

was
end

set

up on end between

of the

middle "

tlie

third

Tabernacle (on which account

pillar " at the entrance.

I venture to render the participle in

Exodus xxvi, 28, "causing to reach," i.e., causing the ridge-cord
Cords, I would observe, are mentioned in Exodus xxxix, 40.

to reach.

SEAL FROM HEBRON.
By

Lieut.-Colonel Conder, E.E., D.C.L.

This seal was brought from Hebron thirty years ago by Eev. Dr. Stewart,
It is now in
of Leghorn, and given to Dr. Gumming, of Edinburgh.
possession of his son, who kindly showed it to me.
It is in the style commonly found on signets from Babylonia, Phoenicia,
Cyprus, and Palestine, and rejiresents a man holding a goat. It has been
thought to refer to the Scape Goat. The tigui-e is not milking, nor does
it

appear to be sacrificing, the goat. The design, as far as my experience
The designs on such seals have usually a religious
is very unusual.

goes,

A GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM THE GRAND MOSQUE,
DAMASCUS.
By Ernest W. Gurney Mastermak,

F.E.C.S.

going round the ruins of the Grand Mosque a few days ago, some
Christian workmen, engaged in carving new capitals for tlie columns
destroyed by the fire of 1892, pointed out to me a Greek inscription.
This morning I jiaid a special visit to the mosque at an early hour in

When

order to copy

it.

Tlie inscribed stone

is

built into the inner face of the southern wall
It is the eighth stone

of tlie nioscpie, near the Madinet-el-Gliarblyeh.

row above the floor.
mosque say that before the fire it was plastered over
and they did not know of its existence. The stone is about 5 feet long
and 2A feet high. The inscription is not in the middle, but to one side.
As soon as I began decii)hering the letters, T found that the stone was
to the eastern side of the side entrance in the third

The Moslems

at the

built into the wall upside

down.

—
GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM DAMASCUS.
Apparently when
regardless of

tliis

was done the

the inscription

—to

wliole surface

make a rough

was
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chipjied over

surface to hold

the
the whole surface uniformly rough, but in the
case of most of the letters, as the enclosed copy will show, only the parts
plastering, for not only

is

deejDest cut

I

survive.

much

fear

there

work

is

scarcely enough preserved

much. The letters I
have marked dark are, I think, unmistakable, though, of course, they
may be incomplete. What I have marked lightly is also fairly clear
indeed, when in doubt about any mark, I have marked nothing.
It
seems clear that the whole inscription was originally but seven lines, and
that none of the lines were longer than the longest represented here, as
there is no trace of letters around the area of the inscription.

to enable even a specialist at such

to decipher

;

^^TT oYo rrPOTo r
NYrJOrAArA:(|)OYi<A^

KAltCAAMAlVoYErov
^if^ AP>C

I

f1 Ar£|poY/;;^.vr

may interest those who read this to hear that the grand old mosque
now almost as it was immediately after the fire. The floors are
over a considerable area, piled with rubbish, and beyond a few new

It

is left
still,

pieces of columns, capitals, &c., there is no sign of any rebuilding going
on.
Even " unbelievers" are now j^ermitted to go from the Bab-el- Bered
into the mosque without removing their boots.

Damascus, May 3rd, 189G.

Note bv Dr. Murray.

Aio

vvaicv u8fX(f)ov Kai
AvvLov

cri;«'Tpd[<^]ov

Koi ^enafxavovs tov

Inscription apparently in memory of some one, at the instance of his
brother, Dionysios, his foster-brother, Annios, and Selamanes, the chief
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cook.

The name Selamanes occurs
See " C.I.Gr.,"

a deity.

iii,

by Waddington, No. 2147,

from Syria as that of
Sahimanes " is given
an ordinary name.

in inscriptions

4449-4451.
as that of

The form

"

THE SITE OF THE TEMPLE.
By

M. Watson, C.M.G., E.E.

Lieut.-Colonel C.
>

Quarterltf Statement for April, at p. 170, there are some observations by Lieut.-Colonel Conder upon my article on " The Site of the
Temple," which appeared in the January Statement. Any remarks by
Colonel Conder respecting Jerusalem are deserving of the most careful

In the

consideration, as he has devoted so
all

much

of his life to the

Holy Land and

a satisfaction to find that in the main he
entirely to concur with what I wrote concerning the probable

connected with

it,

and

it is

seems
arrangement of the Temple buildings.
But to some of his observations I cannot agree, and, therefore, think
it desirable, as briefly as possible, to give my reasons for differing from
his conclusions.

which was probably used
Temple and its courts. Colonel Conder remarks that
"Colonel Watson admits that a cubit of 16 inches would give better
Now, I certainly do not admit such a
results than one of 18 inches."
supposition, nor do I think that the words used in my article can be read
What I did say was as follows :— " After reading all I
to imply this.
could respecting this question, it appears to me that the cubit used was
that of about 18 inches. Possibly it was rather less, say 17-7 inches, but
this is not certainly jjroved, and I have adopted a cubit of 18 inches in
making the plan. A somewhat smaller cubit would perhaps have given
slightly more satisfactory results, but that of 18 inches is good enough for

And,

first,

as regards the length of the cubit

in laying out the

practical purposes, and has the advantage of easy reduction to measures
that are given in feet." It must be remembered that the cubit used in
the construction of the Temple was one of six hand -breadths, and I do
not think any cubit of six hand-breadths was as small as 16 inches.
was
I am well aware that Colonel Conder believes that the cubit used
one of 16 inches, and I have read much that he has written to prove this.
To me, however, his arguments are not convincing. Take, for example,
the article on "Linear Measures," at ]>. 57 of his "Handbook to the
the
Bible." He first states that the cubit was equal to the fourth part of

height of a man, or to the length of the forearm to the end of tlie longest
finger.
The cubit was divided into six palms, or hand-breadths, and the
palm into four tinger-breadths. He then goes on to say that the fingerbreadth, according to the " Sephoi' Torah," was equal to two barleycorns
This
laid endways, or the width of seven barleycorns laid side by side.

—
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168 barleycorns
to 6 x 4 x 7
the cubit was, as supposed by Colonel Conder,
16 inches in length, it is evident that 10-5 barleycorns would go to an
Now, I certainly do not think that any barleycorns are so small
inch.

would evidently make the cubit equal

laid side

by

side, so

that

if

The ordinary barley in England averages seven
grains to the inch, but the grains of barley in the East are rather smaller.
Mahmoud Pasha el Falaki, who devoted much study to the length of the
different cubits in use in Egypt, found that the average length of the
as this would imply.

which consists of six hand-breadths, each of
each of six barleycorns, was '4886 metres, i.e.,
19'136 inches, which gives 7"5 barleycorns to the inch. I doubt whether
there is any barley, of which the grains are smaller than eight to the
inch, which would make the cubit referred to by Colonel Conder 21 inches
and not 16 inches in length. But it is rather curious that the tract,
" Sephor Torah," upon which he bases his argument, states that seven
barleycorns laid side by side are equal in length to two barleycorns placed
religious cubit of the Arabs,

four finger-breadths,

making one barleycorn in length equal to 3"5 in breadth, a
comparative measurement for which I cannot find justification. His
other arguments in favour of a cubit of six hand-breadths being 16 inches
Without going into details,
in length appear to be equally inconclusive.
which would take too long for this note, I would say that it is probable
that the approximate length of each of the three different cubits was
lengthwise,

:

Cubit of 7 hand-breadths

....

....

....

Of course
some further

I

may be wrong and

light

safe to dogmatise.
it

upon the

small extent Plan No.

1,

,,

14' /o

,,

should only be too glad to hear of
It is one upon which it is not

subject.

Whatever the length

does not affect Plan No.

20'65 inches.
IT'TO

of the cubit

published with

my

may

article,

be,

however,
to a

and only

2.

Conder makes is that I have shown
For instance, that I have given
the level of the Court of the Priests at 2,431, whereas he says that there
is a rock level of 2,432 within the area, and he refers in proof of his view
to the list of rock-levels published in the Jerusalem volume of the
" Memoirs," at p. 277.
In this list No. 2 level is 2,432. and is described

The next

criticism that Colonel

the levels of the courts rather too low.

^s a point 100 feet east of the highest part of the Sakhrah. Now, the
highest point is towards the west side of the Sakhrah, but even if we
measure from the centre of the rock it will be found that a point 100 feet
east of it comes not on the Court of the Priests, but under the floor of the
Porch, which was at a level of about 2,440 feet. There is another level,
No. 8, given as 2,432, but this is outside the Court of the Priests to the
north, while a third level, No. 10, given as 2,433, is outside the Court of
tlie Priests to the west.
I am unable to find any level greater than 2,431
within the limits laid down for the court on the plan.
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Colonel Conder also objects to my level, 2,416, for the Court of the
the ground that there is a rock level 2,420 within that area.
Here, too, I am in a difficulty in identifying the exact point he refers to.
There is a level of 2,420 on the list already referred to (NTo. 7), stated to be
120 feet south of the south-east corner of the jDlatform of the Dome of the
Eock, but this is outside the Court of the Women to the south. There

Women, on

are also levels of 2,421 (No. 4), 2,423 (No. 5), and 2,419 (No. 6), but these
are all outside the limits of the Court of the Women, as I have suggested
It appears to me, therefore, that though I should be very
it, to the north.

sorry to assert that the levels, as given in my plans, are certainly right,
Colonel Conder's criticisms are not proof that they are wrong.
The next point in his observations is that I spoke of the "Middoth" as
the authority for the exact distances to the boundaries of the Mountain

House. I am obliged to him for pointing this out. It was an
error in writing, as I was quite aware that these distances are not in the
" Middoth," but in the later work, " Tosephoth
But as he
Tob."

of the

Yom

accepts these measurements as probably correct, and has adopted them
in his small plan of the Temple given in the " Handbook to the Bible,"
we are not much at variance on this point. With his plan I am well
it is on too small a scale, and gives too little detail to be
use in studying the question, or in following the description of
the Temple buildings given in his Handbook. To arrive at any satisfactory result in such a case it is quite necessary to work on a much
larger scale than he has done, and I would like to take this opportunity
of remarking that the plans as I worked them are very much larger than

acquainted, but
of

much

the reproductions published in the Quarterly Statement, as I plotted the
Temple itself on a scale of yi^, and the courts on a scale of -^.
Colonel Conder seems rather surprised that I did not refer to what he

has written, but the fact is that I purposely avoided consulting his books
or an^ other modern authorities in preparing the plans, which were based
altogether on the description in the " Mishna," as translated by Dr.
The translations made by Dr. Chaplin
CTiaplin, and in Josephus.

appeared in the Quarterly Statements for 1885, 1886, and 1887, and I join
with Colonel Conder in strongly recommending them to the attention of
If Dr. Chaplin could spare time
subscribers to the Palestine Fund.
to republisli these translations in a separate volume he would confer a
great benefit on all who are interested in the Temjile of Jerusalem.
In conclusion I would repeat that the plans which accompanied my
article can only be regarded as tentative, and I would be very much
I would mention that some
obliged for any criticism upon them.
interesting communications have already reached me with regai'd to
theui.
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THE ONOMASTICON.
By

Lient.-Colonel Conder,

RE., D.C.L.

Among the more important authorities on Palestine geo^^raphy is the
Onomastieon of Eusebius, translated into Latin by Jerome. It has been
used by me in the Memoirs of the Survey, but no continuous account of
its contents, as illustrated by the Survey discoveries, has been published
by the Palestine Exploration Fund. The following notes may be useful
Jerome speaks of the nomenclature of
as indicating its peculiar value.
the country in words which still apply sixteen centuries later " Vocabula
qufe vel eadem manent, vel immiitata sunt postea, vel aliqua ex parte
corrupta." His own acquaintance with Palestine was wide and minute,
and he often adds new details of interest to the Greek text of Eusebius
which he renders. It is only necessaiy here to notice the places which
are fixed by the authors, and not those which were (and usually still are)
:

unknown.

The order

names which follow is that of the OnomasGreek of Eusebius and the Greek

of the

tieon text, following the spelling of the
al^Dliabet.

Jerome says: "The name is still
Abarim, the Moab Mountains.
pointed out to those ascending from Livias (Tell er Rameh) to Heshbon,
near Mount Peor retaining the original name the region round being

—

;

The road in question ajjpears to be that
from Tell er Rameh to 'AyAn Mfisa (Ashdoth Pisgah), and thence to
Heshbon, passing under Nebo on the north. Jerome calls Abarim " the
mountain where Moses died," evidently Nebo itself but Peor (Phogor)

still

called

Phasga

(Pisgali)."

;

seems to have been further south.
Abel of the Vineyards (Judges xi, 33). Jerome says that two Abilas
were still known, one 7 miles from Philadelphia (^Ammdn\ " seen
placed among vineyards," the other, 12 miles from Gsidaxa. {Umm Keis)
on the east, " fertile in vines," and a third in Phoenicia, " between
Damascus and Banias." The first of these places is not known, the second
retains its name, the third is Abila of Lysanias {Suk Wddi/ Barada).
The culture of vines in Gilead in the fourth century is here indicated,
but only the rock-cut wine presses now remain.
Abel 7naula (Judges vii, 22) is jjlaced 10 miles "contra australem"
from Scythopolis (Beisdn), apparently at 'Ain Ileliveh.
Another place
called Abelmea, between Scythoiiolis and Neapolis (AVibhis), is noticed.
The only similar name is that of tlie well called BeVameh, south of
Jenin.

Abenezer

(1

Sam.

iv, 1),

village of Bethshemesh."

"between Jenisalem and Ascalon, jiear the
is the modern Deir Abdn, but whether

This

the site really suits for Ebenezer seems verv doubtful.

Agallim
Areopolis.

(Isa.

xv, 8)

A site still

is

identified

to be found in

with Aegalim, 8 miles south of

Moab.

Aggai (Ai, Gen. xii, 8), a few ruins (probably at
Jerome here notes that there was a church

Bethel.

present church seems to belong to the twelfth century.

JTaii/dn), east of

in

Bethel.

The
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Agrispecula

Moab

Num.

{see

from the Arnon

xxiii, 14),

overlooking the Dead Sea, not far
among the various peaks of the

not easily fixed

is

;

plateau.

Adasa, near Gophna, now the ruin 'Adasah.
Addara (Joshua xv, 3), apparently unknown. The Latin continues
" There is also another town in the region of Diospolis (Lydda), near the
Ajjpareutly Ataroth Adar is here intended {ed
reo-ion of Thamna."
Ddriah), Thamna being Tibneh, north of Lydda.
Under this head two places are noticed, Advi, near
Adithaim.
Gaza, and Aditha, near Diospolis. The first is unknown, the second is
:

now

Hadttheh.

Adollam (Joshua xv,
theropolis."

Now

35).

" Still

the ruin ^Ald

el

a village, not small

;

east of Eleu-

mia.

7), said to be a ruin called Maledomim,
(now TaVat ed Bumin, " ascent of blood "), on the way
from Jerusalem to Jericho, where was a " castle of soldiers." The name
is said to have been due to the blood shed by robbers, but it appears
The castle
really to arise from the red streaks in the white limestone.
stood no doubt on the site of the more celebrated twelfth century
Jerome connects this
fortress close by, which still remains in ruins.
site with the Parable of the Good Samaritan, which still is connected

Adommim

(Joshua xv,

" ascent of blood "

with this desolate spot.
Aendor (1 Sam. xxviii,
large village."

It

is

7),

south of Tabor, 4 miles,

said to be "

is

a

a very small one, AndHr.
" It is said that there is a wonderful temple on

now

Aermon (Hermon).

summit, worshipped by the natives of Paneas and Lebanon." The
The Paganism of Syria was not
remains of this temple still exist.
" Whence the
further note says
extinct in the fourth century.
snows of
The
delicias."
ob
Tyre,
to
snows are brought in summer

its

A

:

Hermon and Lebanon are still used (as they were also in the twelfth
century) to cool the sherbet drinks in summer.
Azanoth (Joshua xix, 34). Under this head is mentioned a ^^illage in
the region of Dio CV^sarea (Sefdrieh) in the plains, so called. It has not
been found.
Azeca (Joshua

x, 10), is said to

be

"still

a village between Jerusalem

and Eleutheropolis " {Beit Jihrhi), but I never succeeded in finding it,
though we inquired several times.
Azor or Jazer (Num. xxi, 32), "the limit of the city of Ammon, now
called Philadelphia .... which is about 8 miles from it on the
west."

This seems to refer to the ruin Sar, but is not in the right
which is more probably the present Beit Zar'a. (6'ee

situation for Jazer,

Jazer.)

Azotus (Ashdod)
ti

is

said to be "

non ignobile municipium

"

;

it

is

now

small village.

Ailalh (Elath), on the Eed Sea, ia said to be the station of the tenth
Legion {see inider Arnon).
Aialon {Joshua. X, 12) ia said to have been a "villa" east of Bethel

"
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Jews

village near Nicopolis (M«imv?,s) in the second njile

The Jews were
reference

right,

attii'in

that

it

is

a

towards Jerusalem."

to Yalu. but Jerome thus gives us a
ruined village of 'Alia, otherwise unnoticed in
distinguishes Aialon of Dan (Joshua xix, 42), which

and referred

the small

to

He

ancient accounts.

he places at Alus ( TalS) near Nicopolis.
Aemath, " now Amathus, a village beyond Jordan, in twenty-first mil
from Pella towards the south " (Joshua xiii, 5) " and there is another
village named Amatha, near Gadara, where hot waters burst forth."
These sites are now called 'Amdteh, in Gilead. Jerome rightlv distinguishes both from Hamath in Syria.
Aenan (Genesis xxxviii, 14), " now a ruin, and near the great village
Perhaps 'Ain 'Ainak, near Tibueh (Timnah of Judah
of Thamna."
Jerome notes that the Jews did not consider the word Ql^"'^ in the
passage cited to refer to a locality. He says that at Aena, or Aenan,
"stands an idol much venerated in tliis region," another indication of the
;

Paganism

of Palestine in the fourth century.'

Aenon, near Salim (.John

23), " at the eighth milestone

iii,

Scythopolis (Beisdn), near Salim and Jordan."

We

south of

failed to find these

names there

extant.
Probably 'Aimtn, though further south.
ApJiraim (Joshua xix, 19), " now Affarea, 6 miles from Legio {Lejjun)
This identification is very probably the correct site for
to the north."
Haphiaim, at the ruin now called el Ferrhjeh.
Acheldama, " south of Mount Sion," was shown apparently at the
same site recognised in the twelfth century, now Hakk ed Dumm

(Acts

i,

19).

Accaron (Ekron), "

still

a great village

Some wrongly

quite small.

identified

"

in the fourth century, but

Ekron

in

now

Jerome's time witli

Ctesarea.

Acrabbim (Joshua xv,

Under

3).

ever, a village, still large, 9 miles

going

down

to

this head is added, "there is, howfrom Neapolis {Nubhis) to the east,

Jordan and Jericho thereby, called Acrabittene

" {'Alrabc/i,.

in Samaria).
" 8

Acsaph (Joshua xi, i) is Avrongly identified with Chasalus {Iksdl),
miles from Dio Ctesarea, at the foot of Tabor in the plains

(^Chesulloth)

Accho, "

;

the Gi'eek, however, reads 'E^aSovs {see Achaseloth).

now

Ptolemais,"

Amman, "now
Anab (Joshua
and there

is

Acre.

Philadelphia,"

xv, 50), "

still

town
Hebi'on, 9 miles from
is

another

lai'ge

is

Eabbath Ammon.

a village, in the region of Eleutheroj^olis
(villa) of

the

Jews

south of
it."
The first is
perhaps el Ghuwein, the Anini of Joshua (xv, 50).
A^nuthoth, 3 miles from Jerusalem, '^iHttto.
Aniel

'

(Ai^ei'p),

Joshua

xix,

'21,

called

now

Anea

in

;

Daroma,

'Anub, the second

"is a village called Betoj^nea, 15 miles

Felix Fabri speaks of an idol in the foi'm of a black boy adored by Ai-abs

in tlio SuKiitic desert at the close of the

loth century

.\.d.
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mountain to tlie east, where are baths (lavacra), said
Apparently 'Anhi.
Anim is identified rightly with an Anea {see Anab), now el Ghimein.
there are two Ghuweins
Jerome mentions that there were two Aneas
ruins.
Jerome says, "all the
Byzantine
with
Lower)
and
(Upper

from
to

CiBsarea, in the

be salubrious."

:

inhabitants are Christians."

Anna

(Joshua xix,

Anna,

village,

13).

this head is mentioned "another
from Neapolis, towards Jerusalem."

Under

in the tenth mile

This \&'Ahi'Aina. The Greek reads le (15) miles instead of 10, as in
the Latin. The same j^lace is called Anuath by Josephus (.3 "Wars"
iii,

5).

Astemoe.

the place
noticed,

C

50), " a Jewish village in Dar(o)ma, north-east of
This agrees with the positions of el Ghuwein, just

Joshua xv,

Auem."

and

es

SemiVa.

Two places are noticed under this head
xi, 21).
Betho-annaba, 4 miles east of Lydda, and Bethannaba, 8 miles distant.
These appear to be 'Anndheli and Beit JShlha, but the Bible site is probably
Anob (Joshua

:

Anab, already noticed.
" There is another village, Arabas by name, in the
which was formerly called Saphorine" (Sefilrieh),
The
" and another 3 miles from Scythopolis (Beisdn) to the west."

Araha (Deut.

7).

i,

district of Diocaesarea,

hrst of these

is

'Arrdbeh, the second

Ar ad (Nmnhera
and

" 4 miles

from the town Malatha "

Two

Arbela.

is

perhaps 'Arabonch.
Hebron," now Tell 'Arud;

xxi, 1) "is 20 miles south of
(

Tell el Milh).

are noticed under this head.

places

Ai-bel,

beyond

Jordan, in the Bella region (now Irbid), and another in the great plain,
This may be Irbid, west of the Sea of Galilee,
9 miles from Legio.
though the distance does not agree. Berhaps 'Arabonek, on Mount
Gilboa,

is

intended.

Under this head, Jerome speaks of the Oak
Mamre, "which was shown till the reign of Constantine, and the
mausoleum can still be seen; and, when our people built the Churcli
all the
there, the place of the terebinth was superstitiously adored by
Arboc (Kirjath Arba).

of

jjeople

round about."

the subject.

Argob.

This

is

mentioned also

in Constautine's letter

on

The ruins of the chapel remain at Rdmet el Khalll.
Under this head a place is noticed, 15 miles west of Gerasa.

Probably Rcjlb, 20 miles west of Gerasa, is intended.
Area Atad (Gen. 1, 10) is placed at Beth Agla {Kusr Hajlah), 3
miles from Jericho and 2 miles from Jordan. In the Bible it is placed
"beyond Jordan," which is very difficult to understand, as the route
from Egyi)t to Hebron, where Jacob was buried, would hardly seem to
The statement is repeated (Gen. 1, 11). Josephus
lie across the Jordan.
does not mention the episode.
xirisu.

Under

this

head a village near Lydda, called Betariph,

is

noticed— perhaps Deir Tureif.
Aiii (Joshua xv, 32), wrongly placed at Bethenim {Beit 'AinAn\
2 miles from the terebinth of Abraham {Rdmet el KlialU).

"
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Arith (1 Sara, xxii, 5). A village, Arath, west of Jerusalem, is
mentioned, probably the riiiu Hardsh near Koloniah.
Arisoth (Judges iv, 2).
Under this head a village, Jabis (Yabis), is
mentioned as " very great," lying between Pella and Gerasa.
This is
Jabesh Gilead (in ^^'ady Yabis)
but no connection with the name of
Jabin really exists, as Eusebius and Jerome suppose.
Arcem (Rekem), is identified with Petra, as in Rabbinical writings,
and \>y Josephus. (<S'es Petra.)
;

Armathem Sop/dm (1 Sam. 1,
whence was Joseph who

Dio.spolis,

Apparently Rantieh

Arnon

is

garrison at Areopolis

("Reland,"
Illyriciani,

1,

is

stil'

noti-^ed

survived in the fourth century, and a
under this head.
In the NotitiiB

have been the Equites Mauri
where the Onomasticon places the

231), they n-e said to

p.

who

"in the region of Thamua, near
Arimathea in the Gospels."

called of

the place intended.

The name

River.

1),
is

also garrison ?d Elath,

Tenth Legion.
Aroer (Num. xxxii, 34) is rightly jjlaced at 'Ar^a^r on Arnon. The
account seems to show that Eusebius had visited the country beyond
Jordan, or received information from someone well acquainted with this
region.

Asan (Joshua

" There is still a village, Bethasan, belonging
from it."
(The Greek gives is', or 16.)
The
direction is not given.
Perhaps Beit Shenneh.
Aser (Joshua xv, 25) is wrongly placed at "a large village between
Ascalon and Ashdod."
This is, perhaps, a mistake. There is a ruin
railed Yasln between the two towns, and a village, Yasilr, east of Ashdod.
Aser (Joshua xvii, 7). Under this head is noticed a village on the
road from Neapolis to Scythopolis at 15 miles. This seems to point to
Teiaslr ; and the woixls "in decimoquinto lapide juxta viam publicam
are very explicit. There is a Roman milestone at Teiasir on the road to
Beisan from Nablus at the required distance. This is the "town of Job"
of the Bordeaux Pilgrim.
The sacred place of the village is now called
Nehy Toia, apparently Aramaic for "the good prophet." But perhaps
'Ash'eh is intended by Jerome.
Asthaol (Joshua xv, 33) is wrongly placed at Astho, between Ascalon
and Ashdod. The latter is probabl}' the ruin Kliasseh.
Azion Gaber (1 Kings ix, 26), is placed at Essia on the Red Sea near
Elath. The true site is probably 'Ain Ghudidn, at the head of the salt
marshes (once sea) noith of Elath.
Astaroth (Dent, i, 4) is placed 6 miles from Adra, which was 25 from
Bostra.
Ajiparently Tell 'Ashterah is meant. Eusebius says there were
two places in Bashan, so called, 9 miles apart, between Adra and Abila.
Perhaps the second is TM 'Asherah.
Asor (Hazor of Galilee). Under this head is noticed an Asor in the

xv, 42).

to Jerusalem, 15 miles

region of Ascalon to the east,

Atharoth (Joshua xvi,

The modern

'Attura.

7).

now

Yasilr.

"Now

a village 4 miles north of Sebaste.""

—
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Aiharoth (Joshua

Under this head Eusebius notices 'two
These occur on Sheets XIV and XVII

xviii, 13).

places so called near Jerusalem.

Survey Map 'Attura in each case.
Aulon (Deut. 1,'^1, Septuagint), Jerome says,

of the

for the

Jordan Valley

is

not Greek, but Hebrew,

(p~)t>^).

Apheca (Joshua xiii, 14). " But there is still a great castle, Apheca
by name, close to (juxta) Hip])os." This agrees with the discovery of
Hippos at SAsieh close to F/l:
Aphra (Joshua xviii, 23), "is to this day the village Effrem, in the
tiftli mile from Bethel to the east."
The site is now called Taiyibeh.
Achaseloth (Joshua xix, 18; is placed by Eusebius at Iksal {see back,
Acsaph).
The writers seem confused about this site, ard place it
8 miles from Sepphoris to the east.
The real direction is southwards.
Achziph (Joshua xix, 29), correctly placed at Ez Zib, and said to be
9 miles from Ptolemais.
Achor (Joshua vii, 24) is placed north of Jericho, and the name is said
-still

to

have sux vived not far from Gilgal.

Baal (Joshua xv, 9), or Kirjath Jearim, is said to be a village on the
road to Lydda, 10 miles from Jerusalem. The direction does not suit,
as Josephus says the town was near Beth Shemesh, and no similar name
occurs at this distance.

Baalthamar (Judges xx, 33), " still so called," near Gibeah. Since
Gibeah is wi-ongly placed in the Onomasticon, apparently at Jeb'a, southwest of Jerusalem, the above may be the present Beit Ummdr, to the
south of

Jeb'.i.

Bethacath

(2

Kings

x, 14), "

not more than 15 miles from Legio,"

now

Beit Kad.
BetJiel is

placed 12 miles from Jerusalem {Beitin).

Bethsarisa (2 Kings x, 42)
region of Thamna, to the north.

placed 15 miles from Lydda, in the
This appears to be now Sirlsia.
Bala (Zoar, Gen. xiv, 2), overlooking the Dead Sea, and said to be a
Possibly Tell esh ShaghAr.
station of Roman soldiers.
Balanus (Judges iv, 6), '' in the suburbs of Neapolis, towards Joseph's
tomb," is now Baldta.
Bathne (Joshua xix, 25), 8 miles from Ptolemais to the ea3t, called
seems to be El Baneh.
in the fourth century Bethbeten
Baalmeon (Num. xxxii, 38). '• Still a large village near B;iaru in
Arabia, where the ground produces natural hot springs," 9 miles from
Heshbon. Mow Ifahi, Baaru being (i-ee " Reland," pp. 487, 611, 881)
Machairus, and the hot springs those of the Zerka M'ahi.
" There are still two villages named Bezec near
Bezec (Judges i, 4).
each other, 17 miles from Neaj)olis, going down to Scythopolis." The
is

;

ruin

Ihzi^' occu)"s in

the required

jxisitiiin.

liightly placed (20 miles) south of JeruBethsur (Joshua xv, 58).
{Beit
salem on the Hebron road, with a spring at the foot of the hills.
SAr), another jjlace so named, a mile from Eleutheropolis,
been found (perhaps the cave called S/i'arah might be meant).

has

not
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6 miles above Livias (near

20),

Nebo

;

see

Aba rim).
Bethdagon (Joshua xv, 41). Correctly placed between Jamnia and
Lydda, now Beit Dejan.
Bethahara (John i, 88), placed at the traditional site east of Jericho,
where baptisms still occurred.
Bethagla {BrjdaXcuiJ.). One village is noticed 10 miles from Eleutlieropolis on the way to Gaza (now 'Ajldn), antl another, Bethagla Maritima,
Probably the second is the important ruin Tell
8 miles from Gaza.
south of Gaza the distance is only 5 miles direct.
Bethana (Joshua xix, 38). " There is a town, Batantea, 15 miles from
Caesarea, where the baths are said to be salubrious" {see back, Aniel),
'AJJill,

;

apparently

now

'Anin.

Bethania (John
cliurch

xi,

18),

1,

shown

was there

—the

A

on Olivet, 2 miles from Jerusalem
present cave cha])el at Bethany {El

'Azei?-).

Betharam or

Livias,

now

Be'.hsimuth (Joshua

xii,

Rdmeh.
There is

Tell er

"

3).

against Jericho, 10 miles from

it

still

to the south,

a village, Jsinluth, over

on the shore of the Dead

Now the ruin Suweimeh.
Betkaun (Joshua xviii, 12), "some regard as Bethel."
Bethesda (John v, 2), placed at the " Twin Pools " in Jerusalem.
Bethoron (Joshua x, 10 1 Kings ix, 17), correctly placed at Beit 'Cr^
12 miles from Jerusalem, on the Nicopolis road.
Bethleem, the city of David. The tower Eder was shown a mile from

Sea."

;

the town.

Bethmacha (2 Sam. xx, 15). Under this head is noticed a place
Machamim, 8 miles from Eleutheropolis, on the road going up to Jerusalem.

Perhaps the ruin now called Makhbii/eh.

Bethamnaram (Num.

xxxii, 36),

5 miles north of Livias,

now

Tell

jyimrin, correctly fixed.

Bethsames (Joshua xxi, IG). " Shown to those who go from Eleuthei'oto Nicopolis in the tenth mile towards the east," now 'Ji?i Hhems.

P")lis

Bethsan (Joshua xvii, 11), "now called Scythopolis," is now Beisdn.
Bethaphu {BrjOraffyov) (Joshua xv, 53). Said to be found 14 miles
south of Uaphaim {Refdh), on the way to Egypt and on the border of
Palestine.

Bera (Judges

ix,

21),

^ersaiee (Beersheba).

north of Eleathero])olis 8 miles. Now Bireh.
village 20 miles from Hebron,
•' Still a large

towards the south, in which
Christian

town

still

is

a

Roman

garrison."

The ruins

of the

i-emain at Btr es Seb'a.

Beroth (Deut. x, 6), of the Sons of Jacim, was shown 10 miles from
Petra on the top of a mountain.
This site is unknown, but agrees with
the traditional Jewish view that Petra was Kadesh Barnen.
Beroth (Joshua ix, 17), on the way from Jerusalem to Neapolis
(otherwise "Nicopolis"), " under the hill of Gibeon" at the seventh milo,
Aj>parently Bireh

is

intended.

Q 2
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Bosor (Joshua xx, 8)

Edom

(Isaiah

Ixiii, 1)

is

fixed at Bostra

—incorrectly

correctly at Buseirah in

Bunos (Joshua v, 3), at Gilgal, 2 miles from Jericho.
shown said to come from the Jordan. The site is now

still

Byhlos (Ezekiel xxvii,

9).

and Bosor

;

of

Edom.

A

stone

was

JiljAlieh.

Gebal.

Gaas (Joshua xxiv, 30). The tomb of Joshua is said to have been
Probably at Kefr Hdris.
still shown "near Thamna."
Gahaath (Joshua xxiv, 33). A Gibeah 12 miles from Eleutheropolis is
Probably JeVa, south-west of
noticed, with the tomb of Habakkuk.
Jerusalem, is intended, near which is the ruin llaheik.
Gahathon (Joshua xix, 44). Under this head are mentioned (1) Gabe,
16 miles from Csesarea now JeVa; (2) Gahatha, near the plain of Legio
now Jebdta, north of the plain of Esdraelon (3) Gahaa^ and (4)
Gahatha, villages east of Daroma, which are doubtful sites (5) Gahatha,
the ruiu
in Benjamin, JeVa, north of Jerusalem
(6) Gahatha of Judali
:

—

—

;

;

;

;

JeUa, south-west of Jerusalem, is intended.
Gahaon (Joshua ix, 3, xi, 19), near Eamah and Eimmon, 4 miles west
now El Jib.
of Bethel
Gadara (Matt, viii, 28), witli its hot baths, now Umin Keis.
Gadda (Joshua xv, 2 7), of Judah, "now a town in the extreme limits
'Ain Jidy is intended.
of Daroma, to the east above the Dead Sea."
Gadera (Joshua xv, 36), wrongly placed at Jedur, " near the
;

terebinth

" (of

Abraham).

Gaza, "where the Cappadocians dwelt, when the first inhabitants had
been slain." The Philistines are apparently here called Cappadocians,
according to a theory of their origin found elsewhere.

" Still a

famous

city of Palestine."

Gazer (Joshua

Gai
noticed.

x, 33),

4 miles from Nicopolis

Num. xxxiii, 44).
Probably now El Jt.

(for Ai,

Under

this

;

now Tdl

Jezer.

head Gaia, near Petra,

is

Gai (for Ai, Joshua xii, 2) is said to be " now only a ruin " near
Bethan (Bethaven) and Bethel.
Gehennom (Joshua xv, 8), " near the wall of Jerusalem to the east,"
is apparently identitied with the Kidron Valley.
Galgala (Joshua iv, 19, v, 2). "Still a ruin 2 miles east of Jericho"
{JiljiiUeh), and another near Bethel {Jiljilia).
" There is said to be a village
Gallim (1 Sam. xxv, 44, Isaiah x, 30).
near Ekron called Gallaa." Evidently Jtlia, about 5 miles south of 'Akir.
Gasion Gaber (Num. xxxiii, 35, Dent, ii, 8), identified with Esiam
Probably the true site, 'Ain
VKrr'uw), near Elath and the Red Sea.
(I'hudidn, is intended, or else Akabah, called 'Asi/hi by Arab writers.
Gaulon (Deut. iv, 43), "a large village in Batan;ca," is apparently

Sdhem

Jauldn.
Eusebius and Jerome deny that Ebal ami Gerizim were at
Shechem, and j^lace them near Jericho.
Gahedur (Joshua xv, 58), wrongly placed at Gedrus, "a large village
10 miles from Diospolis going to Eleutheropolis " now Jedireh.
el

Gehal.

—
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" Five miles from Eleutheropolis on the way to
Geth (Joshua xi, 22).
ApparentI}' Tell es Suji.
Gcttha (1 Sam. v, 8), placed between Antipatris and Jamnia, "but

Diosi)olis."

The latter may be Jett in
is another village called Geththim."
Samaria the former is unknown.
Getremmon (Joshua xix, 45). Placed 12 miles from Diospolis, on the
way to Eleutheropolis apparently the same as Geth. Now Tell es Sdfi.
Gethsemani (Matt, xxvi, 36). At the foot of Olivet, said to have a
church. Probably the present Greek site.
Under this head the village Gelbus is
Gelboe (1 Sam. xxviii, 4).
Now Jelbon.
noticed, 6 miles from Scythopolis.
Placed 6 miles north of Antipatris. AppaGelgcl (Joshua xii, 23).

there

;

—

rently at Kalkilieh.
Gerara (Gen. xx,

Umm

el

1).

Twenty

miles south of Eleutheropolis.

Now

Jerdr.

Gargasi (Gergasenes) is placed by Eusebius and Jerome at Gerasa,
else at Gadara, but distinguished from Gergesa (Mark vii, 31),
said to be "a little village near the Lake of Tiberias "—probably
or

Khersa.
Gebin (Joshua

way

to Neapolis.

x, 31).

Now

Placed at Geba, 5 miles from Guphna, on the
Jehta.

Golgotha is placed north of Sion.
Gohjol (Deut. xi, 30), "near which were as written— the mountains
Gerizim and Ebal," is placed near Jericho {JiljAlieh), and the Samaritans
are said to be wrong in placing these mountains near Shechem.
Dahira (Joshua xii, 13). On Mount Tabor. Now Debilrieh.
Dehon (Num. xxi, 30, xxxii, 34 Joshua xv, 2 Jer. xlviii, 18-22) is
distinguished wrongly from Dibon near Anion. Now Dhibdn.
Dedan (Jer. xlix, 8) in Idumsea is placed 4 miles north of Feno.
Ban (Gen. xiv, 14). Four miles from Paneas towards Tyre. Now

—

;

;

Tell el

Kddy.

Said still to exist 8 miles from Areopolis
(Gen. xxxvi, 32).
The distance appears to be incorrect.
Another Dannaba is placed on Mount Phogor, 7 miles from Heshbon.
The site is unknown, but seems to show that Phogor was supposed to be

Dannaba

towards the Arnon.

near Nebo.
Decapolis (Matt, iv, 25).
Gadara.
Dumah (Joshua xv, 52).

The region round Hippos,

A

large village in Daroma, 17 miles from

much Avorshipped by the natives.
Dodanim (Joshua xxi, 13) is said
Dothaim (Gen. xxxvii, 17

now

;

2

el

to

Kings

KhaUl)

is

said to have been then

be near Areopolis.
vi, 13).

North

of Sebaste 12 miles,

Tell Dothdn.

Domapheth (Joshua
the

and

Now

Domeh.
Drys (Abraham's oak at Rdmet

Eleutheropolis.

Pella,

way

to Tyre.

xi, 2), said to

Now

TantArah,

be 9 miles from Coesarea Palestina on

)
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Engaddi (Joshua

xv, 62

;

1

Sam. xxiv,

i),

now

'Ain Jidy,

is

said to

produce opobalsamum.
Eglon, also Odollam. Placed 12 miles east of Eleutheropolis. Now
^Aid el Mia.
Edomia (Joshua xviii, 17). Under this head is noticed Eduma in
Acrabattene, nearly 12 miles from Neapolis to the east. Now Ed Domeh.
Edrei (Num. xxi, 32 Deut. i, 4), placed at Adra, 24 miles from Bostra
;

in Arabia.

Now Edh

DhrJa.

Ether (Joshua xix, V). "Now the large village Jeththira, in the
Daroma, near Malatha." The present VI ^iir. (/S'ee Jether.)
mile from Heshbon.
Eleale (Num. xxxii, 3, 37 Isaiah xv, 4, xvi, 9).

interior of

A

;

Now El 'Al.
Placed at Tekoa, 9 miles south of Jerusalem.

Elthice (Joshua xix, 44).

Now

The tomb

Tel-^^a.

Amos was shown

at this site.

Placed near Hebron, at Hallntl.
(Luke xxiv, 13). Identified by Eusebius and Jerome with

Elul (Joshua XV,

Emmaus

of

58).

Nicopolis (now 'Aimvds).

Eremmon

(for

En

Rimraon).

Placed 16 miles from Eleutheropolis to

the south in Daroma. Now Uynin er Rumam'in.
Ereb (Joshua xv, 52). Said to be in Daroma to the south, and called

Eremiththa. Unknown.
Ermon (Hermon). {See back, Aermon.)
Esthaol (Joshua xix, 41). Placed 10 miles from Eleutheropolis, on the

way

to Nicopolis.

Now

Eshu'a.

"A very large village" in Daroma. Now
Es SemiVa. {See Astemoe.
The tomb of Rachel is here said to be
Ephratha (Bethlehem).
called " the hippodrome " in the LXX version (see Reland, " Pal.," p. 704).
The Alexandrine text is followed, kuto. top 'imrodpofiov Xn^p(i$a ttjs yrjs,
for V1!>^ ri"^iD "Ili^^j " a little way." The site is called Cabra and
Esthenio (Joshua xv, 50).

Cabratha for the same reason (Gen. xxxv, 16, 19).
Eph'on (Joshua xv, 9). Placed 20 miles north of Jerusalem.
Echela (1 Sam. xxiii, 19). Correctly placed at Kilah, 7 miles from
The tomb of Habakkuk is said to have been shown here
Eleutheropoli.s.
(and the tomb of Micah according to others. " Mem." Ill, p. 316.)
Zannohua (Joshua xv, 34). Placed at a village near Eleutheropolis
towards Jerusalem. Now ZaniVa.
Ziph (1 Sam. xxiii, 14, 15). Placed at Tell ez Zif.
appears to be the same with
Zib.
Placed 8 miles east of Hebi'on
;

the preceding.

Zogora (Jeremiah

xlviii,

34).

"

Now

called

Zoara or Segor."

Ap-

parently Tell esh ShaghHr.
Elath.
Ten miles east of Petra. Apparently Aila^ on the Red Sea,
though the direction is scarcely correct.
Enadda (Joshua xix, 21).
Under this head is noticed a town
Ennadab, 10 miles from Eleutheropolis on the way to Jerusalem.

Possibly Beit Nettif

is

intended.
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E^iaim (Joshua xv, 34). Placed at Bethemin, near the Terebinth.
Probably Beit 'AinAn. The identification is incorrect.
Engaddi (as above, Oadda), at Ain Jidg.
Engan7ii {Jot^hucixix, 21). Under this head a town called Enganna,
near Gerasa, is noticed, evidently 'Ain Je?ineh, north-west of Gerasa.
Enganmm (Joshua xv, 34). Wrongly placed near Bethel. Perhaps
'

'Ain Sinia

is

meant.

Endor ^Joshua

Aendor.
near Legio, a large
Taawik.

•

xvii, 11), see

Thaanach^ (Joshua

xvii, 11),

Now

village, 3 miles

the small village et
Thahor is placed 10 miles east of Dioctesai-ea (Seffdrieh).

away.

Now

Jebel

et Ti\r.

Theman (Gen. xxxvi,
Unknown.

11).

"Still a

village

5 miles

from Petra.

=

A

place 16 miles
Thalcha (Joshua xix, 7 LXX, trans.), in Simeon.
south of Eleutheropolis called Thella is noticed as a large village.
Perhaps Tell Abu DilUkh.
Thamna (Gen. xxxviii, 12 Joshua xv, 57), rightly placed at Tihneh,
;

;

Lydda region on the way to Jerusalem (the southern site so called).
Thamnath Sara (Joshua xxiv, 30), where Joshua's tomb was shown

in the

{see

Gaas)

apparently Kefr Huris is the site intended.
Said to be identified by Josephus with Tarsus
with Carthage. Some had suggested
ix, 1-4) and by the
;

Tharsis (Tarshish).
{see

Ant

,

LXX

India.

Thersila (2

Kings xv,

14, Tirzah), a

Samaritan village in Bataui^a, so

mentioned.
Topheth (Jer. vii, 32). The name is said still to have survived in tlie
fourth century near Aceldama.
Thafa (Joshua xii, 17 xv, 34), see Bethtaphu.
Placed on the way from Neapolis to
Thebes (Judges ix, 50-53).
called, is

;

Now

Scythopolis at 13th mile.

Tubas.

Thenath (Joshua xvi, 6), east of Neapolis 10 miles. Now T'ana.
Jarimuth (Joshua x, 3). Placed 4 miles from Eleutheropolis, neir
Esthaol {see Jermus). Now el Yermtlk.
Jabis Galaad (Judges xxi, 8). Placed 6 miles from Pella on the
mountain towards Gerasa. The name survives in Wddy Ydbis ; the site
"

is

doubtful.

Rive?' (Gen. xxxii, 23), now jVahr es Zerka.
Jazer (Num. xxi, 32). Placed 15 miles from Heshbon, " where a great
stream bursts out received by Jordan." Apparently !:ar {see Azor).
Jamnel (Joshua xix, 33), placed at Yebiiak.
danmn (Josliua xv, 53). A village, Janiia, is noticed 3 miles south of

Jaboc

Legio,

now Tamtln.

Jano (Joshua xvi, 6 2 Kings
shown in Acrabattene, 12 miles east
;

Mentioned again
from Legio."
'

xv,

29).

"

A

of Neapolis."

as Thanrc, or Tliaaimch,

village,

Now

and placed "

Jano,

is

still

YayxAn.
in the fourth mile
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(Joshua

Jafthie

Under

Nazareth.

Sycaminuni

(

"still

xix," 12),

this

called

head Epha {Haifa)

"— now Ydfa, near
noticed as identical with

Joppa
is

Tell es Semak).

—

Jedna, 6 miles from Eleutheropolis towards Hebron now Idhnah.
Jezreel (Joshua xix, 18), "still a very large village between Scythopolis
and Legio." Now Zerin.
Placed at the " very large village Jethira,"
Jether (Joshua xv, 48).

20 miles from Eleutherojwlis

Now

Wtttr

Jericho.

{see

:

"

all its

inhabitants also are Christians."

Ether).

Three successive towns are noticed, one

still

standing, witli

ruins of the others.

Jermus (Joshua xv,

name

is

35), see

10, instead of 4,

Jassa (Num.
Unknown.

Jarimuth.

Jermucha

correctly given as

{el

Under

miles from Eleutheropolis, wliich
xxi, 23) "

Jetan (Joshua xv,

is still

"

55).

this

Vermfd-), but
is

head the later

it is

more

here placed

correct.

shown between Madeba and Dibon."

A very

large village of Jews," 18 miles from
Daroma. Yuttah seems to be intended.
under this head Trachonitis is said to be the

Eleuthero])olis southwards in
Iturcea

and Trachonitis ;

land near the desert of Bostra.
Cades (Num. xxxiv, 4). The tomb of Miriam is said still to have
been shown here. It is placed in the desert near Petra as by Jewish
tradition.

Camon (Judges

supposed to be Cimona, 6 miles from Legio to

x, 5),

the north, towards Ptolemais. Now Tell Keinntn.
Cana, near Sidon (J osliua xix, 28), now Kana.

Canath (Num. xxxii,

42), "

Diospolis.

The

position

is

now

Canatha." Kanawat in Bashan.
9 miles from Jerusalem on the way to
doubtful, as well as the identification.

Cariathiarim (Joshua xv,

10),

Cariathaim (Joshua xiii, 19), "a Christian village very flourishing,
near Medaba." Now the ruin Kureiydt.
Carcar (Judges viii, 10), a day's distance from Petra.
Ca7-melus (Joshiia xv, 55), 10 miles hrnn Hebron, now Knrmul ; and
tliviiling Plueuicia from Palestine, now Jebel
Kurmul.
Carnaim, Ashtoreth (Gen. xiv, 5), "in a corner of Batanrea, a village
called Carn;ea," " where they say was the house of Job " (now shown at
The writer mentions another Carnaea, 9 miles from
Sheikh S'ad).
Jerusalem, l)iit in what direction is not stated.
Capharnaum (Matt, iv, 13), "by the Lake of Gennezar." It is placed
{s.v. Chorazaim), 2 miles from Kerdzeh, and in the fourtli century was

another Carmel (Mount)

placed (but perhaps wrongly) at Tell Htlm.
Cedes of Naphtali (Joshua xxi, 32), "

from Tyre, near Paneas."

now

called Cydissus, 20 miles

Probably Kades in Uj)per Galilee.

There

however, another site in this region called Kadeisa.
Cedron {•! Sam. xv, 23), east of Jerusalem. Now Wddi/ en Ndr.
Ceila (Joshua xv, 44), " nearly 8 miles east of Eleutheropolis, where

is,

is
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shown tlie srave of the jirophet Habaccuc." Now Kilah. The site of the
tomb now called Neby N'amdn (" Memoirs," III, 316) is the tomb of Micah,
28 stadia from Keilah. The tomb of Habaccuc has been noticed as near
Gabaath, north-east of Keilah.
Cison (Judges iv, 13), near Tabor. The true head of the present Nahr
el Mukutta\
Lebna (Joshua x, 29), "now a village in the region of Eleutheropolis."
Probably Beit el Ban, but whether this is Libnah is doubtful.
Laisa (Judges xviii, 7, 29), "near Paneas," probably now Tell el
Kddy.
Luith (Isaiah xv, 5), "still a village between AreoiJolis and Zoar,
calhd Luitha."
The name seems to survive in TaVat el Heith on
Nebo.
Luza (Joshua xvi, 2), " near Shechem, 3 miles from Neapolis,"
apparently Lozeh on Gerizim.
Luza (Gen. xxviii, 19), east of the road from Neapolis to Jerusalem,
is placed apparently at Bethel.
Lochis {Aaxts, Joshua x, 3), " now a villa 7 miles from Eleutheropolis going to Daroma."
Tell el Hesy, whicli was still an inhabited site
in 4th century a.d.
Magdiel (Joshua xix, 38), "a small village 5 miles from Dora, on
the

way

Unknown.

to PLolemais."

Matthane (Num. xxi, 18), "now called Masechana, 12 miles east of
Medaba, on the Arnon."
Maceda (Joshua x, 10), "8 miles east of Eleutheropolis." The
position

is

unsuitable.

Maon (Joshua

xv, 55), " east of Daroma."

Maresa (Joshua xv,

44).

"

Two

Now

IPdin.

miles from Eleutheropolis."

Now

Mer^ash.

Masapha (Joshua

xiii,

26).

"

There

region of Eleutheropolis, to the north."

Machmas

(1

Sam.

xiii, 2,

Jerusalem, near Rama."

Medaba (Num.

Now

xxi, 30),

Mennith (Judges

5),

is now another Maspha
Unknown.

"still a large

village,

9

miles

in the

from

Mul-hmds.

near Heshbon.

Now

3/udeha.

" 4 miles

from Esbus, going to Philadelphia."
Unknown. It may be the present Minyeh further south.
2ferroin (Joshua xi, 5).
"There is another Merrus, 12 miles from
xi,

33),

Sebaste, near Dothan."

Medemena (Joshua xv, 31). Placed at " Menois, a town near the city
Apparently El Mhieh, the port of Gaza, but wrongly identified.
The name seems to survive at Uynm Deimneh, north of Beersheba.
Mephaath (Joshua xxi, 37), wa-ongly said to be in Benjamin. " But
Gaza."

there

is another beyond Jordan, where is a garrison of Eoman soldiers,
near the desert." This might be the real site, but is unknown.

Modim
ropolis."

Now el Mcdych.
apparently Maresa, placed " east of Eleuthe-

of the Maccabees, " near Diospolis."

Mora slid (Micah

i,

14),
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Naaratha (Joshua xvi, 7), " now Naorath, a village of Jews, 5 miles
from Jericho." Appears to be the ruin now called El 'A ujeh.
Nahau (Nebo, Deut. xxxii, 49), " 6 miles from Heshbon, in the east

Under the next heading, Nabo, it is said to
Jehel Neba.
region."
be a " deserted place," 8 miles south of Heshbon.
Nazareth, " 15 miles from Legio, near Tabor, towards the east."

Now

Now

en Ndsirah.

Nairn (Luke

Now

vii, 11;,

" 2 miles from Tabor to the south, near Endor."

Nei7i.

" Dor is a town, now deserted,
Nepheddor (Joshua xi, 2 xii, 23).
from Ciesarea going to Ptolemais" apparently TanUra is meant,
but the identification causes confusion in the Bible topography.
Nemerim (Isaiah xv, 6), " Now a village called Bennamarim, north of
;

9 miles

Zoar."

;

Tell

Nemra

Nimrin.

of

Eeuben (Num.

wrongly placed

xxxii, 3),

at

Namara,

in

Batansea.

"There

Neela of Zebulon (Judges i, 30).
Batancea." This has no connection.
"

Neesih (Joshua xv, 43).

Now

is

still

a village Neila in

Nasibi, 7 miles from EJeutheropolis on

Hebron." Beit Nusib.
the way
Ulammaus. " There is a certain village called Ulamma, 12 miles from
Now 'Atdam.
Diocsesarea to the east.
Petra is identified with Jectael (2 Kings xiv, 7) and said to be called
Recem by the Syrians (see Arcem).
The present ruin
Rabhath (2 Sam. xi, I). "Now Philadelphia."
to

^

Amman.
Rabboth (Joshua

"There

xix, 21).

is still

another villa Eebbo in the

region of Eleutheropolis to the east." Now the ruin Rubba.
Rama (Joshua xviii, 25). " To the north over against Bethel."

Now

Er Ram.

"Now a village 15 miles from
of Gad (Joshua xx, 8).
seems intended.
Remtkeh
east."
the
towards
Philadelphia
Rephaim Valley (Joshua xvii, 5). " South of Jerusalem."
Rammoth

Reblathah (2 Kings xxv,

Wrongly placed

6).

at Antioch.

It

is

now

Ribleh.

Remma

(2

Now Umm

er

Remmoth

Kings v, 18).
Rumamhi.

"

There

is

also a village

Remmus in Daroma.'

(Jalaad, " near the River Jaboc " (Joshua xxi, 38).

— the true

ently the village Reimihi
Remmon (Joshua xv,

"There

32).

Appar-

site.
is

still

a village

Remmon

near

Jerusalem to the north 15 miles distant." Now Ruvim6n.
"Added by the Septuagint interRhinocorura (Isaiah xxvii, 12).
preters."

Ruma

Now

El

(Judges

'Arlsh.
ix,

41).

"

Now Remphis, in the region of Diospolis,
Now Rentis or Rantieh {see Armathem

and by many called Arimathea."
Sophim).

Roob (Num.
Scythopolis."

xiii, 21).

Now

"There

Tell er Rehdb.

is

still

a village

Roob

4 miles from
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Rohohoth (Gen. xxxvi, 3*7). " Still a garrison in Gabalena, and a large
Ruheiheh, south of Beersheba, seem.s intended.
Saalim (1 Sam. ix, 4) is placed "in the region of Eleutheropolis to the

village."

west 7 miles distant." Perhaps Sunimeil.
Salahim (Joshua xix, 42). " A large village in the region of Sebaste

named

Salaba."

Two places are noted: (1) near
"which is Shechem."
Jerusalem to the west (2) 8 miles from Scythopolis, in the plain called
Salumias. Perhaps Deir Selldm.
Samaria. " Now called Sebaste." Sebustieh.
Saara (Joshua xv, 33). " About 10 miles north of Eleutheropolis going
Salem,

;

to Nicopolis."

Now

Sur'ah.

Sarefta (1 Kings xvii,

"On

9).

the high road."

Now

Sa7-a fend, neur

Sidon.
Sa7-on (Isaiah xxxiii,

Lake

of Tiberias is

The region between Mount Tabor and the
The ruin Sarona here exists

"

9).

called Sarona."

still

(Biblical Lasharon), but is not the Bible Sharon.
Saphir, " between Eleutheropolis and Ascalon."

Senna (Num. xxxiv,
north of Jericlio."
field,

in the

to the north

is

still

Now

Es

Siowaftr.

a Magdal Senna, 7 miles

" All the region near Eleutheropolis, plain

19).

The Hebrew word

still survives here
lower 'AUar."
10 miles from Neapolis in Aci'abattene."

and west."

of the village 'Alldr es Sijleh, " the

name

Selo (Joshua xviii,

Now

There

Unknown.

Sephela (Isaiah xxxii,

and

"

4).

1).

It

is

Seihln.

Sicelag (Joshua xv, 31).

Seon (Joshua xix,
Now 'Jy4n Shhdn.
Sior (Josliua xv,

19).

"

In Daroma," perhaps 'AslAj is meant.
is shown, a villa near Mount Tabor."

" Still

Wrongly placed between Jerusalem and

54).

Eleutheropolis.

"Two

Soccho (Joshua xv, 35).
the plain,

are called

Socoth,

Jerusalem, on the high road."
"

9

villages,

one in the mountain, one in
Eleutherojjo'is going to

miles from

Now

Shaweikelt.

They say

is Sebaste where the relics of St.
This confuses the site with that in 1 Kings
xvi, 24, for the city Samaria was not built till late in history.
Sttnetn (Joshua xix, 18) " is still a village called Sulem 5 miles from
Tabor to the south." Now Salem.
" Near the field which Jacob gave his son
Sichar (John iv, 5).
Joseph," " where there is now a church." The true site at \{skar may be
intended. The chui-ch would be that at Jacob's Well. The church is not
noticed in the Greek, which gives an approximate date for its erection.
Shechem, " now deserted," is placed in the next article at this same spot,
not at Neapolis itself, but this appears incori'ect.
Sonam (Joshua xix, 8). " There is a village in the region of Sebaste
in the Acrabattene district called Sanim."
Perhaps Sdlim.
Sorech (Judges xvi, 4). Near Estaol. Now Surik.

Someron (Joshua

John Baptist are

xi. 1).

kept."
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Trachonitis, " or Iturtea,"

placed between Bostra and Damascus,

is

including the modern Lejah region.'
Fathura {l^xMn. xxii, 5 Deut. xxiii,

" There is near Eleutheropolis
5).
a certain villa called Fathura on the Gaza road."
Faran (Gen. xiv, 6). "Now a town across Ai-abia in the desert
Three days from Aila to the east " (the
where the Saracens wander.
Greek says "west"). Apparently Wdcbj Feirun is intended, which was
;

.

.

.

Paran in 390 a.d. {See Choreb.)
Fenon (Num. xxxiii, 42j. " Now a little village in the desert, where
the convicts dig for copper, between Petra and Zoar." Unknown.
Fogor (Num. xxiii, 28). " There is another villa Fogor not far from
identified with

Bethlehem." Now Beit Faghnr.
"
Chasalon (Joshua xv, 10).

Now

A large village in the Jerusalem region."

Kesla.

Charran (Gen.

xi, 31),

"now

Charra," the jiresent

Harran beyond the

Eujihrates, near Edessa.
x, 9), "

Charchamis (Isaiah

Chasbi (Gen. xxxviii,
I place at

5),

"

beside the Euphrates."

now

Now

Jerdhlus.

a ruined place near Odollam."

This

^Ain Kezbeh.

Chasalath (Joshua xix, 12), near Tabor.

Now

Iksdl.

with Tiberias.
Identified with Kition in Cyprus.
Chettliiim (Gen. x, 4).
This is identified with a village, Chobaa,
Cliohua (Gen. xiv, 15).
inhabited by Ebionite Christians, who observed all the Law. Probably
the Cocaba (Euseb., H.E.I., vii, 15), now Kaukaha in the Jaulan, where
the Ebiouites lived, is intended. The Ebionites are here said to have
been Jewish converts, and Jerome says that this heresy is condemned in
Chennereth (Deat.

iii,

17), identified

the Epistle to the Galatians.
Chorazain (Matt, xi, 21),

Kerdzeh

is

"now

a ruin 2 miles from Capharnaum."

intended.

Vhoreh (Eoxdus

iii, 1).
In this article Phai-an is placed near Sinai.
Or (Mount Hor, Num. xx, 25). " At the city Petra, where still is
shown the rock whence Moses, striking it, gave the people water." This
It accounts for the modern
is because Kadesh was identified at Petra.
name, Wddn Muxa, " the Valley of Moses," and the stream flowing from
a narrow gorge is supposed to have been that which Moses produced.
This list of 300 sites known to the authors of the " Onomasticon " shows
a very complete knowledge of the tojiography of the Holy Land as it
existed in their time
and the large majority of the sites have been
recovered, many being identified for the first time during the course of
the Survey, 1872-1882. It is however to be remarked that the distances
as a rule, except along Roman roads with milestones, are ajiproximate
only and in some cases there are errors in coj^ying, as is shown by the
;

;

'

Lejah

is

generally translated " crevices "

north Syrians (he word

term " Trachunitis."

is

used for " basalt."

:

but I find that among the
answers to the foreign

It thus

—
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The " Ononiasticou " cannot
fact that tlie Greek and Latin do not agree.
be received as authority for identification, because its suggestions in many
In many cases, however, Jerome
cases are irreconciLable with tlie Bible.
appears to accept Jewisli traditions, which are sometimes correct. The

work

is

indicating the

interesting, as

— Jewish,

Roman

Pagan

and

garrisons

;

the

mixed

the convict miners
the
the native superstitions
survival of temples in remote places
and the
early date of churches like those of Bethel and at Jacob's Well
with

population

Christian,

;

;

;

;

;

The

other points which have been noted.

however,
in its witness to the survival of tlie Hebi-ew nomenclature of the country
in the fourth century, even more perfectly preserved than now.
greatest value

lies,

Southampton.

THE DATE OF THE EXODUS.
I.

— By

Captain A. E. Hatnes, E.E.

the great progress that we have made in the knowledge of the
history and condition of the peoples of the Old Testament, it is necessary

With

up and group our results and see whither they have
This operation, though very necessary, is not altogether an easy
one for the casual student for as the range of facts widens it is more
and in many cases,
difficult to take anything but a partial view of them
However, the process is
it is feared, our assumed facts are but fictions.
and, though one must endeavour to control within
fascinating enough
leasonable limits the tendency to outrun our facts in the deductions we
make, yet some boldness may perhaps be forgiven and even welcomed, as
summoning a greater and wider interest, and thus leading to the
occasionally to pick

led us.

:

;

;

correction of its errors

Amongst

by increased

research.

the most useful advances in our knowledge of ancient history

are the chronologies of the dynasties and kings of Egypt which Professor
Petrie has put into the final chapter of his " History of Egypt from the
Earliest

Times

to the

XVI Dynasty."

of the first nineteen dynasties

remember

—what

;

and

The following
in

studying

it

table gives the dates

and using

Professor Petrie stoutly insists on

it,

we must

— that

he does not
vouch for it any absolute accuracy, but that for the earlier parts of the
scale only he claims an approximation within a century of the actual date.
This, however, matters little, while his scientific comparison of the

accumulated data gives warrant for a confidence in the tables that has
not hitherto been obtainable in the very varying chronologies of older
works
:
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of the Egyj)ti:iii kings at its zenith during- the

XVIII

when

the arms of the Pharaohs jjenetrated far into Asia, and
for a time the dwellers on tlie Nile had no rivals in the known world.
Throughout the ages Lower Egypt aj)])ears to us as the very hotch-

Dynasty

;

we have evidence of the settlement of Arabian and
Arab-Semitic peoples in the Delta side by side with the Phoenicians and
Egyptians. This mixture of race seems to have led to the oft recurring
influx of aliens, and to the ease with which they estaldished themselves
there to the temporary exclusion or subjection of the inhabitants pro])er.
The coincidence of the period of Hyksos dominion in Egypt, with the
approximate date of the migration of Joseph and his kindred into Egypt
as given by our biblical chronology, and the fitness of the times for an
influx of Semitic people into the Delta, have resulted in a general agreement amongst students that these events were contemporary.' But while
it is universally accepted that the migration of the Hebrews to Egypt, and
their sojourn there, took place during the rule of the Hyksos and their
immediate successors of the XVIII Dynasty under which successors the
Oppression took place there is much uncertainty and disagreement about
the date of the Exodus. This is but natural when one considers the much
greater certainty with which a period of some hundreds of years can be
identified in the history of two neighbourir.g kingdoms, the records of
which have been preserved, than the determination of any actual
synchronism of a date, the events of which have apparently missed all
record by one of those nations.
While deprecating any idea that one can
point to the exact yeir in Egyptian chronology for the date of the Exodus,
it is possible to show that the evidence daily accruing points with peculiar
and increasi)ig persistency to one period of Egyptian chroiiology as the
potch of races, and

—

—

period

in question, in preference to the other (the times of the
Dynasty), which has had strong advocates from the times of
Mauetho - to that of Brugsch. Taking the chronological data of the
Variorum Bible as our guide, we are able " with much confidence to
accept" the explicit statement of 1 Kings xv, 1— that Solomon's temple

XIX

was begun in the 480th year after the Exodus. Professor Sayce has
shown in " The Higher Criticism and the Monuments," chap, vi, that
tlie chronology of the Book of Kings is some 50 years in excess, and that
tne

(p.

King Solomon's leigu may not be
King Solomon's temple was commenced

322) date of the beginning of

put earlier than 962

b.c.

Since

Tlie record of a sevon years' famine in Egypt during the XVII Dynasty
has been found on tlie tomb of a certain Baba in Upper Eg.\pt, and has been
used to support the suitability of the time of the Hykjos for tlie migration of
'

Israel to

Egypt.

The account given by Manetho is not free from ambiguity, and although
it appears to indicate that the Exodus took place in the XIX Dynasty, yet many
of his genealogical note's are so imperfect and opposed to the other records
wliich have come down to our time, that it is not safe to put nuich reliance in
this single-instance testimony, altliough

Egyptologists for the last 100

jeiirs.

it

has controlled

tlie

opinions of

many
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in the third year of his reign, from the foregoing data we get the
approximate date of the Exodus as 1440 B.C., which, it is the object of this
paper to show, agrees with the ruling conditions of that event as far as

they are known.
This date throws the Exodus into the XVIII Dynasty, about
150 years subsequent to the expulsion of the Hyksos. Such an interval
agrees with the Biblical statement, for we are told that Moses was
80 years old at the time of the Exodus which gives an interval of
It
70 years between the expulsion of the Hyksos and Moses' birth.
Israelites commenced
is scarcely probable that the Oppression of the

—

it would rather have
immediately after the expulsion of the Hyksos
been the policy of the Pharaohs to establish their newly-fledged power
;

of moderation, after which, the Empire being consolidated,
and the new order confirmed, rein might be given to their desire of
revenge against the "miserable" Asiatics and their compatriots the
Hebrews, who had ruled over them for four or five hundi-ed years.
That the period referred to in the first cha]:>ter of Exodus is not a short
and the
one, is clear from the account of the building of the store-cities,
very
waxed
and
multiplied,
people
"the
20
that
verse
in
statement
the
mighty." Thus the interval of 150 years between the expulsion of
the
with
agreement
in
be
appear
to
would
Exodus,
the
and
Hyksos

by a period

Scriptural narrative.

When we come to the detailed history of the XVIII Dynasty, we are
met with an absence of all clear reference to any such occurrences as are
given in the Bible concerning the events which accompanied the Exodus
The following table gives the dates of the kings of the XVIII Dynasty
Though there is some obscurity as to
as calculated by Professor Petrie.
the latter four kings, the date of the remainder may be taken as
probably correct, to a margin of error of five or ten years.'
B.C.

B.C.

Hatshepsut

1587-1563
1562-1541
1541-1516
1516-1503
1503-1481

Talmtmes III

1481-144'.)

AmenhotepII

1149-1423
1423-1414
1414^1333
1383-1365
1365-1353
1353-1344

1557
1532
1511
1490
1478
1456
1424
1406
1397
1360
1348
1339

AahmesI
Amenhotepl
TahutmesI
Talmtmes II

Talmtmes IV

AmenhotepIII
Amenliotep IV (Khu-en-atn)
Rasmcnklika

..

..

Tutankhamen

1
The corrections necessitated in Professor Petrie's chronology by astronothe
mical considerations are given side by side in the text, with his dates of
Vide "Some Considerations regarding Professor Petrie's
various kings.
Egyptian Clironology," D. R. Fotheringliam, in "Proceedings of the Society

of Biblical Archfcologj," March, 1896, pp. 99-102.

B.C.
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Josephus of the campaign against tluEgyptian armies, might suitably be
connected with the joint reigns of Hatshepsut and Tahutmes II, or of
The account of Moses marrying the
Hatshepsut and Tahutmes III.
Ethiopian Princess receives some support from the reference to his
Ethiopian wife in Numbers xii and the verse 22, Acts vii, seems also to
testify to his prowess and attainments in the departments of science

stantial

account

by
Moses

given

Ethiopians, in which

led the

;

by the god Tahuti.
The records of Karnak show that
Tahutmes III, he penetrated into the
presided over

one of the expeditions of
country of Palestine, and
found the tribes of Jacob-el and Joseph-el domiciled there. These, with
the other inhabitants, were subjected to the Egyptian arms, and the
country was secured by garrisoning the principal towns with Egyptian
That such ti-ibes for
troops under Egyptian or other loyal governors.
apparently these must be connected with the Abrahamic peoples— were
in

hill

—

domiciled in the land of Canaan before the Exodus, is at first sight
but in the light of modern criticism it is not
difficult of ex]3lanation
In the "Nineteenth Century," April, 1S94,
impossible to find a solution.
;

Professor

and

Cheyne

Kuenen— that

stated

— and

the statement has the support of Kittel
and Joseph are tribal names, the

Isaac, Jacob, Israel,

legends concerning which embo<ly, to some extent, tribal reminiscences.
If this is correct, and the names Jacob and Joseph, &c., apjjly not merely
to individuals, but to tribes which may be scattered in various parts— as,

South Africa, and the Terebin Bedouin of
Egypt and Syria— the difficulty created by their presence in two ])laces
The Scriptural history of Ihe times
at the same time is at once dispelled.
of Joseph shows us that Israel was then cleaved into two distinct and
antagonistic parties Joseph, and the sons of Jacob— the two divisions
Again, it is not improbable that
that Tahutmes III found in Palestine.
tlie migration into Egypt was but a partial one, and, as in the case of
Abraham's departure from Haran, to which he afterwards had to send his
son to choose a wife of his own kin, representatives of the race were left
Indeed, the Scrii)tural narrative would lead us to
l)ehind in Canaan.
for we know that the burial ground at
believe that such were the case
Hebron continued to be used by the Egyptian Colony of Israel and the
Bible records that Jacob (and, according to Josephus, all his sons except
Joseph) was buried there which evidently imi)lies that throughout this
period Hebron continued in the hands of the descendants of Abraham,
Hence,
representatives of Joseph and of the sons of Jacob.
i.e., of
whether or no we accept Professor Cheyne's statement, f/ie prohahilitif
that there vwre .fettled in Canaan repreM'ntatims of the tribes of Joseph
and Jacob vhile Israel iras in Egypt is veil established. In this connection, the records of Manetho and Cheremoii, as transcribed b}Josephus, are interesting. They show that the Egy])tian Jews at the
Exodus received assistance from their brethren in (!anf/an. Manetho
says the army that came to their relief and occupied Pelusium (Sin or
Avaris) consisted of 200,0()() men, and Cheremon j)uts it at 380,000.

for instance, are the Zulus of

—

;

;

;

—
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Though
in

the numbers, in light of ancient records of the strength of armies
those days, appear hopelessly exaggerated, yet the record of this

contingent to assist in securing the retreat of the Israelites from Egypt
is remarkable, and possibly finds confirmation in the Bible, in the record
of the assistance rendered to Moses by the Abrahamic people of Midiaii,

and the Kenites,
For

&c.

support of the date that chronology gives us
Exodus, we must now look at the clay tablets of Tell Amarna, in
which is to be found much information concerning the condition of the
East about the time of the Exodus. These tablets or letters, to the nnmber
furthei- tet'timony in

for the

of 320, have, as

is

well

known

to the readers of the Quarterly Statement,

been translated and published in a collected edition by Major Conder.
They belong to the reigns of Amenhotep III and Anienhotep IV (Khuen-atu) (1414-1365 B.C. or 1397-1348 b.c), i.e., from about 50 to 100 years
after the Exodus. They describe the country of Syria as prey to internecine
war. In the north the Amorites and Hittites were making war on Egypt's
allies, the Phoenicians. In southern Palestine, in the reigu of Amenliotep IV
(Khu-en-atn), the garrisons which had been established in the hill-country
of Judea in the reign of Tahutmes III
i.e..,
before the Exodus were
.being withdrawn, and the strongholds left to defend themselves as best
they could and at the very moment the district was being invaded by a
people, styled in the tablets Abiri (identitied by Colonel Conder with the
Hebrews), who appear to have been received by the inhabitants with
welcome, and who possessed themselves of Jerusalem and the neighbouring
strongholds, even invading the low country of Philistia where Egypt's
chariots secured the supremacy of that jjower.
At this time the Empire
-of the East was divided between the ruling powers of Egypt, Assyria,
Babylonia, and Mitanni, which were amicably disposed towards each
other, and seem to have paid but little attention to the quarrels and pettv
^strife of their subject peoples.
It was much as it is in Africa at the
present day
and though the whole continent is divided between the
Great Powers, we take such little part in the government and maintenance
of order, as hardly to take cognizance of the internal tribal warfaie
always going on.
The " Abiri " are mentioned as desert people people of the " blood "
or tribe of the Abiri, and of the land of the Abiri showing, as Colonel
Conder says, that the term is derived from Abarim, the mountains east of
Jordan, whence the Isi-aelites descended into the Promised Land.
Amongst the letters are several from King Adonizedek of Jerusalem
a<Ulressed to the suzerain power of Egypt.
They detail how the Abiri
are fighting against the walled towns left by the Egyptian armies in the
hands of governors loyal to the Pharaohs. The invaders are described as
" capturing the fortresses of the king.
Not a single governor remains.
."
Ajalon is destroyed. Lachish, Askelon, and Gesser, are all taken
and finally Jerusalem is abandoned to the invaders.
The parallel, between the account given in the clay-tablets and the
operations of Joshua, is so striking that one cannot but conclude with
R 2

—

:

;

—

.

—

.

;
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Colonel Conder that the Abiri are the Hebrews, and that the records of the
cuneiform characters are another version from another point of view of
the operations of the Israelites after crossing the Jordan.
Professor Sayce connects the Abiri with Hebron,' bnt

inclines to

the opinion that they were Amorites. The grounds upon which he bases
his view are not very clear as far as the identification with the Amorites is

but in the connection with Hebron he finds support in the names
which were captured by them, such as Hareth and
Tabu {vide pp. 123 and 150 of Major Conder's "Tell A.marna Tablets ") ;
and if the Abiri really repi^esent the Hebrews we can readily understand
that they would naturally be connected with Hebron, although they had
but lately come across .Jordan, for Hebron was the site of their tribal
burying-ground, at Hebron they possessed j^roperty, and, as we have
already shown, doubtless many of the Israelites were already domiciled
there in fact, the connection of the Abiri of the fourteenth century B.C.,
with such a place of itself supplies a strong ground for their identification
concerned

;

of places in that vicinity

—

with the Hebrews. Although the description of the operations of Judah
and Simeon in the first chapter of Judges closely accords with tlie notices
of the Abiri given in the Tell

Amarna

Tablets, yet the history of the

conquering of the Promised Land given in the books of Joshua bears a
character distinct from the irregular operations of the Abiri. There is,
however, one feature connnon to these two accounts. The action of both
invasions seems to have aimed principally at obtaining possession of the
walled towns. These as we know had been established after the Egyptian
conquest, and in the operations of Joshua we see the occupation of the
ojuntry developing as the towns are taken possession of in contrast to

—

the later operations of Israel against the Philistines, Hittites,
kites, &c.,

when

and Amale-

regular campaigns and pitched battles took the place of

the siege and the assault.

As tlie proposed identification of Amenhotep II as the Pharaoh of the
Exodus, and of Amenhotep IV as the Pharaoh during the time that the
children of Israel were establishing themselves in the Holy Land, leaves
an interval of 40 years between the leignsof these two Pharaohs, we must
ex<vmine this period and see what it has to tell us of tlie time of the
Wanderings in the desert. As during the time of Amenhotep II Egypt
was undergoing a period of exhaustion, after the splendour and energy
of the previous reign, so in the time of

Amenhotep IV Egypt was

in

a state of open rebellion, which doubtless caused the withdrawal of the
from Canaan, and gave the ojjportuiiity for Israel to get
garrisons
o
In this interval of 40 years two kings
possession (jf its inheritance.
111, both of whom were active
In the evidence of their activity we may see the policy of
the 40 years' wandering, during which the Israelites had to satisfy them-

reigned,

Tahutmes IV and Ameidiotep

warriors.

Professor Sayce translates the

'

Kh

name

of

(liis

people as Khabiri

;

l)ut

the

ap[)ears to be a prefix wliich can be neglected at will, vide the identification

of Khetani with Etliaiii, of Yahukliaze with Jchoalic/, of
llezekiuli, of

Xhuiuri with Uinri,

&c., &c-.

Kheziquyahu

villi
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mountains of Idumea and the country beyond Jordan,
which scarcely ever, as far as we know, felt the weight of the
Egyptian arms.
Perusal of the early l)ooks of the Old Testament suggests an element

selves with the
districts

in

the Biblical account of the rise of the Israelites to a position of

in the Holy Land very difficult to explain, i.e., the total
absence of any reference to the part that Egypt played in the matter
Throughsubsequent to the overthrow of Pharaoh in the Eed Sea.
out the XVIII and XIX Dynasties, i.e., from 1587-1180' b.c, we
know that the armies of Egypt were constantly campaigning in Asia,
and Syria was their advanced base of operations for the greater portion
of the time.
Expeditions were indeed made into the hill-country of
Judea to establish the authority of Egypt in this part, and the results
of these expeditions of Tahutmes III, 1470' b.c, Ramessu II, 1250' B.C.,
and Ramessu III, 1160' b.c, are recorded on the monuments of Egypt,

dominance

triumph being claimed for the Egyptian arms. During the greater part
of the XVIII Dynasty the dominance of Egypt in Syria is undoubted.
The cities were occupied by Egyptian soldiers and the country regularly
administered
but this occupation scarcely ever reached across the
Jordan, and left Edoni almost untouched. The Egyptian expeditions
generally aimed farther afield than Palestine, and the route they followed
was up the coast by the plain of Sharon to Kadesh of the Hittites thus
the hill-country of Judea, as hmg as it was not in the hands of an actively
hostile people, was of little account.
Although neither jjeople mention
the other in their records we find that by each is recorded struggles
with the same nations. The enemies of the one nation are the enemies
of the other the Kheta of the one are the Hittites of the other the
Nairi are the people of Aram-Naharaim the Shasu ai-e the Amalekites
;

;

:

;

;

and kindred

peoples

;

the Pulista are the Philistines

;

the

Amu are

the

Although it is certain that both peoples had to do with Syria
at the same time,^ one as the suzerain power, the other struggling
for a foothold
we have no certain record that they came in contact.
To whatever cause this circumstance is due it is impossible yet to
satisfactorily determine
and although, as far as the Scriptures are
concerned, the fact that they were compiled as late as the sixth century
B.C., when Egypt had sunk to a period of insignificance amongst the
nations, has been urged to account for this seeming omission, such
reasoning cannot but be profoundly inconclusive.
A more satisfactory argument may be found to lie in the probability
that the Egyptian arms were represented in Asia by contingents to
Amorites.

—

—

;

tributary monarchs, except

more formidable

when

great expeditioas directed against their

were required.
Thus the struggling Hebrews,
suffering periodic enslavements at the hands of the petty peoples that
occupied with them the Land of Promise and its confines, were beneath the
^

This date

Even

is

in the

foes

only approximate.

tenth century

Egyptian bride the Syrian

B.C.

Solomon received

as a

city of Clezer within tlie borders of

dower with
riiilistia.

his

—
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notice of the Pharaohs, and could safely be left for the local rulers to deal
The Philistines, who were a kindred people to the Egyptians
as the cast of countenance shows {vide Petrie's "History of Egypt,"

with.

—

acted as the outposts of Egypt across the Desert of Arabia
i)
and in fighting them the Israelites were actually fighting
Petraea
Egypt, much as the Mahdi, in his struggles against Egyptian officialdom,
As the power of Egypt
has^ really been fighting the British Empire.
<lecreased, the Philistines gradually got the worst of the struggle,
so that, from David's time, they ceased to give the Hebrews any
On the development of Israel into a powerful kingdom and
trouble.

c]^ap.

;

(m the overthrow of the Philistines, vv'e find the Egyptians prompt
to foi-m an alliance with the House of David, as they did with the rival
Hittite Power some two centuries or less earlier and we read that the
town of Gezer formed the dower of Pharaoh's daughter when she was
«iven in marriage to Solomon. Gezer was, and always had been, in the
;

and the fact that it was disposable by
power was in some way subject to
Egypt.i
Similarly, in the power of Jabin, king of Hazor, and his
although
chariots and horses, we may see the contingents of Egypt

lieart of

the Philistine country

Egypt shows that the

;

Philistine

:

success attended the struggles of the Israelites at first against this king,
forces of Siser;u
it was followed by a long period of subjection under the

This latter
the

name

is

name has a great
SES-EA, servant

afiiuity to

Egyptian nomenclature (possibly
Amarna "), and it is

of Ra, vide p. 6, " Tell

possible that in his force of 900 chariots of iron

may

be seen the con-

tinsent of the suzerain DOwer.

On Egyptian monuments we

hear of the Philistines as a separate,
about 100-150 years before Saul
was made King of Israel, and this exemplifies another very curious and
remarkable element in the books of the Old Testament. They are written
for the people of the age when they were compiled, viz., about the sixth
nationality in the time of

first

Ramessu

III,

or seventh century B.C., a;id the local colouring
more readily to the people then living. Thus

is

adapted so to

it

is

certain that

appen.l
if

the

Pulista existed as a distinct people in Philistia long before the invasion of
Egypt in the time of Ramessu III, they would have been frequently

mentioned on the monuments, since they occupied the ground on the
threshold of Egypt's road into Asia.
])receded

Ramessu

Ill's accession,

But

in

the troublous years that
passing through a

when Egypt was

war, the fortress-gate of Asia, whether seized upon by
started business on its own account, and
from being the outpost of Egypt joined the invaders in endeavouring tc
The Pulista were thrown back with the others, but
spoil the Egyptians.
].eriod

of civil

aliens

or not, apparently

henceforth they a[)pear as a separate people, although then probably as
•

In Judges

i,

r.l,

u-c li;ive

a mention of a power in the plains (probably

plains of Philistia), with cliariots of iron, against wliich the Israelites could not
stind.
The presence nf tlic chariots indicates the arms of the suzerain power,
wliich, in the

wars of Egypt of

Maxim guns do

for us,

when

lliat

age, played

much

fighting against savages.

the same part

tliat

—
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tlie

Thus the references
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of tlie British

is ])art

to the Pliilistiues iu Genesis are probably

mere references to the people who, in the time of the Patriarchs, occupied
that country which was occupied by the Phib'stines in the time of the
.Tudges and Kings.
Similarly the tenth chaptt^r of Genesis is written
from the horizon of the time of Ezekiel. This proleptical peculiarity is
an element of great importance to the study of the Bible. It may thus

—

have been though this explanation does not satisfactorily explain all the
circumstances of the omissions referreil to that the references to Egypt
are coloured by the very inferior position occupied by that nation at the
time that these books took their present form. Egypt was then the

—

broken reed, the obsequious vassal of the Persian Empire and it would
have been little, to forward the nationalizing instincts of the compilers of
the Bible, to have laid any stress u])on the fact that a people so prostrate
could ever have been the arbiters of the East, and under whose supreme
authority the peojjle of Israel maintained a position of subordinate
Immility.
The dismissal of Egypt in the dramatic denouement at the
lied Sea may thus have more to do with the contemporary purposes of
the Jewish reformers than our modern historians would consider
;

justifiable.

II.— By Lieut.-Colonel Goxder, D.C.L., E.E.

The discovery

of a

new

text of

Merenptah

in

Egypt

casts

new

light on

the relations of Israel and Egypt, and appears to discountenance Bunsen's
theory that the Exodus occurred in the time of this king (Mineptah).

As

given by Dr. Petrie ("Contemporary Eeview," May, 1896) the
Libyan invaders in the fifth
year, continues
inscinption, after recording the defeat of the
:

"Vanquished are the Tahennu (N. Africans)
are quieted

;

ravaged

is

Pa Kanana

;

the Khita (Hittites)

(near Tyi-e) with

all

violence

;

taken

Askadni (perhaps for Ascalon) seized is Kazmel Yenu of the Amu
(perhaps Janohah) is made as though it had not existed
the people of
Isiraal is spoiled
it hath no seed
Euten (Syria) has become as widows
is

;

;

;

;

<jf

the land of

The
.Tezreel

;

Egypt

;

all

lands together are in j^eace."

allusion, as Dr. Petrie argues, is
;

and the text shows

Palestine, not iu Egypt.

probably to Israel and not to

clearly that the jjeople so ravaged

Pa Kanana cannot properly be

were

in

placed, as he

suggests, at Deir Kanftn (" the

monastery of Canons"), since that name is
been identified with Kanah near Tyre.
Kazmel may be connected with the ruin Kasimiyeh, north of Tyre, and
the route followed in this raid was the old sea coast route of Tliothmes III
and Raraeses II.

]jrobably modern.

Dr. Petrie,
l)laces

the

It has long

who

Exodus

adheres to the view of Bunsen, and of Brugsch, which

so late, seeks to explain this reference

by supposing
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some of the family of Israel remained in Palestine, or that
them preceded the main body before the Exodus. But we know

that either

some

of

nothing of Hebrew history outside the Bible for this period, and the Bible
The new text agrees with the
discountenances such suppositions.
mention of the Ahiri in the Tell Amarna Tablets, as showing that the
Hebrew conquest occurred earlier than Bunsen supposed.
Dr. Kenouf has recently stated that Egyptian history throws no light
on the date of the Exodus, and Sir G. Wilkinson placed that event as
The theory which places it under
early as the reign of Thothmes III.
Mineptah rests on the supposed explanation of passages preserved from
Manetho but it is remarkable that Manetho does not say that it
He gives {see Josephus, " Agst.
occurred in the time of Mineptah.
According to one of these, a
Apion," i, ir)-26) two distinct accounts.
certain Thothmes ruled after the expulsion of the " Shepherds," who
while according to the other the
left Egypt and founded Jerusalem
;

;

Jews left Egypt in the time of a certain Amenophis, who followed
Rameses II. This Amenophis, Josephus rightly calls a " fictitious king,"
but it has been supposed that Meren-ptah has been corruj^ted into Amenhotep, i.e., Mineptah for Amenophis.
It is equally probable, perhaps, that the succession of the kings has
been confused, and that the Exodus occurred under Thothmes IV, and
the settlement at Jerusalem under Amenophis IV, which is more in
accord witli Old Testament chronology, and with monumental statements.
It sho,uld be noted that the dates proposed by Mahler, and accepted
by Dr. Petrie, for the ages of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties,
They are not
ai-e 150 to 100 years later than those given by Brugsch.
quite correctly calculated, even on the proposed datum, and are brought
down yet later by the correction for the motion of Sirius (see " Proc. Bib.

Arch. "Socy.," March, 1896,

p. 99).

The

differences are as follows:

—

irugscli.

Ahmes
Thothmes III
Amenophis III
Mine]>tah

....

Brugsch's dates rest on the coincidence oi the vague Egyi)ti;in and
and this also agrees with
(ireek year, according to the Rosetta stone
Clement of Ale.xandria's note as to the coincidence of the Passover in
;

=

25th Phamenoth).
30 A.D. with the Egyptian month (15th Nisan
Mahler's dates rest on a statement by Censorinus (239 a.d.) as to the
incidence of the years a century earlier than his own time.
In the face of this discrepancy it is remarkable that the light shed on
Egyj)tian
the subject by Babylonian chronology seems to be overlooked.
data are most imperfect, but the canon of Babylonian kings discovered by

Mr. T. (j. Pinches gives us much more reliable data. As.syriologists have
detluced from the ujouuments the date of Burnaburias of Babylon, who
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reigned about 1450 n.c. Tlie Tell Aiuanm letters .show us that he was the
contemiiorary of Ainenophis IV of Egyjit. This agrees with Brugsch's
chronology, but not with Mahler's, according to which (when corrected)
Amenoi)his IV would reign about 1360 B.C., or a century after
Buniaburias. For this and other reasons, Brugsch's tlates are evidently

Josephus believed that
reliable than those recently proposed.
Joseph was in Egypt in the time of Apophis (" Agst. Apion,'" i, 14)
and Eusebius and George the Syncellus (ninth century a.d.) follow this
view.
But in this case Israel would, according to Bunsen's views, have
remained 650 years in Egypt instead of 430 (Exodus xii, 40), and every
other chronological statement in the Bible must be equally disregarded.
Dr. Petrie objects, with some force, that there is no record in the
Bible of any Egyptian invasion after the conquest of Palestine by

more

;

Joshua

;

latter event must, therefore, have occurred after
Against this we must set, however, what seems to be a

and that the

Mineptah's

raid.

new text, that Israel was already in Palestine in
only by a passing allusion that wh learn tliat Egyi)t
attacked Philistia in Solomon's time, when Gezer was burned nor does
the Bible tell us of the Hittite attack on Bashan, recorded in the Tell
clear indication, in the

that reign.

It

i.s

;

of Judges docs not give us any history of
Samson's age, and such negative evidence must
always be weak. Mineptah may, like other Pharaohs, have used the
native Canaanite levies and his raids may appear in the Book of Judges

Amarna

letters.

The Book

events in Philistia

till

;

or other Canaanites. As far as monumental
evidence has yet cast light on the subject, the presence of Hebrews in
Palestine early in the fifteenth century, b.c, and about 1300 b.c, is
indicated in accordance with the Old Testament chronology.

as those of

Philistines

Dr. Petrie, in the same paper, states that the

name

of the

God Amen,

but
I
he does not give the grounds for this important statement. It bears on
the qviestion of the "heretic king" Khu-en-Aten, su])])osed to be
Amenophis IV, and to have introduced a new religion into Egypt. This
question is one which requires to be carefully investigated, because the
King Dusratta
Tell Amarna Tablets throw new light on the subject.
addresses Amenophis IV, as well as Amenophis III, as a worshipper of
Amen. No Egyptian texts appear to exist which speak of any religious
revolution in his reign, such as is recorded of the Hyksos Apepi.
Asiatic religious systems were known in Egypt, through early intermarriage with Babylonian princesses, before the time of Amenophis III,
and of his consort Queen Teie, and Armenian wife Gilukhepa. The term
Aten for the "Sun disk" occurs in the 15th, 64th, 12i}th, and 133rd
chapters of the " Book of the Dead"
and the 64th chapter ti'aces back to
the time of the 11th Dynasty. Amenophis III, like Seti I later, is represented in connection with the sun disk, and Amenophis IV himself quotes
the ancient ritual of the " Book of the Dead." It is thus very interesting
to ask whether the theory of the "heretic king" is really founded on
fact, and whether the destruction of the name of Amen is to be really
erased by

Amenophis IV, was restored on an

;

inscription

by Seti

;
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Ameuophis I V". It is, of course, quite possible that he may have
accepted the Asiatic gods of his mother, during part of his reign, under
for the Armenians
the influence of his Armenian bride Tadukhepa
worshipped Ashtoreth, as shown by Dusratta's letters but the evidence
referred to

:

;

on the opposite side of the question must not be overlooked.
The result of the new discovery of Mineptah's inscription seems, at
present, to confirm the view that the Abiri of tlie Tell Aniarna Tablets

were really the Hebrews.

Weymouth, ^nd May,

1896.

NOTES ON THE APRIL -QUARTERLY STATEMENT."
I.— By

Lieut. -Colon el

Conder, E.E., D.C.L.

—I

have no doubt that Dr. Bliss is right in assigning the wall
Coenaculum to the Crusaders or Sai'acens. In the curious map
of Jerusalem published with the works of Marino Sanuto (1322 A.D.), the
wall is shown to include the Cosnaculum, and to run much on the line
now discovered. But this was not the line in the fourth century A.D.
^era^is.— Neither Canon Dalton nor Mr. Davis mention the
P, 133.
fact that Serapis occurs on coins of the Roman emperors found at Jerusalem {see details in " Syrian Stone Lore "), nor do they allude to other
representations of this deity. Serapis was an infernal god, equivalent to
Pluto and Hades. He is represented as accompanied by a Cerberus, or
infernal dog, and has on his head the modius, or basket, and in some cases
This emblem, which recalls the birth
this is replaced by a human head.
of Athene from the head of Zeus, is found in other mythologies, as in
India where the Gunga or Ganges Goddess springs from Siva's head. It

P. 114.

east of the

seems to
Apis.

me

iinlikely that the

The name

of Osiris in

name

Serajns w\as connected with OsirisAiisar. There was no doubt a

Egyptian was

between the characters of Serapis and Osiris, and the popular
may have connected them in Egyi)t. But Serapis was not
connected with a bull. His infernal dog may have been likened to Anubis,
but it was nearer to the classic Cerberus, and resembled also the dog of
Yama, the infernal deity of India. King coiniects the name with Sripa,
parallelism

explanation

the " blood-drinker," a title of

Yama.

The importation

of oriental deities

not confined to Serapis. Pompey's soldiers brought back to
Rome the worship of the Persian Mithra, as Serapis was brought from
Sinope in Pontus to Alexandria. The discoveries of Puchstein at Tell
Nimrud, on the Upper Euphrates, show us that in Commagene, in

to the

west

is

Pompey's age, a curious mixed Greco-Persian religion gave birth to
semi-Greek and semi-Persian, rei)reseuting Ormuzd and
Mithra, with their Greek equivalents in the accompanying Greek texts.
It seems to me probable tliat Serapis waa an Aryan deity of Armenia,

sculptures

—

'
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and tJiut the true origin of tlie name, ami
be sought in the East and not in Egypt.
'A7-dk Ism'aui (" Tshmael's Cavern") is marked on the survey
tlie

symbolism of

map and

Al'lilL

ruler of Hades,

his figures, is to

noticed in the " JNIemoirs."

— Captain

refers to " an attempt " to identify
volume, " The Bible and the East,"
and I may be allowed to say that the short account there given (pp. 44-50)
is the result of sevei'al years of study, and is based on the distances between
the various stations, and on the position of Hazeroth, Jotbath, Ezion
Geber, Shapher, &c., as well as on the water supply. The proposal to
identify Elloo with Elim cannot be considered until the Arabic spelling
of the former very unusual word is ascertained.
If it is spelt with a
double I, it is not likely to represent Elim, which in Arabic would be
Aila ov Ailin. 1 have carefully considered the arguments of Mr. Greene,
Professor Sayce, Dr. Trumbull, and others, but have found in them nothing
which suffices to upset the usually accepted views as to Kadesh Barnea,
Horeb, and Hor.

P. 178.

Sinai.

II.

—By
—

Haynes

my new

the route of the Exodus in

M. Clermont-Ganneau.

—

pretty lamps."
Avxvapia Koku
The iirst discovered specimen
such Christian lamps from Palestine, bearing this inscription, was
described by me in my " Eecueil d'Archeologie Orientale " (1888, vol. i,
p. 171), and I there showed that the proper designation to be used henceforth for these tiny remains of the Byzantine period, of which we now
posse.ss some thousands, would be the hybrid word " lychnarion."
P. 164.
Wrdlc Isma'hi and Aldli el Bendt. See what I have said
about these localities in my " Archaeological Researches," just published
by the Palestine Exploration Fund, vol. ii, pp. 219-220, and upon the
possible identification of the former of these great caves with the Eock
Etam an identification I suggested as long ago as 1874.

P. lis.

'•'

of

—

;

—

ArsAf and the Toini of Reseph. '' The beautiful female statue,
about 3 feet high," mentioned by Mr. Hanauer, was really that of a
colossal hawk, with a medallion, upon which was inscribed a Greek
monogram, suspended from its neck. I have fully described it in my
'•'Eapports sur une mission en Palestine et en Phenicie eutrejirise en
1881 " (planche ii,
tp. p. 134, No. 121
and B).
P. 165.

H

A

;

A more impoi-tant omission

than any mentioned above by Colonel Condor
in my notice of the Serapis inscription in last Quart erli/ Statement was that tlie
discovery of the Serapeum last year at Alexandria was not described. I had
read and referred at length to all Mr. King had written about Serapis. It
appears to me that Colonel Conder fails to distinguish three wholly separate
'

points

:

2.

What and who
What and who

3.

The

1.

tbe deity was in

liis

original state at Siuope.

the deity was in Egypt with whom he was identified.
subsequent and highly popular deity resultant from the combina-

tion.

—^J.N.D.
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My

theory there set forth of the origin, up to that time unknowi), of
the town of ArsAf was, in brief, this
:

1. ArsCf was by its position a town in the territory
Although the list of the towns of this tribe is wanting

of

Joshua, nevertheless the genealogy of

of

Ephraini.

in the

Book

Ephraim's descendants as

given in the First Book of Chronicles, vii, 20-29, enables us to fill up
the required gap. There, in accordance with old Semitic fashion, many
of the names of towns are enumerated under the form of eponymous
Eeseph, fl';^"^, is one of the.se (1 Ohrou. vii, 25), and
personages
:

represents, letter for letter, Arstif

In further proof of

j^;,!).

(i

observe

towji received, under the Seleucides, the name Apollonias,
to say, " the town of Apollo."
Now, the bilingual inscriptions

The

2.

that

this,

is

from Cyprus have clearly proved that the official equivalent for the
Greek Apollo in the Phoenician Pantheon was a god called Eeseph, Plll^^t

and we further
god's

an inscription from Cai-thage, the form of this
Both forms, it is clear, would bear

find, in

name given

as ri11?"1^5) Arseph.

the vowel points, so as to be pronounced Eesujih and Arsuph.

We

obtain thus a strictly exact equation

:

Arsuf — present name of the Arab town,
= Apollonias name of the Gi'eek town,
= Eeffeeph name of the Phoenician Apollo,

=

—
—
Eeseph — of the genealogy of Ephraim's descendants.

The ancient Ephraimite town of Ars<if would be one of the principal
centres of the worship of the Phoenician Apollo (whicli appears in the
inscriptions of Zenjirli).

The

tradition of such a sanctuary

in the extraordinary veneration

of the

famous Stdna 'Aly ben

As

to

the

Hawk

Statue,

shown

there by

Moslems

'Alell, the true heir of
it

is

Avell

known

is

preserved

for the

Haram

Eeseph.

that this bird was the

Horus, who in the Egyptian Pantheon corresponded to Apollo
in the Greek, just as Apollo did to the Phcenician Eeseph.
The laud of Suhete or Soethe of the Crusaders appears to
P. 171.
me ought to be identified, not with Ard-es-Suweideh, as Colonel Conder

symbol

states,

of

but with the district of Soueit

(c:-^J4-^'),

already mentioned by

Dimashky.

The supposed sun-god Aumo, referred to by Colonel Conder,
P. 171.
does not exist in the Pantheon of the Nabata?an Arabs any more than
does the supposed god, Maleikhatu. They are both shown to be nonexistent, and mere tignients, for the same reason. The inscriptions alluded
tf) l.y tlie author (t.e., M. Waddington, No. 2392-2395, &;c.) speak simply
" of tlie god " (Zeus Helios) adored l)y a per.son of the name of Aumos.

A

very ditlerent thing
P. 174.

Tlui

!

Koloniek Inscriptions.

the evidently faulty copies

— Professor Wright's corrections of

made by Herr Schick

of these inscriptions

—

—
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had already been proposed by
Orientale"
the
"

(vol.

conjectural

i,

me

p. 169, foil.)

I

QUARTERLY STATEMENT.

in

1888 in

"

Etudes d'Archeologie Orientale

III.- By Kev.

my

(vol.

W.

ii,
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" Kecueil d'Archeologie

have since guarded myself as
<t>U)C

emendation of

"Had Judab

"

ZWH

is

far as

concerned, in

my

p. 33, note).

F. Birch,

M.A,

that day joined, or one whole tribe,

They bad by

this possess'd the tow'rs of

Gatb."

Milton.

P. 162. The Ai-ak Ismain proposed by Mr. Hanauer as the Eock of
is a very attractive position for Samson's hiding-place.
The site well merits consideration, as it seems to be undoubtedly a

Etam

and is situate in Judah, being about 2| miles from Zorah.
with Mr. Hanauer that it is needless to seek for a sela at a
distance if one near at hand is to be found and would do just as well.
Arak Ismain is certainly near at hand, while Khureitun is 17 miles
distant from Zorah, but whether this near position does just as well is the
very point to be settled. Samson was a long-distance champion. He
goes to Askelon, 23 miles from Timuath, to Gaza, 35 miles from Zorah,
and carries its gates another 35 miles to the hill before Hebron. The
Still,
17 miles to Khureitun would have presented no difficulty to him.
I admit he would have chosen 3 before 17, all other points being equal.
Perhaps Mr. Hanauer will point out how Arak Ismain suits the seven
ups and dmons in the story in Judges xv, 8-14, and further deal with the

sela (or

cliff)

I ao^ree

following difhculty

:

If Samson had been at
The Philistines were rulers over Judah.
Arak Ismain, must they not have spread themselves in Wady Surar, west
Why should the Philistines come
<if it, just within the border of Judah
to a stop just across the border of Judah, with Samson almost within view,
when many a (Danite) man would have been ready to betray him for a
?

If Judges xv, 10, had stated that
less bribe than 1,100 pieces of silver?
Why are ye come up against us the
the men of Beth-shemesh said
invasion might seem to have been merely a local and trifling affair, but
as we read that the men of Judah said so, the business ajjparently was of

—

:

a much more extensive character. Why should not the Philistines seize
Samson at once if he were at Arak Ismain, and not wait at the door until
The Khureitun
their slaves, the tribe of Judah, came to remonstrate ?
site for the Pock of Etani does not seem to me open to these objections.
The term " men of Judah " apparently means the tribe (generally) in
•2 Samuel
xix, 41, 43).
In Judges xv the
ii, 4 {see also xxiv, 9
render the words ttus dvrjp 'lovSa, and Josephus adopts the word
tribe."
The " Dictionary of Bible " (Etam) observes " The general
tenour of the narrative seems to indicate that this natural stronghold was
in Judah, and that the Philistines had advanced into the heart of the

LXX

;

••

:

territory of that tribe

.... (Wady

Urtas) was sufhciently distant from

—
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to have seemed a safe refuge from the wrath of the PhiHstiues
not too far for them to advance in search of liim." Samson's
surrender I take to liave been the act of the tribe of Judah. The gates
them the chance
4if Gaza, afterwards standing in sight of Hebron, sliowed
they had lost. As Mr. Hanauer is neai-er to the spot, perhaps he will

Timnah

o-ive his

view on the

To Samson, with

and the ups and downs.
two posts had no firm
Gaza, while they and the doors of the gate, bar, and

" tribe "

his seven locks unshaven, the

hold of the ground at
all had lost their weight.

Though he could as easily have shivered as
shouldered his load, still his habitual playfulness towards the Philistines
mav partly account for his carrying it up all the way to the top of the
mountain (Heb. Har) before Hebron, more than 3,000 feet in height, and
let the Gazites, if they really
at least 35 miles distant in the bee-line
want the doors back, take the trouble themselves of fetching them deep
footprints will guide them right across the great undulating plain, until
:

;

the trophy

is

distinctly

made out on

the highest point

(?

Kh.

Serasir)

between Gaza and Hebron.

The common opinion would spare Samson

his " terrible feat "

locating the hill at Tell el Muntar, a mile from Gaza.
in

Judges

Hebrew

by

usage,

xvi, 3, forbids, I believe, this mei'cy.

To waive the point that 1^3-7^; {before) really, I believe, requires a
within sight of Hebron, the one word har {mountain E.V.) is sufficient

site

I can find no instance of har describing an ineminence like 'Aly el Muntar, only 272 feet above the sea, and
100 feet above Gaza. Till such is produced Samson's long march nmst
stand, hitherto obscured by the hill of A. Version.
The Sp. Comrn., after noticing the site near Gaza, adds " But it may

to settle the question.
.signiticant

:

of the hills overlooking

doubted whether one
meant, as Milton has it

)>e

Hebron

is

not rather

:

Tlu-n by main force puU'd up, and on his shoulders bore

and massy bur,
by Hebron, seat of giants old,
journey of a Sabbath day, iind loaded so."

The

Up
No

gates of Azza, post

to the hill

IV.— By
Pages 172-3.

my matured

Rev. Gko. St. Clair, F.G.S,

My book on "Buried

Cities," published in 1891, contains

opinion on the wall of Nehemiah, witli

its

gates and other

notes of locality. Professor T. F. Wright, Ph.D. (in Quarterli/ .Statement,
A]>v'\\, 18i30), quotes an earlier suggestion of mine, from tiie Quarterli/
but probably no man has studied this puzzling
Statement, ^imwxry, 1888
question without finding reason to discard his earliest guesses. Professor
;

AVright quotes three writers who agree with me in jilacing the Valley
As he does this for the purpose
(Jate at or near the ]n-esent Jafia Gate.
of showing that we are all wrong, I should have been glad if he had also

—
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we

jinaigutHl the be.st autliDrities, such as Lewiii, witli wlioui

ou

20o

are in accord

this point.

Having put

my

best opinion into

results of excavation.

discovered a

new

my

W.

Look, I declined Eev.

F.

and said we must await the
now using the spade, and has already

to further discussion,

llirch's invitation

Dr. Bliss

is

gate, south-east of the English burial-ground

good way east of

this,

two other

gates,

;

and, a

On

one of them a small one.

Wright declares that "all the
geograpliers have greatly erred."
He himself has no difficulty in
identifying the first of these new gates as the Valley Cxate, and the other
two as the Dung Gate and the Gate of the Fountain and he suggests for
our advantage that " the whole account of the re-building in Chapter III
the strength of these

facts

Professor

;

is

now

quite plain."

We are all

watching Dr. Bliss's work with the greatest interest and
should disprove any of our conjectures we shall gladly accept the
logic of facts.
But it may be better to wait till the excavations have
proceeded further before we declare that everything is quite plain. The
conclusions of Professor Wright seem to me premature and doubtful, for
the following reasons
1. The date of Dr. Bliss's wall is not settled, and it is unsafe to
;

if it

:

assume that
2.

all

three gates are as old as Nehemiah's time.

most western)

If the first gate (the

may be Nehemiah's Dung
observed that a drain

is

so old,

possible that

it is

Gate, and not his Valley Gate.

jiasses

out under

it.

It

Lewin ("Sketch

it

may be
of Jeru-

salem," p. 60) points out that " Josephus also, in tracing the western wall
of the High Town, writes that it ran from Hippicus to the Gate of the
Essenes at Bethso, the Hebrew word for a dung ])lace. The Essene Gate

and the Dung Gate would therefore appear to be identical, and situated
at the south-west corner of the High Town."
3. The statement made twice over bv Dr. Wricrht, that "the Dung
Gate is said in Neh. iii, 13, to have been about 1,000 cubits east of
the Valley Gate," has no foundation in Scripture, either in the English
version or the
direction

is

Hebrew

not stated.

The word " east " does not occur, and the
Nor does it appear that the distance between the

text.

two gates in question, since Dr. Bliss uncovered them, has been
measured and found to be 1,000 cubits. Why does Dr. Wright sav
"about" 1,000 cubits?
4. Dr. Bliss is showing us that the south wall followed
diflferent
directions at different times.
This was to be expected and it may be
vam to look for Nehemiah's gates in the wall of Eudocia. In " Buried
Cities"! have tried to trace Nehemiah'.s wall, as going round the brow
of the south-western hill and then making a bend up the Tyropoeon
In this I am in substantial agreement with Lewin
\ alley.
and at
present I do not see reason, from the excavations, to alter my opinion.
;

;

CARDiFr,

Man

^-'^^S ^85^6.
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1892.
By James Glaishee,
The numbers

in

column

1

barometer in each month

of

table

tin's

of these

;

F.R.S.

show the highest reading

the highest, as

visual,

of the

are in the

the maximum for the
winter, and the lowest in the summer months
year was 27"G17 inches, in December, and the next in order, 27'604
The highest reading in the preceding 31 years, viz.,
inches, in January.
1861 to 1891 inclusive, was 27"816 inches, in December, 1879.
;

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
was 27 '100 inches, in February, and the next in order,
The lowest reading in the preceding 31 years
27*125 inches, in July.
was 26'972 inches, in April, 1863, and February, 1865.
The range of readings in the year was 0"517 inch. The largest range
and the smallest,
in the preceding 31 yeai'S Avas 0"742 inch, in 1876
;

for the year

;

0-491 inch, in 1883.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
month the smallest, 0'131 inch, was in August, the next in
and the largest, 0-491 inch, in December
order, 0"192 inch, in July
and the next in order, 0-472 inch, in January. The mean monthly range
The mean for the preceding 31 years
for the year was 0*303 inch.
in each

;

;

;

was 0-309 inch.
The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of
the highest was 27-463 inches, in December, and the
the atmosphere
next in order, 27*432 inches, in January the lowest was 27-250 inches,
The mean
in July, and the next in order, 27-280 inches, in August.
yearly pressure was 27*358 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in
the preceding 31 years was 27*443 inches, in 1861, and the lowest, 27*359
The mean for the 31 yeai-s was 27*392 inches.
inches, in 1890.
The temperature of the air reached 90° on May 14th, and was the
;

;

May

temperature so high as 90' (in the preceding 10
temperature was 90° was March 25th
in the year 1888); in June it reached or exceeded 90° on 4 days; in
July, 4 days in August, G tlays and in Se])teniber, 8 days, the 24th
heing the last day in the year of a temperature as high as 90'. In the
preceding 10 years the latest day in the year this tem])erature reached 90°
was October 23rd in 1887. The temperature reached or exceeded 90° on
23 days during the yeai'. In the years 1882 and 1891 the number of days
the average of
oi this high temperature was 28, and in 1887 was 73
The highest temperature in the year was
the 10 years was 43.
101° on September 17th.
The highest in the preceding 10 years, 1882

only day in

years, the earliest

of a

day

in the year the

;

;

;

to 1891,

was

106", in July, 1888.

The temperature of the air was as low as 36" on
January 26tii, and December 19th and 20th. In^Jamuiry

3
it

nights,

viz.,

was as low or

r
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lower than 40° on 9 uiglits in February on 4 nights in March on 1 night
and in December on 5 nights. Ihus the temperature was as low or lower
In the year 1885 the mimbei
than 40° on 19 nights during the year.
the
of nights of this low temperature was 23, and in 1886 was 97
average for the 10 years was 52. Tlie lowest temperature in the preceding 10 years was 26°"5, in January, 1890.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.
In January it was 62°, being I°-5 above the mean of the ten high day
temperatures in January. The high day temperature was above its
average in February, April, September, and December, and below in all
other months. The mean for the year was 82° '8, being 1°'3 below the
average of 10 years. The iiighest in the year was 101°-0, in September.
The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 6.
In both January and December it was Btf-O, being 4°-2 and 2° -3
respectively above their averages. The nights were warm throughout
the year and above their averages. The mean for the year was 47°-5,
being 3°'0 above the average of 10 years.
The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7 the
numbers vary from 26°-0 in Januaiy to 43° in May. In the months of
March, August, and November the ranges were small, owing to the low
high day and high night temperatures, being 10°-2, IT'I, and 8°'4 respectively less than their averages.
The mean range for the year was 35°'3,
;

;

;

;

;

being 4° "2

less

The range

than the aveiage of 10 years.
of temperature in the year

preceding 10 yeais was

76"'5, in

was

The

65°'0.

largest in the

each of the years 1884, 1886, and 1888,

and the smallest, 63°'5, in the year 1885.
The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown in
column 8. The lowest was 52°-4 in January, being l°-8 higher than the
average.
The highest was 88°, in September, being 2°-5 above the
average, and the next in order 87°'l, in August. The mean for the year
was 72° 4, being 0°'l above the average of 10 years.
The mean of ail the low night tempei-atures is shown in column 9.
The lowest was 41°-3, in January, being 3°-0 higher than the average.
The highest was 65°'9, in September, being 5°-0 higher than the average.
The mean for the year was 54°-5, or 2°'0 above the average of 10 years.
In column 10 the mean daily range of temperature in each month is
shown
the smallest was IT'I, in January, and the next in order,
ll°-7, in December
the greatest was 22°-5, in August, and the next in
order 22°'l, in September. The mean for the year was 17°-9, being l°-9
less than the average.
The smallest ranges in the preceding 10 years were
9"-3, in January, 188*3, and 9'-7, in December, 1890
the greatest were
33° -8, in August, 1886, and 30°!, in the same month of 1887. The smallest
mean for the year was 17°-8 in 1883, and the gi-eatest, 24°-3, in 1886.
The mean temperature of the air, as found fi'om the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 11 the
lowest was 46°'8, in January
and the next in order 50°"0, in February
the highest was 77°'0, in September, and the next in order 75°-8, in
;

;

;

;

;

;

s
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August.

The mean

10 years by

1°"1.

was 63°-5, exceeding the average of
The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding

for the year

10 years were .39'-8, in January, 1890, and 42°-0, in December, 1886 the
and 8r-l, in July, 1888. The
highest were HV-2, in August, 1890
highest mean for the year was 63°-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°-l, in
;

;

1886.

January was the coldest month of the year, by reference to columns 5
and 6 it will be seen that, though the coldest month, it was above its
average both by day and night and the nights were warm and above
their average throughout the year, particularly so in the months of
;

January, March, and Se])tember.

The numbers in column 12 are the mean readings of a dry-bulb
thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column
11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are a little higher in every
month, the difference of the means for the year being 3°-l. The mean
difference between the mean temperature of the air and that at 9 a.m. for
the 10 years was

3°'2.

For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermometers
read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from May to October the
difference between the readings often exceeded 20°, and was as large as
31°-6 on September 16th.
In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown
the smallest differences between these and those of the dry-bulb were
the largest were 15°-1, in
3°-2, in January, and 4° '4, in December
September, and 13°-7, in June. The mean for the year was 57°"1, and
that of the dry was 66°"6 the mean difference was 9°"5.
The numbers in column 14 are the temperature of the dew-point, or
that of the temperature at v/hich the air would be saturated by the
quantity of vapour mixed with it the smallest differences between these
numbers and those in column 12, were 6° '6, in January, and 9°'0 in
December the largest were 25°-3, in September, and 23°-2 in June.
The mean temperature of the dew-point for the year was 49°"9 the
mean for the 10 years was 50°'l.
The numbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure of
vapour; the smallest was 0-253 inch, in February, and the largest,
the
0-508 incli, in August.
The mean for the year was 0-369 inch
average of 10 years was 0375 inch.
In column 16 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
it was as small as 2-9 grains in February, and as large as
is shown
the
5-4 grains in August.
The mean for the year was 4-1 grains
average of 10 years was 4-1 grains.
In column 17 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
cubic foot of air is shown
it was less than one grain in January, and
more than Gh grains in September. The mean for the year was 3-6 grains
the average of 10 years was 3-4 grains.
The numbers in column 1 8 show the degree of humidity of the air,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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the largest numbers appear in
being represented by 100
January, February, March, November, and December and the smallest
from April to October the smallest of all was 41 in September. The
mean for the year was 57 that of the 10 years was 59.
The numbers in column 19 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot
of air, under its mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity.

saturation

;

;

;

;

largest number was in January, decreasing month by month to the
smallest in August, and then increasing to December. The mean for the
year was 481 grains that of the 10 years was 482 grains.

The

;

in January were W. and N.W., and the
winds were N., E., and S. in February the most prevain both
lent were N.W". and N.E., and the least were N". and S.E.
March and April the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were N.
in May the most prevalent was N.W., and the least was N.
and S.
in both
in June the most prevalent was N.W., and the least was S.
July and August the most prevalent were W. and N.W., and the least
were N.E., E., and S. in September the most prevalent was N.W., and
the least were S.E. and S.; in October the most prevalent was N.W.,
and the least was S.E. in November the most prevalent were S.W.,
and in December the most
W., and N.Vf., and the least were S.E. and S.
prevalent winds were N.W. and S.W., and the least prevalent wind was
Tiie most prevalent wind for the year was N.W., which occurred on
S.
127 times, of which 15 were in June, 13 in September, and 12 in August
and the least prevalent wind was S., which occurred on only 5 times

The most prevalent winds

least prevalent

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

daring the yeai\

The

total

columns 20

number

to 27

;

of times of each

those winds less in

preceding 10 years were

N.

wind are shown in the last
number than the average

line of
of the
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and 177 instances of cloudless skies, of which 27 were in June, and 23 in
both July and August, and 6 only in both February and March.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 8'70 inches
in December, of which 470 inches fell on the 1st, and 2-18 inches on tlie
2nd. The next largest fall for the month was 7 '42 inches, in January, of
which I'lO inch fell on both the 1st and 31st, 1-09 inch on the 23rd, and
No rain fell fi-om May 19th till October Slst,
1-03 inch on the 19th.
making a period of 164 consecutive days without i-ain. The total fall
of rain for the year was 31 '23 inches, being 6'0() inches above the
average for 32 years, viz., 1861 to 1892. The number of days on which
rain fell

was

63, being 8

more than the average.

OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1892.

RESULTS

By James Glaisher,
The numbers
barometer
in the

in

in

column

each month

summer months

;

F.R.S.

of this table show the highest reading of the
the highest appear in the winter, and the lowest
the maximum for the year was 31-118 inches, in

1
;

January, and the next in order 31-070 inches, in February.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
and the next in order 30-321
for the year was 30318 inches, in May
;

;

inches, in July.
of readings in the year was O'SOO inch, being 0-283 inch
range at Jerusalem.
the
than
greater
The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings
the smallest was 0-189 inch, in August, and the next in
in each month
order 0-216 inch, in July. The largest was 0687 inch, in Januajy, and

The range

;

the next in order 0-645 inch, in February.
llie numbers in columns 4 and 5 show the

mean monthly reading of
and tho.se in column 6 the lower
the barometer at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
the sniallesc ditference between these
reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m.
two readings was 0-032 inch, in November, and the next in order 0-043
the largest is 0*107 inch, in October, and the next
inch, in February
In England in January the readings at
in order 0*104 inch, in June.
in all other months the
8 a.m. and 4 p.m. are practically the same
;

:

;

;

the greatest difference is
reading at 4 p.m. is lower than at 8 a.m.
The mean for the year at Tiberias was 0-08 inch,
in June, 0*025 inch.
;

being four times greater than in England.
The numbers in the 7th column show the mean monthly pressure of
the highest was 30-823 indies, in December, and the
the atmosphere
next in order 30-812 inches, in January the lowest was 30-404 inches, in
;

;
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July, and the next in order 30-442 inches, in August. The mean for the
year was 30'619 inches.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.
The first day in the year the temperature reached 90' was on March 9th
in May
in April the temperature reached or exceeded 90" on 6 days
on 17 days in June, July, August, and September it reached or exceeded
90" on every day
and in October on 28 days thus the temperature
reached or exceeded 90' on 174 days during the year. At Jerusalem the
temperature did not reach 90" till May 14th, and there were only 23 days
;

;

;

;

;

year on which the temperature was as high as 90". At Tiberias
the temperature was as high as 101" on May 6th, and reached or exin June it reached or
ceeded 100° on 2 other days in this month
exceeded 100" on 10 days in July on 20 days in August on 21 days
in the

;

;

;

;

thus on 67 days in the year the temat Jerusalem the temperature reached
perature reached or exceeded 100°
The highest temperature in the year
or exceeded 100" on only one day.
at Tiberias was 111", on September 15th and 16th; at Jerusalem the

and

in

September on 13 days

;

;

highest in the year was 101°, on September 17tb.
The lowest temperature of the air in each month

is shown in column 9.
was 43°'0, on December 19th. The next lowest was
44°, on January 26th, February 29th, and March 1st, and there was no
temperature so low as 44° on any other night, the nearest approach
was 45° on January 24th. At Jerusalem the lowest in the year was 36°
on 3 nights, viz., January 26th, and December 19th and 20th and there
were 19 nights in the year when the temperature was as low or lower

The lowest

in the year

;

than

40°.

temperature was 68° at Jerusalem it was 65°.
The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 and
At Jerusalem
these numbers vary from 30" in J anuary, to 48° in March.
the range varied from 26' in January to 43" in April.
In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each
month is shown. TliB lowest was 69° '4 in January, being 17° higher
Tlie yearly range of

;

;

the next in order were 70°"8 in December, and
February the highest was 100°'7 in July, and the next in order
100""4 in August, and 99°"8 in September.
At Jerusalem the lowest
52°-4 in January, 56°'0 in December, and 56°'7 in February
the
highest were 88" in September, 87°-l in August, and 85°-6 in July.
The mean for the year at Tiberias was 86°-l at Jerusalem it was 72°-4.
In column 12 the mean of all the low night temperatures in each
month is shown the lowest was 48°'9 in January, and the next in order
50°-6, in both February and December
the highest was 75°-7 in August
At
the next in order were 74°-3 in July, and 73"-8 in September.

than
7r'2
were
were

at Jerusalem

in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jerusalem the lowest were 41°-3 in January, 43°-2 in February, and
the highest were 65°-9 in September, 64°-6 in
in December

44°-3

;

August, and 63°-7 in July. At Tiberias the yearly value was 62°-6
at Jerusalem it was 54°'5.
In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in each
;

s 2
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the smallest was 19^ "2 in November, and the next in order were
December, and 20'"5 in January the greatest was 26°"7 in June,
in September.
At
and the next in order 26°'4 in July, and 26°
Jerusalem the smallest were ll""! in January, 11°"7 in December,
the greatest were 22°"5 in August
and 12'"8 in November
22°'l in
September, and 22°'0 in June. The mean daily range for the year at
Tiberias was 23°'5
at Jerusalem it was 17°"9.
The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in ea<:h month in column 14. The
lowest was 59°'l in January, and the next in order were 60°"7 in
December, and 60° '9 in February the highest was 88° in August, the
next in order were 87^"5 in July, and 86°'8 in September.
At Jerusalem the lowest were 46° "8 in January, 50° "0 in February, and 50°'2
in December
the highest were 77°'0 in September, 75°*8 in August,
and 74° "7 in July. At Tiberias the mean temperature increased month
by month from the minimum in January to the maximum in August,
then decreased month by month to the end of the year. At Tiberias the
yearly value was 74°'4
at Jerusalem it was 63°"5.
The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of
a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m.
If those in
column 15 be compared with these in column 14, it will be seen that
those in column 15 were a little lower in January, February, November,
and December, and a little higher in all other months. The mean for the
year was 74°"8, differing by U°'4 from the mean of the year as determined
by the use of the maximum and minimum thermometers should this
be the ease in future years, the mean temperature may be appi'oximately
determined by a single reading of the thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m.
The numbers in column 17 are the temjserature of the dew-point,
or that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity
of vapour mixed with it
the smallest difference between these numbers
and those in column 15 was 6°*4 in January from April to November
the smallest difference was lO^'o in November, and the largest, 21°'5,

month

;

20'''2 in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

in July.

The numbers

in

column 18 show the

elastic force of

vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure
of va))Our
the smallest was 0'353 inch, in January, and the largest,
;

0'741 inch, in August.

is

Ill column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
shown it was as small as 4 grains in both January and February, and
;

as large as 74 grains in August.

In column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
cubic foot of air

is

shown

;

it

was as small as one grain

in

January, and

as large as 7^ grains in July.

The numbers

column 21 show the degree of humidity of the air,
by 100 the largest numbers a))])ear from
November to March, and the smallest from April to October, the smallest
of all was 49 in September.
in

saturation being rei)resented

;
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numbers in column 22 show tlie weight in grains of a eul)ic foot
under the mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of
the air the largest number was in January, decreasing to the smallest
in July, then increasing to December.
In column 31 are given the numbers of days of rain in each month
the largest was 12 in November, and the next in order 11 in January.
The total number in the year was 56. At Jerusalem rain fell on 63 days.
In column 32 the niontJily fall of rain is given. The heaviest fall of
rain on one day in the months from January to April was l'4b inch on
January 1st the next in order were 090 inch and 0-72 inch on March 22nd
and 23rd respectively. No rain fell from May 3rd till October 29th,
making a period of 178 consecutive days without rain the fall of rain
on November 26th was 1-62 inch, and on November 30th and December 1st
1-30 inch and 1-42 inch fell respectively.
The heaviest monthly fall in the
year was 6"67 inches, in November, and the next in order 3*93 inches in
January. The- total fall for the year was 19-42 inches. At Jerusalem the
Tlie

of air,

;

;

;

;

total fall for the year

was 31 '23

inches.

NEW

A

TREATISE ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE
HOLY LAND AND THE DEAD SEA.i
By Edward Hull,

We

welcome the

never

fail

treatise of Dr.

to interest those

of the globe, especially

LL.D., F.E.S., F.G.S.

Blanckenkorn on a subject which can

who make

a study of the physical features
a region confessedly unique

when represented by

in its geological structure,

and one which must necessarily afford fresh
new methods of treatment, from successive

objects of investigation, and

observers.
The Palestine Exploration Society of this country has its
counterpart in Germany and with both societies the investigation of
the geological structure of the Holy Laud, and tlie mode of formation
of the Dead Sea and of tlie Jordau-Arabah depiession, has been under;

taken as an essential part of the objectb for which each society was
founded.

The treatise of Dr. Blanckenkorn deals with those ]>hysical changes
which the Dead Sea depi-ession, and the deeply furrowed ridge of
Western Palestine, together with the tablelands of Edom and Moali
are the outcome.
Those who are familiar with the work of previous
observers will not find in the essay of Dr. Blanckenkorn much that is
new but it is gratifying to know that there is very little in which he
of

;

'

korn

'
;

Guthe

Entstehung und Geschichte des Todten Meeres," Von D. M. Blancken" Zeit. d. Dcutsch. Palsestiua-Vereins," ed. by Professor D. Henuann
(Leipsig, 1896).
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SEA.

them and his essay will doubtless have the
inducing German geologists and men of science to take a
greater interest in the geology of Palestine and the origin of its physical
features.
We do not, however, foi\get that Germany, in the persons of
Burckhardt, Fraas, Niebuhr, and Russigger, has taken its fair share in the
is

not in agreement with

result

;

of

exploration of Palestine.
Tlie author treats the subject historically, commencing with the old
foundation rocks (archaischen Grundgebirge) of supposed Archaean age
which crop out along the base of the Moabite and Edomite range on
the eastern margin of the Jordan-Arabah depression, and of which
the Sinaitic mountains are also mainly composed. He then proceeds

describe

the

(Lebrusch),

first

to

Pernio - carboniferous sedimentary beds of Labrusch
discovered by the Geological Expedition of the P. E. F.

and the succeeding strata of Ci-etaceous age, beginning with
the"Nnl)ian Sandstone" (Russegger), and continuing onwards through
the latter being
the Cenomaniau and Senonian stages of the series
characterised by numerous bands of flint. The author does not admit
the presence of Eocene strata along the low grounds bordering the
Meditenanean, and considers "the calcaieous sandstone of Phillistia"
The terraces of the Jordan-Arabah depresas i)ost-tertiary or diluvial.
and an attempt is made to synchronise
sion are described at length
them with the stages of the Glacial period in Europe. To the earliest
stage (Die erste Eiszeit oder Regenepoche), represented in Euroi)e by
the epoch of extreme cold and extension of existing glaciers, the author
refers the formation of the highest terraces, of which those in the Arabah
Valley, discovered by the members of the Expedition of 1883-4 at the
springs of Abu Werideh, are the most remarkable examples being at
(1883-4),'

;

;

;

a level of nearly 1,400 English feet above the present surface of the
Dead Sea. The numerous semi-fossil shells of the genera Melania and
MelinofsU^ which these terraces of marl and sand contain, leave no room
for douljt but that the waters of the inland sea once stood at this level.
Dr. Blanckenkoin throws out the suggestion that it is owing to the
almost rainless character of the climate in this region that these strata
have been preserved, while their representatives in the more northerly
districts of the Jordan Valley, subjected as they have been to rains and
torrential action, have been swept away, during the long period through
which they have been exposed to the action of atmospheric agencies.
To the first Tnterglacial epoch, or period of drought (Trockenepoche),
the author refers the formation of the salt- rock terrace of Jebel Usdum
and the Lisaii and to the second Glacial stage the formation of the
;

terraces, so well described by Tristram, which rise
from 300 to 600 or 700 feet above the surface of the Dead Sea. Tiie
second Interglacial st;ige was characterised by the eruption of lavastreams and sheets of basalt, of the Yannuck Valley, Moab, and the

more conspicuous

'

"Mount

Seir," p. 120.

I'ctra-a, I'ulestino,

Memoir on "The PInsioal Geology

and Adjoining

Districts," p.

1(5

(i8S9)..

of

Arabia
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while, lastly, the lower terraces of

the plain of Jericho are referable to the third ice-epoeh (die Dritte
Eiszeit) of Europe.
According to this view, it will be seen that the

quaternary formations of the Jordan-Arabah are lepresentative of
physical changes of wide geographical extension, not of purely local
a view which must commend itself to all geographers. And it
should here be stated that the author accepts for the whole Quaternary
period in Palestine the term " Pluvial," ap])lied to it in the memoir on
" The Geology of Arabia Petroea and Palestine," as generally representaorigin

;

tive of the Glacial, or Post-pliocene, period of the

The account

of the

mode

European continent.
Jordan-Arabah

of formation of the great

by the author does not materially differ from the views
memoir above referred to, except that the author makes a

depression given
stated in

tlie

slight mistake in stating that the great uj^heaval of the land

and sinking
Jordan depression along one or more lines of faulting took place
at the close of the Tertiary period (Mit dem Schluss der Tertiarperiode),
meaning the close of the Eocene period.
No fresh light is thrown in this essay on the geological structure of
the Bauiet-et-Tih, that great tract which stretches southwards from
Southern Judtea to the border of the Sinaitic mountains. This district
is less known physically than any other part of Palestine or Arabia, and
much requires to be done in order to extend our, at present very limited,
knowledge concerning its physical structure.
The distant glimpses
obtained from time to time along its margin during the progress of the
Expedition of 1883-4 led to the belief that numerous points of structural
interest remain to be worked out. The Badiet-et-Tih is not a featurolesis
tableland of glistering limestone, as might be sujiposed on looking at the
maps. The views referred to included well-defined ridges and terraces,
sharp clefts and passes, all of which mean structural changes in the rocks.
There remains also the determination of the approximate line of boundary
between the Cretaceous and Eocene formations, which has never been
attempted with any degree of accuracy. The fact is, that the Badietet-Tih is one of the most uninviting regions in the whole of Palestine and
Arabia Petraea, and travellers whose time is necessarily limited are glad
to escape from it into the more promising districts surrounding the
Jordan and Dead Sea. But the rewards awaiting exploration may be
greater than anticipated
and the difficulties and discomforts which
might attend the enterprise should not deter geologists in these days of
adventure and discovery while, with proper preeau Lions, no danger
would arise from hostility on the part of the Bedawin inhabitants.
of the

;

—
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THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND
NOTES AND NEWS.
General Meeting of the Fund was held on Tuesday, July 14th,
room of the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, kindly lent
A full
for the occasion, was well filled by subscribers and their friends.
report of the meeting will be found in the present number.

The Annual
when

tlie

large

Committee desire most earnestly to draw attention to the present
position of the Fund.
As will be seen by reference to the
Treasurer's Report then presented there are outstanding liabilities amounting
to nearly £1,000, and besides these, the excavations now in progress at
Jerusalem cost about £100 a month.
Tlie

financial

The majority

of

members

subscribe half a guinea a year.

Quart trh/ Statement free by post.
Hence
than covered by their subscription.

The

receive the

the subscribers at the

present

it

cost of this

to

is

they

this

little

more

results that the majority of

moment cannot

be said to be more than

nominally contributing towards the active work of the

The Committee venture

For

Fund

in Palestine.

think that this fact can scarcely be fully

appreciated by subscribers.
in progress, to all who take an
cannot be exaggerated. The success
that has hitherto attended the devoted labours of Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie
For the
is incontestable.
They are now at work in the Tyropoeou Valley.

The importance

of the exoavations

now

intelligent interest in ancient Jerusalem,

Committee to be compelled for financial reasons to siispend or delay the
completion of these excavations would be most lamentable from every point
of view.

The

Conirnittce

respectfully

Fund

therefore,

of

in

order to avert such a catastrophe,

subscribers

to

the

Palestine

Exploration

endeavour to increase their subscripevents while these important excavations arc in hand.

to consider

tions, at all

would

ask the majority

whether they

will not

T
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subscribe half a guinea would make
If the majority of those who now
regards the financial
a whole guinea the anxiety of the Committee, as
position of the Fund, would be greatly relieved.

it

At the same time any further contributions that the guinea subscribers
liberal enough to make in response to the present urgent needs

might be
of the

Fund would

also be devoted to the acceleration of the excavations.

Dr. Bliss's excavations in the Tyropcjeou Valley have brought to light a very
remarkable stone stairway, forming part of a road leading down from the
This stairway is 24 feet broad, and on its
city past the Pool of Siloam.
constructed to prevent passengers falling
apparently
parapet,
is
a
side
eastern
Tlie steps are 34 in number, so far as
over the scarp which exists there.
They are about 7 inches in height, and are arranged in a system
discovered.

and narrow treads alternately, the wide treads measuring between
4 and 5 feet in breadth, and the narrow ones about one foot and a quarter.
The stones composing these stairs are well jointed, and finely polished

of wide

by footwear.

It

is

reminded by

impossible not to be

statement in

of the

Nehemiah

iii,

this

most imjjorlant discovery

that Shallun repaired the gate of

15,

"
the fountain, the wall of the Pool of Siloara, by the King's Garden, and
unto the stairs that go down from the City of David." It is not suggested that
these newly discovered stairs are identical with those mentioned by Nehemiah,

but possibly they may be on the same site.
As will be seen on the plan accompanying Dr. Bliss's report, this stairway
Pool of Siloam.
is less than 30 feet west of the western wall of tlie (present)

Also another

paved

roadway leading

discovered near the top of

the

hill,

a

down from the
little

east

of

city

David's

has

been

Tomb, and

apparently continuous with the long street which runs through the city
from the Damascus Gate, and traverses the present Jewish quartei-.

In
slabs,

its widtli, in

and

in

its

its

kerb on either

inclination,

tliis

side, in the size

and appearance of

resembles the one found in

street

its

the

Tyropoeon Valley.
Students of Jerusalem top()gra])hy have long been of opinion that such
The main thoroughfares of a city are
a roadway existed in this situation.
apt to remain in the same spots from age to age, and it has always been
thought probable that the great central street of the Holy City was continued
further south tiian the present wall._

Of quite

special interest

described by Mr. Dickie.
lias vet

It

tomb near the Tombs of the Kings
tomb with a vertical shaft which

is

the rock

is

the only rock

been discovered in Soutli Palestine.

—
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The income

of the Society, from Juno 23rd to September 19th, 189G,
annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,
£234 6*. lOd. from all sources £551 0*. 4d.
The expenditure dui-ing the
same period was £629 1*. 3(1. On September 2l8t the balance in the Bank
was £148 1*. 2d.

was

— from

—

;

In the " Mittheilungen " of the Grerman Palestine Society Herr von Schick
Church of the Holy Sepulchre he
has become convinced that under the present Golgotha there is really rock, and
has found the crevice of which former Pilgrims speak, in which a man could
lie down.
Also north-west of the Holy Sepulchre, under the Greek Patriarchate,
reports that in his latest examination of the

he has discovered the cave

in

which a hermit formerly dwelt.

Herr von Schick reports discovery of gome tombs outside Jerusalem, about

500

feet north of the

of masonry.

They

new

gate.

They

contain bones.

still

are partly cut in the rock, partly built

Herr von Schick considers them

to be

Christian.

Herr von Schick's elaborate report on the Church of the Ascension
found in the present number. It is illustrated with plans.

Dr. Post's " Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai,"

obtained on application to the author at Beirut.

is

now

ready, and

be

will

may be

(See advertisement.)

The work embraces 126 orders, 850 genera, and 3,416 species, many of the
numerous varieties, being new to science. It is illustrated by
445 woodcuts, and a coloured map, showing the botanical regions of the
district covered.
It contains a general analytical key to all the orders, and
latter, as well as

special keys to the larger tribes

on these keys, and

it is

and genera.

Much

labour has been expended

ho^jed that, by their means, the usefulness of the book

will be greatly increased, especially for students

and

travellers.

We

have received from Mr. Gray Hill an account of a visit lately made
it is hoped, will appear in the next number of the
Quarterly Statement.

by him

to Petra., which,

Mr. G. H. Skipwith,

"My

object in writing

in

a letter addressed to the "

....

about Jeremiah

is

Academy," writes

:

chiefly to inquu'e of those

interested in the exploration of Palestine,

whether valuable results might not
possibly be obtained by a carefid examination of the site of Anathoth.
The
images of Anatli, from which the place is said to have derived its name, cannot

have outlasted the reformation of Josiah (Robertson Smith, Eel. Sem.,' 2nd
ed., p. 211).
But here, as early as the reign of Sodomon, was situated the
estate and place of exile of the deposed high priest Abiathar (1 Kings ii, 26, 27).
.... Even the legend in 2 Mace, ii, is not without instruction for the explorer.
The site of Anathoth is known. Is it possible that it may yield monuments of
"
its ancient importance ?
'

T 2

—
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J. J. C.

The Rev.

Valpy, of Ehing Rectory, writes

:— " In

the Quarterly

Area Atad .... beyond Jordan ....
Statement for July, p. 232, I read
Does beyond Jordan mean across ? I will
difficult,' i.e., acro93 the Jordan.
Tlie ancients knew only of Jordan as the
endeavour to show to the contrary.
'

:

To writers of central west Palestine what was
river flowing from lake to sea.
Beyond Jordan,
north of the northern end of Jordan was beyond Joi-dan.'
Similarly,
of Jordan.
northern
end
the
beyond
means
Gentiles,'
the
of
Galilee
Jordan, but south of the
in Gen. 1, 11, beyond Jordan will mean, not across
As in one case, so in the other, beyond is not
southern end of Jordan.
'

'

=

across."

The

portion

first

of

Researches in Palestine,"

is

M. Clermont-Ganneau's work, " Archaeological
now ready, and being sent to subscribers.

—

Memo, for Subseriber.i to the Survey of Palestine. In the original programme it was intended that the "Archaeological Researclies" of M. ClermontGanneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much
for
since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange
the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published in
advance for the reasons'stated in the prefatory note.
Vol. I, which treats of Jerusnlem and its neighbourhood, is well forward,

when

and,

ready, will be sent

ovit to

the

first

increase in their subscriptions for the full set.
There are only a few copies of the sets

these have been cleared out the price
{See advertisement in fore-part of Journal.)

When

A

third and revised edition of "Syrian

Conder, R.E.,

is

now

250 Subscribers without any
left at

will

the price of

be raised

to

£7

£12

7*.

13?.

Stone Lore," by Lieut. -Colonel

ready.

important work by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, E.E., entitled, "The
of Jerusalem "—1099;; to 1292 A.D.— and describing the
condition of Palestine under the Crusaders, is in the press, and will be

An

Latin

Kingdom

It is based on the chronicles and contemporary accounts,
ready in January.
both Christian and Moslem, and on the information collected during the
prof^ress of tlie Survey, with descriptions of the scenes of the important
events, and other information not to be found in previous histories of the
Crusades. The whole will form an octavo volume of about 400 pages, with

two maps,

giving the

Crusading names

and boundaries

of

the

"Fiefs"

througliout Palestine.

The following works have
Text Society

recently >een issued by the Palestine Pilgrims'

:

Part 14 of Book III of Marino Sanuto's "Secrets for True Crusaders to Help
Them to Recover the Holy Land, A.D. 1321." Translated by Aubrey
Stewart, M.A. Geographical notes by I,ieut.-Colonel Conder, R.E., with
tliree iiiajjs.

—

-
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Mount Sion (1280 ad.)." Translated from tJie original
Latin by Aubrey Stewart, M.A.
With geographical notes by Lieut.
Colonel Conder.

•"Burcharcl of

" Jacques de Vitry (1180 a.d.)."

Part of the

Translated from the

Jerusalem.

original

Abbreviated History of
Latin by Aubrey Stewart,

M.A.

To be followed by Bohaeddin's

A

" Life of Saladin," which

is

now

in the press.

cojuplete set of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Ti-anslations in 12 volumes,

with Index, bound in cloth

;

price,

£10

10*.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within
Sunday School Institute, the Simday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to purehase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.
the

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donation to
the Library of the Fimd
:

" Travel-Pictures

from Palestine."

By James

Wells, D.D.

From

the

Author.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library
of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to
Palestine and other Bible Lands.
A catalogue of Books in the Library is
published in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised

A

of the Fund.

Map

of Palestine

circular giving fidl particulars about

is

it

on view at the office
on appli-

will be sent

cation to the Secretary.

The

edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a
prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is now ready.

(bird

^peciall}'

Price to subscribers,

The

print

is

2*. 3rf.

;

non-subscribers, 3s.

3cf.,

post free.

on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28i inches.

It having again been reported to the Executive Committee of the Palestine
Exploration Fund that book hawkers are representing themselves as agents
of the Society, the Committee have to caution subscribers and the public
that they have no book hawkers of any sort or kind in their employ, and that
JTONE OF THEIE WOKKS AKE SOLD BY ANY ITINERANT AGENTS.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,
when it closes at 2 p.m.

—

•
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It

well to mention that plans

may be

reports from Jerusalem and

preserved in the

offices of

and photographs alluded

elsewhere cannot

the Fund, where they

all

may

to in the

be published, but

all

are

be seen by subscribers.

Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,
and slides can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

casts,

Office of the

Fund :—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," Is. each.
Cases for binding the Quarterly Statement, in green or chocolate, l.s. each.
Cases for binding " Abila," "Pella," and '"Ajlun" in one volume,
\ft.

each.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscription, found at Tell el Hesy,
depth of 35 feet, in May, 1892, by Dr. Bliss, Explorer to the Fund.
It belongs to the general diplomatic correspondence carried on between
Amenhotep III and IV and their agents in various Palestinian towns. Price
at a

2*. 6rf. each.

Casts of the Ancient

Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,

price 2s. Qd. each.

Casts of an Inscribed

Weight or Bead from

Palestine,

forwarded by Professor

Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price Is. each.
Lantern slides of the Kaised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible
places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In order to make up complete

Committee

will be very glad to receive

of the Quarterln Statement the
any of the back niimbers.

sets

proposed identifications and other
contributors to the pages of the
Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by
publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

While desiring to give

piiblicity

theories advanced by officers of the

to

Fund and

them.
Subscribers

who do not

receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked
Great care is taken to forward each number

to send a note to the Secretary.
to those

who

arc entitled to receive

it,

but changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.

The authorised

lecturers for the Society

are—

America.
Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,
Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
for tlie United States.
His subjects arc as follows

Professor

:

(1)

(2)
(3)

The Building of Jerusalem.
The Overthrow of Jerusalem.
The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

—

—

—

—
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England.
The Rey. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S.,
Kent.

His subjects are as follows

Tlie Vicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

:

Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.
Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.
(3) The Survey of Eastern Palestine.
(4) In the TracJc of the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan.
(1)
(2)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sen, and the Cities of the Plain.
The Recovery of Jerusalem (Excavations in 1894).
The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

—

(8) Archceological Illustrations

of the Bible.

(Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers).
N.B.

— All these Lectures are

illusti'ated

by specially prepared lantern

slides.

The Rev. Charles

Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent.
Lectures illustrated by lantern slides.) His subjects are as follows
(1)

Modern Discoveries

(2) Stories in Stone
(3)

(All
:

in Palestine.

Netv Light on the Old Testament.
Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Explorer in 1895.
Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research
A. The Story of Joseph ; or. Life in Ancient Egypt.
B. The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised
Land.
c. The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.
D. The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.
E. The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.
;

or,

:

(4)
(5)

(C)
(7)

(8)

Scotland.

The RcT.

J. R.

Macpherson, B.D., Kinnaird Manse, Inchture, N.B.

subjects are as follows
(1)

His

:

Excavations in Jeru.talem, 1868-70, 1894-5.
a Mound of Buried Cities ; with Comparative Illustrations from some Egyptian Tells.

(2) Lachi.9h,

(3)

Recent Discoveries in Palestine
Judea.

— Lachish

and Jerusalem.

(4) E.rploration in
(5)

Galilee

and Samaria.

(6) Palestine in the Footsteps
(7)

Mount Sinai and

(8) Palestine

—

its

of our Lord.
of the Wanderings.
Customs, and its Rvins.

the Desert

People, its

(Lecture for

Children.)
All illustrated with specially prepared lime-light lantern views.

\_For continuation of List

of Lecturers

see

page at end of Subscriptions.'^

—

—
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ANNUAL MEETING.
General Meeting of the Members of the Fund was held on
July 14th, at the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street. In the absence of
Lord Amherst of Hackney through illness, Mr. James Glaisher (Chairman of the Executive Committee) presided. Lord Amherst wrote
" Will you kindly express to the meeting my very great regret that I
am unable to keep my engagement to preside at the anniversary of the
It is quite impossible for me
Palestine Exploration Fund this year.
to do so, as I am only just recovering from a second return of the
malarial fever, of which I had so severe an attack in Jerusalem last
year.
I had previously, however, the great pleasure of going with
Dr. Bliss, who himself was taken most seriously ill only a few weeks
later, over the line of his excavations, and of seeing some of the most
interesting discoveries which he had then recently made.
I should like
to bear testimony to the great skill with which he has carried out this
work for us, and especially to the tact he has shown in avoiding frictions
with the various owners and occupiers of the plots of ground through
Avhich his excavations have been carried.
I am indeed glad to learn
that we have obtained an extension of the Firman, so that I hope this
most intere-sting work may now be continued. I should like to say one
word about a member of our Committee who has done so much work for us,
and to the result of whose work at the present moment the thoughts of
every one are daily and anxiously turned. I need hardly say I mean the
We must, of
Sirdar of the Egyptian Army, Sir Herbert Kitchener.
course, take full advantage of our Firman, and, therefore, I doubt if there
will be much money over for any other undertaking
but I hope the
members will bear in mind that there is a most interesting portion of
the country south of the Dead Sea yet unsurveyed, which is bounded
on the east by the already surveyed Arabah,' on the west by the
Mediterranean, and on the south by the Eiver of Egypt and perhaps
if an opportunity offered to get this done, a special subscription for that
l»urpose might be raised."
The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishops of Ijichtield and Exeter,
Viscount Sidmouth, Major-General Sir Charles Warren, Sir Walter
Besaut, Mr. Walter Morrison, M.P., Lieut. -Colonel Conder, Professors
Kirkpatrick and Petrie, Dr. Eogers, Revs. W. F. Birch and C. Lloyd
Kugstrom, D. MacDonald, Esq., Henry Harper, Esq., I. Spielman, Esq.,
and others wrote expressing regret that they were unable to be present.
Lieut.-Colonel Watson, C.M.G., R.E., read the Report.

The Annual

:

;

'

;

Ladies and Gentlemen,
In resigning the ollice to which they were appoiiJted at your last
Annual Meeting, the Executive Committee beg to lay before you the
following Report

:
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They have held 22 meetings for business.
The chief work of the year has been the excavations at Jerusalem,
which have been carried on with much energy, skill, and tact by Dr.
Frederick Bliss, assisted by Mr. Archibald Dickie.
The following summary of the results of the excavations from May,
1894 to May, 1896, has been forwarded to us by Dr. Bliss :—
" The progress of the excavations during the last two years has been
illustrated by the plans and reports of Mr. Archibald Dickie and myself
in

the Quarterly Statements.

However, a brief summary, statistical rather than theoretical, will
be of advantage, in grouping together the results which are more or less
scattered in the pages of the Journal.
Our point of commencement, as well as our point of departure, was the
great rock scarji under the Protestant School, and in the Protestant
cemetery south-west of the Coenaculum. It was our point of commencement because, picking up the line of scarp outside the cemetery, we found
a tower connecting it with the exposed scarp pointing north-east.
Around this tower and scarp was a deep fosse. The scarp was alscj our
point of departure, for the wall subsequently found by us and traced to
Siloam begins at the top of this fosse, which thus separates it from the
tower and scarp, and after rimuing south-east turns to the east for
some distance, when it again runs south-east to a point just outside and
south of the lower pool of Siloam.

The distance between

fosse and pool along the line of wall is
under half a mile. The sum of the lengths of
the pieces of wall actually excavated along this line amounts to 1,17.5

2,420 feet, or a

little

or almost a quarter of a mile.
The reasons for our not seeing
along the whole line were two first, its utter destruction proved at
various points
second, the fact that it passed under a Jewish cemetery
for the length of over 100 yards.
From the fosse to this cemetery

feet,
it

:

;

its length was actually seen and measured
from the other
cemetery to the pool 31 per cent, was seen. But the bit of
wall entering the cemetery and the bit of wall emerging from it were
identical in masonry, character, and direction.
Moreover, beyond the
cemetery, though the wall itself has disappeared for some distance, yet a
line of exposed clifis shows where it must have been for 100 yards.
Between the fosse and the pool the base of the wall dips 420 feet, or
about 1 in 5.
I never ride down the valley of Hinnom without glancing up the hill,
and noting with satisfaction that the jioints thiough which the wall was
found to run are always at the top of the steej)est i)art of the sl(j|)e, just
where General Sir Forestier Walker, speaking simply as a military man,
said that a wall ought to run, when he visited me a few days after the
work had begun.
In other words, it occupies the extreme possible
southern position. At its south-west angle it is 370 yards south of the
present city wall at its south-east angle it is 670 yards south of the
Hakftrat-el-Khat6niyeh, near the present Dung Gate.

77 per cent, of

end of

;

this

;

—
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and the Jewish cemetery the wall is double, that
For 100 yards these periods
in two periods.
are so distinct that we may say there are two walls. The upper or later
wall rests on several feet of debris which buries the older wall, whose
foundations are in the rock. [From considerations of masonry, &c., the
wall emerging from the cemetery and running down to Siloam appears to
be the older or lower wall.] On the upper wall were found five towers
is

Between the
say was

to

fosse

built

;

on the lower,

four,

two

of

them veiy beautifully

built.

gates were found at the .south-west and south-east angles. of the
Both gates have .superimposed door-sills, indicating
three periods the sockets, bolt holes, and in the case of the lower gate,
door jamb, are clearly seen. Under both gates large drains pass.

Two

city respectively.
;

at greatly varying depths.
ruined top was so near the surface that the fellah had
often struck his plough against it, while the rock is only 6 feet below the

The wall was found

At one

point

its

surface.

48 feet below the surface, and towering
standing to a height of 45 feet.
many points we had to dig deep before we found the top of the
Sometimes the ruin was so great that only a single rude foundation

At another
above

At
wall.

point the rock

the wall was found

it

is

still

course remained. Sometimes we would be pleased to find several fine
courses continuing, only to be disappointed at their suddenly ceasing

where the wall had been robbed for stones.
The masonry ranged from the rudest foundation rubble to exquisitely
jointed and finished work.
Theory was to be avoided in this sketch, but I may be permitted to
remark that there are good reasons to suppose that the lower wall is
Jewish
Firstly.— T\\e. debris separating it from the u])per wall indicates a time
when no city wall ran along this line, and points to an interruption in the
Titus.
city's history like that which occurred after the destruction by
:

wall would then be Roman or Christian.
Secondhj.—ThQ pottery found along the base

The upper

of

the lower wall

is

almost exclusively Jewish, while that at higher levels is Roman.
traced
I have shown that the lengths of the pieces of this wall actually
amcmnt to a quarter of a mile.
The united lengths of our shafts, tunnels, and trenches amount to over
a mile and a quartei-.
Indeed the work
This, however, by no means indicates lost labour.
the
that was without some good result is a very small percentage of
wliole

;

for negative results take as

To prove where the

line

much

labour as positive.

was destroyed required many a tunnel and

trench.
antl a quarter of digging represents other labour as well.
followed a jiaved road for 100 yards leading to the south-west

Our mile

We
gate.

For aTiother 100 yards we worked around a scarp defending the wall.

—
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west of the cemetery we drove a tunnel north
whether some other wall crossed its path east and

lino of wall

tlu'

for 100 yards to see

west.

The

investigation of remains

—

a huge, apparently isolated tower, a
mosaic pavement, &c. struck in the li)ie of this tunnel
added another 100 yards to our labours. -And at the end of this

—

beautiful

tunnel, towards the

summit

of the

Western

its

citj*

wall enclosing the

which has been examined at various points
This wall, which appears to be very late, also

Hill,

for a distance of 250 yards.

has

—

we found another

north,

tower, which was investigated.

the city wall, interesting Roman baths were
have been examined at various place.-;.
Branching oft" from the main line of wall near the pool, aiiother wall
was found running north excluding the pool from the city, and this we

Near

Siloani, outside

discovered.

are

still

Di'ains

investigating.

A^ery smoothly.
A buried wall is no respecter of
and runs through the lands of a Greek patriarch, a Moslem
eftendi, a Latin father, or a Siloam fellah, with all of whom the excavators must come to some understanding, financial or otherwise.
But
I am glad to say that this understanding has always been friendly.
Unfortunately most of our work has been covered up a barley field
has revealed its secret?, and once again is in superficial appearance a mere
barley field. The two gates still remain open, and when we come to lay
down in red lines the final results of the work, I hope that the map of
the south of modei'u Jerusalem will present at a glance an intelligible
idea of the topography of the ancient city."

Our work has gone

persons,

;

The Executive Committee
Dr. F. Bliss and

desire to convey their best thanks to
Mr. Archibald Dickie for the admirable manner in

which they have carried out their duties in the conduct of the exploiation,
and also to express their appreciation of the services of the late lamented
Yusif Abu Selim and the workmen.
They deeply regret the death of Ibrahim Efi"endi El Khaldi, the
Commissioner, who always carried out his duties witli the
greatest tact as regards the explorations while carefully attending to the
interests of the Turkish Government.

Turkish

The excavations are not the only work which has been carried on at
Jerusalem under the auspices of the Fund.
The veteran explorer
Herr von Schick, indefatigable as ever, has pursued investigations of a
very interesting character within the city. His examination of mediaeval
chui'ches and convents in Jerusalem, and of the quarter known as
Bab Hytta, throw a flood of light on the conditions of the Holy City
during the period covered by the Crusaders' occupation of it.
During the past year the Fund has sent out no expedition except that
an important tomb at Sur Bahir has been reported
and described by Mr. Dickie, and a report of the adventurous journey
to Jerusalem, but

—
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of

Mr. Gray Hill

east of

Jordan has been placed at our

disposal,

and

published in the Quarterly Statement.

thank many other scholars
which for some years
has formed a repertory of Palestine discovery, and the opinions held

The Executive Committee have

and

also to

ex])lorers for contributions to the Statement,

respecting various points of interest.
Lieut. -Col. Conder, R.E., has

contributed papers on

"The Syrian

Language " and " On the Onomasticon," besides notes on
excavations and various other topics.

Di'.

Bliss's

To the Rev. Canon Dalton, Ci.M.C, we have been indebted for a
paper on the Latin Inscription at Bab Neby DaAd, and Mr. Ebenezer
Davis has also supplied another on the same subject.
M. Clermont-Ganneau also, though very busy completing his work on
" ArchfBological Researches in Palestine," has not forgotten to look into
the Quarterly, and has forwarded some valuable notes on the Corea of
Josephus, the Stoppage of the Jordan, and a number of the inscriptions
found and copied by the Rev. Mr. Ewing.
Captain Haynes, R.E., has discussed at some length the " Route of
the Exodus," " Caleb's Reconnaissance," and " The Date of the Exodus,"

and Lieut. -Col. Watson, R.E., has contributed a very interesting study
of the site of the Jewish Temple.

The Rev. W. F. Birch and Rev. E. II. Hanauer have published their
views as to the site of the Cave of Adullam the Rev. T. E. Dowling,
Chaplain to the Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem, has sent a description of
some Biblical coins found in Palestine Mr. John Bellows, a noteworthy
paper on "Chisel-drafted Stones at Jerusalem"; and Rev. Theodore F.
Wright, of Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., Prof. R. H. West, of Beirut,
H. A. Har])er, Esq., and others have sent in useful contributions.
Nor must we omit to mention the laborious reports on the Meteorological
observations taken for the Fund at Jerusalem and Tiberias, which liave
been drawn up and contributed by our respected Chairman, Mi-. James
;

;

Glaisher.

i){

The Fund, having made arrangements to take over the publications
the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, have issued during the year

translations of

Marino Sanuto's Secrets for True Crusaders
Burchard of Mount Zion and

;

;

•lacques de Vitry.

The Executive Committee
Honorary Secretaries

to their

•and to all their friends

desire to express their most sincere thanks
for personal services rendered so cheerfully,

and subscribers.

—
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Since the last Aiiuual Meeting 227 annual subscribers have been,
added, anil 131 have been removed tlirough death and otlier causes.
Youi- Coniniittee have to record with regret

Leighton, P.E.A.,

who had been a member

Lord
Committee

the death of

of the General

since the year 1875.

They have the honour
elected

:

The Right Honble. Earl Northbrook.
The Veiy Rev. the Dean of Windaoi-.
The Rev. Dr. Ryle, Hulsean Professor
Gray Hill, Esq.'

The income
cations,

£749

Fund during

of the

subscriptions, ,-£1,737
8d.

Is.

3.s.
;

gentlemen be

of proposing tliat the following

Mend)ers of the General Committee

Sd.;

of Divinity at

Cambridge.

the year 1895 was from donations and'

from

lectures,

total receipts,

£2,492

£6

5s.

;

from

sales of publi-

10s. 4c7.

The expenditure during the same period was on exploration, £1,002 5.s.
on printing tlie Quarterly Statement, new editions of books, maps, photos.,
&c., £775 lis. \0d. (the Quarterly Statement, \i'\\\c}a. is sent free to all
on
subsci'ibers of 10s. %d. and upwards, alone costing close on £500)
;

;

advertising,

postage,

insurance,

management, including rent

£172

stationery,

&c.,

£598

lOc^.

of office,

9s.

12s.

9rf.

;

the

Bank at the end of 1895 was £320 I7s. 2f7. The
same date amounted to £944 4s. %d.
The balance sheet was published in the April Quarterly Statement.

The balance
lial)ilities

in the

at the

The amount received

since

January

1st, 1896,

up

July 7th, from

to

donations and subscrijrtious, £1,032 lis. 2c/. ; sales, £446 13s. 8o?. total,
The expenditure during the same period has been
£1,479 4s. lOf/.
;

£1,608

9s.

\d.

The

liabilities

The

l)alance in the

on July 7th, 1896, were £1,291

Bank on

13s.

Or/.

the same date £191 12s.

8c/.

In order to carry out the objects of the Fund effectively a considerable
its income is absolutely and essentially necessary, otherwise
the excavations at Jerusalem will have to be suspended.
The Firman
having been so lately obtained from the Sultan for continuing these
operations, which have been prosecuted to the present time with such
uneciuallod success, their cessation or dehxy would be a matter to be
most deeply dei)lored.

increase in

—

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., R.E. Mr. Chairman,
have the honour to move the adoption of the Report, but before doing
so I sliould wish to say a few words with regard to the meaning of tha
I
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explorations that have just been described.

I tliink that in a few \vord;3
can exi)lain to you their general importance. In the first place, we
were rather iu doubt last year as to whether, at the southern portion
of his work, Dr. Bliss had got hold of the old Jewish wall.
There was
I

an idea that tlie wall he had found was that built by the Emj^resii
Eudocia about the middle of the fifth century. Dr. Bliss's excavations
during the past year have clearly shown that the wall we believed to be
Eudocia's was built upon the old city wall of the time of Titus. It is
true that there is not much of this old wall left, but at one point it is
very clearly defined that is on the south. At that particular point you
have the old wall and above it a large accumulation of rubbish
and
built on this rubbish, and still standing, you have the later wall, which
is ])robably that of Eudocia.
There is another point, near the Protestant
Cemetery, which is not i]uite cleared up.
You see a sort of passage
here {referring to map).
It is not very clear whether that forms part
of an inner ditcli or whether it is, as in the case of many of the old
<jrreek towns in Asia Minor, a rock-hewn road giving access to the valley
below.
That is a point which we hope will be cleared u]) during the
;

;

Then the discovery of the later wall
very interesting, because that wall probably existed at the time
of the Crusades, or shortly afterwards.
The present walls of Jerusalem
date from the time of Suleiman the Magnificent, the great Sultan of
Turkey. Then, coming down to the Valley of Siloam, it is extremely
interesting to find a gate at that particular point.
It is not quite clear
whether it actually stands on the site of the old gate, but that will be
t^leared up during the excavations this year.
The most interesting
problems we ho])e to solve during the present year a)e the course of
the wall iu the Tyropa'on Valley, and the position of the "Gate between
the walls " which is mentioned in the Old Testament and through which
the last King of Jerusalem fied (2 Kings xxv, 4
Jeremiah xxxix, 4,
lii, 7).
I hope we shall be able to solve that question, and also throw
Slime light on the form of the Tyropa'on Valley.
It is a curious fact
that, with all the excavations that have taken place, we still know
nothing of the real course or form of the great central valley, except
where Sir Charles Warren luany years ago carried out his excavations
near the Ilaram. in this valley we may hope to tind some objects of
old Jewish art. There is a depth of over 100 feet of rubbish, and surely
we may hope that something has been washed down into this great mass
of rubl)isli.
We have hitherto been unfortunate in not finding architectural or archaeological remains of importance dating from Jewish
limes.
Another inteiesting ])oint which will be cleared up is whether,
as nuiiiy writers su])pose, there was a sejjarate wall enclosing the upper
course of this season's operations.
is also

;

Some

of Dr. Bliss's recent excavations seem to point to the fact
was such a wall, for beneath the wall was found a very old
cutting in the rock which seems to run in the direction of a welL-kuown
scar|) within the city.
Tt is possible that these two may be connected,
and that wi; may find some traces of the old Jewish wall which
<ity.

that tliere
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surrounded the vxpper city. I .sliould like to say a woid with regard
Having
to the way in which Dr. Blis.s has carried out these excavations.
myself excavated at JerusaJein, I can appreciate the great difficulty and
sometimes danger of his work. T must say that he has carried out his
excavations with remarkable success, and, wliat is a very good thing
I think they are the
indeed for the Fund, at a very moderate cost.
cheapest excavations that have been made anyAvhere. He seems to get
on well with his workmen and to get the most out of them that is
Well, all these difficulties and dangers will be very much
possible.
increased during the ensuing season, because he will have to burrow
down into this enormous depth of rubbish. We do not know the
we can only hope that it is tolerably firm, and
character of the rubbish
that Dr. Bliss will be able to get on as well as he has hitherto done.
The woi'k will be very difficult, and I am afraid much more expensive
but I am quite certain that the results
than that hitherto carried out
will be commensurate with the cost, and we must all wish that Dr. Bliss
may have the same success that has hitherto attended his labours. I
;

;

move the adoj^tion of the Report.
Canon Dalton, C.M.G. In seconding the adoption of the Report you
have heard read as to the work done during the last twelve months,
Sir Charles
I shall not detain you with any very lengthy remarks.
Wilson has told you what has been already accomplished, and what
remains to be done. I would beg to draw your attention mainly to the
" In order
last paragraph of the Report, and I will read it once more
shall be glad to

—

:

to carry out the objects of the
in

its

income

is

Fund

effectively,

—

a considerable increase
the

absolutely and essentially necessary, otherwise

excavations at Jerusalem will have to be suspended.

The Firman

having been so lately obtained from the Sultan for continuing these
operations, which have been prosecuted to the j^resent time with such
unequalled success, their cessation or delay would be a matter to be
most deeply deploi'ed."
Our present financial jiosition, however, is
simply this. The excavations at Jerusalem, which, as Sir Charles Wilson
has told us, are the cheapest he has ever heard of, cost about £100
a month.
We have now, at the present moment, a balance at the
bankers of only £190. The question, therefore, we have to face to-day
" Do you wish the excavations to go on or not?"
is a very urgent one.
It is manifest they cannot go on without funds.
The present is an
unique opportunity for prosecuting the work, and I am sure we shall
all agree it would be a very great pity to suspend or in any way
delay its completion.
Let us therefore endeavour by every means in
our power to exert ourselves that this untoward event should not occur.
Now, there are two points in the annual outlay of ihe Fund, to which,
in case they should have escaped your notice, I would beg to refer, as
they account in a great measure for our i)ecuniaiy diiUculties. The first
is that all subscribers of lialf-a-guinea to the Fund have had sent to
them, up to now, a copy of the Quarterly Statement free by post. Now,
the expense of printing and circulating this Quarterly Statement consumes

;
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very large portion indeed of that half-guinea. None of the writers
and papers that appear in it receive a halfpenny for their
contributions.
These all are given ungrudgingly and without payment
Ijiit each number contains engravings, maps, and plans, without which

.'I

of the articles

these interesting articles would lose all their value, and it is the production of these that adds so greatly to the cost of printing.
I do not
tliink that any subscriber to the Fund who reads that Statement will
consider there is any margin for retrenchment here, or would be willing

forego receiving the Quarterly Statement as heretofore, free.
And
the second point concerning which I wish to remind you is the item
of " management and rent of rooms."
This is necessary for the reason
that the Fund possesses a museum of objects found from time to time
to

and an extensive library and stock of printed books,
housed and taken care of in some accessible spot in
London if they are to be of any service, and, of course, a suitable spot
cannot be found without paying rent for it. So, neither here, again, is
there any legitimate hope of retrenchment.
In short, all the operations
(if the Fund,
1 venture to say, are conducted on the most economical
principles.
But the fact is too palpably clear that if the work is to
continue we must strenuously endeavour to sup])lement our present very
moderate and inadequate funds. I would, therefore, venture to appeal to
the two bodies who are rejiresented here to-day the subscribers and the
non-subscribers.
First, to the subscribers, and especially to tlie halfguinea subscribers, who form so very large a proportion of our suppoiters,
and ask them whether, as they are already receiving back nearly the full
value of their subscription in the shape of the Quarterlij Statement, and
seeing how little then remains out of that subscription to go towards prosecuting the real and substantial woi-k in Palestine, I would ask them to
consider the possibility of raising their subscriptions, at any rate whilst
the excavations are going on
and besides of endeavouring also to gain
in Palestine, models,

which have

to be

—

;

more subscribers by making better known amongst their friends and
acquaintances the work done and the great need there is of additional
suppoit.
And, lastly, those who are not already subscribers I would

—

—

venture to ask to set right at once this hitherto as I imagine accidental
inadvertence on their part.
Should their interest have been kindled
to-day by what they have heard, or should they wish for any further
inforiuation as to the Fund and its work, they will find Mr. Armstrong,
if they will call at 24, Hanover Square, ready and most ha))py to supply
it to them.
Gentlemen, I beg to second the ado))tion of the Report, and
I leave the matter with every confidence in your hands.
The CHiainnan then put the Resolution to the meeting, and declared
it

carried.

The (Jhairman.

Our next business

is

the election of the Executive

Conmiittee.

Rev, W. J. Stracey. Mr. Chairman, I have been asked, and I have
very great pleasure in projjosing the re-election of the Executive Com-
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and in doing so, Sii', I think we must not only congratulate you,
but we must congratulate ourselves on the fact that you seem to put
your clock back from year to year, and that you go to all this work with
the activity and energy of a young man. "We are always very glad to
see you looking, year after year, as young as ever.
What struck me,
from what has just been said, is, I think it would be a good plan for the
Executive Committee to take into consideration whether it is advisable that
£700, or the best part of £700, should be expended upon the distribution
of the Quarterly Ref^ort gratis ?
I think it would be a very good plan if
a certain charge of one shilling or two shillings a number was made.
It
would add immensely to the funds of the Institution, and it would not
be felt by anybody. I venture to make this one suggestion, and I now
propose the re-election of the Executive Committee for the ensuing year.
Mr. James Melrose. I have much pleasure in seconding the
proposal which has just been made, and I trust that the appeal will be
well responded to with regard to the increase of the funds of this
Society.
It cannot be expected that the Executive Committee can make
bricks without straw, and it is highly desirable, in the interests of the
public, that the work should be carried on.
I have much pleasure in
seconding the resolution.
The Chairman. It has been moved and seconded that the Executive
Committee be re-elected.
Those in favour will please hold up their
mittee,

—

—

hands.

(Resolution carried.)

—

The Chairman. I should like now to move a vote of thanks to our
workers in Jerusalem. They deserve it, and deserve it well.
It has
been truly said that no excavations have been carried on for so small a
sum of money, and how it is done I can scarcely tell. It is a pleasure to
me to know that there is such a feeling among our workers there, that
they do everything in their power to keep the expenses down. To
Dr. Bliss I need not say how much I feel indebted for his tact, his
judgment, and pel-severance. To him you will accord a warm vote of
thanks, and not less to Mr. Dickie, to whom we are indebted for those
beautiful drawings, which so accurately represent the stones so far
below the surface of the earth. And I ask you all and eveiyone to
accord not only your thanks, but also your sympathy. It is but a few
weeks since that Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie were attacked by two men.
Dr. Bliss was attacked iirst, and Mr. Dickie in protecting him was
stabbed and his right, arm broken, so that we cannot expect any drawings
from him for some time. Your sympathy for men working under those
circumstances I am sure will be given freely and heartily. (Hear, hear.)
Then there are others to whom we must express our gratitude. The
Governor of Jerusalem, I am sure, is doing everything he can, and there
is his Excellency Hamdi Bey at Constantinople.
To those I would
ask you to give a warm vote of thanks. And then there are those who
work at home how our office is kept up, and how the work is done for
the money I do not know. It is perfectly true that I look after the

—

u
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expenses in every shape.

know of a single sixpence of the money
that has ever been expended but for the

I flo not

Fund
Fund not

contributed to this

—

a glass of wine, or a biscuit, or a cup of tea
purposes of the
has been paid for by the Fund, and yet I have known it a good many
years now.
So that to Mr. Armstrong, our active secretarv, we must
express our thanks.
I said last year I should like to increase his salai-y,
and perhaps that good time may come in the future. Then the editor
of our Statement
but I will not say a word about him, the Statement
speaks for itself. To these gentlemen I should like to give a vote of
thanks. But here I find that I am imperfect, for I have not included

—

Herr Conrad Schick, who is over seventy, and yet as energetic as a young
man. I will ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to accord all these a hearty
vote of thanks in i-ecognition of their labours. We are indebted for our
meeting to-day to the managers of the Royal Institution. They have for
many a year been generous to us, and given us the use of this theatre.
May I ask you to give the Managers of this Institution your thanks.
(Applause.)

I will ask Colonel "Watson to second these motions.

Lieut.-Colonel "Watson.
real pleasure to

me

— Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,

to second these votes of thanks.

I

it is

a

have had the

knowing Dr. Bliss very well; I made his acquaintance in
and I have a good knowledge of his capacity and ability
Avhich make him so well fitted to be our explorer in Palestine.
Probablj'
some of you do not know that Dr. Bliss was born and brought up in
Palestine.
He knows the languages of the country as well as English
He is an American, the son of the well-known Dr. Bliss, the head of that
splendid educational establishment at Beirut, which has done more for
the education of Syria, probably, than any other school, or any number
of schools put together.
If any of you know Beirut, I strongly recommend you to pay a visit to the college. And you will quite understand
that a man like Dr. Bliss, born and brought up in such an atmosphere
from his very earliest days, should possess qualities which make him
now so thoroughly well fitted to do the work of the Palestine Exploration
Fund. His knowledge of the languages, his knowledge of the ])eople,
enables him to deal with the Turks, the Arabs, the Greeks, the Romans,
and all the diflferent religions in Jerusalem, in such a way that we have
had no difficulties. "We might have had great difficulties, and the fact
that we have liad so few difficulties is to a great extent due to Dr. Bliss's
tact.
To Mr. Dickie, of coui-se, we all owe the greatest thanks for the
admirable manner in which he plans out the drawings of the various
excavations.
You see some of his work on the table before you. As
the Chairman has stated, not very long ago, unfortunately, Dr. Bliss and
Mr. Dickie, in walking back to Jerusalem at night, were attacked by a
couple of thieves, with such violence that Mr. Dickie's aim was broken.
He suff"ered a good deal from it, but I have heard from Dr. Bliss, in a
letter received yesterday, that Dickie's arm is going on very well, and he
hopes soon to be able to return to his work. "Well, ladies and gentlemen,
there are other people whom we ought not to forget.
There is the

pleasure of
.Jerusalem,
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Turkish Commissionor, whose recent death we greatly regret, who was
You know, in Turkey, if you
appointed to supervise the explorations.
go exploring, you must always have a Commissioner appointed by the
Turkish Government to see that you conduct your explorations in accordance with the laws of the land. Explorers have a way of putting things
in their pockets, and the Turkish Government, I think very pioperly,
directs that all interesting finds made on Turkish soils are to go to their
That museum is under the charge
excellent museum at Constantinople.
Perhaps some in this room are acquainted
of a most intelligent Turk.
with him.
I am happy to say that I have met him, and have much
His name is Hamdi Bey, and he is as good a
enjo^^ed his society.
siDecimen of a Turkish gentleman, literary and scientific, as you could
possibly wish to meet, and to him we owe great thanks for having
assisted in getting us the Firman in the first instance, and lately an
extension of the Firman. We are very much indebted to His Majesty
the Sultan for having been kind enough to allow us to carry out these
We hear a great deal nowadays about tlie
exjjlorations at Jerusalem.
Turks, but I must say, as far as the Palestine Exploration Fund is concerned, we have nothing but good to sa}' of the Turks, from the Sultan
down. We have the Pasha of Jerusalem, Ibrahim Pasha, who has been
He has helped Dr. Bliss through his difficulties,
a good friend to us.
and to him we owe a great deal. I think it is a happy thing to feel
that Turks, Jews, Mohammedans, Americans, and English, in fact all
nations, have no discord, and no feeling as regards these explorations,
but just to acquire knowledge of what has happened in the past,
(Applause.)
I am sure, ladies and gentlemen, you will all sincerely
join in this vote of thanks.

—

Dr. William Wright. Mr Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, I have
had one pleasant moment on this classic ground, and that was at the
I
point at which our good Chairman proposed to close the meeting.
thought I should be saved from making a speech, but still I am pleased
to say a word on behalf of those employed by this Society.
I used to live in Syria, and knew the men and their work well, and I
think one of the things which has made this Society what it is, is the
high character of the men the Committee were fortunate enough to
employ in their work.
One afternoon when I was sitting on the top of my house on Mount
Hermon, I saw what I considered two Turkish soldiers passing up the
valley.
They began to ])itch a tent, and I was a little struck with the
business-like manner in which they were doing their work.
A little later
one of my men came uj) to me and told me that two Turkish soldiers
had passed, and were much interested to know that I lived there. I hurried
down from the top of the house and approached the tent. As I came near
I saw that one of the soldiers was a tall man and the other short.
They
looked what is called "the long and the short of it." The little man
came to me and began to talk in Arabic very fluently. When you begin
u 2
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you ask as many questions as you can — "how is
how is your mother, how are all your relations, your
and when you have got to the end, you begin again. You

salutations in Arabic,

your father,
aunt, &c.,"

do not wait for an answer, but you both ask the same questions until you
When I got to that point I looked round and saw
the big Turkish soldier laughing out of a big English face, such as never
I turned to my little friend, and said
adorned the head of a Turk.
"Perhaps you and I could get on better in English," and then I found
I had stumbled on Drake and Palmer returning from the desert of the
are out of breath.

Tlh.

We

spent the next few days together, and the following night on
passed from place to place, and I
the top of Mount Harmon.
had an opportunity of finding out the marvellous faculty Professor
passed from one village
Palmer had for learning foieign languages.
where the language was spoken in one way to another where it was

We

We

spoken slightly different, and he seemed to have caught the change of
with the change of air. You know who Drake was. You know
that he went out to Syria not believing much in the Bible he had gone to
You know also what his end was, and the loving Christian
illustrate.
Those two have
message he sent to his mother in his last moments.
gone, and I speak freely of them, but Mr. Armstrong is with us, and
I hope he will excuse me if I give an illustration of the way of getting
He and I were once ridingthrough difficulties by P. E. F. men.
together past Kulat El-Jendal. On our journey we met some of the
They came running to us, and told us thai
people of the village.
all the people who passed that way were being stripped, and they
We
implored us to go back and not risk passing through the place.
spoke very large. Mr. Armstrong had an instrument for surveying that
glanced very much, and I had a geological hammer, and as we came near
the place, Armstrong moved his compass so that it would shine as much
as possible, and I kejit moving my hammer, as if we were loading and
The result was, we passed without any
Driming infernal machines.
dialect

jncturesque incident.

home you have been very lucky

in your
your distinguished Chairman. It was
a great piece of luck getting Sir Walter Besant so long for our Secretary,
as well as the other men who are here to-day, and Sir Charles Warren,
and also one who is absent up the Nile. You will remember the Sirdar
was the surveyor of Galilee.
I am here to-day by command.
[
happen to be on the Executive
Committee, but I had no hand in putting myself forward as a s))eaker.
You have a Chairman who says, and it is done. I am here in obedience
to his conmiand.
I am here because the Society I rejiresent is a great
debtor to this Society. Here is one set of English ma))s we have made
from your majjs {produciiif/ a copy).
When our eloijuent Canon here
was urging you to support this Society, I thought it would be a good
tiling to follow on the cui bono lines.
What is the benefit? Vou have

Not only abroad,
Very lucky

officials.

l>ut

at

in getting
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liave

you done

a specimen of our Bible

Of course

tliey

maps

?

I

that

am

here

we have

are not confined wholly

Sir Charles Wilson, Professor Ramsey,

t6

and others

have been through Asia Minor, and we have taken advantage of their
identifications.

Though this is not a religious society,
what good are you doing ? You

bono,

I

ask fi'om uiy jjoint of view, cui

are exploring an Oriental land,

and throwing light on the Bible. That book which we all reverence is
an Oriental book. It was written by Orientals for Orientals. Every
expression in that book h;id its origin somewhere in Oriental lands, and
even the most sacred expressions are moulded and limited by Oriental
expressions, and the most fervent aspii-ations of the men who spoke and
wrote in that book only found a tongue in thoughts that had their
natural birth in the Holy Land. All the speakers in the original book
were Orientals. Even our Lord Himself, as He passed along the highways, pointed to Oriental things tliat lay along the highways, and made
them the signs and symbols of God's dealing with men.
In our English translation we have the entire substance of the
Oriental book, but many burning words lose their effect in translation,
and not only the artistic form, but much of the light and colour is lost
Now the business of this Society
in passing into Western phraseology.
at the present time is to enable us to get behind what we may call the
Western veil that lies on the face of the Oriental Bible, and to study
the book among the suiroundings, among Ihe customs, and in the very
atmosphere in which the book itself was written.
In doing this work you have gone about the business as you proposed
Your method from the
in your first meeting, in a scientific manner.
beginning has been the Baconian, you collect your facts, you publish
them to the world, you let men judge and come to decisions on them.
There is another w^ay of dealing with the Bible much in vogue. There is
the guess-work way, and important conclusions are reached on evidence
The method
that would not be accepted in any police-court in London.
has a much grander name.
I have seen the Bible dealt with in this
manner, and patriarchs and prophets brought in convicted of ignorance
and error on evidence that would not have created a prima facie case
against a poacher. You go by the Baconian method, you lay hold of
facts, you publish them, you do not dogmatise over them, you give them
to us and tell us to judge by them.
That is the business your Society is
doing
that is good business, scientific business
work worth doing and
worth paying for.
You know that it is one of the facts of modern times, that all the
good work in the world is being done by experts. Wherever you find
work being done that is worth doing, it is being done by experts. This
Society employs experts.
When all good work is being done by experts,
surely it would be a mistake to leave this vital work in the hands of
inexperienced men. There are some who have not read about your work.
;

—
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had two Oxford students lunching with me to-day, and I asked them
what they thought of this Palestine Exploration Fund. And they said,

I

<'

We

do not take

in at Oxford."

it

You have made
I

went

to

vast changes in the

maps

of

Bible lands.

Palestine about 30 years ago, the rivers ran

When

up and down

That is a very short time ago.
in the most reckless manner.
Those were the days when people believed that the Bible came down
from heaven bound in calf. The Bible did not come to us in that
There are a good many other things to be cleared up yet
fashion.
regarding the Bible, but this Society of youi's has shown that that Book
is substantially what it professes to be, and that, I think, is worth
fighting for and worth paying for.
T support the resolution that our best thanks be given to those gentlemen who have been working for us. 1 knew Dr. Bliss as a baby. I have
known him ever since I have seen him in his father's home and I know
You have had a longhis work, and I am sure he is doing good work.
succession of good men engaged in your work both at home and al)road,
and I do trust that the English public especially the Bible-reading public
In the Society to which
will support you better than they have done.
I belong we have published the maps of the Exploration Fund in at least
nine languages. Six more will come before us by the end of the week,
and I hope, before this Society is many years older, we shall have your
Palestine Exploration maps in some two or three hundred languages
scattered throughout the world, and showing to the various peoples the
localities where the things occurred that are spoken of in the Book.
hills

;

—

—

—

Ladies and gentlemen, we have heard most eloquent anil
and instructive speeches, and everyone who has spoken seems
be in competition with his predecessor. Everyone, however

Dr. Lowr.
interesting
to

me

to

honourable, wishes to outdo his jiredecessor. However eloquent one
gentleman may be, the one who follows wants to be more eloquent.
Now, it will be my ambition and my endeavour, not by speech but by a
few observations, to outdo all my predecessors. (Applause.) You can

Chairman that his ardent wish is to benefit
the utmost this Society over which he so honoux-ably and nobly
Now, if we really wish to make to him a declaration of love
presides.
see in the beloved face of our

to

it

will

not be by com])liments,

but by carrying out that financial
was made by one speaker,

suggestion, that eloquent suggestion, which

namely, that we who are half-guinea subscribex-s are to metamorphose
Admonition begins with example I
our-selves into guinea subscribers.
will at once cliange myself into a guinea subscriber, and I do so by way
of a bribe.
I request you ladies and gentlemen who are half-gviinea
;

subscribers not to leave

me

in the cold.

But the

excellent suggestion

which was made that we should pay a guinea instead of a half
short.
I should request those who can afford to pay two guineas
as one, they should also convert themselves.

competition

among

those

who

And

stopjjed
as well

then there should be a

subscribe in order to benefit that excellent
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promotes the most excellent commentary on
Now I suggest that, if we wish
who subscribe with me, before
they leave the room, not afterwards, should put down their names as
guinea subscribers if they are half-guinea subscribers hitherto, or as
two guinea subscribers if they have subscribed one guinea. This is the
way to thank our President for the efforts he has made for so many
years, and I need not say that we thank him for presiding to-day, or
how mi;ch we wish he may go on presiding for many years to come.
He will alwavs have our cordial thanks for the great work he has done.

and old Society which

really

the Bible that can possibly be desii'ed.
to thank our Chairman pi-oj^erly, those

(Applause.)

The Chairman. — I thank you very much
towards myself.

I certainly

am

earnest to assist this Society as far as in

now and

for

your kind expressions

and I always have been
power lay, but I am getting

in earnest,

my

come when T may not be able to attend the
meetings.
In conclusion I beg to inform you that the medal and diploma
awarded to this Society at the Chicago Exhibition arrived to-day, and
with them the following remarks on our exhibition
" The exhibit gives
evidence of efficient organisation, and displays a number of very accurate
and carefully executed maps
numerous relics and curiosities of great
value and scientific interest a large number of photographs showing the
methods and work of the organisation and the region of its operation.
Also publications of scientific value and interest to Bible students." I
have further the pleasure to mention that Lord Amherst, whose absence
old

the time will

:

—

;

;

we

so

much

regret to-day, has sent us a donation of £25.

The proceedings then terminated.
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TENTH REPORT OX THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.
By
I

HAVE never before

F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

begin) to write a report with the reluctance felt at

And

yet the work ha.s never before been pushed as
nor has been in so encouraging a condition. This paradox is
explained by the exigencies of excavation, when the work covers a large
area, when interesting clues have been struck, but not as yet followed
completely, when connection between bits of walling or pavement can
only be suggested by guesses, the correctness of which may be proved or
<lisproved by the pick of the digger, the day after the post has left.
The
proper moment for rendering a logical account of a given excavation does
not always coincide with the date of the appearance of the Quarterly
Statement. To attempt fully to describe to-day the work done since
July 16th, when our excavations were resunied, would be a task as
thankless as that of a Chinaman, restricted to the use of his own language,
who should visit the grounds of a great exposition in Europe a month
before its opening, and should be obliged to rely entirely on his own
observation in attempting to describe the grounds and buildings.
Incomj^lete halls still covered with scaffolding, half-finished roads,
gardens only jjartly laid out these would suggest to him some idea
of the order of the exposition, but he would prefer to postpone his
description till after the inauguration.
So I greatly regret that a report
must be written when our work in the Tyropoeon Valley is, as yet, so
incomplete.
Details of a building should be left till the main outlines
are traced.
Hence the indulgence of the i-eader is begged for this

the present time.

A-igorously,

—

short report, which

must confine

showing that we have worked
clues, and that these clues
give every hope of establishing a coherent topography of this part of the
valley, and of its buildings.
The next report will cover the same ground,
hence the details which it will be necessary to incorporate here had best
be minimised. Most of the work done is laid down on the adjoining
map, but detailed sections and plans are reserved for another report.
hard, that

itself to

we have found many important

It is over a year since we left the work near the Pool of Siloam to
resume our excavations on the Western Hill.
At that time we had
proved that beyond the gate the wall took a north-easterly direction,
including the " Old Pool," as well as the Pool of the Siloam, in the city.
Branching off from this, however, was found another wall running in
a north-westerly direction up the west bank of the Tyropoeon (see plan in
Quarterly StatemoU for October, 1895). This wall was called LT, and
was traced for some 100 feet to the i)oint K, where it was quite ruined.
Beyond this the tunnel was pushed for 15 feet to the point T, but only
one single stone was found in situ, midway between T and R. The scarp
on which this wall rests from its beginning at L ceases at
Q, beyond
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which the natural rock waa seen
describing this wall I closed

where

last seen

my

for only a

few

feet.

In the report

notice with these words

:

"

The wa

points in the direction of a scarp exposed at the west

Old Pool. Later on it will be of paramount inipoi'tance to learn
whether there is any connection between them" {Quartei-lij Statemerat,
Accordingly, this year we began a tunnel at the south
1895, p. 316).
end of this exposed scarp, at the point A on the present plan, and
diove it back under the road, to within a few feet of the point T,
which corresjjonds to T on the former plan {Quarterly Statement, 1895,
For 42 feet the scarp continues, but
p. 305), a distance of 118 feet.
is only 18 inches high for a distance of 34 feet
it then rises to a
height of 7 feet, and continuing for 8 feet more comes abruptly to
an end.
The top is not level, and the in-egularities are tilled with a
rough rubble, similar to the material of the wall, which was traced
upon it for the whole distance of 42 feet.
From the point where the
scarp ceases, the wall was traced on the natural rock for 25 feet
6 inches, the direction having slightly altered.
In this section the face
was seen for some distance, consisting of rude rubble and chips, with
a rough idea of coursing observed. The character of this face not being
sufficient to prove it to be a city wall, we broke through it at one point,
and were pleaised to lind the thickness 10 feet, with the rock rising
behind.
This job of breaking through the wall was exceedingly
difficult, as the mortar used in the inside had rendered it very strong.
In the rest of the tunnel, a distance of 50 feet 6 inches, the rock was
not seen, the wall resting on a concrete bottom, similar to the making
up under the part of the wall at Q (plan. Quarterly Statement, 1895,
latter, however, being somewhat stronger.
1». 305), the
As the face of
the wall had been robbed, except for one single course, for a length
of 5 feet, it was impossible to get the precise line, but the general
direction could be traced for the whole distance, at the end of which
it almost died away.
In front of the inferred face there were found
confused remains of building similar to those seen in front of E, where
the Fellahin had declared that a gate had been destroyed. The lack of
face at the end of our tunnel, then, may indicate that a tower and
gateway have once existed here.
I have said that the wall in the
line LT was entirely ruined at E, only a single stone having been seen
beyond. We have thus only a hiatus of 15 or 20 feet between the two
pieces of wall, each of Avhich, at its point of ruin, is resting on a cement
bottom, and is pointing towards the other hence we may affirm their
of the

;

;

identity.

A

In om- work this year between
and T {see present plan) we did
not find any of the finely dressed and st^uared stones which occurred

M

and Q {see Quarterly Statement, 1895, p. 314), but it may be
remembei-ed that for a long distance we saw no face at all, and that
at the points where we did see the face the rough masonry may have
been originally underground, and the masonry above, now ruined, may
have been originally of a finer type. Similar rough foundation masonry
at
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under the dressed work in the

line LT, as may be seen iu
313 of the Quarterlj/ for 1895.
on the accompanying plan, where the scarp
I now return to the point
is exposed on the west side of the "Old Pool," in order to describe the work
For 115 feet little work was needed, as we had only to
to the north-west.
scrape along the exposed rock, at some points, to prove that it really was
scarped.
As at B the rock ran underground again, a shaft was sunk and
the scarp was found to be 17 feet high, (juite perpendicular, and finely
worked. Between A and B there is no wall directly on the top of the

also occurs

the section

LN,

facing

p.

A

scarp,

and a tunnel driven in at right angles for several

point failed to reveal any wall set back from the scarp.

feet at one

From B we

ran a
not at the base of the scarp but along its
top, in order to see whether any wall occurred, but no wall was found.
Running almost the whole length of this tunnel there was observed a
small channel of concrete, 9 inches square, interru]3t(!d by a hirhet, a
yard in diameter, into which a second similar channel flowed. We also
broke through the walls of a chamber built against the scarp, 15 feet
broad, and paved with white tesserae.
tunnel north-west for 65

feet,

we sank another shaft
and picked up the scarp again, which we followed in precisely the
same direction (N.W. by N) for 91 feet.
At first we kept along the
top of the scarp, but soon we were obliged to tunnel under the hard
concrete bottom of a channel, a proceeding which we had reason to be
glad of later on. A few feet before the scarp ends the top was seen
again (the channel having altered its course), and a wall was observed
on it. This wall continues in about the same direction on the natural
rock for 12 feet, when it breaks out for 14 feet, forming at D a strong
corner, consisting of large stones, fairly squared.
Between D and E,
a distance of 17 feet, the wall consists of small rubble set in mud.
Turning at E it runs for 25 feet to F, preserving the same rude character,
Eleven
until reaching F, where we have a strong corner similar to D.
courses, averaging 17 inches in height, are preserved.
The masonry is set
in good lime. The fall of the rock between E and F is 11 feet. This rapid
fall led us to suppose that it was to cross the Tyropoeon, and as we
pushed north from F we hourly expected a turn to the east, but the
corner G, which has just been found, gives a turn towards the west.
Part of the wall midway between F and G rests not on the rock but on
solid loam.
Whether G is on the rock or not is still to be determined.
At E we broke through the wall EF to find its thickness. It is
bonded into the wall DE at the corner E for 3 or 4 feet, but beyond this
a tlistinct face, evidently a continuation of DE, was found. The exact
thicknefcs of EF was not determined, as the inner face was ruined, but
it is at least 13 feet.
Curiously enough the interior stones are more
massive than the facing stones, and are set in good lime.
The wall
running back of EF has l)een traced for some distance, but whether it
is older than EF, or due to some intei-nal construction, is yet to be
Fifteen feet beyond the end of this tunnel

at C,

determined.
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thus Lave followed a continuous line between L and G. This line
wall on scar)), wall without scarp, and scarp witlioiit wall. We
have seen points where the wall on the scarp ceases and the scarp runs
on we have seen points where the scarp under the wall ceases and the
Though we have along the scarp a distance of almost
wall runs on.

We

coiisists of

;

300 feet from A north on wliich no city wall has been proved to exist
(though the search has not yet been exhausted), yet on either end of this
scarp masonry has been found to exist which runs on for a long distance
beyond. We may thus afhrm, with at least archaeological certainty, that
the continuous line from L to G represents a line of wall, bearing oti' to
the north-west from the wall crossing the Tyropoeou Valley below the
" Old Pool."

While pushing our tunnel from C north,

C we came

at a distance of 68 feet

from

across a slab of stone set against the scarp, 6 feet broad, with

a step down from it at the north. Later on we examined the south edge
of the slab and found steps of masonry descending from it, butting up
We were thus obliged
against the scarp, somewhat off the right angle.
to work back again towards C, deepening our tunnel as the stairway
descended until, at a point 19 feet from C, the scarp towers up for 12 feet,
forming the west wall of the tunnel. We were thankful that the top
Up to
consisted of the concrete bed of the channel referred to before.
this point we had no idea of the width of the steps, having seen them
only for the width of the tunnel, or about 4 feet. At this point the rock
it stepped down, but irregularly, for a few
Accordingly we followed eastward along the last
masonry step seen to a point 24 feet from the scarp, where it terminates
This wall is set back
in a wall 3 feet thick, and running at right angles.
2 feet from a scarp, the depth of which has not yet been ascertained. The
width of the stairway at this point is thus seen to be 24 feet. About
midway in this tunnel we started a tunnel south in order to see whether
the masonry steps still continued there. This they were found to do, and

was reached, and we found

feet towards

C.

we followed them

for 40 feet, where the jjavement continues level for
20 feet, at which point another step occurs. We had evidently struck
the stairway at its top, hence it continues without break for over 90 feet.
Whether after the break of 20 feet it continues south or not remains to

be seen.

The work along the last-mentioned tunnel was exceedingly ticklish, as
the steps were choked with large well-squared stones which may have
from the great scai-p to the west. The boxing was managed cleanly
by the digger in charge, who had to till up the spaces between the boxes
and the roof of the tunnel with the fragments of the huge stones he had
broken up. Moreover, a tunnel that runs down hill is much more difficult

fallen

manage than one that keeps on the level.
The number of the steps is 34. They vary in height from 7 to
7^ inches, and are arranged in a system of wide and narrow treads
to

wide treads varying from 4 feet 4 inches to 4 feet
10 inches in breadth, and the narrow ones from 1 foot 3 inches to 1 foot

alternately, the
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4 inches.

They

ai-e

by

built of hard well-jointed stones, finely ])olished

foot-wear.

As

seemed best to find the breadth of the stairway at another point,
and pushing along it struck a wall only 7 feet
from the scarji. This wall is 4 feet 4 inches wide, and turns out to belong
to a building running not quite parallel to the scarp, so that the distance
between them diminishes as one goes south. This building has a paved
flooring, and two doorways have been found in it, Ijut it is not as yet
It appears jn'obable that when it was
.•sufficiently excavated to describe.
erected part of the stairway was destroyed, as the steps are broken off
irregularly near its west wall, leaving only 4 feet of bi'eadth for the stairway between the building and the scarp. The relation between the two
will be clearer when more thorough excavation permits of projier
it

Ave selected the to]) step,

levelling.

The Committee has requested me
face of the western

to

make

a rock section of the eastern

continuing the line across the Tyropo?on Valley
As this section is incomplete no drawing can yet be

hill,

and ])artly up Ophel.
made, and details must be left till later. I may say here that rock has
The true bed of the valley
been reached in shafts I, J, K, L, and M.
was struck at L, where the rock is 65 feet below the surface. From L
and K, but the connection coidd not
tunnels have been driven towards
be made as the tunnels had to ascend with the rapidly-rising rock, and at

M

the candles refused to burn.
In shaft J was found a ruined archway, resting on an old wall, set on
the rock. The oi^ening is 8 feet 4 inches, the arch is circular, and the
Excavation here
distance from the key of the arch to the floor is ID feet.
is rendered difficult by a later birket on one side, by evidently later
buildings on the other, and by the extremely loose nature of the debris.
last

It

may

has been thought best to leave the matter until other clues

point

to a solution.

K

At

a building has

height of 20

feet,

been found resting on the

they descend, giving a foundation breadth of 7
left for

and standing to a

feet.

This also must be

future consideration.

Chance favoured us
canie

I'ock

the walls being only 3 feet thick, but stepping out as

down

M, for at a depth of 20
From the shaft we jjushed

in our shaft at

directly in the street keib.

feet

we

tiuinels

bdth north and south, thus following the street for a distance of 115 feet.
From the shaft south the pavement falls Ij inches in 1 foot from the
Besides this the street drops
shaft north it rises
inches to the foot.
with a 6-inch step at intervals varying from 18 feet 8 inches to 16 feet.
From our shaft south we followed along the kerb till we came to a step,
and then followed along the line of the step to get the width of the
;

H

street,

From

which

is

24

feet.

the shaft north

We

then ))ushed south along the western kerb.

we drove oar tunnel along

the eastern kerb.

The

and 18 inches
thick.
They are laid on a concrete bed strongly made up of chips and
lime, averaging 13 inches deep.
The kerb is 5i inches high, and drops

jtaving stones vary in size, the largest ])eing 6 feet

by

4,
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The street is wonderfully well preserved, very few slabs
and only occiisionally the kerb being missing'. Work here was very slow
and difficult, as the street is completely buried by stones evidently fallen
from houses on either side, for at the shaft the wall of a house was found
standing a little back from the kerb, built in tineh-dressed courses
These stones, in situ as well as the fallen
18 inches high, set in lime.
stones, have beautifully -dressed comb-pick margins, with centres picked
with a very fine tool.
On pulling up the pavement to find the rock
below, we found that this wall continues under the street level in rough
rubble courses, 8 to 15 inches high, set in lime, resting on the rock, which
On the other side of the street, directly on
is about 10 feet below.
the kerb, stands a single course of stones which may represent the wall
witli the steps.

of another house.

We hope to trace this sti-eet further north. Sixty-five feet to the
we sunk a shaft at H,
south of the point last seen in the tunnel from
coming upon a concrete bed similar to that found under the street. Below
this we found a large drain silted up to within about 2 feet of its covers.

M

It

is

line,

The construction

9 feet high and 2 feet 8 inches broad.
the walls being built in courses

23 inches high

well squared and set in lime with i-inch joint.

;

the

is

very

stones are

The covers are

well

squared and dressed on soffit they average 19 inches broad by 21 inches
deep.
As seen on plan. It was followed for a distance of over 200 feet,
at either end of which it was blocked by fallen covers.
It has many
small inlets and one large branch, 2 feet wide, traced 50 feet to the west.
Nineteen feet to the south of
there is a square manhole with bevelled
ventilating openings through covers, which probably are the paving;

H

stones of the street traced to the north.

manhole

H

18 and 36 feet north of

Beyond

this tliere is a ciicular

two other
manholes, the further one circular.
Though liner in construction, in
many ways this drain resembles the one running under the gate at the
From the plan it may be seen that they incline
south-east corner.
;

may

towards each other, and they

respectively there are

be one.

As

to the street,

to the steps excavated west of the Pool of Siloam,

we have found a pavement
whether these three belong
view
south
in the

is
is,

D.

at

to the

It

will

same long

be

it is

pointing

and between the two
interesting to

street.

know

In favour of this

the fact that the level ]iavement succeeding the steps at the
at a distance of some 20 feet from these, itself stej^ped down,

same manner as the

street at

M.

These discoveries have excited much interest among our archfeological
visitors, who, in regard to the position of Zion, are divitled into two
parties, one favouiing Oi)hel, or the Eastern hill, the other hoUling to the
traditional site on the Western hill.
Both would see in our stairway
"the stairs that go down from the City of David " of Nehemiah iii, 1(5.
Tne traditionalists point to the fact that it runs at the base of the
Westemi hill. The "Ophelites" insist on the connection between the
steps and the paved i-oad, traced in almost the same line to the north, this
road being on the west slt)i)e of Ophel. As for us, wliu have the spade
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still

in onr hands,

has shown us

we need not

JEPtUSALK.M.

trouble about theories

this

till

implement

all it can.

We have also this season done considerable work on the Western hill,
but as this consisted mainly in following out clues (some of M'hich were
followed in A'ain), mentioned in the last report, I shall refer the reader to
the plan accompanying the July Quarterly of this year. Perhaps the most
interesting discovery reported in that number was the pavement which we
guessed to belong to an old street. This conjecture has now been verified.
Smking a shaft at a point midway between L and M, we came directly
u]3on the same pavement, finding some 18 feet of breadth, though the
The portion of the sti'eet
kerb, seen at L and P, was gone on either side.
at P was found by the Pere Germer, and he j^ointed out to me that at
this point it could not run on dii-ectly north, as it butts up against the
Our further excavation proved that
rock, which rises abru2>tly for 6 feet.
it turns to the east to avoid a platform of rock, about 17 feet east and

and south, after which it returns to its original
around three sides of the platform.
Beyond the
A shaft sunk 80 feet beyond to the
l)latform we traced it for a few feet.
north, revealed in the same line a single paving stone, which may safely
be assumed to belong to the street, which at almost every point where it
had been struck had been more or less robbed of its paving stones.
west,

by 30

feet north

direction, thus going

From

this point, in almost a straight line to the ])oint

M, a

distance of

we have thus

found, at seven places, similar pieces of pavement.
This line points almost directly to the eastern one of the two streets
running parallel in the Jewish Quaiter, and connected by the Bazaars (in
r>0()

feet,

which traces

an ancient street

of

Damascus Gate.

As

still

remain), Avith the street from the

the main tlioroughfares of a city are the features

that are most apt to remain the same from age to age, ir may be safely
conjectured that we have here the continuation of a street originally

from the Damascus Gate. In its width, in
and appearance of its slabs, and in its
resembles the one found in the Tyropoeon Valley.

kerb on either

comiiK'"

its

in the size

inclination, this street

side,

spoke of the scarj) FP {see plan in July Quarterly
about 10 feet high. As the upper city is supposed by
some to have had a wall of its own, further examination has been given to
At P a tunnel was driven southwards along the scarp, which
this scarp.
bevond F was found to have an insignificant height, and after some irregular
turnings to die away. After the expected turn to the east at P it turns
north again, growing less and less in height, until after a few slight

In

my

last re])ort I

Statement), which

turnings

it

is

also dies

scarps on this

The conclusion

away.

Western

was due

hill, it

From contour 2469
as a base for a wall.
a point not far from the road.
The depth
we were glad

of soil

was

slight,

is

that, like

to quarrying,

we drove

and no traces

many

similar

and was not hewn
in a tunnel west to

of a wall

were found, but

to discover a fine cistern, apjjarently in

excellent pre-

by the place where our kind

hosts, the
Augustinians, pitch their mammoth tent at Whitsuntide, when the
The excavations made by the
French pilgrimage visits Jerusalem.

servation,

at

a point

just
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Augustinians between contour 2469 and the aciueduct have relieved
Such a wall may have once
u.s from searching for the city wall there.
existed, but the chances are against its recovery, as the line it may have
occupied has been built upon over and over again.
As to the late wall, NAI, shown in the July plan of this year, all
attempts to trace it beyond I have been vain. I gave reasons to suppose
Accordingly a shaft was sunk a little to
it had turned north at O or J.
Several
the north of J, and from its bottom much tunnelling was done.
times bits of walling gave us supposed clues, but the walls always

A

wall was also examined near K,
turned out to be of slight thickness.
with similar results. As the woi-k in the Tyropoeon Valley has become
so important we have left the Western hill for the present.
Such, then, are the main outlines and some of the details of the work
done this last season. The daily average of workmen employed has
been higher than ever before, being about 35. It has been trying to
work in that open sewer, the Tyropoeon Valley, during a summer whose
lieat

the oldest inhabitant does not find pai'alleled in his

memory.

Our

Mr. Dickie's arm has now quite
health has been, on the whole, good.
recovered, and he was able to relieve me entirely for over a fortnight,

when

I

was ordered to rest. Haidly was I fit for work again when a
by Mr. Dickie for a time. One day work was suspended,

sore throat laid

when we attended the Turkish Criminal Court as prosecutoi's of the men
who attacked us. Judgment was in our favour, and they are now in prison.
Our Imperial Commissioner, Showkat Effendi, has followed

his late father's

and the readers of the Statement will
know this to be high jjraise. His valuable assistance to our work is
rendered cordially. The diggers have done their work well, and have
been ably sui^erintended by their young foreman, Yusif, whose aim is
to be worthy of his predecessor, Abu Selim.
He is full of enthusiasm
for the work, and his fidelity has already been proved during his five
excellent traditions in every way,

years in our general service.

•Jerusalem, September \Uh^ 1896.

REPORT ON TOMB DLSCOVERED NEAR "TOMBS OF
THE KINGS."
By Archibald

C. Dickie,

A.R.I.B.A.

A FORTNIGHT ago Bisliop Blyth kindly asked me to visit a tomb which
had been discovered on his proi;)erty to the north of the city. I
did so, and was delighted to find the rather faded remains of a most
charming jjiece of frescoing on the walls of a tiny rock-cut cell, this
being the only part excavated at that time. It lies immediately to the
west of the "Tombs of the Kings," and is adjacent to the Anglican
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buildings, which are now in coarse of erection.
Further
excavation ])roved the tomb to be entirely sunk in the rock, with stoce

CoUet^e

Fresco on AVest Em>

oj?

Tomb, ueak "Tombs of the Kings.
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"

TOMBS OF THE KINGS.

covers set in lime, only 2 feet 6 inches below the surface of the ground, a
bevelled opening, 19 inches by 20 inches, being cut through the covers at

The cross section, AB, shows the rather curious formation
sunk tomb with loculi. The lower three loculi are placed side by
side, the centre one being 5 feet 8 inches long by 13j inches wide by
2 feet deep, and the two side ones 5 feet 8 inches long by 20 inches wide
by 12 inches deep each, all covered roughly with a thin coat of very hard
The rock above is cut back to form rests for the covers, which
plaster.
also serve as the floor of another lociilus immediately above the centre
one, measuring 5 feet 9 inches long by 2 feet 3 inches wide by 2 feet
6 inches deejD. Above this the rock is again cut back to receive the
covers of this upper loculus (which is not plastered), these covers also
serving for the floor of the upper cell, which measures 6 feet 1 inch long
!)y 2 feet G inches wide at bottom, and diminishes towai'ds the top to
the east end.
of a

Detail of Fkieze of Tomb, near
5 feet 6 inches long

by

1

" Tojj.bs

foot 8 inches wide

rest to soffit of stone covers

is

;

5 feet 3 inches.

of tue Kings.

the height from top of floor
The north and south sides

and the west end of this cell are plastered and covered with fresco, but
the east end has been left unfinished and shows the bare roughly- cut
rock.
A glance at the sketches will show the scheme of decoration. An
irregular band of red colour from 6 inches to 10 inches deep extends
round the toj) of the three plastered sides, under this is a decorative
frieze 9^ inches deep, separated from the upi)er and lower panels by bands
of dark red colour g inch broad.

The lower panels

are 2G inches high,

and extend the whole length of each side, formed by similar bands of red
colour under these the ground colour extends undecorated to the floor.
It is unfortunate that the efi"ect of time and exposure has so destroyed
the colour that only a jjart of the design can be recovered, which, however, is sufficient to give a fair idea of its style and period.
On the east
end the remains of three erect figiu-es are still (juite distinct. The centre
;
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almost entirely obliterated, and its outline can only be very
To the left is a female figure, the head of which is
complete, and the lines of the drapery sufficiently indicate the upright
The head of the male figure on the right is all but gone, but the
pose.

male figure

is

indistinctly traced.

black colour of the hair and part of the beard and a faint indication of
the flowing red robe, the position of the
the eyes and nose still remain
riglit knee, slightly raised, and the faint indication of the uplifted left
;

arm, tell the artist's conception. Two colours (red and black) on a yellow
ochre ground are used in the painting. The faces are outlined in black,

and left figure is in black, that of the right
Only the heads and upper parts of the bodies can be
The scene depicted
traced, the lower parts and feet being entirely gone.
and the di-apery

figure

is

I cannot

of the centre

in red.

make

out.

Its general

treatment

is

bold.

The

graceful queenly

pose of the half-turned head and shoulders of the female figure, the

arrangement of the hair, and the stern, yet sorrowful, expression
which seem to cast back a semi-scornful glance as she moves
slowly away, are rendered with power and feeling. The manly vigour of
the male figure on the right is painted with no less power, and the whole
The south and west sides
piece is drawn with classic truth and force.
have also been decorated, but now only indistinct blotches of colour
tasteful

of the eyes,

remain, quite insufficient to define any single detail of the design. The
on the three sides consists of a simple conventional treatmeut of a
female head, with an arrangement of pomegranates and leaves on either

frieze

On the frieze above the figures is a head with indistinctly painted
ornamentation on either side. The sketch will show that this face is
comjjletely destroyed and that only a faint outline and the two hanging
side.

tresses of hair now remain.
I am sorry to say that my carelessness
accounts for this, and is an instance of how even the most gentle handling
is dangerous in dealing with such frail antiquities.
This face when I first
saw it was almost complete, part of the forehead and one eye only were
wanting, the mouth, nose, and eye being painted with remarkable

expression.

I

unfortunately attempted to finger

oflf

some

of the dust,

with

the result that the whole face flaked off and broke into atoms on the floor.
Its

a

form and character

still

r-emain in

my

mind, but I dare not attempt

restoration.

The sketch from the
fact,

frieze on the south side is the most complete, in
the only distinct piece that remains, bat is sufficient to show the

whole design, which is merely a repetition of this part. The delicate pale
green halo, which encircles the head, combines well with the conventional
treatment of the face and hair, and pi'oduces a charming play of colour as
a centre piece to the dull grey of the pomegranate leaves which is only
broken by the pink-coloured fruit when approaching the midille feature.

The

efl"ect is agreeable and the whole composition exceedingly
Greek inscription has been painted over the heads of the
on the west end, which I have copied as closely as jjossible, but on

colour

happy.
figures

A

account of chippings, decay, &c., the greater pare is iiudecipherable. The
learned Dominican, Pere Sejournc, has, however, been able to recover a

X

2
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jxirt of it,

letters A AT .... A over the head of
AATEINA — "sorrowful." On the assumption

and reconstructs the

the female figure into

that the fresco illustrates a funeral procession, he suggests that the letters

A between the second and third figures permit of restoring another word
of the same with plural termination, as for example
AN0PLOn€l A
I

:

"human."
The tomb

is

evidently a family one of four loculi, and as far as I can

make out the plan is unusual about Jerusalem.
The tomb is nearly in the middle of a simce surrounded by a
masonry 3

wall of

which seems to be the remains of a building, which
at one time covered the tomb.
It is quite evident that the entrance
to the cell was not made from the open air, as the bevelled opening
shows no evidence of ever having been covered, and the plaster and
feet thick,

continue over the bevelled face of the first cover, as if
intended to be visible from an interior. No pottery or other objects
were found, and only a very few bones the whole tomb appears to
decoration

;

have been entirely robbed of

its

contents.

The three frescoed figures are so exceedingly classic in character that
they seem to illustrate some mythological subject, but the rendering of
the frieze is more conventional and lacks this vigorous feeling.
In fact
it suggests Christian art as readily as the other inclines ton'ards a pagan
origin.
The work certainly belongs to a period when classic art still
flourished in the country, but I will leave someone better acquainted with
such antiquities to class it more definitely.
Another tomb was uncovered
simple sunk
are

cell,

two bodies

to the south, as

5 feet 3 inches long

]>laced side

by

side,

by

1

shown on plan — only a

foot 6 inches wide,

and

in it

one with the head to the west and one

to the east.

The Camp,

Jerusalem;,

August

2,0th,

1896.

REPORTS FROM HERR BAURATH VON SCHICK.
The Church ok the
{A.)

On

—

Its

Asce.vsion on the
Present State

and

Mount

of Olives.

Condition.

account of excavations on the Mount of Olives, I went, towards the
end of last year, several times there. Once when there, it came into my
mind to make also a visit to the i)resent CJhurch of the Ascension, which
is situated in a courtyard in the centre of the village Et Tiir, sometimes
called Kefr et Tur.
About 30 or 40 years ago I had often visited the
placp, and hence knew it then well, but now, on coming into the court, I

1
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was struck with several things, as my observation had in this period of
time become sharpened.
At once I noticed the great irregularity of
the court in respect of the lines of the surrounding wall, which must
have some meaning, and not be simply the result of careless working
when the wall was built. On coming home I searched in my books for a
plan of it. The best I found was of the English Ordnance Survey, Plate V.
on a scale -gijy, of which T enclose hei'e a copy to simplify references. As
will be seen, the court is neither round nor square nor eight-sided, or if it
may be reckoned as such, the sides are of very different lengths," and
on some sides, especially the north western, a curve is plainly observed.
I measured the court in all its details, and on making a plan on a
scale yi^, I found this curve to be a part of the line of the original round
wall, as marked in dotted lines on the Ordnance Survey Plan
but it
proves also tliat the present Chapel of the Ascension is not exactly in the
centre but a little pushed to the south. Thei'e are on the southern part of
the wall still two old bases of jjillars in situ, and also two on the northern
;

but at different distances, as the })lan shows. These pillars stood
groups of three, or even more. In
the north-eastern base there are indications that there may have been
five in each group.
Or was it in this one only for some special reason ?
In some of the existing plans are inserted two bases of an inner row
of pillars.
I found them not as such, but as remains of a former i)avement, which is now removed, except this piece, and a strip from the
entrance door of the court to the Chapel of the Ascension. Under the
court are two not very deep cisterns their mouths are marked on the
part,

in the corners of the eight sides, in

;

plan.

Along the eastern

benches, forming

altars

side there are,

attached to the wall, stone

for the various Christian denominations

:

the

northern belongs to the Armenians, the next to the Cojits, and the
southern of the three similar ones to the Syrians. More south is the
Latin altar of a different shape, and between it and the chapel is the
Greek altar of a rather intei^esting form, for, as all the others are of

common masonry

of squared stones, this one

of the top piece of a pillar shaft

is

more than 3

formed

in its chief parr

feet in diameter.

It

is

nearly 4 feet high from the surface of the ground, and enclosed to its
full height with hewn stones cut in radius lines, so that the whole
makes a round building 6 feet in diameter, to which on the west side are

a few stone steps. But the chief object in this court is the Ascenwhich is so well known and so often photographed that it
not necessary to describe it here, only to say what was interesting to

fitted

sion Chapel,
is

'
"Survey of Western Palestine," Jerusalem Vol., p. 39S " An enclosure
of irregular polygonal form, measuring about 40 feet (it is 95) north and south
by 30 (it is 78 feet) east and west." Tobler, " Siloah and Oelbcrg," St. Gallen,
:

1853, p. 100

:

" It

is

rather a square court "

Wanderung," Gotha, 1859,
but rery irregular."

And

hausen, 1873, p. 689, says

rough imitation of the

:

old."

;

and the same author

in

" Dritte

"The wall forms an eight-sided court,
"Jerusalem uud das Heilige Land," Schaff-

p. 355, says

:

Sepp,
" Tlie eight sides are very different.

It is a very
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pillars at its corners

SCillCK.

(two at each) are very fine ones, bearing

and over the latter a ring of projecting consoles bearing the
tambour the latter and many of the consoles are a later restoration, but
the old ones are nicer, and the whole formed originally an open hall. The
filling of the side openings with masonry was done later, and the one
arches,

;

towards the west furnished with a door with wooden wings, so the
chapel is generally locked up, but will be gladly opened by the guardian
Inside the floor is paved, and at the southern part
for a small bakshish.
is a small space of a square form and surrounded with stones projecting
The bottom of this space is formed by a rock-like stone on
a little.
It is a reddish stone,
which people see the footprints of our Lord
and the print is natural, not chiselled, and shows, not very perfectly, the
for some people make two feet of it, as was
sole of a human foot or feet
done in former times. More interesting (in respect of ai'chaeology) was
to me the large and very ancient- looking flagstone on the side of the footprint space (if it may be called so), which is 9 feet long and 4 feet broad,
having at its northern part, just east of the footprint, a bowl-like hole
about \h inches deep in the middle, where (as the old Sheikh told me) the
South of
Prophet Moses had put his staff" when consulting with Jesus
it is the small mihrah or prayer niche in the wall without special decoraThe stone slab is cracked into many pieces, as if from fire. A
tion.
similar flagstone of the same size is found west of the entrance gate to
the enclosure. So one may suggest that the old pavement consisted of
such throughout. The enclosure wall shows marks of having been erected
or restoi'ed at various periods. The curved portions are in their lower
layers the most ancient, consisting of comparatively small, squared stones,
the straight parts are also in their lower layers old, having rather larger
stones, but the rest and the whole eastern part are comparatively modern.
!

—

!

This wall is
in many parts, repeated restorations are visible.
higher in some parts than in others, as the buildings on its outside
demanded. Its average height is about 21 feet from the present level
The entrance is on the west side, and there outside
of the ground.
stands a minaret, with a square solid base 16 feet wide each way, and
aljout 18 feet hijrh, above which the minaret becomes hollow and has a

Higher up,

On the outside it is eight-sided. It must have
winding stair inside.
been once destroyed, as even on the basement a restoration is visible.
I think the basement was originally built by tlie Crusaders for a bell
tower, and am convinced that the straight sides of the court were also
made by the Crusaders, whilst the curved parts are Byzantine. To the
south, opposite the minaret,

is

a rather well-built

Mohammedan

building.

Going towards it from the paved court, one sees in the corner old
masonry looking out from the ground, and, passing the entrance gate,
one comes first into a porch or hall, and further on to an open paved court
of some 25 feet each way, with a long stone bench on its western side,
where the wall is high, and has two windows. From this court one can
go in three directions southwards into tlie mosque, which is 32 feet long
and 24 feet wide inside, covered with a semicircular dome, and having
:
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Going eastwards, one comes to
some ecclesiastical order.
First there is a paved court, with the mouth of a cistern and rooms on
both sides, also a kind of garden with two olive trees -all standing over
Northwards from the mosque court steps lead up
old buildings below.
to a higher story, where there are only one or two rather small rooms.
all

four sides

the dwellings of a few

(see

Plan

Mohammedan

I).

families of
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In front of them is a terrace, from which a narrow ]3athway leads on to
the top of the wall north of the minaret. These buildings attached to
the wall of the court take up about one-third of its circumference,

whereas the other two-thinls are occupied by what may be called fellahin
houses, all of which I have visited and examined, and will now partly
describe.

—
o
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(B.)

Examination of

the Village

and

the

Parts Underground.

When

studying the subject of the ancient Church of the Ascension I
found there was a celebrated cave, and several vaults round the inner
rotunda, so I came to the conclusion that one at least, but probably two,
of these vaults must be looked for outside the present court wall, and the
cave underground. As I had observed windows lower down than the
flooring of the porch

and the large court north

of the

that thei'e must be some underground vaults there

mosque,
;

and

it

was

as there

clear
is

a

west of the village and north of the minaret leading down
to a locked door, apparently there were undergound vaults there also,
and these I wished to see, but the people told me that this latter is
Armenian property, and I could not go in without leave. It was strange
for me to hear this, but I went one day to the Armenian Convent and
explained my wishes to the Secretary. He was rather glad about my
intentions, and on the condition that I should afterwards give him a copy
of the plan I intended to make, he ordered the man having the charge of
This man
their property on Mount Olivet to show me everything there.
was for many years engaged in the Armenian Convent as a cavass, and
by Ibrahim Pasha, more than 50 years ago, when he was still a young
man, was made the sheikh of the village Et Tur. So a few days afterwards, when showing the houses, &c., of the village to me, he carried his
official sword, and with a loud voice commanded the people to open their
doors and to let me in and examine and measure the places. I had two
they measured and I made the notes. We began
assistants with me
west of the village, and going down the steps there, and through the
opened gate, came into a large vaulted room, dark, and with stores of
wood, &c., in it (see plan, Sheet II). From it southwards five broad steps
Becld, i.e., an
brought me down into another vault, which they called
oilpress.
Here I found a regular oil-press, its long beam going through a
former window. But, what was of much more interest to me, there were
two small apses, one in the east and one in the west wall, built of very
This place was on
nicely cut stones, but now to some degree decayed.
flight of steps

;

M

the south shut up by the underground masonry (or foundations) of the
basement of the minaret, which, as well as parts of the eastern wall
there, are of quite another kind of masonry, and I think are Crusaders'

work, whereas the rest {i.e., the main parts) are Byzantine. In the arching,
near the base of the minaret, is a skyhole for ventilation.
As the door east of the first vault was blocked up we liad to go back,
so I measured round the houses along the road to and with the first lane
(see plan. Sheet I), and then the room A, which is used as a passage and
as a stable.
Going up by a few steps from this we reached a large free
space, a kind of terrace, in the middle of which is a large opening into a

hand we

came to two rooms
Armenian Convent.
These rooms were originally one, but are now divided into two by a thin
wall
the rest there are ruins.
We next went eastwards, and measuring
vault

beneath.
Turninj:' to
inhabited by Mohammedans,

;

the

right

who pay

rent to the
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over the terraces came to the second lane, and through a door southwards
in a court surrounded by rooms three, and a kind of stable, belonging
to the Armenians, and one to the Eomau Catholics.
All these rooms
were apparently situated on vaultings below, which I afterwards found to
be the case. The two southern rooms in this court are attached to the
wall of the court of the Chapel of the Ascension, and over the northern
two stand upper rooms the western belonging to the Armenians, the
;

—
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eastern to Moslems. There are stejjs leading up to them. When done
here we had to go out into the second lane and to the main road, going
along the northern edge of the village, and so eastward until we came to
the third lane or main street of the village. There are many new and
nice-looking houses, which I did not measure, as they have no bearing

on the old church.
At the door B we went in, measuring westwards
through a court till to the second court, and the rooms on both sides of it.
Meanwhile, the door C {see Sheets I and II) was opened, and on entering

316
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to light our candles, as this vault was entirely dark and filled
with netsh (a kind of brushwood). Yet I was able to take the measurements with rods, and the bearings with the compass. On the south there
is a kind of opening or recess in a thick wall, which seems to consist of
two walls, as there is a joint in the middle of it, and inside a narrow
passage blocked up on both sides. I cannot tell what it has been for, I
was thinking of a staircase, but saw no steps. This vault, and a room
When
already mentioned, which is over it, belong to the Latins.
finished here we measured the adjoining room, and then up the ^teps
and the rooms of the upper story. What is under the room J) I
cannot tell, as I found no entrance to it, nor to the adjoining place marked
We next went up to the roofs of all
in plan. Sheet I, as " unknown."
these rooms, measuring them, and the outside of the court wall of the
Then
chapel, which rises about 7 feet higher than these roof-terraces.
we had to go down and back into the main street of the village, measuring court E and room F, and to the lane G, measuring there all round
stands another room as second story, belonging
about.
On the room
Interesting in this court are the three doors, one
also to the Armenians.
near to the other, leading to long and curious-shaped vaults, all quite
dark, and forming partly two stories, i.e., one vault above the other. The
rooms behind (on Sheet I), and attached to the court wall of the Chapel
of the Ascension, are situated somewhat higher, and it seems there is
now nothing underneath them, except earth. There are next towards the
south some inferior rooms and courts belonging to the Greek (Jonvent,
and the cave, as they called it, old walls veiy strong and still arched.
Then comes the fourth lane, from which a door leads into a large open
court, api^arently part of the former AugusLinian Convent, to which
On the west side
several of the rooms already described also belonged.
of this court there are several rooms, in two stories, belonging to the
Then we
Latins, who have put the Jerusalem cross over the doors.
had to go back again into the road, and thence into the field, or garden,
in order to measure the outside of the walls and the south side of
When this was
the place as far as the gate of the "Pelagia" chapel.
done we examined the latter inside, and then continued along the outside
of the walls northwards to the minaret and the stej^s beyond where we
had begun some davs before.
I wished now to see and measure the
underground vaults on the south side under the mosque and its court,
&c.
But I could not effect it, as there are tombs of Mohammedan saints
But they showed
there, and it is not lawful to let any Christian go in.
me the door and the stairs leading down to the tombs as I have |)ut them
in the plan, Sheet II.
They said the vaults are exactly like those on the
northern side' (or El Bedd), and not extensive, only under the court of
the mosque, and not fully reaching to the wall of the latter, and that all
further vaultings, if there are any, are walled up, which I think is true,
as there are in the walls no windows or other opening visible.
A large

we had

H

'

Hence

I have entered

them

so in the plan.

—
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converted into a cistern, and others are

and trees growing in
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with earth,

filled

it.

I wish especially to remark that in these measurings and examinations
All is
I did not meet ivith the rock not even at the deepest points.
masonry, so I think the rock with the footprint, which is the highest

—

not rock, but a stone, and that there is so much accumudebris at the Ascension Chapel, the village, and all
around, that the present floor of the church court is about 15 feet higher
than the original surface of the ground.

spot of ground,

is

lation of earth

and

(C.)

The

site

of the Ascennon of Our Lord.

In St. Luke xxiv, 50, we read " And he (.Jesus) led them out as far
and he
and he lifted ujj his hands and blessed them
was parted from them and carried up into Heaven." Accordingly some
:

as to Bethany,

.

.

.

but in
think the Ascension took place in the neighbourhood of Bethany
Acts i, 9-12, the same Evangelist mentions the Mount of Olives as the
It is also remarkable
site, and has certainly not contradicted himself.
that in the earliest Christian time, at least in the fourth century, the top
of the Mount of Olives was considered by the Christians to be the spot
;

whence Jesus went up to Heaven, and so through all ages until now.
And it is at the same time the most probable spot. At the foot of the
mountain, He underwent the deepest humiliation and agon 3^, and from
St. Luke says also in one of the passages
its top went into Gloiy.
quoted, that the moment of the Ascension was, when he was blessing the
" when he had spoken those things " (narrated in
in the other
disciples
Acts i, 4-8) " he was taken up and a cloud received him out of their
Taking this and all other circumstances together, I picture to
sight."
myself this event as follows Jesus, when staying at Jerusalem, went
often out to Bethany and to the Mount of Olives, and looking carefully
to all the passages telling this, one Evangelist says Bethany (Matt, xxi,
17), the other the Mount of Olives (Luke xxi, 37), so that both are
synonymous and so apparently were taken by St. Luke. On the last
walk of our Lord with His disciples, he went the way towards Bethany,
not over the top of the mountain, but by the road going round the
southern slope, which was broader, so that the disciples could walk round
their Master, whereas on the road over the top, one would have to walk
behind the other. Coming to the neighbourhood of Bethany the company
went northwards over the hill situated west of that village to the
traditional Bethphage, and thence to the road going westwards over the
top, which they followed, and, on arriving at the point where the view of
the city opens, Jesus stretched out his hands and blessed them, already
rising from the ground, and the disciples saw him rise higher and higher
over the top of the mountain' until a cloud received him out of their
:

;

:

;

'

to look toward tho nortli-east, and Christ had his face
heuce the footprints are. shown so.

had

Tlie disciples

towards the south

:

—
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and they, going also higher and towards the west, and looking
then
upwards towards Heaven, in the hope to see Him once more
descended a little the western slope of the mountain, when the two

sight,

;

appeared to them, saying " Ye men of Galilee,
stand ye gazing up into Heaven ] This same Jesus .... shall
The buildings
so come again as you have seen Him go into Heaven."
standing at that time on the top of the Mount Olives extended more to the
north than now, so that the Ascension took place very near, but south
This wandering
of them, where one had already a view of the city.
of Jesus from place to place before the Ascension actually occurred

men
why

in white apparel

:

reminds one of Elijah, who went from place to place, till at last he was
taken up. Thus it seems to me that the site on which in later times the
church was built may be the right one, and if not, it cannot have been
The exact spot did not so much matter the church was to
far from it.
be a monument of the glorious entering of our Lord into Heaven and
it would have been most remarkable if in these centuries such a memorial
;

;

monument should

exist without a cave !

The Byzantine Church of

(D.)

the Ascension.

In the fourth century, when Christendom had got the rule, many
churches were built in Palestine. In Jerusalem the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, in Bethlehem the Church of the Nativity, and on the Mount
have no description of the first
of Olives the Ascension Chui-eh.

We

church built on the top of Olivet, but it is called a basilica^ and as such
had in general a quadrangular form, so some think. The first Ascension
Church also was quadrangular, and Modestus afterwards built a round
one.
But I should think that the Constantine Church was also round,
and that the name basilica was applied at that time to any large
church. It was natural to form a round enclosure about the spot where
Jesus was standing in the midst of his disciples, and from which he went

up

Heaven

to

;

a square would have seemed less appropriate. But
first made a mystei-ious cave which was adorned and

strange to say they

decorated in a costly manner, and over it was built a large and high
temple. In the middle it had no roof, but grass was growing there, it
was not paved, and the footprints of the Saviour could be seen in the dust.
It appears that this first church was after a time partly destroyed, so the
Patriarch Modestus, in the first quarter of the seventh century, built it,

most part, new, and of this new church we have a description and
he says that " on the highest point of
by Arculf {see the plan)
Mount Olivet, where our Lord ascended into Heaven, is a large round
church having around it three vaulted porticoes. The inner apartment
is not vaulted and covered, because of the passage of our Lord's body
but it has an altar on the east side, covered with a narrow roof. On the

for the
plan,

;

;

ground, in the midst of

it,

are to be seen the last i)rints in the dust of our

lie ascended ....
a brazen wheel as high as a man's neck, having an entrance

Lord's feet, and the roof appears open above where

Near

this

is
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towards the west, with a great laiui) hanging above it on a pulley, burning
night and day. In the western part of the same church are eight
windows, and eight lamps, hanging by cords opposite them, cast their
(" Bohn's Tiansl.," p. 5.)'
light through the glass as far as Jerusalem."
irtffr

III

PLAN or THE ASCENSION CHURCH
ON MOUNT

OLIVET
AD- €40-50:or

as built by Modestus

THE BYZANTINE CHURCH
j:

>o

!L.

inortCT

DOOff

DOOR,

DQOfl

OOOR

DOOR

is maxle by Bauralh
Schick
after examining the plabce and studying the.
subject. Decbr. 1894-.

This RestoraJLion

'

Cf. Palestine Pilgrims'

Land," G70

Text Society, " The Pilgrimage of Arculfus in the Hi<ly
and annotated bv Eev. James E. Maepberson, B.D.,

A.n., translated

—
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WilUbald some years

later (a.d. 722), says

:

— " In the middle of the church

is a square receptacle beautifully sculptured in brass on the spot of the
Ascension, and there is on it a lamp in a glass case, closed on every side,
that the lamp may burn always, in rain or in fair weather for the church
;

Bohn's Transl.," p. 19.)' Now by aid of
these descriptions, and from what I found on the spot, I have reconstructed this church (see plan on Sheet III), and have to make the
is

open above, without a roof."

("

following explanatory remarks
There are three vaulted "porticoes" mentioned by Arculf going
round the uncovered rotunda, their width and extent according to
:

The inner one

remains found on the spot.

will correspond

with the nave

of the ancient churches, the middle with the narthex, which is narrower
than the others, and the outer one with the atrium. Of the two latter
(or outer ones) the circle is not complete, but brought to straight lines,

and in the middle of them is the celebrated cave, which is still existing.
Not a cave in rock, but all of masonry, similar to the one in Bethlehem,
the floor lying several steps deeper than the level of the main building
around.

It is true I

have not seen this large apse, with

its steps, pillars,

outer corridor or portico demands something there, as I show in dotted lines, and as Arculf's plan has the outer
circle complete, and no entrance there, as afterwards the Crusaders'
church had, so nothing else than an apse could have been there. From
the cave, processions could be made not only into the rotunda, going up
altar, &c.,

but the

circle of the

steps, but also through the three vaulted porticoes, which
were also connected one with the other by many openings, especially by
doors with steins on the north and south sides. In regard of these doors
I wish to remark that in the plan of Arculf, brought down to us by
Quaresimus, are shown three doors on the north side— but in that brought
down by Mabillon they are on the south side, so I conclude these doors
were on both sides, three on the north and thi-ee on the south side,
which answers also better to symmetry and the whole design. The points

by about 12

for fixing

I

them

in the plan (Sheet III), besides following Arculf's plan,
in the middle wall, still existing us Byzantine

ground on the corner A,

work. As afterwards in the Crusaders' church there was also a door on
the east side, so I think it was also in the Byzantine church.
The walls of the latter were thinner and the stones more nicely

worked than those the Crusaders
tine church,

built.

when extended westwards,

The

axis of the first or Byzan-

strikes the

Church

of the

Holy

Sejndchre in Jerusalem, meeting the axis of that church, whereas (as will
be found by comparing both jilans) the axis of the Crusadei-s' church, if
extended, would strike the Templum Domini, or the Dome of the Rock ;
1889, pp. 22-26. Version there given differs from Bohn's translation, and a
plan of the church is sketched, p. 25, from the original MS.
'
I'alesline Pilmmms' Text Kocicty, "The Ilodu-poricon of St. Willil)ald,"

754

A.n.,

differs

translated by Rev.

from Bohn's

Canon Brownlow, M.A., 1891,

translation.

!>.

22.

Version

—
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the difference or declination being five degrees. In the outer wall I ])nt
seven doors two on the west or front side, leading into the atrium
two on the north, and two
or outer corridor, to the ri^ht and to the left
on the south side, opposite those in the middle and inner walls, making
three for each side, as Ai-culf states and then one behind, or in the east,
:

;

;

making up the

seven.

In regard of the brass " receptacle " round the footprint place, which
Arculf gives as round, and Willibald as sqtiare, I think both ai-e right
from their point of view, tlie railing "about as high as a man's ueck," was
round, but the ever burning light in a lantern hanging over the footprints,
had to be fixed on something higher up, and as there was not any roofing,
it could only be done by means of posts on, or over, the railing, and if
they were four in namber, made a regular and conspicuous square
opposite in the east was the altar with the " narrow roof."
In regard of the eight lamps giving such a great light and shining
towards the Holy City, the real arrangement cannot properly be seen
They are put as openings
from Quaresimus's copy of Arculf's plan.
in the third circular wall, with rounded projections on the inner and
outer side, whereas Mabillon's plan shows some connection with the
second or more outlying wall, indicating that the lamps were hung
between them, which I think was really the case. So I have in Sheet IV'
given a plan of a higher story, forming there a kind of covered corridor
in which the lamps hung, and which had in front of it a terrace, and at
both ends towers, as the church was at the sanie time fortified, like the
Bethlehem church. The two large doors I give, of the same shajje as the
still larger ancient door of the Church of the Nativity, at Bethlehem.
On the apse outside I put three mihrab-like niches, in order to break the
bareness of the wall on its outside, as windows could not have been there,
because they would have lighted the apse and diminished the glittering
Such places for
of the inside, caused by the lamps burning there.
glittering show wanted some darkness, and hence the place called " cave,"
(I may,
even as that in the Bethlehem church, which is also built.
jDerhaps, mention here that the floor of the old Nativity Church at
Bethlehem does not rest on the natural ground, but on vaultings throughout, which were once used as a cemetery, for when I examined them I
found them full of human bones and mould.) The roof of the inner
corridor round the rotunda consisted, I think, of timber and a covering
and so very likely also the outer ones, but this is not so certain,
of metal
thovigh probably nearly all large old churches were covered so.
;

—

(E.)

The Crusaders' Church of

the Ascension.'^

The Byzantine church on Mount Olivet was, in the eleventh century,
destroyed. The Crusaders found there, instead of a church, a "wall,''
'

Sheets

IV and VI

are

not published with this paper, but arc preserved

in the office of the
2

Fund.
See "Memoirs," Jerusalem Volume,

p. 398.
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site of the Ascension was marked with a small, towerSo they built a new church, of a somewhat different shape
from the other, an eight-sided edifice, with much thicker walls, and
with an axis declining five degrees in a direction to tlie Tenipluni Domini,
or the present Dome of the Eock. In Sheets V and VI, I give the plan of
the lower and higher story, as I have restored it, together with the
" Augustinian Convent " round it, from existing remains, and from

within which the
like building.

JOHE.R

TOffzn

PUN or ASCENSION CHURCH & CONVENT
OF THE CRUSADERS A.D 1130 (GROUND FLOOR)
WITH ADJOINING PELAGIA CHAPEL & TOMBS

.

restored by Baurath C.Schick, Jeru»alem.DtcM894
W 1» fitt
«»
/^
» Jf <» ^ f »
a
If

notices in books.
The former cave was abandoned, and on the west side
a grand staircase with a threefold entrance made. On the sides towards
three of the cardinal points, straight walls were introduced into the
The four intervals
circle, and on the east side a large apse placed.
between the new straight pieces were left with their circled line, but
greatly strengthened on the outside for supjiorting the pressure of the
grand vaultings in the inside. (It may be that in these immensely thick
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which are on the outer side not round nor eight-sided, but rather
V shows, tombs or other small chambers may
be inserted, but which I have not detected.) The vaultings of the inside
were so, that an eight-sided uncovered space, or rotunda, remained,
86 feet diameter, as it is given in Sheet VI, with the respective supports,
and in dotted lines. As there are a few of the bases of tlie supports still
in situ along the wall, I was able to introduce the missing ones, and the
shape of the inner or free-standing row. Each of these supports consisted of
three or five pillars, with a pier. In the centre of the uncovered part stood
an octagonal porch on 16 small pillars, with small piers at the corners, on
which were arches, a tambour, and a dome, just as it is still only that
the sides are now filled up with masonry, a door being left in the west.
This building .stood over the footprints of our Lord, but something
•walls,

twelve-sided, as Sheet No.

'

;

deeper down than the general flooring of the church, so that people, in
order to see it, had to look down into a round shaft. This was caused by
the accumulation of debris, &c., from the former church.
The new
flooring was about 6 feet higher than that of the former church.
The
space of the former outer corridor, or the "atrium," was converted into a

number

of vaults, as shown in No. V, for use of the convent, and as
no longer properly belonging to the real church.
Outside them was
built a further row of vaulted rooms for the convent, with the necessary
stairs, &c.
On the outer side of the church wall (or place of the former
narthex) a number of cells or chambers for the monks were built, as
shown in Sheet No. VI, as a kind of higher story, in such a manner that
in front of them the roof of the large vaultings below formed a terrace
going round, on which, towards the outside, were other and larger rooms
of the convent.
It may be that on the inner row of the five-pillared
piers, or on the eight-sided rotunda, a dome was put up, with a large
opening in the centre, like the rotunda of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, but this is not certain. I have not found any indication of

such.

At

came

first

the chief entrance to the church, situated in the west, one
into a porch, from which three doors led into the church,

smaller doors on the three other sides leading from the convent.
It seems that the pilgrims made no special distinction between round
and eight-sided, as some use the expression ?-ound for the same building
which otheis describe as eight or even (Gumpenberg)- twelve- sided. The

circumference of the building is very seldom mentioned by the
Gumpenberg (about a.d. 1200), when the buildings were
already partly destroyed by Salah Ed Din, gives the circumference as
225 steps, and says " I measured the ring on the top, and found 225
size or

pilgrims, but

:

my own

which we may estimate to be about 560 feet.
As
the Crusaders' church was not completely eight-sided on the outside, but
according to this very writer twelve-sided, I think he measured the
of

steps,"

'
Some of the remainder show three
the right number.

2

Tobler, " Siloah

und der Oelbcrg,"

pillars,

St.

one even

five,

which

Gallen, 1852, p. 98, note

is

rather

3.

T
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describes towards tlie walls of the buildings of the
This line
convent outside the very number of feet conies thus out.
corresponds also with the o\Uer round wall of the Byzantine church.
Surias gives 130 steps, or about 340 feet, and means the wall of the
church itself without the surroundings, and Ladoir's 50 steps diameter
will be nearly the same if we allow that all the steps of these vtxrious
men were not all of equal length. Why do I say all this? Answer to
prove that this church with its surroundings was much larger than it is
o-enerally believed to have been, and that even the Byzantine church had

line the terrace

;

:

larger extent tlian that of the present enclosure of the court,
the piece in the east, cut off by a wall, be added to it again.
The difference of the Crusaders' church from the Byzantine was, that

much

a

even

if

no wooden roof, and hence with
had only one row of porticoes, and instead of the
two others, an enlarged convent, with gates, towers, small garden?, &c.
The axis declined five degrees, and the chief entrance was in the west,
whereas the former building had the entrance in the north and south.
The flooring was some feet higher, and the chief apse was in the ejist.
it

was

much

built entirely of stones, with

thicker walls.

It

{F.)—The Convent connected with

We

the Ascension Church.

some notices that even at the Byzantine church there was a
not immediately connected with it, yet close in the neighbourhood, but not so extensive as it afterwards became. As we do not know
any particulars about it, I have not put it on the plan of the first church,
find

convent,

if

but on that of the second or Crusaders' church. In the Byzantine period,
these convents were rather small, built on the ideas of the Ascetics, and
similar to the " Lauras " of the time. But later on, when the church had
become more worldly and had an inclination to rule, such edifices were built
under these ideas and for these purposes, and the churches were now fortified.
When the Crusaders built their church, they apparently built the convent
at the same time, especially those parts immediately outside the reduced
church, perhaps also the outer parts, and formed a kind of castle with
towers at the corners and in the middle of the sides, over the gates, as I
have shown in the plans on Sheets V and VI. The convent consisted of
large vaults round the church, and many other rooms in two stories,
In the year a.d. 1484
intermixed with small gardens, terraces, stairs, &c.
it was already a good deal broken and destroyed, but many walls, vaults,
and heaps of debris were still standing. Fabri tells us that he found
the east end of the church destroyed, and a wall made across the middle
of the church, outside of which stables for animals and dwellings for

In the beginning of the fourteenth century
many prayer places, cha])els, convents,
and hermitages, beyond the convent, wliich was close to the large round
church, which had then in the centre a small chapel over the footprints.

husbandmen had been
there were on the

'

built.'

Mount of

Olives

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, " Tlic liouk of the

Wanderings

Felix Fubri," translated by Aubrey Stewart, M.A., 1892, vol.

i,

of Brother

pp. 4S4-500.

—

"
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In the ruins of the convent the Mohammedans erected on the sonth a
convent and a niosqne of their creed, and at the former entrance to the
church a minaret, which, as well as their convent, is still in existence.
Saint Pelagia Chapel.

(G.)

"Cave of Pelagia," the " Hermitage
is
Adawt, or Bint Hasan"; and the Jews call it the "Tomb of
It is situated south-west of the Ascension Church, on
Huldah."
lower ground, as shown in plan, Sheets I and II.
It is a chajDellike room with another one smaller, and situated still lower, formed,
of immensely thick walls and vaulted {see " Memoirs," .Jer. Vol., p. 399).
Pelagia was a sinful woman of Antioch, who became converted, went
to Jerusalem, and as a penitent lived several years in a small cell,
continually praying and fasting, in the disguise of a monk.
Deacon
Jacobus from Antioch paid a visit to her cell, and on his knocking at the
small window, she opened it and said " From whence come you, brother ?
He answered " T am sent by Bishop Nonnus." She said " May he
pray for me, he is a truly holy man," and then shut the window again,
and said the third hora. Jacobus says " Hei' beauty had gone, she looked
like a dead person, the eyes lying in deep holes."
After a few years she
died (a.d. 457). The cell in which she lived is (now) 6 feet 2 inches long,
4 feet wide, and 6 feet high. The entrance is rather narrow and low. A
little window was either in the east or the south side
{see plan, Sheets II
and V). There were apparently more such cells in the neighbourhood,
each built single, with thin walls of nahry stone (such as can still be seen
in the old Lauras at Khureitfxn and other places in the wilderness),
which at a later time were all brought under the roof of one building, as
and hence the extremely thick walls that between the
it stands now
outer and iimer rooms is 16 feet thick
Besides the Pelagia cell, there
This

called by the natives the

of

:

:

:

:

'

;

;

I

are remains of one in the south-western corner of the smaller or inner
room, and a complete one, nearly of the same size as Pelagia's, in the
east wall of the outer larger

room (the

chapel).
There is also a cistern,
the cells were occupied there was a kind
of court, over which afterwards the chapel (or, as the Crusaders called it,
the " church ") was erected, in a period prior to the Crusades it had

indicating that at the time

when

;

then a wide entrance, and was, therefore, a kind of hall (as shown in
Sheet V), which at a later restoration was walled up, leaving only a small
door (Sheet II). North of it, there had at this time been erected another
vault over tombs (Sheet V), but it became destroyed and v/as not restored.
Over the entrance to the Pelagia cell, on the east side of the inner
room, are some decorations carved in the stones in relief but plaster is
now over them, and so I could not see what they represent. On the south
side stands a stone sarco})hagus, half intruded into a low niche, over
which, higher up, there is in the wall a window giving some light to the
;

^

As the

walls of the whole buildings are plastered, the former openings

cannot be recognised.

T 2
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mentioned by the pilgrims
it and the
for if one had not confessed all his sins, and
wall, as a path of penitence
he went along this path, the stones moved and narrowed it, so that he
could not go on until he confessed. Tradition says that the body of
St. Pelagia rests in this sarcophagus, which bears a Greek inscription
this \vas copied by De Saulcy (2,282), and hence I did not look for it, as
the stone is covered with a green cloth, and the sheikh who was with me
treated it with the greatest veneration— always whispering prayers as
The outer or larger chamber
long as I stayed with my men in the room.
the lock is in disorder,
is considered as a mosque, but very seldom used
and could be opened only with difliculty. The floor of the smaller or
inner room is situated 7 feet lower than that of the outer one twelve
steps lead down to it, as the plan shows, and I think two stories of small

somewhat obscure

place.

of the twelfth century,

This sarcophagus

who used

is

the narrow passage between

;

;

;

;

cells

(tombs)

may

be found in the thick walls.

{B..)~The Footprints of

Christ.

As I have mentioned these above, and also introduced them in
the drawings, I should also say something about them, but will do
In the course of the centuries, two, i.e., prints of
so veiy briefly.
both feet, were spoken of, but also only of ojie, as the other was
Sometimes they are
taken away and brought to the Aksa mosque.
described as if Christ had his face towards the south in other reports
Tn the first centuries they were in earth or
in some other direction.
dust in a round hole, a few feet deeper than the general church floor
Originally
later on in rock, and in the various centuries of various size.
;

'

;

little lower than the level of the ground, in the Crusaders' times, as the
church floor was then higher than before, the footprints were deeper, and
one had to look down to them in a round shaft or pit. Afterwards there
was only 07ie foot, on a level with or even a little higher than the

a

Crusaders' church

floor, in

a stone (not rock), and of the natural

size,

whereas in former times it was double the natural size, and people
accounted for that by the many rubbings and kissings. Felix Fabri tells
us that one of his fellow-pilgrims put wine into the hollow formed by
the footprints, and the rest licked it out.« Both Cliristians and Mohammedans still venerate the spot. (See Tobler, "Siloah und Oelberg,"
St. Gallen, 1852, pp. 105-114, where all this is minutely explained.)

(I.)

The two Pillars in

Willibald, a.d. 722, says:

"Two

the

Ascension Church.

columns stand within the church,
memory of the two men who

against the north wall and the south wall, in
said
'

:

'

Men

of Galilee,

why

stand ye gazing up into

'i

'

And

the

was surrounded by a brass railing, and if one put his hands
some of the earth.
" Fchx Fabri," vol. i, p. 487, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society.
This

liolo

througli the lower part he could take
2

Heaven

—
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IN 1896.

wlio can creep between the wall and the columns will have remission
In the fifteenth
(Bohn's "Early Travels in Palestine," p. 19.)
century these pillars were still standing and " smooth," and it was believed

man

of sins."

'

any one was able to embrace them, so that the ends of the fingers
middle fingei's) could touch, it was a proof that he was a good
man. They were still standing in Mejer Ed Din's time, and I should
think the pillar in the centre of the Greek altar, described above under
heading A, might be one of them, but removed and brought to this
place, as it is now a good distance from the wall.
that

if

(or only the

{J.)

The two

cistei'ns

in

— T/ie

Cisterns.

present court are

the

not deep nor

cut in

when

the level of the floor of the church
But their lower part may be
was made higher by the Crusaders.
for as the rotunda had no roof the rain water had to be
still older
Other cisterns I have not found in the ruins,
led into some i-eservoir.

rock, but built at the

time

;

or in the village, except one in the court of the mosque, made from
an old Crusaders' vault when the mosque was built. There is a good
number of other cisterns outside round the village and the other

mount south

buildings, even near the road crossing the
chapel, and place of Pelagia.

They

are

all

of the village,

deep and cut in the rock.

ConcIusio7i.

much more on

all these matters, but was careful
and yet the reader has a great task before him,
for which I beg excuse, and wish the reader may enjoy it, as much as I
have enjoyed writing down these lines and making the plans.

I could have said

not to become too long

;

KERAK

IN

By Kev. Theodore
There

is

1896.
E.

Dowling.

no necessity to attempt to write the history

ancient capital of Moab,

down

of

Kerak, the

Canon
But the Old

to the siege of Saladin, a.d. 1188.

Tristram has told the story in "The Land of Moab."Testament references may be mentioned
:

Kii'-Haraseth (Isaiah xvi, 7)

;

Kir-Hareseth (2 Kings iii, 25, R.V.)
Kir-Haresh (Isaiah xvi, 11)
and
Kir-Hei'es (Jeremiah xlviii, .31, 36)
;

;

Kir
1

*

of

Moab

(Isaiah xv, 1)

" Hodoeporicon of St. "Willibakl," p. 22, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society.

Chapters

t, vi.

—
KERAK
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are the six Scriptural allusions to Kerak, the fortified
of the southern end of the " Salt Sea."

town

to the east

'

Jehoram, son of Ahab, King of Israel, and Jehoshaphat, King of
Judah, and the King of Edom, invaded the kingdom of Moab, under
Mesha, from the south, destroyed all its cities, sparing only KirHaraseth, circa 872 b.c. (2 Kings iii, 25 and the Moabite Stone.)
Being detained eleven days in Kerak last May during the absence of
;

the Mutasarif, whilst waiting for permission to visit Petra, opportunities
occurred for observing the improved state of things. Page 180 in
Murray's "Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine, 1892," is
now out of date, owing to the changes caused by the Turkish occupation
and Beedeker's "Palestine and Syria," 1894, pp. 191-193, on el-Kerak,
;

also requires revision.

1 propose, therefoi-e, to limit
(1)
(2)

my

remarks

To the period immediately preceding 1893
To the present Turkish rule in 1896.

;

and

The large, partially-ruined castle, built about a.d. 1131, on ancient
Moabite foundations of rough flint, at the south end of the city, was only
used in Mujely* times by thieves for hiding stolen cattle and goods. The
Keraki used to find saltpetre there in large quantities from a particular
kind of stone in the ruins, with which they manufactured their gunpowder.
of the Keraki is illustrated by their mode of reckoning
Years and months were unfamiliar terms. If asked when such
and such an event took place, they would reply, " when " or " before," or
"just after, so and so (perhaps one of their Sheikhs) died, or was
killed"; or perhaps, "in the year of famine"; or may be, "when
Ibrahim Pasha' came here." More recent events, especially in cjises of
illness, were dated from "last year's ])loughing," or "the barley" or

The ignorance

time.

" wlieat harvest."

The Keraki women

are unveiled, and I

oi)hthalmia in

Moab

and dust being

less prevalent.

than

is

usual in

tlie

was surprised

to find less

villages of Judsea,

flies,

sand,

New Testament and Ai^ocrypha,"
Kerak {Khel Kerak) the ancient Tarielnre, on tlie southwest side of the Sea of Galilee ii^, of course, distinct from Kerak of Moab.
2 Before the Mujelj conquest of Kerak, Moab was under the rule of a tribe
and again, before llieh- time, the tribe
(still found in Kerak) called the Saraieh
of El-'Ahmcr was dominant. These El-'Ahmer only lived in tents, and ruled
over many neiglibouring tribes, in-iluding the Beni Sokhr, as well as the Keriki.
They were cunning and cruel, and thought little of running a spear or sword
"Names and

^

2nd

edition,

]i.

Places in the Old and

111.

;

into a
'

man

or

woman

Ibrahim Pasha

tlirougli sheer

wantonness.

visitid JMoab in A.». 1844. to

subdue the lawless Bedouin.

After occupying tlie castle (not the town) his troops were starved out,
them being slaughtered outside. " The Land of Moab," ]ip. 77, 78.

many

of

"
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lu Jerusalem it is noticeable how few tourist dragomans liave ever
Kerak. [Messrs. Jamal and Domian are exceptions.] This is
The MujSly tribe were unreasonable
not, however, altogether surprising.
in their treatment of Messrs. Irby and Mangles in 1817, De Sauley in
1851, Canon Tristram in 1872, and Mr. and Mrs. Gray Hill in 1893.
But tlie road is open to Kerak from Jerusalem, and the Hebron
merchants who used in old times to travel along the familiar track, south

visited

Sea, now invariably cross tlie new wooden bridge at the ford
Jordan, passing through Madeba, and returning by the same

Dead

of the
of the

route.

On

a clear day Jerusalem, and the Eussian tower on the

Mount

of

from Kerak.
Kerak is apparently about 700 feet higher than Jerusalem, and
In October, 1895, the
3,400 feet higher than the Mediterranean Sea.
Eev. C. T. Wilson found that the readings of his barometer during four
days at Kerak gave 700 feet as the mean height of the C.M.S. Mission
House at Kerak above the C.M.S. Mission House in Jerusalem. This
calculation exactly tallies with observations made with the same
barometer in November, 1894. The road to the north of the town, at
the point where the ridge dividing the "Wady Kerak from the long slope
down to Raba.'i is crossed, is about 200 feet higher than the town end is,

Olives, can be seen

according to Mr. Wilson's aneroid, and exactly the same height as the top
As confirmation of the correctness of these readings
of Jebel Shthan.
it may be mentioned that this aneroid has on four separate occasions
given the same measurements as in B;edeker's " Palestine and Syria
(1894), p. 191, for the depth of the Mojib, viz. :— 2,000 feet from the

edge of the plateau on the north, and 2,200 feet on the south.
His Excellency Hussein Helmy Bey Eifendi (formerly Turkish
Secretary at Damascus) is the Mutasarif. He is a strict and devout

On no

Mohammedan.
also discourages

consideration will he receive any presents. He
from giving backhshesh to the soldiers he

travellers

sends for their protection between Kerak and Wady Musa. Considering
The disarming of
his difhculties he has already accomplished much.
the regulation of the coinage, weights and measures the
the Kerfi,ki
establishment of a weekly post to Jerusalem, Damascus, and Maiin
the opening of a military hospital ; the importation of
(east of Petra)
;

;

;

a Jewish doctor

;

the contiuuous construction of extensive Government

and the compulsory planting
bespeak energy and determination.

buildings

;

of fruit trees at

Madeba,'

all

The Mutasarif is anxious for telegraphic communication with Es-Salt,
and for a steamer on the Dead Sea, running from Erlha (Jericho) to tiie
nearest point for Kerak, about 30 miles. Kerak is (say) 10 miles from
the mouth of the Wady Kerak, near the Shawarineh Camp.
There is a population of about 10,000, of whom 2,000 are Orthodox
'

5,000 grape vines, as well as mulberries and vegetables, have been planted
feeling of security encourages this action.
Madeba.

this spring in

A
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Cliristiaus, including

two

Cln-istian

and four Keraki eucamiJments

in the

district.

The Military Governor has 1,200 Turkish troops, consisting of three
regiments of 400 men. They inhabit the castle, the numerous undergTound passages of which, as they are gradually cleared from the debris
of centuries, soon become occupied by men and horses. All the Turkish
soldiers are from the western side of the Jordan, three years' service
being required of them. There are also 200 Circassian mounted soldiei-s,
mostly from Amman (Rabbath of the Ammonites) and Jerash (Gerasa) ;
Kerak (unlike Jerusalem) has no
and splendid horsemen they are
!

military band, but the familiar bugles are seldom silent.

A

new mosque

(the only one) has been lately built.

kindly-disposed and intelligent man.

He was

The Mufti

is

a

educated at Hebron and

the University of Cairo (El Azhar).
The Orthodox Christians worship in the Church of St. George, built
and endowed in 1849 by the late generous Metropolitan of Petra, out of

The
It will shortly be enlarged and improved.
his private means.'
Archimandrite Sophronius, in charge, is a Greek, and has lately been sent
from the Convent of St. Constantine, Jerusalem. He represents the
Patriarch. Saleh is the Arab parish priest (married), and has the cure
There seems to have been among Greek and Latin ecclesiastics
of souls.
a confusion between Petra and Kerak, and Burchard of Mount Zion,
the German Dominican, a.d. 1280, mistook Shobek (Montreal) for Kerak.
Eobinson, in his " Biblical Researches in Palestine," vol. ii, p. 577,
There
refers to Kerak as being sometimes held to be a " second Petra."
is a curious confusion in "The Book of the Wanderings of Brother Felix
Fabri" {circa a.d. 1480-1483), vol. ii, Part I, p. 184. "This noble castle is
called by the Latins Petra of the Wilderness, by the Saracens Krach,
and by the Greeks Schabat. Now, when we had gazed our fill thereon,
we kneeled towards the place, praising God, Who from Petra in the
Wilderness sent to us through Ruth Christ the LoiiD of the World, and
we prayed to God that this Castle might come into the hands of the
Christians, and that Jerusalem might not any longer be a captive."
The titular Greek Bishop of Kerak is entitled ''Metropolitan of
Most Honourable Exarch of Third Palestine and Second Arabia."
The present occupant is NicephOrus, an aged man, who has never visited
Kir of Moab. There are 120 boys and 60 girls in the Orthodox Church
Schools, and the schoolmaster speaks a little English. Daniel, a C^ypriote,
Damian, from Samoa
is the titular Archbishop of Kiriakopolis (Madeba)
Petra,

— in

—

;

Philadelphia (Ainuian)
is the learned Arclibishop of the Jordan.
The Latins have also their titular Archbishop of " Petra." Mgr. Duval,

charge of Bethlehem
and Epii)hanius, a Cypriote,
a

is

Archbishop

of

;

French Dominican, lately a])pointed Ai)ostolic Delegate— reju-esents
In this portion of the country there
title.

the Pope at Beirfit with this

*

Meletius also gathered together

tlio

driven from Kerak by Ibrahim Pasha.

scattered congregation whicli

had beea

—
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are five Latin mission stations, under the Latin Patriarch cf Jerusalem,

which are now being worked mainly by native priests.* This mission was
founded in 1874.
In 1886, Mohammed-el-Mujely, the Moab Sheikh, gave a written
permission for English mission woik to be undertaken in Kerak.
Mr. Lethaby, first of all, bravely faced the difficulties and hardships of
the place, and in 1894 the Church Missionary Society became responsible
for this mission in connection with Es-Salt.
At present there are only three Jews in Kerak. Previous to 1893
there were none. The Mutasarif has lately been asked to allow a Jewish
colony to be established at el-LejjAn (five hours east), but this request
was not granted. Tlie city is well supplied with water. There is no
hotel, and up to this date the few European visitors have been
accommodated at the Greek and Latin and C.M.S. mission houses. As
several residents in Jerusalem, and tourists, are contemplating the tour
through Moab and Edom, the opening of hotels at Madeba and Kerak
would probably be remunerative. The Greek shopkeepers are hospitable,
and the Damascus merchants, who visit Kerak twice a yeai', have no
reason to complain of their i-eception.

The objects of interest include a Roman bath, with mosaic pavement
two ancient churches, one dedicated to St. George, which is venerated by
Greeks and Moslems
the other has on the outside a long Arabic
inscription which was translated in March, 1895, by Dr. F. J." Bliss."
;

The Mutasarif
with

is

willing to give visitors permission to visit the castle

and it is necessary to make all local arrangements
for visiting Petra through him, as soldiers are required.
In order that
its cryjjt

chapel,

may be no disappointment about proceeding south to Wady Musa,
an order from Constantinople, or at least a letter from the British or
there

American consuls

in Jerusalem, is recommended.
Murray's "Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine" (1892)
assigns four days for the Itinerary from Kerak to Petra. The journey
is now accomplished, with Circassian soldiers, in two and a half days
:
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This Schedule includes rest for hmcli on the

first

and second days

only.
I was disappointed at not being able
Moab. As a matter of fact, only one

to procure several ancient coins

coin was forthcoming in Moab,
and another in Edom/ daring a tour of 25 daj's. The ^^rab schoolmaster of the Greek School, and his hoya, were actively interested, but
the specimens brought to me generally' bore Arab inscriptions. The only
coin of any interest was the well-known State umbrella, and three ears
of barley, springing from one stalk, year 6 (a.d. 43), of Herod Agrippa I.
The natives now dispose of coins to the Turkish soldiers, who sell tliem
They eventually find markets in
to Jews in Damascus and Jerusalem.
Hamburg and the United States.
About one hour's ride from Kerak (in Wady el-Yabis) are interesting
hermit cells, which, in 1S84, were reoccupied by four Orthodox
" Keligious." One came from Jerusalem, two from Mar Saba, and one
from the Convent of St. George, Wady el Kelt (Brook Cherith).
All have been driven back again to their parent convents, owing to
the robberies and cruelties of the Keraki. One of their number, the
Caloyer Onuphrios, is now an occupant of the Convent of St. Constantine,

in

Jerusalem.

The military

authorities at the castle are digging bravely at excavabut apparently with no working plans. May we not hope that
the Palestine Exploration Fund will obtain a Firman from Constantinople
for a thorough investigation of the Castles of Kerak and Shobek, and the

tions,

Eock City

of

Edom

Jerusalem,

TWO

1

JhIi/ 13;/;, 189C.

ROMAIS^

MILESTONES AT WADY MOJIB (RIVER
ARNON).
By

Rev. Theodore E. Bowling.

When

in Kerak last May I was told that the Mutasarif had lately
ordered soldiers to turn over the prostrate milestones in the southern
valley of the Mojib, when they were repairing the precipitous descent.
And I was also informed that the inscriptions had not been copied. So
After consulting a friend in
I went prepared with a note-book.
Jerusalem about the rendering of obscure words and letters, I heard

tint Pere Germer Durand, of Notre Dame de France, had made a
walking tour last Easter-tide with several students of the Augustinian
Convent (Jerusalem), and between them had succeeded in turning over
three stones in the valley, coi)ying the inscriptions, and taking a squeeze
'

Copper Petra coin of Hadrian.
Saulcy, Planche XX, 1,

M. de

" Numisniatique de la Terra Salute,"
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So, after all, tlie Kerak soldiers had nothing at all to
one or other of these inscriptions. My copies needed
revision, which has been kindly made by Pere Diu-and
and after
inserting a few of his suggested additions, two inscriptions are here
reproduced with translations. Experts will no doubt be ready to correct
and complete them. I ought to add that there are two milestones with
the name of Trajan attached, but only one, with the longest inscription
(incomplete), is given below.
The other stone, of Pertinax, distant

of a Trajan stone.

do with

eitlier

;

about ten minutes' ride fi-om the previous one,

also added.

A.D. 112.

(1.)

PCAES

M

I

is

D VI N ERVA EFI
TRA A N VSAV
I

I

DACICVSPONT

TR

I

B

P P R E
P

ROV

POTX V
DACTA

I

I

N C A
A Fl
I

I

N OVAM
VSQVEADCMARERV]
APERVITETSTCRAVIT]
*

*

*

*

A

B

C

I

A

E

Y

The Imperator Ctesar, son of the divine Nerva, Trajan Augustus ....
Dacicus Pontifex Maximus in the sixteenth year of his tribunician
power

Father of his country after the reduction of the province
j^aved a new road from the frontiers as far as ...

.... opened and

O

.

King.
(2.)

January-March,

a.d. 193.

IMPCAESAR
PHELVIVSPERTI
N AXAVG PR NO E PS
SEN ATVSCOSI
PONTIFMAXIMVSTRiB
I

POTPRETCEASARHEL
V

I

VS

P E

RTI

N

AX

PRINCEPSIVVE NTVTI
*

*

%

N

I

K A N

ETENNHeHC

S
*
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The Imperator Ciesar Publius Helvius Pertinax Augustus Priuceps
Senatus Consul for the first time Pontifex Maximus endowed with
Pertinax,
tribuniciaii power by the Eoman people, and Caesar Helvius
Prince of the youths.

Thou wast born

to conquer.

Jerusalem, June

29th, 1896.

[It might be well to impress upon our friends who are so good as to
forward copies of inscriptions from Palestine, that it is most important
that they should always when doing so specify the size of the stone on
which the inscription is cut, and the size of the letters and also wliether
the stone is whole or broken, and if the latter, what portions are gone.
Conjectural emendations, or "suggested additions" should never be
;

" inserted " unless most carefully and exactly marked otherwise the
most valuable inscriptions are rendered absolutely worthless. For
instance, at the crucial point in the first of the above inscriptions, which
should give us its exact date, we are unfortunately left in doubt by a
It would appear that some
non-observance of the above precaution.
;

words, in some of the lines at any rate, on the right-hand side of this
inscription are either broken off" from the stone or rendered illegible, e.g.,
the fourth line would at least appear incomplete, and we are thus led to
The XVIth year of
ask. Is the all-important fifth line incomplete also ?
By reference to the April
Trajan's tribunician power was 112 a.d.
it will be seen that in that year he had
was in the autumn of 113 a.d. that he
began his Eastern campaign. The term, therefore, " the province having
been reduced," would apparently belong more fitly to a later year.
Hence it is of cardinal importance to know whether XVI is the real
ending of the line, or whether the stone is there broken, so that the
reading may have possibly been XVII or XVIII. Of course XVI may
be the correct reading; then this new road was made in 112 a.d.

Quarterli/ Statement, pp. 134, 135,

not

left

Eome

for the East.

It

Emperor

" opened," cut through the mountains, as a preliminary to the

with his legions in the ensuing Eastern campaign. If the
reading was XVI, then the rest of the date, if given in full, would have
been IMP. VI. COS. VI.
the date
It is a pity that the other Trajan inscription was not sent
might have come out clear from that.
As regards the second inscription sent, it would appear that the lines
taking the

field

;

in the original are of unequal length, but here, again, we are in doubt, as
we do not know how far " suggested additions " have been " inserted."

Pertinax was elected Emperor, January 1st, a.d. 193, and was murdered
on March 28th of the same year, being then in the sixty-seventli year of
his age.
His son, to whom the title Augustus was never given, is here
Pertinax was Consul for the first
associated with liim in this inscrii)tiou.
time 179

a.\>.,

and the second time 192

a.d.,

on the

last

day

of

which

—
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year the Emperor Commodus was murdered hence it is possible that
there was another stroke in the fourth line, and that COS II is the right
reading. This stone apparently, to judge by the Greek words chiselled
below, was set up by some legionary who had formerly served under
;

Pertinax either in Syria in the suppression of the revolt of Cassius, or
else in his victorious campaigns on the Ehine 172 a.d., in the reign of
The
Marcus Aurelius, at whose death he was Governor of Syria.
inscription was cut at the glad moment when the good news of his old
leader's election at Eome had reached Kerak, although perhaps the

Emperor was then already lying dead.
The end of Gibbons's fourth chapter contains a sketch

of Pertinax's

popular career with the legions.
It would be a great thing if the Keference Library at Jerusalem
would obtain a copy of the " Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum," of the
Berlin Academy, compiled by Mommsen and his fellow labourers, or at
any rate of those portions of the work that relate to the East.— J.N.D.]

THE DATE OF THE EXODUS.
By W. M. Flinders
As two

Petrie, D.C.K

writers under the above title have referred to some statements
my work, I wish to give a few explaimtions, though I hope

that concern

that I

may

avoid dealing with so thorny a subject as the

title indicates.

Captain Haynes remarks that " Lower Egypt appears to ns
that seems to
but^
if I may .say so
as the very hotch-potch of races "
have been the case of every country where an active civilisation prevailed,
and Upper Egypt was probably as mixed as Lower Egypt. The race in
P. 247.

;

the

—

IV Dynasty was compounded of three or four peoples the New Race
VII-X Dynasty was quite different and in one tomb at Thebes of
XVIII Dynasty I have found skulls of the most extreme shapes, some
;

of the

the

—

;

the very opposite to those of the earlier residents there. So the mixture
in Lower Egypt, though true enough, is not peculiar to that part.
of the Judges, Captain Haynes relies entirely on a
probably of late origin, of 480 years between the
Exodus and the Temple. I will not attempt to enter on so complex a
question here, but only say that as there is a far shorter chronology
about 200 years— resulting from statements in the Old Testament I could
not pass such an assumption as this in silence, which miglit imply tacit

Regarding the period

statement, which

is

consent.

The note about corrections in the chronology which I have
based upon the March number of the " Proc. Soc. Bib. Aicli.''
It is unfortunate that the writer should not have apparently seen the
April number before his paper appears in July, or at least have waited to
P. 248.

adopted,

is
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In the next number (April) appeared a
said.
pointing out that all the supposed corrections are
based on points which have been perfectly familiar for 60 years to those
who have studied the matter. It is hard that a shallow mistake such as

bear what had

memorandum

to

be

fi'om

me

that about these " corrections " should at once pass on as a basis for two
other papers, when there is nothing to correct in that manner.
P. 251 and note 254. Here it is assumed that the Egyptian power

over the Syrians rested on the command of chariots. On the contrary,
the Syrians fought in chariots just as much as the Egyptians, and had
In the very tirst battle
their chariots far more elaborate and decorated.

The home of
of Thothmes III he took 924 chariots from the Syrians.
the horse and the chai'iot was in Syria rather than Egypt.
P. 255. It would be more satisfactory if Colonel Conder were to avoid
the use of quotation marks when he makes extensive alterations in a
passage to which he refers. In the six lines of mine which he has marked
One matter is serious in it,
as a quotation, there are nine words altered.
as he gives Ruten for Syria

when

the word

is

Kharu.

" the
P. 256. It seems bold to state that " the Bible discountenances

any Israelites being out of Egypt before the Exodus, when
Ephraim mourned for his cattle-lifting sons who were slain at Gath
idea of

Chron. vii, 21).
The statement that " Brugsch's dates rest on the coincidence of the
vague Egyptian and Greek year, according to the Rosetta stone
Mahler's dates rest on a statement by Censorinus," seems a strange conBrugsch, Mahler, and every one else rest on the statements of
fusion.
the Rosetta stone and Censorinus (beside many other authorities) for the
(1

starting point of the relation of Egyptian

and Greek years

in Grseco-

the dating before that, backwards
from this fixed point. For this Brugsch trusts to the very vague use of
such
generations, assumed at 33 years, and assumed equal to the reigns

Roman

times.

The

real question

is

;

give a rough approximation, but is utterly rotten in details.
Mahler, on the other hand, takes exact statements of astronomical feasts
which fix dates to within three or four years. He has had before him all
a system

may

the assumed corrections which have been proposed to be applied to his
results ; and, as a thoroughly trained astronomer, such considerations are
It is not competent for any one to apply
the elements of his profession.
" corrections " without going through all his work in detail
one might as
;

well set about correcting the "Nautical Almanac."
P. 257.

The statements about the date

of

Burnaburiaa

require

His date quoted at 1450 B.C. is only roughly correct. Sayce
puts him at 1430 to 1410 b.c. as an approximation, and Amenhotep IV

revision.

(by Mahler's basis of chronology, see Petrie, " History of Egypt," ii, 29)
reigned 1383 to 1365 B.C. As Amenhotep IV was offered the daughter of
Burnaburias in marriage, it is clear that the Egyptian was the younger.
The vague objection, therefore, to Mahler's chronology as being "a
century " in error here, comes down to less than 30 years, an amount that

no Assyriologist would

fight over.
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SEUAPis.
p. 257.

It

is

stated that I do not g-ive the grounds for saying that

Sety I had restored the name of Amen on the Israel tablet. As I had
already quoted the whole inscription, " the restoration of the monuments
was made by maat. men. ra (Sety) for his father, Amen," I do not see
what more proof or grounds for this can be wanted.
It is a pity to have to spend time and print on a quantity of small
but the example of the paper on chronology in
corrections like these
March, which is at once adopted by two people without waiting to see an
;

answer in Ai)ril, shows that one cannot be too quick in clearing away
mistakes which may easily pass on into other work elsewhere.

SERAPIS.
By Ebenezer

Davis, Esq.

In the July issue of the Quarterly Statement, p. 258, there is a note by
Colonel Conder relative to the papers written by Canon Dalton and
myself on the discovery by Dr. Bliss of a votive inscription at Bab Neby
DaM, Jerusalem, first announced in Quarterly Statement, January, 1895.
It is now some years since I first became acquainted with Colonel
Conder and his writings, during which time I, with many others, have
been indebted to his researches for large accessions to our knowledge of
I regard him as a very valuable
Oriental geography and antiquities.
writer on any subject that he may consider worthy of treatment, he
being a hard student of facts rather than of opinions, earnest and keen in
the quest of truth, and very successful. I regret, therefore, that I am
unable to accept his criticism of my short article on the Jerusalem
epigraph.
I certainly (in order to save space) omitted any reference to coins
found at Jerusalem, or belonging to the Roman colony of ^Elia Capitoliua,
bearing the image uf Serapis. I was acquainted with one such, and have
The device of an old head
since ascertained that there are many others.
bearing the " modius " and facing the right, occurs on reverses of
Antoninus Pius, M. Aurelius, Caracalla, Diatlumenianus, and Elagabahis,
The same device (but with the head turned to the left) occurs on a
I have
reverse of the associated Emperors M. Aurelius and L. Verus.
not been able to come across a representation of Serapis accompanied by

Cerberus.

In Taylor's

"

Calmet," and in Madden's

" Jewish

Coins,"

there are illustrations of coins of ^Elia Capitoliua having a reverse device
This last is the only animal
of Bacchus with the thyrsus and leopard.
figure occurring on these coins ; it, howevei', has but one head, Avhile the
' infernal dog " to which Colonel Conder refers is said by the poets to

have had at least three heads. According to Hesiod he had 50.
Colonel Conder does not think that there was any connection between

SERAPIS.
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Apis and Serapis.

While respecting

must point out that
Apollodorus writing, I

his opinion, I

•we can only safely refer to ancient authorities.

believe, in the second century B.e., directly "connects the

was the name given

two

:

" Serapis

Apis after his death and deification." Plutarch
in his treatise, " De Iside et Osiride," makes the remarkable statement
that " the soul of Osiris passed on his death into the body of Apis, and
as often as the sacred animal died, passed into the body of its successor."
I cannot but think that we are safer in regarding the name " Serapis "
as merely a shortened form of the combined names of the two deities
(and therefore as being of Egyptian origin) than in going out of our way
to seek for an Aryan source, either of the name or the idea of this
to

tlivinity.

The basis of the reverence paid by the Greeks and Romans to these
Egyptian gods is to be found in that primitive solar and elemental cultus
upon which the researches of Colonel Conder and other diligent inqidrers
have thrown so much light. The religious ideas of the most ancient
races of mankind were largely influenced by the wonder and awe with
which they reg;u-ded celestial phenomena.
We consequently find the
worship of the heavenly bodies extensively prevalent among peoples
widely separated in race, language, and geographical position. However
various the name and form they gave to the principal object of their
religious regard, with respect to him there was primarily an absolute
To all, the Sun was Lord, Life, and
identity of idea, belief, and opinion.
Light of the visible universe. These old worshippers beheld the sun
daily rising attended by all the gloi'ies of the dawn, keeping liis upward
course until crowned with meridian splendour, and then again descending
behind the distant mountain top, or sinking to rest in the fathomless bed
of western ocean, and in each of these phases, whether as Tammuz, or
Osiris, or Baal, or Zeus, or Apollo, or

Phoebus, or Serapis, or Mithra, or

acknowledged and adoi'ed the supreme. And
although in later ages, poetic fancy and the mistaken opinions of the
popular theology resulted in the fabrication of " gods many and lords
many," yet the unprejudiced inquirer will find the true esoteric teaching
of pagan I'eligious philosophy leading him back to the primitive naturePluto, his votaries

still

worship.

The

later

mythology differed from the

earlier, in

a greater complexity

same deity under
and to personify mere qualities. Hence the strange
mixed cults which were inti-oduced under the Middle Koman Emperors
are found to be very difficult to understand, and, indeed, seem to be
of ideas, there being a strong tendency to adore the
diflTerent

aspects,

quite incapable of an exact explanation.

convinces

me

All

my

reading on this subject
is given only

that a satisfactory exegesis of pagan religion

by those writers who believe that man's earliest religious ideas were
derived from his daily observation of awe-inspiring coamical phenomena.
The primary notion was that the life-giving, light-bearing Sun was the
greatest of natural and divine things, the one great over all.
He was
Baal, the Ruler of the Day, the ray-crowned

King

of the World.

SERAPIS.
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So the ancient Egyptians regarded their deity Asrn, T"''asar, or Osiris.
In the "Book of the Dead" lie is called "Osiris, King of the Gods,"
"Lord of the Land of Life," "Osiris, the Snn, Lord of the Horizons."
The greatest Egyptian monarchs knew no higher honour than to be
called " Son of the Sun," which name conveyed the idea of absolute
supremacy.
Serapis, like Zeus, Jove,

and

Osiris,

was worshipped

Besides the Jerusalem epigraph,
have been found, such as: All. HAIfl.
divinity.

—All.

CYNNAOIC

0EOIC.

of Eg)'ptian

supreme

inscriptions

—

SARAPIDI.
PRO.
SEPT. SEVERI.-I.O.M. SERAPIDl.

SALVTE. IMP. L.
IDEM. MAXIMVS. and
and

as the

similar

M EPAAH. CAPAIIIAI.
CAPAHIAI. KAI. TO!C.

MEfAAH.

HAIIl.

other

many

I.O.M.

others.

origin, there cannot, I

That

think, be

this

was a

solar deity,

any doubt, since the

modern research tend to confirm i-hat view.
he was also worshipped as Pluto may be explained by the
hj'pothesis that Serapis was identical with Osiris after the death of the

ancient writers and

Why

latter,

in

or,

horizon.

plain v/ords, that

Not more

certain

is

Serapis was really the

the sun's rising attended

Sun below the
by the growing"

bi'ightness of morning, and the splendour of noontide, than his setting
succeeded by the mystery, gloom, and horror of night. The great kinof
is overcome, yet after his apparent death he is still a king
Euler of
Hades, Lord of the Nether-gloom. He was worshipped as Esculapius,

—

probably by those

power

who had regard to the
and heat. The Indian

of solar light

drinker," is not original.
" Greatest in the Horizon

vivifying and health-giving
idea of " Yama, the blood-

In the Funereal Ritual, Osiris is addressed as
Lord of Gore, trampling in Blood Monster !
Prevailer " This, to us, is a truly horrible idea, but easily understood
by those who adored the god of the glowing dawn, and the blood- red.
!

!

!

sunset.

Facts concerning the strange and mysterious cults of the pagan worW
are very important to the student of comparative religion and civilisation,
hence the value of such monuments as that found by Dr. Bliss at
Jerusalem.

Z
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A GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM A COLUMN AT
DAMASCUS.
By

E.

W.

G. Masterman,

Esij.,

F.R.C.S.

The

following short Greek inscription I have found inscribed upon the
exposed surface of a half buried hexagonal column in Damascus. The
column is fixed end-up to form a seat at the side of a street fountain about
50 yards inside the " Bab TAma " (Gate of Thomas), and the inscription is
All the other sides of the
just below a sort of rim at the upper end.
column but one are hidden by surrounding masonry, and the greater part
of the length of the column is buried deeply so that it is imj^ossible to say
whether more is inscribed on other surfaces. As I was taking a squeeze
the people around told me that some years ago some " Frangees " tried to
arrange for the removal of the whole column, but ajjparently it came to

nothing through opposition of the people.

^AC

/;

'a] TToXXoScopou

ilvfdqKev

Dedication by

.

.

.

son of Apollodorus.

Inscuiption on Hexagonal

Column at Damascus.

NOTES ON "QUARTERLY STATEMENT," JULY,
By
P. 211.

1896.

Licut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., E.E.

It appears to be clear that the wall on Zioii

of the Crusaders, or built with materials

is

of the time

hewn by them.

P. 22(3.
The question of a few feet in the levels of the Temple, or
even of 2 inches in the length of the cubit, is not of very great importance.
In the "Handbook of the Bible" I have explained how a 16-inch
cubit agrees with careful measurements of Syrian barleycorns, as well as
with tlie dimensions of the Temjjle, and of the Galilean Synagogues.

The

level

2432 waa ascertained under

tlie

pavement

of the

Dome

of the
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Rock

ill 1874.
The level 2421 is on the east wall of the i)reseut platform.
can hardly suppose that the ground outside the Wouiens' Court was
5 feet to 7 feet higher than within.
P. 228.
My plans of the Temple were prepared on a large scale in
1879, and the published plans reduced from these.

We

Thothmes III does

P. 250.

not, to

my

tion into the hill country of Palestine, nor

knowledge, record any expediis

there any notice of " tribes

The latter is a proposed
reading of the name of a town, but Maireth reads Isphar, and connects
with Saphir {Sudfir) in Philistia. Jacob-el is equally problematical.
P. 252. The letter Kh is not a prefix. It is an integral radical in all
cases, but the cuneiform character, not being originally intended for
Semitic speech, does not clearly distinguish the letters Cheth and Ain.
of Jacob-el

The word
reason

in his records.

for " Hebonites " would, I think, be lihabiruni,

why

P. 254.

and Joseph-el,"

and I

n should be omitted.
The Philistines were connected with Mitzraim, or

see

no

the

according to the Bible

Egy])t,

but in the time of the Eighteenth Dynasty the
names of their chiefs ai-e Semitic, as are those of the towns of Philistia.
P. 260. The identification of the land of Suethe, given by Rey, which
I have followed, agrees well with the account of the Crusader's frontiers
;

and at el'Aal in the Jaulan.
The existence of the sun-god Aumo eould certainly not be
derived from the texts given by Waddington.
I found the name in
at Banias,

P. 260.

Arab inscriptions, but cannot for the moment give the reference,
not having the lequired note-book with me. There is, however, I think,
no doubt of the fact.

ancient

P. 204.

In looking through the MS. of the

new

translation of

Boha

ed Din, I find that several interesting additions to the topography will
result from the Palestine Exploration Fund's surveys such as the sites
of Kiiseir, Sennahra, &c. The most curious case is that of Fakhwwneh,
spoken of as near the Jordan bridge.
Evidently the region called
Kahwdneh is intended, but the second dot was placed a little too far to

—

the left in the
P. 213.

MS.

" Dr. Guthrie "

is

apparently a printer's error for Dr. Gtithe.

BIBLE COINS.
By

Lieut.-Colouel

Alfred Porcelli, R.E.

The

Quarterly Statement for April, 1896, contains a description of certain
On p. 156 there is portrayed a coin which is
attributed to Herod I.
On the reverse of this coin appears "the
coins found in Palestine.

monogram

T
z 2

—
THE VALLEY GATE AND THE DUNG GATE.

,';42

If this coin really is Herod's,

why

does

it

contain a symbol which, on

p

the one hand,

a corrupt version of the

is

M^

adopted by Constantine^

circa a.d. 312, as a so-called Christian emblem, and, on the other hand,
bears a suspicious resemblance to the Egyptian "Sign of Life," or Crux

ansata,

¥"

^

singular that on the obverse of this same coin there is a Star.
Can this be in allusion to Numbers xxiv, 17 "There shall arise a Star
out of Jacob " ? If so, the adoption of the star, and also of a Pagan
circle-surmounted Tau, or Crux ansata, would appear to indicate a
It

is

:

desire on the part of

Herod

to pose as the protector of

both Israelites

That a coin of Herod's should contain a nominally
The early Christians in
Christian symbol is out of the question, of course.
Egypt unfortunately adopted the Crux ansata because of its resemblance to

and

Pagans.

the popular idea of " the accui'sed tree," or possibly to the initial letter

^

and were doubtless actuated in their choice by the fear of
But why a Jewish King, who died 25 years before Christ's
persecution.
crucifixion, should adopt either the Pagan T;ut or the Egyptian " Sign of
Life," is not apparent, uuless, as suggested above, he was a semi-Pagan.
Can any one explain the meaning and presence of this curious.
of Christ

"

;

'

monogram "

?

What

is it

a "

monogram "

of

?

OOTACAMUND, INDIA,
June

Idth, 1896.

THM VALLEY GATE AND THE DUNG GATE.
By Theodore

Wright.

F.

In the Statement of April, 1896, I offered the suggestion that the excavamade by Dr. Bliss show such gates as verify the statements
At the same time, it
of Nehemiah in his account of his night ride.
seemed well to refer to the conjectui-al assignments of position made by

tions already

who had not had the help of these discoveries. One of these
geographers, the Eev. George St. Clair, replied, in the Statement for July,
writers

that his error

is

not proven, and he said

:

"The statement made twice over by Dr. Wright, 'That

the

Dung Gate

Neh. iii, 13, to have been about 1,000 cubits east of the Valley
Gate,' has no foundation in Scripture, either in the English version or the
is

said in

Hebrew

text."

This raises questions as to the distance of 1,000 cubits and as to the
eastward direction. Perhaps I should not have said "about," for the
'

TertuUian, "

pp. 283-284.

Dc Corona

Militis.," c.

iii,

vol. II, p.

80; Wilkinson,

vol. V».
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statement in Neli. iii, 13, is definite but I did not suppose that anyone
would hold the narrative to such exactness of measurement as Mr. St. Clair
Suppose, when all is finally plain, that the distance should vary
requires.
;

My

measurement,
a few cubits from 1,000, would this surprise anyone ?
made, of course, loosely by the aid of the plans so far published and of
other maps, found the distance between what were assumed to be the
two gates just about this distance but I did not understand that exact
measurement must either be attributed to Nehemiah or be required of
;

one who was finding great help from Dr. Bliss's rejiorts.
In regard to the direction being east, I cannot see that it was wrong
so to interpret Nehemiah's course on the night ride or his order of mention
The text does not say " east," but
of the gates as they were repaired.
Now as to that direction being
it goes from one point to another point.
eastward, I do not see how a doubt can exist. Verse 1 of chapter iii says
That was certainly in the eastern
tliat the men began at the Sheep Gate.
wall.
Verse 3 mentions the Fish Gate, and verse 6 the Old Gate. Are
we now on the northerly or on the southerly side of the city ? All
authorities, I believe, agree that the narrative is leading us from the east
along the north wall. Verse 11 sjieaks of the tower of the furnaces,
commonly placed to the westward. We then hear of the Valley Gate in
verse 13, and the Valley of Hiunom rather than the Valley of the Kedron
Especially is this confirmed by the immediate
is brought to mind.
mention of the Dung Gate as 1,000 cubits away. Can we place the Dung
Gate with good reason anywhere but southward, where the natural
drainage of the city went, and where Toj^het has been from the first
mention of such a jilace ? Thus the distance would place the Valley Gate
south-westward from the city and the Dung Gate southward. Verse 15
tells of " the Gate of the Fountain and the wall of the Pool of Siloah by
the king's garden, and the stairs that go down from the city of David."
Here and later one must not dogmatise, for the places thicken, but there
is no room for doubt that we are now at the south-eastern portion of
Nehemiah's course, for Siloam and the king's garden were just there.
The hill Ophel is mentioned in verse 26, and, finally, in verse 32, we have
the SheejJ Gate again.
Thus the description unquestionably goes quite round the walls, and
the only question is, Does it go round by the north or the south ? If we
try it in the latter way, we shall put everything that is well known in a
If we
position op230site to that which is given to it in the Scriptures.
put it in the usual way, going from east to west by the north, no difficulties
Avhatever arise.
I, therefore, understand that the text bids us look from
the Valley Gate about 1,000 cubits eastward for the Dung Gate, and I can
scarcely imagine that plaiii inferences from Dr. Bliss's findings will be
reversed by his later work or by that of any other.
Mr. St. Clair will, I hope, pardon us if we begin our geographical
figuring from the excavations rather than from his " matured opinion
published in 1891," but, of course, only tentatively.

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

—
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WHERE ARE THE SACRED VESSELS OF THE
TEMPLE
By

Pi^ofessor

?

Edward Hull,

F.R.S.

Uncertainty is often expressed regarding the fate of the holy vessels of
the Temple of Jerusalem carried away by Titus to Rome and displayed
A representation of this triumph still remains deeply
in his triumph.
perhaps the most interesting of all
eno-raven inside the Arch of Titus
But with Gibbon's great
City.
Eternal
of
the
monuments
the surviving
;

Instead
our hands no such uncertainty ought to exist.
buried under the bed of the Tyber, as is sometimes suggested,

work

in

of being
it

would

appear that they may be actually within the walls of the Holy City itself
restored, if not to the Temple, to the Christian Church close to its former
From the
Their wanderings have been sufficiently remarkable.
site.
account of Gibbon, it appears that after the capture and sack of Rome by
the Vandals under Genseric, a.d. 455, the holy instruments of the Jewisli
worship, the gold table, and the golden candlestick with seven branches
were amongst the spoils carried away to his capital at Carthage by the
victorious Vandal on his return to Africa.' But this is not tlie final
account we have of them. On the capture of Carthage by Belisarius, the
General of Justinian, these .sacred vessels are recaptured from the

Vandals and used to grace the triumph of Belisarius at Constantinople,
A.D. 534 ;- and, finally, after their long peregrination, were respectfully
deposited in the Christian Church of Jerusalem by the Emperor of the
East himself.

This was, doubtless, the so-called " Churcli of the Holy

which remains at the present day in possession of four
There, if
Christian sects, the Greek, Latin, Coptic, and Armenian.
anywhere, these sacred emblems of Jewish worship are to be found
what a crowning triumph would it be to the labours of the Palestine
Sepulchre,"

;

Exploration Society to be the agents for producing them, after so many
Yet a vague suspicion
centuries, to the view of an astonished world
II, in a.d. 615,
Chosroes
Jerusalem
by
of
sack
the
upon
arises whether
!

the sacred vessels may not have fallen into the liands of this victorious
If such were the case, any attempt to trace their history further
despot.

would be

fruitless indeed.

26<A August, 1896.
'

Gibbon
and Fall of the Roman Empire," vol. vi, chap. 36.
the learned and accurate treatise of Hadrian Reland, " Pe Spoliis

" Decline

refers to

Tenipli Hierosolymitani," 1716.
-

Ihid., vol.

vii,

chap. 41.
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A VISIT TO THE EXCAVATIONS AT JERUSALEM.
By

the Eev.

H. Porter,

Professor of History in the Syrian Protestant College, Beirut.

A

RECENT

visit to

Jerusalem gave

me an

opportunity to examine the

I
Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie.
have long desired to do this, but did not find it convenient until this
long acquaintance with Dr. Bliss and his work in various
month.
lines gave me an additional impulse to make the visit, and my own
interest in the archaeology of this country led me to seek a fuller

excavations carried on for the

Fund by

My

acquaintance with the work.
the 21st inst., and was most
and Mr. Dickie, who gave me every
facility for examining the work already done, and following up that iu
progress.
During the week I spent there I was daily in the excavations,
accompanying Dr. Bliss as he made his rounds to the different .shafts and
I was enabled
tunnels, spending a good share of each day underground.
to get a nuich better insight into the work, the methods employed, and
the difficulties to be overcome, than I had previously obtained from
reading the reports, and I appreciated more fully the puzzling questions
an excavator meets with underground, and the importance of deciding
I

arrived at Jerusalem on Tuesday

cordially received

by Dr.

Bliss

these questions rightly, in order to obtain the

minimum

of expense.

maximum

of results with a

Dr. Bliss showed his constant anxiety to economise

Fund, and spend no labour where it would not be profitable,
and he constantly watched every clue that might lead to a right decision.
While I was there, work was being carried on in several different
places, some on the hill within the Augustiniuu property, and others iu
the Tyropean Valley below. It required much travelling up and down
the steep hill to visit the various gangs of workmen, give directions, and
The sun that beats down into the
keep everything fully in hand.
Tyropean Valley in August is merciless, and the odours that rise from
the open drain that pours its fcetid stream down from the city are most
pungent, especially when reinforced by the carcasses of mules and
donkeys which find there a resting-place. It is a relief to escape from
such an atmosphere, and burrow in the shafts and tunnels. Those which
were being pushed in the lower part of the valley were most interesting,
and were yielding valuable results. The depth of debi'is there, one shaft
showuig 65 feet, indicates repeated destruction in this portion of the
ancient city, and excavation in this quarter promises the richest results.
Wherever a shaft may be sunk, or a tunnel driven, ruins of walls,
It would be worth while to
ai-ches, floors, and paved ways are met with.
explore the whole valley, if funds could be found for it, so rich it seems
While there, I watched the
to be in the remains of old Jerusalenu
uncovei-ing of the scarp and wall along the west side of the valley, the

for the
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series of steps descending along the side of

cistern

and

fine arcli in the valley,

and

tlie

it

towards

Siloaiu, a large

magnificent paved

way on

the

eastern side near Oi^hel.
It is to be hoped that these excavations will soon determine definitely
the disputed question as to the site of the City of David. Some most
interesting developments I feel sure are in store for Dr. Bliss and the

Fund during this coming year. The work is being pushed
The workmen are
and each day yields important results.
interested as well as the director, and all work together with a will.
Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie are on the best of terms with all their people,
and have the faculty of getting the most work with the least friction.
Mr. Dickie is acquiring the colloquial, and is already able to make his
way among the workmen without an interpreter. This entente cordiale
between the directors of the work and their men is of the gi-eatest
advantage, and not always easy to be gained in this country without a
The men of Siloam seem to have a warm attachment
free use of money.
and genuine regard for Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie. The latter's injury at
the hands of ruffians aroused their sympathies, and his re-appeai'ance
among them was the occasion of sincere congratulations.
Daring my visit, Mr. Dickie was busy in preparing his case for the
The aff'air seems a strange one, no sufticient
trial of his assailants.
It is to be hoped that the
motive for the attack being evident.
a^iriessors will receive such sentence as will deter othei's from similar
The authorities are no doubt anxious to see justice done, and
assaults.

friends of the
rapidly,

the case
I

The

is

a clear one.

was glad
climate

is

to find the health of Dr. Bliss

and Mr. Dickie so good.

rather trying, and the work exacting, but Dr. Bliss says

it

agrees with him far better than his two mouths of enforced idleness.
His next report will be awaited with interest.

Syrian Protectant College,
Beirut, Syria, August Idt/t, 1896.

ARMENIAN DESCRIPTION OF THE HOLY PLACES
THE SEVENTH CENTURY.

IN

Translated from the Russian hj E. Nisbet Bain, Esq.
Ti:e fragment here communicated, presenting a short description of the
Huly Places in Palestine, attracts our attention by its undoubtedly great
antiquity,

althougli

aj)j)ri)ximate date

it

appears impossible to give an exact or even

Moses Kaganfirst ajjpearance in writing.
the " liistory of Agvan," translated into the
Professor K. P. Patkanov,' in which the description

of

its

katvatsi, the author of

Eus.sian tongue
'

by

History of Agvan " of Moses Kagarikatvatsi, a writer of the tenth
centiii-y.
Translated from the Armenian. Sb., 1051.
'

o47
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embodied, lived undoubtedly at the end of the tenth
have conclusively proved, only
the last (i.e., the third) part of his " History of Agvan," should be considered his own independent work, the first two pai-ts being nothing more
nor less than literal borrowing from other sources dating back to the
in

question

century

is

but, as the labours of specialists

;

'

middle of the seventh century.
taining a description of the

Holy

The chapter

so interesting to us, con-

Places, occurs at the very

end of the

second part, and consequently did not originate in the tenth but rather
After a general description of the Holy Places
in the seventh century.
comes an enumeration of the monasteries built at Jerusalem by the
Agvans, it takes up the 52nd and following chapter of the second book,
and is obviously connected with the much fuller enumeration of the
70 Armenian monasteries in Jerusalem, published i-ecently in a French
Compare Archives de I'ovient latin,

translation from the Armenian.

Deux

:

armcniennes

des lieux saints de
" Les
convents
Anastase d'Armenie (vii siecle).
armeniens de Jerusalem."
The name Anastasius, standing also in
chapter 52 of the second book of the Agvan history, has induced the
learned Armenian scholar L. Alishan to sujspose that the enumeration
of the Armenian monasteries, translated by him, really belongs to the
seventh century.
It is also natural to suppose that the pi'eceding
61st chapter likewise belongs to the same period.

t.

II,

394

p.

Palestine

:

Chapter

:

descriptions

LXX

1.

51.-

N^imber and situation of

the Churches b^dlt

in

Holy

Jerusalem.

Thou wilt find here the faithful account of an eye-witness.
The rock-hewn tomb (grave) of the life-giving Jesus is 1|

circuits of

the arms (== 1^ fathoms) beyond the middle cupola of the holy life-giving
sepulchre.
In the colonnaded cupola-shaped^ church (which is built)

100 ells in height and 100 ells in breadth, on this and that side (are
found) [or stand] 12 columns below and 12 columns above. There in the

upper division (in the chamber) are the lance, sponge, and cup of
Christ, wrought in gold.
In the chief church (Katolike) called Maturn
{jxapTvpiov), but also Invention of the Cross, 20 ells distant from the
Church of the Resurrection, are disposed in line, 65* columns above and
below.

The Church of Holy Golgotha, called also the tomb of Adam, (is)
10 steps distant from the Resurrection in it is an altar where Christ
was crucified on the ladder (scala).
;

The Church

of

Holy

Sion, one stadium (asparez) tlistant

from the

'

Armeuia.

^

Professor K. P. Patkanov at our request has examined his forracr version

and collated it with the original MSS.
The words "colonnaded cupola-shaped" are not found
only in the Moscow edition of the Armenian original.
of this chapter
^

^

in all

MSS., but

Variant., 75.

z 3
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ells in length and 70 in breadth, has 80' vaulted connected columns. In it there is no upper division (room, gallery), and
only a wooden tarb (trellis-work), and on the tarb hangs the crown of
thorns which was laid on the head of the Life-giver. To the right of the
church the chamber of the mysteries, and a wooden cupola in wdiich is
imaged the sacred supper of the Saviour. In it an altar at which the
In tlie upper division of Sion there is no chamber
liturgy is celebrated.

Resurrection, 100

(gallery?).
is the Palace of Pilate, called Kappata, and the
stood before Pilate. On it are seen his footprints
Lower a taz (washing-basin) in which he washed the feet of
to this day.
To the left of Sion is the dangeon where they shut Chri.st
his disciples.
There is an altar, and the liturgy is celebrated.
up.
Behind the town, in that place where the Hebrews keep the tomb of

To the

right- of Sion

stone on which

C!lirist

the Holy Virgin, and do not suffer her to be buried, is a cupola on four
Thence 250 stone steps
marble columns covered with copper crosses.
lead down to the tomb (place of burial) of the Virgin, in the Vale of Gethsemane, and thence to the Mount of Olives, from whence Christ ascended,

800

steps.

On

the place of the Ascension

is

erected, after the likeness of the

Church of the Resurrection, a very beautiful cupola-sha])ed building,
100 ells in width. Thence are visible the River Jordan, Mount Hor,
and many districts.
Bethlehem is distant from the Resurrection westwards 220 stadia.
The church is 200 ells in length and 100 in breadth, with 90 marble
columns and stone vaults. In it is a two-fold cavern which Abraham
bought for a burial place. Below the altar (beneath the altar) the holy
cave and manger where (also) is an altar, and liturgy {i.e., divine service)
is

celebrated there.

Haprvpiov) in

To the

right of the church

which are preserved the

relics

of

is

the

a chapel (maturn,
children slain

by

Herod.
Thence eastwards, on the .Jordan side, 3 stadia from Bethlehem, is a
grove, and in it two churches in which the liturgy is celebrated,
The River Jordan, in which tlie Saviour was ba])tised, is 7^ stadia
There is built a stone church in the likeness
to the east from Jerusalem.
of a cross, 80 ells in length and 80 in breadth, with three altars of the
mysteries, on which the liturgy
is

is

accomplished.

The Mount

of Olives

to the east of Jerusalem.

[This description of the holy places at Jerusalem was probably written

by an Armenian pilgrim (Anastasius
'

?)

who

visited

Jerusalem about

Variant., 90.

'•
to the left of,"
expressions " to the riglit of Sion," and, lower down,
mean, of course, on the right side of Sion, on the left side, «fcc. Not being
acquainted with tlie language of the original, we dare not make any alteration

The

in the translation tliereof.
^

The

cipher 7

is

clearly a mistake.
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t

A.D. 660.
It is, therefore, the earliest account that we have of the
Churches of the Eesurrection, of the Cross, and of Golgotha, as restored
by Modestus after the Persian invasion. Though very brief, and nut
always clear, the record is of much intei'est.

We
that

is,

learn, for instance, that the " colonnaded, cupola-shaped church,"

the Church of the Resurrection, or of the Holy Sepulchre, had a
which wei-e kept the lance, the sponge, and the cup of

clerestory in

The 12 columns of the church may be compared with the
12 columns of the " Hemisphere " in Constantine's original church, and
suggests the idea that the " Hemisphere " may have been the domed
Church of the Auastasis. Arculf places the " lance " in the porch of the
Christ.

church, and the " sponge and the cup " in an exedra between Golgotha
and the Basilica. The " cup " is said by Antoninus to have been of onyx,

wrought gold. The Martyrium, Basilica, or
have had 65, or, according to a variant,
75 columns, and a clerestory. The tomb of Adam is shown at Golgotha,
in accordance with the tradition mentioned by Origen that Christ was

whilst the later one

Church

bvxried

was

of

of the Cross is said to

beneath Calvary.

of Holy Sion is said to have been only one stadium from
the Anastasis, and to have had on its right (south) the Palace of Pilate,
and on its left (north) the Prison of Christ. This possibly indicates that
the original Church of Sion, " the mother of all churches," was not far

The Church

from the present Armenian Church of St. James.
The notices of the Church of the Ascension as having been built on
the model of the Anastasis, and of the cruciform church at the spot
where Christ was baptised in Jordan, are also interesting. C. W. W.

—
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1893.
By James Glaisher,

F.E.S.

in colvimn 1 of this table show the highest reading of the
of these the highest, as usual, are in the
each month
winter, and the lowest in the summer months the maximum for the
year was 27-668 inches, in November, and the next in order, 27-612
The highest reading in the preceding 32 years, viz.,
inches, in March,

The numbers
barometer

in

;

;

1861 to 1892 inclusive, was 27-816 inches, in December, 1879.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
for the year was 27 026 inches, in December, and the next in order,
;

27 "060 inches, in March.

The lowest

in the

preceding 32 years was

26-972 inches, in April, 1863, and February, 1865.
The range of readings in the year was 0-642 inch.
in the preceding 32 years was 0*742 inch, in 1876

;

The largest range
and the smallest,

0-491 inch, in 1883.

column show the extreme range of readings
inch, was in July, the next in
and the largest 0-557 inch, in December,
order, 0-137 inch, in September
and the next in order, 0-552 inch, in March. The mean monthly range
in

The numbers
each month
;

in the 3rd

the smallest, 0-129
;

The mean for the preceding 32 years
the year was 0-319 incli.
was 0-309 inch.
The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of
the highest was 27-515 inches, in November, and the
the atmosphere
next in order, 27-434 inches, in June the lowest was 27-239 inches, in
The mean
July, and the next in order, 27-298 inches, in January.
yearly pressure was 27-361 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in
the preceding 32 years was 27-443 inches, in 1561, and the lowest, 27-358
The mean for tlie 32 years was 27-391 inches.
inches, in 1892.
The temperature of the air reached 90° on May 27th, which was the only
for

;

;

day in

May

of a

temperature so high as 90"

(in the preceding 11 years, the

day in the year on which the temperature was 90° was March 25th
in
in the year 1888); in June it reached or exceeded 90° on one day
July, 17 days; in August, 7 days; and in Sejitember, 4 days, the 30th
being the last day in the year of a tem]jerature as high as 90°. In the
preceding 1 1 years the latest day in the year the temperature reached 90°
The temperature reached or
was October 23rd in the year 1887.
exceeded 90° on 30 days during the year. In the year 1892 the number
the
of days of this high temperature was 23, and in 1887 was 73
earliest

;

;

The highest temperature in the
average of the 11 years was 41.
year was 104°-5 on July 19th. The highest in the preceding 11 years,
1882 to 1892, was 106°, in July, 1888.
The temjierature of the air was as low as 27°-5 on December 23rd, and
on 4 other nights in this month was at or below 32°, and as low or below
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In January it was at or below 32° on 2 nights,
on 14 other nights in Febiuary it was 28° on
in March at or
the 3rd, and as low or below 40° on 18 other nights
below 32° on 4 nights, and as low or below 40" on 9 other nights and in
Thus the temperature was as low or lower
Ajjril, on the 9th it was 40°.
In the year 1892 the number
than 40° on G5 nights during the year.
the
of nights of this low temperature was 19, and in 188G was 97
average for the 11 years was 49. The lowest temperatuie in the preceding 11 years was 26°*5, in January, 1890.
The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5 ;
in January it was ti5°"6, being 4°'9 above the mean of the 11 high day
temperatuies in January. The high day temperature was above its
average in Februaiy, July, August, November, and December, and below
in all other months.
The mean for the year was 83°'7, being 0°'3
below the average of 11 years. The highest in the year was 104°'5, in

40" on 12

and

otliei-

nights.

as low or below 40"

;

;

;

;

July.

The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 6
December it was 27° '5, being 6°"4 1.>elow the average of 11 years in
February it was 28°"0, being 6°"2 below the average it was above the
aveiage in the months from May to July, and in Novembei', and below
in all other months.
The mean for the year was 43° "0, being 1°'8 below
;

in

;

;

the average of

1 1

years.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7 the
numbers vary from 32°"0 in November to 46°'0 in March. In the
mouths of January, February, and December the ranges were lai'ge,
owing to the high high day temjierature, anil the low low night temperature, being 7°'0, £°"2, and 7°"6 resi^ectively larger than its average.
The
juean range for the year was 40°"7, being l°'o larger than the aveiage of
;

II years.

The range of temperature in the year was 77°'0. The largest in the
preceding 11 years was 76°"5, in each of the years 1884, 188G, and 1888,
and the smallest, 63°'5, in 1885.
The mean of all the high day temjjeratures in each montli is shown in
column 8. The lowest was 52°"4 iu January, being l°-6 higher than the
•average.
The highest was 90°"8, in July, being 3°"1 above the average,
and the next in order 86° "9, in August. The mean for the year was
71° 5, being 0°*8

below the average of 11 years.
low night temperatures in each month is shown
in
The lowest was 39°'3, in December, being 3°'3 lower
than the average. The highest was 67°"9, in July, being 3 7 higher
"8 below the
than the average. The mean for the year was 51""'8, or
average of 11 years.
In column 10 the mean daily lange of tem])erature in each month is
shown the smallest was IT'S, in January, and the next in order, 13^'4,
in February
the greatest was 25°'8, in August, and the next in order
25°'G, iu September.
The mean for the year was 19''7, being 0°'l greater
than the average. The smallest ranges in tiic j)recetliug 11 years were

The mean
column 9.

;

;

of all the
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the greatest were
January, 1883, and 9°'7, in December, 1890
August, 1886, and 30°-l, in the same month of 1887. The smallest
mean for the year was 17°'8 in 1883, and the greatest, 24^'3, in 1886.
The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 11 the
lowest was 46° "3, in February and the next in order 46° "5, in January
the highest was 79°'3, in July, and the next in order 75°4, in June.
The mean for the year was 61°*7, being 0°'8 below the average of 11
The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding 1 1 years were
years.
39°-8, in January, 1890, and 42°-0, in December, 1886
the highest were
8r-2, in August, 1890, and 81°-1, in July, 1888.
The highest mean
for the year was 63°-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°-l, in 1886.
February was the coldest month of the year, by reference to columns
5 and 6 it will be seen that the temperature was above its average
by day, but greatly below by night the nights in the months of May,
June, July, and November were warm but were cold and below the
average in the remaining 8 month.s, being particularly so in February and
December.
The numbers in column 12 are the mean readings of a dry-bnU>
thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with tho.se in column
11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are a little higher in every
month, the diflference of the means for the year being 3°"7. The mean
difference between the mean temperature and that at 9 a.m. for the
9°-3, in

;

33°-8, in

;

;

;

;

;

;

was 3° '2.
For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermometers
read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from May to October the
difference between the readings often exceeded 20°, and was as large as
29°-8 on May 14th.
In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown
the smallest differences between these and those of the dry-bulb were
3°*5, in January, and 4°'3, in December
the largest were 16°*9, in
July, and 15°'3, in June. The mean for the year was 56° "2, and that
of the dry 65°"4
the mean difference was 9°'2.
The numbers in column 14 are the temperature of the dew-point, or
that of the temperature at which the air would be saturated by the
quantity of vapour mixed with it the smallest differences between these
numbers and those in column 12, were 7°'3, in January, and 8°'8 in
December and the largest 28°"2, in July, and 25°'9 in June. The
mean temperature of the dew-point for the year was 49°"1 the mean
for 11 years was 50°-l.
The mimbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the
length of a cohmin of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure
of vapour
the smallest was 0'239 inch, in February, and the largest,
0"4C8 inch, in August. The mean for the year was 0359 inch
the
average of 1 1 years was 374 inch.
In column 16 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
is shown
it was a little more than 2^ grains in February, and as large
11 years

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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The mean tov the year was 40 grains the
as 5 grains in August.
average of 11 years was 4-1 grains.
In column 17 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
;

cubic foot of air

shown

is

more than 7^ grains

;

it

in July.

was less tlian one gi'ain in January, and
The mean for the year was 3'4 grains

the average of 11 years was 3"4 grains.

column 18 show tlie degree of humidity of the air,
by 100 the largest numbers appear in
January, Febi'uary, Marcli, November, and Decemljer and the smallest
from April to Octoljer the smallest of all was 38 in July. The mean
that of the 11 years was 59.
for the year was 58
The numbers in column 19 show the weight in gi-ains of a cubic foot
of ail', under its mean atmospheric pressure, temperatuie, and humidit}'.
The largest number was in February, deci'easing month by month to the
smallest in July, then increasing to December. The mean for the year
was 482 grains that of the 11 years was 482 grains.
The most prevalent wind in January was S.W., and the least
prevalent winds were N., N.E., and E.
in February the most prevalent winds were N.W"., S.W., and W., and the least were N"., E., S.E.,
and S.
in March the most prevalent were S.W. and N.W., and the
least was N.
in April the most prevalent were S.W. and N.W., and the
least were S.E. and S.
in May the most prevalent winds were W. and
N.W., and the least was N. in June and July the most prevalent was
N.W., and the least prevalent were E., S.E., S. and S.W. in August
and Sejitember the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were E.,
in October the most prevalent was N.W., and the least
S.E., and S.
were E. and S. in November the most prevalent were N.E. and N.W.,
and in December the most prevaand the least were S.E., S., and S.W.
lent winds were S.W. and N.E., and the least prevalent wind was N.
The most prevalent wind for the year was N.W., which occurred on 134
times, of which 19 were in July and 17 in both August and September,
and the least prevalent wind was S., which occurred on only 7 times
during the yeai', of which 2 were in both January and May, and one in
each of the months of February, March, and December.
The total number of times of each wind are shown in the last line of
columns 20 to 27 those winds less in number than the average of the
preceding 11 years were
N.

The numbers

in

saturation being i-epresented

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud in each
month the month with the smallest amount was August, 0'5, and the
;

Of the cumulus or fine weather cloud there were
largest December, 6"7.
only 2 instances of the nimbus or rain cloud there were 27 instances,
of which 9 were in March and 8 in December, and only 3 instances from
;

to November; of the cirrus there were 13 instances; of the
of the
of the cirro stratus IG instances
cumulus 81 instances
cumulus stratus 72 instances and 154 instances of cloudless skies, of
which 26 were in June, 24 in J uly, and 22 in August, and only 3 instances
in December.
The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 12 '35 inches,
in March, of which 3*37 inches fell on the 24th, and 306 inches on the
The next largest fall for the month was 7-54 inches, in January,
23rd.
No
of which 2-2.5 inches fell on the 26th, and 1-46 inch on the 27th.
Aj)ril

cirro

;

;

;

rain fell from May 17th till October 10th, making a period of 145
consecutive days without rain. The total fall of rain for the year was
3054 inches, being 5-31 inches above the average for 32 years, viz., 1861
The number of days on which rain fell was 62, being 7 more
to 1892.

than the average.

OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1893.

RESULTS

By James Glaisher,

The numbers

in

column

month
barometer
in the summer months
November, and the next
in each

;

F.E.S.

of this table show the highest reading of the
the highest appear in the winter, and the lowest
the maximum for the year was 31 '220 inches, iu

1
;

in order 3r084 inches, in January.
In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown the minimum
and the next in order 30-247
for the year was 30-226 inches, in August
;

;

inches, in July.

The range of readings in the year was U-9'.)4 inch. The range in
the morning observations was 0-875 inch, being 0-233 inch greater tlian
the range at Jerusalem.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme lange of readings
each
month the smallest was 0-291 inch, in July, and the next in
in
order 0-357 inch, in September the largest was 0-710 inch, in November,
;

;

December.
and 5 show the mean monthly reading of
and those in colunni 6 the lower
the barometer at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
the smallest dill'erence between these
reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m.
two readings was 0-032 inch, in danuai-y, and the next in order 0060
inch, in December
the largest was O'llO inch, in November, and the next

and the next

in order

The numbers

0696

inch, in

in colunnis 4

;

;

;
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in onlei' 0'106 inch, in July.

Tn England

in

35

January the readings

at

in all other months the
8 a.m. and 4 ]\m. are practically the same
the greatest difference is
reading at 4 i^.m. is lower than at 8 a.m.
;

;

in June, 0-025

The mean

inch.

for the year at Tiberias

was

O'OB inch,

being four times greater than in England.
The numbers in tlie 7th column show the mean monthly pressure of
the liighest was 30'832 inches, in February, and the
the atmosphere
next in order 30'T6.5 inches, in November the lowest was 30'398 inches,
The mean for
in July, and the next in order 30'480 inches, in August.
;

;

the vear was 30'632 inches.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.
The first day in the year the temperature reached 90° was on iipril 12th,.
and there were 3 other days in this month when the temperature reached
in June, July, August, and September
in May, 15 days
or exceeded 90°
in October on 21 days
and in
it reached or exceeded 90° on every day
November on 2 days thus the temperature reached or exceeded 90° on
At Jerusalem the temperature did not reach
1G4 days during the year.
90° till May 27th, and there were only 30 days in the year on which the
temperature v/as as high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature was as.
in June it reached or exceeded 100° on
high as 102° on May 14th
;

;

;

;

;

;

August, ?4 days in September, 8 days
October on one day thus on 81 days in the year the temperature
at Jerusalem the temperature reached or
reached or exceeded 100°
exceeded 100° on only one day. The highest temperature in the year at
at Jerusalem the liighest in the year
Tiberias was 108°, on July 18th
was 104°-5, on July 19th.
The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 9,.
The lowest in the year was 36°'0, on January 30th. The next lowest was
39° 0, on both January 31st and December 25th
and from February 1st
till December 25th there was no temperature so low as 39°, the nearest
thus the temperature was.
approach being 40° on February 1st and 4th
as low or lower than 40° on 6 nights during the year. At Jerusalem the
and there were 65
lowest in the year was 27'-5 on December 23rd
nights in the year when the temperature was as low or lower than 40°.
at Jerusalem it
Tlie yearly range of temperature at Tiberias was 72°
was IT.
The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 and
these numbers vary from 32° in November, to 52° in May.
At Jerusalem
the rancje varied fi-om 32° in November to 46° in March.
In column lithe mean of all the high day temperatures in each
month is shown. The lowest was 65°'3 in January, being 12° "9 higher
than at Jerusalem
the next in order were 67° in February, and 69°"3
in December
the highest was 102°'8 in July, and the next in order
were 101°"4 in August, and 97°'8 in September. At Jerusalem the lowest
were 52°'4 in January, 53°'0 in February, and 55°'6 in December the
highest were 90°-8 in July, 86°-9 in August, and 83°-7 in June. The
mean for the year at Tiberias was 84° 3 at Jerusalem it was 71°'5.
2 days

and

;

in July, 25 days

in

in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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In column 12 the mean of

month

is

shown

all the low night temperatures in eac
the lowest was 45° 9 in February
the next in orde

;

;

were 47°"7, in January, and 49° in March
the highest was 75°"3 i
July; the next in order were 74°0 in August, and 7l°"2 in Septerabe:
At Jerusalem the lowest were 39°"3 in December, 39°'6 in February, an
40°'6 in January
the highest were 67°"9 in July, 67°"0 in June, an
61°"1 in August.
At Tiberias the yearly value was 60°'6 at Jerusalei
;

;

;

was 5V-8.
In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in eac
month the smallest was 17°1 in December, and the next in order wei
17°'6 in January, and 21°'l in February
the gi'eatest was 28°'3 in June
the next in order were 28'''2 in May and 27°'5 in July. At Jerusalem tl
smallest were 11°"8 in January, 13°"4 in February, and 16°'3 in Decen
ber the greatest were 25°'8 in August, 25°'6 in September, and 24°'6
October. The mean daily range for the year at Tiberias was 23°'7
Jerusalem it was 19°'7.
The mean temi^erature of the air, as found from the maximum an
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. Tl
lowest was 56°*4 in February
the next in order were 56°*5 in Januar
and 59°'6 in Mai'ch the highest was 89° in July the next in ord(
were 87°"7 in August, and 84°'5 in September. At Jerusalem the lowe
tl
were 46°'3 in February, 46°*5 in January, and 47°'5 in December
highest were 79°*3 in July, 75°"4 in June, and 74° in August.
J
both Tiberias and Jerusalem the mean temperature increased moni
by month from the minimum in February to the maximum in Jul
then decreased month by month to the end of the year. At Tiberias tl
at Jerusalem, 61°*7.
yearly value was 72°"4
The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings
a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those
column 15 be compared with those in column 14, it will be seen th
those in column 15 were a little higher in March and April, and a litt
lower in all other months. The mean for the year was 7l°"7, differing \
(f'l from the mean of the year as determined by the use of the maximu
and minimum thermometers should this be the case in future years, tl
mean temperature may be approximately determined by a single readir
of the thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m.
The numbers in the TZth column are the temperature of the dew-poin
or that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantil
the smallest difference between these numbe
of vapour mixed with it
and those in column 15 was 6°'6 in January from April to Novemb^
the smallest difference was 11°"1 in April, and the largest, 17°'l,
it

;

;

i

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

'

:

;

;

;

:

September.

The numbers in column 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or tl
length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressu:
of vapour ; the smallest was 0345 inch, in February, and the larges
0"759 inch, in August.
In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of a

—
oo7
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is

shown

;

it

was

less

than 4 grains in February, and as large as 8 grains

August.
In column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a
it was as small as one grain in January, and
cubic foot of air is shown
in

;

as large as 6 grains in July.

The numbers

in

column 21 show the degree

of

humidity of the

air,

numbers appear from
December to March, and the smallest from April to November, the
smallest of all was 56 in September.
The numbers in column 22 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot
of air, under the mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of
the air the largest number was in February, decreasing to the smallest
in August, and then increasing to December.
In columns 23 and 24 are the mean readings of a dry and wet-bulb
thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbers in column 15

.saturation being represented

by 100

;

the largest

;

with those in column
is

shown

much

in

;

23,

the increase of temperature from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

January the increase was only

3°-9,

and

in

June

it

was

as

as 10° "9.

In column 25 the temperature of the dew point at 4 p.m. is shown.
these numbers with those in column 17, it will be seen that
the temperature of the dew point in May was lower than at 8 a.m. by 2",
increasing to T'G lower in June, then decreasing to 2°-8 lower in October.
The numbers in this column were smaller than those in column 23 by
.'^-4 in January, increasing to 3r-9 in June, then decreasing to 11^-6 in
December the differences between the temperature of the air and that
in June it
of the dew point are very much larger than those at 8 a.m.

By comparing

;

;

was more than twice

as large.

On 2 or 3 days in the months of May, June, July, and September at
4 p.m. the reading of the dry-bulb thermometer exceeds that of the wet
by 25° or more, and the temperature of the dew point was from 39° to
49° lower than the temperature of the air, as
table

:

Month and Day.

shown by the foUowinsr
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In column 2G the elastic force of vapour is shown, and by canparinothe values Avith those in the same month at 8 a m. yve find that in May it
was smaller at 4 p.m. by ()-038 inch, increasing to 0'142 inch smaller in

June, and larger than at 8 a.m. in the months from January to April,
and in November and December.
In column 27 the amount of water in a cubic foot of air is shoM'n,
and the amount was less than at 8 a.m. in the months from May ta
October.

In column 28 the amount of water requii'ed to saturate a cubic foot of

shown;

was as large as 11 "3 grains in July, and lO'l grains
and September, and as small as T? grain in January.
In column 29 the degree of humidity is shown, the driest months were
from June to September, the value for these mouths varying from 3.5 in
June to 40 in August.
In column 30 the weight of a cubic foot of air is shown, the smallest
was 504 grains in July, and the largest, 546 grains, in both January and
air

is

it

in June, August,

February.
In column 31 the mean amount of cloud in each month is shown the
month with the smallest amount was June, 0'3, and the large.st,
January, 6"7.
In column 32 are given the number of days of rain in each month
the largest was 16, in both January and December. The total number
in the year was 65.
At Jerusalem rain fell on 62 days.
In column 33 the monthly fall of rain is given. The heaviest fall of
rain on one day in the months from January to April was 1"85 inch, on
January 9th the next in order were 1'70 inch on January 11th, 1"63
inch on January 26th, and 1"18 inch on April 22nd. No rain fell from
May 18th till December lOth, excepting two slight falls of 0*05 inch on
neg'ecting these, no rain fell
both September 17th and October 12th
the fall of rain on December 17th was 2"35 inches, and on
for 205 days
December 18th one inch fell. The heaviest monthly fall in the year was
8'85 inches, in January, and the next in order 6'18 inches, in December.
The total fall for the year was 25'62 inches. At Jerusalem the total fall
;

;

;

;

;

for the year

was 3054

inches.
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